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Silicon-based Magneto-optical Isolator and Circulator Fabricated by
Direct Bonding Technology
Y. Shoji, K. Mitsuya, and T. Mizumoto
Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan

Abstract— We have investigated magneto-optical isolator and circulator on silicon photonics
circuits using a direct bonding of silicon and a magneto-optic garnet. The devices are based on
a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) composed of Si waveguides. Bonded magnet-optic garnet
as an upper cladding layer induces nonreciprocal phase shift in a push-pull manner by applying
magnetic fields in the Voigt configuration. Depending on the number of input and output ports,
an MZI becomes an isolator or a circulator. In our recent development, an optical isolator with
30 dB isolation and a 4-port circulator are demonstrated.
1. INTRODUCTION

Nonreciprocal devices are indispensable for highly-functional optical communication systems. An
optical isolator protects laser diodes from unwanted reflections to keep the stable operation. An
optical circulator is used to divide optical signals in bi-directional transmissions or to form an adddrop multiplexer with fiber brag gratings. Commercially available isolators and circulators based
on the Faraday rotation are formed by bulk optics. Waveguide type optical isolators and circulators
are examined on magneto-optic garnets [1–5], however, they have not yet been used in practical
systems due to a lack of compatibility with other components. This is because the magneto-optic
garnet must be epitaxially grown on a garnet substrate so as to be single crystal providing a large
magneto-optic effect with relatively low optical absorption at a telecom wavelength.
Our approach to overcome this issue is to use a direct bonding of the single-crystalline garnet onto another optical waveguide platform. A nonreciprocal optical device with semiconductor
platform partially bonded magneto-optic garnet can be integrated with other devices. Using the
nonreciprocal phase shift which is the first order magneto-optic effect in the Voigt configurations
is more suitable for waveguide devices than using the Faraday rotation which requires strict phase
matching between TE and TM modes. Our device is based on a Mach-Zehnder interferometer
(MZI) with nonreciprocal and reciprocal phase shifters. The nonreciprocal phase difference is provided in a push-pull manner by applying magnet field in anti-parallel directions. The reciprocal
phase difference is provided by path length difference of optical waveguides.
We have demonstrated a silicon-based optical isolator with a high isolation over 30 dB [8]. Also,
silicon-based 4-port circulator was demonstrated by using a 2 × 2 MZI configuration [9]. In this
paper, we describe the recent progress of magneto-optical isolator and circulator based on silicon
waveguides.
2. DEVICE STRUCTURE

Figure 1 shows schematic of silicon-based MZI optical isolator and circulator. The center ports
of 3 dB coupler are input and output ports. A magneto-optic garnet Ce-substituted yttrium iron
garnet (Ce:YIG) is bonded on the MZI as an upper cladding layer. A nonreciprocal phase shift
is induced by the magneto-optic effect in Ce:YIG by applying magnetic fields to the arms in antiparallel directions. Also, a reciprocal phase shift is induced by optical path difference between the
MZI arms. The nonreciprocal phase shifter provides a ±π/2 phase difference depending on the
propagation direction. This is cancelled for the forward direction with a reciprocal phase difference
of π/2, but is added for the backward direction. The forward light exhibits in-phase interference,
while the backward light exhibits anti-phase interference. The light exhibiting in-phase interference
coupled to the center port. The light exhibiting anti-phase interference is radiated to the side ports.
Then, the MZI functions as an optical isolator.
In the same way, when the 3 dB directional coupler is composed of 2×2 ports, in- and anti-phase
interferences select the transmission ports of the MZI. That is, the light transmits form port 1 to
port 2 and form port 3 to port 4 for in-phase interference, on the other hand, from port 2 to port
3 and from port 4 to port 1 for anti-phase interference, respectively. Then, the MZI functions as
an optical circulator.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Schematics of (a) MZI optical isolator and (b) MZI optical circulator with silicon waveguides.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Photos of fabricated silicon waveguide optical isolators.

The nonreciprocal phase shift is a directionally dependent propagation constant and can be
simulated by solving optical mode field and using perturbation theory [5, 6]. This shift is brought
about by the directionally dependent dielectric permittivity of the magneto-optic garnet, where
the off-diagonal elements change its sign due to the first-order magneto-optic effect. The length
of the nonreciprocal phase shifter is designed to be 400 µm for a silicon waveguide dimension of
450 × 220 nm2 and the Faraday rotation coefficient of −4500 deg/cm of Ce:YIG at a wavelength of
1550 nm.
Silicon waveguides were fabricated by electron-beam lithography and reactive ion etching technique. A single crystalline Ce:YIG layer was grown on a gadolinium garium garnet substrate by
RF sputtering deposition technique. In this work, a 1.5 × 1.5 mm2 Ce:YIG die was bonded on the
silicon waveguide using a plasma assisted direct bonding technique [7]. The surface of a patterned
silicon layer and Ce:YIG die were exposed to N2 plasma for 10 sec. Then, they were brought
into contact and pressed at 6 MPa at 200◦ C in a vacuum chamber. Figure 2 shows the photos of
fabricated silicon waveguide optical isolators. Although the bonded region should be only on the
nonreciprocal phase shifter, it is difficult to manipulate such a small die to place on the precise
position. In this case, all the MZI was covered by the Ce:YIG die.
3. CHARACTERIZATION

The fabricated isolator was characterized by measuring the transmission spectra in a 1550 nm
wavelength range as shown in Figure 3 [8]. The resonant spectra are due to the optical path
difference of the reciprocal phase shifter, which was designed much longer than that for minimum
length to be π/2 so that the wavelength shift can be easily observed. By using a compact permanent
magnet with three reversed poles, an external magnetic field was applied to the MZI arms in antiparallel directions. The dashed line indicates the transmittance without applying a magnetic field.
When the magnetic field was applied, the transmission spectra exhibited wavelength shifts with
different signs depending on the light propagation direction as shown by the red and blue solid
lines. A maximum isolation ratio of 30 dB, which was defined by the difference in transmittance
between two propagation directions, was obtained at a wavelength of 1548 nm. This is the highest
isolation among silicon waveguide optical isolators ever reported.
Figure 4 shows the measured transmittance spectra of silicon waveguide circulator [9]. The
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Figure 3: Measured transmittance of silicon waveguide isolator.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Measured transmittance spectra of a circulator with port pairs of (a) port 1-2 and (b) port 2-3.
Table 1: Measured transmittance for input/output port combinations at a wavelength of 1531 nm.
Input
Port
Port
Port
Port

1
2
3
4

Transmittance measured at output [dB]
Port 1 Port 2 Port 3
Port 4
−28.4
−34.5
−43.7
−28.0
−37.3
−29.0
−27.8
−42.1
-

transmittance measured at 1531 nm is summarized in Table 1 for four input/output combinations.
Port 2, 3, 4, and 1 are conducting ports for the input from port 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively, at this
wavelength. On the other hand, port 4, 1, 2, and 3 are isolating ports for the input from port 1, 2,
3, and 4, respectively. Isolations defined as the difference in transmittance between two ports are
better for cross port pairs 1-2 and 3-4 than bar port pairs 2-3 and 1-4. This is because an exact
3 dB dividing characteristic was not provided in the directional couplers. Since the deviations in
two couplers are almost identical in actual fabrication, power imbalance due to the first coupler is
nullified by the second coupler for the cross port. On the other hand, power imbalances are added
for the bar port. Therefore, better isolations are obtained for the cross port pairs. A maximum
isolation of 15.3 dB was obtained for the pair of port 1-2.
Let us discuss about the loss of these devices. The measured transmittance included a coupling
loss of 8 dB/facet between fiber and silicon waveguide. The propagation loss of an air clad silicon
waveguide is estimated to be 2.7 dB/cm at a wavelength of 1550 nm. The measured insertion loss
of a straight waveguide adjacent to the device, shown by green line in Figure 3, is estimated from
optical simulations to include the junction losses at the boundary between air and Ce:YIG cladding
regions of 7.6 dB and the optical absorption of Ce:YIG of 4.1 dB. The junction loss can be reduced
to be less than 2 dB by covering the air cladding region with SiO2 . The optical absorption of
Ce:YIG can be reduced to be about 1 dB by annealing the Ce:YIG after the growth. The difference
between the transmittance of straight waveguide and that of maximum peak of the MZI was 3 dB,
which is due to excess loss in directional couplers by a fabrication error.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

We have fabricated and demonstrated silicon-based optical isolator and circulator using direct
bonding technology. A magneto-optic garnet Ce:YIG is directly bonded on a silicon waveguide
without any adhesive. A magneto-optic effect induces nonreciprocal phase shift in an MZI, which
enables nonreciprocal propagations. So far high isolation of 30 dB is the highest record among
waveguide optical isolators ever reported. Also, a 4 port circulator with silicon waveguides has
been demonstrated for the first time.
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Quantum Electrodynamics in the Presence of Moving Bodies
S. A. R. Horsley
University of Exeter, United Kingdom

Abstract— The vacuum state of the electromagnetic field close to a dielectric body is not
the same in all reference frames. Here we show that this has some surprising consequences. For
instance, if we attempt to quantize electromagnetism interacting with a uniformly moving medium
(properly including effects of dispersion and dissipation), then the resulting Hamiltonian lacks a
lower bound. Consequently, a detector placed close to a moving surface can be excited by the
vacuum! It is shown that when the dielectric is allowed to change velocity then the Hamiltonian
again becomes bounded from below, thus demonstrating that the source of the energy exciting
the detector is the kinetic energy of the dielectric.
1. INTRODUCTION

It is shown in Landau and Lifshitz’ first book on statistical physics, that the state of maximum
entropy for any system of moving macroscopic bodies is when those bodies are at relative rest [1].
However, it is not shown how the bodies get into this situation. At finite temperature, it seems
that radiation pressure can do the job: each body emits an isotropic field in its rest frame which
appears anisotropic when the body moves. This anisotropy causes an asymmetry in the radiation
pressure between the bodies, which acts to bring the bodies to relative rest (for details see [2, 3]).
However, the limiting behaviour of this interaction as the temperature of is reduced to zero is
not so immediately clear, and a variety of results have been obtained using different approaches
(e.g., [4–6]). To obtain a clear understanding of this limit requires an exact canonical treatment of
quantum electrodynamics in the presence of moving dielectric bodies. Here we provide the details
of such a treatment, illustrating some surprising features.
2. QUANTIZATION

It seems that a correct quantum mechanical description of a system must follow from an action
principle. We look for an action that reproduces the classical macroscopic Maxwell equations for
electromagnetism interacting with a moving dielectric, and properly includes the phenomena of
dispersion and dissipation (the Kramers-Krönig relations). Huttner and Barnett [7] and Philbin [8]
previously showed how to do this for stationary objects. In [9, 10] this was extended to objects in
motion, where the Lagrangian density was found to be of the form,
L = LF + LINT + LR

(1)

The first term is the Lagrangian density associated with the free electromagnetic field, LF =
²0 [E 2 − c2 B 2 ]/2, and the final term,
#
"µ
¶
Z
1 ∞
∂Xω (x, t) 2
∂Xω (x, t)
LR =
+V
(2)
dω
− ω 2 Xω (x, t)2
2 0
∂t
∂x
represents a field (a reservoir) of simple harmonic oscillators, Xω that mimic the linear response
of the moving dielectric to the field (velocity V = V x̂). The interaction between the two is
characterized by an interaction Lagrangian,
Z ∞r
2ωIm [²(x|| , ω)]
LINT = (E + V x̂ × B) ·
Xω dω
(3)
π
0
where for simplicity of presentation it has here been assumed that the dielectric is without magnetic
response (µ = 1), and that the medium is only inhomogeneous in the plane normal to the direction
of motion, with coordinates in this plane given by the two component vector, x|| . The classical
equations of motion that follow from (1) are the macroscopic Maxwell equations for a dielectric
slab in uniform motion along x̂ so long as the permittivity, ² — defined in the rest frame — satisfies
the Kramers-Krönig relations. The Hamiltonian operator constructed from (1) is quadratic in
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the fields and can thus be diagonalized into a continuum of normal modes. In [10], the required
transformation was found, and the diagonalized Hamiltonian is,
Z ∞
Z
¢
¢
¡
¡
dk
d2 x|| ~ω+ Ĉ†ω k, x|| · Ĉω k, x||
Ĥ =
(4)
−∞ 2π
where ω+ = ω + V k. The Ĉω operators appearing in (4) obey bosonic commutation relations
and are combinations of both the electromagnetic field and reservoir operators. This is a very
strange Hamiltonian, for the normal mode frequencies range from −∞ to ∞, rather than beginning
at zero. However (4) seems to be correct, for when V = 0 it reduces to the result of [7, 8],
and it is therefore clear that the diagonalization is simply telling us that the normal modes are
Doppler shifted when the dielectric moves, which could have been guessed without following the
full quantization procedure. In [10, 11] it is shown that if the velocity of the dielectric is included
as a dynamical variable, then the Hamiltonian becomes bounded from below. One can therefore
interpret these negative frequency normal modes as an accounting device for the fact that once it
interacts with another system which is in relative motion, some external input is required to keep
a medium moving at a constant velocity.
3. A DETECTOR CLOSE TO A MOVING SURFACE

If the vacuum is defined as the zero particle state, Ĉω |0i = 0, then (4) tells us that it is not the
lowest energy state of the system of field plus dielectric. Therefore energy can be extracted from the
vacuum electromagnetic field outside of a moving dielectric when, for example, a two level system
at rest and in its ground state is brought close to the surface (see Figure 1). In [10] it is found that
the transition rate of this ‘detector’, Γ0→1 is given by the expression,
Z
2ω 2 ∞
dk
Γ0→1 =
(5)
d0 · Im[G(−k, x|| , x|| , −ω)] · d0
~ ω/V
2π
where ω is the transition frequency of the detector, x||0 is the position of the detector in the plane
normal to the velocity, d0 characterises the strength of the interaction between field and detector,
and G is the electromagnetic Green function. It is shown in [10] that explicitly evaluating (5) in
terms of reflection coefficients gives expressions which are analogous to those of [5], which were
used to calculate the rate of dissipation of energy between two dielectric plates in relative motion.
Given that V ¿ c, (5) shows that the excitation of the detector is caused by a sum over waves
which exponentially decay from the surface into free space (e.g., plasmons, as considered in [5, 12]).
Indeed unless the frequency of the detector is low (e.g., GHz), then the transition rate will be
extremely small for reasonable distances from the dielectric, due to the fact that one is summing
over extremely tightly bound surface waves. Nevertheless it may be measurable if one can operate
at low enough temperatures and find a detector that operates at such low frequencies (perhaps flux
qubits would be suitable for this purpose [13]).

Figure 1: A dielectric slab moves up the x-axis at V = V x̂. If a detector is positioned a distance z0 away
from the surface, with both field and detector initially in the ground state.
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4. CONCLUSION

An outline has been given for the procedure necessary to quantize the electromagnetic field in the
presence of moving bodies. It was found that if one fixes the velocity of a dielectric body by some
external means, then the system of field plus dielectric must be described using a Hamiltonian that
is not bounded from below. A detector placed outside such a moving surface can be excited by the
vacuum field at a rate given by a sum over all waves bound to the surface of the medium.
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Abstract— This paper presents approximated formulas for fast determination of frequency
band-notched response of ultra-wideband (UWB) antennas loaded with nearly quarter-/halfwavelength notch resonators. The closed-form formulas are derived using curve-fitting technique.
They describe the influences of the physical length of these notch resonators on the corresponding
notch frequencies in the UWB frequency band of 3.1–10.6 GHz. The calculated results obtained
by using these new formulas show good correlation with the reported electromagnetic (EM)
simulation results elsewhere.
1. INTRODUCTION

Since the Federal Communication Commission (FCC) of the US assigned 3.1–10.6 GHz frequency
band of UWB systems in February 2002 [1], UWB technology has been attracting considerable
interests in both the academic and commercial domains due to the potentially high data rate (more
than 110 Mbits/s) for short range, low power consumptions and easy connections to different devices
such as wireless USB, PCs, high-definition TVs, etc.. Consequently, UWB antennas have received
more and more attention, as the only non-digital part of UWB system.
The use of the UWB antennas have more challenges to meet, namely, stable radiation pattern,
gain, and group delay, all over the band. Covering this ultra wide bandwidth arouses a coexistence
interference problem with narrowband technologies sharing with UWB some of the frequency bands
such as WiMAX operating in the band 3.3–3.7 GHz and Wireless LAN operating in the band 5–
6 GHz. To overcome this problem and avoiding interference, UWB antennas use filters to suppress
these dispensable bands. An alternative approach to notch-out specific frequencies is to design
UWB antenna with frequency band-notched characteristics.
With the development of UWB antenna having frequency band-notched features, literature
is congested with different designs in various topologies. However, the most popular method to
obtain the notched band is to insert resonator such as a slot or a parasitic strip. The length of that
resonator may appear to be a nearly quarter-/half-wavelength of resonance frequency [2].
The aim of this paper is to present approximated closed-form expressions that help researchers
and UWB antenna designers to fast determine the frequency band-notched response of the nearly
quarter-/half-wavelength resonators, introduced in the UWB antennas. The formulas are obtained
by means of curve-fitting technique which gives the best fit equation with the available results [3].
The formulas describe a relationship between the total length of a resonator and the corresponding
notched frequency. To verify the proposed approach, the results obtained from the approximated
formulas are compared with the simulation results obtained previously in the literature EM simulation for band-notched UWB antennas. The validity of the proposed technique is verified and
high accuracy results are obtained.
2. ANALYSIS AND FORMULATION

In order to find the best fit expression, various sets of simulation traces data are required. In
Fig. 1, the geometry of the proposed band-notched UWB antenna utilized to extract the required
band-notch response data is shown. The details of the prototype antenna design can be found
in [4]. For this study, in order to obtain the band-notched property, various nearly quarter-/halfwavelength resonators etched off the radiating patch as well as the microstrip feeding line are used.
The radiating patch is integrated with either one of nearly half-wavelength slots corresponding to
5.5 GHz frequency notch such as a single complementary split-ring resonator (CSRR), as shown in
Fig. 1(b) or a reversed U-shaped slot, as shown in Fig. 1(c). Also, a quarter-wavelength slot can be
used corresponding to 3.5 GHz frequency notch such as a flipped L-shaped spur-line slot, as shown
in Fig. 1(d). The microstrip feeding line can also be loaded with either a reversed U-shaped slot, as
shown in Fig. 1(e) or a flipped L-shape spur-line slot, as shown in Fig. 1(f), which are corresponding
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to nearly half- or quarter-wavelength resonators at 5.5 GHz notched frequency, respectively. The
physical lengths of these resonators are used to optimize the band-rejected performance and the
antenna’s operating bandwidth.

Top–view

Bottom–view

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 1: (a) Geometry of proposed antenna used in this study [4] (L = 30 mm, W = 30 mm, R = 12 mm,
r = 6 mm, Lf = 11.5 mm, Wf = 3 mm). (b) A single CSRR etched off the radiating patch. (c) A reversed
U-shaped slot etched off the radiating patch. (d) A flipped L-shape spur-line slot etched off the radiating
patch. (e) A reversed U-shaped slot etched off the microstrip feeding line. (f) A flipped L-shape spur-line
slot etched off the microstrip feeding line.

The external radius of the single CSRR element etched off the radiating patch is rext = 3.0 mm,
its gap is g = 1.5 mm. The ring is of uniform width w = 0.5 mm. The three sides of the reversed Ushaped slot are L1 , L2 and L3 . These lengths are optimized to control the band-notch performance.
The reversed U-shaped slot etched off the radiating patch is of uniform width 0.5 mm and of
dimensions of L1 = L2 = 7 mm, and L3 = 3.5 mm. A gap of width 0.25 mm is considered between
the reversed U-slot etched off the radiating patch and the left, upper, and right edges of the
microstrip feeding line which is located on the other side of the substrate. On the other hand,
the dimensions of the reversed U-shaped slot concentrically etched off the microstrip feeding line
is L1 = L2 = 7.5 mm, and L3 = 1.5 mm of uniform width 0.25 mm. The alternative technique to
achieve a well defined rejection band uses a spur-line filter, which is realized by etching off a single
flipped L-shape slot in the radiating patch as well as the microstrip feeding line. The good feature
of a spur-line filter is that its physical structure is completely contained within the boundaries of
the embedding structure. The flipped L-shape spur-line slot has four parameters which can be used
to optimize the band-notch performance, which are, the length L1 , the height L2 , the location from
the top edge of the embedding structure, L3 and the width S of the slot.
The four parameters of the flipped L-shape spur-line slot etched off the radiating patch is
L1 = 9.1 mm, L2 = 4.6 mm, L3 = 2 mm, and S = 1 mm. On the other hand, the four parameters of
the flipped L-shape spur-line slot etched off the microstrip feeding line is L1 = 5.75 mm, L2 = L3 =
1.75 mm, and S = 0.5 mm. It is noticed that, the slot length of the spur-line, L1 is approximately
a quarter of the wavelength at the desired stop frequency band, measured in the microstrip line
material [5].
The proposed antenna with the notched parameters under consideration was simulated using
CST Microwave Studio software program [6]. All simulation results of parametric studies carried
out on the proposed antenna with either one of the half-or quarter-wavelength of the proposed
resonators are presented to demonstrate the influences of notched structures on the corresponding
frequency response of the band-notch. Also, these parametric studies are used to derive the curve-
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fitting formulas for the frequency band-notched response
Figures 2 and 3 address the effect of the total length of each resonator on the frequency response
of the corresponding band-notch. It is found that the notched frequency is very sensitive to the
total length of the resonator, Lt [4]. As Lt decreases the corresponding band notch increases. By
adjusting the slot length, the notched frequency band within the antenna’s operating bandwidth
can be easily controlled.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: Effect of the total length of the slot resonators etched off the radiating patch on the band-notch
response of proposed antenna. (a) A single CSRR element. (b) A flipped L-shape spur-line slot. (c) A
reversed U-shaped slot.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Effect of the total length of the slot resonators etched off the microstrip feed line on the band-notch
response of proposed antenna. (a) A flipped L-shape spur-line slot. (b) A reversed U-shaped slot.

Based on these various sets of simulation traces in Figs. 2 and 3 and estimating lower and upper
limits of each resonator response in the UWB frequency band, closed-form formulas for the total
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length of the resonator, Lt as a function of frequency can be developed. This described process is
carried out through the use of the principle of the curve-fitting polynomial expressions.
As a first order of approximation, the dimensions of the resonator can be chosen according to
the following formula
λg
Lt =
(1)
n
where Lt is the effective length of the resonator, and n = 2 corresponding to a half-wavelength and
n = 4 corresponding to a quarter-wavelength. The wavelength can be approximately calculated by
the formulas as follows [7]
λ0
λg = √
εeff
εeff

(2)

·
¸
εr + 1 εr − 1
h −1/2
=
+
1 + 12
2
2
w

(3)

where λg and λ are the wavelength in the medium and in the free space, respectively εeff is the
effective relative dielectric constant. Therefore the notch frequency, fnotch is given by
fnotch ≈

c
√
n ∗ Lt εeff

(4)

Using the curve-fitting technique, the relationship between the notched frequency, fnotch and the
total length of the nearly quarter-/half-wavelength resonators according to parametric studies can
be approximated by second order polynomial as follows
Lt(λ/4) ≈ 0.26 (fnotch )2 − 4.9 (fnotch ) + 27
2

Lt(λ/2) ≈ 0.51 (fnotch ) − 9.7 (fnotch ) + 55

3 ≤ fnotch ≤ 11

(5)

3 ≤ fnotch ≤ 11

(6)

where Lt in mm, and fnotch in GHz.
The proposed closed-form formulas to calculate the notched frequency are validated by comparing the calculated results with the simulated results obtained from the EM simulator. Figs. 4(a)
and 4(b) show the comparisons between the calculated results obtained from Eqs. (5) and (6), and
the simulated results of the notched frequency response for the nearly quarter-/half-wavelength
notch resonators presented here and in literature [5, 8]. The proposed formulas are valid in limited
space according to lower and upper limits of the resonator response in the UWB frequency band.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Comparison between the calculated and simulated values of the notched frequency for various total
lengths, Lt of notched resonators presented here and in literature. (a) Nearly quarter-wavelength resonators.
(b) Nearly half-wavelength resonators.

It can be observed that, the deviation between the slopes of the curve-fitting formulas and the
slopes of the simulated results is very small and acceptable. With smoothly tunings the exact
length of the notched resonator can be found.
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3. CONCLUSION

In this paper, new and simple approximated closed-form formulas for computing the frequency
band-notched response of UWB antennas loaded with nearly quarter-/half-wavelength notch resonators are presented. The formulas are obtained by means of the curve-fitting technique. They
are useful for fast describing the influences of the total length of the notched resonators on the
corresponding notched frequencies in the UWB frequency range through the use of a second order polynomial. Using this process, a fast and precise determination of frequency band-notched
response of UWB antenna can be achieved without the need to perform the time-consumed tuning
parametric studies on these notched structures. Calculated results accomplished with discussion
are presented. The theoretical results obtained by using these new formulas are with very good
agreement with the simulated results reported in the literature.
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A Novel Frequency-tunable Antenna with a Wide Tuning Range
Ningli Zhu and Wei Zhang
Institute of Microelectronics, Peking University, Beijing 100871, China

Abstract— In this paper a varactor-loaded antenna with a wide tuning range and good directivity is designed. The variable capacitance diode loading method is taking in detail, which
enables the impedance matching from 1.9 GHz to 2.56 GHz for VSWR ≤ 2. The HFSS and ADS
software simulate this antenna independently, and the results show that it realizes a 500 MHz
tunable range, from 1.44 GHz to 2.06 GHz in HFSS, and 1.944 GHz to 2.568 GHz in ADS, moreover, there exists a perfect matching resistor. At the same time, the shape of the H radiation
pattern is nearly omnidirectional at those chosen frequency points. This paper uses the vector
network analyzer to test the S parameter of the fabricated antenna. It shows that this antenna
realizes 370 MHz tunable range, from 1.52 GHz to 1.89 GHz. This proposed design has a simple
structure and a compact dimension of 24.2 mm × 32 mm × 1.5 mm.
1. INTRODUCTION

During the past decades and even more in the future, the demand for tunable antennas are gorgeous
in communication applications and many military uses. There has been lots of researches about
tunable antenna. One of the traditional way to load an antenna is using the PIN diodes [1, 2]
which can decide the transmission part by its on or off diode state. Similarly, the newest RF
MEMS switches [3] find many places in antennas as they have a great potential in terms of large
capacitance ratio, low power consumption and better linearity. However, both of the two ways above
cannot achieve continuous frequency tune range. What’s more, the MEMS devices are relatively
costly and not as accessible as common commercial tuning devices. On the contrary, antenna
loaded by varactor diodes [4–6] shows ability to easily achieve continuous tuning and considerable
size reduction. Moreover, varactor diodes are the devices accessible and economical.
In this paper, a frequency-tunable CPW Fed monopole antenna have a good wideband loading
with a varactor is proposed [8, 9]. The radiation characteristics for this proposed antenna element
such as return loss, bandwidth, voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR), E-plane and H-plane radiation patterns are obtained using HFSS simulation. This proposed design has a simple structure
and a compact dimension of 24.2 mm × 32 mm × 1.5 mm. Vector network analyzer shows that the
fabricated antenna realizes 370 MHz tunable range, from 1.52 GHz to 1.89 GHz.
2. CONFIGURATION AND WORKING PRINCIPLE
2.1. Configuration

The proposed antenna is composed of two parts, one is the radiation part, and another is the
coplanar waveguide feedline. The connection of the two parts is a J slot [8].
To investigate the frequency reconfigurability of the antenna, a varactor diode is selected to cover
the range of the required capacitance. The selected varactor diode SMV1405 has been manufactured
by Skyworks Industries, and its equivalent circuit model is shown in the inset of Fig. 1(b). The
capacitance of the intrinsic device can be approximately tuned from 0.63 pF to 2.67 pF when the
bias voltage is varied from 30 V to 0 V, respectively. The value of the parasitics given by the
manufacturer are Ls = 0.7 nH, Cp = 0.29 nH and Rs = 0.80 Ω. Fig. 1(c) shows the equivalent
circuit model for the proposed antenna.
2.2. Working Principle

As can be seen from surface electric field in Fig. 2, the E-field across the CPW slots is asymmetric.
This phenomenon indicates that the CPW odd mode as well as even mode is significantly influences
the capability of this antenna. From this surface current picture, the horizontal line at the top of
the antenna is not involved in the radiation, due to the odd symmetry of the distribution of the
current. Accordingly, this narrow slit is equivalent to a loaded inductance. At the same time,
the J-slot can be equivalent to the field current of the space radiation, which can be explained by
the surface electric field. We can see the strongest radiation part and the electric field gradually
attenuated along the J-slot.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: (a) Configuration of the proposed antenna. (b) Varactor circuit model. (c) Equivalent circuit
model for the proposed antenna.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Surface current and electric field simulation in HFSS. (a) Surface current. (b) Surface electric
field.
3. SIMULATION RESULTS
3.1. HFSS Simulation Results

From the HFSS simulation chart in Fig. 3, this antenna realizes a 600 MHz tuning range from
1.44 GHz to 2.06 GHz as the varactor diode transferred from 0.63 pF to 2.67 pF, and there is about
50 MHz bandwidth at −10 dB.
Figure 4 shows that there is an ideal value 50Ohm matching at 2.08 GHz.

Figure 3: Simulated return loss of the proposed antenna.

Figure 4: Resistor matching diagram.

From Fig. 5 to Fig. 7, we selected three frequency points, 2.06 GHz, 1.75 GHz and 1.44 GHz, to
analyze its radiation pattern.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5: (a) 3D pattern of the operating frequency
at 2.06 GHz. (b) Simulated radiation patterns in
the H plane of the operating frequency at 2.06 GHz.
(c) Simulated radiation patterns in the E plane of
the operating frequency at 2.06 GHz.

(c)

Figure 6: (a) 3D pattern of the operating frequency
at 1.75 GHz. (b) Simulated radiation patterns in
the H plane of the operating frequency at 1.75 GHz.
(c) Simulated radiation patterns in the E plane of
the operating frequency at 1.75 GHz.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7: (a) 3D pattern of the operating frequency at 1.44 GHz. (b) Simulated radiation patterns in the
H plane of the operating frequency at 1.44 GHz. (c) Simulated radiation patterns in the E plane of the
operating frequency at 1.44 GHz.

From the above pictures, we can clearly see that the pattern in the H-plane is nearly a omnidirectional radiation, and the pattern in the E-plane is nearly an 8 figure shape.
3.2. ADS Simulation Results

Because the equivalent circuit parameters of the varactor diode will vary with frequency change,
so we have to establish it in the ADS equivalent circuit simulation for a more accurate result.
In Fig. 8, We set a circuit model in the ADS software. The left one is 50 Ohm transmission
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line, next by it is a three-port varactor which using the HFSS software to import. In the middle is
the antenna. The lines above the antenna leads the impedance feeder which is loaded with the DC
power supply. The S-parameters regulation can control the sweep range.

Figure 8: The ADS simulation with the varactor
insertion loss.

Figure 9: ADS simulation of return loss S11 .

Figure 10: Image of the fabricated antenna.

Figure 11: Testing scene.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 12: Original testing images of S11 by network analyzer. (a) Testing voltage at 4 V. (b) Testing voltage
at 8.5 V. (c) Testing voltage at 15.5 V. (d) Testing voltage at 19 V. (e) Testing voltage at 22 V. (f) Testing
voltage at 26 V.
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From the simulation of ADS in Fig. 9, it shows that the antenna realizes a tunable range from
1.944 GHz to 2.568 GHz with a varactor diode insertion loss. Whats more, the antennas bandwidth
in −10 dB is about 50 MHz and it realizes 600 MHz tunable range. Its performance is very good,
so this design deserve to be processed.
4. FABRICATION RESULTS

The fabricated antenna shown in Fig. 10 uses a 1.5-mm-thick FR4 substrate with a relative permittivity (εr ) of 4.4, loss tangent (δ) of 0.02, the size of it is 24.2 mm × 32 mm × 1.5 mm. However, due
to the limitation of the processing technology which is accurate only to 1.5 mm, cannot accurate
to 0.3 mm. Therefore the manufacturers set the width of the uppermost line of the antenna into
1.5 mm instead of 0.3 mm as designed. At the same time, there is no existence of the three slots
which should be in the middle part of the line to in accordance with the design requirements. Consequently, this will lead to a larger inductive effect than before and the overall operating frequency
tuning range will be lower than before, so it will affected the working frequency to some degree.
The testing scene is shown in Fig. 11.
The S-parameter of each operating voltage is tested by network analyzer, and the tested results
show that this proposed antenna realizes about 370 MHz tuning range continuously from 1.52 GHz
to 1.89 GHz under the voltage from 4 V to 26 V. What’s more, the return loss S11 can reach −20 dB
from 1.7 GHz and the bandwidth at −10 dB is nearly 50 MHz.
For the limitation of space, this paper chooses some original images as example show in Fig. 12
from (a) to (f). And all the csv data of original images in the network analyzer is processed by
MTLAB, the tunable results are shown in Fig. 13.

Figure 13: Measured return loss of the proposed antenna by the Vector network.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The frequency-tunable CPW Fed monopole antenna, designed in this paper, has the advantage of
small size, wide tunable range, good directivity, easy to process, which can be applied to near field
wireless transmission system such as WLAN, Buletooth, UWB, ZigBee and RFID.
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Abstract— The radiation patterns of individual antennas are either omnidirectional or directional in shape. The patterns of a linear array are either broad side or end fire in shape and
the radiation patterns are omnidirectional in collinear arrays. These shapes are common and are
widely used in many broad casting applications with a single element. Shape of the radiation
pattern can be altered by using reflectors of various geometries. But these antennas with reflectors are heavy and are not suitable for the present day applications where miniaturization is the
prime requirement of any gadget. Antenna arrays are highly suitable for effectively controlling the
radiation pattern properties such as position of nulls, number of side lobes and their amplitudes
using parameters of the array such as input excitation of the elements and the separation between
them. Geometrical shape of the array also plays an important role in determining the radiation
properties but complex configurations are not preferred due to high cost. Complex shaped beams
can be easily generated by using simple linear antenna array with excitation control. Excitation
may be input amplitude or phase of the individual elements of the array. Amplitude control
method is not usually preferred as the scanning of the beam is not possible and usually losses
in the feed configuration are more. More over the amplitude taper between center element and
edge elements becomes pronounced as the number of elements in the array increases. Control of
excitation phase of individual elements to generate complex beam shapes is more optimum as the
input amplitudes of the elements are maintained constant and is suitable for scanning the beam
at high speeds. The radiation intensity from a linear array may be expressed as a Fourier Transform which consists of complex exponential term. Many times such transforms cannot be solved
by standard methods. In such cases numerical or approximation methods are used to obtain
desired result. In this paper a biconical linear antenna array is proposed to generate trapezoidal
shaped radiation pattern using input phase control method. The stationary phase concept is
used to evaluate required phase coefficients necessary for the elements of the proposed array to
generate the Trapezoidal shaped radiation pattern which is highly useful in ground mapping and
surveillance applications.
1. INTRODUCTION

Many wireless communication systems in VHF and UHF range require wide area coverage and uses
wire antennas because of their low cost. The directivity of single element antenna is very poor and
side lobes are more. Point to point communication systems require pencil beams whose beam width
is around 15 degrees but design of these antennas are highly involved. Generation of sector and
cosecant patterns has been reported by many authors in the past. H. J. Zhou et al. proposed [1]
planar array for the generation of flat-topped shaped beam, but the proposed array is very large and
expensive. J. A. R. Azevedo has proposed synthesis of shaped patterns with non uniform sample
phases [2], but the resultant pattern has more side lobes. An implicit constraint is used on the
excitation current of elements of the linear array and the overall pattern function is minimized by
placing constraints on the excitation currents [3]. Analysis of Biconical antenna for its wide band
characteristics is reported in detail in [4–6]. Linear Biconical antenna characteristics are analyzed
and reported in [7]. In this paper the phase control method is used to generate trapezoidal shaped
beam.
2. LINEAR BICONICAL ANTENNA ARRAY

Biconical antennas exhibit wide band radiation characteristics. Radiation characteristics of biconical antenna with 90 degrees cone angle is reported in [6]. The electric and magnetic fields are
related by
∇ × E = −jωµH
(1)
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The electric field is oriented along the axis of the cones and the magnetic field in the horizontal
plane.
1 ∂
(rEθ ) = −jωµHφ
r ∂r
∇ × H = jωεE
1 ∂
(r sin θHφ ) = −jωεEθ
r sin θ ∂r
1 ∂
(rHϕ ) = −jωεEθ
r ∂r
∂ 2 (rHϕ )
= −ω 2 µε (rHϕ ) = −K 2 (rHϕ )
∂r2
H0 e−jkr
Hφ =
sin θ r
Ho e−jkr
Eθ = ηHϕ = η
sin θ r

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

A linear biconical antenna array consists of required number of biconical antennas are arranged
along a line and the array excitation can be used effectively to control the radiation properties of
the pattern of the array, such as introducing nulls in the desired direction, to introduce desired side
lobe topology or to generate desired shaped radiation pattern.
For the linear array of discrete radiators under consideration, the radiation pattern is given by
E(u) =

N
X

b(x)e

j2πL
λ

[ux + ϕ(x)]

(9)

n=1

where x = 2n−1−N
.
N
The stationary phase concept method is used for evolving the phase coefficients necessary for
generation of Trapezoidal pattern. ϕ(x) is the phasor corresponding to E(u). Here b(x) is the
excitation amplitudes of the elements of the array and is maintained constant in phase control
method.
∂
[ux + ϕ(x)] = 0
∂x
∂ϕ
u=−
∂x
Zx2
Zu2
L
2
|E(u)| du = |(b(x))|2 dx
λ
u1

E(u) = (1 − u);

(10)
(11)
(12)

x1

−u0 ≤ u ≤ u0

= 0 otherwise

(13)

3. SYNTHESIS OF LINEAR BICONICAL ANTENNA ARRAY TO GENERATE
TRAPEZOIDAL PATTERN

A biconical dipole of height of half wave length and cone angle of 90 degrees is designed, modeled,
simulated and its radiation characteristics are analyzed for its wide band characteristics in [6]. A
linear array of biconical antennas of equal separation is formed and analyzed in [7].
√
λg = λ/ 2.1 = 34.5 mm
(14)
λg = 360 = 34.5, hence for 1 degree = 0.096 mm
(15)
A linear biconical antenna arrays consisting of eight and fifty elements are simulated in WIPL-D.
Separation between the elements of the array is half wave length. The cone angle of each cone is
90 degrees and is designed for 6 GHz frequency. Height of each cone is 12.5 mm corresponding to
quarter wavelength. Each element is excited using phase coefficients necessary for the generation
of Trapezoidal pattern. Also the eight element biconical linear antenna array is fabricated with
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Figure 1: Fabricated 8-element biconical array.
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Figure 2: Cables used in the feed for the measurement.

Table 1: Position and phase level of each element in the array.
Element
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Element
Location (mm)
−87.5
−62.5
−37.5
−12.5
12.5
37.5
62.5
87.5

Phase angle
(Deg.)
394.07
339.54
299.42
269.218
246.89
231.19
221.29
216.57

Phase angle
(normalized)
0
54.53
94.65
124.85
147.18
162.88
172.78
177.5

Cable
length (mm)
0
5.235
9.1
11.99
14.13
15.64
16.59
17.04

0.0
-2.5
-5.0
Amplitude (dB)

-7.5
-10
-12.5
-15.0
-17.5
-20.0
-22.5
-25.0
0

18

36

54

72

90
108
Phi (deg)

126

144

162

180

Figure 3: Simulated trapezoidal pattern of 8element array.

Figure 4: Measured trapezoidal pattern.
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Figure 5: Simulated trapezoidal pattern of 50element array (3D).
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Figure 6: Radiation pattern in horizontal plane.

the same dimensions for operation at 6 GHz frequency as shown in Figure 1. The feed of the
array consists of one 1 : 2 power divider and two 1 : 4 power dividers. The out puts of the power
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dividers are connected to the cables shown in Figure 2, that are designed and cut to the length
proportional to the phase coefficients of the corresponding element and every element in the array is
fed at a different phase as listed in Table 1, necessary for the generation of the desired Trapezoidal
pattern. All the elements in the array are excited at same amplitude. Figure 3 shows the simulated
trapezoidal pattern from eight element array and Figure 4 shows the respective measured pattern.
Whereas Figure 5 shows the trapezoidal pattern (3D) simulated from biconical array of 50 elements
and Figure 6 shows the respective pattern in horizontal plane.
4. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

Linear biconical antenna arrays consisting of eight and fifty elements are modeled and simulated
to generate Trapezoidal Radiation patterns. Simulated pattern with small array consists of more
side lobes out side the main beam region and the main beam has ripples and is oscillatory. The
transition between shaped and unshaped regions is also not sharp. But the pattern generated
from large array consisting of more number of elements has no side lobes out side the main beam
and there are no ripples in the main beam region. The transition of the beam is very sharp and
shape of the main beam is very close to the desired pattern. An eight element biconical linear
array is fabricated and its radiation characteristics are measured by exciting with phase coefficients
generated using phase control method, keeping amplitudes of the elements constant. Comparing
the simulated and measured patterns it shows that the pattern in the shaped region is in close
agreement with that of the simulated pattern in both cases in shape and level. But the number
of side lobes and their amplitudes in the measured pattern are not in exact agreement with that
of simulated pattern. This is due to losses in the cables used in the feed for the excitation of the
array elements. Many techniques have been reported for the generation of shaped beams but did
not address the problem of reduction of side lobes and their amplitudes. In the proposed method
the results show that side lobes can be completely eliminated by using large arrays consisting of
more number of elements. But increasing the number of elements in the array also increases the
complexity of the feed and cost. Hence an optimum selection is to be made based on the application.
Low precision and low cost applications where approximate pattern with reasonable amount of side
lobe levels are suitable can use small arrays. But high precision radar applications where perfect
shape with minimum side lobes is required the large arrays are the best option. As the number of
elements in the array becomes more the beam in the shaped region approaches the desired pattern
as with the fifty element array. As the number of elements in the array increases the side lobes and
ripples of the main beam gets minimized and the pattern will be very close to the desired pattern.
Excitation phase coefficients can be generated for arrays consisting of even up to four hundred
elements.
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Abstract— An original method for computing the reflectance of photonic crystal whose unit
cell is composed of form-birefringence anisotropic elements (e.g., cylindres) is proposed. This
method, based on the layer homogenization of the photonic crystal, is particularly useful when
the reflectance is calculated for different crystal orientations. The far-field color due to an additive
color effect in a natural photonic polycrystal found on Entimus imperialis weevil was investigated.
1. INTRODUCTION

Modeling the optical properties of photonic polycrystals is crucial for the investigation of natural
photonic structures as well as for the design and fabrication of bioinspired devices [1, 2]. The
computation of reflectance (or transmittance) of photonic crystals (PCs) by the Rigorous Coupled
Wave Analysis (RCWA) method [1, 3] is sometimes cumbersome to perform due to the presence of
form-birefringence anisotropic elements in the crystal unit cell (e.g., cylinders or parallelepipeds),
particularly when it has to be calculated for various crystal orientations. The Layer Homogenization
(LH) method proposed here solves this issue specifically for crystals with periodicities such that
there is only specular reflection and no other diffraction orders [4]. For a single crystal orientation,
the dielectric function is homogenized within the layers in which the crystal is sliced. A standard
thin film solver is then used for the calculation of the reflectance. The disorder in the crystal
orientations of the photonic polycrystal is taken into account by averaging reflectance spectra
computed for various crystal orientations and incidence angles.
We demonstrate the usefulness of this method by applying it to the study of a natural photonic
polycrystal. Polycrystals found in living organisms are known to give rise to multiscale visual effects
such as additive colors. A nice example is found in cavities on the cuticle of Entimus imperialis [2, 4–
8]. This photonic polycristal is made of one single PC structure with different orientations [5], which
is relevant for developing bioinspired applications. For instance, the E. imperialis structure has
been recently replicated in order to serve as biomimetic devices such as gas, temperature or pH
sensors [9].
2. PHOTONIC CRYSTAL WITH FORM ISOTROPIC AND ANISOTROPIC ELEMENTS

One of the most common method used to calculate the reflectance spectrum of 3D PC films is
the RCWA method [1, 3] which is based on Fourier expansions of the dielectric function and of
the electric and magnetic fields. In this method, a PC film is treated as a stratified medium with
lateral periodicities. The layers of the PC film are perpendicular to the crystal orientation ~l and
taken homogeneous along that orientation. Elements in the crystal unit cell (defined by translation
vectors ~ax , ~ay and ~az ) are therefore discretized into sets of non overlapping islands of different
materials, embedded in a host and having simple shapes such as cylinders or parallelipipeds with
axes parallel to ~l. For instance, a spherical element is approximated by a set of cylinders (Fig. 1).
Calculation of the reflectance according to different crystal orientations is easily performed due to
the form isotropy of the sphere: the discretization is the same whatever the crystal orientation
is [1].
However, when form anisotropic elements are found in the unit cell, calculation of the reflectance
according to various crystal orientations is more complicated to perform (Fig. 2): The discretization
is not the same for the different orientations and may involve islands with non simple shapes [4].
In this case, the LH method is needed to solve the problem.
3. LAYER HOMOGENIZATION (LH) METHOD AND POLYCRYSTAL MODELING
ASPECTS

Before modeling the additive color effect in the polycrystal, the various crystal orientations were
treated separately. In order to compute the reflectance spectrum of a PC with form anisotropic
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Figure 1: In the framework of RCWA, any element
in the unit cell is discretized by simple shapes such
as cylinders or parallelepipeds. A sphere, in this
case, is approximated by a set of cylinders whose
axes are parallel to the crystal orientation ~l under
study. Whatever the crystal orientation is, the discretization of a sphere is the same due to its form
isotropy.

Figure 2: A cylinder cannot easily be discretized by
a set of simple shapes when studied under any crystal orientation ~l that is neither perpendicular nor
parallel to the axis of the cylinder. The computation of reflectance or transmittance is therefore more
complicated to perform.

elements in the crystal unit cell whatever the orientation is, we developped the LH method [4] in
which the crystal was sliced into a set of layers for each orientation under study. The dielectric
function was homogenized within each layer by a simple spatial averaging (Fig. 3). Thanks to this
method, the resolution of Maxwell’s equations is highly simplified and the reflectance of a single
crystal orientation can be computed using a standard thin film solver. However, the averaging of
the dielectric function can be performed only if the refractive index contrast within each layer is
weak. Such a weak contrast is found in photonic structures occuring in insects since they are made
of chitin (nchitin = 1.56 [10]) and air (nair = 1).
Since the PC is approximated by a stratified medium with homogenized layers (Fig. 3(b)), a
translational invariance appears along any direction parallel to the layer interface. That implies
that only specular reflection occurs in that layer-homogenized medium. In order to apply our
method, the lateral period of the PC has to be small in comparison with the incident wavelength.
This feature is rather common in natural PCs, such as Entimus imperialis investigated hereafter.
The reflectance spectrum due to an additive color effect can be modeled by averaging reflectance
spectra computed for various incidence angles and crystal orientations. This procedure is often used
for computing optical properties of multiscale structures [11, 12].

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Layer Homogenization (LH) method. (a) A photonic crystal is first defined for a given crystal
orientation ~l as a stratified medium with 2D lattices of islands having simple shapes (cylinders or parallelepipeds). The unit cell is described by ~ax , ~ay and ~az vectors. ~az is parallel to the crystal orientation ~l.
(b) The photonic crystal is redescribed by a laterally homogeneous stratified medium with an orientation ~l0
that is not parallel to ~az . A new crystal unit cell is defined by other translation vectors ~a0x , ~a0y and ~a0z (~a0z
being parallel to ~l0 ).
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4. ADDITIVE COLOR EFFECTS IN ENTIMUS IMPERIALIS

The polycrystal found on the cuticle of E. imperialis is a noticeable example of additive photonic
color [2, 5] (Fig. 4(a)). A photonic polycrystal with different crystal domains is found in the scales
which cover the cuticle. In each domain, the same photonic structure is found but with a different
crystal orientation. Any PC domain with a given orientation gives rise to a single bright iridescent
color (from blue to orange) (Fig. 4(b)). The unit cell of the PC can be modeled by perforated chitin
layers on which a lattice of protrusions is found (Figs. 4(c), (d)) [2, 5]. Analysis of this morphology
by a method presented in [12] showed that this structure corresponded to a FCC crystal with a
lattice parameter equal to 396 nm [5]. We demonstrated in previous studies that this structure
solely reflected the incident light in the specular direction [4, 5]. In spite of the very directional and
bright color produced by each photonic domain, the color perceived in the far-field by human eye
is a non-iridescent matt green color (Fig. 4(a)). As we will see hereafter, this matt color is due to
the disorder in the crystal orientations.
The LH method was used to calculate the reflectance according to the (111) and (100) crystal
orientations at different incidence angles (Fig. 5). For the (111) orientation at normal incidence, the
specular reflectance peak was found at 577 nm (i.e., yellow) and an harmonic was found at 297 nm.
For the sake of comparison, the reflectance spectra in this crystal orientation were simulated by
RCWA as well. We note that for this orientation, the elements composing the crystal unit cell could
be easily described by islands with simple shapes. The RCWA spectra are in good agreement with
those computed by the LH method. In the case of the (100) orientation, the main reflectance peak
was located at 530 nm (i.e., green). For that orientation, the computation could be performed only
by the LH method because the unit cell is made of form anisotropic elements. When the incidence
angle θ is increased, the spectrum is blue-shifted for both crystal orientations. For instance, a violet
color is obtained at an incidence angle of 45◦ for both orientations.
The diversity of colors due to the polycristalline structure is better highlighted on a chromaticity
diagram. Chromaticity coordinates were computed for the two investigated crystal orientations, at
incidence angles ranging from 0◦ to 75◦ by step of 15◦ . They were found to be distributed across
the diagram (Fig. 6(a)): Different domains gave rise to yellow, green and blue colorations, as we
observed in single scales (Fig. 4(b)).
In order to take into account the disorder in the crystal orientations and to simulate its far-field
coloration, the reflectance spectra calculated at various incidence angles and for various crystal orientations were averaged. The chromaticity coordinates calculated from the average of the spectra
were found in the faint green central area of the diagram (Fig. 6(a)). They represent the color
perceived by the naked eye, which appeared here to be a faint green color. A previous study [5]
provided us with the reflectance spectra measured for different crystal domains by microspectropho-

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4: (a) Entimus imperialis is a remarkable example of additive color effect. (b) A photonic polycrystal
made of different colorful domains covers its cuticle. (c) The photonic structure found in each domain was
evidenced by SEM. (d) This structure was modeled by 2D lattices of protursions covering chitin layers with
cylindrical perforations. This model had a FCC symmetry.
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Figure 5: Reflectance spectra in the (1 1 1) and (1 0 0) orientations calculated using two computational
methods at different incidence angles θ. Curves labelled RCWA were computed by RCWA method and
curves labelled LH were simulated by the Layer Homogenization method. The reflectance spectrum in the
(1 0 0) orientation could only be calculated by the LH method because of the form anisotropy of the elements
in the unit cell (i.e., cylinders).

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: (a) Chromaticity coordinates computed at different incidence angles θ (from 0◦ to 75◦ by step
of 15◦ ) in the cases of the (1 1 1) orientation (°) and (1 0 0) orientation (¨). There is a great diversity of
colorations produced by the crystal domains. The average of the reflectance spectra (¤) leads to coordinates
in the faint green central area. (b) The chromaticity coordinates calculated from microspectrophotometry
measurements (°) [5] are distributed across the whole diagram. The coordinates from far-field reflectance
measurements (¤) [5] also fall in the faint green area.

tometry and in the far-field by spectrophotometry (Fig. 6(b)). The diversity of colors produced by
the crystal domains was reproduced numerically by the spectra simulated for different incidence
angles and two specific crystal orientations. The faint green color measured in the far-field [5] is
well reproduced by the average of the simulated spectra due to an additive color effect.
5. CONCLUSION

The additive colors effect occuring in polycrystals made of one single photonic structure was investigated. The calculation of reflectance (or transmittance) spectra according to various crystal
orientations often turns out to be problematic when form anisotropic elements are present in the
unit cell. The method we developed relied on layer homogenization and solved this problem by
computing the reflectance thanks to a standard thin film computation code. The method assumed
that the photonic crystal reflected the incident light only in the specular direction (at least in the
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visible range). The additive color effect of the photonic polycrystal found on the cuticle of Entimus
imperialis was predicted by averaging reflectance spectra computed for different incidence angles
and crystal orientations.
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Abstract— The main purpose of the paper consists of presenting simulation results obtained in
analyzing the surface plasmons excitation effect, presently commonly referred as surface plasmon
resonance (SPR) and its main possible application as a highly accurate and sensitive sensor. Both
electromagnetic wave coupling configurations to the medium, grating and Kretschmann prism
configurations are investigated. In the grating coupling configuration, the performed numerical
simulations are pointing mainly to nanowire and/or nanostructured gratings. The numerically
simulation model developed in the case of the grating coupling configuration consider Cu, Au, Ag
or other metal nanowire having a diameter of 40 nm to 800 nm, formed on dielectric substrates
with a refractive index between 1.4 and 2.4, such as SF11, BK7 glasses, GaP and TiO2 -o (rutile).
The same range of dielectric materials is considered for the prism coupling configuration. The thin
layers formed on the face of prism coupler is considered as being formed by up to 15 Cu, Au, Ag or
other metal layers. Several shapes of the groves formed onto the high refractive index substrate
are investigated, such as square/rectangular (including the rounded corner case), circular or
elliptical. As the low-index background material air, water and sea-water were considered. In
order to get more insight into the plane electromagnetic wave propagation in such waveguides a
simulation procedure is developed on the basis of the Finite Element and Finite Difference Time
Domain methods and a finite element Helmholtz solver. For practical applications, it is of interest
to evaluate how much electromagnetic radiation can be coupled into the medium. Therefore, the
coupling coefficient of electromagnetic radiation from and into the medium using the grating and
Kretschmann prism coupling configurations has been examined.
1. INTRODUCTION

Since the first evidence report of surface plasmons excitation effect, presently commonly referred as
surface plasmon resonance (SPR), its main possible application is as a highly accurate and sensitive
sensor [1–5]. Optical sensors based on SPR belong to the group of refractometric sensing devices
including the resonant mirror sensor [1, 2], the grating coupler sensor [3–5], the integrated optical
Mach-Zehnder interferometer [6, 7], the integrated Young interferometer [8, 9] and the white light
interferometer [10, 11], which measure changes in the refractive index occurring in the field of an
electromagnetic wave supported by the optical structure of the sensor [12–14]. Related to these
possible sensor applications, numerical simulation, modeling of surface plasmon resonance (SPR) is
of increased interest [8, 10, 15]. This paper presents numerical simulation results obtained in investigating SPR sensors based on grating couplers, pointing mainly to nanowire and/or nanostructured
grating.
When performing an analysis of surface plasmon resonance effect pointing to its application as
high sensitivity sensors, several items have to be clearly understood:
• Basically, plasmon resonances in metallic nanostructures are collective oscillations of the conduction band electrons. Plasmon resonances are excited when radiation of certain wavelengths
is incident on these nanostructures. Among the metallic nanostructures can be enumerated
thin films, nanopillars fabricated on planar surfaces, and nanoparticles.
• The main effect which appears when excitation of surface plasmons is performed consists
into an increase in the electromagnetic field intensity in the vicinity of metallic thin films
and nanostructures. This increase of electromagnetic field intensity leads to surface plasmon resonance [1–4], localized surface plasmon resonance [5–8] and surface-enhanced Raman
scattering.
• Plasmon resonances of noble metal nanostructures (mainly gold and silver) are conventionally
used for developing sensors based on the fact that these nanostructures resonantly scatter or
absorb light in the visible and near-infrared spectra.
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• Surface plasmon resonance sensors are conventionally based on detecting changes of refractive
indices — both in the bulk media around the metallic films or in the vicinity of the continuous
metallic films having nano-scale thickness, conventionally between 20 and 100 nm — using both
angular and wavelength interrogation methods.
• Surface plasmon resonance sensor can also rely on detection of differential reflectance — before
and after the localized changes of refractive indices on the surface of the plasmonic films.
• A basic problem to be solved for a proper development of surface plasmon resonance sensors
consists into the technique to be used for coupling the incident radiation into surface plasmons.
These techniques employ either prism coupling (Kretschmann or Otto configurations), gratingbased coupling [1, 2] or waveguide coupling (which includes optical fiber waveguides [1, 2]).
Essentially, using a Kretschmann prism configuration (as in Fig. 1), the electromagnetic radiation is coupled onto a grating formed by depositing metal nanowires or digging nano wells on a
plane metallic substrate. The surface plasmon resonance sensors operate by detecting the changes
of the oscillation of the surface plasmons, changes induced by modifying the surface mechanical
and/or chemical characteristics [1–7]. The net effect is a modulation of surface characteristics,
modulation which could be monitored by the angular distributions of reflection and transmission,
wavelength, intensity, phase, and polarization changes. Four grating structures were investigated:
(a) metal nanowire grating formed on dielectric substrate, (b) cylindrical groove nanostructured
grating formed on a dielectric substrate, (c) rectangular groove nanostructured grating and (d)
wedge groove nanostructured grating.

Figure 1: Schematic of a surface plasmon resonance structure.

Such a structure is investigated in order to detect sharp variations of grating reflection index
with incidence angle. The model is developed using FEM for calculating the electromagnetic field
distribution [7, 8, 12, 16]. It computes the transmission and reflection coefficients for the refraction,
specular reflection, and first order diffraction. The TE wave has the electric field component towards
z direction, outgoing from the xy-plane. For the TM wave, the incident electric field is specified in
the xy-plane and perpendicular to the direction of propagation. Because the periodicity boundaries
are parallel to the y-axis, only the x-component is required. During the analysis, the geometric
characteristic dimension of the grating structure, i.e., of the metallic wire, of the cylindrical groove,
of the rectangular groove or of the wedge groove is in nano domain. The investigated metallic wire
has a diameter of 40 to 400 nm. The Floquet “cell”, defined by Floquet boundary conditions has a
200-800 nm length.
2. RESULTS

The simulation results are similar to a large extent for the four investigated grating structures. As
example, we present results obtained in the nanowire grating case.
In Fig. 2 is given as example the simulation of EM wave propagation through a Floquet cell
with W = 400 nm and H = 3200 nm. The silver nanowire has a diameter of 80 nm, the propagation
medium is sea water, dielectric substrate is GaP and the studied wavelength is 1064 nm.
In Fig. 3, the simulated variations of grating reflectivity versus EM wave angle of incidence
for several models are presented. There are 9 models: three wavelengths (633, 1064 and 1550 nm)
and three substrates (BK7, SF11 optical glasses and GaP), the grid pitch (400 nm) and nanowire
diameter (80 nm) remaining unchanged. Each model has a name including wavelength, propagating
medium, grating pitch, wire diameter and substrate. The example in Fig. 3 gathers all models for
sea water as propagation medium.
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Figure 2: Electric Field Intensity distribution simulated for 1064SEA400D80GaP model: propagation
medium — sea water, dielectric substrate — GaP, wavelength — 1064 nm.

Figure 3: Reflectivity vs incidence angle.
propagation medium: sea water.

Wave

Figure 4: Reflectivity vs incidence angle. Wave
propagation medium: air. Kretschmann configuration.

Regarding the presented simulation curves several observations can be made, namely that the
reflectivity variation versus EM incidence angle are smooth continuous curves with a minimum
located in the EM incidence angle range 45◦ –60◦ , with no “breaking points” indicating possible
nonlinear effects; more simulation curves have extremum points indicating null first derivative and
sharper variations can be observed; the curve 633SEA400D80GaP which corresponds to a grating
structure consisting in the use of a GaP substrate and 633 nm (more exactly 632.8 nm-the He-Ne
laser emission wavelength) has more points of extremum in comparison with its “air” counterpart.
This curve has sharper variations than in the case of air EM propagation medium. Such a variation
of nanowire grating reflectivity could be exploited for a possible sensor application. Such a variation
of nanowire grating reflectivity could be exploited for a possible sensor application.
In Fig. 4 is shown the reflectivity curve for a Kretschmann setup, the prism is made of GaP, it is
a 50 nm silver layer and a 250 nm GLS layer. The propagation medium is air. Plasmonic resonance
occurs at about 66◦ , while a narrower and better resonance occurs at about 36◦ [17].
3. CONCLUSIONS

The results obtained in numerical simulation of a nano scale grating system, structure are presented
pointing to possible application as a sensor. The performed simulations are used for investigating
the variations of the nano scale grating system parameters measurable on macroscopic scale, such
as reflectivity functional dependencies on various grating system parameters, namely the grating
constant, the wire diameter, refractive index of the EM wave propagation medium, refractive index
of the dielectric substrate.
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Both grating and prism coupling types prove to be useful in building sensors. The resonance
in the prism case appears to be better, but this layout comprises two thin layers (silver and GLS)
while the grating layout comprises just one layer. A next step we plan to do is to extend the grating
layout to more layers, thus improving its sensitivity.
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Abstract— The goal of this paper is to determine the optimal value of the radius of a circular
cylindrical post in a rectangular waveguide, that is, such a value of the radius of the post at
which measurement uncertainty takes minimum value. To that end, we employ the well-known
Monte Carlo method. Probability distributions for input quantities of the Monte Carlo model
are assigned according to the principle of maximum entropy.
1. INTRODUCTION

This paper is inspired by a recently published paper [1], in which a method for determination
of the optimal radius of a dielectric post in a cylindrical metallic resonator for measurement of
the dielectric permittivity has been proposed. This task requires a lot of computation time, since
its based upon the Monte Carlo method that, in turn, requires a very large number of trials in
order for estimation of the measurement uncertainty to be reliable and each of these trials requires
solution of the inverse scattering problem, that in our case is being solved by iteratively minimizing
the distance between simulated and measurement data. In order to accomplish this task in a
reasonable amount of time, we need a very fast approach for solving the direct scattering problem,
since the computation time required to solve the inverse scattering problem is proportional to
that required by an algorithm for solving the corresponding direct scattering problem. A simpler
way to evaluate measurement uncertainty is to follow GUM framework. Unfortunately, validity
of the GUM framework is restricted only to models that lend themselves to an adequate linear
approximation.
The problem of scattering of the dominant mode in a rectangular waveguide by a cylindrical
post was first treated in Notes on lectures by Julian Schwinger [2] by using the variational method.
Numerical results obtained by application of this method also may be found in [3]. Unfortunately,
it has been found that results obtained by the variational method are highly inaccurate for posts of
large electric radius, particularly near resonance frequencies. An attempt to improve the accuracy
of the variational method was made in [4] by using the so-called second order approximation, that
is, by using one more term in both series expansions instead of using just one term. Also many
other approaches have been proposed by various authors over the last several decades [5–9].
A first approach based on division of geometry of a problem into subregions of simple regular
geometry has been proposed by Nielsen [10]. Since the fields in regular regions are expressed in terms
of a series of solutions of the homogenous Helmholtz equation, it allows one to solve the boundary
problem on the interfaces between layers of the post analytically that, in turn, considerably reduce
computational efforts as well as provides sufficiently high resolution of the field distribution. In
order to find unknown expansion coefficients, infinite series are truncated and then by applying
the point matching procedure the system of linear equations is set up and solved for unknown
expansion coefficients. Unfortunately, this approach converges to the correct result only for post
of small electric radius (the product of the radius of the post and wavenumber). It was found that
this limitation can be overcome by replacing the rectangular interaction region with the circular
one, where the center of the circular interaction region (the region where point-matching procedure
applies) coincides with the axis of the post and its radius is equal to one-half the width of the broader
wall of the waveguide [11]. It was also found that applying numerical integration on the surface of
the interaction region instead of the point matching procedure yields faster convergence [12].
2. DISCUSSION

Analytical solution of the inverse scattering problems is possible only for very simple problem
geometries. Even when the direct scattering problem may be solved analytically, it may not be
possible to solve the corresponding inverse problem analytically without any approximations. Due
to this fact, some numerical procedure has to be used. One of the most common and general ways
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to solve this problem numerically is to convert the inverse scattering problem into an equivalent
numerical optimization problem, where an objective function is typically chosen as the distance
between calculated and measured values of S parameters.
v
u 2 2
uX X
e − log S s )2
Q(f ) = t
(log Snm
(1)
nm
m=1 n=1
e
where Q(f ) — is the objective function; Snm
— measured values of scattering matrix entries;
s
Snm — values of the scattering parameters obtained by solving the corresponding direct scattering
problem. It is obvious that the objective function takes minimum value when values of the coordinates correspond to the solution of the inverse scattering problem. There are many algorithms for
minimization of objective functions, but in this study we use a simple pattern search method [13].
In case when measurements are made only at one particular frequency the solution of the problem
is not unique, since the coefficients may take the same value at different values of the complex
permittivity. This issue may be overcome by making measurements at two different frequencies.
Nevertheless, this multi-frequency method cannot be applied in a case of highly dispersive materials,
where constitutive parameters changes very rapidly with frequency. In other words, without at least
approximate knowledge of this dependence, it is most likely that error in the results will be large.
In such cases, we have to use other measurement methods that not only ensures uniqueness of
the solution, but also allows one to make all measurements at some fixed frequency. One such
method is to make measurements for two samples with different values of some dimension at a
fixed frequency value. Another commonly used method is to use a movable short circuit at one
of ports of the measurement cell. Unfortunately, in this case it is possible to measure only the
reflection coefficient, the absolute value of which in a case of lossless sample is always equal to
unity that means that in a lossless case the only quantity we can measure is the phase of the
reflection coefficient.

3. THE DIRECT SCATTERING PROBLEM

Throughout this study it is assumed that the walls of the rectangular waveguide are perfectly
conducting. Also we assume that only dominant mode TE10 may propagate in the waveguide and
all other modes are evanescent and exhibit very rapid exponential decay with distance from the
sample. Both these assumptions lead to simplification of the numerical analysis. In order to solve
the problem we divide the waveguide into three separate regions as depicted in Figure 1. In region
I and III scattered fields are represented in terms of waveguide modes.
EyI

=

EyIII =

∞
X
m=1
∞
X
m=1

Am cos

mπx −jkm z
e
a

(2)

Bm cos

mπx jkm z
e
a

(3)

In region II fields and inside the cylindrical sample fields are represented in terms of cylindrical
waves.
∞
X
EyII =
(Cn Jn (ko r) + Dn Yn (ko r)) cos nΘ,
(4)
Eyp =

n=0
∞
X

En Jn (kp r) cos nΘ,

(5)

n=0

where km — is the waveguide wavenumber, ko — wavenumber in the air, kp — wavenumber in
the material of the sample. Expressions for corresponding magnetic fields in these regions may be
obtained by using the second Maxwell’s equation.
Enforcing boundary conditions on the surface of the post as well as taking the advantage of the
mutual orthogonality of cylindrical waves with respect to azymuthal coordinate Θ and eliminating
the unknown constant En , the expression relating unknown constants Dn and Cn may be obtained
as follows.
Dn = αn · Cn
(6)
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Figure 1: The rectangular waveguide containing the cylindrical dielectric sample.

where
αn =

kp Jn0 (kp rp )Jn (ko ro ) − ko Jn (kp rp )Jn0 (ko rp )
ko Jn (kp rp )Yn0 (ko rp ) − kp Jn0 (kp rp )Yn (ko rp )

By enforcing boundary conditions on the surface of the interaction region S we obtain the set of
four equations. As it can be seen, this set contains infinite series of cylindrical waves and waveguide
modes. However, it is impossible to solve this system by any analytical method, since cylindrical
waves and waveguide modes are not mutually orthogonal. It means that we are forced to resort
to the truncation of infinite series of waveguide modes and cylindrical terns, thereby converting
it into the system of linear algebraic equations. Application of the truncation procedure yields
finite series of waveguide modes and cylindrical waves with only M and N first terms retained,
respectively. Projecting the difference between field representations on both sides of the interaction
region S upon the set of test functions cos(p · Θ) (where p = 1, 2, . . . , M ) and carrying out a
number of simple algebraic manipulations the final system of linear algebraic equations for two sets
of unknown coefficients Am and Bm is obtained.
4. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Among the factors influencing the measurement accuracy are the limited resolution, residual systematic error, connection mismatch, and geometrical imperfections of the sample, such as a small
shift in the position of the sample and the accuracy of the measurement of the radius of the cylindrical sample. Since the influence of different sources of uncertainty on the uncertainty of the
output quantity may be dependent on values of parameters of the model it may be possible that
for some optimal combinations of values of these parameters the standard uncertainty u(ε) of the
output quantity will be smaller than for all other combinations. In this paper we consider only the
dependence of the standard uncertainty u(ε) of the output quantity upon only one of the model
parameters, namely, the radius of the cylindrical sample. In order to find optimal values of the
radius of the sample we estimate the standard uncertainty in measurement of the dielectric permittivity by using the Monte Carlo method. Probability distributions for input quantities of the
model are assigned according to the maximum entropy principle. In our case we take into account
uncertainties due to the frequency accuracy, imperfect measurement of the radius of the sample
and scattering data and assume that all these quantities are distributed according to the normal
distribution. Normally distributed random numbers are generated by using uniformly distributed
random numbers generated by the pseudo-random number generator and applying Box-Muller
transform. Values of the dielectric constant can be extracted from scattering data by means of a
pattern search optimization algorithm [11], using the objective function (1).
Application of the Monte Carlo method for each value from some discrete set of values of the
radius of the post allows one to find optimal (minimal) values of the standard uncertainty of the
dielectric constant. In the present case, for all numerical simulations we have used the number of
trials equal to 100000 and values of the first and second measurement frequencies equal to 2.4 GHz
and 2.6 GHz, respectively. The results of Monte Carlo simulations for three different types of
extraction of the dielectric constant from measured values of reflection data of the field reflected
by the cylindrical dielectric post with ε = 5 inserted in the rectangular waveguide with width of
the broader wall a equal to 100 mm are depicted in Figures 2–4. The results obtained by numerical
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simulation of measurement of both the absolute value and phase of the reflection coefficient are
depicted in Figure 2. In turn, the results obtained by numerical simulation of measurement of only
the absolute value and phase of the reflection coefficient are depicted in Figure 3 and Figure 4,
respectively. In Figure 5, the results obtained for the post with ε = 10 inserted in the waveguide
with a = 100 mm by simulating measurement of both the absolute value and phase of the reflection
coefficient, are depicted. As these graphical results show, there is a variation of the standard
uncertainty of measurement of the dielectric constant with the value of the relative radius of the
sample r/a. As seen in Figures 2 and 4, the value of the standard uncertainty for certain values of
r/a is less than for other values.
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Figure 2: The standard uncertainty u(ε) of the dielectric constant versus the relative radius of the post
r/a, measuring both the absolute value and phase of the reflection coefficient with the following values of
standard uncertainties of input quantities: u(|R|) − 0.05|R|, u(arg(R)) — 1.7 degrees, u(r) — 0.01 mm, u(f )
— 2.4 MHz.
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Figure 3: The standard uncertainty u(ε) of the dielectric constant versus the relative radius of the post
r/a, measuring only the absolute value |R| of the reflection coefficient with the following values of standard
uncertainties of input quantities: u(|R|) − 0.05|R|, u(r) — 0.01 mm, u(f ) — 2.4 MHz.
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Figure 4: The standard uncertainty u(ε) of the dielectric constant versus the relative radius of the post r/a,
measuring only the phase of the reflection coefficient with the following values of standard uncertainties of
input quantities: u(arg(R)) — 1.7 degrees, u(r) — 0.01 mm, u(f ) — 2.4 MHz.
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Figure 5: The standard uncertainty u(ε) of the dielectric constant versus the relative radius of the post
r/a, measuring both the absolute value and phase of the reflection coefficient with the following values of
standard uncertainties of input quantities: u(|R|) − 0.05|R|, u(arg(R)) — 1.7 degrees, u(r) — 0.01 mm, u(f )
— 2.4 MHz.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have chosen from a number of approaches that have been proposed by various authors the
one that provides accurate results and at the same time provides sufficiently fast convergence. In
order to find values of the radius of the cylindrical sample at which the value of measurement error
has the smallest influence on the accuracy of determination of the dielectric constant, we have
applied the Monte Carlo method to find values of the radius of the sample at which the standard
uncertainty of the dielectric constant has its smallest value. Uncertainties due to the frequency
accuracy, imperfect measurement of the radius of the sample and scattering data have been taken
into account, assuming that all these quantities are distributed according to the normal distribution.
Numerical results show that the standard uncertainty of measurement of the dielectric constant
changes with the value of the relative radius of the sample r/a and for certain values of r/a, the
standard uncertainty is smaller than for other values.
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Abstract— We have recently developed a novel method for explicitly computing the permittivity ε and conductivity σ sensitivity functions (Jacobian matrix J) of ground penetrating radar
(GPR) data, based on a time domain adjoint approach which uses a finite difference modeling
method. This not only opens up the possibility for performing Gauss-Newton type inversions,
which offer distinct advantages over standard gradient-based approaches, but also permits a
methodology for assessing the reliability of inverted GPR images from full waveform data. Image
appraisal is performed through a joint analysis of the eigenvalue spectrum of the pseudo Hessian
matrix H = JT J and the formal model resolution matrix R = (JT J + λI)−1 JT J, where λ is a
damping value to stabilize the matrix inversion. In seismic and geoelectric inversion, the damping
factor is often chosen as the median value of H, but the justification for this is not clear. The
diagonal values of R give the resolution of each cell in the model, with values varying from 0
(unresolved) to 1 (perfectly resolved). The off-diagonal elements convey the trade-offs (crosscoupling) between the different parameters, and the degree of image blurring. The eigenvalue
distribution of the pseudo-Hessian matrix provides a measure of the information content of an
experiment and shows the unresolved model space. The effect of model perturbation along a
given eigenvector direction on the cost function is established in terms of the size of the corresponding eigenvalue. The relative eigenvalue range (RER), which is the width of the normalized
spectrum (with entries assembled in descending eigenvalue order) at the level of the noise floor,
is a measure of the resolved model space. Four and three-sided radar acquisition geometries
(e.g., combination crosshole and borehole-to-surface) yield higher RER values than a one-sided
(surface reflection) or two-sided (crosshole) experiment, indicating greater information content
and smaller null spaces. Clearly, the better the angular and spatial coverage of the target, the
more reliable the image. Resolution is not just a function of the recording geometry and the
quantity measured but also the underlying model itself.
We show that cumulative sensitivity (i.e., the column sum of absolute values of the Jacobian)
images can be used as a reasonable proxy for formal resolution. Cumulative sensitivity is far
less expensive than obtaining the resolution matrix, which involves large matrix inversion and
multiplication. We also show that only minor differences exist between the resolution images
provided by normalized Jacobians for the full set of ε and σ parameters and the sub-Jacobians
for the individual ε and σ values. Permittivity sensitivity values are typically 109 times larger
than the conductivity values, because they involve a time derivative of the electric field (i2πf
term, where frequency f is ∼ 100 MHz) as opposed the field itself. Without normalization of
sensitivities or using sub-Jacobians, conductivity updating would be impossible.
To provide more insightful meaning to resolution, we have undertaken a singular value decomposition of the pseudo-Hessian matrix WΩDT = H and then extract the eigenvectors of D
corresponding to the ‘a’ largest singular values (because H is self adjoint, these are identical to
the eigenvalues) of Ω: Aij = Dij , i = (1, 2, . . . , M ); j = (1, 2, . . . , a < M ). We then form an
alternative expression for the resolution matrix Ra = AAT and take the diagonal elements of
Ra as representative of resolution in each cell. There is a close relationship between resolution
provided by R and Ra . The effect of the damping factor λ in the formal model resolution formula
for R is basically equivalent to the role of a in the truncated SVD resolution Ra . Small values
of λ have a very similar effect as choosing small values of a. (i.e., just the most dominant eigenvalues). Since SVD resolution is clearly connected to the spectrum of the Hessian, and because
the singular values of Ω and the eigenvalues of H are identical, it provides insight and guidance
on the effect of damping in computing R. However, SVD analysis is extremely expensive from a
computational point of view and not intended for routine applications.
In this contribution we illustrate the sensitivity patterns, eigenvalue spectra and resolution plots
for a variety of heterogeneous models and recording setups.
1. INTRODUCTION

Most waveform inversions of ground penetrating radar (GPR) data [1] are based on gradient methods [5] that are less expensive computationally than Gauss-Newton or full Newton approaches [3, 4],
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because they do not require the inversion of large matrices in the updating process. A critical aspect
of any inversion procedure is the assessment of the reliability of the final image. Most often, mere
convergence in the data space (i.e., the matching of observed and synthetic GPR traces) is the only
criterion used to appraise the goodness of a final result. A better indication of the correctness of an
inverted model could be obtained by means of a formal model resolution analysis [3]. This requires
the computation of the sensitivity or Jacobian matrix. We recently developed an efficientand novel
scheme for computing the permittivity and conductivity sensitivity functions explicitly based on a
time-domain adjointmethod [2]. The Fréchet derivatives, which form elements of the Jacobian matrix, are obtained by cross correlating forward propagated fields and backward propagated Green’s
functions from the receiver positions (adjoint sources). The procedure was implemented usinga
standard finite difference time domain modeling method.
The availability of the Jacobian not only enables formal resolution analysis to be undertaken but
also Gauss-Newton style inversions to be performed, which generally converge faster than gradient
approaches. In addition, it opens up the possibility to carry out an information content analysis of
the radar data by singular value decomposition of the Jacobian (or what is equivalent, an eigenvalue
analysis of the pseudo (approximate) Hessian matrix). The eigenvalue spectrum is a useful tool
in experimental design because it conveys the extent of the resolved model space and permits
comparison of the efficacy of different recording configurations and data sets.
2. EXPLICIT EXPRESSIONS FOR THE SENSITIVITY KERNELS

The GPR sensitivity functions for each model cell or block in the subsurface are a measure of
how a perturbation in the electrical property (permittivity ε or conductivity σ) in that cell causes
a perturbation in the measured electric field for a given radar transmitter-receiver configuration.
The explicit formulae for the columns of the sensitivity functions for any receiver location xr and
observation time tr were derived in [2] and can be stated thus:
£ S 0 ¤i
 ¡
¢
®
Jε (x ) xr ,tr = δ x − x0 ∂t ES , GT δ i (x − xr , t − tr )
£ S 0 ¤i
 ¡
¢
®
Jσ (x ) xr ,tr = δ x − x0 ES , GT δ i (x − xr , t − tr )

(1)
(2)

where the bracket symbol hi indicates inner product. Here the superscript i indicates the individual
vectorial components , the subscripts ε and σ denote either a permittivity or conductivity derivative,
x0 is any domain point, ES is the electric field in the whole space-time domain, G is the Green’s
operator, T indicates transposition, and the superscript ‘s’ on E refers to a particular source. We
now concentrate on the right side term GT δ i (x − xr , t − tr ) in Eqs. (1)and (2) where the adjoint
source at the receiver has a single component (i.e., electric dipole direction) that corresponds to
the same component of the sensitivity in which we are interested, namely ∂E i (xr , tr )/∂ε(x0 ) or
∂E i (xr , tr )/∂σ(x0 ). The inner products in (1) and (2) involve an integration over space and time.
In these equations, the argument of the delta function, x − x0 , indicates the point at which we are
computing the sensitivities. The dummy variables over which the integration implicit in (1) and
(2) takes place are indicated in the following by x∗ and t∗ .
£ T
¤j
G δ(x − xr , t − tr )ix∗,t∗ = Gij (x∗ , tr , xr , t∗ )

(3)

The inner product sums over the j different field components, which are forward and back propagated in (1) and (2). Due to reciprocity (3) can be written as
£

GT δ(x − xr , t − tr )ix∗,t∗

¤j

= Gji (x∗ , tr , xr , t∗ )

(4)

These are the different components of the wavefield generated by the delta-function source oriented
along a single direction i. From time invariance, we can write (3) as:
Gji (x∗ , tr , xr , t∗ ) = Gji (x∗ , tr − t∗ , 0)

(5)

The computation of (5) involves the solution of a standard forward problem, with the source placed
at xr and discharged at t = 0. Depending on the value of tr , different wavefields Gji (x∗ , tr −t∗ , xr , 0)
will be cross correlated with ∂t Es (x∗ , t∗ ) and Es (x∗ , t∗ ). The presence of δ(x − x0 ) in (1) and (2)
reduces in practice the integration to that over time alone.
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Practical issues of back propagating a Green’s delta function in an FDTD scheme can be circumvented due to the orthogonality of the Fourier base (any frequency component not common to both
vectors in an inner product has no effect on the result) so it is only necessary to back propagate a
filtered delta function in accordance with the frequencies contained in the source spectrum [2].
The size of the Jacobian is N × M , where N is the total number of measurements (number
of sources × number of receivers × number of times along each trace) and M is the number
of model parameters (number of cells ×2, if both permittivity and conductivity are considered).
The temporal derivative of the electric field appearing in (1), suggests that the GPR permittivity
sensitivities will be much higher (by 2πf , f ≈ 100 MHz) than the corresponding conductivity
sensitivities (which depend on the electric field itself), and so it is necessary to normalize the
Jacobian or work with sub-Jacobians for each class of model parameter.
Figures 1(a), (b) show a heterogeneous model involving two cross-shaped anomalous bodies
embedded in a homogeneous background of relative permittivity εr = 4 and conductivity σ =
3 mS/m. Cross 1 is resistive (σ = 0.1 mS/m) with low εr = 1, whereas cross 2 is conductive (σ =
10 mS/m) with high εr . The waveform in Fig. 1(c) represents the GPR trace for the crossholecopolarized recording configuration as shown, with transmitter and receiver both located at a depth
of 5.3 m and 10 m apart. Apart from the direct transmitted arrival, there are additional forward
scattered signals present. Point A corresponds to the first arrival, B to an arbitrary relative
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Figure 1: (a) Permittivity ε and (b) conductivity σ distributions for heterogeneous model. (c) Radar trace
for Tx and Rx antennae positions as shown. (d)–(i) show the ε and σ sensitivity patterns for the three
observation times A, B and C indicated in (c). Units of ε permittivity sensitivity are V2 /A · s and σ
sensitivity are V2 /A.
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amplitude maximum and C to the absolute maximum amplitude of the entire trace. The ε and σ
sensitivities throughout the medium are shown in Figs. 1(d)–(f) and 1(g)–(i) for these three time
samples A, B and C. There are significant amplitude differences between the pairs of corresponding
sensitivity plots. The sensitivity patterns are significantly distorted from the quasi-elliptical shape
expected in a homogenous medium. As time increases, the sensitivity patterns expand to occupy
a larger region of the model.
3. INFORMATION CONTENT ANALYSIS

The availability of the Jacobian values for various receiver locations and observation times (Eqs. (1)
and (2)) also allows the computation of the pseudo-Hessian matrix, given by HA = JT J. The size
of this matrix is M × M . The inverse of this matrix is used in Gauss-Newton inversion as a
more refined version of a step length operator common in gradient based inversion schemes. It
specifies the extent of model updating in the gradient direction. The eigenvalue spectrum of the
pseudo Hessian also reveals the information content of a data set, and can be used to appraise
the imaging capability of different recording configurations. Fig. 2 shows in semi-log form the
normalized eigenvalues, arranged in descending order, for the model of Fig. 1 but for four different
recording configurations: surface, cross-hole, three-sided and four sided. The surface and crosshole
experiments involve 5 transmitters and 5 receivers placed uniformly along the upper side of the
model (surface case) or in the left and right sides of the model (crosshole), whereas for the 3-sided
experiment 15 transmitters and 15 receivers are placed evenly along the upper and lateral sides of
the model. For the 4-sided experiment, and additional 5 transmitters and 5 receivers are palced
along the bottom side of the model. The three separate plots in Fig. 2 are for the complete model
space (ε and σ together), and the separate model spaces (ε only, and σ only). The intersection
of the eigenvalue spectra with the horizontal threshold line (relative eigenvalue = 10−7 ) delineate
the resolved model space and the mostly unresolved model space. This threshold corresponds to a
noise floor below which no significance should be attached to the eignevalues. The portion to the
left of the intersection point is referred to as the relative eigenvalue range (RER) and it provides
a simple measure of the goodness of a particular experimental design. The increasing size of the
RER for the four different experiments (with the highest for the 4 sided experiment) and second
highest for the 3-sided experiment give a clear indication of the increasing reliability of the inverted
models for the different configurations. This can be linked to the improved angular and spatial
coverage of the target.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Formal model resolution for (a) permittivity and (b) conductivity for the four-sided experiment.
4. FORMAL RESOLUTION AND CUMULATIVE SENSITIVITY

The resolution of each cell within an inverted model can be expressed formally by the model
resolution matrix R defined as [3]:
¡
¢−1 T
J J
R = JT J + λI

(6)

where λ is a damping factor (to ensure that the matrix can be inverted) and I is the identity matrix.
R relates the estimated model parameters mest with the true model parameters mtrue through the
relationship mest = Rmtrue . Of particular interest are the diagonal elements of R. Values close
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to 0 indicate poorly resolved parameters, whereas values close to 1 indicate well resolved model
parameters. The rows of R indicate the degree of smearing or point spread functions for each cell.
Figure 3 shows the formal model resolution images obtained for the 4-sided experiment on the
double cross model (Fig. 1) and described above. The two plots correspond to the permittivity and
conductivity sub-Jacobians, and illustrate better resolution for the resistive and low permittivity
cross.
A surrogate or proxy for assessing formal resolution is the cumulative sensitivity function, obtained by summing over all transmitters, receivers and observation times the absolute values of the
sensitivities, i.e., a column sum of the Jacobian, given by:
XXX
CS(m) =
|Js (m)|xr ,tr
(7)
s

r

τ

The quantity CS is rarely used in GPR or seismic waveform inversion but its appeal is that
it does not require any matrix multiplication or inversion, and is therefore relatively inexpensive.
Space limitations preclude showing comparison CS plots to Fig. 3. Although differences exist there
is a strong similarity in shape, and high cumulative sensitivity values are concentrated in the same
regions of the model where formal resolution is high.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: Eigenvalue spectra (a) ε and σ together, (b) ε separate, and (c) σ separate for the four different
recording configurations.
5. SVD RESOLUTION

An alternative to the definition of formal resolution can be provided by means of a singular value
decomposition (SVD) of the pseudo-Hessian matrix, given by
WΩDT = HA

(8)

and then extract the eigenvectors of D corresponding to the ‘a’ largest singular values (or eigenvalues) of Ω:
Aij = Dij , i = (1, 2, . . . , M ), j = (1, 2, . . . , a < M )
(9)
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We then form the following alternative expression for the resolution matrix, referred to as SVD
resolution:
Ra = AAT
(10)
and take the diagonal elements of Ra as representative of resolution in each cell. Values close to
zero indicate poorly resolved model parameters, whereas values close to one indicate well-resolved
model parameters. Both the natural model space and that expressed by the columns of D are
orthonormal.
Each vector of the natural base, mi , can be expressed as a linear combination of vectors in the
orthonormal base provided by D:
M
X
mi =
ck vk
(11)
k=1

where vk are the othonormal columns of D and ck are the numerical coefficients of the i-th column
of D−1 . Since D−1 = DT , it is straightforward to see that
a
Ri,i

=

a
X
k=1

c2k

=

a
X

2
Dik

(12)

k=1

a is always smaller than 1.
Because D consists of orthonormal columns, Ri,i
More specifically, the resolution valued defined in XX is equivalent to the relative amplitude of
the projection of the natural base element mi on the space spanned by the eigenvectors corresponding to the a largest singular values (i.e., the best resolved ones). There is a very close relationship
between the resolution provided by (6) and (10). The effect of the damping factor in (6) is basically
equivalent to the role of a. Small values of λ correspond to large values of a, whereas large values of
λ have a very similar effect as choosing small values of a (i.e., just the most dominant eigenvalues).
Since SVD resolution is clearly connected to the spectrum of the Hessian, and because the
singular values of Ω and the eigenvalues of HA are identical, it provides an insightful meaning to
resolution. However, since SVD is extremely expensive from a computational point of view, and
not intended for routine practical applications, formal resolution analysis is most often presented.
Figure 4 gives a comparison between formal resolution (6) and SVD resolution (10) for the same
heterogeneous model comprising the two anomalous crosses. The upper set of diagrams (a)–(e)
depict formal model resolution images for different choices of the damping factor λ, in the range
0.01 to 100 times the median value of the diagonal value of HA . By comparison, the bottom set of
diagrams (f)–(j) show SVD resolution for different sets of eigenvalues ranging from the 80 largest
ones to the 3000 largest ones (from a total of 7744). The (a)–(e) and (f)–(j) diagrams of Fig. 4
are extremely similar, establishing a tight connection between the two definitions of resolution.

(a)

(f)

(b)

(g)

(c)

(h)

(d)

(i)

(e)

(j)

Figure 4: (a)–(e) Formal model resolution images for the 4-sided experiment and 5 different choices of
the damping parameter λ. λ0 corresponds to the median value of the diagonal elements of the pseudoHessian. (f)–(j) Corresponding SVD resolution for 5 different choices of the number of eigenvalues used for
the definition of matrix A.
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Moreover, the differences arising in these images as a function of the damping factor or the number
of eigenvalues used suggests that particular care must be taken when analyzing resolution plots.
6. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a new and effective method for calculating GPR sensitivity functions in the
time domain. This allows us to assess the reliability of inverted images from GPR full waveform
data and the adequacy of an experimental setup. The usual criterion of simple convergence in the
data space is insufficient to appreciate the goodness of a model. Through an analysis based on the
eigenvalue distribution of the Hessian, the cumulative sensitivity pattern and the formal or SVD
resolution matrix it is possible to provide a meaningful estimate of the well resolved and poorly
resolved features of an inverted image.
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Abstract— We consider the construction of guaranteed estimates [1, 2] of linear continuous
functionals of the unknown solutions and right-hand sides of the Helmholtz equation [2, 3]; the
boundary value problems under study are associated with the wave diffraction by a bounded
body D situated in a domain Ω ∈ Rn , n = 2, 3, whose boundary ∂Ω stretches to infinity (e.g., a
wedge or a layer) and Green’s function Φk (x, y), (x, y ∈ Ω, x 6= y) corresponding to wave number
k with k > 0 and boundary condition BΦk (x, y)|y∈∂Ω = 0 is known [4]. Here, for a function
u(y) defined in Ω̄ Bu(y)|y∈∂Ω := αu(y)|y∈∂Ω + β ∂u(y)
∂ν |y∈∂Ω , α, β = 0, 1, α + β = 1, ν is outward
normal to ∂Ω. We assume that right-hand sides of the equations entering the problem statement
are not known; the only available information is that they belong to a bounded set of the space of
square-integrable functions. In order to solve these estimation problems we need additional data:
observations in the form of certain linear transformations of the solution distorted by noise. The
latter are realizations of the random fields with the unknown second moment functions belonging
to a given bounded set in the appropriate functional space. The approach set forth in [2, 3, 5] and
developed in this study allows us to obtain optimal estimates of the unknown solution or righthand sides of the equations and linear functionals, i.e., estimates sought in the class of functionals
linear with respect to observations for which the maximal mean-square estimation error taken
over all elements belonging to the aforementioned sets takes minimal value. Such estimates
are called minimax or guaranteed estimates. We obtain representations for these estimates and
estimation errors in terms of solutions to certain integro-differential or integral equations in
bounded subdomains of domain Ω \ D.
1. INTRODUCTION

Forward and especially inverse problems in electromagnetics aim at estimating model parameters
of a system under study (antenna, waveguide-based device and the like) from available observations
(data) of its response or output [6, 7]. Examples can be found in wave tomography or geophysics
when the model can be formulated and the forward problem solved only if the (elastic or optical)
properties of the medium are given in advance. However, they are usually not known which leads
to the necessity of solving a certain type of inverse problem if measurements of wave amplitudes
and phases at given points on the accessible sets are available. Using these data, an appropriate
estimation algorithm can be formulated. In addition, data measurements are affected by errors
depending on both controllable and uncontrollable factors such as precision of the adopted instrumentation or the environmental conditions. Using deterministic inverse algorithms one can hardly
obtain error bounds on the parameter estimates given uncertainties in the data. On the other
hand, probabilistic approaches, e.g., as in Kalman Filter estimation, that may allow identifying
the propagation of uncertainties and provide error estimations have their own limitations since
they require a prior assumption on the nature of uncertainties. It is desirable therefore to develop
mathematically justified techniques that do not rely on the type of uncertainties and enable one to
treat the estimation problem in its complete statement. This is the subject of the present study.
2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM OF GUARANTEED ESTIMATION

Let ϕ(x) be the state of the system governed by the Helmholtz problem
¡
¢
∆ + k 2 ϕ(x) = 0 in Ω \ D̄,
∂ϕ
= h on Γ = ∂D, Bϕ = 0
∂νA

(1)
on ∂Ω,

(2)
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where h ∈ H 1/2 (Γ), the function ϕ is a limit as q → k 2 + i0 (in the sense of convergence in the
2 (Ω \ D̄)) of a unique solution ϕ ∈ L2 (Ω \ D̄) of problem (1)–(2), in which k 2 is replaced
space Hloc
q
by q ∈ C in Equation (1).1
Let
½
¾
Z ¯
¯2
¯
¯ 2
1/2
G0 := h̃ ∈ H (Γ) :
¯h̃ − h0 ¯ g dΓ ≤ 1 ,
Γ

H 1/2 (Γ)

where h0 ∈
is a given function, g is a smooth function on Γ, that do not vanish there,
and let x0k , k = 1, N and xk , k = 1, m be given systems of points belonging to domain Ω \ D̄. The
problem is as follows: to estimate the expression
l(ϕ) =

m
X

āi ϕ(xi ),

(ai ∈ C are prescribed numbers)

(3)

i=1

from the point observations of the form2

¡ ¢
yk = ϕ x0k + ηk , k = 1, N ,

in the class of estimates
d =
l(ϕ)

N
X

(4)

ūi yk + c,

k=1

linear with respect to observations (4), where ui ∈ C, i = 1, N , c ∈ C, under the assumptions that
h and η := (η1 , . . . , ηN ) are not known exactly but it is only known that
h ∈ G0

and η ∈ G1 .

Here, by G1 we denote the set of random vectors η̃ = (η̃1 , . . . , η̃N ) with zero expectations, Eη̃i = 0,
i = 1, N , and finite second moments satisfying the condition
N
X

ri2 E|η̃i |2 ≤ 1,

i=1

ri ∈ R, ri 6= 0, i = 1, N , are given numbers, and E denotes expectation of random variable.
Set u := (u1 , . . . , uN ) ∈ CN .
Definition 1. The estimate
N
X
d
d
l(ϕ) =
ûi yi + ĉ,
i=1

in which numbers ûi and ĉ are determined from the condition
inf

u∈CN , c∈C

σ(u, c) = σ(û, ĉ),

where
σ(u, c) : =

sup

¯
¯2
¯
¯
d
E ¯l(ϕ̃) − l(ϕ̃)¯ ,

h̃∈G0 , η̃∈G1

d
l(
ϕ̃) =

N
X

ui ỹi + c,

i=1

ỹi = ϕ̃(xi ) + η̃i ,

i = 1, N ,

and ϕ̃(x) is the solution to the Neumann BVP at h = h̃, will be called the guaranteed estimate of
expression (3).
The quantity σ := (σ(û, ĉ))1/2 will be called the error of the estimation of l(ϕ).
Thus, the minimax estimate is an estimate minimizing the maximal mean-square estimation
error calculated for the “worst” implementation of perturbations.
1 Here,
2η

i

we consider a class of domains Ω \ D̄, for which limiting absorption principle is justified (see, for example, [8–10]).
are errors of observations (4) that are realizations of random variables ηi = ηi (ω).
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3. MAIN RESULTS

Theorem 1. The guaranteed estimate of l(ϕ) has the form
N

X
d
d =
l(ϕ)
ûi yi + ĉ = l(ϕ̂),
i=1

where
ûk =

rk2 p

¡ 0¢
xk ,

Z
k = 1, N ,

ĉ =
Γ

zh0 dΓ,

the functions z, p, and ϕ̂ are determined, respectively, from the solution to the following problems:
−(∆ + k 2 )z(x) =

m
X

ai δ(x − xi ) −

i=1

N
X

¡ ¢ ¡
¢
rk2 p x0k δ x − x0k

in Ω \ D̄,

(5)

k=1

∂z
= 0 on Γ, Bz = 0 on ∂Ω,
∂ν
∆p(x) + k 2 p(x) = 0 in Ω \ D̄,
∂p
= g −2 z on Γ, Bp = 0 on ∂Ω,
∂ν

(6)
(7)
(8)

and
N
X
¢
¡ ¢¤ ¡
¡
¢
£ ¡ ¢
− ∆ + k 2 p̂(x) =
ri2 y x0k − ϕ̂ x0k δ x − x0k

in Ω,

(9)

i=1

∂ p̂
= 0 on Γ, B p̂ = 0 on ∂Ω,
∂ν
∆ϕ̂(x) + k 2 ϕ̂(x) = 0 in Ω,
∂ ϕ̂
= g −2 p̂ + h0 on Γ, B ϕ̂ = 0
∂ν

(10)
(11)
on ∂Ω,

(12)

where the functions z, p and p̂, ϕ̂ are the limits as q → k 2 + i0 of functions zq , pq and p̂q , ϕ̂q
(zq , pq , p̂q , ϕ̂q ∈ L2 (Ω \ D̄)) satisfying problems (5)–(8) and (9)–(12)3 in which k 2 is replaced by q̄
in Equations (5), (9) and by q ∈ C in (7), (11), respectively4 .
Problems (5)–(8) and (9)–(12) are uniquely solvable. The estimation error σ of l(ϕ) is determined by
Ãm
!1/2
X
1/2
σ = [l(p)] =
āi p(xi )
.
(13)
i=1

Using the potential theory in Sobolev spaces we reduce problems (5)–(8) and (9)–(12) to problems of less dimensionality.
To obtain this, introduce the single- and double-layer potentials with density ϕ by
Z
(Vk ψ)(x) :=
Φk (x, y)ψ(y) dΓy , x ∈ Ω \ Γ,
Γ

zq → z, p̂q → p̂ in loc (Ω \ D̄1 ) where D1 := D ∪ {x1 } ∪ . . . ∪ {xm } ∪ {x01 } ∪ . . . ∪ {x0N }, and pq → p, ϕ̂q → ϕ̂ in
loc (Ω \ D̄).
4 This requirement in the case when Ω = {(r, θ, φ) ∈ R3 : 0 < r < +∞, 0 < θ < π, 0 < φ < Φ} is a wedge in spherical
coordinate system 0 ≤ r < +∞, 0 ≤ θ ≤ π, 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π with the spread angle Φ, 0 < Φ ≤ 2π, can be replaced by the following:
the functions z, p̂ and p, ϕ̂ must satisfy the Sommerfeld condition
3 Here,

H2

H2

∂z
+ ikz = o(1/r),
∂r
and
respectively.

∂p
− ikp = o(1/r),
∂r

∂ p̂
+ ikp̂ = o(1/r),
∂r

r = |x|, r → ∞

∂ ϕ̂
− ikϕ̂ = o(1/r),
∂r

r = |x|, r → ∞,
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Z

∂Φk (x, y)
χ(y) dΓy , x ∈ Ω \ Γ,
∂νy
Γ
where ϕ is a given integrable function on Γ.
We also introduce the single- and double-layer operators Sk and Kk , given by
Z
(Sk ϕ)(x) : = 2 Φk (x, y)ϕ(y) dΓy , x ∈ Γ,
ZΓ
∂Φk (x, y)
(Kk ϕ)(x) : = 2
ϕ(y) dΓy , x ∈ Γ,
∂νy
Γ
(Wk χ)(x) :=

and the normal derivative operators Kk0 and Tk , given by
Z
∂Φk (x, y)
ϕ(y) dΓy , x ∈ Γ,
(Kk0 ϕ)(x) : = 2
∂νx
Γ
Z
∂
∂Φk (x, y)
(Tk ϕ)(x) : = 2
ϕ dΓy , x ∈ Γ.
∂νx Γ
∂νy
Denote by I identity operator. Then the following result is valid.
Theorem 2. The guaranteed estimate of l(ϕ) has the form
N

m

k=1

i=1

X
X
d
d =
¯k yk + ĉ = l(ϕ̂) =
l(ϕ)
û
āi ϕ̂(xi ),
where
"

Ã

ûk = rk2 p(x0k ), k = 1, N ,

!¯ # h0 dΓ,
¯
2 p(x0 )Φ (· − x0 ) ¯
ψ
+
a
Φ
(·
−
x
)
−
r
¯
j
j
−
k̄
−
k̄
l
l
l
Γ
¯
j=1
l=1
Γ
#
Ã
N
h
X ¡
¡ 0 ¢¯
¡ 0 ¢¢
2
−2
in Ω \ D̄,
rl yl − ϕ̂ xl Φ−k ·, xl ¯Γ + h0
ϕ̂ = Wk χ̃ − Vk g
ψ̃ +
ĉ =

R

m
P

N
P

l=1

the functions

¯
¯
¢ ¯
¡
¡ 0¢
0 ¯
2

rl p xl Φ−k̄ · − xl ¯ ,
ψ := z|Γ −
aj Φ−k̄ (· − xj ) −
¯
j=1
l=1


m
X

N
X

Γ

χ := p|Γ , numbers

p(x0l ),

l = 1, N , and the functions
ψ̃ := p̂|Γ −

N
X

¯
¡
¡ ¢¢
rl2 yl − ϕ̂ x0l Φ−k (·, x0l )¯Γ ,

l=1

ϕ̂(x0l ),

χ̃ := ϕ̂|Γ , numbers
l = 1, N , are determined, respectively, from the solution of the problems
(14)–(16) and (17)–(19):
³
´
I − K−0 k̄ + iηT−k̄ ψ


¯
N
m
³
³
´´
0 ) ¯¯
X
X
¯
¡
¢
∂Φ
(·
−
x
∂Φ
(·
−
x
)
j ¯
−k̄
−k̄
l ¯ 
0
−
rl2 p x0l
= −S−k̄ + iη I + K−
aj
¯ +
¯ , (14)
k̄
∂ν
∂ν
Γ
Γ
j=1

(I − Kk − iηTk )χ



= (−Sk − iη(I + Kk0 ))g −2 ψ +

m
X
j=1

l=1

¯
aj Φ−k̄ (· − xj )¯Γ −

N
X


¡ ¢
¡
¢¯
rl2 p x0l Φ−k̄ · − x0l ¯Γ  ,

l=1

(15)

¯
¯
N
X
¯
¡ 0¢
¡
¢¯ ¯
0
2
0
0 ¯ ¯
−2
¯
p(xi ) = Wk χ xi − Vk g ψ+
rl p(xl ) Φ−k̄ · − xl Γ ¯ , i = 1, N . (16)
aj Φ−k̄ (· − xj ) Γ −
¯ 0
j=1
l=1


m
X

xi
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and
ÃN
¯ !
¡
¢
¡
¡
¢¢ X
¡ ¡ 0¢
¢ ∂Φ−k (·, x0l ) ¯
0
0
2
¯ ,
I − K−k + iηT−k ψ̃ = −S−k + iη I + K−k
rl ϕ̂ xl − yl
(17)
¯
∂ν
Γ
l=1
"
Ã
!
#
N
X
¯
¡
¡
¢¢
r2 (yl − ϕ̂(x0 )) Φ−k (·, x0 )¯
(I − Kk − iηTk ) χ̃ = −Sk − iη I + K 0
g −2 ψ̃ +
+ h0 , (18)
l

k

l

l

Γ

l=1

"
Ã
!
#¯
N
¯
X
¯
¡ 0¢
¡ 0¢
¡
¡
¢¢
¯
ϕ̂ xi = Wk χ̃ xi − Vk g −2 ψ̃ +
rl2 yl − ϕ̂ x0l Φ−k (·, x0l )¯Γ + h0 ¯ , i = 1, N .
¯ 0
l=1

(19)

xi

in which η is an arbitrary positive number. These problems are uniquely solvable for all values of
wave numbers k > 0.
Similar estimates are obtained for unknown right-hand side h from observations (4).
We generalized the obtained results for the case when linear functional (3) is replaced by a
functional of the form
Z
l(ϕ) =
l0 (x)ϕ(x) dx
Ω0

L2 (Ω0 )

where l0 ∈
is a given function defined in a bounded subdomain Ω0 such that Ω̄0 ⊂ Ω \ D̄
and the observations distributed on a finite system of surfaces or subdomains located in Ω \ D̄ are
taken instead of point observations (4).
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Abstract— In this paper, a new technique for solving the problem of scattering from rough
surfaces without the need to calculate the evanescent modes is presented. In the new technique,
it is shown that there exists a modal sub-space in which the boundary conditions are satisfied
using only the incident propagating modes and the scattered propagating modes. This modal
sub-space is chosen to be orthogonal to all the evanescent modes on the boundary. Thus by
projecting the boundary conditions on to this sub-space, a set of equations which only involve
propagating modes is derived. In a companion paper, it is shown how this sub-space can be
estimated without calculating the evanescent modes. In this paper, the evanescent modes are
calculated directly to show the existence of an appropriate modal sub-space which is orthogonal
to all the evanescent modes. A unique solution is shown to exist. It is also shown that the
known limitations of the Rayleigh hypothesis do not prevent one from solving for scattering from
periodic surfaces, even when the surface roughness is large. A matrix form of a transfer function
model, which describes the scattered fields in terms of the incident fields is derived. The transfer
function model describes the scattering for all possible combinations of incident waves. The
proposed method reduces the computational complexity of the scattering problem significantly
by eliminating the need for calculating the evanescent modes. This newly developed technique
has the potential to be a powerful computational method for calculating scattering from rough
surfaces and gratings.
1. INTRODUCTION

In 1897, Lord Rayleigh published a classic paper in which he used periodic functions to describe the
scattering from periodic surfaces [1]. Known as the Rayleigh hypothesis, this method not only used
periodic plane wave representations to describe the fields away from the periodic surfaces, but also
inside the corrugated region of the surface. However, in the mid-sixties through the early eighties,
many researchers challenged Rayleigh’s approach of using plane wave representations for the fields
inside the corrugated region of the periodic surface [2, 3]. Several of these papers used extensive
complex analysis to show that the solutions were unstable when the periodic surface become rough.
However in the past decade, other researchers have shown that despite these apparent limitations,
the Rayleigh hypothesis gives valid results even for very rough surfaces [4, 5].
In the Rayleigh method, the scattered fields are represented by an infinite spectrum of plane
wave modes. However, only a small fraction of these modes are propagating plane waves. Most of
the infinite set of modes are evanescent modes which exist primarily around the scattering surface
and decay exponentially in the far-field. In most scattering problems, the scattered fields are
measured in the far-field. The evanescent modes do not contribute to the far-field scattering since
they occur at the boundary and fall off rapidly in the far-field. Since the evanescent modes are also
reactive field components, they do not contribute to the power conservation calculations.
In this paper, a new technique where the rough surface scattering problem is solved without the
need to include the evanescent modes is developed. In this new technique, it is shown that there
exists a modal sub-space in which the boundary conditions are satisfied using only the incident
propagating modes and the scattered propagating modes. This modal sub-space is chosen to be
orthogonal to all the evanescent modes on the boundary. Thus by projecting the boundary conditions on to this sub-space, a set of equations which only involve propagating modes is derived.
In a companion paper, it is shown how this model sub-space can be estimated without calculating
the evanescent modes. In this paper, the evanescent modes are calculated directly to show the
existence of an appropriate modal sub-space which is orthogonal to all the evanescent modes.
2. THEORY AND RESULTS

In this study, one considers scattering from a perfectly conducting, one-dimensional sinusoidal
surface. For the purpose of clarity, the analysis will focus on horizontally polarized plane wave
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Figure 1: Geometry of the incident wave. The surface is a perfectly conducting sinusoidal surface. The
periodicity is L.

incidence. Figure 1 shows the geometry of the incidence of the plane wave on the sinusoidal
surface.
The analysis is not limited to a single plane wave incidence. It is assumed that the sinusoidal surface is illuminated by a spectrum of discrete plane waves in the directions of the Floquet modes [6].
The latter constraint allows one to analyze the scattering using a discrete set of plane waves. However, it does not limit the application of this analysis method to a set of fixed directions. The
profile of the surface is given by
h(x) = h0 cos kL x,
(1)
where h0 is the amplitude of the sinusoidal surface and kL = 2π/L, where L is the periodicity.
As mentioned before, the incidence fields are represented by a spectrum of plane waves in discrete
Floquet mode directions and can be written as
Ei (x, z) = ŷ

N0
X

an exp [−j(αn x + βn z)] ,

(2)

n=−N0

where an is the amplitude and αn and βn are the x- and z-directed components on the propagation
constant of the nth mode.
p Using standard Floquet mode theory [6], αn and βn are given by
αn = 2πn/L and βn = k02 − αn2 , respectively. k0 = 2π/λ0 , where λ0 is the electromagnetic
wavelength. 2N0 + 1 is the total number of propagating incident modes (βn is real) and depends on
the magnitude of the periodicity, L, relative to λ0 . Similarly, the scattered fields can be written as
Es (x, z) = ŷ

N0
X
n=−N0

X

bn exp [−j(αn x − βn z)] + ŷ

cn exp [−jαn x − γn z] ,

(3)

|n|>N0

where bn and cn represent the amplitude of the scattered propagating modes and scattered evanescent modes,
respectively. The evanescent modes are non-propagating modes where |αn | > k0 and
p
2
γn = αn − k02 . The problem is solved by calculating the unknown amplitudes bn and cn by
applying the boundary conditions on the conducting surface. Since the tangential electric field
everywhere on the conducting surface is zero, the Dirichlet boundary condition can be written in
terms of the electric fields as
Ei (x, h(x)) + Es (x, h(x)) = 0.
(4)
Equation (4) can be solved using either the point matching method or the method of moments [7].
In the point matching method, the boundary condition is enforced at M spatial observation points
which are uniformly distributed across the surface, resulting in M linear equations. Using matrix
representations these M equations can be written as
Aâ + B b̂ + Cĉ = 0,

(5)

where â, b̂ and ĉ are vectors representing the amplitudes of the incident propagating modes’,
scattered propagating modes’ and scattered evanescent modes’ power waves, respectively. The
power wave is used in many microwave engineering applications to represent the generic wave
amplitude, whose magnitude squared is equal to the power density per unit area in the z-direction.
The amplitude of the power wave of a plane wave is obtained from the amplitude of the electric
field by scaling the latter using a function of the cosine of the angle of incidence and the wave
impedance. This factor is incorporated into the elements of the matrices A, B and C, which are
determined by the appropriate mode values at each of the M observation points. In the method of
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moments, a similar equation can be generated for the boundary conditions. By combining all the
modes, Equation (5) can be written as
P ê = 0,
(6)
where ê = [a−N0 . . . aN0 b−N0 . . . bN0 c1 . . .]T is the vector representing all the mode amplitudes.
The matrix, P , is obtained by concatenating the matrices, A, B and C. In Equation (6), the vector
ê represents the null space of P . Since there are only 2N0 + 1 incident modes, the nullity of matrix
P should also be 2N0 + 1. If the nullity of P is greater than 2N0 + 1, then the solution will not be
unique and if the nullity of P is less than 2N0 + 1, then the problem is under-defined and cannot
be solved.
In this study, simulations are performed for scattering from perfectly conducting sinusoidal
surfaces with a periodicity of L = 5.5λ0 for a variety of different surface heights, h0 . This value
of L yields 2N0 + 1 = 11. The singular values of the matrix P are calculated for three different
surface heights. Figure 2 shows the sorted singular values for the different surface heights. In all
three cases, there were exactly 11 very small singular values (< 10−8 ). This is an important result
because it leads to the main result of this paper. Equation (5) can be written as
Aâ + B b̂ = −Cĉ = ĉ0 .

(7)

If as shown in Figure 2, the nullity of P is 2N0 + 1, then the rank of the matrix generated by all
the possible values of the vector ĉ0 will also be 2N0 + 1, i.e., the solution vectors, ĉ0 , will occupy a
sub-space of dimension 2N0 + 1. However, the maximum dimension of the sub-space occupied by
the propagating modes given by the vectors, â and b̂, is 2 × (2N0 + 1). This shows that there is a
2N0 + 1 dimensional sub-space which is occupied by the vectors, â and b̂, which is orthogonal to
the solution vectors, ĉ0 . If U is the basis representing this orthogonal sub-space, then projecting
Equation (7) on to this sub-space will yield
U H (Aâ + B b̂) = −U H ĉ0 = 0.

(8)

U H Aâ = −U H B b̂
,
b̂ = W â

(9)

Equation (8) can be re-written as

where W = −(U H B)−1 U H A is the (2N0 + 1) × (2N0 + 1) scattering matrix which relates the
power waves of the scattered propagating modes to the power waves of the incident modes. Note
the basis, U , has to be orthogonal to all the evanescent modes, if Equation (8) is true and the
solutions to Equation (5) are unique. Since the surface is a perfect conductor, the power has to be
conserved and thus W is unitary, i.e., W H W = I. Note the vectors â and b̂ represent power waves
whose magnitude-squared yields power density. Reciprocity requires that W also be symmetric,
i.e., W = W T .
Equation (9) is the main result of this paper. However, the primary goal of this study is to
find the basis, U , which represents the sub-space orthogonal to the evanescent modes. If U can be

Figure 2: Sorted singular values of matrix P.
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found directly, then one may use Equation (9) to solve the scattering problem without calculating
the evanescent modes. This is an important result. In most scattering problems such as in radar
and remote sensing, the scattered fields are measured in the far-field. The evanescent modes
do not contribute to the far-field scattering, since they decay exponentially with range. Since
the evanescent modes are also reactive fields, they do not contribute to any power conservation
calculations. Another important benefit in not calculating the evanescent modes is that they
fluctuate rapidly with surface height because of their exponential dependence on z . Furthermore,
the evanescent modes form an infinite set of modes. Generally in Equation (3), the number of
evanescent modes is truncated to make the problem tractable. However, finding the number at
which one truncates the series of evanescent modes is always a challenge. On the other hand, for
this particular problem with periodic surfaces, the total number of propagating modes is finite and
equal to 2 × (2N0 + 1).
The technique by which one estimates the basis, U , which is orthogonal to all the evanescent
modes, without calculating the evanescent modes themselves, is given in the companion paper [8].
In this paper, the goal is to show the existence of this sub-space. The aforementioned arguments for
the existence of a 2N 0 + 1 dimensional sub-space which is orthogonal to the evanescent modes, is
reinforced by performing simulations of scattering from a perfectly conducting, sinusoidal surface.
However, in these simulations, the evanescent modes’ functional form is calculated directly and
then used to find the sub-space orthogonal to them. This approach does not produce any special
advantages in the scattering calculations, but for buttressing the argument for the existence of a
2N 0 + 1 dimensional sub-space.
A sinusoidal surface with periodicity of L = 5.5λ0 , is used in the simulations. The scattered fields
are calculated by using the ‘full blown’ solution which is obtained by solving Equation (5) directly
and by using the ‘reduced’ solution which is calculated using Equation (9). In the latter case,
the sub-space U is first estimated by calculating the evanescent modes and finding the sub-space
orthogonal to them.
Figure 3 shows the magnitude of the electric field in the region immediately adjacent to the
sinusoidal surface for different surface heights, h 0 . These fields are calculated using the ‘full blown’
solution. Note the ‘reduced’ solution cannot be used in this case, because it explicitly excludes
evanescent modes which are dominant in the near-field.

Figure 3: Magnitude of the near-field electric field strength calculated using the ‘full blown solution’ for
different surface heights.

Figure 4 shows the scattering patterns for different surface heights, using the ‘full blown’ solution
and the ‘reduced’ solution. Clearly the two sets of solutions agree completely for the three surface
heights shown in Figure 4. This further reinforces the premise that there exists a sub-space of
dimension 2N 0 + 1 which is orthogonal to the evanescent modes and this allows one to solve the
scattering problem using Equation (9).
Finally, the power conservation test is used to validate the ‘reduced’ solution approach. Figure 5
shows the power as a function of surface height. Shown in each figure is the total scattered power,
the power in the forward scattering component and the power in the backscattered component
relative to the total incident power. As expected when the surface height is small, the power in
forward scattering component is almost equal to the total incident power and the backscattered
power is negligibly small. As the surface height increases, the power in the forward scattering
component decreases and the power in backscattered component increases. The total scattered
power is always equal to the total incident power.
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Figure 4: Scattering power patterns calculated using the ‘full blown’ and ‘reduced’ solutions for different
surface heights.
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Figure 5: Scattered power relative to the total incident power as a function of surface height calculated using
the ‘reduced’ solution.
3. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, it is shown that for scattering from periodic surfaces, there exists a finite dimensional
sub-space which is occupied by the propagating Floquet modes [8] and is orthogonal to all the
evanescent modes. The dimension of the sub-space is equal to the total number of scattered (or
incident) propagating modes. By projecting the boundary conditions on to this sub-space, a set
of equations which involve only the scattered propagating modes and the incident scattered modes
is derived. The scattered propagating mode amplitudes are found in terms of the incident mode
amplitudes and represented by a unitary scattering matrix which is also symmetric. Simulations
show that the ‘reduced’ solution using the sub-space method agrees completely with the ‘full blown’
solution which includes the evanescent modes. A fast technique for estimating the orthogonal subspace without calculating the evanescent modes is given in a companion paper [9].
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Abstract— Scattering in the time domain of electromagnetic waves in the elongated waveguide
with non-uniform dielectric slab is considered. Electromagnetic field components are computed
and investigation of energy transport in the guide is performed by using Finite Difference Time
Domain (FDTD) method for various frequency ranges. Computation for the non-stationary
Maxwell equation system is performed by efficient 3D FDTD solver EMWSolver3D created by
this paper authors. Simulation is performed for the H10-mode scattering from dielectric slab
inclusions. Numerical computations for large-scale problems solution have been implemented on
supercomputers of the last generation. The simulation of an empty waveguide without dielectric
inclusions has shown that numerical dispersion arising during waves travelling in waveguide causes
solution errors. Numerical phase velocity is shown to differ from the analytical phase velocity
with the lapse of time that obstructs accurate finding of attenuation and propagation factors. In
this respect method similar to Total Field/Scattered field has been proposed to specify waveguide
mode with respect to numerical dispersion. The analytical solution of finite-difference equation
for the H10-mode has been found for this purpose. Usage of the methods described above has
allowed the authors to compute the values of waveguide attenuation and propagation factors for
different configurations of dielectric slab.
1. INTRODUCTION

Investigation of electromagnetic waves scattering on dielectric bodies that have complicated geometry or structure is an important problem when composite or artificial materials and media are
used as elements of various devices. However, the solution usually cannot be obtained directly,
because of composite character of the material and small size of samples, which leads to the necessity of applying methods of mathematical modeling and numerical solution of the corresponding
electromagnetic problems [1].
In this work, we are using 3-dimensional FDTD solver EMWSolver3D [2]. Based on Maxwell
equations approximation in integral form on Yee lattice, it provides numerical solution in time
domain. EMWSolver3D supports multi-core single processors machines and provides hybrid MPI/OpenMP support for IBM BlueGene/P series. Large-scale electromagnetic and optical problems
with size of the order of 400 wavelengths in every dimension for a problem with arbitrary complex
geometry structure can be solved. The parallel implementation on MSU BlueGene/P supercomputer, based on asynchronous operations, provides good scalability factor for large problems [3].
Solver supports Dirichlet and periodic boundary conditions on any boundary interface [1]. Uniaxial perfect matched layer conditions are also implemented in solver, so wide range of problems in
unbounded region can be solved [1, 2, 4].
Pure scattered field method has been proposed to specify waveguide mode with respect to
numerical dispersion. The analytical solution of finite-difference equation for the H10-mode have
been calculated for this purpose. Using the methods described above has allowed to compute the
values of waveguide transmission factors for different configurations of dielectric slab.
This work aims at propagation factors estimation of filters created on the basis of single-layered
parallel-plane dielectric diaphragms in waveguides of rectangular cross section. This topic is interesting for the possibility of design of specific frequency selective filters. For instance, such filters can
suppress a desired band of frequencies. The proposed method can be used for benchmark problems
where electromagnetic parameters of materials obtained analytically or numerically reconstructed
from inverse problem [5].
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Figure 1: Geometry of the problem.
2. NUMERICAL METHOD

The problem is to find numerical solution of Maxwell’s equations that describes scattering from
dielectric body in waveguide. The numerical solution is base upon following system of equations:

~


~s
~t = − ∂ B − M

rot
E


∂t




~


~ t = ∂ D + J~s
 rotH
∂t
(1)
~ =0
div
B




~ =0

div D



~ = µµ0 H
~t

B


 ~
~
D = εε0 Et
~ s are sources. So the solution is considered for
where ε = ε(~r) scalar function, and J~s and M
isotropic, non-dispersive media.
Lets consider geometry of the problem. Assume that a waveguide P = {x : 0 < x < a, 0 < y <
b, −∞ < z < ∞} of rectangular cross-section with the perfectly conducting boundary surface ∂P
is given in the Cartesian coordinate system (see figure).
A three-dimensional body Q (Q ⊂ P is a domain) with a constant magnetic permeability µ0 and
variable permittivity ε(x) is placed in the waveguide. Function ε(x) is bounded in Q̄, ε ∈ L∞ (Q),
and ε−1 ∈ L∞ (Q). The boundary ∂Q of domain Q is piecewise smooth. In the provided numerical
experiment electric permittivity ε(x) was set constant.
We assume that the electromagnetic field Et = Es + Einc , Ht = Hs + Hinc in the waveguide
is excited by an external field with Einc , Hinc the time dependence functions e−iωt and where Es
and Hs are scattered field components obtained from FDTD numerical scheme [1].
Transmission coefficient obtained from exact solution of finite-difference problem and Eω field
in frequency domain that is calculated using Fourier transform from time domain solution. So for
the waveguide with rectangular cross-section solution for FDTD equations is:
³ πx ´
Eyn = Ey0 cos(ωn∆t − γ˜0 z) sin
,
(2)
a
³ πx ´
∆t
sin (γ˜0 ∆z/2)
Hxn = −
Ey0
cos (ωn∆t − γ˜0 z) sin
(3)
,
µ∆z
sin (ω∆t/2)
a
³ πx ´
∆t
sin(π∆x/2a)
Hzn =
Ey0
sin (ωn∆t − γ˜0 z) cos
.
(4)
µ∆z
sin(ω∆t/2)
a
where n — time step number, ∆t — time step size, ∆x, ∆y, ∆z — spatial grid discretization size,
γ˜0 — numerical dispersion coefficient, Ey0 — wave amplitude.
Dispersion relation can be written as:
·
¸
·
¸
·
¸
sin(γ˜0 ∆z/2) 2
sin(ω∆t/2) 2
sin(π∆x/2a) 2
= εµ
−
(5)
∆z
∆t
∆x
from which we can obtain γ˜0 . Finally, we can calculate transmission F̃ :
ReF̃ = − (sin(γ˜0 z)Ey sin ω − cos(γ˜0 z)Ey cos ω ) / sin(πx/a) cos (2γ˜0 z) ,

(6)

ImF̃ = − (cos(γ˜0 z)Ey sin ω − sin(γ˜0 z)Ey cos ω ) / sin (πx/a) cos (2γ˜0 z) .

(7)

where Ey sin ω , Ey cos ω is Fourier transform of Ey field component by cos(ωt) and sin(ωt) respectively.
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3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Choose the waveguide parameters so that π/a < k0 < π/b, where k0 is the free-space wave number,
k02 = ω 2 ε0 µ0 , and ω is the circular frequency. In this case, only one mode propagates in the
waveguide (namely, the principal H10 mode), and all other modes are evanescent (decaying). So let
2
, where λ wavelength in cubic waveguide.
a = 2b = 2λ. It suits the condition that Λ < q
1
1
+
a2
b2
The width if dielectric slab is l = 0.2a and permittivity ε = 1.9. FDTD parameters are: ∆x =
∆y = ∆z = λ/20. The result of simulation presented at Fig. 2. According to equation presented [5]
ReF = 0.904111 and using proposed technique we evaluated ReF̃ = 0.90189.

Figure 2: Ey field component 2d slice by x.

For the same problem with parameters: permittivity ε = 2.9, ∆x = ∆y = ∆z = λ/40 the result
of simulation is analytical value of transmission ReF = 0.631035, while evaluated ReF̃ = 0.675053.
4. CONCLUSION

Scattering in the time domain of electromagnetic waves in the waveguide of rectangular cross section with single-layered parallel-plane dielectric diaphragm is considered. Electromagnetic field
components are computed and investigation of energy transport in the guide is effected by using Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) method for different frequency ranges. Computation
for the nonstationary Maxwell equation system is performed by efficient 3D FDTD solver EMWSolver3D created by authors of this paper. Simulation is performed for the H10-mode scattering
from dielectric slab inclusions. Numerical computations for solving large-scale problems have been
implemented on IBM BlueGene/P. Numerical phase velocity is shown to differ from the analytical
phase velocity with the lapse of time that obstructs accurate finding of attenuation and propagation factors. In this respect pure scattered field method has been used to specify waveguide mode
with respect to numerical dispersion. The analytical solution of finite-difference equation for the
H10-mode have been calculated for this purpose. Comparison between numerical and analytical
value of propagation coefficient is performed.
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Abstract— We discuss the eigenvalue problem for a perfectly conducting hollow cavity under
a strict functional analytic point of view. We make use of a variant of the classical spectral
theorem for compact selfadjoint operators and we pay extra attention on the null space of the
Maxwell operator. We also discuss the corresponding inhomogeneous problem, where currents
are present, even when they may depend on the fields.
1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES

The purpose of this paper is to provide an efficient mathematical framework for the classical eigenvalue problem for a hollow, perfectly conducting cavity. Our motivation emerged from the recent research concerning the ESS accelerator project [3, 7]. The study of the cavity problem has
been started as early as the 40’s [10] and reconsidered many times then, even since our days,
see [1, 4, 6, 11]. Nevertheless, there are still some dark points concerning mainly existence issues
and the so-called completeness of the modes. Our aim is to give a clear and concise picture of
the relevant mathematical problem and suggest the appropriate tools for its solution, in the spirit
of [2].
The notation we use in this paper is as follows. Let (X, h·, ·i) be an infinite dimensional separable
Hilbert space. For a set U ⊂ X, we denote by Ū the closure, by U ⊥ the orthogonal complement
and by [U ] the linear span of U ; the closed linear span is then [U ]. B(X) stands for the Banach
algebra of bounded operators in X and K(X) for the ideal of compact operators. Given a linear
operator A : X ⊃ D(A) → X, we denote by R(A) the range and by ker A the null space (kernel)
of A. The graph norm on D(A) is defined as
q
kxkA := kxk2 + kAxk2 .
When equipped with the graph norm, D(A) will be denoted as [D(A)] (not to be confused with
the linear span notation). A∗ stands for the adjoint operator. A is called selfadjoint if A∗ = A,
skew-adjoint if A∗ = −A.
The resolvent set ρ(A) consists of all λ ∈ C for which R(λ; A) := (λI − A)−1 ∈ B(X) (resolvent
operator). If ρ(A) 6= ∅ then A is closed. The spectrum of A is defined as σ(A) := C\ρ(A). λ ∈ σ(A)
is called an eigenvalue if λI − A is not injective and non-zero vectors of ker(λI − A) are called the
coresponding eigenvectors. The set of eigenvalues is denoted by σp (A) (point spectrum).
Proposition 1. The following are equivalent:
a) R(λ; A) ∈ K(X) for some λ ∈ ρ(A).
b) R(λ; A) ∈ K(X) for all λ ∈ ρ(A).
c) ρ(A) 6= ∅ and [D(A)] ,→ X with a compact injection.
Definition 1. If A satisfies one of the equivalent conditions of Prop. 1, then it is called a discrete
operator.
The following theorem provides the main tool for our exposition.
Proposition 2 (Spectral Theorem). Let A be a discrete selfadjoint operator. Then σ(A) = σp (A)
and σp (A) is a finite or unbounded countable set without accumulation point. The corresponding
eigenspaces are finite dimensional and mutually orthogonal. Eigenvalues of A can be set as an
increasing sequence (λn ), diverging at infinity if countable. Each non-zero eigenvalue is counted
according to its multlipicity and the sequence (en ) of the corresponding eigenvectors can be chosen
as an orthonormal sequence. Moreover,
a) (en ) isPan orthonormal basis for R(A) and X = ker A ⊕ [(en )].
b) Ax = n λn hx, en i en , x ∈ D(A).
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2. THE MAXWELL SYSTEM

As it is well known, every electromagnetic phenomenon is specified by four vector quantities: the
electric field E, the magnetic field H, the electric flux density D and the magnetic flux density B, in
the presence of electric and magnetic currents Je , Jm , respectively. These quantities are considered
as time–dependent vector fields on a domain Ω ⊂ R3 , so they are functions of the spatial variable
r ∈ Ω and the time variable t ∈ R. All these fields are connected via the Maxwell system
∂D
∂B
= curlH − Je ,
= −curlE + Jm .
∂t
∂t

(1)

We have allowed existence of magnetic currents here because apertures in a cavity can be modeled
this way [9]. The above are supplemented with the two Gauss laws
div D = ρe , div B = ρm .

(2)

where ρe , ρm are the densities of the electric and magnetic charge, respectively. Currents and
charges are not independent and obey equation of continuity
∂ρe
∂ρm
+ div Je = 0 ,
+ div Jm = 0.
∂t
∂t

(3)

If one accepts (3) as part of the modeling, (2) become redundant and can be absorbed in the initial
conditions.
We now assume that the domain Ω is a hollow cavity, i.e., a vacuous bounded domain:
D = ε0 E , B = µ0 H.

(4)

Without loss of generality, we assume ε0 = µ0 = 1. We further assume that the boundary Γ of Ω
is Lipschitz and therefore an exterior normal n̂ is almost everywhere defined on it and the perfect
electric conductor boundary condition applies
n̂ × E = 0, on Γ.
The above implies that n̂ · H = 0 on Γ. In the six vector notation, (1) are read as follows:
µ ¶ ·
¸µ ¶ µ
¶
E
−Je
∂ E
0
curl
=
+
.
−curl 0
∂t H
H
Jm

(5)

(6)

To make things more precise, let us denote by e := (E, H)T the electromagnetic (EM) field, by
j := (−Je , Jm )T the EM current and by
·
¸
0
curl
M :=
(7)
−curl 0
the formal Maxwell operator. Then (6) is written
∂e
= Me + j.
∂t

(8)

We now assume j = 0 (homogeneous problem) and apply a separation-of-variables technique, that
is, we ask for a solution of (8) of the form e(r, t) := e(r)T (t) and thus
Me =

T 0 (t)
e.
T (t)

Since the left hand side depends only on r, the ratio T 0 (t)/T (t) has to be a constant, say λ, and
we conclude to the formal eigenvalue problem
Me = λe,

(9)

with e := (E, H)T . Note that although we use the same notation, E, H now do not depend on
time. We also have apparently T (t) = eλt .
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3. REALIZATION OF THE EIGENVALUE PROBLEM

The exposition and notation in this section follows [2, 8]. Due to energy considerations, the fields
E, H are taken to be square integrable, i.e., they are vectors of the Hilbert space L2 (Ω; C3 ) with
inner product
Z
hU, Vi0 :=
U(r) · V(r)d r.
Ω

The curl operator is naturally realized in its weak sense in L2 (Ω; C3 ). More precisely, let U ∈
L2 (Ω; C3 ). We say that V is the (weak) rotation of U, and we write V = curlU, if
hV, φi0 = hU, curlφi0
for every test function φ ∈ C0∞ (Ω; C3 ). The maximal domain of definition of curl in X is then the
Sobolev space H(curl; Ω) and is a densely defined closed operator. Moreover, curl can be realized
as a maximal selfadjoint operator in the subspace H0 (curl; Ω), which contains exactly the fields
that satisfy (5) in a weak sense. The null spaces of these operators are denoted by H(curl0; Ω),
H0 (curl ; Ω) respectively. Analogous definitions apply for the weak divergence operator div, see the
aforementioned references for details.
Consequently, the EM field e is a vector of the product Hilbert space X := L2 (Ω; C3 )×L2 (Ω; C3 )
with inner product, for u := (U1 , U2 )T , v := (V1 , V2 )T ,
hu, vi := hU1 , V1 i0 + hU2 , V2 i0 .
The Maxwell operator is realized in a weak sense in X as follows: e ∈ X is in the domain D(M) of
M if there exists a (unique) vector u ∈ X such that

® 
®
u, (φ1 , φ2 )T = e, (−curlφ2 , curlφ1 )T ,

(10)

for every choice of test functions φ1 , φ2 ∈ C0∞ (Ω; C3 ). In this case, we set u := Me. After this,
problem (3) can be realized as an eigenvalue problem for such defined operator M.
Proposition 3. D(M) = H0 (curl; Ω) × H(curl; Ω) and M is a densely defined, closed linear
operator, represented by the operator matrix (7). Moreover, M is skew-adjoint, i.e., M∗ = −M.
Consequently, the spectrum of M is purely imaginary.
That is to say, (3) has imaginary eigenvalues, if any. Following the usual practice, we let
λ := −iω, ω ∈ R, and the problem is rewritten as
Qe = ωe,

(?)

where Q := iM is the selfadjoint Maxwell operator. So we are mainly interested in properties of
operator Q; in view of the above proposition, D(Q) = D(M) and Q is a selfadjoint operator with
real spectrum.
Definition 2. Let (ω, e) be a non-trivial solution of (?), i.e., ω ∈ R is an eigenvalue of Q with
corresponding eigenvector e. ω is called an eigenfrequency of the cavity and e the corresponding
mode.
Proposition 4. The null space of Q is ker Q = H0 (curl 0; Ω) × H(curl 0; Ω). For the range R(Q)
of Q, we have R(Q) ⊂ H(div 0; Ω) × H0 (div 0; Ω) := H.
We now consider the restriction QH of Q on H, defined by D(QH ) = D(Q) ∩ H and QH e = Qe.
Incidentally, QH coincides with the part of Q on H.
Proposition 5. QH is selfadjoint and [D(QH )] is compactly injected into H. Consequently, QH is
discrete and its spectrum is an unbounded sequence of real eigenvalues with no accumulation point.
The corresponding eigenspaces are finite dimensional and mutually orthogonal.
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4. PROPERTIES OF EIGENFREQUENCIES AND MODES

Proposition 6. Let ω 6= 0 be an eigenvalue of QH with corresponding eigenvector (E, H)T . Then
a) E, H satisfy the system
½
− curlH = iωE
(11)
curlE = iωH
b) kEk0 = kHk0 .
c) −ω is an eigenvalue as well, with corresponding eigenvector (E, −H)T .
That is, the eigenvalues of QH can be ordered as a bilateral sequence (ωn )n∈Z , with ωn > 0 for
n > 0, ωn < 0 for n < 0, ω0 = 0 and ω−n = −ωn . For n 6= 0, we count each eigenvalue ωn as
many times as its multiplicity, so we can assume that to each ωn there corresponds exactly one
normalized eigenvector epn := (Epn , Hpn )T . The zero eigenvalue is counted once and we will discuss
about it later. Namely, the eigenvalues are ordered as follows:
−∞ ← . . . 6 ω−n 6 . . . 6 ω−1 < ω0 = 0 < ω1 6 . . . 6 ωn 6 . . . → ∞.
The sequence of eigenvectors (en ) is assumed to be orthonormal.
Proposition 7. Let n, m ∈ N∗ , ωn 6= ωm . Then hEpn , Epm i0 = hHpn , Hpm i0 = 0, i.e., both (Epn )n∈N∗ ,
(Hpn )n∈N∗ define orthogonal sequences in L2 (Ω; C3 ).
Proposition 8. (epn )n∈Z∗ is an orthonormal basis for R(QH ) and we have the decomposition
H = ker QH ⊕ [. . . , ep−n , . . . , ep−1 , ep1 , . . . , epn , . . .]
The closed subspace ker QH is finite dimensional. Moreover, for e ∈ D(QH ),
X
QH e =
ωn he, epn i epn .
n∈Z∗

For a detailed description of ker QH we refer to [2, 8]. Let N0 be the dimension of ker QH
(a number depending on the geometry of Ω) and consider an orthonormal basis {e01 , . . . , e0N0 } for
ker QH . Note that ker QH describes the source-free, static electromagnetism on Ω.
Proposition 9. {e01 , . . . , e0N0 } ∪ (epn )n∈Z∗ is an orthonormal basis for H. {e01 , . . . , e0N0 } can be
completed to an orthonormal basis for ker Q, that is, there exist an orthonormal sequence (esn )n∈As ⊂
X such that {e01 , . . . , e0N0 } ∪ (esn )n∈As is an orthonormal basis for ker Q. Moreover, {e01 , . . . , e0N0 } ∪
(epn )n∈Z∗ ∪ (esn )n∈As is an orthonormal basis for X .
Note that As is an infinite countable set, serving as the index set for (esn ). This analysis suggests
the following classification for the cavity modes, see also [4]:
• Primary modes (epn )n∈Z∗ (solenoidal, non-irrotational).
• Static modes {e01 , . . . , e0N0 } (solenoidal, irrotational).
• Secondary modes (esn )n∈As (non-solenoidal, irrotational).
We also have that an arbitrary field e ∈ X can be represented as
X X
®
e=
e, ein ein ,

(12)

i=s,0,p n∈Ai

where A0 := {1, 2, . . . , N0 }, Ap := Z∗ . If, in addition, e ∈ D(Q), then
Qe =

X
n∈Ap

ωn he, epn i epn .

(13)
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5. THE INHOMOGENEOUS PROBLEM

We now allow the presence of EM currents. In the frequency domain, this is modeled with the
equation
Qe = ωe + j,
(14)
where j = j(ω, r) ∈ X . In the view of representations (4), (13), (14) reads
X
X X
X X
®
®
ωn he, epn i epn = ω
e, ein ein +
j, ein ein ,
i=s,0,p n∈Ai

n∈Ap

i=s,0,p n∈Ai

which lead to the equations
(ωn − ω) he, epn i = hj, epn i , n ∈ Ap ,

®

®
ω e, ein = − j, ein , i = s, 0, n ∈ Ai .

(15)
(16)

Equations (15), (16) lead to the following result, a variant of the Fredholm Alternative:
Proposition 10. a) Let ω 6= ωn , n ∈ Z. Then (14) has a unique solution given by
X
1 X X  i® i
1
e=−
j, en en +
hj, epn i epn .
ω
ωn − ω
i=s,0 n∈Ai

(17)

n∈Ap

b) Let ω = ωm for some m ∈ Z∗ . Then (14) has a solution if and only if j is orthogonal to eigenspace
ker(ωm I − QH ). In this case, a solution of (14) is of the form
X
1 X X  i® i
1
e=−
hj, epn i epn + u
(18)
j, en en +
ωm
ωn − ωm
i=s,0 n∈Ai

n∈Ap
ωn 6=ωm

for some u ∈ ker (ωm I − QH ).
c) Let ω = 0. Then (14) has a solution if and only if j is orthogonal to the kernel ker Q. In this
case, a solution of (14) is of the form
X 1
hj, epn i epn
(19)
e=u+
ωn
n∈Ap

for some u ∈ ker Q.
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The Resolution of Identity: A Unifying Concept in Field Theory
A. R. Baghai-Wadji
University of Cape Town, South Africa

Abstract— The search for a unified regularization scheme of singularities arising in computational electromagnetics, along with the simultaneous quest for a systematic design of optimized
analysis- and synthesis functions, have led to the insight that identity matrices and unity operators in finite- and infinite dimensional Hilbert space play an all-important fundamental role.
The additive- and multiplicative factorization of the identity matrix I, and the decomposition of
unity operator Î in terms of exterior products in Hilbert space have been identified as a single
unifying scheme in theoretical and computational electromagnetics. The latter is the focus in the
present paper. Several related ideas promoted by the author in his recent publications have not
been included in the discussion, e.g., eigenfunctions of hermitian operators as analysis- and synthesis functions and the construction of Green’s functions-based wavelets and orthonormal bases.
Interested reader is referred to the references and previous works of the author cited therein.
1. INTRODUCTION

Conventional Fourier-type transforms and their associated inverse transforms, less conventional
scaling functions, wavelets, and multiresolution analysis [1], and little known concepts of frames
and dual frames [2, 3], have been briefly discussed in this paper from a unifying perspective. The
unity operator and its building blocks, exterior products of ket- and bra-vectors, allow clarifying
Fourier analysis- and synthesis steps. Viewed this way, many seemingly disparate techniques can be
considered as one and the same tool to just partition Hilbert space appropriately and meaningfully,
by matching the techniques to the conditions and peculiarity of specific problems at hand. The
message is that analysis- and synthesis functions (certain set of functions and their dual) can
be designed, tailored and customized to boundary value problems under consideration, thereby,
rendering the computations more accurate and at the same time more efficient.
Space limitation does now allow any of the significant details to be touched upon [4, 5]. Nonetheless, in order to establish some connection between the material presented in this paper and other
related topics certain foundational ideas are briefly listed in the following subsection.
1.1. Traditional Concepts in Mathematical Physics Meet Modern Multiresolution Analysis

Notions of generalized integral (series) transforms and inverse integral (series) transforms of field
vectors, as well as co-variant and contra-variant field vector- and tensor components can established
and incorporated into the present framework in a unified manner. The author is convinced that
the proposed method paves the way and invites powerful concepts and ideas from signal processing,
theoretical physics and computer science into the arena of computational electromagnetics. The
notion of spinors in three and higher dimensions can be embraced in a natural way. The proposed
methodology, inspired by physics, has its genesis in the modern functional analysis, in the form
of multiresolution analysis. The proposed ideas are expected to find applications where classical electromagnetics, mesoscopic phenomena and quantum physics play a role, and thus physical
phenomena in various scales must simultaneously be accounted for. More specifically, operators
in classical electrodynamics and the corresponding dual operators can be considered, and factorized in their irreducible building blocks, utilizing factorization of differential unity operators. The
Maxwell’s equations in general bi-anisotropic and inhomogeneous media can be diagonalized in
Cartesian coordinates. Maxwell equations in general curvilinear co-ordinates can be transformed
to local Cartesian coordinate systems. Problem-specific basis- and weighting (analysis- and synthesis) functions can be constructed.
2. FOURIER- AND INVERSE FOURIER TRANSFORMS
2.1. Exponentially-harmonic Orthonormal Basis

√
2π
t
T |n ∈ Z} on the interval [t , t +T ]
Consider the infinite sequence of T -periodic functions {1/ T ejn √
√ jn 2π1t 1
t
jm 2π
T | and 1/
with t1 ∈ R and T√> 0. Introduce
the
braand
ket-vectors
h1/
T
e
T |e T i. The
√
2π
2π
inner product h1/ T ejm T t |1/ T ejn T t i = δmn states that the mentioned infinite set of functions
constitute an orthonormal basis (ONB) on the interval [t1 , t1 + T ]. Using intervals [t1 , t2 ], [−π, π],
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[−π/2, π/2], [−1, 1], or [−1/2, 1/2] for [t1 , t1 + T ] several familiar exponentially-harmonic ONB can
be recognized.
In the course of further discussion the interval [−π, π] will be considered. Any
function f (t) satisfying the Dirichlet
conditions1 on the interval [−π, π] can be written as the
√
superposition of the functions 1/ 2πejnt with n ∈ Z.

Fourier synthesis.

∞ ¯
E
X
¯ √
|f (t)i =
¯1/ 2πejnt fn

(1)

n=−∞

Fourier analysis.

√
Projecting f (t) onto |1/ 2πejmt i, with an arbitrary m ∈ Z, results in

∞
D √
E
E
D √
X
1/ 2πejmt |f (t) =
fn δmn = fm =⇒ fn = 1/ 2πejnt |f (t)

(2)

n=−∞

Substituting for fn from (2) into (1) gives:
( ∞
)
¯
ED √
X ¯¯ √
jnt
jnt ¯
|f (t)i =
1/ 2πe ¯ |f (t)i
¯1/ 2πe

Resolution of identity.

(3)

n=−∞

where used was made of the convention h·|·i = h·||·i. Furthermore, for greater clarity, and to more
easily recognize the ‘‘identity operator’’ at the RHS curly brackets have been introduced.
Denote the identity operator by Î and write Îf (t) for f (t) at LHS in (3). Since f (t) is arbitrary,
the following expression for the resolution of identity can be established (completeness condition):
∞ ¯
¯
ED √
X
¯ √
jnt
jnt ¯
Î =
1/ 2πe ¯
¯1/ 2πe

(4)

n=−∞

This is an expression for the completeness of the involved ONB in terms of exterior products |·ih·|.
2.2. Sinusoidally-harmonic Orthonormal Basis

In virtue of the fact that cos(nt) and sin(nt) can be expressed in terms of ejnt and e−jnt it is intuitive
that
set of 2π-periodic functions constitute a (complete) ONB on the interval [−π, π]:
√ the following
√
√
1/ 2π, {1/ π cos(nt)|n ∈ N} , {1/ π sin(nt)|n ∈ N}.
Resolution of identity.

The above ONB offers an alternative resolution of the identity operator

Î:
¯
¯
¯
¯
À¿
À¿
À¿
∞ ¯
∞ ¯
¯ 1
¯ X
¯ 1
¯
1 ¯¯ X ¯¯ 1
1
1
¯
¯
¯
√ ¯+
√ cos(nt)
√ cos(nt)¯ +
√ sin(nt)
√ sin(nt)¯¯
Î = ¯ √
¯
¯
π
π
π
π
2π
2π
n=1
n=1

(5)

2.2.1. Fourier Analysis and Synthesis Steps

Apply the operator Î in (5) to any function f (t) on the interval [−π, π]:
∞
¯ √ ED √
E X
¯ √
® √
®
¯
¯1/ π cos(nt) 1/ π cos(nt)|f (t)
Î|f (t)i = ¯1/ 2π 1/ 2π|f (t) +
n=1

+

∞
X

¯ √
® √
®
¯1/ π sin(nt) 1/ π sin(nt)|f (t)

(6)

n=1

√
√
For√odd functions f (t): h1/ 2π|f (t)i = 0 and h1/ π cos(nt)|f (t)i = 0. For even functions f (t):
h1/ π sin(nt)|f (t)i = 0. Consequently, the following special cases can be identified.
1 The Dirichlet conditions dictate that the function f (t) on the interval [−π, π] may only possess a finite number of finite
jumps and no infinite jumps.
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Resolution of identity for the space of even functions
∞
¯ √ ED √ ¯ X
¯ √
¯
® √
¯
¯
¯1/ π cos(nt) 1/ π cos(nt)¯
Îe = ¯1/ 2π 1/ 2π ¯ +

(7)

n=1

Resolution of identity for the space of odd functions
Îo =

∞
X
¯ √
¯
® √
¯1/ π sin(nt) 1/ π sin(nt)¯

(8)

n=1

2.2.2. Partitioning of L2 -space into Spaces Le2 and Lo2

Let L2 be partitioned into Le2 and Lo2 , subspaces of quadratically integrable even- and odd-functions.
Then L2 can be written as the direct sum of Le2 and Lo2 . Denote the identity operators for L2 , Le2
and Lo2 , by Î, Îe , and Îo , respectively. Then: L2 = Le2 ⊕ Lo2 ⇐⇒ Î = Îe + Îo
Even- and odd-symmetric parts of an arbitrary function on [−π, π]. Let f (t) be a
function defined on [−π, π]. Then, f (t) = fe (t) + fo (t) with fe (t) = 1/2f (t) + 1/2f (−t) and
fo (t) = 1/2f (t) − 1/2f (−t). Here, the relationships fe (−t) = fe (t) and fo (−t) = −fo (t) hold valid.
2.2.3. On the Relationships L2 = Le2 ⊕ Lo2 and Î = Îe + Îo

Applying Î onto f (t), introducing fe (t) and fo (t), and considering the mentioned properties associated with partitioning of L2 into Le2 and Lo2 , the following relationships can be obtained:
∞
¯ √ ED √
E X
¯ √
® √
®
¯
¯1/ π cos(nt) 1/ π cos(nt)|fe (t)
Î|f (t)i = ¯1/ 2π 1/ 2π|fe (t) +
(9a)
n=1

+

∞
X

¯ √
® √
®
¯1/ π sin(nt) 1/ π sin(nt)|fo (t) = Îe |fe (t)i + Îo |fo (t)i

(9b)

n=1

3. MULTIRESOLUTION ANALYSIS AND WAVELETS

Let ϕ(t) and ψ(t) denote the scaling function and the wavelet constituting a Multiresolution Analysis (MRA) in Hilbert space L2 . Let the integer-translates of ϕ(t) generate the function space ν0 .
Let ψ(t) and its 2k -dyadically compressed and 2−k -translated copies generate spaces W0 , W1 , W2 ,
j
. . ., with L2 = ν0 ⊕ W0 ⊕ W1 ⊕ W2 ⊕ . . .. Denote ϕ0,n (t) = ϕ(t − n) and ψj,k (t) = 2 2 ψ(2j t − k).
Assume an arbitrary function f (t) ∈ L2 . Let the following sysnthesis formula be valid:
|f (t)i =

∞
X

|ϕ0,n (t)icn +

n=−∞

∞
∞ X
X

|ψj,k (t)idj,k

(10)

j=0 k=−∞

Assume orthonormality of the involved expansion functions. Project |f (t)i onto |ϕ0,n (t)i and
|ψj,k (t)i, respectively, to obtain cn = hϕ0,n (t)|f (t)i, and dj,k = hψj,k (t)|f (t)i. Write Î|f (t)i for
|f (t)i at the LHS and substitute for cn and dj,k into (10) to obtain:
Î|f (t)i =

∞
X

|ϕ0,n (t)ihϕ0,n (t)|f (t)i +

∞
∞ X
X

|ψj,k (t)ihψj,k (t)|f (t)i

(11)

j=0 k=−∞

k=−∞

Since |f (t)i is arbitrary, deduce the following resolution of the identity operator Î:
Î =

∞
X

|ϕ0,n (t)ihϕ0,n (t)| +

∞ X
∞
X

|ψj,k (t)ihψj,k (t)|

(12)

j=0 k=−∞

k=−∞

In particular let j run from −∞ to ∞. Then the first term at the RHS becomes the null operator
and the following alternative resolution of identity can be obtained:
Î =

∞
X

∞
X

j=−∞ k=−∞

|ψj,k (t)ihψj,k (t)|

(13)
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4. FRAMES

Let VN denote an N dimensional vector space. Let N > N . A set of N ket-vectors {|fn i|n ∈ N }
in VN is said to constitute a frame if for arbitrary |f i ∈ VN there are constants A and B (frame
bounds), subject to the conditions 0 < A ≤ B < ∞, such that the following inequalities hold true:
2

A ||f i| ≤

N
X

|hfn |f i|2 ≤ B||f i|2

(14)

n=1

Remarks. i) Since |fn i ∈ VN , |fn i has N (complex valued) components. ii) Since N > N the
vectors |fn i, with n = 1, . . . , N , are over-complete in VN . iii) As shall be seen momentarily the
middle term in (14) involves an operator (Ŝ). The inequalities in (14) ensure the existence of the
inverse of Ŝ. Ŝ−1 is crucial in constructing the dual frame corresponding to the assumed frame.
4.1. Interpretation of the Terms in (14) and the Frame Operator Ŝ

The term ||f i|2 being the magnitude of |f i squared, is given by the inner product hf |f i, or, hf ||f i.
Inserting the identity operator Î between hf | and |f i it results in hf |Î|f i. Thus with A being a
N
P
constant: A||f i|2 = hf |{AÎ}|f i. Similarly, B||f i|2 = hf |{B Î}|f i. In the middle term
|hfn |f i|2 ,
n=1

the inner product hfn |f i is in general complex-valued. The magnitude squared |hfn |f i|2 of hfn |f i
can be written in the form (hfn |f i)∗ (hfn |f i). Thus, with (hfn |f i)∗ = hf |fn i, and the conventions
h·|·i = h·||·i:
(N
)
N
X
X
2
|hfn |f i| = hf |
|fn ihfn | |f i = hf |Ŝ|f i
(15)
n=1

n=1

In the above |fn ihfn | was recognized as an operator sandwiched between hf | and |f i, the linearity
property was exploited, and the frame operator Ŝ was introdcued in the obvious manner.
Frame bounds. With the above equivalent representations, (14) takes the form:
n o
n o
n o
hf | AÎ |f i ≤ hf | Ŝ |f i ≤ hf | B Î |f i
(16)
Since the choice of |f i was arbitrary, (16) implies: AÎ ≤ Ŝ ≤ B Î. The validity of these inequalities
ensures the existence of Ŝ−1 , the inverse of the frame operator Ŝ.
Remark. The frame operator Ŝ, in virtue of its definition, involves the frame vectors |fn i, and
their hermitian conjugates hfn |, which are constructed from |fn i by transposition of |fn i followed
by complex conjugation of the individual components.
4.2. Interpretation of the Frame Operator Ŝ

In order to interpret Ŝ, apply it to an arbitrary function |f i ∈ VN :
Ŝ|f i =

N
X

|fn ihfn |f i

(17)

n=1

Remarks. i) Construction of Ŝ|f i requires building the N terms at the RHS of (17) and
summing them up. ii) The generic term |fn ihfn |f i involves the application of the operator |fn ihfn |
to an arbitrarily chosen function |f i ∈ VN . iii) To obtain |fn ihfn |f i first hfn |f i needs to be built.
Then the resulting (complex) number (hfn |f i) is multiplied by the ket-vector |fn i.
Consequently, to form Ŝ|f i, proceed as follows:
1. Project |f i onto |fn i; i.e., build hfn |f i for n ∈ N . This step is akin to determining Fourier
coefficients (the analysis-step). This analogy should not be stretched too much though!
2. Having determined hfn |f i, it is subsequently multiplied by |fn i to form |fn i (hfn |f i). Adding
the resulting terms for n ∈ N , the RHS in (17) is obtained. This step is akin to synthesis step
in Fourier transform. Again this analogy should not be stretched excessively.
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Remarks. Obviously it cannot be expected that the RHS side in (17) reconstructs |f i, as this
would be the case for an ONB. In virtue of (17) it is seen that the above ‘‘analysis’’ and ‘‘synthesis’’
steps, after being applied to |f i, result in Ŝ|f i, rather than |f i.
Having identified Ŝ, the inequalities in (16) read:
D
E
Ahf |f i ≤ f |Ŝ|f ≤ Bhf |f i
(18)
The term hf |Ŝ|f i, the inner product of Ŝ|f i and |f i, is a measure for the similarity between
Ŝ|f i and |f i. For N = N , and {|fn i|n ∈ N } being an ONB, Ŝ|f i equals |f i, A = B = 1, and,
consequently, the equalities hold valid in (18). The frame concept embeds spectral analysis and
synthesis, as a special case.
4.3. Dual Frames and the Resolution of Identity

The RHS of (17) provides an expression for Ŝ|f i. To obtain |f i both sides of (17) are multiplied
by Ŝ−1 , which in virtue of the frame inequalities exists. Thus:
|f i =

N
X

Ŝ−1 |fn ihfn |f i

(19)

n=1
−1
f
Introducing the dual frame vectors |ff
n i according to |fn i = Ŝ |fn i, Eq. (19) reads:

|f i =

N
X

|ff
n ihfn |f i

(20)

n=1

Resolution of identity. Writing the LHS as Î|f i, and remembering that |f i is arbitrary, result
in the resolution of identity in terms of frames and dual frames:
Î =

N
X

|ff
n ihfn |

(21)

n=1

5. CONCLUSION

The concepts of orthogonormal bases, multiresolution analysis (scaling functions and wavelets) and
over-complete sets of analysis- and synthesis functions (frame and dual frames) were discussed in
a unified form, by resolving the identity operator. The orthonormal eigenfunctions of hermitian
operators and Green’s function based wavelets and orthonormal bases were briefly mentioned.
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Abstract— We present a three-dimensional Ray-Tracing solver, called RAYWh (RAY-tracing
Whistler), for the electromagnetic propagation and power deposition in plasma sources for space
thrusters, where high density plasmas (ranging from 1017 to 1019 particles/m3 ) are confined
by general magnetic configurations with magnitude below < 0.15 T. The 3D Maxwell-Vlasov
equations are solved by means of a WKB asymptotic expansion, to investigate the propagation
and absorption of whistler waves (excitation frequency is 13.56 MHz) under the influence of
general confinement magnetic field, and axisymmetric realistic density profiles. The reduced set
of the WKB equations for the wave phase and for the square amplitude of the electric field are
solved numerically by means of Hamming’s modified predictor-corrector method; the verification
of WKB hypothesis are monitored during the simulation.
The Ray Tracing approach is employed — for the first time — in the analysis of plasma sources
for space plasma thrusters. A direct comparison between common helicon sources with axial,
constant and uniform confinement magnetic field, and plasma sources with actual confinement
magnetic field lines revealed a propagative picture with unconventional mode conversions, cut-offs
and resonances inside the source that affect the power deposition.
1. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in plasma-based propulsion systems have led to the development of electromagnetic
(EM) Radio-Frequency (RF) plasma generation and acceleration systems, called Helicon Plasma
Thruster (HPT) and derived from high density industrial helicon plasma sources [1]. HPT main
components are: a gas feeding system, an RF antenna, and magnetic coils. The feeding system
injects a neutral gas into a cylindrical vessel, wrapped by a RF antenna system working in the
MHz range, ionizing the neutral gas and heating the plasma. The magnetic coils provide the axial
magnetic field allowing for the propagation of whistler waves, and the confinement of plasma inside
the cylindrical source. Additionally, the magnetic field lines at the exhaust section have to become
divergent providing a magnetic nozzle effect on the magnetized plasma. The HPT has been derived
from industrial helicon sources and its propulsive figures of merit (i.e., specific impulse, thrust
efficiency) depend on the EM energy deposited into the plasma [2].
Among the available plasma sources, helicon sources have been found much more efficient at depositing EM power, and thus at generating dense plasmas. Plasma densities up to 1019 particles/m3
can be reached by using moderate magneto-static fields (below < 0.1 T). A helicon source consists of
a dielectric tube surrounded by coils which generate a weak magneto-static field (up to 0.15 T) and
an RF antenna working in the range of frequencies Ωci ¿ ωlh ¿ ω ¿ Ωce , where Ωci (Ωce ) is the
ion (electron) cyclotron angular frequency, and ωlh is the lower-hybrid frequency. Different models
have been developed to study, design and optimize such a plasma propulsion system [3, 4]. All these
models rely on the assumption that the confinement magnetic field is purely axial, constant and
uniform as expected in helicon sources; however, experimental setups for HPTs can depart from this
configuration due to dimension, mass and power budget limitations for space application purposes,
leading to general confinement magnetic field lines. By means of Ray-Tracing technique [5], we can
include with a minimum effort the 3D characteristics of the wave propagation and absorption in a
plasma source of finite dimensions, with a general confinement magnetic field and plasma density
profiles. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief review of the methodology
adopted. Section 3 presents the numerical results. A time dependence in the form exp(iωt) for
wave quantities is assumed and suppressed throughout the rest of this paper.
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2. WKB ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION OF WHISTLER WAVE EQUATION

As far as the the whistler propagation is concerned, the plasma wave interaction described by
the Maxwell-Vlasov system of equations can be simplified by making the hypothesis that the field
amplitude is sufficiently small to justify the linearization of the kinetic equation [6]; additionally,
the physics of wave propagation and absorption is well described in the cold plasma limit, thus the
wave equation for the electric field reads:
∇ (∇ · E (r)) − ∇2 E (r) −

ω2 H
ω2 A
ε
·
E
(r)
=
iε · E (r)
c2
c2

(1)

where r = (r, θ, z) is the position, εH and εA are the Hermitian and anti-Hermitian parts, respectively, of the dielectric tensor [6]. It is worth recalling that the dielectric tensor depends upon the
local confinement magnetic field, plasma density, and collision frequency.
Equation (1) is solved asymptotically via the WKB method. At the lowest order in the expansion, we have the Ray-Tracing equations
dx
dτ
dnx
dτ
dS0
dτ
dt
dτ

dθ
∂H
∂H
;
= δ0−1
;
∂nx
dτ
∂m
∂H
dm
∂H
= −δ0−1
;
=−
;
∂x
dτ
∂θ
∂H
∂H
∂H
= nx
+m
+ nz
∂nx
∂m
∂nz
∂H
dω
∂H
=
;
=−
=0 ⇒
∂ω
dτ
∂t
= δ0−1

dẑ
∂H
= δ0−1
dτ
∂nz
dnz
∂H
= −δ0−1
dτ
∂ ẑ

(2)

ω = const

where δ0 = ωac−1 is the expansion parameter, a is the plasma radius, kc/ω = (nx , m, nz ) are the
components in cylindrical coordinate of the wave-number, the normalized coordinates along the
radial and axial directions are (x = r/a; ẑ = z/a), τ is the variable along the wave trajectory, ω is
the frequency given by the exciting antenna, S0 is the wave phase.
Equation (2) provides the characteristic curves that
¡ define a¢bundle of trajectories in the phase
space (r, k), with k the wave vector. The function H r, n|| , n⊥
¢
¡
¢
¡
¢
¡
¢
¡
H r, n|| , n⊥ = A r, n|| n4⊥ + B r, n|| n2⊥ + C r, n|| = 0
(3)
is the cold electromagnetic dispersion relation, where n⊥ = ∇⊥ S0 and n|| = ∇|| S0 are the perpendicular and parallel (with reference to the external magnetic field) components of the wave-number,
respectively. Coefficients in Eq. (3) are a combination of the dielectric tensor elements.
At the next order in the WKB expansion, we have a partial differential equation for the wave
amplitude |A0 |, which is cumbersome and difficult to solve. As shown in [5], it is more convenient
to write the Poynting Theorem for the wave energy conservation starting from the WKB amplitude
equation, then integrating it over the plasma volume; we have the Power damping equation
Z
dP
ω
∂H (k, ω)
= −2γ (r, k, ω) P , P =
dΣ ·
|A0 |2
dt
16π
∂k
(4)
e∗0 · εA (r) · e0
γ (r, k, ω) =
∂H (k, ω) /∂ω
where P is the power carried by the single ray, γ is the power damping rate (in s−1 ) accounting for
Landau and collisional damping, e0 = E/|E| is the electric field unit vector. Eqs. (2)–(4) represent
the Ray-Tracing and Power damping equations, and they are an ensemble of independent initial
value problems, whose initial conditions give the starting wave vector and power at each point of
a reference surface of the propagating wave. The integration of these equations requires initial
conditions for (r, k) on an initial reference surface (Γ, S0 |Γ ), which is the image of the launching
wave antenna on the plasma boundary. We solved Ray-Tracing and Power damping equations
numerically by means of Hamming’s modified predictor-corrector method; we used a fourth order
Runge-Kutta method suggested by Ralston to adjust the initial increment, and to compute the
starting values for the non self-starting predictor-corrector method. During the simulation, we
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verified that WKB hypotheses are satisfied, namely: (i) the wavelength of the propagating mode
is much less than the characteristic scale length, (ii) absence of diffraction effects in the wave
propagation.
The solution of Eqs. (2)–(4) allows for information on the wave propagation and power deposition in a general 3D geometry which accounts for the 3D coordinate dependence of the external
confinement magnetic field structure and 2D (radial and axial) plasma density profiles.
3. WAVE PROPAGATION AND POWER DEPOSITION ANALYSIS

We considered an actual plasma thruster made of a cylindrically-shaped plasma source with plasma
radius a = 10 cm, and axial length L = 40 cm. The confinement magnetic field is provided by means
of a solenoid wrapped around the plasma cylinder, and fed by a current resulting in a magnetic
field on the axis B0 = 0.025 T. We assumed a parabolic density profile along the radial direction,
and a Gaussian density profile along the axial direction
³
´
2
n (x, ẑ) = n0 1 − (fa x)2 e−ẑ
(5)
where fa =

q
1−

nedge
n0 ,

with n0 = 1018 m−3 , nedge = 5 × 1017 m−3 . The electron (ion) temperature

is uniform Te = 3 eV (Ti = 0.1 eV); the neutral pressure is pn = 10 mTorr (introduced via Krook
model). The antenna excited an azimuthal mode m = 0 at a frequency f = 13.56 MHz, and
30 ≤ nz < 90 is the propagative axial spectrum allowed by the plasma parameters chosen. The
analytical expression available for plasma density profiles and magneto-static field allow for the
evaluation of derivatives in Eq. (2).
We considered three different configurations for the wave propagation and power deposition
analysis: (a) 2D confinement magnetic field and radial density profile, (b) 2D confinement magnetic
field and 2D density profile, (c) axial, uniform and constant confinement magnetic field and radial
density profile (helicon case). These configurations have been reported in Table 1. Each test label
is used as label for the curves in the following pictures.
Table 1: Test cases considered. er and ez are the unit vectors along the radial and axial directions.
Label
a)
b)
c)

Density profile
radial
radial & axial
radial

Confinement magnetic field
Br (r, z) er + Bz (r, z) ez
Br (r, z) er + Bz (r, z) ez
B0 ez = const

3.1. Discussion on Wave Propagation Properties

The axial wavenumber nz , the parallel wavenumber n|| , the perpendicular wavenumber n⊥ have
been plotted as a function of the radial normalized variable x in Figs. 1(a), (b), (c), when the fast

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: (a) axial, (b) parallel, (c) perpendicular components of the wavenumber along the radial normalized
variable x for cases a), b), c).
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wave with m = 0 and nz = 30 is launched at the plasma edge. Consider the axial component of the
wavenumber as shown in Fig. 1(a). In the c) case, the axial wavenumber remained constant inside
the plasma as expected by Eq. (2). In a) and b) the magnetic field induces a variation of the axial
wavenumber along the ray. In the case a), after a radial reflection, an axial resonance appears near
the plasma edge, while in the case b) the resonance appears just after the radial reflection.
Consider the parallel and the perpendicular (to the external magnetic field) components of the
wavenumber as shown in Figs. 1(b), (c). The waves corresponding to curves a) and b) feel the
parallel resonance n|| → ∞, while on the same location the perpendicular wavenumbers show a
cut-off n⊥ → 0. The occurrence of the resonance and cut-off is located around x ≈ 0.95 for the case
a) and x ≈ 0.6 for the case b), respectively. No resonance or cut-off occurs for the case c), where
the excited whistler wave propagates towards the plasma center without changing the polarization,
and no singular points are met.
3.2. Discussion on Power Deposition Properties

We discuss the wave absorption features related to cases a) and b). At the plasma edge, the fast
wave is launched with m = 0 and nz = 30 with P0 power; along the trajectory, the power damping
P/P0 gives the percentage of the power the wave is actually carrying, while the amount of power
missing from the edge value is the percentage of the power absorbed by the plasma. The power
deposition profile gives the power density deposited by the wave along the trajectory. In Fig. 2(a),
the power damping is pictured for a ray path such that the wave gets reflected radially and gets
back to x ≈ 0.94. Two particular points can be identified. The first one is around x ≈ 0.33 where
the wave is reflected radially. The second point is at x ≈ 0.45 where the fast wave couples to a slow
wave. At this point, the power damping curve changes its slope, and this is related to the different
ways the slow and the fast wave modes deposit energy into the plasma. This feature becomes even
more evident in Fig. 2(c), where the power deposition profile is pictured for the same case a). The
fast mode couples more and more power into the plasma travelling toward the axis up to x ≈ 0.45,
where it is converted to the slow mode. The mode conversion is clearly represented by the jump
1

1
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Power damping

Power damping

0.8
0.6
0.4

0.9

0.85

0.2
0
0.2

0.4

0.6
x

0.8

0.8
0.4

1

0.6
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Figure 2: Power damping along x, for (a) case a), (b) case b). Power deposition profile in arbitrary unit
along x, for (c) case a), (d) case b).
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in the power deposition profile; then the slow mode keeps propagating and depositing energy up
to x ≈ 0.38, where the wave reaches the axial boundary of the cylinder. It is noteworthy that the
slow mode couples power into the plasma due to collisional processes more efficiently than the fast
one, being rapidly damped after the mode conversion.
In Fig. 2(b), the power damping has been pictured for a ray path such that the wave gets
reflected radially and gets back up to x ≈ 0.57. From Fig. 2(b) just one particular point can be
identified, which is at x ≈ 0.48, where the wave is reflected radially. There is actually another
point at x ≈ 0.9, where the fast wave launched at the edge couples to a slow wave. This feature
is not easily visible in Fig. 2(b), where there is no clear change in the slope of the power damping
curve; however, it can be clearly recognized in the jump in the power deposition profile showed in
Fig. 2(d). After the mode conversion, the slow wave is rapidly damped by collisions before reaching
the axis.
4. CONCLUSIONS

We developed a three-dimensional Ray-Tracing solver called RAYWh, and we used it to study —
for the first time — the electromagnetic propagation and power deposition in a cylindrically-shaped
plasma source for space plasma thrusters. Previous approaches [3, 4] (to mention a few) cannot
provide accurate information on the power deposited into the plasma, when real thruster setups
are considered. Indeed, magnetic confinement configurations in actual HPTs can depart from the
simplified helicon one, due to dimension, mass and power budget limitations, leading to different
power coupling levels into the plasma, and resulting in different propulsive characteristics. The
approach implemented in RAYWh provides the evolution of the wave vector and power deposition
profiles inside the plasma source, where realistic density profiles and confinement magnetic field
lines can be readily included without any approximation. Unlike the helicon case, parallel and
perpendicular wavenumbers changed during the wave trajectory leading to a completely different
propagative picture, when actual confinement magnetic configurations and plasma density profiles
are considered. Unexpected cut-offs, resonances, radial reflections, and mode conversions of the
excited waves have been found, as a result of the confinement magnetic field along with variation
in the plasma density the waves encountered. These in turn influenced the power deposition
phenomena The results are relevant for space thruster applications, but they can be fruitfully
employed in industry plasma sources for the identification of the best source configuration (in terms
of confinement magnetic field lines in addition to actual plasma density profiles), thus providing
the maximum power transfer from the RF antenna to the plasma.
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Abstract— Kaluza-Klein (K-K) theory is generally accepted as a partial unification of two
of the fundamental interactions in Nature namely electromagnetism and gravity. In the present
work against conventional expectation, we show using transfinite quantization (i.e., fractals) that
K-K theory in conjunction with Penrose’s non-commutative (fractal) space tiling leads to dual
quantum relativity equations. The first is the ordinary energy equation of a quantum √
particle
E(O) = (φ5 /2)mc2 where E is the energy, m is the mass, c is the speed of light and φ = 2/( 5+1).
On the other hand, the second dual equation corresponding to the dark energy of the quantum
wave, i.e., of the empty set is given by E(D) = (5φ2 /2)mc2 .
Finally a third equation resulting from summing up the ordinary energy of the quantum particle
and the dark energy of the quantum wave namely
¡
¢
E(O) + E(D) = φ5 + 5φ2 mc2 /2 = 2mc2 /2 = mc2
is nothing else but Einstein’s famous equation.
Recalling that E(O) = (φ5 /2)mc2 ' mc2 /22 is almost exactly equal to the value found from the
WMAP and supernova cosmological measurement which was awarded the 2011 Nobel Prize in
Physics, we conclude that E = mc2 is blind to any distinction between the ordinary energy which
we can measure and the dark energy presumed so far to be “missing”. It is further reasoned that
ordinary energy is of opposite sign to dark energy which could be mathematically traced to the
negative sign of the empty set of the quantum wave or physically to the compactified dimension
which is behind negative gravity and the recently measured acceleration of cosmic expansion.
1. INTRODUCTION: DARK ENERGY IN A NUTSHELL?

Due to space limitation the present work is a very condensed paper giving only a glimpse into our
attempt to resolving the fundamental problem of the missing dark energy of the cosmos. Take a
line segment representing a unit interval which in turn represents a one dimensional “spacetime”
(see Fig. 1). We start by randomly removing parts of this line except for the end points in a
manner reminiscent of what we do when we construct a deterministic middle third Cantor set
but adding randomness to the iteration [1, 2]. In the case of the classical Cantor set we end up,
after infinitely many iterations with a Hausdorff dimension amounting to `n 2/`n3 ' 0.63 [1–4].
Noting that we have nothing left except unaccountably many points of topological dimension equal
zero [1–4], a dimension equal 0.63 is relatively speaking quite substantial [2–4]. For the random
Cantor set at hand, the situation is quite similar but√instead of `n2/`n3 as a Hausdorff dimension
we end up with the remarkable golden mean value ( 5 − 1)/2 = φ ' 0.618033 as was shown some
time ago by American mathematicians Mauldin and Williams [5–7]. Considering now that for the
original line segment both the topological and the Hausdorff dimensions coincide and are equal to
DT = DH = 1, then it follows that for the gaps left representing by definition and construction
regions of No space and No time we have a Hausdorff dimension equal to 1 − φ = φ2 as shown in
Fig. 1 [3–6]. To summarize the above thus far we have two things:
(a) An uncountable infinite number of zero dimensional points with zero measure
√ [2, 7], i.e., zero
length and a points set possessing a Hausdorff dimension equal to DH = ( 5 − 1)/2 [3–7].
(b) An infinite but countable number of gaps with a complementary Hausdorff dimension equal
to DH = 1 − φ = φ2 = 0.381966011 [8–11]. By contrast the measure, i.e., the length of the
complementary set is still equal to 1 − 0 = 1.
In the present short paper will show that by lifting both the φ points thin Cantor set and the φ2
collection of gaps, i.e., fat Cantor set to a Kaluza-Klein five dimensional spacetime we can resolve
the problem of dark energy [12, 13].
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Dark Energy, Ordinary Energy and Einstein Energy in a nutshell using 5 dimensional fractal
spacetime theory
A one dimensional “unit interval” spacetime

Length = D(Topological) = D(Hausdorff) =1

We construct a thin random Cantor set from
the above one dimensional spacetime
interval:

Thus we have uncountably infinitely many
points with:
D(Topological) = (D(Point) =0,
D(Hausdorff)=

5 −1
2

The dimension of the random empty gaps of No space
and No time left over from the construction of the thin
Cantor set in the box on the left is a fat Cantor set made
of countably infinitely may gaps given by :
D(Topological)=D(Empty set)= -1,
D(Hausdorff)=D(unit interval)- (D = φ)
= 1− φ
= φ2 .

=φ

The Lebesgue measure, i.e., the length of this Cantor set

and the Lebesgue measure, i.e., the length of
this thin Cantor set is zero.

is unity being a fat fractal.

Lifting φ by intersection to a 5 dimensional
Kaluza-Klein spacetime, we find a Hausdorff
volume:
vol H = (φ )5.

It is obvious that 5 is the number of fundamental
forces (magnetic, electric, weak, strong and
gravity) and we must use the multiplication rule

Lifting φ 2 additively (union operation) to 5 dimensional
Kaluza-Klein spacetime we find a Hausdorff volume:
Vol H =5φ5 .
It is clear that 5 is the number of fundamental
interactions (magnetic, electric, weak, strong and
gravity) and we must use the addition rule of measure
theory.

of measure theory.
Last step is :

Last step is:
Newton kinetic energy E =

1

mv 2 for

2

vol H =φ5 is thus:

Newton kinetic energy E =

1

mv 2 for

2

Vol H =5φ5 is thus:

E 1 = ( φ 5 / 2)m(v → c) 2
mc 2 /22
= Energy of the quantum particle
= Ordinary energy
= Quantum potential (position) energy

E 2 = ( 5φ5 / 2)m(v → c) 2
(mc 2 /22)(21)
= Energy of the quantum wave
= Dark energy
= Quantum kinetic energy

Adding E 1 of th e quantum particle to E 2 of the quantum wave we find
E = ( φ5 + 5 φ 2 ) ( 1 )mc 2 = mc 2 = E (Einstein)
2

Conclusion: E=mc2 is blind to any distinction between ordinary position energy and dark kinetic energy
Note: We cannot detect the dark energy of the wave because measurement collapses the Hawking- Hartle
wave. The development of nondemolition measurement instruments is our only hope for the future.

Figure 1: Dark energy as fat (thick) fractal quantum wave energy and ordinary energy as thin fractal
quantum particle energy.
2. ANALYSIS

Proceeding in the way indicted in the introduction we encounter two distinct situations:
i) For the φ zero measure thin Cantor zero set we calculate a quasi-Hausdorff hyper volume [8–
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11] by extending our familiar area and volume definition to formally five dimensions. That
(5)
means volH = φφφφφ = φ5 for a Kaluza-Klein D = 5 spacetime as indicated in Fig. 1 [12, 13].
Since the topological probability of finding a “Cantor point” in our set is φ, then φ5 can be understood as an application of the intersection rule of sets or alternatively as the multiplication
theorem of probabilistic events [2, 6, 7, 8].
ii) For the φ2 measure 1 fat cantor empty minus one set on the other hand, we have a dual additive
quasi-Hausdorff measure representing the total length of the circumference of a pentagon with
the length of each side being equal to φ2 . In other words lifting additively the Hausdorff
dimension of the complementary set, i.e., DH = 1 − φ = φ2 to D = 5 would give us a quasihyper volume volH(5) = φ2 + φ2 + φ2 + φ2 + φ2 = 5φ2 (see Fig. 1). Similar to φ, the result
may be interpreted as an application of the addition rule of events of probability theory or
equivalently as the union rule of sets [2, 6, 7, 8].
(5)

Next we look at the magnitude of Newtonian kinetic energy E = 12 mv 2 inside volH = φ5 and
volH(5) = 5φ2 when v → c where m is mass, v is velocity and c is the speed of light [8, 14]. In a
similar manner to the above we find two different types of energies:
1) The energy associated with density φ5 is obviously E = (φ5 /2)mc2 . Noting that φ5 is equal to
the celebrated Hardy probability for quantum entanglement [8, 15] where φ is the Hausdorff
dimension for the zero set fractal (i.e., a set of only zero in it) modeling the quantum particle
given by D0 ≡ (0, φ), then we see that this is the ordinary energy of a quantum particle which
will be denoted by E(0) = (φ5 /2)mc2 ' mc2 /22 [14]. This energy density is only 45% of
what Einstein’s relativity theory predicts classically and is thus equal to the energy density
found from the WMAP measurement and Supernova cosmological data analysis [14, 17]. In
fact from E1 = 12 mc2 α2 where α = 1/137 of the ground state of the hydrogen atom and since
α2 is the square of a probability namely a geometrical electromagnetic
one, then changing α2
¡
¢
to φ2 φ3 = φ5 quantum entanglement probability one finds E = φ5 /2 m (c)2 .
2) By contrast for the energy due to the density 5φ2 associated with pentagonal surface or halo
of the D = 5 particle connected to a set with nothing in it (i.e., the empty set (−1, φ2 ) by
which classical set theory starts or the quantum wave in D = 5 we have E = (5φ2 /2)mc2 [5].
It is easily shown that this is the value of the supposedly missing dark energy of the cosmos [14, 16, 17] and will therefore be denoted by E(D) = (5φ2 /2)mc2 ' mc2 (21/22). This
energy obviously has a different sign to E(O) and therefore produces a form of antigravity
force [17] which explains the increased rate of cosmic expansion observed in relatively recent
accurate cosmological measurements [17] and attributes it to the negative anticlastic curvature of the compactified 22 bosonic dimensions of spacetime as distinct from the normal 4
large dimensions. (i.e., 3 space and one time dimension fused together relativistically). In
addition being the energy of the Hawking-Hartle quantum wave of the universe, it collapse on
measurement and that is why we cannot detected dark energy.
From the above we must conclude that when summing up E(O) and E(D) we must obtain
E(Einstein) which is easily verified using elementary arithmetic based on the fact that φ + φ2 = 1
and φ5 + 5φ2 = 2 . Thus we have the wonder which is no wonder namely that the total energy is
given by:
¢
1¡ 5
1
E(0) + E(D) =
φ + 5φ2 mc2 = (2)mc2 = mc2 = E(Einstein)
(1)
2
2
Our most important and final conclusion is thus that Einstein E = mc2 is blind to any distinction
between ordinary and dark energy The entire analysis is summarized in Fig. 1.
3. CONCLUSION

Dark energy is the negative energy of the quantum surface or the outside of the quantum particle,
i.e., the quantum wave while ordinary energy is the energy of the inside core of the quantum wave
which is the quantum particle. In Set Theoretical Terminology [5], ordinary energy is the energy
of the zero set while dark energy is the complementary energy of the empty set. An equivalent
string theoretical explanation leading to the same conclusion is to consider dark energy to be due to
the anticlastic curvature caused by the 22 compactified dimensions of the 26 dimensions of bosonic
strings’ spacetime theory.
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Einstein’s energy is thus blind to any distinction between dark energy and ordinary energy
density. However our apparatus feels the difference and can register only ordinary energy and that
is the explanation for the result of the cosmological measurement be it that only 4.5% of the energy
predicted by the Theory of Relativity [17] is present or that the universe is pushed apart rather
than being pulled together as we previously presumed and which new accurate measurements have
now contradicted [14, 16, 17]. To detect and measure the dark energy of the cosmos the only hope
is a future nondemolition instrument which does not collapse the Hawking-Hartle quantum wave
of the cosmos.
We note that because the axiomatic structure of set theory and mathematical consistency could
not be guaranteed without the introduction of the empty set as well as the zero set, then by the same
token it follows that fundamental quantum physics and quantum gravity could not be consistent
nor understood except by embracing the vital role of the particle-wave duality and its connection
to the zero set-empty set duality. In a nutshell traditional physics does not recognize the empty
set and equates it to an absolute nothingness. It is imperative to recognize that physics depends
upon logical structure and it should never confuse the zero set with the empty set. It is equally
imperative not to confuse either the zero set or the empty set with insubstantial total nothingness.
One should not be entirely surprised that an empty set has a physical effect because a quantum
wave which is merely a probability wave devoid of ordinary matter or energy also has a physical
effect. It is an elementary fact of quantum physics discovered long ago by Max Born that the
square of the probability wave function gives the probability of finding the spatial location of a
quantum particle [6]. In a way dark energy discloses the mystery of the quantum wave function
and vice versa. That may be a circulatory explanation or worse still tautology. However logical
understanding is partially achieved by reducing the number of concepts. At a minimum this is
what we have done here
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Synthesis and Properties of the LiNbO3 Thin Films Intended for
Nanogradient Structures
R. N. Zhukov, S. V. Ksenich, A. S. Bykov, D. A. Kiselev,
M. D. Malinkovich, and Yu. N. Parkhomenko
National University of Science and Technology “MISiS”
Leninskiy pr. 4, Moscow 119049, Russian Federation

Abstract— In terms of development of the methods of producing of the electro-optic lithium
niobate thin films on dielectric layers, experiments on the synthesis and studied the domain
structure of the films grown on silicon oxide substrate (111) and (100) orientation. The films
were synthesized by RF magnetron sputtering, and the primary method of research — atomic
force microscopy. The results show the high degree of grains orientation in polycrystalline structure. From the measured amplitude of the piezoelectric response signal vs applied AC voltage
between the cantilever tip and the substrate are calculated values of piezoelectric modules for
both orientation the lithium niobate thin films.
1. INTRODUCTION

Among the most interesting and promising directions in the physics of optics and materials science
is the study of the synthesis and characterization of thin film gradient optical structures [1]. The
results already obtained in this area are of great practical importance. In particular, created by
ultra-wide range (in the visible, near and mid-IR) and deep modulation on the beam splitter,
reflectorless optical phase shifters, compressors femtosecond optical pulses that work in non-prism
mode transient tunneling narrow-band filters in the visible and near — infrared regions of the
spectrum etc. [2].
As the next step in the development of this area is important on the basis of gradient thinfilm coatings to develop a new class of optical elements — gradient optical “Transformers”, i.e.,
the gradient of thin-film multilayer structures, the characteristics of which may vary considerably
during their work by changing the optical thickness of a certain the number of sub-elements. For
example, the reflection of a certain wavelength range will change his passing, etc.. This will greatly
simplify the optical circuit devices, in some cases, remove them multiple channels to reduce the
weight and dimensions. To carry out this possible by creating layers in multilayer structures of
electro-optic materials, such as lithium niobate. However, this procedure requires the development
of synthesis of dielectric substrates oriented both crystallographic direction and the polarization
vector by fine film of lithium niobate to 100 nm thick.
Oriented polycrystalline lithium niobate (LiNbO3 , LN) thin film are also of interest for a variety
of electro-optical and acousto-optical applications, including integrated device structure containing
micro- and opto-electronic components. The ferroelectric properties of LN films were investigated by
piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM), which allows to identify the polarization direction and the
local domain distribution [3]. Previously [4–6], this method has already been used to characterize
of the polarization domain state in films deposited on conductive silicon substrates.
In order to directly address the domain structures and local piezoelectric properties of LiNbO3
thin films we apply the PFM method which has been successfully used for the investigation the
local piezoresponse properties in this films on the nanoscale.
2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The studied LiNbO3 films thickness 100 nm were deposited by RF magnetrom sputtering of the
single-crystalline target in Ar/O = 1 atmosphere (0.6 Pa) on n-type Si (100) and (111) substrates
(ρ = 2 Ω· cm) with SiO2 buffer layer. The subsequent thermal annealing of the obtained structures
has been done in air at 600◦ C. Atomic force microscopy measurements indicate that the surface
roughness of the LiNbO3 thin films was 4–10 nm, which meets the demands for practical wave
guiding devices. The ferroelectric properties have been studied by visualization of the as-growth
domain structure recording induced ferroelectric states and the hysteresis loops by piezoresponse
force microscopy (PFM) using Scanning probe laboratory NTEGRA-Prima (NT MDT, Russia).
Out-of-plane PFM images of the samples were obtained by applying AC voltage (5 V, peak-to-peak)
with a frequency of 150 kHz. Piezoresponse versus DC voltage [effective dzz (V)] were measured in
the pulse DC mode, so-called remnant piezoloop.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Figures 1(a), (d) shown surface images LiNbO3 films 100 nm thick synthesized on silicon substrates
(100) and (111) orientations. The value of surface roughness was about 6 nm for LiNbO3 /SiO2 /Si
(100), and 8 nm for LiNbO3 /SiO2 /Si (111).
nm

(a)

(b)

(c)
pm

nm

(d)

o

pm

(e)

o

(f)

Figure 1: (a), (d) Topogragy, (b), (e) amplitude and (c), (f) phase images for LN thin films, synthesized on
(100) and (111) silicon substrates, respectively.

Lateral relief correspondence grain sub-structure films with an average grain size of 60 nm on
the Si (100) and 80 nm on Si (111) substrates. Along with the topographic image obtained independently amplitude (Figs. 1 (b), (e)) and phase images (Figs. 1(c), (f)) the vertical component
of the piezoelectric response. In this case piezoelectric response amplitude values correspond to
a deformation of the sample to an alternating electric field. From these phase images shows that
the grains have a “bright” and “dark” contrast that corresponds to a particular orientation of the
polarization vector in the studied films.
The dependence of the amplitude of the local deformation of the LN thin film under the influence
of an electric field created by the voltage applied between the cantilever and the substrate (inverse
piezoelectric effect) for both orientations. Figs. 2(a)–(c) are piezoelectric response amplitude ratio
of the signal on the same scale by an alternating voltage amplitude of 3 V, 7 V and 11 V, respectively.
It is clear that contrast of the piezoresponse amplitude increase with increasing magnitude of the
AC voltage applied to the conductive cantilever.
Figure 2(d) shows a histogram distribution of the signal amplitude for the PFM image obtained
by registering the variable voltage with 1–11 V. The average amplitude of the piezoelectric response
signal is determined from the histogram, is a measure of the deformation induced by the applied
voltage of the film. Fig. 3 shows the dependence of the mean amplitude of the piezoelectric response
of the applied voltage for the films grown on substrates with different crystallographic orientations.
As expected, the piezoresponse amplitude increases linearly with an alternating voltage from 1 to
11 V.
Approximating a linear function of the resulting dependence on the slope of the curve to determine the value of piezoelectric module which is of formula [7]:
dzz =

A
,
VAC

(1)

where A — piezoresponse amplitude, VAC — AC voltage amplitude.
Thus, we have experimentally that the value for LiNbO3 /SiO2 /Si (111) heterostructures was
19 pm/V, and for LiNbO3 /SiO2 /Si (100) is slightly less — 16 pm/V. These values are in good
agreement with literature data for lithium niobate single crystal [8], and nanocrystalline particles
based on LiNbO3 [9].
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Figure 2: Out-of-plane PFM amplitude images taken at (a) 3 V, (b) 7 V and (c) 11 V, respectively, for
LiNbO3 thin films, and (d) corresponding histograms for PFM amplitude signals.
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Figure 3: Average piezoresponse from PFM amplitude images obtained at each voltage step versus AC
drive voltage for the LN thin films.
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Figure 4: REM piezoelectric hysteresis loops for
LiNbO3 films vs Si substrate orientations.

To confirm the presence of differences in the values of piezoelectric modules for films of lithium
niobate were synthesized by varying the orientation of the substrate, we obtained the piezoelectric
hysteresis loop (Fig. 4) in the mode of remnant piezoelectric response (REM hysteresis) for the two
orientations of the substrate.
Measurements were carried out on the free surface of the film after removal of the applied
voltage (the time of electrical stimulation — 1 s exposure time after removal of the stress — 1), the
beginning of the directions indicated by the arrows bypass. The maximum voltage applied to the
sample, ±40 V. It is clear that the remnant piezoelectric response, measured after removal of the
polarizing voltage for LN films synthesized on Si (111) more than for the films synthesized on Si
(100) orientation.
4. CONCLUSIONS

The piezoelectric properties of the films thus depend strongly on the crystallographic orientation of the silicon substrate with SiO2 buffer layers. Characterized in particular, the values of
piezoelectric modules which are 19 pm/V and 16 pm/V for structures LiNbO3 /SiO2 /Si (111) and
LiNbO3 /SiO2 /Si (100), respectively. The results indicate that one of the problems the solution
of which is necessary for the creation of electro-optic lithium niobate thin films on dielectric layers, namely — high crystallographic orientation of the structure can be solved by means of RF
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sputtering technology.
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Quantum Blooming: The Influence of the Detuning of the
Antireflective Wells and the Phenomenon of Nonsymmetric
Transmission
A. Kaklyugin
Atmospheric Plasma Instant Technology Corp., Hangenbieten 67980, France

Abstract— We formulate a simple model of tunneling allowing analytical solution. It is shown
that there is a possibility of the potential barrier blooming by supplementing it with additional
wells, resulting in the barrier is clear: there are no reflected waves and the passing wave propagates
without attenuation. We consider the possibility of blooming detuning of the quantum wells. The
dependences of the reflection and transmission coefficients are found as a function of the degree
of detuning. It is shown that asymmetric detuned barrier loses the property of reciprocity: the
properties of the barrier transparency are significantly dependent on the direction of propagation.
1. INTRODUCTION

The classical concept of tunneling with an exponential decrease of the amplitude of the penetrated
wave and the appearance of the reflected wave adopted in quantum mechanics is to be completed
by the possibility of quantum blooming, providing additional singular quantum wells. It is shown
that such an addition to the classical inaccessible barrier allows dampingless traverse through the
barrier [1].
The sub-barrier penetration researches inspired by the success achieved in the understanding of
the effects of similar tunnel propagation of electromagnetic and acoustic waves in the gradient media
without reflection and attenuation [2–4]. In this work we will continue to explore the possibility
of passing the classically inaccessible dampingless potential barriers by referring to a more realistic
model.
2. FORMULATION OF THE MODEL

A simple example has been formulated and solved in analytical form [1] for the model problem of
the potential barrier blooming.
There consider a simplest barrier U0 and a plane wave propagating along the half-axis x > 0.
The potential energy is U (x) = U0 when a > x > 0 and U (x) = 0 for x > a. If we measure energy
in units of ~2 /2ma2 and the distances in units of a, the wave function of the stationary state will
satisfy the Schrödinger equation that the energy, length and wave vectors will be dimensionless
quantities:
¡
¢
ψ 00 (x) + ε − q 2 (x) ψ(x) = 0;
(1)
where q 2 (x) = (2ma2 /~2 )U (x). The dimensionless value q02 = (2ma2 /~2 )U0 characterizes to what
extent the barrier or well being big or small.
The solution of Equation (1) is a set of exponential functions
ψ(x) = exp{i(kx + ϕ)}, x > 1
ψ(x) = c exp(κx) + b exp(−κx),

1 > x > 0.

(2a)
(2b)

We do not consider the reflected wave to find the conditions for complete passage through the
potential barrier. The values of ε and q02 link to the squares of the wave vectors k 2 + κ2 = q02 ;
q 2 = ε. The model consider a solution of Equation (1) whose real and imaginary units will be even
and odd respectively. The complex coefficients c and b in (2b) override in the real values A and B
such a way
ψ(x) = A ch(κx) + i B sh (κx),

1 > x > 0.

(2c)

Of continuity of ψ(x) at x = 1 (real and imaginary units separately) write down explicitly the
values A and B:
A = cos(k + ϕ)/ch κ;

B = sin(k + ϕ)/sh κ.

(3)
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The value ϕ is defined by
k[tg(k + ϕ) + ctg(k + ϕ)] = κ[ cth κ − th κ].

(4)

For to change the shape of the barrier at the boundary at the point x = 1 (and, correspondingly,
by the symmetry of the problem, at the point x = −1). In a certain sense this decision possesses
the analogy with optical clearing, as well as dampingless propagation of electromagnetic waves
through the barrier with a gradient profile [2–4]. The barrier with a certain conventionality seems
qualitatively like the barrier with singular elements at the border).
The wave function kink on the barrier boundary (at x = 1) is to be solved by adding a potential
additive Cδ(x − 1) [1].
We consider the situations of the small q0 ≤ 1/2 and large q0 > 1/2 wells. It is shown that in
the first case, the blooming additives exist for all values of the wave vector. In the second case
there is a limitation κ ≥ D(q0 ). The function D(x) is the inverse function of d(κ) = (κ/2) (th κ+
cth κ); this condition is the reverse of the condition κ cth 2κ ≥ q0 .
The amplitude of the anti-reflective additives is given by:
¡
¢1/2
C = −κ cth 2κ ± κ2 cth2 2κ − q02

(5)

3. DETUNNING

Let’s consider the situation where the blooming is inaccurate. Suppose there exists some detuning:
we shall set antireflection additives in the form (C + α)δ(x − 1) and, respectively, (C + β)δ(x + 1).
These values define the gap of derivative of the wave function at the points x = ± 1 and, together
with the terms of the continuity of the system will make it possible to write the equations defining
all the waves: the incident, reflected passing.
The wave function keeping the conservation laws can be written in the most general form as
ψ→,← (x) = (1 + ei) exp{i(kx − ϕ + δ)} + e exp{−i(kx − ϕ + υ)}.

(6)

There are actual unknown values e, δ and υ, which should appeal to zero without detunning.
Indeed, in this case the flux of incident and reflected particles will respectively, k(1 + e2 ) and ke2 .
We introduce an additional parameter ε = υ − π/2. The system of equations can be written as
exp[−i(k+ϕ)][(exp(iδ)−1]+2e exp{i(δ−ε)/2} sin[k + ϕ−(δ+ε)/2] = (α/κ) sh 2κexp[i(k+ϕ)] (7)
{β + ki[(exp(iδ) − 1]} exp[−i(k + ϕ)] + α exp[i(k + ϕ)][(C + β)/κ) sh 2κ + ch 2κ]
= 2ek exp{i(δ − ε)/2} cos[k + ϕ − (δ + ε)/2]
(8)
4. RESULTS. DETUNING AT THE BEGINNING AND AFTER THE BARRIER,
REFLECTION AND TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENTS

The system is asymmetric with respect to the replacement α ↔ β. It is not simple enough for
analysis, primarily because of the complex phase factors. We restrict ourselves to the simplest
case: first we consider the detuning at the beginning of the barrier α = 0, and in the second case
we consider the detuning after barrier β = 0.
4.1.

α = 0, we multiply the first equation by −ik and add to the second, we shall obtain
β exp[−i(k + φ)] = 2ek exp[i(k + ϕ − ε)].

(9)

Because the value e is real, we can choose for ε any value satisfactory ε = 2(k + ϕ) + πn. The value
of e is determined by the simple expression
e = ±β/2k,
The sign is determined by the parity of n.

(10)
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4.2.

In the case of β = 0 having done the same steps we get:
α exp[i(k + ϕ)][(C + ik) sh 2κ/κ + ch2κ] = 2ek exp[i(k + ϕ − ε)]

(11)

In this case the phase relationship is somewhat more complicated:
ε = −Arctg[k sh 2κ/(C sh 2κ + κ sh 2κ)]

(12)

and the value e is given by
e = ±(α/2k)

£¡ 2
¢
¤1/2
C + k 2 sh2 2κ/κ2 + Csh4κ/κ + ch2 2κ
.

(13)

5. DISCUSSION

Thus, it was found that detuning of the antireflective quantum wells provides in any considered cases
a Lorentz contour transmittance (the transmittance is 1/(1 + e2 )) and, respectively, the reflection
coefficient is e2 .
The resulting coefficients are significantly different for detuning the well on which the wave
falling (the case of α = 0), and when the well after barrier is detuned (case β = 0). The first case is
trivial and the expression (10) can be easily obtained from the solution of the problem of quantum
scattering on the δ-shaped potential.
The second case is more complicated: after passing the barrier the wave function amplitude is
decreases and even a significant perturbation has low value, so detuning antireflective well disposed
after the barrier (in the direction of passage of the wave) can have a significantly greater value. As
far as — it depends on the very blooming well.
The lack of reciprocity turns out unexpected at first glance: the different detuning of the antireflective wells leads to a substantial change in the conditions of transmission and reflection. However,
it is clear that we are dealing with a fundamental symmetry breaking: in one case the well on which
the wave falls is detunned, in the second the wells which the wave interacts with after passing. It
is easy to see that barrier non-reciprocity weakens under the constriction.
The amount of change of the wave packet is also significantly different. In the first case the
width of the transmission is determined by the degree of detuning and own wave vector, in the
second case it’s determined so by the properties of the barrier.
6. PROBLEMS TO POSE

The first problem to arise: how detuning effect on both “corners” of the barrier additives? What
is their additive effects?
We can put a problem that may have a practical solution: do the detuning exist when despite the
total ban (complete reflection of waves) in one direction, there will exist a noticeable transmission
on the other direction? This problem has not been solved (not found such a statement of the
problem in which you can get a meaningful result).
Another important question is how important is the idealization of blooming additives in the
form of a δ-shaped potentials. Such a problem is far from a reasonable setting.
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Magnetoelectric Current Sensor
R. V. Petrov, I. N. Solovyev, A. N. Soloviev, and M. I. Bichurin
Novgorod State University, Russian Federation

Abstract— This paper presents the construction and operating principle of ME current sensors
and its sensitivity investigation. Sensors presented here were designed for detecting AC and DC
leakage currents. It is found that the sensor sensitivity depends on design and material parameters
of the ME composite and some conditions such as bias magnetic field and the sensor way. It
is defined that the additional bias magnetic field of the ME current sensor should be 10 Oe to
obtain high sensitivity and linearity of the sensor. The sensitivity of the sensor is 340 mV/A.
1. INTRODUCTION

This application note is dedicated to current sensing using ME current sensors. Electric current
is an important physical quantity and its measurement is required in many applications, be it in
industrial, automotive or household fields. Different technical solutions to measure currents are
known and are found on the market.
For the safety, performance, and feedback control of the power supplies and electric circuits it is
often necessary for the circuit to better understand its load current. Protecting the supply circuits,
for instance, against overloading and short-circuit conditions requires the system to self-monitor
its current delivery. The tasks can be performed by the ME current sensors.
As we know, when a current flows through a conductor, it creates a magnetic field around the
conductor. The magnetic field is direct proportional to the current level.
The ME current sensor uses the ME effect as a basis of its measurements. The ME effect
is a polarization response to an applied magnetic field, or conversely a magnetization response
to an applied electric field. ME behaviour exists as a composite effect in multiphase systems of
piezoelectric and magnetostrictive materials [1]. Magnetostrictive-piezoelectric laminate composites
have much higher ME coefficients than that of single-phase materials or particulate composites. In
a magnetostrictive-piezoelectric layered structure the interaction between magnetic and electric
subsystems occurs through mechanical deformation. It means that the ME effect is much stronger
at frequencies corresponding to elastic oscillations called resonance frequencies.
In current sensor applications the induced ME voltage coefficient is more important than the
induced ME electric field coefficient, as voltage is the physical quantity measured.
The sensor is designed for detecting AC and DC leakage currents in electrical circuits.
The ME current sensors can be applied in many types of sensing devices and perform a function
as a magnetic field sensor with some design changes [2, 3]. The sensors can detect currents and
magnetic fields according to the purpose. If the quantity (parameter) to be sensed incorporates or
can incorporate a magnetic field the ME current sensor will perform the task.
2. ME CURRENT SENSOR
2.1. Construction

The ME current sensor shown in Figure 1 is a system consisting of the ME composite, a generator,
a rectifier, a permanent magnet, two coils placed into one another and a body.
The ME composite is a layered structure [2] which includes a thin piezoceramic plate of PZT
(0.9[Pb(Zr0.52 Ti0.48 )O3] − 0.1[Pb(Zn1/3 Nb2/3 )O3 + 3 mol%MnO2 ) placed between two magnetostrictive layers of Metglas (FeBSiC) performing a function of electrodes. The final dimensions of the
composite were 6 × 1 × 0.62 mm with the PZT concentration of 0.8. The PZT layer was poled
in an electric field in the thickness direction. The ME laminate operates in a transverse mode in
which applied magnetic fields (H∼ , H0 ) are in the plane direction of the laminate.
The generator system comprises a generator and a coil. The generator having the frequency
coincided with a resonance frequency of the ME composite is designed. The coil is wound on the
composite and designed to induce an alternative magnetic field.
The control system is intended to provide a bias magnetic field and control an output voltage.
A rectifier converts an alternating current, which periodically reverses direction, to a direct
current, which flows in only one direction. The rectifier may contain a diode bridge.
The sensor can detect AC and DC currents having a range of 0.01 A to 100 A depending on the
conductor parameters.
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Figure 1: The ME current sensor sample (1 — a conductor with the detected current, 2 — two coil connected
to the conductor and a generator, respectively, 3 — the ME composite, 4 — a body).
3. THEORY

An electric current generates a magnetic field around a conductor. The direction can be determined
with the “right hand rule”. The field strength H, given in A/m, is directly proportional to the
current I and decreases linearly with higher distances r according to
H=

I
.
2·π·r

(1)

Our design is a long, rectangular-shaped, 3-layer laminate of Metglas/PZT/Metglas. Layers of
the laminate are coupled to each other by stress-strain.
We consider small-amplitude oscillations of a layered composite which is formed by magnetostrictive and piezoelectric layers. A bias magnetic field is applied to the magnetostrictive component to
obtain a piezomagnetic interaction. The thickness of the sample is assumed to be small compared
to other dimensions and its width small compared to its length. In that case, we can consider only
one component of strain and stress.
The frequency dependence for transverse ME voltage coefficients of the composite have obtained
by solving electrostatic, magnetostatic and elasto-dynamic equations with the corresponding boundary conditions [4]. The ME voltage coefficient equation is defined as
αE =

E
A · p d31 · p Y E · m q11
=
· (2 · r4 · r1 + 2 · r2 · r3 ),
H
∆ · p ε33

(2)

where p Y and m Y are the piezoelectric and piezomagnetic component modules of elasticity at a
constant electric field E and magnetic field H, respectively, p d31 and m q11 are the piezoelectric and
piezomagnetic coefficients at constant stress, p ε33 is permittivity of the piezoelectric component, k is
the wave number, L is the length of the ME composite, r1 = cosh(kL), r2 = sinh(kL), r3 = cos(kL)
and r4 = sin(kL),
¡
¢
∆ = r12 + 2 · r1 · r3 + r32 − r22 + r42 · k · L + (2 · r4 · r1 + 2 · r4 · r1 ) · B,
(3)
A =
B =

mY H

· m t · (2 · z0 + m t) · (2 · z0 − p t)
,
2 )
4 · D · (1 − p K31

pK 2
31

· p Y E · ((z0 − p t)3 − z03 )
+
2 )
3 · D · (1 − p K31

mK 2
31

(4)
· m Y H · ((z0 + m t)3 − z03 )
,
3·D

(5)

where D is a cylindrical stiffness of the composite, p t and m t are thicknesses of piezoelectric and
magnetic layers, z0 is the distance of middle plane from the composite interface, m µ33 is permeability
of the piezomagnetic component.
4. SENSITIVITY

ME current sensors were designed and fabricated. The sensor works on the electromechanical resonance at the resonance frequency of 176 kHz. The sensors sensitivity and ME voltage dependence
were researched using the designed measurement setup.
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The measurement setup includes two power supplies APS-7315 (Aktakom), multimeter HM
8112-3 (HAMEG instr.), oscilloscope ACIP-4226-3 (Aktakom) and an electromagnet.
The induced ME voltage across the PZT layer was measured as a function of the bias magnetic
field (H0 ) and the input conductor current (I) at a measurement frequency of 176 kHz The current
flowed through the test conductor and had a range of 0.01 A to 5 A.
Figure 2 shows the output ME voltage of the ME current sensor as a function of detecting input
current under various DC magnetic bias.

Figure 2: Output ME voltage of the ME current sensor as a function of the conductor current and an
additional bias magnetic field from a permanent magnet. With increasing the number of curves the additional
bias magnetic field increases.

The results in Figure 2 show that the output ME voltage rate of increase and ME sensor linearity
vary in different DC magnetic bias. The maximum linearity is reached at the additional bias field
of 10 Oe. Also it is known that the sensitivity is the slope of the linear approximation. According
to the data shown in Figure 2 a tangent of the angle (tgα) has been determined. The ME current
sensor sensitivity versus a bias magnetic field and the detected current has been obtained.
Figure 3 shows the ME current sensor sensitivity (tgα) dependence on the bias magnetic field.

Figure 3: The ME current sensor sensitivity as a function of bias magnetic field.

In accordance with results shown in Figure 3 to obtain the greatest sensitivity and linearity of
the ME current sensor it is necessary to select the operating point with the optimal bias magnetic
field. It is clear that the additional bias magnetic field of the ME current sensor should be 10 Oe
(6th curve in Figure 3). Then a control system should contain a permanent magnet with H = 10 Oe.
The sensitivity of the sensor is 340 mV/A and close to Hall current sensor (CSA-1V of Sentron)
sensitivity.
5. CONCLUSION

A theoretical model has been developed for the resonance ME effect in layered magnetostrictivepiezoelectric composites for the ME current sensor application. The frequency dependence for the
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transverse ME voltage coefficient have been obtained using the simultaneous solution of electrostatic, magnetostatic and elastodynamics equations.
An output ME voltage of the ME current sensor as a function of the detecting input current
under various DC magnetic bias has been obtained. The sensors sensitivity dependence has been
obtained and analyzed. The sensor sensitivity depends on constructive and material parameters of
ME composite and a bias magnetic field. The operating point for the ME current sensor has been
selected.
It turns out that due to galvanic isolation between the sensed circuit and the measuring circuitry,
current sensing using ME effect is a good choice for many applications.
The further improvement of the sensors is using push-pull schemes and the new piezoelectric
material named the piezofiber. Other materials with the higher characteristics can be used in ME
sensors. For increasing the sensor sensitivity one needs to use the large magnetostrictive and high
strain-sensitive piezoelectric ME composite materials.
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Abstract— The main objective of this contribution is to explore the absorption of electromagnetic microwaves in different human body regions for non-invasive glucose monitoring (NGM).
Recently, the use of dielectric measurements for the purpose of NGM has been an area of much
interest. However, currently no existing report can explore the power dissipation of electromagnetic waves for the NGM. This work is based on established empirical models of human tissue and
standard human body models of the Electromagnetic (EM) simulation tools, such as CST Voxel
Model. The Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) is investigated for various frequencies and different
regions of the human body to estimate the optimum real-world scenarios for non-invasive glucose
monitoring (NGM). Empirical models of dielectric properties for estimating the blood glucose
concentrations are applied at frequency range from 1 GHz to 10 GHz and blood glucose concentration of hyperglycemia (300 mg/dl), hypoglycemia (40 mg/dl) and euglycemic (100 mg/dl). A
comparative evaluation of SAR measurements for blood in free space and blood in body’s vessels is presented in context of investigating the effect of power dissipation for dielectric NGM
measurements.
1. INTRODUCTION

Diabetes mellitus is a disorder of the metabolic homeostasis controlled by insulin, resulting abnormalities of carbohydrate and lipid metabolism. According to the International Diabetes Federation,
the current diabetic population of 366 million diabetics is estimated to increase up to 552 million by
2030, with the Middle East hosting the fastest growth [1]. Diabetic patients require frequent selfmonitoring of blood glucose (SMBG), which is conventionally performed via painful finger-pricking
using electrochemical glucose sensors. To overcome the trauma of invasive SMBG, non-invasive glucose monitoring (NGM) devices externally sense glucose without perturbing an external membrane
or sampling a body fluid [2].
The feasibility of dielectric measurements for NGM has been demonstrated by Feldman et al.,
whom demonstrated that the specific cell capacitance of erythrocytes is in uenced by changes in the
concentration of D-glucose within physiologic range [3, 4]. Building on Feldmans work, Caduff et al.
developed the first NGM device based on impedance changes of the skin and underlying tissue [5].
Other attempts have also demonstrated dielectric NGM devices [6–10], however a successful commercial dielectric NGM device is yet to be developed. A recurrent problem in all dielectric NGM
attempts was to translate successful results under controlled conditions in the laboratory to real-life
clinical scenarios [11].
Despite the established correlation between blood glucose and blood dielectric properties, few
models have been proposed for quantification of the correlation [12, 13]. An interesting model has
been proposed by Venkataraman et al. [12], whom modified the Cole-Cole model relating blood
dielectric properties with frequency to include glucose concentration. The model is important not
only because it demonstrates feasibility of dielectric NGM, but it also enables the simulation of
various effects in NGM using standard human body models of the Electromagnetic (EM) simulation
tools, such as CST Voxel Model. The current contribution explores the specific absorption rate
(SAR) of microwaves for major blood vessels of thigh, arm and neck. Furthermore, comparison of
blood in free space to that in body’s vessels enables the critical analysis of laboratory measurements
compared to real-life scenarios. To mimic the conditions investigated by Venkataraman et al.,
the simulations were conducted utilizing 1–10 GHz frequencies and hyperglycemia (300 mg/dl),
hypoglycemia (40 mg/dl) and euglycemic (100 mg/dl) concentrations.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

CST Human Body Voxel model (Figure 1(a)) was utilized for simulations, where blood voxels in
selected slices in the thigh, arm, and neck were selected for pertinent calculations (Figure 1(b)).
These locations were selected because they contain major systemic blood vessels, such as the femoral
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artery & vein (thigh), brachial artery & vein (arm), and carotid artery & jugular vein (neck). A
near-field solution was obtained for an antenna placed closest to major blood vessels in the inner
thigh, outer arm, and neck surface. Permittivity and conductivity values of blood were calculated
using the Cole-Cole equation [14]:
ε(ω) = ε∞ +

2
X
n=1

∆εn
σs
+
1−α
1 − (jωτ ) n
jωεo

(1)

where ω = 2πf is the angular frequency, ∆ω = εs − ε∞ is the relaxation strength, εs and ε∞ , τ
is the relation time constant, α is an emperical measure of frequency broadening, σs is the static
(DC) conductivity, and εo is the permittivity of free space.
(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Complete CST human Voxel body model; (b) associated blood vessels of body model, where
simulations were conducted on major blood vessels in selected slices in the thigh, arm, and neck.

Model parameters of Equation (1) were used as established by Gabriel et al. [15], and the corresponding permittivity and conductivity of blood for 1–10 GHz were fed into CST. Furthermore, to
simulate the effect of variation of blood glucose in NGM, a modified Cole-Cole equation [12] was
used to calculate permittivity and conductivity values for use by CST:
Ã
!
Ã
!
2
2
X
X
∆εn
∆εn
σs
(2)
ε(ω) = < ε∞ +
×(−0.001445g+1.145882)+= ε∞ +
+
1−(jωτ )1−αn
1−(jωτ )1−αn jωεo
n=1

n=1

where g is the blood glucose concentration, and the parametric values utilized in Equations (1) and
(2) are displayed in Table 1.
Simulations were carried out for blood in the body’s blood vessels and blood in free space to
calculate SAR values using permittivity values from Equations (1) and (2).
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Several body locations have been studied for electromagnetic NGM, including the wrist [5, 8],
arm [16], fingertip [7], and ear lobe [17]. However, no comparative evaluation of the optimum body
compartment for dielectric NGM has been conducted. SAR values of blood in the thigh, neck
and arm demonstrate that the highest power loss is in the thigh (Figure 2(a)). This suggests that
the thigh might not be the optimum location for NGM because of high SAR values of thigh major
blood vessels. electrogmagnetic NGM exploits reflected power to calculate the relative pertivities of
blood and hence blood glucose concentration. As a result, maximum reflected power and minimum
absorbed power would yield optimum Signal to Noise. Although the neck has the lowest SAR value,
the arm presents a reasonable choice that balances between patient convenience and moderate power
absorption of incident EM wave.
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Figure 2: Specific absorption rate (SAR) of blood voxels for selected slices in arm, thigh and neck within
(a) the human boday, and (b) in free space.

Many dielectric NGM studies perform their tests utilizing blood samples in the laboratory.
Therefore, it was important to compare the SAR calculations for blood in the body’s vessels relative
to free space for the same voxels, which are presented in (Figure 2(b)). The differences between
calculated blood SAR in vessels relative to free space can be attributed to the effect of various body
components (other than blood) on the electric field patterns, as shown in (Figure 3).
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3: Calculated electric fields of selected slices in (a) thigh, (b) arm, (c) neck, (d) thigh blood in free
space, (e) arm blood in free space, and (f) neck blood in free space.

Simulations for the blood SAR values using permittivity and conductivity values calculated using
Equations (1) and (2) has shown no significant difference for simulated glucose concentrations, i.e.,
hyperglycemia (300 mg/dl), euglycemia (100 mg/dl), and hypoglycemia (40 mg/dl) (Figure 4(a)).
This may have been expected because SAR is largely a funcition of conductivity, while the modification of the Cole-Cole model only affected the real component of the complex conductivity and
did not include the imaginary component [12]. Other models have modified the Cole-Cole model to
account for glucose concentration using both the real (ε0 ) and imaginary parts (ε00 ) of the complex
permittivity [13]. On the other hand, some differences may be observed for hyperglycemia calculations for blood in free space (Figure 4(b)). In the case that the dimensions of the object becomes
small compared to the wavelength (i.e., wavelength inside the material is greater than ten times the
dimensions of the object), Electric field becomes inversely proportional to relative permittivity [17].
Under such conditions, SAR becomes inversely proportional to relative permittivity [19]. This was
the case for blood in free space, where the object’s dimensions were an order of magnitude less than
the wavelngth at 10 GHz (3 cm). These results are in agreement with previous reports demonstrating the dependence of the localized SAR value of organs in EM Human Body simulations on both
the real and imaginery values of complex permittivity [20].
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Figure 4: SAR of blood voxels for selected slices in thigh using Cole-Cole model and hyperglycemia, euglycemia, & hyperglycemia in modified Cole-Cole model within (a) the human boday, and (b) in free space.
4. CONCLUSION

The results of this contribution suggests that the arm or neck may be better locations for NGM
measurements than the thigh, although the arm is naturally more convenient. Differences between
blood in vessels and in free space indicate the importance of considering the effect of other body
tissues on dielectric measurements of blood glucose. Last but not least, contributions of both
real and imaginery components of complex permittivity should be considered when conducting or
modelling dielectric NGM measurements.
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Abstract— This paper introduces the basic concept of measuring spontaneous ultra weak
photon emission from yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. The objective of the work is a comparison
of ultra weak photon emission from two mitochondrial mutants which differ in an activity of
their energy-generatingpathway. Photon emission has been measured in a visible range utilizing
sensitive photomutliplier tube.
1. INTRODUCTION

All living organisms exhibit electromagnetic radiation in the optical range of the spectrum. The
phenomenon is commonly known as ultra weak photon emission, but the term biophotons is also
widely used. These photons are emitted without any external photoexcitation, they have solely
endogenous origin resulting from metabolic processes [1]. Ultra weak photon emission occurs in
most of the living cells and may play role in regulatory processes of organisms [2, 3].
Generally accepted model of the origin of the ultra weak photon emission considers reactions of
free radical and reactive oxygen species (ROS) with biomolecules as lipids and proteins [4] which
lead to electron excitation. The main source of ROS derives from the oxidative metabolism of
mitochondria [5].
For the experiments described in this paper yeast cells of a strain Saccharomyces cerevisiae were
used. This model microorganism is applied in many fields of research and contributes significantly
towards understanding of eukaryotic cell biology.
S. cerevisiae is a facultative anaerobe microorganism, hence is capable to grow either anaerobically or aerobically. To satisfy its energy needs S. cerevisiae can exploit fermentable or nonfermentable carbon sources. When grown in glucose abundant medium S. cerevisiae use fermentation
exclusively to obtain energy. Glucose is converted to ethanol and carbon dioxide during the process
of fermentation and the energy is released in the form of ATP and heat. After switching to nonfermentable carbon source yeast cannot utilize fermentation, hence a different metabolic pathway
is used to secure energy supply. Particular reaction depends on an available grow substrate.
As most of other living systems, yeast gains their energy mainly by oxidation of received carbon
compounds such as saccharides, lipids or proteins. The key molecule of the carbon metabolism is
pyruvate which can be subsequently processed by two possible ways — aerobically or anaerobicaly
throughtricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle or fermentation, respectively. Pyruvate can be converted to
Acetyl-CoA by a direct oxidative decarboxylation in the mitochondrial matrix. Acetyl-CoA is an
important carbon compound which is essential in the TCA cycle.
Saccharides provide energy in a process of glycolysis where glucose is converted by a sequence of
reactions to pyruvate. Energetically, the most effective usage of carbon sources requires coupling of
the glycolysis to the TCA cycle which is a crucial metabolic pathway during which cells produce a
large amount energy-rich molecules ATP. These two important parts of energy-generating pathway
are coupled by pyruvate dehydrogenase complex (PDC) [5].
2. PREMISE

For yeast grown under aerobic conditions the PDC is a typical enzyme for oxidatively de carboxylating pyruvate to acetyl-CoA and carbon dioxide. The activity of PDC is regulated by a reversible
phosphorylation of its subunits. Phosphorylation and dephosphorylation are catalysed by a pyruvate dehydrogenase-specific kinase and phosphatase, respectively. Proteins involved in S. cerevisiae
as the PDC activity regulators are known under the known under the designation Pkp1p and Ptc5p
(or Ppp1p, alternatively). The phosphorylation of PDC is ensured by Pkp1p and dephosphorylation
is ensured by Ptc5p. Phosphorylation of all three subunits leads to complete inactivation of PDC,
therefore yeast strains with deleted gene encoding Ptc5p cannot transfer pyruvate to acetyl-CoA.
Thus, the TCA cycle is not exploited, the mitochondrial oxidative metabolism is reduced which
lead to decrease of reactive oxygen species production. We assume that ptc5 ∆ mutant exhibits a
lower photon emission compared to the pkp1∆ mutant.
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3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1. Yeast

Two deletion mitochondrial mutants (ptc5 ∆ and pkp1∆) of budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae
(Euroscarf collection; genetic background BY4741, MATa) were examined.
3.2.

Media

Two different types of growth media were prepared. One with a fermentable carbon source — YPD
(1% (w/v) yeast extract, 2% (w/v) peptone, 2% (w/v) D-glucose in distilled water) and the second
one with non-fermentable carbon source — YPG (1% (w/v) yeast extract, 2% (w/v) peptone, 3%
(v/v) D-glucose in distilled water).
3.3.

Measuring Protocol

Yeast cultures were stored on agar plates (1% (w/v) yeast extract, 2% (w/v) peptone, 2% (w/v)
agar, 2% (w/v) D-glucose in distilled water) in a refrigerator at 4◦ C. Yeast were reinoculated
on a new agar plate and left at the room temperature in a dry clean place before beginning of
the cultivation in liquid medium. Each strain of yeast was inoculated into two glass Erlenmeyer
flasks (50 ml) with 6 ml of YPD medium and cultivated for 16 hours at 30◦ C on an orbital shaker
(Biocer) at 300 rpm. After this period the yeast suspense was centrifugated at 3000 rpm for 5 min.
The pellet was resuspended with 1 ml of 2% sucrose solution. Optical absorbance was measured
by spectrophotometer (Varian 4000) at the wavelength 600 nm in order to determine cell density.
Cell quantity was adjusted to 5 · 109 to ensure the same number of yeast cells in each individual
experiment. Required number of cell was transferred from sucrose solution into 5 ml of YPG or
YPD medium and the photon emission for each sample was measured in a glass vessel for 50 min.
Cultivation and sample preparation was carried out in conditions of darkness. Media were stored
in darkened containers. Following this procedure probability of delayed luminescence from samples
was reduced.
3.4. Measurement Equipment

Photomultiplier tube R4220P, selected type (Hamamatsu Photonics K. K.) with a spectral sensitivity in the range 185–710 nm with highest sensitivity at 410 nm was employed to detect photon
emission. This photomultiplier has a very sensitive cathode and anode and a low dark current,
making it suitable for measuring ultra weak photon emission. It is a side-on type detector with
an opaque reflection photocathode and the annular cage of dynodes. The input window is made
from a quartz glass that transmits a wider range of radiation compared to conventional glass. The
photomultiplier was powered by −1150 V from a high voltage power supply PS350 (Stanford Research Systems). Cooling unit C9144 (Hamamatsu Photonics K. K.) operating at −23◦ C was used
to reduce thermoemission of the photomultiplier to the lowest achievable value. Thus, the average
dark count of the system persisted around 0.8 counts per second. Measurement of the sample took
place in a light-tight chamber made of dark anodized duralumin plates and specially designed for
the purposes of ultra weakphoton emission measurements. The photomultiplier was placed in the
bottom of the chamber targeting into a sample which was placed 2.5 cm from the photomultiplier
tube. Temperature inside the chamber was regulated by A2A thermocontrol unit (UWE Electronic)
to the value 28◦ C.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Data of photon emission measurements of two different mitochondrial mutants are analyzed for
the mean value of photon emission and signal to noise ratio (SNR). Results of photon emission
measurements are presented in the following figures. Both yeast strains grown in glucose containing
medium use the same energy-gaining pathway (fermentation), thus the level of photon emission
shows comparable values (Figure 1). The average value of the measured dark count was 0.764
counts per second. The average values of the photon emission from ptc5 ∆ (MUT 90) and pkp1 ∆
(MUT 42) mitochondrial mutants were 0.960 and 0.958 counts per second, respectively. Since the
measured signals originating from living cells are extremely low, signal to noise ratio (SNR) is an
important factor to be considered. The calculated value of SNR for signals from ptc5 ∆ (MUT 90)
and pkp1 ∆ (MUT 42) was 1.247 and 1.245, respectively.
Figure 2 represents data measured from yeast grown in a medium with glycerol (YPG). The
average value of the dark count was 0.8 counts per second. The average values of the photon
emission from ptc5 ∆ (MUT 90) and pkp1 ∆ (MUT 42) mitochondrial mutants were 1.25 and 1.37
counts per second, respectively. The value of SNR for signals from ptc5 ∆ (MUT 90) and pkp1 ∆
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Figure 1: Photon emission from ptc5 ∆ (MUT 90) and pkp1 ∆ (MUT 42) mitochondrial mutants measured
in YPD.

(MUT 42) was 1.72 and 1.57, respectively. Used yeast strains were expected to metabolize glycerol
with different efficiency and thus to vary in the ROS production in mitochondria. There is not
a statistically significant difference, but only slight tendency of higher photon emission from the
yeast strain pkp1 ∆ (MUT 42), which was expected to produce a higher amount of ROS.

Figure 2: Photon emission from ptc5 ∆ (MUT 90) and pkp1 ∆ (MUT 42) mitochondrial mutants measured
in YPG. YPG — emission from medium only, Dark Noise — noise of the detector.

Presented data are not completely satisfying due to low SNR. In comparison to the measured
photon emission the value of the noise was relatively high. The noise originates mainly from the
thermoemission of the photomultiplier. Several other factors also contribute to the noise level, e.g.,
cosmic radiation, leak current, scintillation of the glass envelope, etc.. Light emission from medium
has to be taken into account as it may contribute to the background noise. The YPG medium
contains glycerol from which a several groups of lipids are derived. Since lipid peroxidation is considered as a relevant source of photon emission, photon emission from glycerol due to autooxidation
by ambient air can be also an important factor influencing the total noise value.
From the biological point of view it is also very important to perceive that a conversion of
pyruvate to acetyl/CoA in S. cerevisiae does not rely on just one protein. Genome of S. cerevisiae
encodes an additional protein included in the pyruvate — acetyl-CoA transfer, so an inactivation
of the PTC5 gene may necessarily eliminate the whole carbon metabolism [6]. The missing part of
the metabolic pathway can be bypassed by other ways. Thus, the loss of PDC function could be
insignificant for the creation of ROS and the consecutive formation of electron excited states and
emission of photons. That may be one of the reasons why the differences in emissions between the
strains are less apparent.
5. CONCLUSION

We presented here first attempt to detect differences of ultra weak photon emission between mitochondrial yeast mutants. Our preliminary results seem to indicate possible differences of the
ROS formation in mitochondria between two deletion strains of S. cerevisiae leading to a different
intensity of ultra weak photon emission but the differences are not of statistical significance. To
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state any conclusion more repetitions of experiments and modifications of the protocol are necessary because the statistical evaluation did not yield significant differences in studied groups of cells.
The possible improvements of the experiment is founded in better noise reduction of the measuring
system, noise elimination from the medium and utilization of bigger quantity of cells.
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Changes in DNA Methylation Wheat Seedlings in First and Second
Generations under Influence of EHF EMI
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Department of Biophysics, Yerevan State University, 1 Alek Manukyan St, Yerevan 0025, Armenia

Abstract— In the cells in vitro can be occurred the changes in the gene expression on replay
to the different stresses such as high temperature, hypoxia and other injurious factors. DNA
methylation in critical regulatory regions is involved in regulating gene expression. There is an
overall inverse correlation between DNA methylation in regulatory regions of genes and gene
expression, and it was confirmed by whole-genome approaches. Nevertheless the role of modified
5-methylcytocine in controlling gene expression is unclear yet.
We study the level of DNA methylation of 4-day seedlings of hexaploid wheat in two generations. In our investigations we separate DNA from seedlings of control and treated by EHF
EMI (Extremely High Frequencies of Electromagnetic Irradiation) of soaked seeds on 3-rd day
after treated. Part from each samples of treated seedlings growing in soil to get a harvest (obtained a second generation). The treatment of seeds we carried out in the range of 45–53 GHz
frequencies of EMI. As we suggested EHF EMI can bring to some changes in aqua environment
and DNA conformation, which can lead to changes in the level of DNA methylation. The data
indicate that level of DNA 5 m-C changes in the first generation depend of EHF EMI frequencies and exposition. After that we have investigate the level of DNA methylation from 4-th day
seedlings of seeds of new harvest (second generation), which was growing from the previously
treated seedlings. Obtained in our study data shows that the changes in DNA methylation in
first generation of seeds during the plant ontogeny partially conserved and pass to the seedlings
of obtained seeds in second generation. So we have shown on the plant model that the changes
in biological systems have rather epigenetic character and partially pass to the next generation.
1. INTRODUCTION

The increase in the use of mobile phones (MPs), as well as wide using mm-waves-therapy in medicine
recent years has raised the problem of health risk connected with high-frequency electromagnetic
fields. There are reports of headache, dizziness, numbness in the thigh, and heaviness in the chest
among MP users. This paper deals effect of mm-waves on DNA methylation in such model system
as the growing wheat seeds. Methylation/demethylation of DNA are one of the mechanisms used by
cells to control gene expression. As it is known, DNA methylation helps to maintain and stabilize the
global inactive state of chromatin, thus playing role in turning off transcription from a large number
of genes that are not required in a particular differentiated cell [1]. DNA methylation patterns are
susceptible to change in response to environmental stimuli, whereby the epigenome seems to be
most vulnerable during early in utero development. Aberrant DNA methylation changes have been
detected in several diseases, particularly cancer where genome-wide hypomethylation coincides
with gene-specific hypermethylatuion [2]. An analysis of the mutation frequency in potentially
methylated sites revealed a three-fold increase in transposable elements mutation frequency relative
to intron and untranslated genic regions. This increase is consistent with wheat transposable
elements being preferentially methylated, likely by sRNA targeting. The repetitive, non-genic
regions of wheat, as in many plants genomes, primarily consist of transposable elements [3].
Taking into account that DNA 5 mC is an important parameter for evaluated the state of cell
we investigate influence of mm-waves on the wheat seeds during germination. The importance
changed in the DNA methylation level has been revealed on the seedlings growth to the 3-d day
after alone exposition by mm-waves of soaked seed. Thus, we have shown a significant effect of
MM-waves on the level of DNA methylation, which as proposed by us has epigenetic nature and
allows the biological system to adapt to new environmental conditions.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Seed germination. In our experiments have been used seeds of hexaploid wheat (Triticum Aestivum,
cvs. Voskehask) soaked overnight in tap water in darkness at 27◦ C, and then treated by nonthermal
coherent waves in the range of 45–53 GHz for 40 min. After that seeds growing in the Petri dishes at
26 for 72 h yet. From each samples taken a part of seedlings and continued to grow in the ground.
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DNA isolation. DNA extracted according to the method detail described in our article [9]
and after washing 2–3 times by ether: ethanol mix and dried in thermostat at 170◦ C. Dry DNA
preparations were hydrolyzed with formic acid in closed ampules. Bases were separated by twicerepeated one dimensional ascending paper (Filtrak, Czech Republic) chromatography in the system
of n-butanol: water: 25%NH4 OH in proportion 60 : 10 : 0.1. The contents of individual nucleotides
were estimated spectrophotometric and the quantity was calculated as described in [cit. 9 in 4].
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the cells in vitro can be occurred a protein degradation, and in more cases can lead to the changes
in the gene expression on replay to the influence of different stresses such as high temperature,
hypoxia and other injurious factors. Potential biological effects of low-power millimeter waves
on endoplasmic reticulum [5], on cell proliferation and cell cycle of melanoma cell lines [6] and
some others have been shown by many researchers on last decade. We have been chosen very well
investigated by us model of whet seeds where dry embryo of wheat seeds are the fully passive state
of genome and 4-day seedlings are an activated and differentiated state of cells [4, 7–9].
Investigation carried out in range of 45–51.8 GHz frequencies of EMI. As we suggested EHF
EMI can bring to some changes in DNA conformation and aqua environment of cells, which can
lead to DNA methylation level changes as well. The data indicate that 5 mC changes depend of
EHF EMI frequencies and exposition.
Our investigation we carry out in vivo, which take us advance to study differences in the control
and irradiated cells, comprised in the range of frequency effects of low power millimeter waves
(MMWs) at 45 GHz and 50.3 GHz used in millimeter wave therapy in the order to revealing impact
of this factor on a cell genome. Our study has shown that under influence of EHF EMI have
been occurred changes in DNA methylation of 4-day wheat seedlings. Data presented on the Fig. 1
evidence about increasing in DNA methylation level of total DNA sequence under treatment during
40 min at the 45 GHZ and 46 GHz. Beside it, has been obtained decreasing in DNA methylation level
under same time exposition after impact by 49 GHz, 50 GHz and 50.3 GHz frequency of mm-waves.
In this work we study level of DNA methylation of total DNA wheat seedlings, not a special sequence
of any gene. Nevertheless from literature it is known, that absence of methylation at the ABCB1
gene promoter of human cells correlated with progressive disease during doxorubicin treatment,
and DNA methylation status at the promoter of GSTP1, FOXC 1 and ABCB 1 correlated with
survival [10].
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Figure 1: Correllation between level of DNA methylation and frequency EMI in the first generation of wheat
seeds growth.

Although the genome often depicted as a static structure upon which protein-aqueous factors
bind to control turn expression, the genome is actually highly mobile and capable of exploring
the complex domain architecture of the nucleus, which in turn controls genome maintenance and
gene expression. Epigenetics can be defined as the study of heritable changes of a phenotype
such as the gene expression patterns of specific cell type that are not caused by changes in the
nucleotide sequences of genetic code itself. Epigenetic phenomena are mediated by a variety of
molecular mechanisms including post-transcriptional histone modifications, histone variants, ATPdepending chromatin remodeling complexes, policomb/trithorax protein complexes, small and other
non-coding RNAs including siRNA and miRNAs, and DNA methylation [2]. Some activated genes
are recruited to the nuclear periphery through interactions with nuclear pore complexes (NPCs),
and NPC components are capable of preventing the spread of silent chromatin into adjacent regions
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of active chromatin, leading to the speculation that NPCs may facilitate the transition of chromatin
between transcriptional states [10, 11]. As such, it is perhaps not surprising that many disease states
and moreover stress situations in the cellular life are frequently associated with alterations in NE.
So alteration in many direction of nuclear envelope and adjacent to it peripheral chromatin may
alter and as we show in this article chromatin conformation may changes through DNA methylation
of transposable elements of genome under EHF EMI influence. But conformational changes it is
not a change in the DNA sequences. Quantitative DNA methylation profiling is a powerful tool to
identify molecular changes associated with specific phenotypes. We analyzed the DNA methylation
of seedlings, obtained from the seed of second generation, which before growth was preliminary
treated by mm-waves 50 GHz and 50.3 GHz for evidence of epigenetic character of such alterations.
Our experiments drawing by scheme, presented on Fig. 2. DNA separated from control and
treated by EHF EMI seedlings on 3-rd day. Part of treated seedlings was growing in soil with aim
to get a harvest of treated seeds (as a second generation).

Figure 2: Scheme of our experiments: 1 — impact by EHF of EMI of soaked seeds (2), 3 — four-day
seedlings, 4 — DNA extraction and estimation of 5-mC residues in DNA, 5 — growing of treated seedlings
in soil, 6, 7, 8 — obtained harvest of treated seedlings, 9 — soaked seeds, without impact, 10 — four-day
seedlings of second generation, 11 — DNA extraction and estimation of 5-mC residues.

Figure 3: The level of DNA methylation of 4-day seedlings from the second generation.

After that we have investigate change in the level of DNA methylation from 4-th day seedlings
of seeds from new harvest (second generation). But at this time we investigate DNA methylation
without treated of seeds. Obtained in our study data shows that the decreasing in level of DNA
methylation in first generation of seeds treated by 50 GHz and 50.3 GHz during the plant ontogeny
partially conserved and pass to the seedlings of obtained seeds of the second generation, presented
on the diagram (Fig. 3). So we have shown that changes in DNA methylation level have epigenetic
character and can conserve the whole life of plant but they have shown partially pass to the next
generation.
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As it is above mentioned in the second generation we test only seeds, treated by 50 GHz and
50.3 GHz, as soon at this frequency we have been obtained sharp changes and this frequencies at
same time correspondence to the preferentially absorption by water.
Data presented on the Fig. 3 evidence that treatment by EHF EMI at 50 GHz in the first
generation decreased content of 5 mC from 6.12% to 4.81% and such rather low contents 5 mC
remained in the 2nd generation approximately 4.06%. On the contrary influence of EHF EMI at
50.3 GHz led to the sharp down of 5 mC content in first generation, but in the second generation
seeds though low level of a methylation rather control, but in the second generation it higher than
in the first remained that testifies to gradual restoration.
4. CONCLUSION

As it is known DNA methylation is a mechanism for diversification of DNA identity by providing
within the same chemical entity two layers of information: the ancestral identity encoded on the
level of sequence and the cellular identity encoded on the level of the DNA methylation pattern [12].
Our experiments evidence the hypothesis that similar to alteration in DNA methylation that occur
in response to innate signals during development, external signals triggered by the environment
can modulate the DNA methylation pattern to generate differential “environmental history” DNA
methylation identities. We hope, that our research to enhance investigations in this field for revealing really path and nature of mm-waves impact on the biological systems.
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Fractal Labyrinths and Planar Nanostructures
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Abstract— The paper presents the definition of a fractal labyrinth and a model of the 4-node
elementary fractal labyrinth. Through an iterative procedure derived sequence of sets, the limit
of which is a fractal labyrinth. In the work presented the basic equations and fractional operators
to explore fractal labyrinths and phenomenon in them: anomalous diffusion and Levy flights, etc.
Is spent a fractal analysis of images of labyrinth-similar planar nanosystems. It is shown that in
the problems of the analysis of complex stochastic objects necessary and sufficient condition for
an unequivocal result is to obtain a fractal signature and fractal cepstrum.
1. INTRODUCTION

Currently are widely used fractal-topological methods of processing and analysis of nanostructures [1]. The paper deals with the application of fractal formalism to the tasks of reconstruction
complicated images of microstructures of nano-modified materials based on fractal labyrinths [2,
3], in particular, at equal fractal signatures of their parameters.
2. MODEL OF THE FRACTAL LABYRINTH

Definition: Fractal labyrinth or labyrinth fractal is a topological connected dendritic structure with
fractal dimension df > 1 and the scaling nature of the conductive pathway [2, 3]. For the study of
such structures — labyrinthine paths, routes to them, their fractal properties, topology of exits,
etc. — are commonly used model representations [4–6]. We will construct a labyrinth fractal on
the square m × m grid with a characteristic size L. Here generating element, fractal generator is
the transformed generating element of L. Kristi model [6], built on a 4-node grid (n = 2) in the
unit square (Fig. 1(a)), here n = 1. On Fig. 1 the pre-fractal of generation n (n = 2) shows the
development of the generating element by the recursive branching and scaling.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: 4 × 4-labyrinth fractals: (a) L1 , origin, (b) L2 , evolution.

Construction a fractal labyrinth (a fractal set) is performed using the following iterative procedure. Consider an arbitrary subset of points in the unit square. Let x, y, q — the point
of the unit segment x, y, q ∈ [0, 1] and the square Q = [x, x + q] × [y, y + q] is a subset of
the
o A subset of the points with m ≥ 1 is given by Si,j,m =
n unit square Q ⊆ [0, 1] × [0, 1].

j
j+1
and Sm = {Si,j,m |0 ≤ i ≤ m − 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ m − 1}, i.e., for
(x, y)| mi ≤ x ≤ i+1
m ,m ≤y ≤ m
m = 1 we have the entire unit square S1 = (x, y)|0 ≤ x ≤ 1, 0 ≤ y ≤ 1; for m = 2 — half
of its S2 = (x, y)|0 ≤ x ≤ 1/2, 0 ≤ y ≤ 1/2 + (x, y)|1/2 ≤ x ≤ 1, 1/2 ≤ y ≤ 1 = S21 + S22 ;
for m = 3 — one third of its S3 = (x, y)|0 ≤ x ≤ 1/3, 0 ≤ y ≤ 1/3 + (x, y)|1/3 ≤ x ≤ 2/3,
1/3 ≤ y ≤ 2/3 + (x, y)|2/3 ≤ x ≤ 1, 2/3 ≤ y ≤ 1 = S31 + S32 + S33 , etc. These sets are compact,
their sequence is monotonically decreasing for 1 ≤ m ≤ 5 is shown in Fig. 2.
For n = 1 let W1 ⊂ Sm and call it a set of white squares of the first order (Fig. 1(a)). Then
the set of the black squares of the first order is defined as B1 = Sm \W1 . For any point of the unit
square (zx , zy ) ∈ [0, 1] × [0, 1] define the function PQ (zx , zy ) = (qzx + x, qzy + y). For n ≥ 2 we
have Smn = {Si,j,mn |0 ≤ iS≤ mn − 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ mn − 1}. Then the set of white squares of order n is
defined by Wn =
{PWn−1 (W1 )}. Thus Wn ⊂ Smn . A set of the black squares of
W1 ∈W1 ,Wn−1 ∈Wn−1

order n defined by Bn = Smn \Wn .
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Figure 2: The sets of Sm on the unit square, with 1 ≤ m ≤ 5.

If on the set Wn there is an associated graph G(Wn ), the sequence vertices of which is the path,
if this path is the only and it contains no cycle, then such graph is a tree, the dendrite. At that the
top row of the set Wn on the dendrite border is the set of all white squares in {Si,mn −1,mn |0 ≤ i ≤
mn − 1}. The bottom row, left and right columns on the boundaries are defined analogously. And
then the top exit Tn in Wn is the one and only one white square in the top row of order n, such that
there is a white square in the same column in the bottom row of order n. The bottom, left and right
exits are defined analogously. Such dendritic set Wn with exits is called an m × m-labyrinthine
set.
S
We select on the labyrinthine set Wn (n ≥ 1) a sequence of compact sets Ln = W ∈Wn W . Then
T∞
{Ln }∞
n=1 is her monotonically decreasing sequence, whose limit is L∞ =
n=1 Ln , i.e., the limit of
set WT
1 . The limit set L∞ of labyrinthine set W1 is called the labyrinth fractal. Its top exit is the
limit ∞
n=1 Tn . Another exit is defined analogously. And (x, 1), (x, 0) L∞ if and only if (x, 1) is the
point of the top exit L∞ and (x, 0) — the lower exit L∞ . To the left and right exits an analogous
statement is fairly.
In the connected sets the expansion intersection of any two subsets is an arc between their
elements [7], the only arc between any pair of points in a limited labyrinth set. Length of this
arc is infinite, and the set of all her points, in which there is no tangent, is dense. Hausdorff or
fractal dimension dH (L∞ ) = log |W1 |/ log m of the labyrinth fractal, as for any self-similar set W1 ,
such, whose |W1 | > m, is dH > 1. For six possible pairs of outlets (Fig. 1) — from top to bottom,
left to right, top-right, right-down, bottom-left, left-up — there is a non-negative matrix path of
the labyrinth set, whose element in row x and column y is the number of y-squares in the x-path.
Matrix multiplication reflects the replacement of paths.
3. FRACTALS AND FRACTIONAL OPERATORS

The description of the fractal systems does not fit into the traditional frameworks of differential
equations of integer order. The only and necessary mathematical apparatus for the study of fractal
labyrinths — a fractional calculus [8–10]. Fractal labyrinth is a static prototype, the picture of
the dynamics of diffusion in fractal space, the apparatus description which — fractional calculus.
Diffusion in a fractal medium — anomalous diffusion — is described by fractional diffusion equation
(FDE) [8, 9]
∂W
∂2W
= 0 Dt1−α Kα
,
(1)
∂t
∂x2
where W (x, t) is the probability density function (PDF) to be at x at time t, depends, in general, on
the particular geometry of the interaction; Kα — the generalized diffusion coefficient. The operator
−α
∂
of the fractional derivative 0 Dt1−α = ∂t
0 Dt , 0 < α < 1 — Riemann-Liouville operator, defined by
the integral relation [8, 9].
1−α
W (x, t)
0 Dt

1 ∂
=
Γ(α) ∂t

Zt
dt0
0

W (x, t0 )
(t − t0 )1−α

(2)
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— direct continuation of the multiple integral Cauchy for an arbitrary complex α with Re(α)
>0. Fractional derivative is set with fractional integration and then – the usual differentiation
β−n
dn
according to the formula t0 Dtβ f (t) = dt
f (t) with Re(β) >0, the natural number n satisfies
n t0 Dt
the inequality n ≥ Re(β) >n − 1.
A generalized diffusion equation of fractional order is constructed using a continuous time random walk model, when the events of the transfer are subject to a wide statistics [1, 11, 12]. Probability density function W (x, t) obeys the algebraic relations in Fourier-Laplace space W (k, u) =
1−w(u) W0 (k)
u
1−ψ(k,u) , where W0 (k) denotes the Fourier transform of the initial condition W0 (x). The case
of finite characteristic waiting time T and a diverging jump length variance Σ2 can be modeled
by a Levy distribution for the jump length, i.e., λ(k) = exp(−σ µ |k|µ ) ≈ 1 − σ µ |k|µ for 1 <µ <2;
corresponding to the asymptotic behavior λ(x) ≈ Aµ σ −µ |x|−1−µ for — x— À σ. Due to the
finiteness of T, this process is of Markovian nature. Substituting the asymptotic expansion of the
jump length in the ratio for W (x, t), one obtains W (k, u) = u+K1µ |k|µ , from which, upon Fourier
and Laplace inversion, a generalized fractional diffusion equation FDE [11, 12]
∂W
µ
= K−∞
Dxµ W (x, t)
∂t

(3)

is inferred. Here the operator of fractional derivative in the degree of µ is −∞ Dxµ – a fractional
Weyl operator. The generalized diffusion constant is K µ ≡ σ µ /τ and carries the dimension [K µ ] =
cm µ /c.
Thus, both the case of particle dynamics in fractal labyrinths are essential – these being the
Riemann-Liouville operator 0 Dtα for t0 = 0 and the Weyl operator −∞ Dxµ for t0 = −∞. Mathe1 α−1
t
∗ f (t) is a Laplace convolution, whereas
matically, the expression of a work 0 Dtα f (t) = Γ(α)
µ
1
the same expression for the Weyl operator −∞ Dx f (x) = Γ(µ)
xµ−1 ∗ f (x) is a Fourier convolution.
Therefore, Laplace and Fourier transformations are an essential tool for solving fractional order
differential and integro-differential equations.
4. FRACTAL ANALYSIS OF PLANAR NANOSTRUCTURES

Multi-component nanomodified planar structures synthesized by the Langmuir monolayer, their
images obtained by transmission electron microscopy [13]. On Fig. 3(a) — image palladium nanostructures grown under ambient conditions and placed on a copper grid. Bar size 150 nm. Here
is clearly visible labyrinth-similar structure of the synthesized nanosystem. Its physical nature is
the result of the dynamic nonequilibrium processes. On Fig. 3(d) — planar palladium net-like
nanostructure synthesized on the surface of the water phase. Bar size 200 nm.
On Figs. 3(b), (c), (e), (f) — the results of fractal analysis of these images: measured the
fractal dimension D and fractal signatures (fractal kepstrums) of surface of microsamples. These
measurements were made using software developed at the IRE RAS [1]. Showed the mean value of

(a)

(b)

(d)

(e)

D = 2.63

D = 2.62

(c)

(f)

Figure 3: (a), (d) TEM micrograph of Pd nanostructures, (b), (e) and (c) the results of the fractal analysis,
(f) — fractal signatures (fractal kepstrums).
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the fractal dimension D and its root-mean-square value σ. In the mode of clustering, specifying the
desired range of local fractal dimensions ∆D of labyrinth structure, the operator on the computer
monitor receives field D, for which all the values Di ²∆D are displayed in one color. In those
cases, when the image is composed of fragments with different values of the estimates of the
fractal dimension, it makes sense to produce clustering of images in order to highlight areas with
approximately constant estimates of D.
The data obtained show one of the main conclusions reached by us earlier, namely, the point
estimate of the fractal dimension leads to absurd results. In the problems of the analysis of complex
stochastic objects necessary and sufficient condition for an unequivocal result is to obtain a fractal
signature and fractal kepstrum.
5. CONCLUSION

The problem of expanding entirely new class of fractal-scaling approaches under equal fractal
signatures of the object and the background considered by the authors at an angle of mathematics
of fractal structures and labyrinths. The concept of fractal labyrinths allows you to identify the
parameters of complex stochastic nanostructures.
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Abstract— Passive Super-Low Frequency (SLF) remote sensing system is presented here as
a formidable geophysical tool for obtaining high-resolution information that can be related to
resources and geological processes. As an intensively complementary method in the regular earth
observation, the non-imaging passive SLF remote sensing system, including the hardware and
software system, has been developed to acquire and process the SLF signal. And we propose
a principle to interpret geo-object anomalies which can hardly be detected by other remote
sensors. Results of field experiments indicate that the system can be successfully applied in the
deep earth observation. We demonstrate that the passive non-imaging SLF remote sensing is a
rapidly advancing method in logistically challenging areas with hundreds of meters to kilometers.
1. INTRODUCTION

Regular remote sensing techniques with respect to visible, infrared and microwave bands utilize the
reflective and radiating electromagnetic information. These electromagnetic waves, however, are often reluctant to penetrate into the ground within tens of meters due to the strong attenuation in the
near surface. Recently, many advanced sensors or remotely sensed systems are being designed and
developed to enlarge the remote sensing band ranges, such as Super-Low Frequency (30Hz-300Hz)in
Figure 1. Over the past decade, the Super-Low Frequency remote sensing has undergone a revolution driven by its increasing use in geological applications and the resource exploration[1]. The SLF
electromagnetic wave, originating from natural source (passive) or controlled-source (active) within
a general range of 3–3000 Hz, propagates through the surface of the earth a few kilometers deep,
and then the correspondingly reflective, inductive or radiating wave carries abundant underground
information. We mainly focused on the passive remote sensing by developing a SLF remote sensing
system including the hardware and software system to collect, process and analyze the SLF signal
with the purpose of the underground information extraction.

Super-Low Frequency bands

Figure 1: The location of the SLF electromagnetic spectrum.
2. PASSIVE SLF REMOTE SENSING SYSTEM
2.1. Hardware System

The success of the non-imaging SLF remote sensing is largely determined by the quality of data
acquisition. Therefore, the hardware system can be divided into three parts: a high-resolution SLF
remote sensor, the host computer and the power supply in Figures 2(a), 2(b), 2(c).
The SLF electromagnetic signal detector is a high-resolution sensor used to detect the passive
SLF signal, and then the signal would be enlarged and filtered by multi-scale amplifying circuits
and the low-pass filter circuit. After that, the analog signal in time domain is in progress with
A/D transformation. A frequency sweep circuit under the control of the host computer can be
utilized to digitally record high-quality SLF frequency spectrum data sets at every frequency point.
In the third part, the digital signal should be processed by FFT. By means of the FrequencyDepth model [1, 2], we can calculate the Amplitude-Depth curves of SLF signal to be ultimately
interpreted. The SLF curve will be in the real-time display on the computer screen. The horizontal
axis is the Depth/m as well as the vertical axis for SLF signal magnitude. The characteristics of
anomalies we are interested in can be interpreted by analyzing the SLF amplitude changes with
respect to targets at their depths. The diagram is in Figure 3.
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(a) High-resolution SLF remote sensor

(b) The host computer

(c) The power supply

Figure 2: The hardware part of SLF remote sensing system.

Figure 3: The workflow chart of the hareware system.
2.2. Software System

Passive SLF electromagnetic signal is non-stationary signal including the random noise, the electromagnetic interference and effective underground information. We have carried out a series of
research on data processing in order to extract convincing SLF characteristics and parameters corresponding to targeted anomalies based on which we put forward a principle of SLF remote sensing
interpretation.
We have designed the SLF processing and interpretation modules in charge of the pre-processing,
data evaluation, de-noising and interpretation in Figure 4. The pre-processing module contains data
format transformation, stacking, filtering and normalization; the data evaluation module accounts
for assessing the SLF signal repeatability and stability judged by the correlating coefficients exceeding 0.95; the de-noising module aims at filtering the high-frequency random noise and industrial
electromagnetic interference in SLF signal using targeted processing sub-module; the interpretation module builds the maps or profiles of underground anomalies by using the typical geo-object
databases combined with geological materials. All the above modules help the SLF remote sensing contribute to identify and extract representative underground anomalies so as to realize the
enormous expansion of the earth observation.
3. PRINCIPLE OF THE PASSIVE SLF REMOTE SENSING TECHNIQUE

We have summarized a SLF remote sensing principle in practical application illustrated in Figure 5.
It covers three parts as follows:
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Figure 4: The SLF processing and interpretation software structure.

3.1. Data Acquisition

In the field experiments, we should logistically arrange the SLF hardware system sites or measuring
lines according to GPS and geological materials. And then other parameters should be set such as
the detector direction, step interval, magnifying parameter and depth range.
3.2. Data Processing

The raw materials should be transformed into readable files. For every high quality SLF curve,
we should take measures to stacking, normalization and de-nosing. The Independent Component
Analysis (ICA), Hilbert-Huang Transform (HHT), Wavelet and Lifting Wavelet Analysis would be
integrated to remove random noise and electromagnetic interference.

Figure 5: The principle of the passive SLF remote sensing technique.
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3.3. Geological Interpretation

The SLF signal is in the close connection with stratum physical properties and target identification. The attenuation is commonly little when the SLF electromagnetic wave penetrates deep
in magneto-tellurics theory. Especially when the SLF signal meets high resistance layers, it will
be intensively reflective and vice versa. Therefore, we demonstrate that the high SLF amplitude
corresponds to high resistance layers (high density rocks, dense stratum and oil-gas reservoirs).
In contrast, the lower SLF amplitude is regarded as the characteristics of high porosity and loose
lithology (sandstone, clay and underground mineralized water). After the Frequency-Depth transform, we can show a passive SLF monitoring curve to identify underground anomalies. Up until
now, the passive Super-Low Frequency (SLF) remote sensing system have successfully been applied
to geothermal well surveys, petroleum-gas reservoir prospecting, fault identification and mining
industry [3].
4. CONCLUSION

A fast and powerful non-imaging remote sensing technique using the passive SLF detecting system
is developed to resolve deeper geological structures or geo-objects rather than other regular remote
sensing methods. We have developed the hardware system to obtain high quality and repeatable
data, and then effective underground information is deprived by the software. A practical principle is successfully proved applicable in resource exploration and other geological fields. Further
numerical and theoretical simulations will be studied.
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Abstract— This paper presents a multi-band circular patch antenna for wideband applications.
The antenna operates at 1.5, 2.8, 4.0, 4.8, 7.5 and 8.8 GHz frequency bands. The antenna has
been designed, simulated and fabricated on an FR4 substrate with dielectric constant (εr ) of
4.4 and thickness of 1.6 mm. A dual feed approach has been used in the design of the proposed
wideband antenna. The multi-band circular patch antenna is smaller than the conventional
antenna for wideband application. The final optimized design is 50 × 50 mm2 . The measured
and simulated return loss results and simulated radiation pattern results of proposed antenna has
been presented. The dual feed improves the gain of the proposed antenna. The measured and
simulated results show that the proposed antenna provides good performance in term of return
loss and radiation pattern for wideband applications.
1. INTRODUCTION

A lot of researches have been done for the different applications of portable wireless communication
devices, such as notebook computers and mobile phone handset antennas with low manufacturing
cost and low-profile planar structures. One of the advantages of a multi-frequency band operation
includes accommodating multifunctional services, such asinstance video, voice and data transmissions for mobile communications.
It has been reported in [1] the suitability of multi-band wideband antenna for many applications
because it requires less space for composition and less cost compared to the use of different antenna
for each frequency band [2]. In recent years, a lot of low-profile multi-band wideband antennas
have been developed for wireless applications [1–6], however, most of the previous antenna have
large size and few bands for wideband application.
This paper presents the multi-band circular patch antenna cover (1.27–1.51 GHz), (2.66–2.83 GHz),
(3.8–4.1 GHz), (4.74–4.86 GHz), (7.5–7.65 GHz) and (8.8–8.92 GHz) in the frequency bands for Radio location application. The antenna design and simulation has been done using CST Microwave
Studio software 2012 software package based on finite integral method.
2. ANTENNA DESIGN

The multi-band circular patch antenna is designed to operate at 1.5, 2.8, 4.0, 4.8, 7.5 and 8.8 GHz
frequency bands. The geometry of the proposed multi-band circular patch antenna is shown in
Figure 1. The antenna consists of circular patch with ring slot fed by double fed. A dual feed
approach used to improve the gain of the proposed antenna. The antenna is printed on the FR4
substrate with dielectric constant of 4.4, loss tangent of 0.02, thickness of 1.6 mm. The optimized
dimension of the proposed antenna is 50 × 50 × 1.6 mm3 . The parameters of circular patch are
as follows: A = 50 mm, B = 50 mm, a = 10.5 mm, b = 13 mm, W = 50 mm, L = 50 mm,
radius = 18 mm, and feed line width = 1.5 mm. The prototype of the circular patch antenna is
shown in Figure 2.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The comparison of the simulated and measured return loss results of the proposed antenna has
been shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that the resonances of the proposed antenna are 1.5, 2.8,
4, 4.8, 7.5 and 8.8 GHz. The measured frequency bandwidths obtained of the proposed antenna
were 240 MHz (1.27 to 1.51 GHz), 170 MHz ( 2.66 to 2.83 GHz), 30 MHz (3.8 to 4.1 GHz), 120 MHz
(4.74 to 4.86 GHz), 150 MHz (7.5 to 7.65 GHz) and 120 MHz (8.8 to 8.92 GHz), while the simulated
bandwidth obtained were 240 MHz, 170 MHz, 27 MHz, 90 MHz, 92 MHz and 95 MHz It can be seen
that the measured and simulated results have a similar result. The experimental results indicate
wide impedance bandwidths (VSWR < 2) of 18% (1.27–1.51), 6.2% (2.66–2.83), 7.6% (3.8–4.1),
2.55% (4.74–4.86), 1.93% (7.5–7.65) and 1.35% (8.8–8.92) in the specified frequency bands.
Figure 4 shows the E-plane and H-plane radiation patterns at 1.5, 2.8, 4, 4.8, 7.5 and 8.8 GHz
of the proposed antenna. The simulation gain obtained of the circular patch antenna were 4 dB at
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Figure 1: Geometry of the proposed P-shaped monopole antenna. (a) Front view. (b) Back view.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Prototype of the proposed antenna. (a) Front view. (b) Back view.

Figure 3: Measured and simulated return loss of the proposed antenna.

1.5 GHz, 4.5 dB at 2.8 GHz, 3.2 dB at 4 GHz, 2.1 dB at 4.8 GHz, 6.8 dB at 7.5 GHz and 1.5 dB at
8.8 GHz.
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Figure 4: The radiation pattern E-plane and H-plane patterns of the multi-band circular patch antenna
(a) at 1.5 GHz, (b) at 2.8 GHz, (c) at 4 GHz, (d) at 4.8 GHz, (e) at 7.5 GHz, (f) at 8.8 GHz.
4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper a multi-band circular patch antenna with a dual feed approach has been presented
investigating the return loss, gain, radiation patterns for wideband application. The antenna has
been designed, simulated and fabricated. The measured and simulated results of return loss, gain,
and radiation patterns have been analyzed. The proposed antenna provides an impedance bandwidth of 0.24 GHz (1.27–1.51 GHz), 0.17 GHz (2.66–2.83 GHz), 0.3 GHz (3.8 to 4.1 GHz), 0.12 GHz
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(4.74–4.86 GHz) 0.15 GHz (7.5 to 7.65 GHz) and 0.12 GHz (8.8 to 8.92 GHz). The dual feed improves the gain of the circular patch antenna which gives 4, 4.5, 3.2, 2.1, 6.8 and 1.5 dB at 1.5, 2.8,
4, 4.8, 7.5 and 8.8 GHz, respectively.
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Abstract— The present paper considers planar ultra wideband (UWB) antennas with complementary characteristics and their operation close to tissues. The dipole and slot antennas are
first examined by forming they appear as complementary structures according to the Babinet’s
principle (BP). The influence of a substrate on the complementarity is evaluated and the addition of a substrate is noticed to affect radiators to diminish the capability to appear as ideal
complements. A dipole-slot pair is re-designed to have corresponding S11 bandwidth to cover the
lower UWB band of 3.24–4.74 GHz and the complementary operation is acquired according to
the pattern duality. The antennas are concluded to have complementary characteristics based on
their radiation properties and current distributions, even though the BP is not ideally satisfied.
The performance close to tissues is analysed and discrepancies shown in terms of mismatch and
body loss. Although free space performance is observed to appear almost equal (excluding a
pattern duality), the performance is found to differ close to tissues.
1. INTRODUCTION

The research work for wireless body area networks (WBANs) has been comprehensive during recent
years. The publication of an international WBAN standard 802.15.6 [1] by the Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) in 2012 was a step toward coordinated guidelines in the field. As
an introduced WBAN technology, Ultra wideband (UWB) [2] has alignment for 3.2448–4.7424 GHz
(low band) and 6.24–10.2336 GHz (high band). For the WBAN usage, antenna properties are
proposed to investigate in the proximity of a body. Analysis of various broadband (or UWB)
antennas close to tissues are of interest. A comprehensive overview to present UWB antenna
characteristics and suitability for applications is presented in [3]. There are also hundreds of papers
in the open literature showing various UWB antennas or describing the antenna performance for
both the part of UWB band or covering the entire Federal Communications Commission (FCC) [2]
UWB band of 3.1–10.6 GHz. Further, multiple UWB impulse radar (IR) or broadband antenna
structures,but also the requirements for designing them can be found in many books, e.g., in [4–6].
In this paper, the operation of two complementary antennas (dipole and slot) based on the
Babinet’s principle (BP) for the antenna input impedance and pattern duality is considered: we
examine the possibility to implement planar UWB antenna structures with complementary characteristics. Also their applicability and discrepancies for the UWB WBAN on-body usage is evaluated. The well-known dipole is traditionally used as a resonant-type antenna on narrow band
applications. However, many articles are published considering the properties of dipoles for the
implementation of wideband usage, e.g., in [7, 8] in recent years. Respectively, various wideband
slot antennas are studied such as in [9, 10]. Self- and quasi-complementary structures for UWB
are earlier analysed [11, 12] and some comparing antennainvestigations are already reported, e.g.,
[13, 14]. However, the comparative study if these dipole and slotantennascan appear as planar complementary UWB structures for each other and on the other hand how are they performed close to
tissuesis not carried out according to the best knowledge of authors. Simulations are carried out
by Computer Simulation Technology (CST) software.
2. ANTENNAS: THEORY, COMPLEMENTARITY AND EVALUATED DESIGNS
2.1. Antennas Based on Bapinet’s Principle

The Babinet’s principle (BP) can be used to clarify the impedance for a complementary antenna [4, 9]. The antenna input impedance Zin that includes the input resistance Rin showing
dissipation in terms of power, and ohmic losses associated with heating on the antenna structure
can be defined as Zin =Rin +jXin = (Rr + RL ) + jXin [5] where Rr and RL are a radiation and
loss resistance of the antenna and Xin is an antenna reactance. According to the BP, if one has
the antenna made of a metal that holds Zin = Zmetal , the dual structure can be achieved by replacing the metal with air, and vice versa: this results to the complementary antenna which holds
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Zin = Zair [4]. The product of complementary impedances can be given as constant Z02 /4 (Z0 is
the wave impedance in free space) [5, 9]. Fig. 1(a) shows the example of complementary dipole-slot
antenna pair,
which is given in [4, 5]. The antennas
hold that the slot impedance can be derived by
±
±√
√
Zslot =Z02 4Zdipole [4, 9] where Z0 = µr µ0 εr ε0 as µ and ε are the permeability and permittivity
of medium (sub-indices: r refers to relative value and zero to that of free space).
The dipole shown in Fig. 1(b) (above) is resonated at 3 GHz (the total length of 43 mm and the
width of 4 mm) for which −10 dB S11 bandwidth is 2.80–3.26 GHz, and the realpart of Zdipole =
61.3 Ω at 3 GHz is observed. The complementary slot shown in Fig. 1(b) (below) is realized with
the size of slot length = 43 mm the width = 4 mm. The impedance of slot appears in the range of
Zslot = 450–600 Ω at 3 GHz, which depends of the size of the extension of metal area in xy-plane
while the slot area is kept constant. By substituting the theoretical values (ZA = 73 + j42.5 Ω for
λ/2 dipole and Z0 = 376.7 Ω in free space) to (2), Zslot = 486.0 Ω is attained. It seems that these
are complementary structures according to the BP.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Theoretical complementary antennas based on the BP: dipole (above) and slot (below) [4], and
(b) designed antennas.

A wearable capability is realized by using the well-known 1.6 mm thick FR4 substrate with εr of
4.3. The addition of substrate causes the resonant of dipole (i.e., centre frequency fc ) introduced
in Fig. 1(b) to appear at 2.4 GHz such that is covers the band of 2.2–2.6 GHz, and Zdipole = 49.3 Ω
at 2.4 GHz is attained. By executing the same substrate addition for the slot, the impedance range
of Zslot = 340–500 Ω at 2.4 GHz is noticed depending on the size of metal over the edges of the
slot. For the calculation of the theoretical Zin for the complement, the effective dielectric constant
εeff = (εr + 1) /2 [15] for the antenna substrate must be considered due to the fact that there are
the substrate below and air above the antenna radiator. By using εeff = 2.65 and Z0 =231.8 Ω
(µr = 1, µ0 = 1.26 · 10−6 , ε0 = 8.85 · 10−12 ), Zslot = 1090 Ω is attained. Without the inclusion of
εeff (using εr of substrate), Zslot = 671.6 Ω is observed. The BP is concluded to be applicable and
match for the formulation of complementary antennas that are not using the substrate, but even
though the structures are complementary according to the theory they do not cover the same S11
bandwidth (the complement slot over-tune the dipole). In the case of inclusion of the substrate
in the design, determination of the correct wave impedance is observed to be slightly confusing;
whether one should use εr or εeff substrate for defining the wave impedance for the medium.
The better impedance match for the complementary structure is derived with εr however it is
not absolutely realistic situation. Apparently, complementary structures based on the BP can be
achieved with the inclusion of a substrate but they do not operate in the same S11 bandwidth.
2.2. Complementary Wearable Antennas

Based on the considerations in Section 2.1, the antennas were re-designed to form planar UWB
antenna structures that appear the most equal each other by generating equal −10 dB S11 bandwidth for the lower UWB band. The result of evaluation is shown in Fig. 2(a) where the antenna
simulation models are depicted. Both ribbons have the size of 8 × 12.4 mm2 and the feeding lines of
0.7×0.6 mm2 are brought to a 1 mm-long feeding gap where a 50-Ω discrete port is used for an excitation. In comparison with the wavelength λ, free space values of λ3.2 GHz = 9.4 cm, λ4 GHz = 7.5 cm
and λ4.7 GHz = 6.4 cm are found. The total height of dipole is noticed to appear roughly 28% at
3.2 GHz, 36% at 4 GHz, and 42% at 4.7 GHz of the wavelength. For evaluating the UWB slot
antenna with a FR4 substrate with the equal S11 to dipole, a slot within the coppering of the size
of 43 × 4 mm2 is required. It is observed that the designed slot antenna is exceptional sensitive for
the change of width at the both ends of slot area (i.e., the edges of the slot, i.e., slit area in the
direction of +/−x axis).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: Designed antennas in xy-plane (c) dipole (left) and slot (right) antennas. Comparing (b) S11 , gain
and efficiency in free space (−10 dB S11 bandwidth is 3.23–4.77 GHz), and (b) the real and imaginary parts
of Zin for the dipole and slot in free space.
3. PERFORMANCE RESULTS
3.1. Free Space Performance

The free space bandwidth in terms S11 is targeted to appear equal with each other. Fig. 2(b) shows
simulated S11 with the realized gain Gmax and total antenna efficiency e0 while Fig. 2(c) presents
Zin behaviour. Exceptional equal S11 bandwidth and promising almost identical e0 is found. The
real-valued Zin presents the travelling wave nature of a wideband antenna. Gmax of 2.06 dBi (at
3.80 GHz) and 4.64 dBi (at 4.51 GHz) are observed for the dipole and slot. Rather smooth gain is
good property for an antenna used in IR systems. The higher gain for slot can be explained due to
the directivity of slot; the small maximum peaks of patterns are attained in +/−z directions. In
theory, directivity for both λ/2 and ideal dipole are 2.15 dBi and 1.76 dBi [4]. The proper agreement
from the patterns in Fig. 3(a) can be observed with respect to the assumptions based on the duality:
the interchange of fields. The dipole generates E-field that is vertically polarized while the slot
appear as horizontally polarized. The currents of the dipole are found to appear linear and equal
in both wires in magnitude as they should appear.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: Comparing (a) free space patterns at 4 GHz (realized gain): dipole (left) and slot (right), (b) instantaneous current distributions [A/m], and (c) E-field vectors at 4 GHz at 0◦ phase. In (a) scaling is from
−35 dBi (blue) to 5 dBi (red) and in (b) the colour range is a logarithmic from 0 A/m (blue) to 5 A/m (red)
Coordinates in (b)–(c) are the same in Fig. 2.
3.2. Performance Close to Tissues

Operation through the range of 0 mm ≤ antenna-body distance D ≤ 20 mm in steps of 1 mm
above a tissue surface is examined. The layered model including skin, fat, muscle and bone tissues
described, e.g., in [8] with the size of size of 300 mm (X) × 300 (Y ) × 35 mm (Z) is decided to use.
The antenna is positioned in the middle on the top of the model. The dispersion for the tissues in
UWB is determined based on the 2nd order Debye model, which principle is described, e.g., in [16].
The used values for tissues can be found in [8, 16].
Figures 4(a)–(b) show the matching close to the modelled tissues at various distances, while
body and mismatch losses are shown in Fig. 4(c) (derived as in [18]). Differences in matchings’ are
observed on contact: the dipole shows a smooth wide matching varying the lower −10 dB band edge
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: On-body matching for the dipole and slot through (a) 0 mm ≤ D ≤ 3 mm and (b) 5 mm ≤ D ≤
14 mm. Fig. (c) shows the proportion of mismatch and body loss at 3.2 GHz and 4.7 GHz as a function of
antenna-model distance through 0 mm ≤ D ≤ 20.

1.25 GHz downwards to 1.98 GHz, while the slot appears like a downward shifted wideband resonant
covering −10 dB band from 1.44–2.42 GHz. The difference on contact might be at least because of
two reasons: 1) the pattern differences, since the power of slot propagates more strongly to +/−z
directions (the doughnut-shaped pattern for the dipole) therefore the stronger effect for the slot
could be a rational explanation. 2) E-field of the slot is over the slot area as shown in Fig. 3(c).
Hence, because of tissues in the proximity of the slit, the stronger change for Zin of the slot than
for the dipole is understandable. By considering higher distances, the rapid change for the slot is
observed at D = 1 mm; lower band edge shifts upwards 1.06 GHz up to 2.5 GHz and after it the
matching stays stable for 1 mm ≤ D ≤ 5 mm as values of 2.50–2.70 GHz ≤ band ≤ 3.40–3.49 GHz
are acquired. After D = 5 mm the higher resonance of the slot start smoothly shift downwards while
the lower band edge stays rather constant. The dipoles’ matching is varied exceptionally smoothly
upwards; the lower band edge shifts roughly 0.2 GHz per 1 mm through D = 1–3 mm such that the
poorest matching is noticed at D = 5 mm. After D = 5 mm, the matching start to smoothly widen
and the dipole covers −10 dB lower UWB band at D = 17 mm again. The behaviour of the dipole
is found to appear that of expected. Corresponding findings are reported earlier, e.g., in [17]. The
stable nature of the matching of slot seems to retain relatively low mismatch losses in comparison
with the dipole, especially in lower frequencies. If the dipole is operated either very close or clearly
farther (here: referring to the studied range of 0–20 mm) to tissues, mismatch losses remain low
but there is still the challenging area in the middle from the matching point of view where losses
increase. A performance close to free space after exceeding 15 mm distance to tissues was observed.
The exact distance where an antenna is not affected from the perspective of tissues is challenging
to give as being the sum of many factors; the tissue combination depending upon a body under
test, the effect of a substrate, the size of antennas’ reactive near-field, and so forth. The results
can be contrasted to the field regions; the distance over the size of antennas’ reactive near-field is
good indicator for attaining the satisfactory antenna performance and operation, such as concluded
in [17].
4. CONCLUSIONS

Complementary UWB antennas based on the Babinet’s principle (BP) were examined in this paper.
The complement structures were observed to be able to form but they do not operate in the same
bandwidth. The addition of a substrate was noticed to affect radiators to reduce the capability to
appear as ideal complements. Planar UWB antenna structures with complementary characteristics
based on the pattern duality were observed to be possible to generate but they do not satisfy the
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BP. The operation between the antennas was observed to vary in the close proximity of tissues:
based on matching,strong variations for the slot are noticed in the studied range however body
losses of both antennas are relatively close each other.
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Abstract— This paper presents a Vlasov antenna with optimized reflector position and angle
suitable for high power microwave applications. With the proposed configuration, the reflector
is directly attached to the waveguide, which is an advantage and makes it simpler to radiate in
the direction of the axis of the waveguide. Bevel-cut and Step-cut Vlasov antennas, designed for
operation at 3 GHz, are used to validate the effect of the reflector. In addition to proper radiation
of the direction of maximum radiation, the optimized reflector results in increased antenna gain
and reduced half-power beamwidth.
1. INTRODUCTION

High Power Microwave (HPM) sources, such as the Backward-Wave Oscillator (BWO), the gyrotron, and the vircator (virtual cathode oscillator), generate power in cylindrically symmetric
transverse electric TE0n or transverse magnetic TM0n modes. The side lobe generation, gain reduction, and inefficient power loading on the antenna aperture, make these modes unsuitable for
driving conventional antennas. This gave the idea of using mode converters at the output of these
sources to convert these modes into a plane-parallel linearly polarized beam. Vlasov antenna is one
of the most known mode converters used. The well-known Vlasov types are the Step Cut and the
Bevel Cut antennas [1]. The step cut, originally suggested by Vlasov, has sharp edges and therefore may suffer from electrical breakdown when radiating HPM. The bevel cut, which was later
suggested by Nakajima, avoids the sharp points of step cut, and as a result has a more suitable
shape for HPM applications. However, a Vlasov antenna with either the bevel or step cut has its
maximum radiation shifted by some angle with respect to the axis of the waveguide.
In [2], a comparison of the performance of bevel-cut and step-cut Vlasov antennas in HPM is
conducted, concluding that the bevel cut has better performance in such applications. Other studies
focused on increasing the gain of bevel-cut and step-cut Vlasov antennas. In [3], a reflector is added
to a bevel-cut Vlasov antenna to increase its gain and to obtain more directive radiation. In [4], two
methods are proposed for increasing the gain of a bevel-cut antenna, one using a parabolic cylinder
reflector, and the second using a horn. In [5], the step cut is studied in the presence of a parabolic
reflector. However, none of these studies considered bringing back the maximum radiation along
the axis of the waveguide.
In this paper, an optimized reflector position for Vlasov antennas is presented, which will help,
with the proper rotation angle, to orient the generated waves along the +Z direction, which is
the axis of the waveguide in our case. In addition, with our proposed configuration, the reflector
is directly attached to the waveguide structure, decreasing the size of the usual Vlasov antennas
with reflectors, and eliminating the need of extra components to hold the waveguide and reflector
together. The proposed reflector is applied to a bevel-cut and a step-cut Vlasov antennas to evaluate
its performance. It could also be applied to the cut proposed in [6], where the same results will
hold.
2. BEVEL-CUT VLASOV ANTENNA

Both step- and bevel-cut Vlasov antennas are the result of shaping the end part of a circular
waveguide. For operation at 3 GHz, the used circular waveguide has a radius of 45 mm and a
length of 300 mm.
2.1. Bevel-cut Vlasov Antenna without Reflector

A Vlasov antenna with a beveled cut is shown in Figure 1(a). The cut angle α is the single
parameter available for optimization, and it has the main effect on the gain and radiation patterns
of the antenna. The angle that maximizes the gain of the antenna is given by [1]:
α = sin−1 ((ρ0n λ)/(2πa))

(1)
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(a) Bevel-cut Vlasov antenna

(b) Bevel-cut Vlasov antenna with reflector

Figure 1: Bevel-cut Vlasov antenna: (a) without reflector and (b) with reflector.

where ρ0n is the n-th root of the equation J0 (ρ0n ) = 0, λ is the wavelength, a is the inner radius of
the waveguide, and J0 is the Bessel function of the first kind and zeroth order.
For the T M01 circular waveguide designed for 3 GHz, a = 4.5 cm and λ = 10 cm. Also, ρ01 =
2.405, so the bevel cut will be calculated as follows:
α = sin−1 ((2.405 × 10)/(2π × 4.5)) = 58.32 ◦

(2)

The highest gain according to the equation is obtained at a cut angle of 58.32◦ . This result
has been verified by simulations using ANSYS HFSS [7]. For this angle, the resulting peak gain is
10.9 dB. The gain patterns, computed in CST MWS [8], are shown in Figure 3. Maximum radiation
is obtained in the shifted direction corresponding to θ = θm = 28◦ and φ = 90◦ , computed using
HFSS.
2.2. Bevel-cut Vlasov Antenna with Reflector

A reflector having the shape of a half hollow cylinder is attached to the bevel-cut Vlasov antenna
as shown in Figure 1(b). The added reflector has the optimized values of 60 mm for the cylinder
radius and a length of 200 mm (height of the cut cylinder). Upon rotating the reflector by a specific
angle, it is seen that as the angle increases the shift angle approaches to origin. The initial bevel-cut
Vlasov antenna gives a maximum computed gain of 10.3 dB, with the maximum radiation along
the θ = 28◦ and φ = 90◦ direction. The optimized reflector angle for perfect direction along the
+Z axis is seen at angle of 17.5◦ . For this angle, the maximum radiation is back along the axis of
the waveguide, i.e., θ = 0◦ and φ = 90◦ .
This bevel-cut antenna operates at 3 GHz as shown in the reflection coefficient plot (S11 ) shown
in Figure 2. It has a gain of 10.9 dB and a reduced HPBW, as indicated in Figures 3(a) and 3(b).
It is shown that, for the case with the reflector, the maximum radiation is redirected along the axis
of the waveguide.

Figure 2: Reflection coefficient computed using HFSS, with no-reflector case shown in red, and with reflector
in blue.
2.3. Verification of the Results Using CST

The results in Section 2.2 have been verified using CST. The gain patterns in the two cases (without
and with reflector) are shown in Figures 4 and 5. As can be seen, the maximum gain of the antenna
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Simulated gain patterns computed using HFSS, with initial bevel-cut results shown in red and
proposed design results in blue. (a) Red in the plane formed by the X-axis and the point of maximum
radiation (θ = θm , φ = 90◦ ), blue in φ = 0◦ plane. (b) φ = 90◦ plane.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Bevel cut simulated gain patterns using CST without adding the reflector. (a) In the plane formed
by the X-axis and the point of maximum radiation (θ = θm , φ = 90◦ ). (b) φ = 90◦ plane.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Bevel cut simulated gain patterns using CST after adding the reflector. (a) φ = 0◦ plane.
(b) φ = 90◦ plane.

is redirected along the axis of the waveguide. The 3D gain patterns comparing the two cases, are
shown in Figure 6. Furthermore, the peak gain has increased and HPBW has decreased, as listed
in Table 1.
3. STEP-CUT VLASOV ANTENNA

The step cut is determined by two parameters, A and B, as indicated in Figure 7(a). The value
of A is fixed at 148.5 mm, which is the same value obtained with the bevel cut after finding the
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(a) Without reflector

(b) With reflector

Figure 6: Bevel cut 3D gain patterns using CST: (a) without reflector and (b) with reflector.
Table 1: Comparison of the radiation characteristics of the bevel-cut antenna having and without having an
added reflector computed using CST.
With/Without Reflector HPBW◦ at φ = 0◦ plane HPBW◦ at φ = 90◦ plane 3D Gain (dB)
Without Reflector
58.4
44.5
10.88
With Reflector
41.7
42.9
12

(a) Step-cut Vlasov antenna

(b) Step-cut Vlasov antenna with reflector

Figure 7: Step-cut Vlasov antenna: (a) without reflector and (b) with reflector.

angle α. For comparison purposes, the step-cut Vlasov is designed so that it has the same angle
of maximum radiation obtained with the bevel cut, which is 28◦ . For this purpose, B is found
to be 35 mm. The gain patterns of the step-cut Vlasov antenna, computed using HFSS in the
θ = θm = 28◦ and φ = 90◦ planes, are shown in Figures 8(a) and 8(b) respectively.
The same reflector used in Section 2.2 is then attached to the step-cut antenna as shown in
Figure 7(b). Here, L is the distance between the waveguide port and the start of the reflector. By
inspecting Figure 8(b), the concept of rotating the reflector is validated and maximum radiation

(a)

(b)

Figure 8: Step cut simulated gain patterns, with initial step-cut results shown in red and proposed design
results in blue. (a) Red in the plane formed by the X-axis and the point of maximum radiation (θ = θm , φ =
90◦ ), blue in φ = 0◦ plane. (b) φ = 90◦ plane.
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is obtained along the waveguide axis for a rotation angle of 17.5◦ similar to the one used for the
bevel-cut case.
4. CONCLUSION

In Vlasov antennas with step cuts or bevel cuts, the maximum radiation is shifted by some angle
with respect to the axis of the waveguide. In previous work, reflectors have been used to focus the
beam in some direction. In this paper, a reflector attached to the waveguide structure was proposed,
and its rotation angle was optimized to obtain maximum radiation along the axis of the waveguide.
The advantages of this reflector structure are the smaller overall size of the antenna, its simpler
design in terms of attaching the reflector to the waveguide, an increased gain and a decreased
HPBW. The proposed reflector was tested with both bevel-cut and step-cut Vlasov antennas.
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The Imbedding Method in the Internal Electrodynamics Problem of
Parabolic Reflector Antennas
S. V. Boyarkin and V. L. Kuznetsov
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Abstract— A new method for compute of electrodynamics’ characteristic of parabolic reflector,
exanimate as section of irregular waveguide, is proposed. The value of matrix reflection coefficient
is calculated by invariant imbedding method.
1. INTRODUCTION

Modern hybrid methods of computing parabolic reflector antennas include two steps. First step
consists of evaluating surface currents on antenna reflector and a second one is computing far
wavefields, generated by this currents. There is a natural question appears — is first step indeed
necessary in reflector antennas theory.
The aim of this work is to examine another approach to analysis of direct focal parabolic reflector
antenna which is based on representation of its reflector as a non-planar face of irregular waveguide
with radius equals to aperture radius (Fig. 1).

0

Z

Z

1

Figure 1. Mirror reflector antenna as a non-planer
face of circular waveguide.

2

Figure 2. Irregularities in irregular waveguide.

The advantages of such representation are obvious because it is in good agreement with rigorous
solution to open face waveguide radiation problem which was obtained by L. A. Veinshtein [1].
We note that corresponding convenient for practical calculate formulas are used in [2] for horn
antennas.
Then we need to find the reflection coefficient of parabolic mirror. We will compute it with
invariant imbedding method, which has proven itself in the description of irregular waveguides [3, 4].
Simple calculations which lead us to embedding equation for considering case will be given below.
2. IMBEDDING EQUATION FOR REFLECTION COEFFICIENT OF PARABOLIC
REFLECTOR

In irregular waveguide theory has long been used the method of generalized scattering matrix [5, 6],
which can be interpreted as some kind as “addition rule” for reflection and transition coefficients
for sequence of two abutting each other irregularities (Fig. 2).
+
(upper sign
For the wave incident on the right side of this irregularities reflection coefficient RΣ
indicates the propagation direction of reflected wave — “+” sign corresponds to propagation in the
Z axial direction) is expressed through reflection — Ri± , i = 1, 2 and transition — Ti± , i = 1, 2
coefficients of each irregularity as follows [7]
¡
¢
+
RΣ
= R2+ + T2+ R1+ + R1+ R2− R1+ + . . . T2− .
(1)
Members in brackets in (1) describing multiple scattering of wave from semitransparent irregularities. Now assume that the second irregularity is small in the sense that ∆z — the area it
occupies goes to zero. Given that in out case the profile of irregular waveguide changes smoothly
along z for second irregularity we could write:
R2± (z, ∆z) = ρ± (z) ∆z + o (∆z)

(2)

T2± (z,

(3)

∆z) = I +

τ2± (z)∆z

+ o (∆z)
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Here I — the identity operator. Substituting (2) and (3) in (1), keeping only members proportional
+
to ∆z and introducing the notation RΣ
= R+ (z + ∆z), R1+ = R+ (z), we obtain the following finite
difference equation
£
¤
R+ (z+∆z) = R+ (z)+ ρ+ (z) + R+ (z) τ − (z) + τ + (z)R+ (z) + R+ (z)ρ− (z)R+ (z) ·∆z+o(∆z) (4)
In limit ∆z → 0 we obtain differential Riccati equation for reflection coefficient of irregular
waveguide, known as imbedding equation
dR+
= ρ+ + R+ τ − + τ + R+ + R+ ρ− R+
dz

(5)

Here we limit only this equation. Imbedding equation for generalized scattering matrix was
obtained in [8].
3. REPRESENTATION OF FIELD AND CALCULATION OF IMBEDDING EQUATION
COEFFICIENTS

So far we have not specified the form of reflection and transition operators. Introducing the field in
the cross section z of the reflector in basis of modes in the waveguide of radius a = a(z), we obtain
that reflection coefficient could be represented in 4-index matrix form α β Rn m , where m — mode
number and β — mode type (e or h) of initial field, n and α — corresponding parameters of the
reflected field. The imbedding equation in such notation obtains following form
¢
d ¡
−
+
+
+
+
−
+
+
+
αβ Rnm = αβ ρnm + αγ Rnp · γβ τpm + αγ τnp · γβ Rpm + αγ Rnp · γθ ρpk · θβ Rkm
dz

(6)

Here all repeated indexes are summed over.
Now lets compute matrix coefficients of Equation (6). Corresponding to (2) and (3) this coefficients could be represented as following limits:
±
α β ρn,m (z)

= lim

∆z→0

±
α β Rn,m (z, ∆z)

∆z

,

α βτ

±
n,m (z)

= lim

±
α β Tn,m (z,

∆z→0

∆z

∆z)

(7)

± (z, ∆z) and transition
±
This means that reflection α β Rn,m
α β Tn,m (z, ∆z) coefficients of smaller
section of irregular waveguide should be calculated only up to terms of order ∆z. It allows to
simplify the task and obtain analytical expressions for ρ± and τ ± .
In conventional methods of computing irregular waveguide using various approximations of
waveguide section profile: piecewise (in mode matching method), continuous in cross-sections
method and method of integral equation.
In [4] on the example of flat horn transition shown that all this approaches lead to the same
analytical expressions for coefficients of imbedding equation. So here we choose the most simple
method — mode matching method for the stepwise approximation of irregular waveguide (Fig. 3).

Figure 3. Stepwise approximation of mirror element.
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Method of calculation of such irregularity is well-known [6]. As an input field is considered one
of the natural modes of waveguide TE- or TH-type:
r
r
J1 (µn · aρ )
J10 (µn · aρ )
2
2
1
µn
p
p
Φ
(ρ,
ϕ;
a)
=
−
·
cos(ϕ)
·
~
e
+
· sin(ϕ) · ~eϕ ,
e n
ρ
π µ2n − 1 ρ · J1 (µn )
π µ2n − 1 a · J1 (µn )
r
r
ρ
ρ
2 J10 (χn · a )
2 J1 (χn · a )
· cos(ϕ) · ~eρ +
· sin(ϕ) · ~eϕ ,
h Φn (ρ, ϕ; a) = −
π a · J2 (χn )
π χn · ρ · J2 (χn )
Here a is the section radius of reflector in z point on the left border of elementary irregularity.
Futher b = a(z + ∆z) — the same, but on the right border of irregularity.
The interaction of wave with stepwise section of waveguide with length equals ∆z includes the
propagation on irregular sections and transformation of field in another modes in the plane of
interconnection. In case of small ∆z the coupling coefficients of natural modes in interconnected
Ra 2π
R
waveguides α β Cm n (a, b) =
α Φm (ρ, ϕ ; a) ·β Φs (ρ, ϕ ; b) · ρ · dρ · dϕ obtains a particularly simple
0 0

linear by ∆z form:

2f
· (ee βmn ) · ∆z;
a
2f
· (hh βm·n ) · ∆z
hh Cmn (a, b) =
a
ee Cmn (a, b)

=

he Cmn (a, b)

=

2f
· (he βmn ) · ∆z;
a

(8)

Here µ and χ — the roots of J10 (. . .) = 0 and J1 (. . .) = 0 and
(
(
2
2
2·χ2m
n ·(1−µm )
√ 2 2·µ√
, n 6= m
n 6= m
2 −χ2 ) ,
2
2
2
a·(χ
a· µn −1· µm −1·(µn −µm )
n
m
,
,
ee βnm =
hh βnm =
−1/a,
n=m
1/a,
n=m
2
p
he βnm =
a · µ2n − 1
writing the amplitudes ofPreflected
number m and type β
P ± and transited± fields for initialPmode
P with
± (ρ, ϕ; a) ·
±
(TE or TM) in the form
Φ
(ρ,
ϕ;
a)
·
ρ
(z)
·
∆z
and
Φ
α n
α n
αβ n,m
α β τn,m (z) · ∆z,
α

n

α

n

and using the smoothness conditions in plane of interconnection only with first-order terms by ∆z,
we obtain analytical form for coefficients of imbedding Equation (5):
Table 1.
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Here κak — longitudinal wave number for mode with number k in waveguide with radius a.
4. NUMERICAL RESULTS

And so, we have reduced boundary problem for field to Cauchy problem for reflection coefficient.
As initial conditions we take the following: αβ Rnm (z0 ) = −δαβ · δnm . Here δij — Kronecker delta.
This condition corresponds to that fraction of a paraboloid at its apex, we replaced by the plane. In
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numerical computations we assumed the distance from the top of paraboloid to plane — z00 = 0.02.
Hereinafter linear geometrical parameters of problem given in dimensionless variables: a0 = a · k
where k — the wave number in free space.
Dimensionless focus of mirror is equal to 33 and number of modes taken into account for each
type is 23. This parameters corresponds that in antenna aperture we consider 20 propagating and
3 evanescent TM modes. In TE it would be 20 and 2 respectively.
The Fig. 4(a) shows the graphs of the reflection and transition coefficient modules from first
mode in first for TE and TM. The Fig. 4(b) shows the same graphs zoomed to critical sections
z1 = 0.02568 for TE and z2 = 0.11123 for TM.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.

The Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) show modules of αα R3,1 and αα R3,14 which define the pumping of field
from first and fourteenth modes to third mode for TE and TM fields. We see that in the critical
sections of the third mode this coefficients goes to zero. The same folds for other modes. This
µ2
χ2
means that section of paraboloid with depth zk = 4·fk for TE field (or zk = 4·fk for TM fields) does
not convert energy other bombarding modes of this type in mode with number k.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a new approach to solution the inner electrodynamics problem of symmetrical
mirror antennas based on representation parabolic mirror as a section of irregular waveguide. For
calculating the reflection coefficients of mirror the imbedding method is proposed. This method
allows to reduce such problem to Cauchy for reflection coefficients.
Proposed approach is in a good agreement with well-known solution of open waveguide radiation
problem, and thus allows to hope for a rigorous solution of radiation parabolic reflector antenna
problem.
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Feasibility of Using an Absorptive Cover for Ice, Snow or Water
Removal from Radome Surface
Aleksey Solovey
L-3 Communications ESSCO, 90 Nemco Way, Ayer, MA 01432, USA

Abstract— The feasibility of using a thin layer of absorptive and/or conductive dielectric cover
for the ice, snow or water removal from the radome outer surface was investigated. Constrains
on the design parameters and usability of such de-icing system were derived. The new de-icing
approach that employs the effect of total internal reflection of radome outer skin is introduced.
1. INTRODUCTION

To prevent or remove the ice, snow or water build-up from the radome surface (referred further as
a de-icing) a chemical, mechanical, and thermal de-icing approaches were introduced at the early
stage of radomes development [1]. This paper investigates the feasibility of the particular type of
thermal de-icing approach when the radome outer surface is covered by a heating layer of absorptive
and/or conductive dielectric. The similar method that uses the heating wire mesh embedded into
the radome outer skin was used for the reference.
The infrared [2] and hot air blowing [3] de-icing approaches were not considered because those
methods are suitable only for the metal space frame or thin solid laminate radomes whose wall has
no thermo insulating core. For sandwich radomes with a low density core that works as a thermo
insulator those approaches can be used only if the infrared radiators or hot air blowers are installed
outside of the radome, which is impractical for most radome applications.
2. EVALUATION OF SURFACE POWER DENSITY REQUIRED FOR RADOME
DE-ICING

Extensive experimentation with various environmental conditions [3] indicates that 0.16–0.48 W/cm2
of heating power density applied to the radome surface can prevent up to 38 mm/hr ice build-up.
The same power density evaluated from the ice melting latent heat is 0.34 W/cm2 , which results in
the conservative estimate of the radome surface heating efficiency η = 70%. Thus, for melting the
ice at 0◦ C, i.e., just for the ice build-up prevention, the ice melting rate is:
rice melt = 12.7

mW mm
/
cm2 hr

(1)

To remove an existed ice build-up at a temperature below 0◦ C, the ice should be warmed before
melting. Based on the same heating efficiency and the specific heat of ice, the ice warming rate can
be evaluated:
mW mm
rice warm = 0.078
/
(2)
cm2 K hr
Similar considerations for the water warming and evaporation (if required) give:
mW mm
/
cm2 K hr
mW mm
/
= 90.1
cm2 hr

rwater warm = 0.166

(3)

rwater evapo

(4)

The snow is a blend of an ice, air and water (if wet) thus, depending on snow density and
wetness, its melting and warming rates should be less than those for an ice or water.
From (1)–(4) it can be concluded that (13–17) mW/cm2 for the ice removal and an additional
(90–107) mW/cm2 for the water evaporation (if needed) should be applied to the radome surface
per 1 mm/hr precipitation. So, from the overall power consumption standpoint (up to 1.3 kW/m2
per 1 mm/hr precipitation) the thermal de-icing approach is feasible for the radome de-icing areas
up to a few tens square meters.
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3. RADOME DE-ICING USING HEATING WIRE MESH

As is well known from the car window de-icing experience, for the effective de-icing the distance
between horizontal heating wires should be close to 3 cm. To propagate through such conductive
mesh having just an optical blockage limit of the transmission loss, the antenna polarization should
be either a) vertical (VP) or b) horizontal or circular (HP, CP) with the wavelength that is much
lower than 3 cm.
This is illustrated in Figure 1 for the wire diameter 0.7 mm. The HP transmission loss, being
unacceptably big at low frequencies, approaches the optical blockage limit when its wavelength
becomes much less than the distance between wires. On the contrary, the VP transmission loss,
being negligibly small at low frequencies, approaches that limit when its wavelength is a much
smaller than the wire diameter.
Solid Red
Dashed Blue

– Horizontal Polarization
– Vertical Polarization

VP and HP Transmission Loss, dB
0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0

20

40

60

80

100

Frequency, GHz

Figure 1: VP and HP transmission loss through heating wire mesh with 3 cm distance between horizontal
wires at normal incidence.

If σ is the specific conductivity of the wire material (copper or aluminium), h ≈ 3 cm is a
distance between wires, and qs is the surface power density that is needed for the proper radome
de-icing (see Section 2), then the power balance between powers emitted by wires and needed for
the radome de-icing defines the product of the wire diameter d and the effective value of vector of
electric strength E:
p
dE = 4qs h/πσ
(5)
Because value of d is determined by an acceptable level of optical blockage, the value of vector
E can be found from (5). This value of E is shown in Table 1 against the wire diameter and
the corresponding optical blockage limit of the transmission loss for 1 mm/hr precipitation. Since
according to (1)–(5), the value of E is proportional to the square root of the precipitation level,
values of E shown in Table 1 can be easily recomputed for any precipitation level of interest. The
minimum value of E shown in each cell of Table 1 corresponds with an ice melting at 0◦ C, while
the maximum value of E corresponds with melting of a cold ice at −50◦ C with subsequent water
evaporation.
Table 1: Wire diameter and applied vector of electric strength needed for proper de-icing using heating wire
mesh approach.
Optical Blockage Limit
of Wire Mesh
Transmission Loss, dB
0.02
0.05
0.1
0.2

Vector of Electric Strength and
Diameter of Heating Wires
d, mm
E, V/cm
0.069
0.17
0.35
0.70

0.043–0.14
0.017–0.054
0.0086–0.027
0.0043–0.013

As is seen from Table 1 even for the biggest value of E, the maximum distance between electrodes
that apply voltage to the heating wires and therefore, the wire length might be up to a few meters,
depending on maximum voltage allowable and the precipitation level. These few meters long wire
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mesh sections have no restriction in width and can be replicated many times to cover the entire
radome surface. Thus, apart from the overall power consumption, the heating wire mesh de-icing
approach has only one limitation concerning the HP and CP antennas: to have an acceptable
level of transmission loss the antenna frequency must be significantly more than 10 GHz. Fine
tuning of a heating mesh below the 10–20 GHz for the HP and CP radiations using minima of the
transmission loss curve shown in Figure 1 is possible for rare cases of single, narrow band antennas
that illuminate the radome surface with a very limited range of incident angles.
4. RADOME DE-ICING USING DC/50/60 Hz CONDUCTIVITY CURRENT THROUGH
ABSORBER LAYER

To overcome the limitations of the heating wire mesh de-icing approach, the use of a thin layer
of conductive absorber that covers the radome outer surface was investigated. To introduce just
a small transmission loss at the antenna frequency band, such cover should be highly absorptive
either well below or far above of this band. At very low, DC/50/60 Hz frequencies it might be
achieved through the conductivity of the absorber, while at high frequencies the polarization of the
absorber cover should be employed.
4.1. Surface Power Density Generated by DC/50/60 Hz Conductivity Current through Absorber

When the DC/50/60 Hz voltage is applied to a thin layer of the conductive absorber, the polarization portion of the transmission loss must be negligible. Otherwise, the absorber will not be
transparent at the antenna frequency band, where the polarization losses are much greater than at
the DC/50/60 Hz. Thus, the surface power density qs generated within the absorber layer by the
DC/50/60 Hz conductivity current is:
qs = σa tl E 2

(6)

where, σa is the absorber conductivity, tl is the thickness of the absorber layer, and E is an effective
value of vector of electric strength.
4.2. Transmission Loss of Layer of Conductive Absorber

The analytical solution for the transmission coefficient S21 through the flat layer of a conductive
dielectric is given in [1]. Although general expressions for the S21 are fairly complicated, for the
absorber layer in vacuum (air) whose thickness is much less than the wavelength it can be reduced:
|S21 TE | = 1/(1 + 0.5σa tl Zc / cos θ) |S21 TM | = 1/(1 + 0.5σa tl Zc cos θ)

(7)

where, Zc = 120π Ω is the characteristic impedance of vacuum (air), and θ is the angle of incidence.
From the practical standpoint the desirable thickness of the absorber layer is better to be a tiny
fraction of mm and thus, the expressions (7) are valid at least up to 40 GHz, depending on particular
dielectric constant and thickness of the absorber layer.
4.3. Constrains on DC/50/60 Hz Conductivity Current De-icing System Design and Absorber
Material Parameters

According to (7), the absorber transmission loss defines the value of σa t. Then from (6), where qs
is defined in Section 2, the effective value of the vector of electric strength E can be determined.
An example of values σa t and E that correspond with the transmission loss of an absorber layer
in vacuum (air) at normal incidence is shown in Table 2. In reality, such an absorber layer either
covers the radome outer surface or might be an integral part of the latter (when the radome outer
skin is intentionally made conductive, for instance). However, as it was investigated, this as well as
a possible oblique incidence of the EM wave to the radome surface, makes no qualitative or even
significant quantitative difference in values shown in Table 2.
The absorber transmission loss is shown in Table 2 against the corresponding absorber material
parameter σa t. Since the value of E depends on the precipitation level, the range of its values is
shown in Table 2 for 1 mm/hr precipitation. Based on (6) and (1)–(4), values of E can be easily
recomputed for any precipitation level of interest. The smallest value of E in each cell of Table 2
corresponds with the ice melting at 0◦ C. The biggest value of E corresponds with melting of a cold
ice at −50◦ C with subsequent water evaporation.
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Table 2: Absorber material parameters and vector of electric strength for radome de-icing using DC/50/60 Hz
conductivity current.
Acceptable Level of Absorber
Transmission
Loss, dB
0.02
0.05
0.1
0.2

Vector of Electric Strength and
Absorber Material Parameters
σ a tl , 10−6 1/Ω
E, V/cm
12.2
30.6
61.4
123.6

32.6–99.1
20.6–62.6
14.5–44.2
10.3–31.2

4.4. Feasibility of Radome De-icing Using DC/50/60 Hz Conductivity Current through Thin
Absorber Cover

As is seen from Table 2, for the 0.025–0.25 mm paint or spray like absorber (preferable from the
cost standpoint), the range of absorber conductivity is (0.05–5) Si/m depending on thickness of
the absorber layer and the acceptable level of the transmission loss. These values of absorber
conductivity do not look unachievable [4].
However, as is also seen from Table 2, even the smallest magnitude of vector E is equal to
10 V/cm, though it corresponds with noticeable transmission loss through the absorber layer, minimal thermal de-icing requirements and just 1 mm/hr of precipitations. This means that the maximum distance between electrodes that apply voltage onto absorber layer should be no more than
1–10 cm depending on voltage allowable and precipitation level. Thus, for the proper de-icing
the radome surface must be covered by 1–10 cm wide strips of absorber powered by two parallel
conductive electrodes attached to each side of those absorber strips.
Because unlike the heating wire mesh case, the heat released by the absorber layer spreads
uniformly across the radome surface, the orientation of the absorber strips does not affect its deicing capability. Thus, by proper orientation of the absorber strips, the DC/50/60 Hz conductivity
current de-icing approach can be used at any frequency for linearly polarized radiation (VP, HP or
slant). That gives this de-icing approach an edge over the heating wire mesh one since the latter
can be used at any frequency only for the VP radiation. With respect to CP radiation both of
these approaches are the same (the frequency has to be significantly more than 10 GHz and the
length of heating wires or the absorber strips can be up to few meters).
5. RADOME DE-ICING USING HIGH FREQUENCY POLARIZATION CURRENT
THROUGH ABSORBER LAYER

For further enhancing the applicability of thermal de-icing approach, the use of a high frequency
polarization current was investigated. In that case the absorber conductivity should be minimized
to avoid an additional unwanted transmission loss at the radome frequency band of operation.
5.1. Polarization Current Induced by Quasi-stationary Electric Fields Between Two Parallel
Electrodes

The surface power density released by the polarization current flowing through the non-conductive
dielectric absorber layer can be calculated as follows:
·
¸
∂E
qs = Re (ε − 1) ε0
E = 2πf tl εr ε0 E 2 tan δ
(8)
∂t
where, f is the frequency of applied electric fields, εr is the real part of dielectric constant and
tan δ is the loss tangent of the absorber. The quasi-stationary electric fields between two parallel
thin conductive strip or wire electrodes embedded into the absorber layer can be approximately
evaluated as:
µ
¶
V
1
1
E=
+
(9)
2 ln [h/rw − 1] r h − r
where, h is the distance between electrodes, rw is the radius of electrode wire (or the radius of the
curvature of a strip edge), V is the voltage applied between electrodes and r is a distance from
either one of two electrodes.
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Figure 2: Case of two, 0.7 mm diameter electrodes embedded into typical radome outer skin at 3 cm distance
apart. For proper de-icing frequency of applied voltage should be at least 2.2 GHz.

Based on (8) and (9) it was found that for any realistic values of radius of electrode wire (or
strip edge) and absorber material parameters, the electric fields and therefore, the heat emission
are highly concentrated in close proximity to the electrodes (see Figure 2). Thus, from a surface
heating prospective the quasi-stationary polarization current de-icing approach has no advantages
over the heating wire mesh one. Moreover, to produce the amount of power that is needed for
proper de-icing, the frequency of applied voltage should be at least at hundreds of MHz range
making the quasi-stationary polarization current de-icing approach uncompetitive with the heating
wire mesh one from the cost standpoint.
5.2. Polarization Current Induced by Propagating Fields

Unlike the quasi-stationary fields, the propagating fields in a media with a small dissipation factor
could spread heat emission more evenly. If the radiating antenna (printed strip or wire dipole, for
example) would be embedded into the radome outer skin whose dielectric constant is bigger than
the dielectric constant of the surrounding media (air, foam, ice or snow), its radiating power will
be partly captured within the skin due to the effect of total internal reflection.
For a typical radome skin with the dielectric constant close to 4.0 the critical angle is about
30◦ and thus, approximately from one to two thirds of the radiated power will be captured within
the skin and moved around by the surface wave. If the skin outer surface is covered by an ice or
water, the fraction of power carried by the surface wave would be closer to one third; otherwise it
would be rather close to two thirds. For a typical radome skin the dissipation factor is relatively
low (tan δ < 0.02) and therefore, before its complete fading, the surface wave could travel many
times around the radome surface (for spherical or cylindrical radomes) or create the standing wave
within the skin (for flat radome panels with the reflective boundaries). That would result in almost
uniform heat distribution across the radome outer surface. For big radomes several strip or wire
type of dipole antennas (or linear arrays of antennas, depending on the radome size) should be
embedded into radome outer skin at certain distance to insure the proper radome de-icing.
To quantify this idea let’s estimate the area of the radome surface that can be adequately heated
by just one radiating dipole. According the classic theory of dipole antennas [5], the maximum
power radiated by a thin half-wave dipole is proportional to the square of applied voltage and
for 100 V to be applied the power radiated by one dipole is close to 150 W. Being conservative let
assume that just one third, i.e., 50 W would be carried by the surface wave and eventually absorbed
by the radome outer skin. Then, the power balance between the absorbed power and the power
needed for the radome de-icing gives the following relation between frequency f of the applied
voltage and distance h between the dipoles (or linear arrays of dipoles):
h [cm] = (25 − 250)f [GHz]/rp [mm/hr]

(10)

where, rp is the precipitation rate and range of h corresponds with the range of surface power
density needed for the radome de-icing under different de-icing scenarios (see Section 2).
As is seen from (10) for the de-icing approach that is based on the polarization current induced
by the radiating fields at 1 GHz the distance between the conductive strips or wires that constitute
the dipoles and its feeder lines is higher by at least one order of magnitude than for the heating wire
mesh or DC/50/60 Hz conductivity current approaches. Because the heat released by the absorber
layer spreads almost uniformly across the radome surface, the orientation of the radiating elements
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does not affect its de-icing capability. Thus, the de-icing approach that uses the polarization
current induced by the radiating fields has no frequency limitation for linearly polarized antennas
and for CP antennas it can work above 1 GHz range depending on the particular de-icing scenario
(Section 2). That gives this de-icing approach an edge over both the heating wire mesh and the
DC/50/60 Hz conductivity current approaches.
6. CONCLUSIONS

1. The feasibility of a particular thermal ice, snow and/or water removal approach when the radome
outer surface covered by thin absorptive and/or conductive dielectric heated by either low or high
frequency current was investigated.
2. From the overall power consumption standpoint any thermal de-icing approaches required up
to 1.3 kW/m2 per 1 mm/hr precipitation and thus, are feasible for radomes with the de-icing area
up to a few tens square meters.
3. The well-known heating wire mesh de-icing approach can be used for the VP radiation at
any frequencies and for the HP and CP radiations only at frequencies that are much higher than
10 GHz. The distance between heating wires should be about 3 cm with the wire length up to few
meters, depending on voltage allowable and precipitation level.
4. The de-icing approach that uses the polarization current induced by the quasi-stationary
fields is uncompetitive with the heating wire mesh approach.
5. The DC/50/60 Hz conductivity current de-icing approach can be used for linearly polarized
radiation (VP, HP or slant) at any frequency. This gives it an edge over the heating wire mesh
de-icing approach. With respect to the CP radiation, the DC/50/60 Hz conductivity current and
the heating wire mesh de-icing approaches are the same.
6. The new radome thermal de-icing approach is introduced. It uses the strip or wire type
radiating antennas embedded into radome outer skin and employs the effect of total internal reflection. Although the most expensive, this approach can be used for linearly polarized radiation
(VP, HP or slant) at any frequency and, depending on particular de-icing scenario, above 1 GHz
for the CP radiation. That gives it an edge over both the heating wire mesh and the DC/50/60 Hz
conductivity current de-icing approaches.
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Windowing of the Discrete Green’s Function for Accurate FDTD
Computations
T. P. Stefański
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Narutowicza 11/12, Gdansk 80-233, Poland

Abstract— The paper presents systematic evaluation of the applicability of parametric and
nonparametric window functions for truncation of the discrete Green’s function (DGF). This
function is directly derived from the FDTD update equations, thus the FDTD method and
its integral discrete formulation can be perfectly coupled using DGF. Unfortunately, the DGF
computations require processor time, hence DGF has to be truncated with appropriate window
function.
The presented results extend previously published report which evaluates the accuracy of the
DGF truncation for the most frequently applied window functions, i.e., Hann, Hamming, Gaussian and exponential windows. In this contribution, the accuracy of the DGF windowing is
demonstrated for other window functions useful in the digital signal processing, i.e., Barlett,
Blackman, Bohman, flat top and Kaiser windows. The study concludes that abrupt truncation
of DGF waveforms results in an increase in the error of the electromagnetic field computations
in comparison to the solution obtained for the DGF waveform truncated using a suitable window
function. Truncation errors were compared for a wide range of window functions demonstrating
the best performance for the Hann window.
1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the discrete Green’s function (DGF) [1] has become a popular tool facilitating the finitedifference time-domain (FDTD) method [2]. The DGF applications include electromagnetic simulations on disjoint domains [3, 4] and implementation of nonlocal absorbing boundary conditions [5, 6].
Consequently, free-space cells between scatterers and perfectly matched layers absorbing the electromagnetic wave at the grid boundaries can be avoided in FDTD simulations. The above-mentioned
advantages of the DGF implementation in FDTD solvers have resulted in several applications of
this function in antenna simulations [7, 8].
Unfortunately, numerical implementations of DGF are cumbersome. A three-dimensional (3D) dyadic DGF formula in [1, 7] was derived with the use of Jacobi orthogonal polynomials by
applying operators to the impulse response of the scalar wave equation. On the other hand, Jeng’s
formula [9] has a very compact form but employs powers of Courant numbers and factorials that
cause numerical problems for large time indices. In fact, feasibility of the DGF generation for
large time indices is limited by current computing technology, i.e., size of available memory and
computing power. Therefore, only short DGF waveforms can be generated with the use of existing
computing resources. To overcome this limitation, the DGF waveform has to be truncated with the
use of a window function for accuracy of computations. However, although windowing has been
reported as an efficient method of the DGF truncation and a remedy for stability issues [6], the
accuracy and usability of this technique have not been deeply investigated yet.
The evaluation of accuracy of the DGF truncation for the most frequently applied window functions, i.e., Hann, Hamming, Gaussian and exponential windows, has already been presented [10].
In this contribution, the accuracy of the DGF windowing is demonstrated for other window functions useful in the digital signal processing, i.e., Barlett, Blackman, Bohman, flat top and Kaiser
windows. In Section 2, the idea behind the DGF formulation of the FDTD method is presented. In
Section 3, the evaluation of accuracy of the DGF windowing is presented in numerical benchmarks.
Finally, the conclusions are given in Section 4.
2. THE 3-D DISCRETE GREEN’S FUNCTION FORMULATION OF THE FDTD
METHOD

Linear and invariant systems such as FDTD equations can be represented by means of the convolution of the input sequence and the response of the system to the Kronecker delta-pulse source [1]:
"
#"
#
·
¸
0
n−n0
n0
X
E|nijk
Gee |n−n
G
|
c∆tη
J|
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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where c denotes the speed of light, η is the intrinsic impedance of free space, n is the time index,
and ∆t is the time-step size. Equation (1) is referred to as the convolution formulation of the
FDTD method [7]. Computation of the electromagnetic field using the DGF formulation of the
FDTD method requires to generate DGF waveforms. In the presented below research results, the
method [11] was employed to generate the DGF waveforms. If the length of the DGF waveforms is
equal to the number of iterations in the time-marching procedure of the FDTD method, the DGF
formulation returns the same results as the direct FDTD method (assuming infinite numerical
precision of computations). Since the number of FDTD iterations required for the convergence of a
simulation is unknown in advance and the DGF generation and convolution computations require
processor time, DGF has to be truncated with appropriate window function:
W G|ni,j,k = W n · G|ni,j,k ,

0,
n < ni


1,
ni ≤ n < n0
Wn =
n, n ≤ n < n .
w

0
t

0,
nt ≤ n

(2)
(3)

As the DGF values are nonzero only for n ≥ ni , the window length is defined as ns = nt − ni .
The value of ni coefficient corresponds to the moment of the DGF wavefront arrival in the FDTD
grid. The window function consists of a constant range (Wn = 1) and a tapering function range
(Wn = wn ). Such a formula of windowing modifies only a tail of the DGF waveform. The constant
range to total window length ratio (CTR) for the window functions was defined as a quotient of
the number of samples with Wn = 1 and the total window size ns :
CT R =

n0 − ni
.
ns

(4)

The paper [10] reports evaluation of the accuracy of the DGF truncation for the most frequently
applied window functions, i.e., Hann, Hamming, Gaussian and exponential windows, showing the
best performance for the Hann window. In this contribution, the results of investigations are
reported for the following window functions:
- Barlett:
wn = 1 −
- Blackman:

n − n0
,
nt − n0

(5)

µ
¶
µ
¶
n − n0
n − n0
w = 0.42 + 0.5 cos π
+ 0.08 cos 2π
,
nt − n0
nt − n0

(6)

µ
¶
µ
¶
µ
¶
n − n0
n − n0
1
n − n0
w = 1−
cos π
+ sin π
,
nt − n0
nt − n0
π
nt − n0

(7)

n

- Bohman:

n

- flat top:
w

n

µ
¶
µ
¶
n − n0
n − n0
+ 0.277263158 · cos 2π
= 0.21557895 + 0.41663158 · cos π
nt − n0
nt − n0
µ
¶
µ
¶
n − n0
n − n0
+0.083578947 · cos 3π
+ 0.006947368 · cos 4π
,
(8)
nt − n0
nt − n0

- Kaiser:

A < 21
0,
β = 0.5842 (A−21)0.4 +0.07886 (A−21) , 21 ≤ A ≤ 50 ,
0.1102 (A − 8.7) ,
A > 50
!
Ã r
³
´2
0
−1
I0 β 1 − nn−n
t −n0
wn =

I0 (β)

.

A — sidelobe attenuation (dB) (9)

(10)
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For the sake of comparison, results are also presented for the Hann window:
·
µ
¶¸
n − n0
n
w = 0.5 1 + cos π
.
nt − n0

(11)

It has already been demonstrated that CTR in the range 0.25–0.5 provides the best performance
of the DGF windowing [10]. Therefore, CT R = 0.5 was taken for the reported below results.
Although characteristics are not presented for the abrupt truncation of DGF (CT R = 1), it was
verified that their accuracy is lower than for CT R = 0.5.
3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Numerical tests were executed to evaluate the√accuracy of the DGF windowing. The Courant
numbers were taken as sx = sy = sz = 0.99/ 3 and the discretization step sizes ∆x = ∆y =
∆z = 1 mm for the presented here results. The computations were executed in double floatingpoint precision. The relative error between vector results generated using the evaluated (E|nijk ) and
reference ( Eref |nijk ) methods was calculated as:
¯
¯
¯
¯
max ¯ E|nijk − Eref |nijk ¯
 (dB).
¯
¯
Error = 20 log10 
¯
n ¯
max ¯ Eref |ijk ¯


(12)

Such a formula for error calculation is insensitive to distortions of a single field component which
values are negligible in comparison to the maximal length of the field vector. The error (12) was
evaluated in comparison with the convolution of a current source waveform with long DGF. Such
a reference solution is equivalent to the FDTD simulation in the infinite Yee’s grid, thus reference
waveforms are not distorted by reflections from imperfect PMLs.
Figures 1–4 present the maximum relative error in the E-field vector computed using the convolution of the current source Jz with the WG ee DGF as a function of the size of windows (5)–(11).
Figs. 1–2 and Figs. 3–4 show results obtained respectively for the ramped sinusoid (λ = 20∆x) and
differentiated Gaussian pulse (maximal frequency in the spectrum corresponding to the wavelength
λ = 20∆x) excitations. The position of observation cell was varied in the (a) axial (i, 0, 0) and
(b) diagonal (i, i, i ) directions from the source. In the presented results, the best performance was
obtained for the Hann window. As seen, the computations of the field require window length longer
than minimal value providing an acceptable error level, e.g., the error below −50 dB requires 100

(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

Figure 1: Maximum relative error in the E-field
waveform computed using the convolution with the
truncated WG ee DGF as a function of the window
size (ramped sinusoid excitation, λ = 20∆x, i = 64).

Figure 2: Maximum relative error in the E-field
waveform computed using the convolution with
the truncated WG ee DGF as a function of the
Kaiser window size and varying sidelobe attenuation
(ramped sinusoid excitation, λ = 20∆x, i = 64).
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(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

Figure 3: Maximum relative error in the E-field
waveform computed using the convolution with the
truncated WG ee DGF as a function of the window
size (differentiated Gaussian pulse excitation with
the maximal frequency in the spectrum corresponding to the wavelength λ = 20∆x, i = 192).

Figure 4: Maximum relative error in the E-field
waveform computed using the convolution with the
truncated WG ee DGF as a function of the Kaiser
window size and varying sidelobe attenuation (differentiated Gaussian pulse excitation with the maximal frequency in the spectrum corresponding to the
wavelength λ = 20∆x, i = 192).

samples for the Hann window in Fig. 1. The error is slightly larger for observation points in the
axial direction than for the diagonal direction in the grid. For pulse excitation (refer to Figs. 3–4),
the error in the axial direction is increased for insufficient length of DGF. In this case, the remedy
is to use longer window for the DGF truncation. The results show that sufficient accuracy of the
DGF formulation of the FDTD method may require long DGF waveforms, whose generation takes
significant computing runtimes.
4. CONCLUSIONS

The abrupt truncation of DGF waveforms results in an increase in the error of the electromagnetic
field computations in comparison to the solution obtained for the DGF waveform truncated using
a suitable window function. Truncation errors were compared for a wide range of parametric and
nonparametric window functions demonstrating the best performance for the Hann window.
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Global Base Approach to H-polarized Wave Scattering by
Conducting Circular Cylinders
K. Yashiro
Chiba University, Japan

Abstract— The scattering of a H-polarized plane wave by an arbitrary configuration of parallel perfect electric conducting (PEC) circular cylinders with any radii is analysed by method of
moments (MoM). The scattered magnetic field is expressed as integral of the product of equivalent magnetic current and Green function, that is, the Hankel function of zero-th order. The
unkown magnetic current density on each cylinder is expanded with global basis functions and the
Galerkin’s method is used to obtain a system of linear equations. Although the analysis objects
are confined to circular cylinders, analytical expressions are obtained for the matrix elements by
using Graf’s addition theorem repeatedly. The comparison with previous work and numerical
examples are presented.
1. INTRODUCTION

The structures of the arrangement of perfect electric conducting (PEC) circular cylinders often appear in mirowave, millimeter wave and optical applications such as grating [1], photonic crystals [2],
etc.. Hence it is desirable to analyse accurately the interaction of electromagnetic waves with large
structure consisting of PEC circular cylinders.
The scattering of a plane wave by an arbitrary configuration of parallel circular cylinders was
solved as boundary value problem to obtain a formal solution in terms of cylindrical wave functions [3]. The method of moments (MoM) [4] was also applied to the scattering by two parallel
PEC circular cylinders [5]. The unknown current was expressed as a linear combination of pulse
functions and the point matching technique was used.
In this paper, the MoM is implemented to simulate scattering from PEC circular cylinders. To
reduce the number of the unkowns per cylinder with keeping the accuracy of solution, the unkown
current density on each cylinder is expanded by periodic global base functions.
2. FORMULATION

The geometry of the problem is illustrated in Fig. 1. Suppose that the incident plane wave has
only a z-component of the magnetic field. A time dependence ejωt is assumed and suppressed
throughout. Then the incident plane wave is expressed as
Hzinc (~
ρ) = H0 e−jk0 (x cos φ0 +y sin φ0 )

(1)

where k0 is the wave number. Assumed that the equivalent magnetic current on the ν-th cylinder
is Mzν (~
ρ). Then the scattered field is described by
Hzsc (~
ρ)

N Z
¢
k0 η 0 X
(2) ¡
=−
Mzν (~
ρ 0 )H0 k0 |~
ρ−ρ
~ 0 | dρ0
4
Cν
ν=1

y
Cµ

aµ
→

ρµ

R µν

αµν
ρν aν
→

φµ
0
H zinc

φν

Cν
x

φ0

Figure 1: Geometry of problem.

(2)
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p
(2)
where H0 (x) is the Hankel function of the second kind of 0-th order and η0 (= ε0 /µ0 ) is the
intrinsic admittance of free space. The total tangential component of electric fields vanishes on the
surface of PEC cylinders. Hence,
µ
¶
−1 ∂Hzsc ∂Hzinc
sc
inc
Eθν (~
ρ) + Eθν (~
ρ) =
+
= 0, ρ
~ ∈ Cν (ν = 1, 2, . . . , N )
(3)
jωε0
∂rν
∂rν
Here θν is the azimuthal angle of the local reference system of which the origin is on the center axis
of the ν-th circular cylinder. Equation (3) gives a system of boundary integral equations.
3. REDUCTION TO MATRIX EQUATION

Here we introduce the local reference system of which the origin is on the center axis of the ν-th
circular cylinder, that is, x = xν + rν cos θν and y = yν + rν sin θν . Since the magnetic current
density should be periodic along the periphery of the cross section of each circular cylinder, each
current is expanded as
Nν
X

Mzν (~
ρ 0 ) = Mzν (~
ρν + ~aν 0 ) = H0

0

χνn e−jnθν

(4)

n=−Nν

Substituting (4) into (2), and using Graf’s addition theorem [6]
Hn(2)

∞
X
¯¢
¡ ¯
cos
(2)
0 ¯ cos
¯
k0 ρ
~−ρ
~
nψ =
Hn+m (k0 Rν )Jm (k0 aν )
mϕ
sin
sin

(5)

m=−∞

we integrate the resulting equation to obtain
Hzsc (~
ρ) = −

Nν
N
X
X
πη0
H0
χνn k0 aν Jn (k0 aν )Hn(2) (k0 Rν )e−jnθν
2

(6)

ν=1 n=−Nν

where Rν = |~
ρ−ρ
~ν |, θν is an angle between ρ
~−ρ
~ν and x-axis. Three points ρ
~, ρ
~ 0, ρ
~ν form a
0
0
triangle with sides, |~
ρ−ρ
~ |, |~
ρ−ρ
~ν |, |~
ρ −ρ
~ν |, and ψ and ϕ are vertex angles opposite to |~
ρ0 −ρ
~ν |
0
and |~
ρ−ρ
~ |, respectively.
The Galerkin’s method is used to obtain a system of linear equations. By substituting (6) into
(3), and using Graf’s addition theorem again, the first term of (3) becomes
( Nµ
X
π
χµn k0 aµ Jn (k0 aµ )Hn(2) 0 (k0 aµ )e−jnθµ
Eθscµ (~
ρµ + ~aµ ) = − j H0
2
n=−Nµ
)
Nν
N
∞
X
X
X
(2)
ν
−jnαµν
0
(7)
+
χn k0 aν e
Jn (k0 aν )Jk (k0 aµ )Hn+k (k0 Rµν )Φk (ϕ)
½
Φk (ϕ) =

ν=1 n=−Nν k=−∞
ν6=µ

e−jkϕ ψ = θν − αµν ≥ 0
ejkϕ
ψ = αµν − θν ≥ 0

By multiplying (7) by ejmθµ and integrating the resulting equation along Cµ , it becomes
(
Z π
π2
sc
jmθµ
Eθµ (~
ρµ + ~aµ )e
aµ dθµ = −j H0 χµm k0 aµ Jn (k0 aµ )k0 aµ Hn(2) 0 (k0 aµ )
k0
−π
)
Nν
N
X
X
(2)
+
χνn k0 aν Jn (k0 aν )k0 aµ Jk0 (k0 aµ )Hn−m (k0 Rµν )e−j(n−m)αµν

(8)

ν=1 n=−Nν
ν6=µ

The incident wave is expressed in the local reference system (rµ , θµ ) as follows
Hzinc (~
ρ) = Hzinc (~
ρµ + ~rµ ) = H0 e−jk0 ρµ cos(φµ −φ0 )

∞
X

(−j)n Jn (k0 rµ )e−jn(θµ −φ0 )

n=−∞

(9)
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By differentiating (9) with repect to rµ , the incident electric field on the surface of µ-th cylinder is
obtained by
Eθinc (~
ρµ

+ ~aµ ) = jζ0 H0 e

−jk0 ρµ cos(φµ −φ0 )

∞
X

(−j)n Jn0 (k0 aµ )e−jn(θ−φ0 )

(10)

n=−∞

where ζ0 = 1/η0 . By multiplying (10) by ejmθµ and integrating the resulting equation along Cµ , it
becomes
Z π
2π
0
(k0 aµ )ej{mφ0 −k0 ρµ cos(φµ −φ0 )}
(11)
Eθinc
ejmθµ aµ dθµ = j (−j)m ζ0 H0 k0 aµ Jm
µ
k
0
−π
All the resulting equations obtained above are cast into a system of linear equations.

 


B1
X1
A11 A12 . . . A1N
 A21 A22 . . . A2N   X2   B2 
=
 ·
·
...
·  ·   · 
XN
BN
AN 1 AN 2 . . . AN N

(12)

where Aνν and Aµν are (2Nν + 1) × (2Nν + 1) diagonal matrix and (2Nµ + 1) × (2Nν + 1) matrix,
respectively, and Xν and Bν are 2Nν + 1 column vectors, and their elements are given as follows:
π2
(2)0
H0 (k0 aν )2 Jm (k0 aν )Hm
(k0 aν )δmn
k0
π2
(2)
0
= −j H0 k0 aµ k0 aν Jn (k0 aν )Jm
(k0 aµ )Hn−m (k0 Rµν )e−j(n−m)αµν
k0
2π
0
= −j (−j)m ζ0 H0 k0 aµ Jm
(k0 aµ )ej{mφ0 −k0 ρµ cos(φµ −φ0 )}
k0

aνν
mn = −j

(13)

aµν
mn

(14)

bµm

(15)

4. SCATTERED FAR FIELD

The scattered field from all cylinders is obtained by (6) after solving (12) numerically. Upon using
the far-field approximation, |~
ρ−ρ
~ν | ∼ ρ − ρ
~ν · ρ
~/ρ and θν ∼ φ, the far-scattered field is expressed
as
r
2 −j (k0 ρ− π )
sc
4 f (φ)
e
Hz (~
ρ) ∼ H0
(16)
πk0 ρ
where f (φ) is defined by
Nν
N
πη0 X X
f (φ) = −
j n χνn k0 aν Jn (k0 aν )ejk0 ρ~ν cos(φ−φν ) e−jnφ
2

(17)

ν=1 n=−Nν

Here we call f (φ) the scattered far field amplitude.
The scattering width σ(φ) of the multiple cylinders is given by 4|f (φ)|2 /k0 . Thus, the total
scattering width σtot is given by
Z 2π
Z 2π
4
σtot =
σ(φ)dφ =
|f (φ)|2 dφ
(18)
k
0 0
0
Using the principle of conservation of energy, the total scattering width σtot is related to the forward
scattering amplitude f (φ0 ), that is,
σtot = −

8π
<[f (φ0 )]
k0

The above relation is called the optical theorem.

(19)
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5. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In order to verify the validity of the present method, some examples are considered. Firstly, we
consider the scattering from a single PEC cylinder. In this case, a system of linear equations is
solved analytically as the coefficient matrix is diagonalized. The solution for Hzsc (~
ρ) is identical
with that obtained by the method of separation of variables.
Secondly, the scattering cross section of five PEC circular cylinders due to a H-polarized plane
wave incident with φ0 = 0 was analysed in Ref. [7]. Each cylinder radius is 0.1λ and their centers
are separated by 0.5λ. The numerical result obtained based on the above analysis is shown in Fig. 2.
The result is compared with that in [7], where the interaction current was extracted by subtracting
the current on an isolated cylinder from the total current and it was solved by the ordinary MoM.
The solid curve is obtained by present method and the dotted one is duplicated from [7]. It is clear
from the figure that the proposed solution is in complete agreement with the solution in [7].
10

y

σ(φ) [dB]

5

Ref.[7]
present

0.2λ
x
0.5λ

→

k0

0
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Figure 2: The scattering cross section of the five
PEC circular cylinders.

Figure 3: The finite linear array of the PEC circular
cylinders.

Finally, let’s consider the scattering by a finite linear array of PEC circular cylinders shown in
Fig. 3. Suppose that each cylinder has a radius of a and the spacing between centers of adjacent
cylinders is p. We confine ourselves to the case of grazing incidence. The total scattering width
σtot of a linear array of ten PEC cylinders is plotted in Fig. 4 as a function of normalized frequency
p/λ with the normalized radius as a parameter. We verified that the curves drawn by using the
real part of forward scattered far field amplitude f (φ0 ) coincided with those of σtot and the optical
theorem (19) holds. It is seen from Fig. 4 that there are peaks or dips at p ≈ nλ/2.
To ta l Scattering Width, σtot [dB]
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Figure 4: Total scattering width of a linear array of
ten cylinders.

Figure 5: Far scattered field pattern for the case of
a/p = 0.3.

The far scatterered field pattern |f (φ)| is shown in Fig. 5. Each cylinder radius is 0.3p. The
forward scatttering amplitude is largest for p/λ = 0.32 and 0.4166. Especially, this tendency is
remarkable at the first peak. The scattering amplitude has a large peak at φ = ±150◦ in case of
p/λ = 0.526, and it has a maximum at φ = ±119◦ in case of p/λ = 0.8.
We computed the distribution of the total magnetic field around the array. Figs. 6(a) and 6(b)
show distributions of |Hz (~
ρ)| in case of p/λ = 0.4166 and p/λ = 0.526, respectively. The magnetic
field concentrates in the gaps between cylinders and the wave propagates along the array for the
case of p/λ = 0.4166, while the wave can not propagates along the array and is reradiated in the
direction of φ ≈ ±150 in accordance with far scattered field pattern in Fig. 5.
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(a) p/λ = 0.4166

(b) p/λ = 0.526

Figure 6: Field distribution for the case of a/p = 0.3.

The far scattered field pattern and the distribution of total magnetic field are shown respectively
in Figs. 7 and 8 for the case where the total scattering width has a dip at p/λ = 0.983. It is seen
from Figs. 7 and 8 that the wave is reflected strongly and the magnetic field in the gaps is weak.

-40

-20
-20

00

2020 [dB]

Figure 7: Far scattered field pattern for the case of
a/p = 0.3 and p/λ = 0.983.

Figure 8: Field distribution for the case of a/p = 0.3
and p/λ = 0.983.

6. CONCLUSION

The scattering of H-polarized plane wave by an arbitrary configuration of parallel PEC circular
cylinders is analysed by the mehod of moments. The equivalent magnetic current density on each
cylinder is expanded with global basis functions and the Galerkin’s method is used to obtain a
system of linear equations. The elements of the coefficient matrix are obtained analytically.
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Abstract— Two closely spaced nanoholes analyzed as two tiny interacting magnetic dipoles
depending on the incident beam polarization [1–3]. It is demonstrated that the optical coupling
mechanism between two nanoholes inherently has a magnetic property, unlike the electric dipoles
which are mainly coupled through electric-fields [4]. It is obvious that, in comparison with
a single hole, the transmission experiences two peaks for Fig. 1(b) where the long and short
wavelength peaks are proportional to anti-phase and in-phase magnetic dipoles, respectively.
The long wavelength peak considerably blue-shifts by increasing the distance, whereas the short
wavelength peak partially red-shifts. It is obvious from Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b) that the electric
field is confined in the air region of nanoholes and thus unlike electric dipoles, coupling through
electric fields for nanoholesis very weak, while coupling through magnetic fields is strong. The
peak of Fig. 1(d) is due to the in-phase interaction of dipoles and experiences a little blue shift
relative to single hole, which is caused by electric coupling of dipoles.
1. INTRODUCTION

Since exploration of enhanced and extraordinary optical transmission through subwavelength nanoholes, much attention has been attracted to phenomena and applications related to subwavelength
apertures drilled in a metal film [1]. The most important optical feature of metallic nanostructures
is the bypassing of the diffraction limit in conventional optics. Using this unique trait and the
electrical properties of metallic nanostructures, plasmonics could take a major step toward achieving nanoscale photonic and electronic devices. The extraordinary optical transmission through
nanoholes is due to the arrangement of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) and refractive coupling
effects with localized resonances [2]. The SPP coupling occurs when the separation distance between
holes is comparable to the SPP wavelength, or in other words each nanohole locates in the far-field
optical region of its neighboring hole. In the present study, the coupling mechanisms between two
closely spaced (i.e., in the near-field region of each other) subwavelength holes are investigated.
2. THE THEORY AND MODEL

We deal with the optical coupling effects of two nanoholes which are placed closely. Two rectangular
shaped nanoholes with equal sizes are considered. It is appropriate to investigate the electric and
magnetic field powers in the near-field region to identify the electric or magnetic coupling effect of
twonanoholes. The normalized electric and magnetic power amplitudes can be obtained using [5]:
Z
−1
Ae =
E · Jdv,
(1)
P
Zv
1
Am =
H · Mdv,
(2)
P
v

where, J and M are the volume distribution of the electric and magnetic current densities induced
in the metal region around the nanohole, respectively. In Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), P0 is a normalization
factor to the power flow, which is defined as [5]:
Z
P0 = 2 (E × H) · n̂ds,
(3)
S0

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) depict the field profile of |Hy /H0 |2 and |Ex /E0 |2 components for a rectangular
nanohole in a thin gold film and the normalized power amplitudes in the metal medium, respectively.
The integration region of S0 in Eq. (3) is a rectangular area from x = −200 to 200 nm, and y = −200
to 200 nm. The simulation is based on a three dimensional finite-difference time-domain (FDTD)
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method [6], with ∆x = ∆y = ∆z = 3 nm, and considering that each nanohole dimension is
a = 100 nm, b = 200 nm, and thickness d = 100 nm. It is obvious from Fig. 1(a), although the
incident light is polarized along x-axis, the rectangular nanohole’s magnetic field radiates along yaxis, and the electric field is confined in the dielectric region (inside the nanohole). This is in contrast
to the nanoparticles, which radiate along the P vector (polarization of the incident light). Fig. 2(a)
depicts the normalized magnetic power amplitude, obtained from FDTD simulation and quasi-static
approximation. The quasi-static approximation has a good agreement with the calculations. The
normalized magnetic power amplitude, as a criterion for comparison between electric and magnetic
powers, is much greater than the normalized electric power (i.e., the normalized electric power
is in the order of 10−3 ). Fig. 2(b) shows the normalized magneticpower amplitudes of the two
rectangular nanoholes which are positioned in the near-field region of each other and are exposed
by an x-polarized incident field.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Intensities of (a) the magnetic field component (|Hy /H0 |2 ), and (b) the electric field component
(|Ex /E0 |2 ) of the rectangular nanohole milled in an Au film with a = 100 nm, b = 200 nm and d = 100 nm
at λ = 730 nm (LSPR wavelength).
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Figure 2: The normalized magnetic power amplitude for (a) single rectangular nanohole, and (b) two closely
spaced nanoholes in gold film.

The separation distance between nanoholes experiences different values of ∆ = 5, 10, and 15 nm,
respectively. In order to confirm the results, the analytic calculation for the amplitude of the
magnetic power, based on the quasi-static dipole approximation, is presented. As mentioned in
Fig. 4(a) the electric power is negligible in the gold medium thus, the normalized magnetic power
is investigated in the ∆ region. According to Fig. 2(b) the limited increasing of the separation
distance results in the increasing of the magnetic power amplitude and it seems that two dipoles
with a magnetic nature are interacting.
In the case of two nanoholes, if both of holes lie along the major and/or minor axisthe struc-
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Figure 3: The schematic representation for arrangements of two nanoholes. (a) p-config., (b) s-config.
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Figure 4: (a), (c) The field profile of electric field component of a rectangular Au nanoparticle in its LSP
wavelength, (b), (d) normalized transmission for each configuration.

ture is called serial (s-config.) and/or parallel (p-config.) configuration, respectively. Fig. 3(a)
and Fig. 3(b) illustrate the schematic representation for two nanoholes with p- and s-config. arrangements. In addition, the normalized electric field for s- and p-config. nanoholes is depicted in
Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(c), correspondingly.
Figures 4(a) and 4(c) show the normalized transmission of the two s- and p-config. nanoholes
with the separation distance ∆, respectively. According to Fig. 9(a) the second (long wavelength)
resonant mode blue shifts and the energy of the coupled magnetic dipoles increases at this mode,
by increasing the distance from ∆ = 5 to 15 nm. In contrast, the first resonant mode experiences
a trivial red shift, by expanding ∆. The controlled increasing the distance leads to contribution
of more free electrons in coupling mechanism and a constructive interaction occurs. The short
wavelength minimum peak in transmission spectrum, at λ = 580 nm, is due to Au interband
absorption [1], which decreases the normalized transmission amplitude. Moreover, increasing ∆
enhances the antisymmetricplasmon hybrid resonances at the second mode wavelength.
This issue compensates the expected intensification of the Au interband absorption, through
increasing the separation. Fig. 9(b) shows the normalized transmission for a pair of nanoholes in
the p-config. structure. It can be seen that this configuration is not proper for increasing the
interaction of the nanoholes, with similar dimensions and distances.
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3. CONCLUSION

In summary, the nature of the coupling mechanism between the two nanoholes identified using
electric and magnetic normalized power amplitudes and confirmed with quasi-static approximation
method. According to the incident beam polarization, if the polarization of the incident magnetic
field is directed along the nanohole’s axis, two peaks are obvious which are related to the in-phase
and anti-phase magnetic dipole radiations. Instead of changing the polarization, two structures for
arranging the subwavelength apertures are defined as s- and p-config. For the s-config. arrangement
of the nanoholes, and with the separation distance ∆ = 10 nm two distinct resonant peaks are
excited at the normalized transmission spectrum at λ = 697, and 904 nm which are due to the
in-phase and anti-phase interactions of the magnetic dipoles related to each nanohole. However,
for the p-config. arrangementone resonant peak occurs at λ = 695 nm for the conditions same as
the s-config.
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Abstract— In this paper, we proposed novel all-optical logic gates based on microring metalinsulator-metal (MIM) plasmonic waveguides. The proposed all-optical logic gates were numerically studied by the finite-difference time-domain method (FDTD). In recent years, surface
plasmon has attracted much attention due to the potential of applications. Surface plasmons are
existed at the interface of metals and dielectrics. It has highly localized to a metal surface that
can have applications as sub-wavelength waveguides to guide light below the diffraction limit
in conventional optics. The MIM structures consist of a dielectric waveguide and two metallic
claddings, which strongly confine the incident light in the insulator region. MIM waveguides
are prospective for the design of nanoscale all-optical devices shown strong localization, as well
as relatively simple fabrication. Some devices based on the MIM waveguides have been studied numerically and experimentally, such as the filters based on ring resonators, tooth-shaped
plasmonic waveguide filters, nanodisk resonator, Y-shaped combiners, and wavelength selective
waveguides. We designed a MIM structure which consists of the symmetric ring resonators and
straight waveguides. By utilizing the coupling property between straight waveguides and ring
resonator waveguides and modulating the radii of the ring resonators, we can design an all-optical
NOT logic gate. By changing the state of the control port, we can make outgoing field propagating in the output waveguide or not. According to the numerical results, the proposed device
could really function as an all-optical NOT logic gate. It would be a potential key component in
the application of the all-optical signal processing system.
1. INTRODUCTION

Surface plasmons are existed between metal and dielectric of surface electromagnetic waves. One
of the surface plasmon polariton (SPP) important characteristics is that electromagnetic wave
can couple to propagating free electron oscillations at metal-dielectric interfaces [1]. SPPs have
promising application on the devices in highly integrated optical circuits because they overcome
the conventional diffraction limit and can manipulate light on sub-wavelength scales [2]. SPP
has been proposed several sub-wavelength optical devices, such as all-optical switches [3], beam
manipulator [4], modulators [5], sensors [6, 7], and metallic nanowires [8]. The MIM structures
consist of a dielectric waveguide and two metallic claddings, which strongly confine the incident
light in the insulator region [9]. In this paper, we designed a MIM structure which consists of the
microring resonators and straight waveguides. We use two straight waveguides and two microring
resonators to construct NOT logic gate based on MIM waveguide structure.
2. ANALYSES AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

In general, the interface between semi-infinite materials having positive and negative dielectric
constants can effectively guide transverse magnetic (TM) surface waves. Because the width of the
MIM plasmonic waveguide is much smaller than the wavelength, only the fundamental transverse
magnetic (TM) waveguide mode can propagate. The dispersion equation for TM mode in the
waveguide is given by [10]:
µ
¶
kd
εd km + εm kd tanh
w =0
(1)
2
1

1

where kd and km are define as: kd = (β 2 − εd k02 ) 2 and km = (β 2 − εm k02 ) 2 . εd and εm are,
respectively, dielectric constants of the insulator and the metal. k0 = 2π/λ is the free-space wave
vector. The propagation constant β is represented as effective index neff = β/k0 of the waveguide
for SPP.
In the paper, the dielectric is assumed to be air with εd = 1, and the metal to be silver. The
dielectric constant εm of silver can be calculated by Drude model [11]:
εm (ω) = ε∞ −

ωp2
ω(ω + iγ)

(2)
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where the dielectric constant at infinite angular frequency ε∞ = 3.7, the bulk plasma frequency
ωp = 1.38 × 1016 Hz, which represents the natural frequency of the oscillations of free conduction
electrons, the damping frequency of the oscillations γ = 2.73 × 1013 Hz, and ω is the angular
frequency of the incident electromagnetic radiation. The SPPs are excited with inputting a TMpolarized plane wave. The transmission of the structure is defined as T = Ptr /Pin [12]. Pin presents
the total incident power, and Ptr is transmission power.
We use two straight waveguides and two ring resonators to construct NOT logic gate based on
the MIM waveguide structure. The structure of the proposed NOT logic gate is shown in Fig. 1.
The incident wavelength λ is 850 nm, the radii of the the ring resonator are R1 = 414 nm and
r = 364 nm, the width of the straight waveguide w is 50 nm, and the coupling distances d between
the ring resonators and straight waveguides is 15 nm. In our proposed logic gate, we require one
signal port and this signal port must always be in ON state. We can change the state of the input
port to determine the state of the output port. When the state of the input port A is OFF, the state
of the output port is ON. The magnetic field distribution is shown in Fig. 2(a). The transmission
efficiency is shown in Fig. 2(b). When the state of the input port A is ON, the state of the output
port is OFF. The magnetic field distribution is shown in Fig. 3(a) and the transmission efficiency is
shown in Fig. 3(b). According to the simulation results, the truth table and transmission efficiency
that we obtained is shown in Table 1.

Figure 1: The proposed structure for plasmonic NOT gate.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: When the input port A = 0, (a) the magnetic field distribution and (b) the normalized transmission
spectrum.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: When the input port A = 1, (a) the magnetic field distribution and (b) the normalized transmission
spectrum.
Table 1: The truth table of the NOT gate.

3. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have proposed and numerically investigated a novel NOT logic gate in MIM
plasmonic structure. By utilizing the coupling property between straight waveguides and ring
resonator waveguides and modulating the radii of the ring resonators, we can design an all-optical
NOT logic gate. By changing the state of the control port, we can make outgoing field propagating
in the output waveguide or not. According to the numerical results, the proposed device could
really function as an all-optical NOT logic gate. It would be a potential key component in the
application of the all-optical signal processing system.
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Abstract— A unique set of reference planes which enters into the description of a three port E
or H-plane tee-junction are its characteristics planes. These planes correspond to the positions
of a short circuit at one typical port that will decouple a second port from one input port. The
purpose of this paper is to establish these planes in the cases of microstrip and unilateral finline
circuits. This is done in each case for a number of different geometries. The spacing between
the first two characteristic planes across the junction is 360 deg. In the case of the H-plane tee
junction, it is 180 deg in the case of the E-plane geometry.
1. INTRODUCTION

The parameters of E and H-plane tee-junctions are usually characterized at either the intersection
between the symmetry planes of the main and side waveguides or at the physical opening of the
junction. One other possibility is to adopt the characteristics planes for this purpose. Such planes
provide a universal set of terminals in this class of network in both, microstrip line and waveguide.
The concept of characteristics planes was first introduced in [1]. It has recently been applied in the
descriptions of E and H-plane waveguide tee-junctions in WR-75 [2]. There is one such plane in
the description of a wye-junction with three fold symmetry and there are two such planes in the
definition of a right angled tee-junction. The purpose of this paper is to characterize microstrip
in the H-plane and finline tee-junctions in the E-plane using this notation. This is done for
both, parametric values of impedance levels and relative dielectric constants of the substrates.
The scattering matrices of the circuits are separately calculated. This is done at an arbitrary
frequency interval between 3 and 6 GHz. These sort of junctions enter in the construction of filters
circuits and also in the design of rat races and other microwave circuits. The two geometries under
consideration are illustrated in Figures 1 and 2. The geometry in Figure 1 is an example of an
H-plane arrangement, that in Figure 2 is one of an E-plane structure. The eigenvalue problem
of the H-plane circuit has been touched in [3]. Some typical works on tee-junctions are described
in [4–15].

Figure 1:
junction.

Schematic diagram of microstrip tee-

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of finline tee-junction.

2. CHARACTERISTIC PLANES OF H-PLANE TEE JUNCTION

A common 3-port microstrip junction is an H-plane right angled tee geometry. Its scattering matrix
is
"
#
α δ γ
S= δ α γ
(1)
γ γ β
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The network under consideration is reciprocal so that the matrix is symmetric about the main
diagonal. A question arising with the description of this type of junction is the locations of its
reference planes. One unique possibility is to adopt characteristic planes for this purpose. These
planes have the positions of a short circuit at one typical port that will decouple a second port
from an input one. There are two such planes in the description of the tee junction.
α − δ = −1
γ2
β−
= −1
δ

(2a)
(2b)

The first equation defines the characteristic planes in ports 1 and 2 of the junction; the second
fixes that in port 3. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate typical in microstrip junction, the locations of the
characteristic planes and the experimental arrangement.

Figure 3: Characteristics planes of microstrip tee
junction.

Figure 4: Experimental arrangement for measurement of a typical characteristic plane.

The two characteristic planes are equi-distance from the opening of the junction prowled
α−δ =β−

γ2
δ

(3)

This condition is satisfied provided

γ √
= 2
(4)
δ
The nature of the scattering matrix of the E-plane tee junction is different and is dealt with
separately.
3. CHARACTERIZATION OF H-PLANE MICROSTRIP TEE-CIRCUITS

It is necessary in order to tabulate universal data in an unambiguous way in the descriptions of
right angled tee-junctions to express the results at its characteristics planes. This may be done by
defining electrical angles.
2πdi
i = 1, 2, 3, . . .
(5)
θi =
λg
The coordinate system adopted by J. T. Allanson et al. is that at the intersection between the
symmetry planes of the main waveguide and the side waveguide. Other authors, such as Mansour
have chosen the reference planes to coincide with the opening of the waveguides of the junction.
The convention adopted here is to place the reference terminals at the characteristics planes of the
junction. It is indicated in Figure 6 in the case of microstrip.
In order to carry out the fast efficient eigenmodes dispersion analysis for multilayer and multiconductor planar tlines, the hybrid fields are expressed by superposing TE-to and TM-to- with
Hertzian scalar potentials. The solution to the boundary value problem describing electromagnetic
wave propagation in the z direction in the structure under investigation can be found using SVD
method [18].
The guide wavelength in the transmission line may be accurately deduced by recognizing that
the characteristic planes repeat every half wavelength at a single frequency. It provides therefore
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Figure 5: Characteristics planes at two different frequencies.

Figure 6: Definition of characteristic planes in right
angled microstrip tee-junction.

Figure 7: Calculated characteristic planes at port 1
or 2 of the microstrip tee-junction over the frequency
range of 3 to 6 GHz.

Figure 8: Calculated characteristic planes at port
3 of the microstrip tee-junction over the frequency
range of 3 to 6 GHz.

one means of measuring or calculating the wavelength of the transmission line, including fringing
effects. This allows the experimental reference plane to be chosen at will and translate it to that
of the junction.
The characteristics planes of the structure in Figure 1 are summarized in Figures 7 and 8.
This is done for parametric values of impedance between 25 and 100 Ω over a frequency band
between 3 and 6 GHz. The dielectric constant of the substrate is 3.12. The corresponding standing
wave patterns are illustrated in Figures 9(a) and (b). The midband scattering parameters at the
midband and edge band frequencies at the first characteristic planes are

α = 0.942 ∠ − 176.13◦ 

β = 0.920 ∠ − 179.14◦
1st
γ = 0.286 ∠ 87.78◦ 

δ = 0.147 ∠ 67.14◦
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and for the other characteristic plane
α = 0.302 ∠ − 21.25◦
β = 0.390 ∠ 129.32◦
γ = 0.638 ∠ 53.01◦
δ = 0.692 ∠ 157.72◦







2nd

The scattering parameters obtained in this way satisfy the unitary condition.
|β|2 + 2 |γ|2 =
=
2
2
2
|α| + |γ| + |δ| =
=

1.010
0.966
0.991
0.977

1st
2nd
1st
2nd

|γ| these should be chosen to 1, 0.
The amplitudes of these quantities are of course independent of the choice of the reference planes
adopted. Figure 9 illustrates the electromagnetic field patterns with short circuits pistons at the
characteristic planes.
Exchanging the generator and short circuit conditions between ports 1 and 3 leaves in a reciprocal
circuit the field patterns unchanged.

(a)

(b)

Figure 9: (a) Standing wave solution of electric field in the H-plane microstrip. (b) Standing wave solution
of magnetic field in the H-plane microstrip.
4. E-PLANE UNILATERAL FINLINE TEE-JUNCTION

The unilateral finline waveguide is an example of an E-plane geometry it is described by the a and
b dimensions of the rectangular waveguide, by the gap (W ) and by the thickness (H) and by the
dielectric constant of the substrate (εr ). The relative dielectric constant employed in this work is 2.2
and the waveguide is WR-75. The schematic diagram under consideration is indicated in Figure 10.
The definitions of the reference planes are here arbitrarily taken at the openings of the waveguide
of the rectangular waveguides of the junction rather than at those of the finline circuit. This is
shown in Figure 11. The analysis of the unilateral finline can be solved using various numerical
methods. The initial conditions of the structure are usually based on some existing approximate
closed form expressions [16, 17] in conjunction with a spectral domain approach (SDA). It is here,
however, fixed by having recourse to a full-wave simulator. This type of planar transmission line
differs from the microstrip case in that it is a dispersive structure.
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Figure 10: Characteristics planes of the E-plane finline tee-junction.

Figure 11: Definition of characteristic planes of right
angled finline tee-Junction.

The scattering matrix of differs from that of the H-plane geometry in that the phases of S31
and S32 are 180 degrees out of phase with those S13 and S31 [2].
"
#
α δ
γ
−γ
S= δ α
γ −γ β
The reflection coefficients at the points of this main waveguide and at the side one is in this instance
given by
ρ1,2 = α + δ = −1
γ2
= −1
ρ3 = β +
δ

(6a)
(6b)

Figures 12 and 13 indicate the connection between the characteristics planes between 9 to 15 GHz
of the unilateral finline circuit in Figure 2 at ports 1 or 2 and at port 3. In the construction of the
frequency response of this type of circuits the guide wavelength adopted is, of course, that at the
midband frequency.
The midband scattering parameters at the characteristics planes are
α
β
γ
δ
This gives
and

=
=
=
=

0.339 ∠ 64.74◦
0.398 ∠ 113.76◦
0.652 ∠ 114.89◦
0.676 ∠ − 87.13◦

|β|2 + 2 |γ|2 = 1.008612
|α|2 + |γ|2 + |δ|2 = 1.04

The standing wave patterns of the different possible experimental arrangements are shown in Figures 14(a) and (b).
The lack of negative signs in the description of the scattering matrix of the H-plane tee junction
compared to that of the E-plane geometry produces on electric field in the inner box of the junction
which is zero whereas it produces the dual condition in the latter arrangement.
One important consequence of this situation is that the spacing between the dominant characteristic planes is 360 deg. In the case of H-plane junction and 180 deg. in the other case.
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Figure 12: Calculated characteristic planes of the
E-plane unilateral finline tee-junction at ports 1 or
2 between the frequency range of 9 to 15 GHz.

(a)

Figure 13: Calculated characteristic planes of the
E-plane unilateral finline tee-junction at port 3 between the frequency range of 9 to 15 GHz.

(b)

Figure 14: (a) Standing wave solution of electric field in E-plane unilateral finline. (b) Standing wave
solution of magnetic field in E-plane unilateral finline.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this paper is to establish the characteristic planes of microstrip and finline circuits.
A knowledge of these planes allow unique representations of these type of circuits. The former is an
example of an H-plane or shunt network and the latter is one of an E-plane or series tee-junction.
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A K-band Direct Injection-locked Frequency Divider Using
Harmonic LC Tanks
Chien-Pai Wu and Yen-Chung Chiang
National Chung Hsing University, Taiwan

Abstract— A K-band injection-locked frequency divider implemented in the TSMC 0.18 µm
CMOS process technology is proposed in this paper. By using the harmonic LC tank technique,
the third order harmonic of the output signal from the frequency divider is enhanced and a
balanced performance between the locking range and the output swing can be achieved. Compared with the conventional direct injection-locked frequency divider, the locking speed of the
proposed frequency divider can also be improved. The chip size of the proposed frequency divider
is 0.711 × 0.776 mm2 . The measured locking range is from 24.8 to 26.6 GHz and the core circuit
draws a 5.4 mW power from a 1.8-V supply.
1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the rapid development of wireless communication technology has made our daily life easier
and funnier. Multi-media, videos and information data can be transferred via portable devices with
a high data rate. Some systems operating above 20 GHz, including the local multipoint distribution
service (LMDS), the short range vehicle crash prevention radars, wireless local area networks, and
other ISM band applications, have been proposed. Therefore, the ratio-frequency (RF) applications are getting more and more important. Furthermore, due to the progress of semiconductor
technology, RF front-end system can be integrated in a single IC, and then employed in cellular
phones, personal computers and other hand-held devices. In high-speed wireless communication
systems, the phase-locked loop (PLL) is a key component utilized as a frequency synthesizer and/or
a quadrature signal generator [1]. PLL can generate a stable and controllable output signal whose
frequency is locked by the input reference signal. The design considerations of a PLL include the
fast-locking duration and the low-jitter performance. A PLL is generally composed of the voltage
control oscillator (VCO), the phase-frequency detector (PFD), the charge pump (CP), and the frequency divider (FD). Among these sub-blocks, one essential circuit is the FD which takes a periodic
input signal and generates a periodic output signal at a frequency being a fraction of that of the
input.
Several existing techniques are used for frequency division: e.g., common-mode logic (CML)
based [2], dynamic logic based [3], injection locked FDs (ILFD) [4], and Miller dividers [5]. As
indicated in [6], every technique has its own pros and cons. For example, the mechanism of a CML
FD is easy to design and to understand, however, it suffers from higher power consumption and
lower operation frequency. On the other hand, the ILFDs dissipate lower power with better noise
performance, but their locking range is relatively small. Figures 1 and 2 show two conventional ILFDs: current tail injection and direct injection, respectively. The conventional current tail injection
ILFD shown in Figure 1 is basically a LC tank VCO with the input signal injected by current tail

Figure 1: Schematic of a conventional ILFD by current tail injection.

Figure 2: Schematic of a conventional ILFD by direct injection.
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transistor M1 . The limited locking range of such ILFD is due to the inefficient injecting path from
the tail transistor M1 . To overcome this problem, a direct injection ILFD as shown in Figure 2
was proposed in [6]. The input signal is directly injected into the oscillating loop thus the locking
range can be improved.
The CMOS process technology has become a strong candidate for wireless communication system
due to its low cost and easy integration. In this paper, we implement a ILFD in the 0.18 µm CMOS
process in which we combine the direct injection ILFD with the harmonic LC tank technique for
improving the locking speed and the locking range. The detailed design consideration is given in
Section 2, and the experimental results are shown in Section 3. Finally, a simple conclusion is made
in Section 4.
2. CIRCUIT DESIGN

Although the differential architecture proposed in [6] can improve the locking range, it still causes
other problems. The output power of differential injection-locked frequency divider is low, especially at high frequency operation. For this reason, it is hard to drive the next stage and the
required locking time is relatively long. To improve the locking speed and output power, we adopt
the harmonic LC tanks to the differential ILFD to enhance the third order harmonic. Figure 3
shows the proposed ILFD in which we also use the complementary cross-coupled pair architecture
formed by transistors M1 , M2 , M3 and M4 as the basic oscillating core for increasing the required
transconductance for start-up condition.

Figure 3: Schematic of the proposed direct injection
frequency divider with harmonic tank.

Figure 4: Micrograph of the proposed ILFD.

Instead of using only fundamental inductor L1 , the third harmonic LC tank consist of parasitic
capacitors and high quality factor (Q) inductors L2 and L3 is added as shown in Figure 3. The
additional inductors combined with the fundamental inductor L1 will form a network with two
peaks in the frequency response: one at the output frequency and the other at the third harmonic
frequency. The fundamental inductor L1 is implemented as the symmetric type inductor with
coil width being 9 µm, inner radius being 43.5 µm, and the turn number being 2. The additional
harmonic inductors L2 and L3 are implemented as standard inductors with coil width being 9 µm,
inner radius being 30 µm, and the turn number being 0.5. Although the high quality inductors
will narrow the locking range of ILFD, the harmonic tanks can generate third harmonic frequency
component and then improve the output power. From the simulation results, the locking speed is
also twice faster than the traditional differential ILFD.
Although varactors can extend the free running oscillation frequency range and thus increase the
locking range of frequency divider, we do not adopt varactors in our design to show the performance
of the harmonic tank. Since we would like to take the input as differential signal, the injection
devices are NMOS M5 and PMOS M6 transistors, respectively. The sizes of input transistors are
chosen to be balance between the overall network frequency response and the locking range and both
transistors are 1.5 µm/0.18 µm 15 fingers in size. We also adopt the forward body bias technique
in the transistors M5 and M6 . We use two open-drain stages which do not shown in Figure 3 as
output buffers and external bias-T devices are used in the measurement.
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3. MEASURED RESULTS

The proposed ILFD is implemented in the 0.18 µm CMOS process technology. The micrograph of
the circuit is as shown in Figure 4 and the chip size is 0.711 × 0.776 mm2 . The core circuit of the
proposed ILFD draws a 5.4 mW dc power from a 1.8-V power supply. The measured free running
frequency is 12.77 GHz with −7.3 dBm output power. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the measured
output spectrums for the injection locked operation upper bound and lower bound, respectively. It
can be seen that the locking range is from 24.8 to 26.6 GHz. The measured output power is about
−8.99 dBm to −10.38 dBm.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Measured output spectrums for (a) the lower bound of locking range and (b) the upper bound of
locking range.

Figure 6 shows the measured phase noise of the proposed ILFD for the free-running output
signal, the injected input signal, and the divided output signal. Although the phase noise of the
free-running signal is not good, it can be seen that the divided output signal has phase noise about
6 dB below the phase noise of the injected signal for most of the offset frequencies as expected.
Figure 6 shows the measured input sensitivity curve of the proposed ILFD. The locking range is
from 24.8 to 26.6 GHz at the 0 dBm input power level, while the locking range is from 24.4 to
26.9 GHz if the input power is increased to 5 dBm.

Figure 6: Measured phase noise of the proposed
ILFD for free-running, injected input, and divided
output signals.

Figure 7: Measured input sensitivity of the proposed
ILFD.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed an injection-locked frequency divider designed for the K-band
applications in the 0.18 µm CMOS process technology. By using the harmonic LC tank technique,
the third order harmonic of the output from the frequency divider is increased and the locking
speed can also be improved. The measured locking range is from 24.8 to 26.6 GHz under 0 dBm
input power and the core circuit draws 5.4 mW power from a 1.8-V supply.
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Abstract— This paper presents the application of a real-time electromagnetic target classification technique to recognize dispersive dielectric objects with varying loss characteristics. The
suggested classifier design technique is operative at the resonance region and is based on the
use of Singularity Expansion Method (SEM) to represent a given electromagnetic scatterer by its
natural response. A multi-aspect database of wide band scattered signals are processed to extract
target features with the ultimate aim of target characterization in an aspect invariant manner.
The Wigner distribution (WD), a quadratic time-frequency transformation, is used to extract
pole-related feature vectors from non-stationary scattered signals. The Principal Components
Analysis (PCA) is further used to fuse multi-aspect feature vectors to obtain a single unified
feature vector for each library object. A suitable late-time design interval needs to be chosen to
obtain fused features with minimized aspect sensitivity that is a vital requirement for improved
classifier accuracy.
1. INTRODUCTION

Electromagnetic object recognition is a challenging problem due to the aspect and polarization
dependent nature of scattered electromagnetic signals. The Singularity Expansion Method (SEM),
originally established in 1970’s by C.E. Baum, is a well-known modeling tool used to represent the
late-time portion of the scattered electromagnetic response waveforms. These aspect and polarization dependent late-time signals are basically composed of the superposition of damped sinusoidal
signals oscillating at the complex natural resonance (CNR) frequencies of the object. The CNR
frequencies are the poles of the object’s system function in complex frequency domain [1]. Collection of these poles can describe the related finite-size object uniquely in an aspect and polarization
independent manner as they are determined by the size, shape and material properties of a given
object. As the extraction of poles from measured late-time scattered data is highly susceptible to
noise, use of alternative indirect feature extraction techniques is found more feasible. This paper
is based on the recently suggested WD-PCA method [2, 3] where the extracted object features
describe the spectral content of natural response over a properly chosen late-time interval. This
technique makes use of the Wigner-Ville Distribution (WD), a quadratic time-frequency transformation, to extract pole-related object features at each available aspect/polarization combination.
Then, the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is used for data reduction and feature fusion. In
WD-PCA method, electromagnetic scattered data measured or simulated at only a few different
aspects would be enough to design the classifier for a library of preselected objects. Each library
object is represented in the classifier’s feature database by a single fused feature vector with minimized aspect variance. In the real-time object recognition phase, on the other hand, a scattered
signal received at an arbitrary and unknown aspect would be sufficient to classify the test object. In
literature, the WD-PCA technique has been successfully applied so far to recognize perfect conductor, perfect dielectric or dielectric coated conducting objects [2–4]. In this paper, this technique will
be demonstrated for the first time in literature for objects made of dispersive and lossy dielectric
materials.
2. THEORY

Basic theory and fundamental design steps of the WD-PCA based object classification technique
are briefly described in this section. In the first step of this design procedure, a database of
electromagnetic scattered signals must be generated to contain a total of K × M different timedomain scattered signals at K reference combinations of aspect angle/polarization for each one of M
library targets. Scattered signals can be either measured or synthesized by numerical simulations
over a common preselected frequency band in resonance region. Next, the auto Wigner-Ville
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distribution (WD) is computed for each design signal x(t) as
Z∞
e−j2 π f τ x(t + τ /2)x∗ (t − τ /2)dτ

Wx (t, f ) =

(1)

−∞

where the output represents an energy density function over the joint time-frequency plane, in
approximate sense. To characterize the natural response behavior of the target, it is needed to
partition the total time span T0 of the signals into Q equally-wide intervals and use the WD output
over £a selected ¤late time interval [3] to construct a late-time feature vector (LTFV) defined as
ē = Ēq∗ Ēq∗ +1 where Ēq is the qth partition vector of length (N/2) defined on the qth time
interval with its entries computed as
q

T0

ZQ
Eq (fp ) =

Wx (t, fp )dt for q = 1, 2, . . . , Q,

p = 1, 2, . . . , N2

and fp = (p − 1) T10

(2)

T
(q−1) Q0

where N is the number of samples of the discrete time domain scattered signal. The methods for
choosing parameters Q and q ∗ are discussed in detailin [3]. Then, the PCA technique is used to
extract main patterns common to LTFV features (whose aspect variances are reduced moderately)
computed at K different aspect/polarization combinations for a given library object. To implement
the PCA based multi-aspect feature fusion technique, a real valued feature matrix F of size K × N
is formed for each object having the late-time feature vectors ēk , k = 1, . . . , K as its rows. Then,
the covariance matrix SF of this feature matrix F is computed which is a K × K nonsingular,
symmetric matrix. Next, an orthonormal matrix U = [u1 u2 . . . uK ] is formed where ui ’s are
the normalized eigenvectors (of size K × 1) corresponding to the eigenvalues λi of the covariance
matrix SF . In this process, the U matrix is formed after ordering the computed eigenvalues such
that λ1 > λ2 > . . . > λK and it can be used to diagonalize the covariance matrix and to transform
the correlated feature vectors ē1 , ē2 , . . . , ēK into a set of uncorrelated vectors z1 , z2 , . . . , zK by




z1
ē1 − mean(ē1 )IN
 z2 
 ē − mean(ē2 )IN 
 = UT  2

Z=
(3)
.
..
 .. 


.
zK

ēK − mean(ēK )IN

where IN is an all-ones row vector of length N, the superscript T denotes the transpose operator
and the resulting matrix Z (of size K × N ) is composed of transformed vectors, zi ’s which are the
principal components of the feature matrix F . Each principal component zi is a zero-mean vector
with variance λi . Then, the fused feature vector (FFV) can be constructed as a weighted sum of
principal components to characterize the associated target in the classifier’s feature database.
The same procedure is repeated for each object in the classifier library to completely design
the classifier’s feature database. Then, during the real-time classification phase, the LTFV of the
measured test signal is computed as described above and its correlation coefficient with respect
to each FFV in the classifier library is computed to determine the library target with the highest
matching score.
3. APPLICATIONS AND RESULTS

In this section, we will demonstrate the design of an object classifier to recognize M = 3 different spherical targets T1 , T2 , T3 which have the same radius (a = 10 cm) but they are made of
dispersive and lossy dielectric materials with different complex relative permittivity parameters
εr (ω) = ε0r (ω) + jε00r (ω). In this study, we have chosen three typical types of human breast tissue
with permittivity functions described by the Cole-Cole model
εr (ω) = ε∞ +

∆ε
σs
+
(1−α)
jωε0
1 + (jωτ )

with the values of model parameters fitted for each tissue type [5] as shown in Table 1.

(4)
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Table 1: Cole-Cole parameters for three typical types of breast tissue.
Tissue Type
T1
T2
T3

ε∞
9.941
7.821
6.151

σs (S/m)
0.462
0.713
0.809

∆ε
26.60
41.48
48.26

τ (ps)
10.90
10.66
10.26

α
0.003
0.047
0.049

Then, scattered signals for these dispersive library objects are computed in frequency domain (in
response to an x-polarized uniform plane wave propagating in +z-direction as described in Figure 1)
using the Mie series over the frequency range from almost DC to 19.1 GHz at φ = 90 degrees azimuth
angle and for 12 different bistatic aspect anglesfor θ = 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, 90, 105, 120, 135, 150, 165
and 179 degrees. Out of these 12 different aspects, only K = 4 reference aspects at θ = 45, 90, 135
and 179 degrees are chosen to be used in classifier design. Accordingly, a total of K × M = 12
scattered time-domain signals are used in classifier design after being transformed into time domain
by using IFFT. The classifier is designed over the optimum time interval [9.21 ns–10.89 ns] using
the design parameters N = 1024, T0 = 26.81 ns, Q = 32 and q ∗ = 12. An example of the scattered
time-domain signals is shown in Figure 2 for the object T3 at a bistatic aspect angle for θ = 150
degrees. Real and imaginary parts of permittivity functions for all three objects are plotted in
Figures 3(a) and 3(b), respectively.

Figure 1: Simulation setup for scattered signal computations under plane wave excitation.

(a)

Figure 2: Time-domain scattered signal for target 3
at θ = 150 degrees (for 30 degrees bistatic angle).

(b)

Figure 3: (a) Real parts ε0r (ω) and (b) imaginary parts ε00r (ω) of relative permittivity for targets T1 , T2 and
T3 .

The fused feature vectors (FFV’s) obtained by the suggested WD-PCA technique for each
library object are given in Figure 4. Finally, the test results for 24 different test signals (each
of 3 targets observed at 8 different non-design aspects) are summarized in the contour plot of
Figure 5 where the correlation coefficients between each of 24 testing LTFVs and each of 3 FFVs
of the classifier feature database are computed with a result of 100 percent accuracy rate. The
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diagonal “matched” submatrices have very large correlation coefficient values while the off-diagonal
“mismatched” submatrices show much lower correlation figures, as expected.

Figure 4: Fused feature vectors (FFVs) of the designed classifier for targets T1 , T2 and T3 .
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Figure 5: Contour plot of correlation coefficients computed for all possible pairs of testing LTFVs and FFVs.
4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, design of a WD-PCA based object classifier for three different lossy dispersive dielectric spheres is demonstrated together with performance testing with 100 percent accuracy. Noise
performance of the classifier will besimulated in a future work. Also, usefulness of the WD-PCA
method will be investigated in detection and classification of a benign or malignant tumor within
such realistic breast tissues as the ultimate goal of our future studies.
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Abstract— The probability density functions (PDFs) of electromagnetic fields inside real reverberation chambers has been categorized into eight cases and the mathematical expressions for
all the cases were recently reported. In this paper, we compile the complete expressions for the
magnitude and phase PDFs of bivariate normal distribution. Furthermore, we present the assessment of these PDFs using a RC located at Ajou University, South Korea. To investigate how
close to the ideal case is the measured data, T-tests and F test are used to test the hypotheses
for zero means, equal variances and zero correlation between the real and imaginary part of the
field. The results show that the circumstance of the RC is far from the ideal case. Then, KS
and AD GoF tests are applied to the magnitude and phase PDFs for investigating the agreement
between the measurement data and PDFs of the eight cases. According to the GoF tests, the
magnitude PDFs of the type 3 and type 7 are very highly rejected. Also, the rejection rate of
magnitude PDFs of the type 4 is lower than those of most other types, and the type 8 shows the
lowest rejection rate. On the other hand, the phase PDFs of even types are much less rejected
than those of odd types, and the phase PDFs of the type 8 shows the lowest rejection rate. The
results of the paper are helpful in better understanding the behavior of fields in RCs.
1. INTRODUCTION

Reverberation chambers (RCs) have been attracting attention as electromagnetic (EM) testing
facilities, performance evaluations of multiple-input-multiple-output handset antennas, etc. The
correct use of RCs is based on the full understanding of the field behaviors inside the RCs.
It is commonly accepted that the real and imaginary components of EM fields in RCs follow
normal distributions. However, recent researches gave the PDFs of the field magnitude and phase
in the viewpoint of “good-but-imperfect” approach on the basis of bivariate normal distributions
(BNDs) in order to describe imperfect reverberation conditions [1, 2]. They categorized BNDs
into eight cases, and suggested mathematical expressions describing the magnitude and phase of
electric fields by deriving the marginal PDFs of the BNDs. Regarding the given approach to
mathematically characterize EM signals, a similar but more generalized analysis was also proposed
from a communication society [3]. Most recently, the analytical formulas which were not introduced
in [1–3] is presented [4]. Thus, we compile the complete mathematical expressions describing the
magnitude and phase of electric fields.
Moreover, we present the experimental results of electric fields in a real RC. Also, the idealness
of means, variances and correlation between the real and imaginary part of the field inside the
RC are investigated. Moreover, using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) and Anderson-Darling (AD)
goodness-of-fit (GoF) tests, we evaluate the magnitude and phase distributions of electric fields for
the eight cases of BNDs [5, 6].
2. MAGNITUDE AND PHASE PDFS OF BNDS

For characterizing the electric fields of a RC, the BND of real and imaginary parts ξ and η is
represented as, N (µξ , µη ; σξ , ση ; ρ) where µξ and µη are the means for ξ and η respectively, σξ and
ση are the standard deviations and ρ is the correlation coefficient between ξ and η. The BNDs are
categorized into eight types according to the values of µξ , µη , σξ , ση and ρ.
The magnitude r and phase φ of the field are represented as follows:
p
r = ξ2 + η2, r ≥ 0
(1)
µ ¶
π
t
ψ = sgn(t) · [1 − sgn(s)] + sgn(s) · tan−1
, −π ≤ ψ ≤ π
(2)
2
|s|
where sgn(x) = x/ |x| for x 6= 0, and sgn(x) = 0 for x = 0.
According to the PDFs presented in [1, Table 1], six PDFs require numerical integrations when
obtaining the MPDF of the field magnitude and phase because analytical expressions for these
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PDFs are not found in closed forms. In [3], the magnitude and phase PDFs of BNDs for several
cases were derived in analytical forms which involve the modified Bessel function of the first kind or
the complementary error function. The phase PDFs for type VI and magnitude PDFs of Type VII
are presented in [4]. In reviewing the PDFs reported in [1–4], the expressions for the magnitude
and phase PDFs of BNDs are completed as shown in Table 1.
Table 1: summary of the PDFS for phase and magnitude.
Case
1. N (0, 0; σ, σ; 0)
2. N (µξ , µη ; σ, σ; 0)
3. N (0, 0; σξ , ση ; 0)
4. N (µξ , µη ; σξ , ση ; 0)
5. N (0, 0; σ, σ; ρ)
6. N (µξ , µη ; σ, σ; ρ)
7. N (0, 0; σξ , ση ; ρ)
8. N (µξ , µη ; σξ , ση ; ρ)

Phase PDF fφ (φ)
[1, Eq. (8)]
[1, Eq. (10)]
[1, Eq. (13)]
[4. Eq. (1)]
[1, Eq. (21)]
[1, Eq. (24)]
[1, Eq. (26)]
[2, Eq. (1)]

Magnitude PDF fr (r)
[1, Eq. (8)]
[1, Eq. (11)]
[1, Eq. (16)]
[1, Eq. (19)]
[2, Eq. (6)]
[2, Eq. (3)]
[4, Eq. (2)]
[2, Eq. (2)]

3. MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS

To verify the availability of the novel BN approach, complex electric field components were measured in the RC located at Ajou University, South Korea, while the RC was performing in stirred
mode. The dimension of the RC is 2.4 m×2.3 m×1.6 m and the vertical Z-fold shape stirrer has
size of 0.6 m×0.5 m×1.0 m. The chamber walls are made of stainless steel and welded. The first
resonant frequency is around 97 MHz, and the lowest useable frequency might occur at slightly
above 291 MHz, according to [7]. In this experiment, three different frequencies of 1.8, 2.4, and
3.8 GHz were selected, and about 5,000 samples per each frequency were measured using a vector
network analyzer and dipole antennas.
To evaluate how close to the ideal case is the measured data, we test the ideal hypothesis for
the parameters of means, variances and correlation between the real and imaginary part of the
field measured in the RC. In ideal field condition of a RC, the means are zero, variances are equal
and the correlation is zero. T tests and F test are used to test the ideal hypotheses and about 50
tests per each frequency are performed with 5% level of confidence. Fig. 1 shows the rejection rates
resulting from the measurements performed in the RC. The rejection rates of zero mean hypotheses
are 19, 28 and 22% for 1.8, 2.4 and 3.8 GHz, respectively, which is more highly rejected than other
hypotheses. The rejection rates of equal variance hypotheses are 9, 12 and 15% and those of zero
covariance hypotheses are 15, 14 and 13%. The rejection rates seem non-negligibly high. Therefore,
it is considered that the circumstance of the RC is far from the ideal case.

Figure 1: Ideal hypothesis Tests for means, variances and covariance.

For investigating the agreement between the measurement data and the eight cases, KS and AD
GoF tests are applied to the PDFs for the magnitude and phase. KS GoF test makes an assessment
of whether there is sufficient evidence to reject the null hypothesis that the measurement data and
the theoretical PDF are the same. Fig. 2 presents rejection rates resulting from the KS GoF tests
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with 5% of confidence level for the eight cases. The rejection rates of the magnitude PDFs of the
type 4 are 4∼11% and those of type 8 are 1∼4%, which are less than those of other types. The
magnitude PDFs of the type 3 and type 7 are very highly rejected, which have rejection rates of
35∼73%, equally. The phase PDFs of even types are much less rejected than those of odd types.
That is accord with the previous test result that the hypothesis of zero mean is highly rejected, as
shown in Fig. 1. The rejection rate of phase PDFs of the type 8 is close to 0% while that of type
1 is 79∼100%.

(a) Magnitude

(b) Phase

Figure 2: KS GoF test results for magnitudes and phases of eight cases.

(a) Magnitude

(b) Phase

Figure 3: AD GoF test results for magnitudes and phases of eight cases.

The AD GoF test generally gives more stringent results than KS test. Accordingly, the results
of AD GoF test shows higher rejection rate than KS GoF test. However, the tendency is similar to
KS test as shown in Fig. 3. The rejection rates of magnitude PDFs of the type 8 are 9∼26%, while
those of type 1 are 48∼69%. The rejection rates of phase PDFs of the type 8 are 9∼31%, while
those of type 1 are 95∼100%.
The results show that the magnitude and phase of the field inside the RC are far from the ideal
distributions. Therefore, some experimental errors should be taken into consideration when applying ideal assumptions. Other PDFs of complex cases are closer accordance with the experimental
data.
4. CONCLUSION

We compile the complete expressions for the magnitude and phase PDFs of BNDs. Also, eight
cases of BNDs are assessed using the experiment and the GoF tests. In order to guarantee the
accuracy of the test results from RCs, the statistical distributions of EM fields inside the real RCs
should be considered. The results of the paper are helpful in better understanding the behavior of
fields in RCs.
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Abstract— This paper shows a development of the isotropic electric-fields probe in the personal
exposure meter. The personal exposure meter is a device for measurement of E-fields near the
human body. To detect the exposed E-fields, a 3-axis E-fields probe is used in the personal
exposure meter. The probe is consists of three orthogonal infinitesimal dipole antennas with
schottky diodes and lossy transmission lines using chip resistors. The proposed probe bandwidth
is 10 MHz to 6 GHz and the isotropic deviation of the proposed probe radiation pattern is less than
0.5 dB in the simulation results. Finally, the fabricated probe will be shown and the properties
of the probe such as a linearity and radiation pattern of the probe are presented.
1. INTRODUCTIONS

The electronic devices for communications, broadcasting and medical treatments are widely used
in our life. For the human health and the mitigated EMC problems, the reduction techniques of
electromagnetic field have been researched widely [1, 2]. To evaluation of exposed an E-field from
the electronic devices, the E-fields probe is needed.
The personal exposure meter is a monitoring device for measuring on the total exposed E-field.
The personal exposure meter consists of the E-fields probe with the lossy transmission line and a
readout device. The E-fields probe comprises arranged perpendicularly three dipoles, a schottky
diode and the resistive transmission lines. For precision measurement of the E-fields, the isotropic
radiation pattern of the probe is required. To obtain an isotropic radiation pattern at a wideband
frequency, the electrically small dipole antenna is used. The schottky diode transformed the detected a continues-wave incident field at the dipole antennas into a DC voltage. The transformed
voltage is conveyed over the resistive transmission line to readout device. Since the transmission
line is not received the electromagnetic fields directly or indirectly and act as a low pass filter, the
highly lossy components such as chip resistors, NiCr and carbon materials are used. For simple
fabrication, the chip resistors are used in this paper. The readout device is consists of an amplifier,
signal process components and display components.
In this paper, the isotropic E-fields probe for the personal exposure meter is designed. In
general, the isotropic deviation of a commercial 3-axis probe is less than 0.5 dB [3]. The proposed
probe bandwidth is 10 MHz to 6 GHz and the isotropic deviation of the proposed probe radiation
pattern is less than 0.5 dB in the simulation results. Finally, the fabricated probe will be shown and
the properties of the probe such as a linearity and radiation pattern of the probe are performed.
2. PROBE DESIGN

Figure 1 shows the layout of the proposed E-fields probe. To measure the wideband services such
as ISM devices (RFID, medical devices etc.), broadcasting and communications devices, the target
frequency bandwidth is 10 MHz to 6 GHz. Using the Ref. [4], the size of the dipole antenna is
calculated at target frequency. The size of the probe antenna is 3 mm × 2 mm. A HSCH-5330
schottky diode is used for transformation and the spatial angle of the three dipoles is 54.740 for
orthogonal property. To obtain highly resistive transmission line, chip resistors are used.
3. RESULTS

To obtain the isotropic radiation characteristic of the probe, the parameter studies are performed
at previous study [5]. The length of the transmission line is 65 mm and total height of the probe
is 73.7 mm. Fig. 2 shows the simulated radiation pattern of the probe. As shown in Fig. 2 and
Ref. [5], the isotropic deviation of the proposed probe is less than 0.5 dB.
The measurement of the probe is using the GTEM cell (TESEQ GTEM 250) in Fig. 3. The
GTEM cell can create uniform E-fields and the input power can be adjusted. Fig. 4 shows the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: Layout of the proposed probe: (a) Dipole with a diode. (b) Probe (3-axis). (c) Picture of the
probe with a readout device.

Figure 2: Simulated radiation pattern of the proposed probe.

Attenuato
Amplifie

Signal

Figure 3: Measurement set-up.

measured output voltage of the probe according to the input power. As the input power is increased,
the output voltage increases linearly. Also, the occupational exposure limits to protect human body
at 2 GHz is 134 V/m. The proposed probe can measure the E-fields up to 267 V/m at 2 GHz. The
measured radiation pattern of the probe is also measured using the GTEM cell. As the input power
is fixed, the designed probe is rotated in the GTEM cell and measured output E-fields. The results
will be shown at the conference.
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Figure 4: Measured output voltage according to the input E-fields at 2 GHz.
4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the isotropic electric fields probe in the personal exposure meter is designed. To
detect the exposed E-fields, a 3-axis E-fields probe is used in the personal exposure meter. The
probe is consists of three orthogonal infinitesimal dipole antennas with schottky diodes and lossy
transmission lines using chip resistors. The bandwidth of the probe is 10 MHz to 6 GHz. The
designed probe output voltage has a linear characteristic for the input power. Finally, the fabricated
probe can be used in the personal exposure meter.
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Capacitively-loaded Inductively-coupled Fed Loop Antenna with an
Omnidirectional Radiation Pattern for UHF RFID Tags
Qi Liu, Yufeng Yu, and Qiangsheng Huang
Center for Optical and Electromagnetic Research, Zhejiang University, Hangzhou 310027, China

Abstract— A capacitively-loaded inductively-coupled fed loop RFID tag antenna with an
omnidirectional radiation pattern is proposed. With an inductively-coupled feed structure, it is
convenient and accurate to achieve conjugate impedance matching condition. Concentration of
surface current on the radiating loop is beneficial to improving the gain of antenna. The radiation
pattern which is omnidirectional in antenna plane makes the proposed tag practicable mounted
on top or bottom of target objects. The length of the antenna is only 60 mm, and the maximum
simulated read range of the prototype is 14 m with 4 W of EIRP.
1. INTRODUCTION

The RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) technology is a non-contact automatic identification
technology, which enables automatic target recognition and relevant data acquisition through radio
frequency signals. In an RFID system, the tag antenna is a vital part and its performance greatly
affects the reading range and accuracy of the RFID system.
Dipole-type antennas, whose radiation patterns are perpendicular to the surfaces of the antennas,
are adopted for most tags applied in catering business [1]. However, if the target object is lowprofile, or irregular-profile (e.g., plates), tags could no longer be attached on the profile of the target
object. In this case, an RFID antenna with a maximum radiation direction in the same plane with
the antenna plane would be suitable. Tags with such antennas can be mounted to the bottom of
target objects, the labeling is easy-operating and the working performance is satisfactory in this
case.
[2] and [3] proposed RFID antennas with such omnidirectional radiation patterns. They are
both bent dipoles in shape and 60 × 60 mm2 in size. The reading range of the antenna proposed
in [3] is 10–14 centimeters with output power of 14 dBm and reader antenna gain of 2 dBi, while
the reading range of antenna proposed in [4] is 24–32 centimeters with output power of 27 dBm
and reader antenna gain of 2 dBi.
In this paper, a UHF RFID tag antenna with an omnidirectional radiating pattern is proposed.
This antenna consists of a radiating loop and a concentric inductively-coupled feeding loop. The
radiating loop loaded with four periodically spaced interdigital capacitors realizes uniform current
distribution along the loop even when it is no longer electrically small [4, 5]. The feeding loop
inserted with an interdigital capacitor which is inductively coupled to the radiating loop provides
a convenient way for conjugate impedance matching [6, 7]. In this way, the proposed tag antenna
can achieve an omnidirectional radiation pattern and good conjugate impedance matching with
arbitrary size. With a size of 0.18λ0 × 0.18λ0 (λ0 is the corresponding wavelength of the operating
frequency), the antenna achieves a simulated reading range of above 10 meters with total transmitted power of 4 W. This maximum reading range is much further than that in 3 and 4, which
is 1.4 m and 0.7 m, respectively, with the same total transmitted power. The obtained operating
impedance bandwidth (< −3 dB) can cover the FCC band.
2. ANTENNA DESIGN

The geometry of the proposed antenna is depicted in Fig. 1. It is seen that the antenna consists
of an outer and inner loop, which is the radiator and the feed, respectively. The two loops are
made of 0.01 mm aluminum and printed on a Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET) substrate with a
thickness of 0.05 mm and relative permittivity of 3.2. It is noted that the loops and substrate are
represented by orange and gray colors in Fig. 1.
Four periodically spaced interdigital capacitors are inserted into the radiating loop to provide a
small phase delay between the adjacent sections, which enables a uniform current distribution along
the loop even when the loop is no longer electrically small. An interdigital capacitor is inserted into
the feeding loop for impedance matching. An RFID chip Impinj Monza 4 is mounted on the feeding
loop in the symmetrical position of the inner interdigital capacitor. The details of the interdigital
capacitors are shown in the inset. Detailed dimensions of the proposed antenna are: Ls = 45 mm,
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Lr = 43 mm, Lf = 23 mm, W = 3 mm, Lg = 0.3 mm, wi = 0.3 mm, g = 0.24 mm, Lout = 7.9 mm,
Linner = 8.9 mm.

Figure 1: Geometry of the proposed RFID antenna.
3. SIMULATED RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The antenna is designed at the frequency of 915 MHz, and at this frequency its size is 0.18λ0 ×0.18λ0 .
The simulated input impedance is shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the impedance of the
proposed antenna is 11.7 + 146j Ohms at 915 MHz. Because the impedance of Monza 4 chip is
11 − 143j Ohms, good conjugate impedance matching condition can be achieved. The simulated
PRC (Power Reflection Coefficient) [8] is plotted in Fig. 3. The lowest point of the simulated PRC
is at the frequency of 915 MHz. The −3 dB bandwidth of the proposed antenna is 901–928 MHz,
which covers the FCC band (902–928 MHz). The simulated radiation patterns in x-y and x-z planes
are shown in Fig. 4. It is seen that the gain deviation is less than 1 dB in x-y plane, which indicates
good omnidirectional radiation characteristic. The simulated reading range is plotted in Fig. 5. It

Figure 2: Simulated input impedance of the proposed antenna.

Figure 3: Simulated power reflection coefficient of
the proposed antenna.

Figure 4: Simulated radiation patterns in x-y plane and x-z plane.
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is seen that the reading range in FCC band is above 9 m and the maximum reading range is 14 m
at 915 MHz.

Figure 5: Simulated reading range from 900 MHz to 930 MHz.
4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, an RFID tag antenna has been proposed using capacitively-loaded inductively-coupled
fed loop. The proposed antenna can obtain good conjugate impedance matching condition in
arbitrary size. Compared to other tag antennas in similar size, it has a higher gain and further
reading range. The radiation pattern which is omnidirectional in the antenna plane makes it a
good choice for applications on target objects with irregular curved flanks in RFID applications.
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Design of Coplanar Sensor for the Permittivity Measurement of
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Abstract— This paper explores the nondestructive permittivity measurement of thin dielectric
samples using the designed coplanar waveguide sensor. A conductor backed coplanar line is
designed for 50 ohms, and the sample whose permittivity is to be measured is placed freely on
top of this sensor. This structure of the coplanar sensor with sample placed on it is referred as
MCCPW (multilayered conductor backed coplanar waveguide), and the scattering parameters
of the MCCPW structure are measured using the VNA (Vector network analyzer). To reduce
effect of higher order modes, the sample is placed at the center of the coplanar sensor. From
measured scattering parameters, the effective permittivity of the MCCPW structure loaded with
the test sample is calculated using the proposed reflection-transmission approach. The fill factors
are calculated from the geometry of the MCCPW structure. In this paper, instead of using the
costly microwave probe stations for the measurement of scattering parameters of coplanar lines,
two SMA to coplanar end launchers are used. A simple de-embedding technique based on the
transmission matrix method is used to extract the scattering parameters at the coplanar sample
interface. Two coplanar sensors with length 25.4 mm and 50 mm are designed and fabricated.
The designed sensor is tested by extracting the permittivity of a number of reference samples
from both the simulated and the experimental data.
1. INTRODUCTION

There are a number of techniques presently available for measuring the complex permittivity and
permeability of samples in the microwave frequency band. Each technique is limited to specific
frequencies, materials, applications etc. by its own constraint. The most commonly used techniques
are:
•
•
•
•

Transmission/reflection line technique.
Open ended coaxial probe technique.
Free space technique.
Resonant technique.

In this work, the most popular transmission/reflection technique is modified and used for the
planar sensor. The planar circuit used here is based on the coplanar waveguide because of its
advantages compared to other planar circuits such as microstrip and stripline [1]. The coplanar
lines has advantage over microstrip as it is less dispersive than microstrip, and its impedance remains
constant from 0.5 GHz to 40 GHz, which makes them quite useful for the broad band permittivity
measurement [2–6]. In this paper, a grounded coplanar waveguide is designed for 50 Ω, and the air
gap between side-grounds and central conductor is kept small in order to facilitate the even mode
propagation. The proposed method requires no special sample preparation as the only requirement
is to keep the air gap between sensor and sample to be minimum. Earlier proposed works usually
suggest using test specimens of less than half wavelength in order to avoid the ambiguity [7–
9]. However, it is observed that longer samples provide better accuracy in the extracted relative
permittivity. To resolve the ambiguity for longer samples, algorithms presented in [10, 11] are used
to calculate the actual solution. The proposed conductor backed coplanar sensor employs a set of
easily available SMA to coplanar launchers instead of the expensive probe station commonly being
used for these types of measurements. The characterization of these two coplanar launchers is done
using the in-house developed algorithm based on the transmission matrix based approach.
In this work, two coplanar sensors of different lengths are designed in order to characterize longer
dielectric samples over a wide frequency band. The designed coplanar sensor is validated by simulating the structure with the help of full wave numerical simulation software, the CST microwave
studio [12]. The simulated scattering coefficients of a number of standard samples are employed
in the proposed algorithm to estimate their dielectric properties in order to compare them with
their actual values. After validating the design against the simulation data, the designed coplanar
sensors are fabricated in order to measure the dielectric properties of a number of substrates and
other thin dielectric samples with the help of a Vector Network Analyzer (VNA).
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2. THEORY
2.1. Extraction of Sample Permittivity from Scattering Parameters

The first step of the proposed approach requires the design of the conductor backed coplanar
waveguide sensor having constant impedance of 50 Ω in the frequency range of operation using
analytical formulas [9]. It is desired to have the even mode field propagation as it is less dispersive.
The coplanar waveguide is simulated using the full wave 3-D electromagnetic field simulator, the
CST Microwave Studio [12] to validate the initial design of the sensor. The test specimen is placed
on the designed sensor for the measurement of scattering coefficients using a VNA, and the effective
permittivity of the test specimen placed is determined from the measured scattering coefficients
using modified version of the analytical formulas [9]. The actual complex permittivity of the sample
is extracted from the effective permittivity using the formulas of the fill factors of each region, i.e.,
the coplanar line, the sample, and the air surrounding it [8].
Now, the problem in using directly the formulas given in [9] for computation of the effective permittivity is that it does not have unique solution because of the presence of logarithmic function of
the complex number. This can be understood by re-writing the logarithmic function of propagation
constant P in terms of the absolute value and the phase term as follows:
µ ¶
1
log
= − log (|P |) − i (φ + 2nπ) ≡ γl ≡ (α + jβ) l
(1)
P
The above equation can be separated to obtain:
log |P |
l
2π
φ + 2πn
β≡
=
λg
l

α=

(2)
(3)

where |P | and φ are the magnitude and phase of P , respectively, l is the length of the sample,
andn is an integer. It can be easily seen here that although α has a unique solution, but there is
ambiguity in the solution of β because of the number of roots associated with (3). This problem
was taken into account in earlier works [3, 6] by keeping the sample length less than the wavelength
in order to make n always equal to zero. However, it is observed that the longer samples provide
accurate results as compared to the shorter samples, especially for low loss cases.
In view of the above, it is useful to compute the correct value of n for the determination of
permittivity of longer samples for accurate measurements. In this work, the method proposed
earlier such as in [10, 11], has been adapted to make it applicable for the coplanar sensor so that
the test sample of length greater than a wavelength can be measured using the coplanar line. Once
the correct value of n is determined, the earlier proposed formulation [9, 11] can be used to calculate
the effective permittivity in terms of the measured scattering data.
3. NUMERICAL SIMULATION

The coplanar sensor is first simulated using the electromagnetic simulator, the CST Studio in order
to optimize the design for 50 Ω feed impedance in the frequency range of interest. The sample is
kept at the center of the coplanar sensor so that high order modes generated near the interface
are attenuated. Figure 1 shows the coplanar waveguide with thin dielectric sample simply placed
at its center. The reference planes are at the excitation ports of the coplanar waveguide, and the
scattering parameters are defined at the reference planes. The scattering coefficients of a number
of known dielectric samples placed on the coplanar sensor are simulated using the CST studio, and
relative permittivities of these samples are extracted using the proposed approach. In all cases,
the extracted values of the permittivity match quite well with their actual values. Figure 2 shows
the reconstructed permittivity of 10 mm Alumina sample placed on the designed sensor. It can be
observed from this figure that when the actual value of n is not resolved, then the permittivity
becomes totally unstable at higher frequencies. On the contrary, the proposed approach which
resolves the ambiguity for larger samples by finding the the correct value of n, provides the stable
value of permittivity of the test specimen over the whole frequency range as observed from this
figure. It is also observed from this figure that there is no ambiguity in the reconstruction of
permittivity at lower frequency values.
This is because of the fact that at lower frequencies, the wavelength is large enough so that the
electrical length of the sample does not exceed this value thereby providing stable reconstructions.
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Figure 1: The test sample placed on the coplanar
sensor.

Figure 2: Real permittivity of alumina l = 10 mm
placed on the coplanar line with and without correction.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For facilitating the dielectric measurement of samples, two coplanar sensors of different lengths are
fabricated using the FR4 substrate. The metallization thickness is 18 microns, and the air gap
width of 200 micron is maintained to comply with the fabrication facility of the institute. The test
specimen is placed on the designed sensor, and the two ends of the sensor are connected to two
ports of the Vector Network Analyzer through two SMA to coplanar end launchers. The standard
two port calibration short open, load and through (SOLT) is carried out at the SMA end of the
coplanar line over the frequency range of 0.5–6 GHz in order to facilitate the accurate measurement
of the scattering coefficients in the specified frequency band.

Figure 3: Measured permittivity of the FR4 sample.

Figure 4: Measured permittivity of the Teflon sample.

In Figure 3, both the real and imaginary parts of permittivity of FR4 sample are extracted by
placing it on the coplanar sensor of length 25.4 mm. Figure 4 represents the extracted complex
permittivity of Teflon sample by placing it on the coplanar sensor of 50 mm length. For the longer
Teflon sample shown in Figure 4, the spikes can be observed at few points, which are due to
correction of n applied at these points. If the value of n is not corrected at these points, then the
values of reconstructed permittivity would be totally ambiguous.
5. CONCLUSION

A practical form of the coplanar waveguide sensor for the permittivity measurement of thin dielectric samples has been designed, fabricated and tested. The proposed sensor employs simple
de-embedding technique in combination with the cheaper end launchers in lieu of the expensive
microwave probe stations for the measurement of scattering coefficients. The ambiguity associated
with the longer samples has been resolved, and hence it facilitates the measurement of permittivity
of test samples of practical lengths, which is especially useful for higher permittivity specimens. The
extracted permittivities of a number of standard samples have been measured using the proposed
approach, and their values match very closely with the data available in literature.
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Abstract— A neural network trained to model original EM problems can be called as the
forward model where the model inputs are physical or geometrical parameters and outputs are
electrical parameters. Conversely neural network techniques are applicable to inverse modeling
of microwave circuit design. In opposition to conventional statistical electromagnetic signal processing applications, inverse modeling techniques acquire electrical parameters as model input
and geometrical properties as the output. Pseudo-interdigital (PID) bandpass microstrip filters
offer compact and planar solutions to wide bandwidth filtering applications. They avoid the
through vias required for short circuiting in conventional interdigital filters. Miniaturized microstrip bandpass filters are in demand for systems requiring small size and light weight. The
coupling of the resonators in filter design must be adjusted using EM simulators. There are
no analytical or numerical methods proposed for accurate determination of resonator spacing.
In this study, the inverse modeling is applied to accurately determine the resonators’ locations
consistent with desired filter specifications.
1. INTRODUCTION

In recent decades, knowledge-aided design (KAD), approaches have been developed on the RF
microwave modeling field for design and optimization. An artificial neural network (ANN) model
for a device or circuit can be established by learning from microwave data which is acquired by
measurement and simulation results, through a process called training. Once the ANN is trained,
it can be applied for microwave design to provide instant answers to tasks it learned [1]. Successful
implementation of nonlinear devices turns ANN applications into a research area for the modeling of
passive and active microwave components [1, 4], adaptive beam forming [5, 6], cavities [7], stripline
synthesis [8] and hybrid couplers [9].
A neural network trained to model the input-output relation between physical or geometrical
parameters and electrical parameters respectively, is called as the forward model. The inverse model
utilizes the adverse relation with electrical and physical parameters The optimization and direct
inverse models are proposed to solve the inverse problem [10]. The optimization method includes
the repetitive EM simulations to find the optimum geometry. The direct inverse model establishes
the electrical parameters as network input neurons and physical or geometrical parameters in the
neural model desired output Parallel-coupled microstrip filters with half-wavelength resonators are
common elements in many microwave systems. However the size would be incompatible with the
systems, where the reduced element size is a vital design parameter. Conventional microstrip
inter-digital filters offer compact designs with short-circuited via holes. The fabrication of via
holes requires non planar methods. The planar fabrication and compact design requirements offer
pseudo-interdigital filter structures [11].
In this study, microstrip PID bandpass filter geometry is modeled using ANN to find the optimum gap lengths. In the common design procedure of pseudo-inter digital filters, the gap lengths
between resonators are tuned in a trial and error method to calculate the coupling between resonators. In this paper, the inverse modeling of PID bandpass filters is applied and gap lengths are
determined using design requirements such as coupling and substrate characteristics.
2. NEURAL NETWORK MODELING OF PID BANDPASS FILTERS

Multilayer perceptron (MLP) neural networks embrace the input layer, one or more hidden layers
including computation nodes and an output layer with calculation ability. The input signal propagates through the network in a forward direction, on a layer-by-layer basis. MLP has been applied
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successfully to solve nonlinear problems by training them in a supervised manner with a highly
popular algorithm known as the error back-propagation algorithm [12].
The PID bandpass filters are proposed to achieve compact designs compared to conventional hair
pin filters. The focused PID component layout is given in Figure 1. The gaps, S1 and S2 , between
resonators are determined as sweeping parameters to alter the coupling coefficient The S1 + S2 is
fixed to 1 mm, and the S1 and S2 varies between 0.2 mm to 0.8 mm with 0.1 mm steps [11]. The
dielectric constant of the filter substrate varies in a range of 2.2 to 10.8 and the substrate thickness
alters from 20 mils to 125 mils. As the S1 and S2 changes, the electrical and magnetic resonance
frequencies of the filters vary and the stop bandwidth is fine tuned. There is no analytical method
is proposed to adjust the gaps between resonators. In this study, a KAD-based ANN model is
proposed to determine the gap widths correspond to the desired coupling coefficients.
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Figure 1: The pseudo-interdigital bandpass filter
layout.

Figure 2: The proposed ANN architecture for the
inverse modeling of PID filter.

In opposition to forward modeling methods, inverse modeling utilizes microwave design specifications such as coupling coefficient, insertion, return losses and bandwidth etc. through the input
neurons and determine the component’s geometrical dimensions. The proposed ANN architecture
for the inverse modeling of PID filter is shown in Figure 2.
3. SIMULATION RESULTS

The inverse ANN modeling is applied accurately to determine the resonator spacing. The dielectric constant, substrate thickness and coupling coefficients are employed as model inputs and the
resonator gap widths, S1 and S2 are established as outputs. The estimated spacing values are preTable 1: The ANN model predictions for various substrates.
εr (Dielectric
Substrate
Coupling
S1
S1
S2
S2
Constant) Thickness (mils) Coefficient (mm) (ANN Output) (mm) (ANN Output)
10.8
50
0.168
0.5
0.5067
0.5
0.4902
10.2
50
0.235
0.4
0.3739
0.6
0.6296
6.15
75
0.066
0.7
0.7580
0.3
0.2755
2.94
120
0.231
0.5
0.4978
0.5
0.5156
2.94
30
0.257
0.3
0.3066
0.7
0.7246
2.2
125
0.0957
0.7
0.7351
0.3
0.2847
10.2
75
0.134
0.6
0.6147
0.4
0.3859
2.2
31
0.264
0.3
0.2578
0.7
0.7347
6.15
100
0.170
0.5
0.4970
0.5
0.5101
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sented in Table 1. It can be concluded that the dielectric constant has higher impact than substrate
thickness for determining coupling coefficients and resonator spacing.
The proposed neural model includes a single hidden layer and five neurons in that layer. As
the neuron number in each layer increases or the number of hidden layers is amplified, ANN model
becomes over trained and the model accuracy decreases. The overall test set mean square error
(MSE) for various neuron numbers in the hidden layer is given in Table 2.
Table 2: The overall mean square error values for various neuron numbers in the hidden layer.
Neuron numbers in hidden layer
3
5
10
20
50
100

Mean square error
0.0033
0.0359
0.2956
0.4665
0.3157
0.3640

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, an inverse ANN model is proposed to determine adequate PID bandpass filter’s resonator spacing for achieving desired coupling coefficients. PID bandpass filters provide compact
design methodology, however neither an analytical nor a numerical method is offered in the literature to determine resonator spacing. EM-simulators with trial and error schemes must be employed.
ANN outputs provide low MSE and sufficient results which can be improved using properly selected
hidden layer numbers and neurons in these layers. Complex architectures with many hidden layers and neurons have vital drawbacks of high computation time and over trained models. These
trade-offs must be evaluated when the neural networks are realized to solve microwave modeling
problems.
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Abstract— We show our latest developments in the application of the meta surfing concept to
Substrate Integrated Waveguide (SIW) technology. It is described how this simple and versatile
guiding medium can be conveniently modified and modulated to control the conversion from
the conventional TE10 propagating mode to surface or leaky wave with tailored propagation
and radiation features. Theoretical aspects and practical designs are described with the general
objective of wavefront control (both in amplitude and phase), showing results at Ku band (12–
18 GHz) and W band (75–111 GHz), and illustrating a wide range of physical phenomena and
interesting potential applications.
1. INTRODUCTION

The control of wavefronts of propagating/radiating electromagnetic fields is a general aspect of
the electrodynamics theory & engineering, with many potential applications [1]. Particularly, the
“metasurfing” concept has been coined referring to the engineering of artificial thin materials (also
called metasurfaces)which can tailor the EM propagation [2]. In this work, we describe how these
concepts can be applied to the well-known Substrate Integrated Waveguide (SIW) [3], so that its
TE10 propagating mode can be converted to a surface or leaky wave with tailored propagation and
radiation features in the microwave/millimeterwave band [4]. These techniques can also be related
to microwave holography in which surface-to-leaky wave transformation plays a fundamental role [5–
8].
Figure 1(a) shows a top-view scheme of a SIW which cross-section dimensions are modulated
along its length (z-axis). Particularly, two independent geometrical functions are defined: the width
W (z) and the separation between conducting vias in one of its sides P (z). If P (z) is large enough,
the guided energy of the TE10 propagating mode couples to the parallel-plate region surrounding the
SIW side in the form of a vertically polarized TE surface wave (as shown in Fig. 1(b)). This makes
thecoupled SIW TE surface mode to havea complex wavenumber as a result of the attenuation due
to substrate leakage. In addition, this surface wave can be transformed into a horizontally polarized
leaky wave radiating into the upper free space, provided the top metal is truncated as shown in
Fig. 1(b).
Figures 1(c) and 1(d) show, respectively, practical realizations of this SIW antenna in Ku band
(12–18 GHz) [5, 9] and W band (75–111 GHz) [10] showing the feeding mechanism on the right side
(SMA with microstrip-to-SIW at Ku band, and CPW to SIW at W-band). Full-wave simulations
showing the propagation of the fundamental TE10 -like SIW mode (which attenuates as it propagates
due to radiation losses) and the generation of a scanned fan-beam in the far-field, are depicted in
Figs. 1(e) and 1(f) respectively. The following section describes different examples of radiated
wavefront control/shaping. The efficient and robust synthesis procedure will be illustrated during
the talk and it is not described here due to space restrictions; it is based on closed-form equations
based on a simple but accurate Transverse Equivalent Network (TEN) of the modulated SIW cross
section [5, 11].
2. WAVEFRONT CONTROL AND RADIATION PATTERN SYNTHESIS

The synthesis is based on the assumption of a modulated leaky wave (LW) described by its normalized complex propagation constant which varies along the length of the SIW [4, 5, 12]:
k(z)/k0 = β(z)/k0 − jα(z)/k0 ≈ sin θRAD (z) − jα(z)/k0

(1)

The first type of design is the most typical in LW antennas [12], since it involves the modulation or
tapering of the LW to reduce the sidelobe level for a given scanning angle. As shown in Fig. 2(a),
this is synthesized by keeping a coherent wave with uniform pointing angle θRAD along the whole
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)

Figure 1: (a) Scheme of SIW LWA. (b) Cross section and electric fields. (c) Manufactured example for 15 GHz
(d) and for 90 GHz ((coaxial to SIW transition and CPW to SIW transition shown on the right). (e) HFSS
simulation of modulated propagating leaky mode (observing the modulation of the guided wavelength). (f)
Simulated radiated fan beam.

antenna length (LW phase constant is kept unchanged), while its intensity is varied in a sine-like
shape (LW leakage constant is adequately controlled). This type of designs finds application for
directive telecom links and/or FMCW radar.
The second example involves the shaping of the far-field main beam, so that a selective angular
response is obtained as shown in Fig. 2(b). For this purpose the scanning angle is not kept constant
but it is modulated following an increasing function of the pointing angle as the LW advances
through the antenna [4, 5]. This creates a diverging beam, which exhibits quasi-uniform low-ripple
radiated power density per unit of angle in a certain angular region, and high rejection out from it,
as shown in Fig. 2(b). The far-field filtering response can also by enhanced by inserting radiation
null in adjacent angular regions [13] as illustrated in Fig. 2(c) [5]. This beam shaping can be used
in telecoms/FMCW radar, or analog signal processing.
The LW radiated fields can be also modulated with a decreasing function of the local scanning
angle, so that a converging phase front which focuses EM energy in the near-field regime [4, 5, 7, 8]
is created as shown in Fig. 2(d). This has been demonstrated in SIW and microstrip technologies [14], thus envisaging its application for low-cost, high-performance microwave focusing systems
for heating/sensing and/or hyperthermia medical applications [7, 8]. Also, this near-field concept
has been recently applied by the authors to conceive a new type of quasi-optical multiplexer in SIW
technology [15]. It must be highlighted that, in this latter case, the near-field focusing pattern is
synthesized inside the substrate that host the SIW to provide a single-layer low-profile compact SIW
device. For this purpose, the SIW couples to a surface wave with controlled transformation and
coupling for optimum advanced design. Also it must be highlighted that this device benefits from
the inherent frequency-scanning properties of LWs [16] to obtain spectral-spatial decomposition
and thus the multiplexing behavior in a simple manner.
Another application of LW wavefront modulation techniques is the synthesis of electrically-long
conformal radiators, to obtain high-directive scanning response despite the curved geometry [17].
This has also been demonstrated in SIW LWA technology, as shown in Fig. 2(e) [18]. In this
application, the radiated wavefront must be readjusted to correct for the curved shape of the SIW,
so that a resulting plane wave emanates from the conformed and modulated antenna.
A radial array configuration of SIWs has also been proposed [19] to extend the far-field shaping
techniques from 1D to 2D, as shown in Fig. 2(f). In this way, a highly directive pencil beam
radiating at broadside can be easily synthesized and simply fed from a single feeding, showing high
interest for many applications. Also, this radial array configuration can be used for 3D shaping of
the near-field focus, as proposed in [20] and illustrated in Fig. 2(g). Again, this interesting and
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original device might be useful for microwave heating/sensing or microwave power transmission,
and therefore suitable to associated industrial, scientific and medical applications.

(a)

(d)

(g)

(b)

(e)

(h)

(c)

(f)

(i)

Figure 2: Different results and applications of static and dynamic (electronic) control of leaky-wave radiation
in SIW technology: (a) Low-sidelobe scanning radiation pattern synthesis. (b) Broad beam shaping synthesis.
(c) Synthesis of radiation nulls (dark angular regions). (d) 2D near-field focusing (microwave near-field lens).
(e) Design of conformal scanning antennas. Radial array of leaky-wave antennas for (f) 3D beam far-field
shaping (g) 3D near-field shaping. Electronically reconfigurable (h) 1D SIW radiator (i) 2D array of SIW
radiator.

Leaky waves suffer from strong frequency dispersion of their performance [1]. In this sense all
the proposed SIW designs are narrow band, which is an undesired feature for most telecoms applications. In this sense, the authors are working in the increase of the instantaneous squint-free
bandwidth, as shown in Fig. 3 [21]. However, this frequency-dependent behavior can be an attractive characteristic for other applications such as FMCW radar [9], electrical prisms [16], bandpass
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: (a) 3D EM CAD model and propagating leaky fields for SIW antenna with reduced beam-squint
response based on coupled SIW cavities [21] radiation patterns VS frequency. (b) with a single cavity and
(c) with N = 2 cavities.

(c)

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Different examples of application of LW frequency dispersion. (a) Electrical-prism showing frequency steering of the near-field focus [16]. (b) SIW quasi-optical multiplexer [15] and (c) RFID reader with
frequency-beam-scanning for enhanced localization at indoors [22].

angular filters andmultiplexers [15], RFID readers [22], and analog signal processing. This point is
illustrated in Fig. 4 and it will be discussed in the oral presentation. Moreover, it is important to
highlight that this strongly-dispersive response can be used to conceive electronic controllable SIW
radiators as the ones shown in Fig. 2(h) and Fig. 2(i) [23], which benefit from simplicity and low
cost if compared to more conventional solutions based on phased-array techniques [24].
3. CONCLUSION

The metasurfing concept can be applied to simple wavefront control in SIW technology. In this
way, a variety of novel low-cost planar SIW devices have been presented, showing flexible synthesis
and shaping of the near- and far-field patterns. It must be noticed that compared to conventional
phased-arrays [24], it is avoided the use of complicated corporate feeding networks. Also, a clear
advantage is found when comparing this modulated SIW solution with state-of-the-art reflectarrays [25] and transmitarrays [26]. This is the elimination of the external feeder thanks to the
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integrated feeding mechanism ofthe proposed SIW devices. An extensive summary of our latest
results in this field has been described; the reader is referred to the accompanying bibliography for
more detailed information on each one of the presented designs and on the synthesis procedure.
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Continuous Transition of Heat Transport across a Closing Vacuum
Gap from Thermal Radiation to Thermal Conduction
B. V. Budaev and D. B. Bogy
University of California, Berkeley, USA

Abstract— The paper discusses the common physical origin of heat conductance and heat
radiation, proposes a simple model of micro and nanoscale heat transport caused by Casimir/van
der Waals intermolecular forces, and addresses some difficulties arising in common applications
of the conventional theory of heat radiation to micro and nano scale systems.
1. INTRODUCTION

For a long time conductance and radiation have been viewed as different mechanisms of heat
transport based on different physical phenomena. Conduction dominates heat transport in solids,
it is governed by the Fourier law and is described by the heat/diffusion equation. Radiation
appears as the only means for heat exchange across a vacuum gap, it is governed by the laws of
electromagnetism and, therefore, is described in terms of Maxwell’s equations.
However, in early studies of heat transport at micro and nano scales it was noticed that the
conventional theory of radiative heat transport provides calculations that differ from experimental
observations. Thus, while the classical theory predicts the heat transport coefficient between two
half-spaces separated by a vacuum gap should be independent of the gap’s width h, it is observed [1]
that this coefficient starts increasing when h decreases below a few microns, and more recent
experiments [2] suggest that the increase is proportional to 1/h2 as the gap narrows. Although
these observations contradict classical theories of radiative heat transport, they agree with common
sense which suggests that as h vanishes the radiation heat transport across it should evolve to heat
conductance across the resulting interface. In particular, the thermal resistance of a vacuum gap
should gradually evolve to the interface thermal resistance, known as Kapitsa resistance, as the gap
closes.
It is shown in [3] that when the distance h between separated bodies is comparable to the
interatomic distance, then the molecules of these bodies interact via the short-range electric forces,
as if they belong to a single body, and this results in heat transport by a mechanism similar to
conductance. Conversely as h increases, short-range intermolecular interactions gradually diminish
compared to the long-range interactions responsible for radiation, and this provides a gradual
transition from heat conductance to heat radiation. It is expected that the heat conductance due
to interatomic forces starts exceeding heat radiation at gaps of the order ∼ 5 nm and below, which
suggests that this phenomenon may find application in the design of Heat Assistance Magnetic
Recording (HAMR) systems where the spacing between the head and disk is less than 5 nm.
It is shown in [3] that for intermediate-range separations, between h ∼ 10 nm and h ∼ 3000 nm,
the heat transport coefficient follows the rate 1/h2 observed in [2], but not predicted by the conventional theory of thermal radiation. It is demonstrated that this failure of the conventional theory
is caused by unjustified applications of some theoretical concepts, such as of the FluctuationDissipation theorem, which, as stated in [4], is not applicable for the analysis of heat transport
in nanoscale systems. A foundation for a self-consistent approach to radiative heat transport in
nanoscale systems was proposed in [5], and a procedure for its implementation is discussed in the
end of this paper.
2. A MODEL OF HEAT CONDUCTANCE DUE TO CASIMIR EFFECT

The electric field of a moving particle with the charge q is described by the expression [6]
½
µ
¶
¾
1 d2 er
−q er
rd
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+
,
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,
2
2
2
2
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c {z
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|r |
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{z
}
|
Coulomb term

(1)

Radiation term

where c is the speed of light, and r is the “retarded” vector connecting the observer with the particle’s position at the time ∆t = −|r|/c, when this field was “radiated”. The first two terms in (1)
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describe the static Coulomb field and its correction due to the finite speed of light propagation.
These terms decay proportionally to 1/|r|2 , while the third term describing electromagnetic radiation decays proportionally to 1/|r|. Therefore, the first two terms dominate at short distances and
make a major contribution to intermolecular forces which are responsible for heat conductance,
and the third term dominates at long distances and is responsible for heat radiation.
Since matter consists of many particles, it may be impractical and idealistic to analyze heat
transport by computing the superpositions of the fields (1) generated by all atoms. However, as in
the case of conventional conductance, it is possible to derive some simple macroscopic models of
heat conductance between slightly separated bodies.
It is generally accepted that heat in solid dielectrics is due to elastic waves of lattice vibrations.
To model heat conductance between dielectrics separated by a vacuum gap we consider a onedimensional chain shown in Fig. 1 where the masses m = ρ∓ a are located at xn = an < 0 and at
xn = h + an, where n ≥ 0 and h > 0. Assume that the springs inside the half-chains x < 0 and
x > h have the elastic moduli γ∓ and the spring connecting x−1 and x0 has the modulus γh .
a
m−

m−
γ−

h
m−

γ−

a
m+

γh

m+
γ+

m+
γ+

Figure 1: Two separated chains.

The motion of this chain is described by the equations
¨ n ) = γ± [ξ(xn+1 ) + ξ(xn−1 ) − 2ξ(xn )] .
ρ± a2 ξ(x

(2)

valid for all particles with n 6= −1, n 6= 0, and by two additional equations
£
¤
¨ = γh ξ(h)−ξ(0) +
ρ− aξ(0)
h
¤
γh £
¨
ξ(0)−ξ(h) +
ρ+ aξ(h) =
h

¤
γ− £
ξ(−a)−ξ(0) ,
a
¤
γ+ £
ξ(h + a)−ξ(h) ,
a

(3)

for the particles at the boundaries of the half-chains. If a → 0 then (2)pconverges to the wave
¨
equation ξ(x)
= c2± ∇2 ξ(x), where x is a continuous coordinate, c± =
γ± /ρ± are the sound
speeds, and (3) reduces to the interface conditions
γ− ξ 0 (0) = γ+ ξ 0 (h) = γh [ξ(h) − ξ(0)] /h,

(4)

which compliment the wave equation describing the motions in the homogenous domains.
If the interconnection 0 < x < h is very strong in the sense that γh /h → ∞ then (4) reduce
to the condition ξ(t, h) = ξ(t, 0), which implies that the boundaries x = 0 and x = h are firmly
connected. In the opposite case of a very weak interconnection, (4) reduces to the Neumann
conditions ξ 0 (0) = ξ 0 (h) = 0, which imply that the domains x < 0 and x > h move independently
of each other.
To describe a realistic three dimensional medium this model can be combined with Debye’s
theory, which assumes that heat is carried by acoustic waves described in terms of a pressure p(r)
related to the displacement vector field ξ(r) by ρξ̈ = −∇p. The pressure satisfies the equations
p̈ = c2± ∇2 p, describing the motions in the homogenous half-spaces x > h and x < 0, and it also
obeys the interface conditions
£
¤
γ− p00 (0) = γ+ p00 (h) = γh p0 (h) − p0 (0) /h,
(5)
which generalize (4). To use these interface conditions it is necessary to know the elastic modulus
γh of the vacuum gap of width h. If h is large compared to the intermolecular distance then γh
can be estimated as γh = h|F 0 (h)|, where F (h) is the force of interaction between the half-spaces.
As shown in [7], for h ¿ λ0 , where λ0 is the dominant wavelength of electromagnetic radiation,
F (h) ≈ C/h3 . Correspondingly, the modulus γh has the asymptote γh ≈ γ0 a3 /h3 , where the factor
γ0 a3 is determined by an assumption that as h reduces to the interatomic distance a, then γh should
approach the average γ0 of the elastic moduli of the half-spaces.
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Properties of the wave motion imply that the capability of acoustic waves to carry heat between
two interacting half-spaces x < 0 and x > h is proportional to the square |K|2 of the transmission
coefficient K of the gap. If the width of the gap h is bigger than the the wave length Λ of thermally
excited acoustic waves, which is of the order of ∼ 1 nm at room temperature, then
¡
¢
|K| ≈ γh Λ/γ0 h,
h À Λ ≈ 1 nm ,
(6)
where γ0 is the average of the elastic moduli of the half-spaces, and γh is the elastic modulus of the
vacuum gap. This estimate conforms with the expectations that a vanishingly narrow gap between
identical media has full transmission and that a wide gap has no transmission.
The above implies that acoustic waves can penetrate the vacuum gap separating material halfspaces and that, therefore, these waves can carry heat across a vacuum gap. However, the importance of this channel of heat transfer strongly depends on the gap’s width. In particular, for gaps
wider than ∼ 10 nm electromagnetic radiation remains the sole heat carrier, but for gaps narrower
than ∼ 5 nm acoustic waves become the dominant heat carriers.
3. RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSPORT IN NANOSCALE

Although intermolecular Casimir/van der Waals forces cause intensive heat transport across a gap
narrower than ∼ 5 nm, these forces do not provide a noticeable contribution to heat exchange across
gaps wider than 30 mn, such as those experimentally studied in [2]. Correspondingly, these forces
cannot explain why the heat transport coefficients of 30 nm–1000 nm gaps measured in [2] appear
to be up to two orders of magnitude higher than predicted by the conventional theory.
Since experiments suggest that the theory of heat radiation has flaws which show up in the
nanoscale, these flaws must be identified because otherwise any modification of the theory will
mislead further studies in a wrong direction. To discuss the main flaw of this theory it suffices to
consider two homogeneous half-spaces separated by a vacuum gap, as shown in Fig. 2.
Radiations from the half-spaces
are independent of each other

Equilibrium at
temperature T A
A

Net flux = 0

B

(T A )

Net flux =

B

A

B

(T A ) −

B

A

Equilibrium at
temperature T B
A

(T B )

(T B )

Net flux = 0

1) This scheme does not comply with conservation of energy
2) As the gap vanishes, the net flux remains finite instead of diverging

Figure 2: Inconcistency of the conventional approach to radiative heat transport.

The conventional approach to radiative heat transport is based on the assumptions that objects
that emit or absorb heat may be treated as if they remain in thermal equilibrium at constant
temperatures, and that the ensembles of thermally excited electromagnetic fields in heat exchanging
objects are statistically uncorrelated. If these assumptions were correct then the net heat flux
between bodies A and B could be represented by the difference
Q = QA→B (TA ) − QB→A (TB ),

(7)

where the symbol QX→Y (TX ) represents the flux, which would be radiated from the body X at
temperature TX to the place occupied by the body Y , under the assumption that Y does not exist.
In larger scale systems this approach, combined with Planck’s law used to determine QX→Y (TX ),
leads to many well-tested results, such as the Stefan-Boltzmann law, and hence its assumptions
appear to be well-justified by experiments. Nevertheless, a closer look suggests that these assumptions cannot be valid in cases when the distance h between heat exchanging bodies is smaller than
or even comparable with the dominant wavelength λ of the thermal radiation. Indeed, the uncertainty principle implies that a field with the dominant wavelength λ cannot be localized in a
domain smaller or even comparable with λ. Therefore, if two bodies are separated by the distance
h < λ, then it is impossible to distinguish which of them radiates an electromagnetic field with
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the dominant wavelength λ. Correspondingly, if h < λ, then the assumption of the conventional
approach regarding the statistical independence of the radiations from different bodies is violated
and, therefore, this approach can not be reliably used.
Despite the transparency of the above reasoning explaining why thermal radiations from bodies
separated by a nanoscale gap are correlated, there is a common misconception that the statistical
independence of such radiations follows from the Fluctuation-Dissipation theorem [8], which states
that under certain conditions the cross-correlation of different components of thermally excited
currents can be computed as
hJl (r, ω)J∗m (r1 , ω)i =

1
Im(²ω )ωΘ(ω, T )δlm δ(r − r1 ),
π

(8)

where the brackets h·i denote averaging, r and r1 are two points, ω is the frequency, Jl and Jm are
the components of the thermally exited current, ²ω is the permittivity, and Θ(ω, T ) is the average
energy of an oscillator at frequency ω in an equilibrium ensemble at temperature T .
If (8) is valid, then the currents at r 6= r1 and, correspondingly, the radiations from these
points are uncorrelated. Then, assigning r and r1 to different bodies A and B, as in Fig. 2, one
can show that the radiations from A and B are statistically independent. This suggests that the
flow of energy from A to B is determined solely by the properties A, and the flow from B to A
is determined solely by B. So, the theorem (8) seems to imply that the radiative heat transfer
between two bodies is described by formula (7), regardless of the scale of separation. However, this
theorem is clearly restricted to equilibrium systems where the heat flux vanishes a priori and, thus,
does not need to be computed by any method.
To further illustrate that (8) is not applicable to the analysis of heat transport in layered
nanoscale systems it suffices to notice that it involves only one temperature T , that it involves the
spectrum Θ(ω, T ) of an equilibrium ensemble, and that “. . . the use of equilibrium laws (including
FDT) is no longer quite rigorous, but still justified if, as often the case, the role of the transport
phenomena is as yet insignificant”, as stated in [?, Page 112].
This reasoning eliminates any practical need to discuss applications of the Fluctuation-Dissipation
Theorem to the analysis of radiative heat transport. Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning that this
theorem is not applicable even to nanoscale systems in equilibrium.
Indeed, since (8) is applied to physical systems, then the δ-function should be considered as
a distribution over a finite domain of a correlation radius ² ¿ 1, which has “. . . same order of
magnitude as size of the nonlocality region in the material equations”, [?, Pages 122-123]. But
the system of two half-spaces from Fig. 1 has an inhomogeneity of width h, and this means that
the carrier of the δ-function in (8) is spread over the domain of the size ∼ h comparable with the
distance between the half-spaces. Therefore, the Fluctuation-Dissipation theorem implies that the
electric currents on different sides of the gap of the width H are correlated, which violates the main
assumption of the conventional theory of radiative heat transport.
The above discussion implies that to understand heat transport across sub-micron gaps it is
necessary to admit that thermal radiations from closely spaced objects are correlated and to include their correlation into the analysis, which radically distinguishes the theory of radiative heat
transport in nano and low-micro scale structures from the conventional macroscopic theory.
In [4] the correlation between the radiations from closely spaced objects is taken into account
by a modification of the Fluctuation-Dissipation theorem. This paper considers systems of stationary non-equilibrium, which make it possible to represent the correlations between radiations from
different bodies in terms of the scattering operators associated with these bodies.
Another approach to nanoscale radiative heat transport is based on representation of the energy
flows from A to B and from B to A as functions QA→B (TA , Q) and QB→A (TB , Q) depending not
only on the temperatures of the corresponding bodies, but also on the net flux Q. Then, Q satisfies
the equation
Q = QA→B (TA Q) − QB→A (TB , Q),
(9)
which couples the radiations from A and B through the unknown net flux Q and connects this flux
with the temperatures TA and TB . This approach, illustrated in Fig. 3, is based on the extension of
Planck’s law of equilibrium thermal radiation to systems with a steady heat flux [5]. The technique
developed on these ideas makes it possible to compute the terms in the right-hand side of (9) and,
thus, to reduce the problem to the numerical analysis of that equation. Therefore, this approach
appears as a straightforward generalization of the conventional theory of radiative heat transport
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obtained by the elimination of the invalid assumptions regarding the independence of thermal
radiations from closely separated bodies.
Steady state with
a constant flux Q
at temperature T A
A

Net flux = Q

Steady state wit h
a constant flux Q
at temperature T B

Radiations from the half-spaces
are correlated through the flux Q
B

(T A )

Q =

B

A

B

(T A , Q )

B

A

A

(T B )

(T B , Q )

Net flux = Q

This scheme establishes the relationship between the temperatures and the net flux

Figure 3: Self-consistency of the proposed approach to radiative heat transport.
4. CONCLUSION

The outlined method can be applied to the analysis of heat transport by any mechanism related
with wave propagation, including radiative transport by electromagnetic waves and heat conduction
due to acoustic waves, including that caused by Casimir/van der Waals forces. Its application to
radiative transport easily explains the ∼ 1/h2 dependence of the heat transport coefficient of a gap
of intermediate h between ∼ 10 nm and ∼ 3000 nm. Its application to the heat conduction across
the interface made it possible to get correct order-of-magnitude estimates to Kapitsa resistance,
without any data fitting and with use of very crude zero-order approximations of the obtained
equations. Finally, since this method describes heat radiation and heat conduction in similar
terms, it provides a smooth transition between radiation and conduction across a closing vacuum
gap.
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Abstract— In this letter, a high selectivity microstrip bandpass filter (BPF) with loaded stubs
is proposed. This filter consists of a half-wavelength transmission line with two different openended stubs at the line center. Compared with conventional uniform stub, the circular impedancestepped stub can improve the performance of the upper-stopband. This filter can generate
three operation modes, which can be easily adjusted individually. Owing to the symmetrical
structure of it, we can use the odd-even-mode method to analysis it. When the coupling is weak,
the even-modes frequency can be flexibly controlled by the open-ended stubs. Due to the two
unsymmetrical stubs, two transmission zeros are brought out at low and high rejection bands,
which is leads to high selectivity. Simulated results show that central frequency is 6.3 GHz with
3-dB fractional bandwidth of 49%. Its upper-stopband is extended 8.4–16.7 GHz with a rejection
level of about −25 dB.
1. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of modern wireless and mobile communication systems, filters, which
play an important and essiontial role in systems, are facing ever more stringent requirements-higher
performance, smaller size, light weight, and lower cost. Many kinds of BPF with good stopband
performance have been proposed [1–6]. In [1], a high selectivity quadruple-mode BPF with sourceload coupling is proposed. It uses SIR to adjust harmonic frequency, and results to get upper
stopband performance. In [2], a novel compact quadruplet BPF based on alternative J/K inverters
and quarter-wavelength resonators is presented. In the structure, the transmission zeros produced
by the cross-coupled via magnetic coupling between the first and fourth resonators, and the sourceload coupling, contribute to obtain good out-of-band performance. In [3, 4], by introducing open
stubs, the filter can get extra transmission zeros, and good stopband performance. Furthermore,
EBG structures are also introduced to the design of filters [5, 6], which combines with coupled line
can get excellent stopband performance.
In this letter, a compact BPF with inproved upper stopband performance is presented. This
filter is perfectly symmetric in structure, so the odd-even-mode method can be used to analysis it.
Based on [7, 8], we can learned that antennuation poles could be controlled by the load stubs. The
open circular stub is introduced to get better upper stopband performance. The filter is designed
using HFSS and it is implemented on the substrate with a relative dielectric constant of 2.2 and a
thickness of 0.508 mm.
2. FILTER DESIGN

Figure 1(a) shows the geometry of the proposed filter. The resonator consists of a half-wavelength
transmission line with two different open-ended stubs at the line center. Since the resonator is
perfectly symmetrical to the centre plane, the odd-even-mode method can be used to it. For evenmode excitation, there will be no current flow through the symmetrical plane. The structure will
be equivalent to another structure of Fig. 1(b). Because of two current paths in this circuit, two
2
1
. For
, and the other one is feven
even-mode frequecies come out. The frequecy of path 1 is feven
odd-mode excitation, there will be a voltage null in the middle of the resonator. The resonator can
be equivalent to a structure of Fig. 1(c), and its corresponding frequency is named as fodd .
From [9], we can conclude that, the change of even frequency depends on the loaded stub, while
1
.
the odd frequency is constant. So, we can use the raduis of circular stub (R) to change feven
1
Fig. 2(a) shows the relationship between R and feven under the weak coupling case. It can be
1
moves
abviously seen that, when R is selected as follows: 3.6 mm, 3.9 mm and 4.2 mm, the feven
2
towards the upper frequency, whereas the resonant frequencies fodd and feven are hardly changed.
2
. Fig. 2(b) shows the relationship
While we can change the other stub length (L3 ) to effect feven
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 1: (a) Schematic of the triple-mode BPF. (b) Even mode structure of the triple-mode BPF. (c) Odd
mode structure of the triple-mode BPF.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Frequency-dependent responses of the resonator under weak coupling. (a) Versus the raduis of
circular stub (R). (b) Versus the stub length (L3 ).
2
2
between L3 and feven
under the weak coupling case. it can be easily known that the feven
moves
1
towards the lower frequency with increased L3 , whereas the resonant frequencies fodd and feven
are hardly changed. It is reported in [7], the length of centra tapped open stub can change the
transmission zero location. And from [8], the length proportion of the half-wavelength resonator
and the center circular open stub can change the transmission zero location. So, based on [7, 8, 10],
we can learn that, the transmission zero in low-stopband is mainly controlled by the circular stub,
and the other transmission zero in up-stopband mainly relates to the other stub. The upperstopband performance is improved by the loaded circular stubs. So we also use circular stub to
get better upper-stopband performance. Consequently, a compact triple-mode BPF with improved
upper-stopband performance can be obtained. And the optimized parameters of the proposed filter
are shown in Table 1.
The proposed filter is fabricated on a thin dielectric substrate with a low relative permittivity of

Table 1: Dimensions of the proposed filter (UNIT: mm).
L1
W1
R

Parameters
8.6 L2
0.5 W2
3.8
g

of the proposed filter
3
L3
6
L4
0.2 W3 0.2 W4
0.2

5.5
0.1
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2.2, a loss tan δ of 0.0009 and a thickness of 0.508 mm. The 50 ohm feed line is terminated with a
standard SMA connector to facilitate the measurement and connect with other standard microwave
modules.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The filter is fabricated on the RT/Duriod 5880 substrate and its phograph is shown in Fig. 4. The
S-parameters are measured using an N5230A network analyzer, and are plotted in Fig. 5 together
with simulated results. Simulated results show that the central frequency is 6.75 GHz with 3-dB
fractional bandwidth of 45.3%. Two transmission zeros near the cut-off frequency are lacated at
3.59 GHz and 8.5 GHz resulting in sharp skitThe measured upper stopband with 25 dB attenuation
level is extended to 16.7 GHz. In summary, the measured and simulated results are well complied
witn each other.

Figure 3: The transmission zero in low-stopband versus the raduis of circular stub (R).

Figure 4: Photograph of the fabricated filter.

4.

Figure 5: Comparison between simulated and results
of proposed filer.

CONCLUSIONS

The application of loaded open/short stub in microstrip filter design has been studied very intensively. It revealed that a wideband triple-mode BPF with two transmission zeros at bothe skirts and
good upper stopband performance can be obtained easily. The filter, whose fractional bandwidth
of 45.3%, is fabricated to demonstrate the predicted performances in experiment.
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Automated Design of Frequency Selective Surfaces with the
Application to Wi-Fi Band-stop Filter
P. Tomasek and S. Gona
Tomas Bata University in Zlin, The Czech Republic

Abstract— This article presents a technique for analysis and automated design of frequency
selective surfaces. In this work the method of moments is used to analyse a planar periodic
structure. The approach allows to automate the whole process of the filter design and frees the
users from the detailed knowledge of the filter design theory.
For the practical part of the paper, the algorithm of Levenberg-Marquardt is chosen as a local
optimisation method. Whole process of automation is implemented in Matlab. An optimisation of
a band-stop filter for Wi-Fi signals serves as a practical example. A Wi-Fi device communicating
under standard 802.11b or 802.11g uses a specific channel which has frequency between 2.412
and 2.484 GHz. Therefore the goal is to design a band-stop filter which ideally does not transmit
mentioned band of frequencies. The geometry of Jerusalem-cross serves as a structure to be
optimized. Four design variables are defined for optimisation: the width and the height of a
periodic cell (a square), the width of an arm and two other variables which influence the length
of an outer arm and the length of the whole structure of the Jerusalem-cross. This filter consists
of two dielectrically separated conductive layers which make the filter more narrow-band. Sparameters of the final optimized geometry of the Wi-Fi filter are presented in the paper.
1. INTRODUCTION

Frequency Selective Surfaces (FSSs) are important spatial filters which can efficiently filter desired
band of frequencies. Therefore they can play a significant role in electromagnetic related problems.
To briefly sketch the history, the beginning of FSS relates to Ben A. Munk which was the guru
of this approach [1]. In the last decade, the idea of FSS has spread out into many applications.
Example of a band-pass FSS is in [2, 3] where the goal was to transmit GSM signals through
energy efficient windows. The first FSS absorber was presented by Salisbury and Jaumann [4, 5].
Ghaffer et al. [6] and Umair et al. [7] proposed a novel and compact design to obtain stable frequency
response by absorbing 5 GHz Wi-Fi signals.
In our paper we investigate the possibility of filtering of 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi signal, and we present
a process of automation of filter design which frees the users from the detailed knowledge of the
filter design theory.
2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Assume that there is a need to prevent transmission of Wi-Fi signal so that it cannot spread out
of a given room.
A Wi-Fi device communicating under standard 802.11b or 802.11g uses a specific channel which
has frequency between 2.412 and 2.484 GHz [8]. Therefore the goal is to design a band-stop filter
which ideally does not transmit mentioned band of frequencies.
3. DESIGN OF AN APPROPRIATE FSS

A double layer Jerusalem-cross is chosen as the schema to be optimized, see Fig. 1. The first reason
for this choice was in potentially better reflection in comparison with a simple cross. The second
reason was the relative simplicity of the model which can be modelled by rectangular elements. In
Fig. 1, a represents the width and height of a cell, l is the total width and height of the Jerusalemcross, w is the width of an arm and le represents the length of the bar connected to the end of an
arm.
The electrical conductivity of the metallization is 56 MS/m and the thickness is 17 µm. The
relative permittivity of the dielectric layer is 1.0 and the thickness is 1.57 mm.
4. OPTIMIZATION

A frequency range, an initial geometry with design variables (e.g., width and height of the arms of
the cross) and optimization goals must be set before performing the optimization of an FSS filter.
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Figure 1: Schema of a cell containing the Jerusalem-cross.

The transmission coefficient depends on frequency and other parameters forming the parameter
vector of the filter which specifies the geometry (defined by design variables). An optimization
method searches for the set of parameters which satisfies the given objectives, at least approximately, being thus in a certain sense optimal.
An optimization goal is defined by a frequency range where the transmission coefficient must be
lower or greater than a threshold value set by the user.
In our experiment three optimization goals were modelled (also presented in Fig. 2 together
with results of initial configuration):
1. To pass frequencies from 1.0 to 2.2032 GHz (threshold: −2.5 dB)
2. To stop frequencies from 2.3256 to 2.5704 GHz (threshold: −20.0 dB, this range relates to the
Q factor equal to 10)
3. To pass frequencies from 2.6928 to 5.0 GHz (threshold: −2.5 dB)
The initial values of design parameters with lower and upper bounds are mentioned in Table 1
where l = k1 a and le = k2 l.
Table 1: Description of design parameters (LB and UB stands for lower and upper bound).
Parameter
a
w
k1
k2

Description
The width and height of a cell [m]
The width of an arm [m]
The width parameter (k1 = l/a)
The length parameter (k2 = le /l)

Initial Value
0.05
0.002
0.85
0.35

LB
0.03
0.001
0.7
0.2

UB
0.07
0.003
1.0
0.5

In our work, optimization was performed numerically using a local optimizer Levenberg-Marquardt (a possible alternative is fmincon [14] or fminsearchbnd [13] which can be directly used
in Matlab). The method of moments [1, 9–11] was chosen for analysis and estimation of the FSS
transmission coefficients. All computations were based on perpendicular angle of incidence only.
In this study, we used FSSMR software [12] which was developed at Tomas Bata University in Zlin
and which analyses the planar periodic structures and tries to optimize them with respect to the
optimization goals.
5. RESULTS

The optimization procedure results in an well-performing filter which suppresses the desired band of
frequencies (from 2.412 to 2.484 GHz). The transmission for these frequencies is less than −20 dB.
The final transmission coefficients are presented in Fig. 3. The process of optimization in Matlab
took at about 30 hours using an average computer.
The optimized values of design parameters are presented in the list below:
• a = 0.042554 m
• w = 0.002991 m
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• k1 = 0.900435
• k2 = 0.403906
Furthermore, from the design parameters we can compute the lengths l and le in the following
way:
• l = k1 a, l = 0.038317111 m (the total width and height of the Jerusalem-cross)
• le = k2 l, le = 0.015476511 m (the total length of an outer arm)
6. CONCLUSION

A method of optimization of an FSS filter was proposed and tested on a problem of filtering of WiFi signal. An initial proposed solution was optimized and corresponding transmission coefficients
of optimized filter were shown.
The results presented in this paper are very promising. Our method could help to find solutions
of other complicated electromagnetic problems. Anyway, further work in this direction should prove
this theoretical study by results of real measurements.
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Abstract— Complex perovskites in the Ba3+x Zn1+y Nb2 O9 family were studied via reflectance

spectroscopy for photon energies between 0.006 and 1 eV. These materials are of interest as
potential dielectric resonator materials which require large ²1 (to enable device miniaturization),
large Q ≈ ²1 /²2 (for selectivity) and small temperature dependence of optical functions (for
device stability). The dielectric functions were modeled by fitting the reflectance spectra to both
Lorentz oscillator and factorized dielectric functions in order to get a sense of the uncertainty
in extrapolating the measured far-infrared dielectric function to the microwave (MW) region
(300 GHz). Both models suggest that for the stoichiometric composition ²1 ≈ 40 while the
extrapolated value of ²2 has much more uncertainty. The extrapolated value of Q ≈ 2000 at room
temperature at MW frequency for Ba3 ZnNb2 O9 and Q is largest near stoichiometric composition.
²1 is only weakly composition dependent, except for the sample furthest from stoichiometric
composition (Ba2.7 ZnNb2 O9 ). Comparison of the present data for Ba3 ZnNb2 O9 with previous
work reveals that the phonon scattering rates and low frequency ²2 are much higher in the
present samples yielding lower Q values, which were prepared at somewhat higher temperature
than previous workers. It is possible that microstructure — which depends strongly on sample
preparation temperature — is influencing ²2 in the microwave region more strongly than deviation
from ideal stoichiometry Ba3 ZnNb2 O9 .
1. INTRODUCTION

The development of inexpensive dielectric materials for microwave resonators and filters is of continuing interest to the wireless communication industry. The performance criteria include large ²1 (to
enable device miniaturization), large Q ≈ ²1 /²2 (for selectivity) and small temperature dependence
of optical functions (for device stability) [1]. One of the families of possible advanced dielectric materials are the complex perovskites based on Ba(B01/3 B002/3 )O3 where B0 = Mg, Co, or Zn and B 00 =
Nb or Ta. In particular there has been recent interest in perovskites based on Ba(Zn1/3 Nb2/3 )O3
(BZN) because of comparatively cheaper cost of niobium as compared to tantalum ore. It has been
shown that, depending on processing temperature, sintering off-stoichiometric mixtures of starting
materials can produce a greater amount of the 1 : 2 ordered phase, potentially increasing the Q
value, while introducing secondary phases into the ceramics [2–5].
2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The samples were made in a two step process [2]. First, columbites (Zn1+y Nb2 O6 ) were prepared
by combining the appropriate amount of commercially available ZnO and Nb2 O5 (99.9%) and then
calcining at 1000◦ C. In the next stage, the appropriate amount of BaCO3 was mixed with the
columbite and the powder pressed into 12.5 mm diameter disks, buried in powder of the same composition (to minimize Zn loss) and then sintered in air at 1440◦ C for 8 h. The phase composition of
the samples was checked using x-ray diffraction (XRD) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) [2].
The ceramic disks were polished to optical smoothness (final polishing grit 1 µm). The absolute
reflectance of the samples was determined near normal incidence using the in situ gold evaporation
technique [6].
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 compares the room temperature reflectance of the BZN prepared in this work with the
literature data [7]. Observe that there are 11 peaks and/or shoulders observable in the spectrum
whereas Kamba et al. used 14 TO modes in a factorized model of the dielectric function, 7 of
which had ωT O ≤ 182 cm−1 . In the present work there appear to be only 4 modes in the same
frequency range. It is possible that the discrepancy is due to lower measurement resolution. Group
theory predicts 16 infrared active modes for the P mn1 structure adopted by 1 : 2 ordered BZN [7].
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The lower number of modes can be explained by overlapping modes and/or low mode oscillator
strengths. In Fig. 1 note that the reflectance peaks of the present sample are slightly lower, the
edges of the bands are more rounded and the minima are not as deep as in the literature data.
This is an indication that the phonon modes are more strongly scattered in the present material
which is associated with higher dielectric loss ²2 which could be due to the different methods of
preparation.
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Figure 1: Room temperature reflectance of BZN compared with literature data (Ref. [7]) and a sum oscillator
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Figure 2: Room temperature reflectance of Ba3+x Zn1+y Nb2 O9 .

Figure 2 presents the raw data over most of the measured frequency range. The reflectance
for ω ≥ 2000 cm−1 is essentially constant for all materials. Note that the peaks and shoulders for
all of the samples are in essentially the identical positions. Thus it is interesting to compare the
infrared reflectance (IR) spectra with both x-ray diffraction spectra taken on these samples [2] and
the IR reflectance spectrum of Ba3 MgNb2 O9 (BMN) [9] which has a similar Goldschmidt tolerance
factor [1]. There are no superlattice peaks associated with 1 : 2 order in the x-ray diffraction
spectrum of Ba3 Zn0.93 Nb2 O9 whatsoever. Yet there is more structure in the IR reflectance spectrum
of Ba3 Zn0.93 Nb2 O9 than that of BMN, where it was shown the short-range 1 : 2 order exists [9]. It
has been demonstrated [9] that IR reflectance spectroscopy can be more sensitive to 1 : 2 ordering
if the ordering is short-range. It is also interesting to note that the samples here were sintered at
1450◦ C. Note that there is some disagreement in the order-disorder transition temperature with
some authors placing it at ≈ 1375◦ C [10], while others [11] place it between 1400 and 1500◦ C. The
XRD patterns indicate that small amounts of Ba vacancy promotes long-range 1 : 2 order, a large
amount of either Ba or Zn vacancies cause the superlattice peaks associated with 1 : 2 order to
disappear [2]. However, the present IR spectra suggest that 1 : 2 order exists in all of the samples,
and hence must be at short-range in those samples where XRD superlattice reflections cannot be
seen. XRD spectra of Ba3 Zn0.93 Nb2 O9 indicated the presence of Zn-poor phases Ba5 Nb4 O15 and
Ba8 ZnNb6 O24 . However there are no extra peaks in the reflectance spectrum of this sample.
The sample with the most different spectrum is that of grossly non-stoichiometric Ba2.7 ZnNb2 O9 .
It presents the only unique feature (≈ 1600 cm−1 ) in the infrared reflectance spectrum which is most
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likely associated with Ba6 ZnNb9 O30 which XRD detects in sizeable amounts [2]. In addition the
high frequency dielectric constant is lower.
In order to estimate the dielectric properties of these materials, the reflectance was fit using the
both the classical Lorentz model and the factorized form of the dielectric function [7]. For lack
of space we discuss only the classical fits here. Only six of the 11 peaks/shoulders gave robust
(i.e., independent of the starting values) Lorentz oscillator parameters (ωoj -position, γj -scattering
rate, ωpj , strength). It was decided to use seven oscillators (I-VII) and it was necessary to fix
the parameters of the lowest frequency oscillator in order to maintain any feature in the fitted
reflectance spectrum near 100 cm−1 . The final parameters for BZN are listed in Table 1. And a
sample fit for BZN is shown in Fig. 1.
²(ω) = ²1 (ω) + i²2 (ω) = ²∞ +

V II
X

2
ωpj

j=I

2 − ω 2 − iωγ
ωoj
j

(1)

Table 1: Parameters found for BZN using the sum model of the dielectric function. Only seven oscillators
were used; several closely spaced shoulders were represented by a single oscillator in some cases. ²∞ ≈ 4.9.
Peak I parameters were fixed during the least squares fitting. The peak and/or shoulder numbers refer to
Fig. 1. The units for ωoj , γj and γpj are cm−1 .
j
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII

Peak and/or shoulders
1
2, 3
4
5
6, 7
8
9, 10, 11

ωoj ± 0.2
102
153.2
179.2
223.3
284.5
503.6
588.0

γj ± 0.5
20
13.8
16.2
22.4
29.3
19.8
34.3

ωpj ± 5
100
588
538
438
625
302
632
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Figure 3: Room temperature sum model dielectric functions for Ba3+x Zn1+y Nb2 O9 .

The real and imaginary parts of the dielectric function determined by these fits are shown
in Fig. 3. Note that the low frequency limit of the real part of the dielectric function of all the
materials except Ba2.7 ZnNb2 O9 is ≈ 40 in agreement with the literature [3, 7, 10]. The Q ≈ ²²12 values
at 0.1 cm−1 = 3 GHz obtained from the extrapolated dielectric functions are admittedly very low
(≈ 40/0.02 = 2000), but there is huge uncertainty (a factor of 10 at least). Lower frequency data are
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necessary to measure the low frequency quality factor. In terms of trends, Belous et al. measured a
maximum Q value for y = 0 in the Ba3 Zn1+y Nb2 O9 series and that small amounts of Ba-vacancies
improved the Q-value in the Ba3+x ZnNb2 O9 series. The lack of lower frequency IR data makes it
difficult to confirm these findings.
4. CONCLUSION

The IR data confirm the presence of short-range 1 : 2 order in all of the prepared ceramics in the
Ba3+x Zn1+y Nb2 O9 system, despite sintering at high temperatures 1440◦ . The far-infrared dielectric properties are not particularly sensitive to stoichiometry except for grossly non-stoichiometric
Ba2.7 ZnNb2 O9 .
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Modular Antenna Array Concept for Millimeter-wave
Beam-steering Applications
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Abstract— Steerable antenna arrays are of particular importance for consumer electronics
applications in the millimeter-wave band. However, the exact array size depends on the specific
application scenario. Therefore, a modular array concept is proposed in this paper that meets
the cost requirements of the consumer electronics market. Moreover, since circular polarization is
desired due to the line-of-sight nature of the communication channel at those frequencies, special
attention is placed on the construction of circularly-polarized antenna arrays. Finally, a deflector
design is proposed that allows to extend the scan-range of the proposed modular antenna array.
1. INTRODUCTION

The release of the unlicensed 60 GHz band (57 GHz–66 GHz in Europe) tackles the increasing demand for more bandwidth in the wireless consumer electronics market. In order to meet the cost
requirements of this market, many research groups have worked towards 60 GHz front-end electronics in mainstream silicon technologies, i.e., CMOS and BiCMOS. Moreover, there is a wide
consensus that the antenna should be integrated in the same package with the front-end integrated
circuit (IC). A single antenna element, however, does not satisfy the gain requirements of many
60 GHz applications, e.g., for high definition (HD) video streaming with a communication distance
of up to 10 m. Therefore, antenna arrays are of particular interest in the millimeter-wave (mmwave) band since they offer sufficiently high antenna gain. For this, arrays with a fixed amplitude
and phase distribution are often considered in the literature. Especially for mobile applications,
however, the antenna array must exhibit the capability to align its narrow beam in the direction of
the strongest signal. Hence, an antenna array with beam-steering capability is imperative, see [1–5].
In addition to the required high gain, circular polarization is seen to be a key requirement
for 60 GHz wireless applications. The use of circular polarization can significantly increase the
robustness of a wireless communication link due to the line-of-sight nature of the communication
channel at mm-waves. Otherwise, linearly-polarized solutions may require an accurate polarization
alignment, which is not very practical to implement for portable applications.
With respect to beam-steerable antenna arrays, the authors of [4] propose to integrate all array
electronics in one single chip in order to minimize the total required chip area as well as the differentiation between antenna branch properties. A complete 60 GHz receiver module with integrated
antenna array that uses this kind of approach was published in [6]. Such a solution, however, is
not very flexible since the number of antenna elements and their arrangement is fixed. As a result,
the range of suitable applications is limited, which ultimately results in high costs for the module
due to low production volumes. In order to achieve a high flexibility that can target a larger application range and, therefore, lower the costs by increasing the production volume, a modular array
concept is proposed here. This concept is suitable for creating linearly-polarized arrays, as briefly
illustrated in Section 2.1, as well as for creating circularly-polarized arrays, as outlined in more
detail in Section 2.2. In both cases, the mm-wave module from [7] was used as basic array element.
In order to increase the scan-range of the circularly-polarized array, the deflector design from [8]
is proposed, which is described in Section 3. Finally, the findings of this approach are discussed in
Section 4.
2. MODULAR ARRAY CONCEPT

A conceptual drawing of the proposed modular array approach is provided in Figure 1(a). It
consists of mm-wave front-end modules like the one shown in Figure 1(b), which is based on
the design presented in [7]. The desired overall array size and antenna element arrangement is
then composed out of several such modules. As shown in Figure 1(a), a low-frequency reference
oscillator for phase synchronization can be supplied to the modules from an external source using
a distribution network. On-chip phase shifters and variable gain amplifiers can then be used to
apply the desired amplitude and phase distribution to each individual antenna element. As for
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the reference oscillator signal, the communication path can be distributed to the modules in IF,
base-band, or even digital domain.
Two examples of possible 2 × 2 array configurations with the module from Figure 1(b) are
depicted in Figure 2, which will be further discussed in the following sections.
antenna

antenna

IC

IC

y; φ=90

o

x; φ=0

ref.
osc.
antenna

o

antenna
6.65

IC

2.4

IC

unit: mm

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Conceptual drawings of the modular array approach and the proposed AiP design. (a) Modular
array approach. (b) Conceptual drawing of the AiP design for use in a modular array.
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Figure 2: Examples of 2 × 2 antenna arrays consisting of integrated mm-wave front-end modules as shown
in Figure 1(b). (a) Linearly-polarized array. (b) Circularly-polarized array.
2.1. Linearly-polarized Array

As a first example, a linearly-polarized array is demonstrated, which can be constructed by arranging several mm-wave modules from Figure 1(b) as shown in Figure 2(a). It shows a 2 × 2 array with
a spacing of λ0 /2 between the printed dipoles, where λ0 is the free space wavelength at 60 GHz, i.e.,
5 mm. If a time delay is now applied to, e.g., modules #1 and #3, the main beam can be steered
in the φ = 0◦ plane.
If a larger array is required, it can be built in the same manner by simply using more integrated
mm-wave modules. Here, the particular module choice in this example exhibits a limitation in this
respect. Its size does namely not permit a λ0 /2 spacing in y-direction, see Figure 1(b). However,
a 2 × N -array can easily be constructed, with N being any number of elements in x-direction. By
this, a high gain fan-beam can be generated that exhibits, for example, a large coverage in elevation
while being steerable in azimuth, or vice versa.
2.2. Circularly-polarized Array

As another example, the flexibility of the modular array approach is used to construct a circularlypolarized array with the same modules. An elegant way to create circular polarization with linearlypolarized elements in an array environment is by using the sequential rotation technique as introduced by John Huang in 1986 [9]. Figure 2(b) shows the basic antenna arrangement for this
method. Here, circularly-polarized (CP) radiation is achieved by applying proper phase shifts to
sequentially rotated linearly-polarized antenna elements, as also illustrated in the figure. Using this
configuration for a transmitting array, a right-hand circular polarization is achieved. The resulting
active input reflection coefficients of the sequentially rotated integrated antennas with an antenna
spacing of λ0 /2 and for simultaneous excitation with the same amplitude for each antenna element
are shown in Figure 3(a).
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The overall gain pattern for the φ = 0◦ and φ = 90◦ planes are provided in Figure 3(b). The
achieved maximum gain was computed to range from 9.9 dBi to 10.6 dBi with a 3 dB beam-width
of 42◦ at 60 GHz. Furthermore, the axial ratio (AR) at 60 GHz of this circularly-polarized antenna
array in the φ = 0◦ and φ = 90◦ planes is shown in Figure 3(c). The AR is defined as
AR =

|Eθ ~uθ + Eφ ~uφ |max
,
|Eθ ~uθ + Eφ ~uφ |min

(1)

with ~uθ the unit vector in θ-direction, ~uφ the unit vector in φ-direction, and Eθ and Eφ the electric
field in θ- and φ-direction, respectively. It is evident from Figure 3(c) that for θ = 0◦ practically
perfect circular polarization is achieved. The AR exceeds 3 dB for angles beyond ±19◦ and, hence,
nearly the full 3 dB beam-width exhibits an acceptable degree of circular polarization.
When the beam is steered away from the broad-side direction (θ0 6= 0◦ ), however, the axial ratio
at the desired scan angle degrades, as can be seen from Figure 4. It shows the gain pattern in the
φ = 0◦ plane (Figure 4(b)) when the beam is steered towards θ0 = −15◦ . All elements are still well
matched (Figure 4(a)) and a maximum gain of 9.2 dBi to 9.9 dBi is achieved. The simulated axial
ratio at the scan angle, however, is already degraded to 1 dB, see Figure 4(c), which is basically a
result of the unequal gain patterns of the single mm-wave module in its φ = 0◦ and φ = 90◦ planes.
Hence, for even larger scan angles, this degradation can be expected to increase. A possible method
to improve the axial ratio over a wide scan range can be found in [10].
However, the scan-range of such a solution is limited, e.g., by the allowed maximum side-lobelevel. In order to extend the scan range of the antenna array, a deflector design similar to the one
presented in [8] can be used. The proposed design and basic operation principle of such a deflector
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Figure 3: Antenna parameters of the antenna array shown in Figure 2(b) for simultaneous excitation of all
four elements with the same amplitude and a phase-delay distribution as shown in the figure. (a) Active
input reflection coefficient with respect to Z0 = 100 Ω. (b) Gain pattern at 60 GHz for the φ = 0◦ and
φ = 90◦ planes when steering the beam towards θ = 0◦ . (c) Axial ratio at 60 GHz for the φ = 0◦ and
φ = 90◦ planes.
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Figure 4: Antenna parameters of the antenna array shown in Figure 2(b) for a scan angle of −15◦ in the
φ = 0◦ plane. (a) Active input reflection coefficient with respect to Z0 = 100 Ω. (b) Gain pattern at φ = 0◦ .
(c) Axial ratio at 60 GHz for the φ = 0◦ plane.
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is described in the next section.
3. SCAN-RANGE EXTENSION BY A SPHERICAL DEFLECTOR

30

30

20

20
directivity (dBi) [source + deflector]

directivity (dBi) [source]

In order to extend the scan-range of the afore-mentioned CP antenna array, a 3D spherical passive
electromagnetic deflector is proposed here, which is shown in Figure 5(a). It uses a spherical
surface consisting of passive circularly-polarized deflecting elements, i.e., with fixed phase-shift. In
principle, by defining fixed phase-shifts on the spherical deflector surface, a beam can be produced
that exhibits a modified scan-angle (θS ) relative to the scan-angle of the emitted beam from the
source array (θP ). By this, the scan-range of the planar array is extended while the minimum
link-budget requirement is still satisfied.
Since the suggested deflector configuration is very large in terms of wavelength, it is difficult
to analyze it with commercially-available 3D electromagnetic tools due to the computationallyintensive nature of the problem. A generalized scalar analytical formulation of the parametric
deflector configuration with the required phase-shift determination was, therefore, implemented
in MATLAB. The results obtained from this model for a lossless concentric circular array (CCA)
source and a hemispherical deflector at 60 GHz in the φ = 0◦ -plane are shown in Figures 5(b)–(c).
The design challenges involved in the realization of a 60 GHz CP deflector element that can achieve
the maximum phase-shift range with minimal losses over the whole band of operation have been
investigated. The results of this proposed solution, based on the principle presented in [11], will be
published shortly.
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Figure 5: Scan-range extension of a CP source antenna array by a spherical deflector. (a) Proposed topology
of 3D spherical passive electromagnetic deflector. Directivity patterns when a source antenna array is
scanned to 0◦ (blue), 10◦ (red), 20◦ (black), 30◦ (magenta), 40◦ (brown) & 50◦ (dark-green); (b) source only,
(c) source-spherical deflector configuration

4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In this paper a flexible antenna array concept is presented that tackles the stringent cost requirements of the consumer electronics market by a modular approach. The first simulation results are
promising, but still need to be verified by experiments. Moreover, different array configurations
should be investigated, in order to increase the number of antenna elements and, therefore, achieve
a larger gain with the presented front-end modules.
Furthermore proposed in this paper is the use of a spherical deflector in order to increase the
scan-range of the source array. Also for this design an experimental validation remains to be
conducted.
Therefore, a full-scale demonstrator consisting of modular antenna array and deflector is currently under planning.
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Abstract— Design of an all-electrical and easy to package wideband chip-to-chip solution on a
multi-mode dielectric waveguide is discussed. Different parameters such as bandwidth-per-pitch,
range, as well as crosstalk in aggregated lines are analyzed. Using a Rogers RO3006 material, a
bandwidth-per-pitch of 16 GHz/mm (and an absolute bandwidth-per-line of 2 × 40 GHz) at the
center frequency of 100 GHz is achieved while maintaining a range of 1 m with crosstalk below
15 dB. The sensitivity of the line to the curvature is also examined. The signal is coupled from the
silicon chip to the degenerate fundamental and polarization-orthogonal Ex11 and Ey11 waveguide
modes using planar electric and slot dipole antennas, respectively. The large available bandwidth
will be channelized in frequency for optimal overall efficiency and throughput with a CMOS
transceiver. The performance sensitivity of the structure to possible fabrication imperfections
is examined and discussed. The proposed waveguide offers a solution for Tera bit-per-second
(Tbps) fully-electrical wireline links.
1. INTRODUCTION

There is a large demand to substantially increase overall system bandwidth as well as connectivity
at all levels- from individual ICs to backplanes. As aggregate link data rate requirements are
approaching Tbps levels, current physical channels are nearing their limits. To this end, a power
and data-rate “wall” is emerging on the horizon. This is in terms of maximum “data flux density”
(bandwidth per unit width) and link efficiency (in terms of energy per bit) when the bandwidth of
conventional planar on-board transmission lines is pushed to tens of GHz.
In assessing communication channels, several figures of merit exist: bandwidth and data-rate
(considering width and length of the channel), overall energy efficiency, and the associated cost (e.g.,
with extra components or need for precision/complex packaging). In improving data bandwidth,
main culprits are the high-loss, dispersion, crosstalk and reflections in the conventional planar TEM
electrical channel. In these lines, the capacity of the link is primarily limited by skin effect and
impedance mismatches [1]. For medium to large distances and/or to achieve high data rates, the
cost of equalization in electrical lines becomes excessive.
Optical fiber links have been extensively used in long-haul communication and are now also
slowly making their way into the short-range arena. However, the associated power and cost
overhead (due to precision packaging and the addition of electro-optical modules) pose limitations
on adaptability for ubiquitous board-level interconnects.
In this paper, we propose a structure that addresses these concerns. An all-electrical, easy
to package and planar structure on a dielectric waveguide is presented and different aspects (as
an interconnect) are analyzed. This has applications for chip-to-chip interconnects as well as for
short active cables. Dielectric waveguides made of simple dielectric strips are known for very low
transmission loss at mm-wave and sub-THz frequencies [2, 3]. The challenge lies in designing an
efficient, wideband and low-cost coupling structure that makes appropriate use of the waveguide
modes. Here, we propose a novel planar feed structure to excite two polarization-orthogonal modes
of the waveguide, namely the Ex11 and Ey11 modes. This doubles the applicable bandwidth of the
dielectric waveguide without compromising performance. Planar electric dipole and slot dipole
antennas can launch the Ex11 and Ey11 modes, respectively. Excitation with planar feed antennas
simplifies the assembly and enables the use of conventional packaging with CMOS transceivers.
Fig. 1 shows a conceptual schematic of the proposed structure. As depicted in Fig. 1(b), the
electric field orientations of the first two modes are perpendicular to each other.
2. DIELECTRIC WAVEGUIDE DESIGN

Dielectric waveguide for data communication has been proposed in [4, 5]. In [5], due to the selected structure and modes, the implementation presents lower coupling efficiency to the waveguide
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as well as strong waveguide mode-coupling and corresponding length dependencies that affect robustness. Mode leakage due to discontinuities may also pose limitations. Our approach focuses
on fundamental and polarization-orthogonal degenerate modes where the mode-coupling to higher
order modes is greatly suppressed and the coupling efficiency (from the chip to the waveguide) is
considerably better. It should be noted that another communication channel based on substrateintegrated waveguide (SIW) is reported in [6]. Due to operating at lower mm-wave frequencies, the
bandwidth of the structure is limited.
As shown in Fig. 1, the proposed waveguide is simply made of a dielectric strip, dimensions
of which are primarily determined by the operating frequency band of the first two fundamental
Ex11 and Ey11 modes. In addition, limiting the cross section avoids mode cross coupling along the
waveguide by eliminating higher order modes. The field confinement in the cross section of the
waveguide is related to the dielectric strip permittivity as well as waveguide dimensions. Higher
permittivity leads to an increased field concentration within the waveguide core, as opposed to
fields on the outside of the strip, allowing for a smaller pitch.
In order to generalize the argument, the available bandwidth-per-pitch and the maximum length
of waveguides with high and low permittivities are approximated for different frequency bands. It
should be noted that dielectric materials applicable for millimeter-waves usually have a permittivity
in the range of 2 to 12. In [7] the dispersion diagram of square rectangular dielectric waveguides
made of materials with
√ permittivity of 12 and 2.3 are extracted in terms of a normalized frequency
parameter (v = ko a εr − 1). The values of v at cut-off frequencies are known. Therefore the
bandwidth can be calculated as a function of center operating frequency:
K
√c
2πa εr − 1
4.5c
√
a =
2πfo εr − 1

BW =

(1)
(2)

where c, fo , and a are the free space wave velocity, center frequency, and waveguide cross section,
respectively. K is 1.5 and 2, respectively, for dielectrics with permittivity of 12 and 2.3. Assuming a
pitch of 2a for the waveguide, the bandwidth-per-pitch parameter is plotted in Fig. 2. This normalized bandwidth for a single mode is proportional to fo2 . In addition, with increasing the permittivity
the bandwidth-per-pitch increases. This is mainly due to the increasing field confinement. On the
other hand, the maximum operating frequency is restricted by the attenuation of the waveguide.
An approximate relation for the attenuation constant of a dielectric waveguide is presented in [8].
Assuming a maximum acceptable transmission loss of 50 dB for the link, the maximum length of the
waveguide is calculated for dielectric loss tangent of 0.001 and plotted in Fig. 2. As the frequency
increases, due to higher attenuation, the maximum available length (Lmax ) decreases. In addition,
for the same loss tangent, the attenuation per unit length increases with higher permittivity. It
should be noted that dielectrics with higher permittivity usually also present a higher loss tangent.
From this analysis, the required length of the link determines the center frequency, which in turn
limits the maximum bandwidth of the link. Utilizing repeaters can partially alleviate this tradeoff.
In a multiplexed lines scenario, the minimum pitch of single wires is determined by the maximum

(a)
(b)

Figure 1: Conceptual schematic of the proposed
multi-mode dielectric waveguide for chip-to-chip interconnects or active cables.

Figure 2: Bandwidth-per-pitch and maximum
length of the link (with acceptable transmission loss
of 50 dB) in terms of operating frequency.
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acceptable crosstalk, which is related to the length of the link as well as the field expansion around
the waveguide. Fig. 3 compares the expansion of Ex component of Ex11 mode in the cross section
of waveguides at the lower edge of the operating frequency band (with lower field confinement)
for different permittivities. The discontinuity in the Ex along x-axis is due to discontinuity in
permittivity seen by normal electric field. The Ey11 mode field distributions are dual of the Ex11
mode. As observable, fields of waveguide with lower permittivity propagate with a relatively lower
confinement in the cross section. This limits the minimum distance between possible parallel
“wires” in a multiplexed link. In order to quantify this argument, the maximum range of a link
with a crosstalk of less than −15 dB is calculated and shown in Fig. 4. As expected, for the same
length, links composed of waveguides with lower permittivity need a larger pitch.
Taking this analysis into account, a rectangular strip waveguide made of Rogers RO3006 dielectric material (loss tangent 0.002) with a medium permittivity of 6.15 is constructed and designed for
a 1m link. Assuming an acceptable transmission loss of 50 dB (including waveguide attenuation and
mode excitation losses) the appropriate operating frequency is calculated. Simulations show when
operating at frequencies around 100 GHz (waveguide cross section: 0.85×0.85 mm2 ) an attenuation
of 0.044 dB/mm (44 dB/m) is achievable. This waveguide supports a bandwidth of approximately
2 × 40 GHz each from 80 GHz to 120 GHz. These waveguides can then be bundled together for a
larger aggregate throughput. Returning to Fig. 4, to have a minimum crosstalk of 15 dB a pitch of
larger than 1.65λ0 (λ0 is the free-space wavelength at the center operating frequency) is required.
Therefore, a bandwidth-per-pitch of 2 × 16 GHz/mm is achievable.
The sensitivity of transmission and mode cross coupling to the bending of the“wire” (see Fig. 5)
is also investigated. Simulations show an extra loss of less than 0.2 dB at a 90◦ bend with radius of
5 mm at 100 GHz. The amount of mode cross coupling at such a bend is negligible and less than
−33 dB in the whole frequency range from 80 GHz to 120 GHz.
On the transceiver front, several wideband millimeter-wave silicon IC solutions have been realized in CMOS and BiCMOS technologies. We have recently demonstrated a silicon transceiver with
> 30 GHz of bandwidth (on a 94 GHz carrier) withon-chip antennas [9]. This chip has sufficient
bandwidth to drive one of the orthogonal channels in the proposed dielectric waveguide. A simple
QPSK modulation achieves over 120 Gbps throughput on a single waveguide. Frequency channelization and interleaving can enable this bandwidth in baseband. Other high-speed mm-wave
CMOS transceivers for wireless communication have been demonstrated [10, 11]. Here, the channel
response is significantly better than the wireless case.

Figure 3: Ex magnitude of the Ex11 mode in the
waveguide cross section along x-axis (dashed) and
y-axis (solid), inset shows the E-field pattern in the
cross section.

Figure 4: Maximum length of aggregated lines for
a crosstalk of less than −15 dB for waveguides with
permittivity of 12 (solid line) and 6.15 (dashed line).

Figure 5: Multi-mode propagation along a bend wit a radius of R = 5 mm.
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3. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF THE EX
AND EY11 MODELAUNCHERS

As seen in Fig. 1(b), the Ex11 mode is characterized by an electric field primarily in the x direction
and thus, can be excited by an electric dipole along the axis. Conversely, the Ey11 mode is the dual
of the Ex11 mode and as lot dipole antenna (dual of electric dipole) can be utilized to launch the
mode into the waveguide. Recently we have presented planar structures, which efficiently launch
the signal from integrated circuits into dielectric waveguides [12, 13]. A drawing of the structure
presented in [13] is depicted in Fig. 6. The electric and slot dipoles are printed on 100 µm thick
RO3010 substrates of permittivity 10.2, and placed on both sides of the waveguide. The high
permittivity of the substrate reduces the radiation and therefore enhances the coupling efficiency.
Fundamental design parameters of the excitation structures are detailed in [13].
Transmission parameters of S13 , S24 and isolation parameters of S14 , S23 , and S12 of the backto-back structure (see port numbering in Fig. 6) with a length of 10 mm are plotted in Fig. 7.
The obtained results show a 3-dB transmission bandwidth from 88 GHz to 115 GHz for the Ex11
mode and from 88 GHz to 120 GHz for the Ey11 mode. The coupling efficiency of each excitation
structure is better than 3 dB in the operating frequency band. The bandwidth and efficiency of
the field coupling can be improved by adding parasitic elements or loading to the dipole or slot
antennas (e.g., Yagi-like planar electric and slot dipole antennas). An isolation of better than
−50 dB between the two input couplers (S12 ) is also demonstrated. The amount of cross coupling
between input electric dipole and output slot dipole (S14 ) as well as between input slot dipole and
output electric dipole (S23 ) is also better than 50 dB.
The sensitivity of coupling efficiency to the horizontal and angular misalignment of excitation
sections is investigated. Fig. 8 shows the effect of horizontal offset of the Ex11 excitation section from
the center of the waveguide. The overall performance is not highly perturbed and discrepancies are
less than 0.5 dB. The amount of coupling at 100 GHz for different offsets is plotted in Fig. 9. As
the offset increases the coupling efficiency decreases. This is mainly due to radiation and partially
due to input impedance mismatch.
Beside the horizontal offset, the effect of angular misalignments is also examined. Figs. 10 and
11 demonstrate the effect of this misalignment on Ex11 and Ey11 mode launchers, respectively. These
results show that Ey11 mode is relatively more sensitive to angular misalignment. This may be due
to partial excitation of surface wave TM 0 mode in the substrate, which results in radiation in θ
direction.

Figure 6: Drawing of the proposed structure for excitation of Ex11 (using an electric dipole) and Ey11
(using a slot dipole) modes.

Figure 7: Transmission and isolation parameters of
a 10 mm line terminated with Ex11 and Ey11 mode
launchers (see port numbering in Fig. 6).

4. COMPARISON TO OTHER APPROACHES

Table 1 compares the planar mm-wave dielectric waveguide approach to two other common interconnects being used for high-data rate chip/board level communication. In [1] the partition length
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Figure 8: The sensitivity of the coupling efficiency to
the misalignment of the waveguide (solid line: original structure, dashed line: 150 µm misalignment).

Figure 9: The effect of horizontal misalignment of
both excitation sections. Ex11 is more sensitive to
this offset.

Figure 10: Sensitivity of the coupling efficiency of
the Ex11 mode launcher to angular mismatches.

Figure 11: Sensitivity of the coupling efficiency of
the Ey11 mode launcher to the angular mismatch.

Table 1: Interconnects options for high-data rate links.
Physical Medium:
Transmission loss
BW/pitch
Crosstalk
Energy/Bit for high data-rates
Overall Cost

Common
Electrical
High
Small
High
High
Low

Optical
Very low
Very large
Very low
High
High

mm-Wave
Waveguide
Low
Large
Low-Medium
Potentially Low
Medium

over which board level optical interconnects outperform conductive electrical wire lines is calculated. Common electrical interconnects such as planar microstrip or two-wire lines suffer from high
loss and crosstalk. This limits the maximum applicable length and maximum bandwidth-per-pitch
of a link in a single or aggregated lines scenarios. In addition, to achieve high throughput in these
electrical links, higher order modulation schemes and complicated equalizers are inevitable. This
reduces the power efficiency substantially and increases the cost and complexity of the system. Optical interconnects offer very wide bandwidth, small crosstalk and extremely low transmission loss.
Hence they can be used for short/long-range communication. However the cost and complexity due
to high precision needed for assembly and electro-optical modules limits the application of such
interconnects.
Current approach based on a low-loss dielectric waveguide and its multi-mode excitation presents
a large bandwidth over a reasonable length (around 1 m). In addition, the all-electrical and planar
construction offers a low-cost implementation option. Superior channel response leads to simpler
equalization circuits and can enhance the power efficiency of these high-throughput links.
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5. CONCLUSION

Different aspects of an all-electrical, low-loss, and extremely wideband interconnect technology
based on dielectric waveguides are analyzed. For a given range and receiver sensitivity various
link parameters — the operating frequency, minimum line pitch, and consequently the maximum
bandwidth-per-pitch — are calculated and verified with simulations. A reliable performance of the
interconnect under physical curvature of the line is confirmed. Millimeter-wave signals are simultaneously launched into a dielectric waveguide using optimized planar dipole and slot antennas. The
sensitivity of coupling efficiencies to horizontal and angular misalignment of the excitation structures is investigated. This low-cost interface presents a high-speed and low-dispersion alternative to
current electrical and optical links. When combined with appropriate frequency channelization and
interleaving, these links can achieve aggregate data rates approaching several Tbps over distances
as long as one meter.
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Abstract— A cavity-backed Vivaldi antenna is suggested as dual-polarization array element for
the low-frequency instrument of the Square Kilometer Array (SKA) project. A design strategy
aimed at maximizing the sensitivity for such an array element is described. As an example, an
antenna was obtained, with a sensitivity higher than 10 cm2 /K in the operative bandwidth and
in the 45◦ sky coverage angle, for each polarization.
1. INTRODUCTION

The Square Kilometer Array (SKA) represents one of the most interesting new-generation radiotelescopes owing to its extreme sensitivity performance [1]. One of the main SKA subsystems is
the low-frequency Aperture Array (AA-low), which has to operate in the [70, 450] MHz band [2].
Several wide-band antenna systems have been studied within this framework: the spiral antenna [2],
the BLU-antenna [3], the log-periodic antenna [4]. Recently, a dual-polarization Vivaldi array
element has been proposed as a potential candidate for AA-low [5]. The main advantages of this
configuration are a single ended 50 Ω matching and a low cross-polarization in the principal planes,
owing to the symmetry of the antenna. Furthermore, the antenna is self-standing, does not require
either bulky dielectric parts or ground planes and can be manufactured in a gridded version [6].
2. DEVELOPMENT OF A CAVITY-BACKED VIVALDI CONFIGURATION

The first item of this work is the selection of a suitable geometry for the rear part of the antenna,
in order to enhance its performance in terms of front-to-back ratio (FBR). The starting structure
is the Vivaldi antenna with a circular back stub adopted in [5]; its FBR is presented in Figure 1,
as a black dashed line. This parameter can not be improved by introducing a ground plane behind
the antenna, because this would introduce an additional ripple in the curve, without significant
improvements (red dash-dotted line).
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Figure 1: Front-to-back ratio of Vivaldi with three back structures.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Cavity-backed Vivaldi antenna. (a) Lateral view. (b) Front view.

On the contrary, recalling the TEM horn structures [7], the cavity-backed configuration represented in Figure 2 has been conceived. The feed point of the antenna is located at the junction of
the Vivaldi “wings” with the cavity. The design parameters of this structure are: The front width
of the non-blended antenna W , the aperture width A, the antenna length L, the blending radius
C, the base width Wb , the back cavity length Lb and the back cavity width Ab .
In Figure 1 it is possible to observe that the FBR curve of a non-optimized version of this
structure is almost monotone with improved values at higher frequencies. This structure has been
used as starting guess for the following design procedure.
3. DESIGN PROCEDURE

The AA-low instrument is a sparse random array, where the average embedded element pattern
is, as a first approximation, similar to the pattern of the single (isolated) element [8, 9]. In this
regard, the element design can be performed focusing on the sensitivity enhancement of the single
element [2]. The maximization of the worst-case sensitivity of the array element corresponds to
the minimization of the number of antennas needed to satisfy the SKA sensitivity specifications,
leading to a reduction of manufacturing costs.
The sensitivity S is defined as the ratio of the element effective area Aeff to its noise temperature
Tsys :
µ ¶
Aeff (r̂, f ) m2
S(r̂, f ) ,
(1)
Tsys (f )
K
where r̂ indicates the observation direction and f is the frequency. Aeff is calculated from the
radiation patterns, which are obtained using a full-wave simulator.
For what concerns the denominator, Tsys can be calculated as the sum of three contributions:
Tsys (f ) = Tant,sky (f ) + Tant,gnd (f ) + Trec (f )

(2)

Tant,sky (f ) and Tant,gnd (f ) quantify the noise contributions coming from the sky and from the
ground. These two quantities are evaluated by means of the Cortes model [10]. The measured
receiver noise temperature Trec (f ) is approximately 30 K in the whole band.
The structure should be designed in order to maximize the sensitivity in the 70–450 MHz band
within the 45◦ sky coverage from zenith (SC), for each polarization. This goal is achieved by
exploiting a synthetic representation of the sensitivity as a function of the geometrical parameters.
It is useful to define the goal function S̃:
S̃(f ) = min S(r̂, f )
r̂∈SC

(3)

As far as frequency is concerned, it should be noted that the operative conditions in the AA-low
band are not homogeneous. Indeed, in the lower part of this band, the sky noise contribution
is dominant. On the other hand, the most significant high-frequency noise contributions are the
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remaining two. Therefore, S̃(f ) has been parametrized by means of its minimum values in three
sub-bands: B1 = 70–200 MHz, which is the sky-noise dominated band; B2 = 200–350 MHz, which
is a transition band; B3 = 350–450 MHz band, which is dominated by the receiver noise.
This representation of the goal function is very convenient for the evaluation of the effects of the
geometrical parameters; for example, S̃(f ) is showed in Figure 3 as a function of the length of the
Vivaldi antenna L and of its aperture width A. The white star markers identify the optimal values
for the B2 and B3 bands. From the figure it is also possible to observe that the design procedure,
in this case, is mainly driven by the higher band, where the sensitivity is generally low. Moreover,
the sensitivity in B1 appears to be almost independent of A and L.
The same procedure must be performed varying other couples of parameters, in order to complete
the design of the structure.
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4. DESIGN RESULTS

The performance of a significant design example is discussed in this section. The main dimensions
of the designed antenna are 1.2 × 1.2 m2 footprint and 1.5 m height. Figure 4 shows the sensitivity
function S(r̂, f ) for ϑ = 0◦ and ϑ = 45◦ in the H-plane and in the E-plane; it is possible to
observe that S(r̂, f ) is higher than 10 cm2 /K in most situations. The effective area of the designed
antenna and the three noise temperature contributions are represented in Figure 5 and in Figure 6.
In particular, Figure 6 confirms that the main noise contribution for lower frequencies is the sky
one, while the receiver noise is dominant for higher frequencies. Moreover, the new configuration
exhibits a good symmetry of the pattern, which leads to high IXR values [11].
In Figure 7 it is possible to observe that the 50 Ω reflection coefficient is below −10 dB above
170 MHz.
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5. CONCLUSION

A cavity-backed Vivaldi antenna has been proposed as array element for the SKA AA-low project.
A design procedure based on a full-wave simulator and the Cortes noise temperature model has
been developed and described. An effective organization of the sensitivity parametric analyses has
been proposed in order to define a suitable and exhaustive design strategy; it should be noted that
the same design procedure can be applied to other antenna structures.
In conclusion, the results obtained demonstrated that good performance can be achieved with
the Vivaldi element.
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Abstract— This paper introduces a novel approach to a broadband array design for a low
frequency radio telescope. It presents a low profile ultra-wideband tightly coupled phased array
antenna with integrated feedlines. The approach consists of applying broadband techniques to an
array of capacitively coupled planar element pairs with an octagonal fractal geometry, backed by
a ground plane. Designed as a low cost, low loss, dual-polarized wideband array, this antenna is
optimised for operation between 50 and 250 MHz. Simulations have shown that the antenna has
a wide-scanning ability with a low cross-polarisation level, over the operational broad frequency
range.
1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, inherently low profile ultra wideband phased array antennas are significantly in demand
especially for low frequency band radio telescope applications. Tightly coupled phased arrays
(TCPAs) have a significant feature to imply low profile ultra wideband antennas. This feature is
critical to deploy and develop radio telescope in space base station. It is also important for other
applications such as advanced defence and commercial communication systems.
Characteristically, the tightly coupled arrays are planar elements with strong mutual coupling.
Each element array acts as an aperture array rather than discrete elements. The inter element
capacitive coupling is used to counteract the ground plane reactive impedance and maintain a real
input impedance over a wide bandwidth. This paper presents a tightly coupled array of a conformal
performance while maintaining a low profile of roughly 0.05λlow where λlow is the wavelength at
the lowest operational frequency of the operating bandwidth [1]. However, the Vivaldi antenna is
widely used as an ultra-wideband antenna, but it exhibits a profile of 0.5λlow which is too thick
especially in the low frequency range [2]. Additionally, the bunny ear elements also provide an
ultra-wideband performance with low profile of about 0.125λlow but still thick for low frequency
applications [3].
This work aims to enhance the bandwidth of a proposed TCPA, operating between 50 and
250 MHz to operate from 50 MHz to 400 MHz, using a resistive frequency selective surface. The
Frequency Selective Surfaces (FSSs) were first demonstrated by Ben A. Munk and used in airborne applications [4]. Recently, many researchers proposed FSS designs for different microwave
applications, such as radar absorber [5], and applications associated with radome design for radar
systems [6]. In [7] an artificial dielectric material was placed on a frequency selective surface to
absorb the energy of electromagnetic waves at a particular frequency or range of frequencies. Also,
a resistive FSS was used in [8] to enhance the bandwidth of an ultra-thin absorber. A tightly coupled bowtie array with a resistive FSS layer has shown to exhibit a 21 : 1 bandwidth with VSWR
< 3 in [9], implemented in an infinite array configuration.
The paper is organised as follows: in Section 2, capacitively coupled phased array design and
analysis are presented. Section 3 describes new broadbanding technique used to enhance the bandwidth performance of the proposed capacitively coupled phased array, whilst the analysis of an
infinite array is also presented. The conclusions are subsequently driven in Section 4.
2. CAPACITIVELY COUPLED PHASED ARRAY ELEMENT DESIGN

A TCPA is an array of very closely spaced elements, frequently separated via tip capacitors. The
tip capacitors are adjusted to provide wideband performance. The aperture elements are Tightly
Coupled Fractal Octagonal rings Array (TCFOA) backed by a ground plane. Therefore, a strong
mutual coupling is utilised between the elements resulting in a continuous current distribution
array. The geometry and characterization of TCFOA element is introduced in an infinite array
environment. The radiators or receptors are dual polarised via two orthogonal feeding points, in
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each element the centre ring is shared between other two rings. An impedance transformer layer,
known as a matching layer, is placed at a certain distance above the radiator layer. The matching
layer is a scaled down version of the radiating elements, applied to enhance the bandwidth of the
array. The scaling factor used to form the matching layer was 0.9. Figure 1 illustrates the unit cell
of the TCFOA element antenna design. The space between the adjacent elements is 800 mm, which
is slightly greater than half wavelength at the highest frequency (250 MHz for this unit cell). The
unit cell covers frequency range from 60 MHz to 250 MHz. The distance from the radiators to the
matching layer is 235 mm while the ground plane is placed at 390 mm from the radiators. To lower
the array’s operating frequency, capacitors are used in the gap between the neighbouring rings at
the tip ends. The gap between the rings is 5 mm. These capacitors are bulk capacitors of 3 pF.
The array design parameters are jointly optimized together, using Genetic Algorithm implemented
in Matlab to validate a perfect match via commercial software Ansoft HFSS v12. The objective of
this optimisation is to reduce the VSWR values over the operating frequency band of the antenna
array. An iteration of nine scaled and subdivided octagonal rings are proposed to create an aperture
array of fractal geometry patches. The bandwidth performance of the periodic array is sensitive
to the outer and inner diameter of the fractal rings. Therefore, the optimised values of both the
outermost and the innermost ring radius are 197.5 mm and 170 mm respectively.

Linking capacitiors

Feeding points

(a) Unit cell

(b) Radiating element configuration

Figure 1: Geometry of TCFORA unit cell with the feeding lines.

A stripline line was introduced to provide a balance feed to the TCFOA, this feeding line was
first presented in [10]. To match antennas input impedance with a 50 Ω input SMA connector,
an impedance transformer was implemented with the stripline design. This feeding lines have a
significant feature of a low insertion loss. For an ultra wideband performance, the single-ended
feeding lines were optimised with the unit cell. As a result, the stripline length is 503.5 mm. Thus,
an extra part of the body is reaching out the ground plane. Comparing with the tightly coupled
dipole presented by Munk et al. [11], the candidate array design offers a convenient integration with
the feeding lines.
To further demonstrate the validity of the proposed design, a full-wave simulation data is presented. The unit cell is modelled using periodic boundary conditions. Although the infinite array
approach provides a rapid computational analysis, it does not account for the finite array edge
effect. The finite arrays edge and corner diffraction affects the outer periphery elements causing
a mismatch. As a result, the impedance of the edge and corner within the finite array size differs
significantly from the infinite array. Therefore, the finite array bandwidth is degraded and several
redesign steps are required to achieve the intended operational bandwidth. The broadside as well
as the scanning active VSWRs of an infinite dual-polarised TCFOA was calculated using HFSS
over a unit cell. The VSWR performance shown in Figure 2 suggests that satisfactory scanning
properties and wideband performance could be achieved over 4.4 : 1 frequency band. Figure 3
illustrates that the TCFOA antenna design has a wideband performance with a stable low-cross
polarisation level across the bandwidth from 60 MHz to 266 MHz.
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(a) The scanning performance for four directions

(b) The broadside scan performance

Figure 2: The VSWR for an element in the infinite array.

Figure 3: The cross polarization level in dB for an
element in the infinite dual polarized array.

Figure 4: Geometry of the TCFORA unit cell with
the resistive FSS.

3. CAPACITIVELY-COUPLED ARRAY WITH RESISTIVE FSS

In general, a tightly coupled array bandwidth is limited by the ground plane. More precisely, an
array with a ground plane spacing of h is short circuited at the upper bond of the operational band
at fupper = c/2h. In other words, the upper bound bandwidth of any TCPAs is limited due to
ground plane ZGP given by:
ZGP = jη0 tan(βh)
(1)
where η0 is the substrate impedance (in this array it is free space), β is the substrate propagation
constant, and h is the array spacing above the ground plane. The array depicts a resonance peak
at h = c/2fupper , because the ground plane impedance becomes ZGP = 0.
Sating that a conformal array is short circuited when h = λ2H (where λH is the wavelength at
the highest/upper operational frequency), a method to alleviate ground plane effect is required.
Though Electromagnetic Band Gap structures (EBG) were proposed to overcome the ground plane
effect, it operates only over limited bandwidth [12]. Ferrites were also used to improve bandwidth,
but their weight limits their applications [13]. In order to avoid boresight radiation cancellation
from the ground plane image current, this paper proposes inserting a resistive FSS between the
radiating elements and the ground plane. The resistive FSS suppresses the interfering of the ground
plane reflection, increasing the bandwidth performance of the capacitively coupled array.
To serve this purpose, a unit cell is loaded with a square ring of a resistive FSS. Figure 4
depicts the configuration of the capacitively coupled array with the resistive FSS. The array unit
cell is modelled with the stripline feeding lines. The physical array design parameters are obtained
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through the same aforementioned optimisation procedure. The resistive FSS loop is printed on a
Polyethylene dielectric substrate of 0.2 mm thickness, this square ring loop is an ohmic sheet of
75 Ω = sq. However, inserting FSS in the array leads to severe losses. A superstrate layer of a
Polyethylene dielectric substrate (60 mm thickness) is mounted over the radiating elements. Both
the FSS and the superstrate must be designed together in tandem. The purpose of a dielectric
superstrate layer is to alleviate FSS losses. In addition, this layer behaves as a matching impedance
transformer. In an infinite array TCFOA configuration, using superstrate in conjunction with FSS
leads to a 8 : 1 bandwidth with VSWR < 2. Hence, this unique aspect of the array maximizes the
bandwidth by a factor of 2 dB, resulting in a very low profile TCFOA.
The main layer is linearly distributed pairs of fractal octagon rings, perpendicular to each other.
The element unit cell spacing is 730 mm, and the array is dual polarised. The array is capacitively
coupled by inserting bulk capacitors at the end tips of adjacent rings, the value of these capacitors is
3 pF. The array is backed by a ground plane at 390 mm. The overall profile of the TCFOA with FSS
is 450 mm (element spacing 730 mm), while it is 625 mm for the previous TCFOA design(element
spacing 800 mm). Thus, the advantage of this arrangement presents a very wide bandwidth with
a lower profile. This is a considerable feature for large scale arrays applications, and it facilitates
low cost for the mass production.
The optimized infinite TCFOA with FSS scan performance is shown in Figure 5. The array
with FSS exhibits a wideband performance, exceeding TCFOA without FSS. The Ludwing third
definition of cross polarisation is used. And the cross polarisation of the immersed element scanned
to four typical directions is illustrated in Figure 6. A stable cross polarisation performance is
observed, and also it can be remarked easily that FSS geometry shows it is polarisation intensive.

(a) The broadside scan performance

(b) The scanning performance for four directions

Figure 5: The VSWR for an element in the infinite array with a resistive FSS layer.

Figure 6: The cross polarization level in dB for an
element in the infinite dual-polarized array.

Figure 7: The gain for the immersed element in an
infinite array.
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Figure 7 illustrates that the presence of FSS cause some reduction in the gain (efficiency), this
might be due to the power dissipated in the resistance of FSS.
4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, it has been shown that a properly designed resistive frequency selective surface, in
tandem with a dielectric superstrate presents an inherently low-profile ultra-wideband phased array
for a low-band radio telescope. The resistive FSS conjugated with a superstrate was demonstrated to
significantly increase the array bandwidth. The infinite array environment achieves 8 : 1 bandwidth
with VSWR < 2. The array thickness at the lowest operational frequency of 50 MHz is slightly
greater than 0.058λ.
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A Compact Triple-band Filtering Microstrip Patch Antenna with
the Same Polarization Planes
Y.-J. Lee and S.-J. Chung
Institute of Communications Engineering, National Chaio Tung University, Hsinchu 30010, Taiwan

Abstract— A novel compact filtering microstrip patch antenna with triple-band operation
is presented for WLAN/TD-LTE wireless applications. The proposed design is composed of
a patch with slot-loaded parasitic elements and a stepped-impedance resonator which shares
the same apertured ground. Using full-wave simulator HFSS, the broadside coupling coefficient
can be extracted to determine the dimension of the aperture. The antenna has similar broadside
radiation patterns in both E- and H-planes in the three frequency bands. Meanwhile, the antenna
provides good selectivity as well as the same polarization planes.
1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, in the RF front end of wireless communication systems it is usually needed to process
different frequency signals. By designing a filtering antenna, it not only improves the performance
of the front end but also fulfills the requirements for compact, low cost, and low profile.
In the previous works [1–3], we have studied for synthesis a filtering microstrip antenna in a
single band or dual bands. In this paper, a triple-band filtering antenna is presented for applying
to WLAN/TD-LTE wireless applications, i.e., 2.4, 3.5, and 5.2 GHz bands. By using the similar
ideas of [4] and [5], the patch antenna with slot-loaded parasitic elements has almost the same
polarization plane feature in the three bands. It is advantageous to utilize stepped-impedance
resonators (SIRs) for designing bandpass filters cause its versatile resonance characteristics. The
antenna with filtering function can be developed by the synthesis process of bandpass filters [6].
2. ANTENNA DESIGN

Figure 1 shows the proposed triple-band microstrip patch antenna composed of a patch with slotloaded parasitic elements and a step-impedance resonator. The slot-loaded parasitic elements are
incorporated into the non-radiating edges of a microstrip patch which is operated in the second
band as depicted in Fig. 1. The parasitic elements are worked for the first and third bands. The
coupling between the main patch and slot-loaded parasitic elements is realized by controlling the
vertical and horizontal gaps. No matter which band the patch works in, the maximum magnetic
field density occurs near the center section on it. The resonator is also designed to resonate in
the same three bands. When it works in different bands, the distribution of electric/magnetic field
density is different on it. For example, in the second band, there is the maximum magnetic field
density near one/three-fourths section on it. Thus, if there is a thin slit on the common ground
for broadside coupling the magnetic coupling can be obtained. So, we tune the size of slit and the
position of resonator, the corresponding coupling coefficients in the design can be obtained.
The proposed triple-band antenna is fabricated on two FR4 substrates with common used ground
The patch and its slot-loaded parasitic elements are printed on top side of upper FR4 substrate
with dielectric constant 4.4 and thickness 0.8 mm. The resonator is patterned on the bottom side
of lower FR4 substrate with the same dielectric constant but thickness 0.4 mm. The etched slit on
the ground is used for broadside coupling. The dimensions of the antenna are listed in Table 1.
The antenna was designed at WLAN/TD-LTE bands. The three bands are at 2.45, 3.5, and
5.25 GHz with 3.4%, 5.7%, and 5.7% fractional bandwidth, respectively. The ripples are all 0.3 dB.
The corresponding coupling coefficients and external quality factor are found to be
I
M12
= 0.044
II
M12
= 0.063
III
M12
= 0.063

QIe = 29.51
QII
e = 20.71
QIII
= 20.71
e

(1)
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Figure 1: Geometry of the proposed antenna.
Table 1: Dimensions of the proposed antenna.
Parameter

lp

Wp

lg

Wg

l1

l2

l3

d

g1

g2

(mm)

26

8

18

0.8

5.8

9.4

20

1

0.2

1.2

Parameter

g3

x1

x2

y1

y2

lr1

lr 2

l

Wr1

Wr 2

(mm)

2

6.6

0.2

4

0.2

7.6

11.7

5

2.6

0.8

Parameter

Gx

Gy

h1

h2

-

-

-

-

-

-

(mm)

60

80

0.8

0.4

-

-

-

-

-

-

where I, II and III represent the first, second and third band, respectively. All the above parameters
can be extracted by using full-wave simulator HFSS.
3. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The simulated return loss and peak gain are shown in Fig. 2. Impedance bandwidths reach 12%
(2.19–2.48 GHz), 8.6% (3.41–3.71 GHz), and 4.4% (5.13–5.36 GHz) for 6 dB return loss, respectively.
The peak gains in +z-direction are about −4 dBi, −2 dBi, and 4 dBi. There is good selectivity at
the band edges in the three bands.
Figure 3 illustrates the simulated far-filed radiation pattern at 2.45 GHz, 3.5 GHz, and 5.25 GHz.
The broadside radiation patterns in both E(yz)- and H(xz)-planes are shown in the three bands.
That is, pure polarization in the same planes. Due to the distance between the two radiating edges
of the slot-loaded parasitic elements larger than λ/2 in the third band, the grating lobes appear in
the E-plane. The antenna peak gains in θ = 0◦ (+z-direction) are −4 dBi, −2 dBi, and 4 dBi as
the same depicted in Fig. 2. The backward radiation is caused by the finite ground effect.
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Figure 3: The simulated radiation patterns at (a) 2.45 GHz, (b) 3.5 GHz, and (c) 5.25 GHz.
4. CONCLUSION

A compact triple-band filtering antenna with the same polarization planes is presented. The antenna is fabricated on two different thickness FR4 substrates with the same apertured ground for
broadside coupling. The antenna is designed at WLAN/TD-LTE 2.4 GHz, 3.5 GHz, and 5.2 GHz
bands with 12%, 8.6%, and 4.4% bandwidth, respectively. There are good selectivity and pure
polarization in the same planes in this antenna.
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A Study of Partial Resonance Control for Edge Elements in a Finite
Array
C. I. Kolitsidas and B. L. G. Jonsson
Division of Electromagnetic Engineering, School of Electrical Engineering
KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm SE-100 44, Sweden

Abstract— This work is focused on developing a method for compensating the edge effects in
a mid-sized antenna array. Initially the resonance shift for the E-plane with respect to element
position and scan angle was studied in finite × infinite array of strongly coupled dipoles. We
show that geometrical tuning on the outermost elements of the array results in a 40% bandwidth
improvement at the edge elements for a 40◦ scan angle. This improvement is compared with the
original edge element behavior and it is achieved with a VSWR < 3 for the worst element. These
modifications were based into two observations. Primarily, it was shown that by electrically
connecting the edge elements we obtain an improvement in the interelement coupling. By adding
stripes to the arms of the edge dipoles we obtained an additional degree of freedom that was
used to improve the impedance of the edge elements. This procedure resulted in almost uniform
VSWR behavior for all elements up to the edge for the finite × infinite approach.
1. INTRODUCTION

Future wireless base station are expected to have the ability to support all existing commercial
frequency bands as well as new emerging wireless technologies. This implies that the corresponding
RF-air interface should be able to cover all these frequency bands simultaneously. Furthermore on
top of the classic multiplexing techniques spatial division (SDMA-Spatial Division Multiple Access)
needs to be employed in order to achieve maximum network capacity, low interference and power
efficiency at a low visual impact device. The latter two are very important since the majority of
base stations are used in urban environments.
An implementation possibility for the radiating part of the RF-air interface is a mid-sized,
wideband, wide scan angle antenna array. This is an expansion for the “all-in-one antenna” concept
as it also employees phased array characteristics. The classic array design procedure starts with
the unit cell analysis where the element is considered in an infinitely periodic structure. This
design procedure is well known to be efficient for large array antenna systems where most elements
are approximately in an infinite periodic environment. The outermost elements in a finite array
suffer from “edge effects” which are caused by the finiteness of the array. Applying the same
design procedure in the mid-sized arrays is a challenge as most of the elements of the array can
be considered to be influenced by the array’s edge effects. The edge effects are mainly caused by
the multiple reflections from the edges of the array. The reflections cause variations at the element
currents which, in turn, can be translated as a resonance shift at the antenna impedance. The
latter was indicated in [1] where an eigencurrent approach was used to characterize the elements in
a finite array. The magnitude of the frequency resonance shift also depends on the scanning angle
of the array and consequently for large steering the operational bandwidth of the array is shrinked.
Over the last decade it has been shown that strongly coupled elements, [2] are able to provide
wideband (5 : 1) performance while keeping a relatively low profile (λhigh freq /2.5 − λhigh freq /3).
These properties are derived from the fact that a strongly coupled element array can emulate the
infinite continuous current sheet concept [3]. The truncated geometry of a finite mid-sized array
results in different active reflection coefficients and embedded element patterns for the elements
that are closer to the edges. This is due to the difference of the coupling coefficients as the edge
elements are subject to reduced coupling contribution.
The circumferential elements in small antenna arrays are susceptible to impedance mismatches
that diminishes the total array bandwidth. Methods to compensate “edge behavior” and the
associated impedance mismatch include two different approaches. The first approach is to terminate
the edge elements to matched resistors. This approach degrades the efficiency of the total array
but improves the total bandwidth compared to the simple open circuited structure. Alternatively,
tapered excitation can be applied to the structure. Based on this latter approach, a method
was developed in [4] using tapered excitation which followed the characteristic mode of the array
structure. This method requires apriori knowledge of the characteristic mode of the structure. A
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study of edge effects through the coupling coefficients in tapered slot antenna arrays placed in a
triangular grid was made in [5]. Finally in [6] a parametric study was performed in order to find
the size of the array that must be taken into account so the behavior of inner and edge elements is
captured simultaneously.
The present effort is focused on a numerical study of edge effects in a strongly coupled dipole
geometry and to develop a compensation procedure by alternating the geometry at the edges of
the structure. These geometrical modifications can be optimized in order to keep all elements in
the finite array with approximately the same performance as the unit cell.
2. ANTENNA ARRAY DESIGN — INFINITE CASE

Consider closely spaced dipoles as radiating elements. The geometry of the initial unit cell design
is depicted in Fig. 1(a). The small interelement gap 2δ, where δ = 0.6 mm, in between the elements
serves a dual role. Primarily, it significantly increases the interelement coupling and also introduces
a capacitance between the adjacent dipole arms. The latter is required to counteract the inductive
behavior of the ground plane as is indicated in [7]. Furthermore the height between the dipoles and
the ground plane is chosen to be λhigh freq. /2.5 in order to avoid a zero in the broadside direction at
the high end of the frequency band. The dipole is fed by a balanced co-planar strip line (s = 0.3 mm
& C` = 2 mm) which is tapered to a wide microstrip line (w = 11 mm & ` = 9.52 mm). The unit
cell dimensions are chosen d = λhigh freq. /2 in order to be below at the grading lobe limit for the
fundamental Floquet mode. In order to make an evaluation for the edge element performance a
finite × infinite approach is used as depicted in Fig. 1(b) for the E-edge evaluation. This approach
will isolate the behavior along the E-plane of the array. Similarly we can evaluate the behavior of
edge elements for the H-plane of the array.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: (a) The infinite array unit cell plan. (b) Computational domain for the E-plane in the finite ×
infinite approach. (c) Rectangular array lattice.

The active reflection coefficient Γ(ψx , ψy ) of the unit cell takes into account all coupling phenomena that occur in the array. For a given planar rectangular lattice under Floquet excitation is
given as in [8]:
Γ(ψx , ψy ) =

∞
X
n=−∞

·
Smn exp −j

µ

dx (m, n)ψx dy (m, n)ψx
+
a
b

¶¸
(1)

where all scattering parameters Smn contribute to the final active reflection coefficient. The spatial
parameters of the active reflection coefficient are with respect to the Fig. 1(c). In detail, ψx and
ψy are the phase differences between the adjacent elements, in our case α = b = d and dx (m, n),
dy (m, n) are the relative distances along the x and y direction between the mth and nth element
as depicted in Fig. 1(c). Also, as is commonly known, strong mutual coupling can significantly
improve the performance of the array as it can suppress undesired resonances in the structure.
In Fig. 2(a) is depicted the VSWR for three scan angles at the E-plane for the infinite array. A
slight upwards resonance shift is observed for the unit cell behavior as expected. The realized gain
behavior in Fig. 2(b) shows the embedded element pattern variation with frequency for the 40◦
scan angle. All simulations in this study have been carried out in CST Microwave Studio [9].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Unit cell VSWR for φ = 0◦ & θ = 0◦ , φ = 0◦ & θ = 30◦ and φ = 0◦ & θ = 40◦ . (b) Realized
gain — embedded element pattern for φ = 0◦ & θ = 40◦ at f = 2.5 GHz and f = 4 GHz.
3. EDGE EFFECT COMPENSATION

The finite × infinite approach reduces the computational domain and enables a study of the edge
behavior. The effects that are occurring along the E-plane are more severe when compared to the
H-plane edge effects. Thus, only E-plane effects are considered in this study. Toward this end we
consider a linear array of 9 elements created by repeating the unit cell as depicted in Fig. 3(a). We
impose periodic boundary conditions (PBC) along the y-direction and perfect matching layer (PML)
in every other direction. Scanning the beam off-broadside up to 40◦ we study the variations with
respect to the active reflection coefficient for the edge elements. As was observed from Equation (1)
the mutual coupling plays a significant role in the array’s element behavior. As we move towards
the edges, the coupling is weaker for the edge elements. This behavior is visible as a variation
in the results for the active reflection coefficient. Based on that fact the first step in order to
compensate the edge effects is to increase the coupling between the edge adjacent elements. This
can be achieved by electrically connecting the last two elements of the linear array as depicted in
Fig. 3(b).

(a)

(b)
Figure 3: (a) 9 element array. (b) 9 element array with edge compensation.

In addition to the electrical connection, strips are placed in the connected long dipole arm and
to the other arm from the second to last element. This introduces a partially controllable second
order resonance at the edge elements of the structure. The dimensions and the placement of the
strips are optimized in respect to usable bandwidth of the edge elements of the array using a genetic
algorithm. The simulations also indicated that the elements 3–7 have a stable performance.
The final results after the optimization procedure for the outermost elements are depicted in
Fig. 4 and a comparison is made between the uncompensated (Fig. 3(a)) and the compensated
(Fig. 3(b) array. In Fig. 4(a) the VSWR for the elements 1 & 2 is presented. The results indicate
that the usable bandwidth of these elements is increased by 40%. In Fig. 4(b) the VSWR for the
elements 8 & 9 is depicted. In this case the usable bandwidth of the edge element is improved by
40% keeping a VSWR < 2 while the 8th element has degraded its performance for the lower half
of the bandwidth where the VSWR is < 3. This is considered within the acceptable limit.
Finally it is important to note that this geometry modifications did not affected the radiation
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Edge element VSWR comparison between the uncompensated and compensated array. (a) elements
1 & 2. (b) elements 8 & 9.

pattern of the array as the spacial sampling was kept intact. Only a small increase (1 dB) was
observed at the second side lobe of the array.
4. CONCLUSION

A method was introduced to compensate the edge effects in a mid-sized array. This study modeled
the resonance behavior for a finite × infinite array of strongly coupled dipoles for different scanning
angles to provide an insight in the element behavior. It was shown that geometrical modifications
at the outermost elements in an array comprised by 9 strongly coupled elements can improve the
bandwidth when the array is scanned up to 40◦ . This approach increased the usable bandwidth
VSWR < 3 at the edge elements by 40%. These modifications are divided into two categories.
First, in order to improve the interelement coupling at the edge elements of the array an electrical
connection at the outermost elements was implemented. Second, as the purpose is to maintain the
same impedance at the elements a partial controllable second order resonance was added in the
structure by adding stripes at the edge dipoles. It is expected that further improvement can be
achieved when matching a matching network is included at the radiating structure. This approach
can be also be implemented to other planar structures.
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Abstract— This paper demonstrates the feasibility of broadband, high gain, see-through antennas for radio networks where low visual impact is needed. A single linear polarization, proximitycoupled stacked patch antenna is proposed. Borosilicate glass is used for substrates, but its high
permittivity (²r = 4.7) leads to inefficient unilayer patch antennas, with a gain lower than 5 dBi.
However, adding two stacked superstrates of this material allows a substantial increase of the
gain, up to 7.3 dBi. The latter configuration offers the opportunity to add resonant patches, so the
bandwidth can be broadened. A 2.1–2.8 GHz bandwidth (30% relative bandwidth) is proposed,
with VSWR < 1.5, covering WiMax (around 2.3 GHz and 2.5 GHz), WiFi (2.4–2.483 GHz) and
LTE 2600 (2.5–2.69 GHz) frequency bands. We use a simple, low cost process, based on Printed
Circuit Board (PCB) technology, to create thick (17 µm) meshed conductors on glass substrate.
The gridded mesh is made of 50 µm wide horizontal and vertical strips, with a 450 µm interspacing. This resolution is high enough to make the conductive patterns quite discreet with respect
to human eye acuity, with an estimated optical transparency greater than 80%.
1. INTRODUCTION

The increasing number of coexisting standards in cellular networks (GSM, GPRS, UMTS and most
recently LTE) leads to a higher number of base-station antennas. Adding antennas is becoming a
complex task, especially in urban zones, due to the resulting visual pollution, which is less and less
accepted.
Optically transparent antennas are a seductive solution to further reduce visual impact, as they
can be integrated on structures that have not been used yet, such as glass windows. Meshed conductors printed on flat substrates can be used to achieve efficient antennas [1], but they remain
visible, due to the heterogeneous nature of the mesh. It explains why they are commonly called
see-through antennas as opposed to antennas manufactured with homogeneous, transparent conductors [2]. Also, simplest implementation of printed antennas can’t exhibit both high gain and
large bandwidth, so a tradeoff must be found [3].
Recent advances in manufacturing technologies allow mesh geometries that are dense enough
to make them almost homogeneous with respect to human eye acuity. Mesh lines with widths
thinner than 20 µm can be made with microelectronics technology [4, 5], but this solution is costly,
with limited antenna sizes (approximately 400 mm × 400 mm, which is the current maximum size
of wafers used in microelectronics industry). Also, given reference don’t show whether it is possible
to print on both faces of the substrate, which can be useful to implement compact or multilayer
antennas.
This paper presents a broadband, high gain, see-through antenna, designed with the commercial
software HFSS, and manufactured with optically transparent materials, with Printed Circuit Board
(PCB) technology, whose availability allows to reduce costs (85% lower than microelectronics technology for a given printed surface) especially thanks to the ability to simultaneously print on both
sides of the substrate with a very good alignment between layers (±50 µm as a standard value).
A first section presents antenna design and some simulation results obtained with HFSS. Then,
antenna manufacturing process is presented, and finally, measured results are discussed in comparison with simulation results.
2. ANTENNA DESIGN AND SIMULATION RESULTS

The design starts from an unilayer patch antenna. Borosilicate glass is chosen for its low loss
factor (tan δ = 0.0068 @ 1.5 GHz [5]) and for its thermal resistance, which is needed for any
metal deposition process. A 3.3 mm thickness is chosen to ensure mechanical resistance. However,
Borosilicate high permittivity (²r = 4.7 @ 1.5 GHz [5]) leads to low isotropic gains (< 5 dBi).
However, it has been noticed that adding two superstrates of Borosilicate glass allows a substantial
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increase of the gain, up to 8 dBi, thanks to the radome effect [6]. The latter configuration gives the
opportunity to add resonant patches, so the bandwidth can be broadened.
The next step consists of finding patches dimensions, and an initial configuration, illustrated
in Figure 1 that allows to observe a “loop combination” in the Smith Chart [7]. The resulting
impedance, shown in Figure 2(a) is then matched to a 50 Ω coaxial cable with a quarter-wave section
(Figure 2(b)). The coaxial cable is connected via a drilled piece of brass, since SMA connectors
are not suited to 3.3 mm thick substrates. The resulting impedance is shown in Figure 2(c). A
2.1–2.8 GHz bandwidth with VSWR < 1.5 is expected, with up to 8 dBi gain in this frequency
range (additional results will be shown with the measured ones). It is important to note that the
transparent conductor material is simulated as an homogeneous one, like any unmeshed antenna
simulation setup, which enables a fair simulation time.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Overview of the unmatched stacked patch antenna designed with HFSS, in (a) isometric view and
(b) side view.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2: Matching process: (a) initial case with the “loop combination”, (b) adding the quarter wavetransformer, (c) connecting the coaxial cable and adding dielectric spacers, (d) antenna final dimensions.

3. ANTENNA MANUFACTURING

We investigated the use of glass in PCB technology to create glass PCBs, that are etched to
create see-through antennas. The process can’t be fully described here due to patent pending.
Figure 3(a) shows the glass panel after copper etching. We made unmeshed, opaque antennas in
order to measure them as references. For meshed antennas, the squared mesh has 50 µm wide
lines, with a 450 µm pitch, which yields an estimated transparency greater than 80%. To minimize
transmission losses, the meshed feed line pitch is reduced to 250 µm. The glass panel is then cut
to extract the useful parts using waterjet cutting technology (Figure 3(b)).
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We can observe that the panel is no longer transparent after PCB etching, due to additionnal
surface roughness. A coating, such as some varnish layers, can suppress this roughness, as long
as protecting copper layers. Figure 4 shows the results obtained in one substrate (a) and for the
whole see-through antenna (b), where optical transparency is altered due to a poor coating of the
meshed ground plane.
The main advantage of this solution is its cost, which is about 85% lower than microelectronics
technology, thanks to the ability to handle larger surfaces (650 mm × 460 mm and even beyond),
and the ability to simultaneously print on both sides of the substrate.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: View of a rough PCB glass panel (a) after copper etching, and (b) during waterjet cutting process.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: (a) Optical rendering of a varnished glass substrate, and (b) the resulting see-through antenna.

4. MEASUREMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Impedance, Gain and Radiation Pattern measurements have been done, in comparison with an
unmeshed antenna as a reference. Figure 5 shows the impedance results: A good agreement is
obtained with simulation, and there is no substantial difference between measurements. Additional
ripples are found due to additional components, such as coaxial connectors for cables, that are not
included during simulation, and add some electrical delay.
Gain measurement and simulation results are presented in Figure 6. Although the see-through
antenna gain is nearly the same as the reference antenna gain, measured values are lower than
expected initially in simulation.
However, these losses are not due to unefficient substrates or conductors, but due to the effective
width of the main lobe, which is larger than expected, especially in the E plane. That causes a 1 dB
mean loss of directivity, close to the ratio [Simulated E plane radiation pattern integral/Measured
E plane radiation pattern integral] (Figures 7 and 8). The E plane radiation pattern may have
been affected by the presence of the coaxial cable during the measurement. It is also important to
note that the chosen mesh geometry, with lines parallel to E and H planes, has no effect on the
antenna polarization.The second source of loss is the impedance mismatch, which is not negligible
at 2 GHz according to Figure 5, where 8 dB return loss yields 0.8 dB transmission losses.
The described losses can be avoided to achieve higher gains, as high as an opaque antenna, but
special care must be taken regarding the radiation pattern control, especially the influence of the
cable position. However, we successfully achieved up to 7.3 dBi of Gain along with 30% relative
bandwidth for S11 < 14 dB (or VSWR < 1.5), that makes one of the first manufactured low-cost
broadband high-gain see-through antenna.
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Figure 5: Impedance measurement results for reference antenna, unvarnished and varnished see-through
antennas, compared to simulation results.

Figure 6: Gain measurement results for reference and see-through antennas, compared to simulation results.

Figure 7: Antennas radiation patterns in H plane (sorted by decreasing levels at Theta = +/ − 180).
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Figure 8: Antennas radiation patterns in E plane (sorted by decreasing levels at Theta = +/ − 180).
5. CONCLUSION

We demonstrated the feasibility of high performance, low-cost, see-through antennas. It has been
shown that meshing doesn’t affect the bandwidth, nor the gain, nor the polarization in a substantial
way. The proposed manufacturing process can be used to make more complex antennas. Measurement results highlight some mechanisms that affect the gain, such as lobe broadening, or mismatch
losses, where special care has to be taken to minimize them.
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Abstract— Based on FR4 board, a Cantor fractal microstrip array antenna of multi-ports with
slots feeding network is designed for DTV reception. The performances of the proposed antenna
are optimized with different feeding networks and array matrices. The simulated results show
that applying Cantor fractal elements, the mutual coupling strength between the array elements
is decreased effectively and the antenna is miniaturized. In further, the antenna samples with
designed 4 × 4/8 × 8 planar arrays and slot coupling array were fabricated. The measurement
agreed very well with the simulation, indicating a relatively high efficiency and relative bandwidth
of 3.08% and 3.81% respectively.
1. INTRODUCTION

For receiving antennas, as an important part of satellite digital TV (DTV) systems, the parabolic
structure is more mature, with two kinds of being fed and partial feed. Along with the development
of wireless communication technology, better performances are required for receiving antennas, like
light weight, small size, simple produce, low cost, easy to conformal and wide band. Microstrip
array antennas are developed on the basis of microstrip antennas [1], with the advantages of small
size, simple structure and easy to conformal over the traditional dipole array. But the mutual
coupling is easily produced due to so small spacing between array elements, and also the application
of microstrip array antennas in satellite communication is limited by some features, like small
bandwidth and relatively lower radiation efficiency. In high frequency transmission system, the
dielectric loss in microstrip transmission line and the internal coupling and radiation in feed network
all will lead to a sharp decline in the efficiency [2]. Such a loss in the transfer efficiency will also
be increasingly severe along with the expansion of feed network [3, 4]. In 2005, KoHan Lu et al.
proposed a power divider network for the array feeding, which improved the antenna gain and
efficiency in a certain extent [5]. In 2008, Mohd Shah et al designed a dual-polarized microstrip
array antenna using rectangular patch of 45◦ tilt angle, which achieved a high gain [6]. In 2009,
Mohamed H. Awida designed a Ku-band array antenna using the substrate-integrated waveguide
(SIW) technology, indicating a relatively high efficiency and wide bandwidth of greater than 70%
and 9%, respectively [7]. In 2010, Reza Azadegan described a microstrip array antenna of good
performance, having 26.5 dBi gain at 12 GHz [8]. Kim and Jaggard were the first to use the
fractal in the design of antenna array system in 1985, discussing a low-sidelobe random array [9].
The radiation characteristics of deterministic fractal array configurations, such as Cantor linear
arrays and Sierpinski carpet planar arrays, have been considered in Refs. [10, 11], developing rapid
algorithms for use in efficient radiation pattern computations and adaptive beam forming. A newly
developed thinning algorithm is presented which may be employed to reduce considerably both
the overall physical size and the total number of elements in a synthesized multiband array [12].
Ref. [13] introduces a type of nature-based design process that applies a specially formulated genetic
algorithm (GA) technique to evolve optimal polyfractal array layouts.
Since the large size, inconvenient installation of current receiving antennas widely used in satellite TV systems, the paper proposed a Cantor fractal microstrip array antenna for Ku-band application, focusing on the roles of fractal array in miniaturization and mutual coupling reduction.
2. ANTENNA DESIGN

Based on a FR4 board with the relative permittivity of 2.2, we designed a 4 × 4 uniform planar
array with Cantor elements, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The size of FR4 substrate is designated as
W = 60 mm, L = 58 mm and h = 0.8 mm. For the consideration of gain, beam width and sidelobe
level, the distance d between elements along two directions is determined as 0.57λ, that is 13.7 mm.
The front and side view of a Cantor element is given as in Fig. 1(b), with W = 14 mm, L = 12 mm,
h = 0.8 mm, a = 6.528 mm, b = 5.382 mm, a1 = 1.632 mm, b1 = 1.346 mm. According to power
division principle, we also designed an 8 × 8 uniform planar array with Cantor elements, as shown
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Layout of designed (a) 4 × 4 Cantor array antenna and
(b) Cantor elements array antenna.

Figure 2: Layout of designed 8 × 8
Cantor array antenna.

in Fig. 2. The size of FR4 substrate is designated as W = 120 mm, L = 124 mm and h = 0.8 mm,
with other dimensions for Cantor elements all same as that of 4 × 4 array.
Further, the slot coupling technology has been applied to the fractal microstrip array for wider
bandwidth and unlimited feeding design. As shown in Figs. 3(a) and (b), a 4 × 4 H-type coupling
slot array and a feeding network are loaded on the Cantor microstrip array as the intermediate
layer and the background layer apartly, in which h1 = 0.8 mm, h2 = 0.2 mm.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Layout of designed 4 × 4 array antenna.
(a) Coupling slots and (b) feeding network.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: The photos of manufactured samples with
(a) 4 × 4 and (b) 8 × 8 planar array.

3. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT

The photographs of the manufactured Cantor array antennas, 4 × 4/8 × 8 planar array and slot
coupling array are shown in Figs. 4(a) ∼ (c), respectively. All the manufactured antennas were
measured in a microwave semi-anechoic chamber, in which only signals of 0 ∼ 180◦ with 15◦ for
the side-feeding array were tested while the omnidirectional normalized pattern of 0 ∼ 360◦ for the
slot coupling feeding array were obtained. As shown in Fig. 5(a), the measured center frequency
for 4 × 4 planar array is 12.02 GHz, a little drift to lower frequency relative to the simulation,
with passband of 11.93 ∼ 12.11 GHz and relative bandwidth of 3.08%. As shown in Fig. 5(b), the
measured center frequency for 8 × 8 planar array is 12.06 GHz, an obvious drift to lower frequency
relative to the simulation, with passband of 11.78 ∼ 12.24 GHz and relative bandwidth of 3.81%. It
indicates that the more complicated feeding network for 8 × 8 gives much greater influence on the
array performance. From the measured field patterns of 8 × 8 array antenna with Cantor elements
depicted as in Fig. 6, there is a little angular drift in the maximum radiation direction for E plane
due to the feeding microstrip lines.
According to the simulated return loss values as shown in Fig. 7, the designed 4 × 4 H-type
coupling slot array presents wider bandwidth of 11.60 ∼ 12.24 GHz, with relative bandwidth of
5.38% which increases nearly doubled by comparing to the designed 4 × 4 Cantor array with
power-division feeding network. While the measured center frequency for 4 × 4 slot coupling array
is 12.06 GHz, an obvious drift to higher frequency relative to the simulation, with passband of
11.78 ∼ 12.24 GHz and relative bandwidth of 3.81%. The total passband width is up to 0.66 GHz,
which fully proves the broaden role of slot coupling.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5: The return loss values of (a) 4 × 4 and (b) 8 × 8 planar array antenna with Cantor elements.

(a) E plane

(b) H plane

Figure 6: The field patterns of 8 × 8 array antenna with Cantor elements.

Figure 7: The return loss values of 4 × 4 slot coupling array antenna.

(a) E plane

(b) H plane

Figure 8: The field patterns of 4 × 4 slot coupling array antenna.
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The simulated field patterns, as depicted in Figs. 8(a) and (b), seem in more accordance with the
multi-ports feeding, without coupling and element placement interference from feeding microstrip
lines. Since the patch is going to reflect a little in the slot coupling, there would be increased
backward sidelobes which made the front to back ratio grow up. On the other hand, the efficiency
of its feeding network gets higher, expressed by the peak gain up to 18.05 dBi, because of the
independent modulation of the radiation and feeding. From the measured field patterns as in the
figure, the result of the mainlobe agrees with the simulation very well, while that of the sidelobes
with similar trend and decreased magnitude seems better than the simulation.
4. CONCLUSION

A Cantor fractal array with slot matching feed network has been successfully designed for DTV
receiving systems in Ku band. By feeding network supplied with slot coupling technology, the
radiation energy of proposed antenna system could be controlled well, which has been proved with
4 × 4 and 8 × 8 feeding system. In our design, fractal antenna elements can reduce the outlet of
antenna with little radiation loss and the coupling energy be modulated by slots with separated
feeding network, providing more reliable multi-ports. It is also found that with the combination of
all these techniques, the gain, bandwidths and phase center could be improved further significantly.
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Abstract— We propose and study a Nonlinear Optical Loop Mirror (NOLM) whose switching
characteristic is wavelength-dependent. The device operation relies on a polarization imbalance between counter-propagating beams in the loop, which is created by the insertion of a
high-birefringence fiber (HiBiF). Wavelength-dependent switching arises from the fact that the
polarization of one of the beams is altered by the HiBiF in a wavelength-dependent manner. The
setup is proposed for wavelength-confined switching and for simultaneous regeneration of two
wavelength signals presenting uneven power levels.
1. INTRODUCTION

The Nonlinear Optical Loop Mirror (NOLM) [1] is a versatile and low-cost device whose potential has long been recognized for applications like ultrafast optical switching and signal processing
(regeneration, wavelength conversion, demultiplexing, etc.) [2, 3]. Switching is obtained through
the optical Kerr effect, when the symmetry in the Sagnac interferometer structure of the device is
broken in some way. Although conventional schemes are power-asymmetric (by the use of an asymmetric coupler, or by inserting asymmetrically a gain or loss element in the loop), a birefringence
asymmetry (e.g., a wave retarder (WR) inserted asymmetrically in the loop) is also effective, taking
advantage of the polarization dependence of the Kerr nonlinearity. Such a polarization-imbalanced
NOLM, including a 50/50 coupler and a quarter-WR, was proposed and studied previously [4],
and the enhanced flexibility of its switching characteristic, which can be controlled though the
WR angle and input polarization, makes it very promising for applications like high-quality data
regeneration [5] or passive mode locking of fiber lasers [6].
With most NOLM schemes, the nonlinear response does not depend on the signal wavelength.
For some applications however, in particular in Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) systems,
wavelength-dependent operation is highly desirable. Unfortunately, very few wavelength-sensitive
NOLM designs can be found in the literature. In [7], wavelength dependence was introduced in a
NOLM though the insertion of a chirped grating. Wavelength-confined switching (switching at the
grating wavelength only) was demonstrated experimentally. In the frame of signal regeneration,
efforts are being made to concentrate functions such as amplitude equalization and regeneration
of different channels into a single device, for obvious cost-saving reasons. Most of the fiber-based
schemes that have been proposed so far for these tasks are based on nonlinear spectral broadening
followed by offset filtering [8, 9]. These schemes usually conserve a certain degree of parallelism,
as at some point the channels are demultiplexed and processed separately, so that the number of
some components (fiber sections, filters, attenuators, delay lines etc.) remains proportional to the
number of channels. Therefore, in a sense simultaneous regeneration is not performed through a
truly single device.
2. DEVICE DESCRIPTION AND MODELING

As mentioned before, the polarization-imbalanced NOLM relies on a birefringent element, a WR,
to provide switching, taking advantage of the polarization-dependent nonlinear phase shift. If the
WR is replaced by a piece of high birefringence fiber (HiBiF), consisting of a large number of beat
lengths, the phase shift between the x and y components of light propagating through it is much
larger than 2π and is given by
2π
LHB
∆φ =
∆nLHB = 2π
(1)
λ0
LB
where ∆n is the refractive index difference, LB the beat length, LHB the HiBiF length and λ0
the wavelength. At a slightly different wavelength λ1 = λ0 + ∆λ (∆λ ¿ λ0 ), the phase shift ∆φ
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changes by an amount δ = −2πLHB ∆λ/(LB λ0 ), which is a substantial fraction of 2π and thus
alters significantly polarization at the HiBiF output if LHB /LB is large. This wavelength shift
thus alters the polarization imbalance in the NOLM loop, and therefore its switching characteristic
becomes wavelength-dependent.
ACW
45 ο

50/50

Non-PM fiber

L
LHB
HiBiF

ACCW

Figure 1: Scheme under study. The case of linear input polarization is illustrated.

The proposed scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1. It includes a 50/50 coupler, a length L of nonpolarization-maintaining (non-PM) fiber and a piece of HiBiF inserted asymmetrically in the loop.
For proper NOLM operation, polarization imbalance has to be maintained, so that the ellipticity
of each beam must be conserved as it propagates down the non-PM fiber, a condition hardly met
in practice due to the residual birefringence of the fiber and its typically long length. A nearly
isotropic behavior can be easily obtained in practice, however, by applying twist to the fiber [10].
Finally, the HiBiF birefringence (and thus ∆φ) can be slightly tuned in a range of ∼ π (e.g.,
mechanically or thermally), allowing transmission adjustments.
In the continuous-wave approximation, the NOLM behavior can be easily modeled using the
Jones matrix formalism. In the circular [C + ; C − ] base, the matrix of the HiBiF (whose axes are
set parallel and perpendicular to the plane of the loop) is given by
·
¸
cos (∆φ/2) j sin (∆φ/2)
HB =
.
(2)
j sin (∆φ/2) cos (∆φ/2)
In the weak nonlinearity limit [4], the Kerr effect does not alter light ellipticity, so that the Stokes
parameter, A = [|C + |2 −|C − |2 ]/P (where P = |C + |2 +|C − |2 is the optical power) remains constant.
In this case, the nonlinear phase shift in the non-PM loop is conveniently accounted for by a Jones
matrix, which writes as
£ ¡
¢
¤
·
¸
exp jγ 1 − 13 Acw/ccw P2in L
0
£ ¡
¢
¤
FCW/CCW =
,
(3)
0
exp jγ 1 + 31 Acw/ccw P2in L
where Pin is the NOLM input power, and the subscripts CW and CCW refer to clockwise and
counter-clockwise beams, respectively. Acw is equal to the Stokes parameter at the NOLM input
(assuming that the coupler does not alter polarization) and Accw is calculated from the Jones
vector of the CCW beam at the HiBiF√
output. Finally, each crossing of
√the 50/50 coupler is taken
into account by a multiplication by 1/ 2 for the CW field and by j/ 2 for the CCW field. For
a given Jones vector Ein at the NOLM input, the output fields of the CW and CCW beams,
Eout,cw = 1/2HB.Fcw Ein and Eout,ccw = −1/2Fccw .HB.Ein , respectively, are easily calculated
and summed to yield the total output field Eout . The NOLM transmission is finally obtained by
T = |Eout |2 /|Ein |2 .
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the power-dependent NOLM transmission at four different wavelengths and for two
particular input polarization states, namely circular and linear at 45◦ with respect to the HiBiF
axes. A 500-m long high-nonlinearity fiber (nonlinear coefficient γ = 10 /W/m) is chosen as the
non-PM fiber, and the HiBiF consists of 50.25 beat lengths (at λ0 = 1550 nm). It is clear from
the figures that the NOLM transmission is strongly wavelength-dependent. At wavelength λ3 , the
transmission even vanishes (T = 0 for any power), which means that the signal at that wavelength
is completely reflected back to the input port. This behavior can be useful for demultiplexing.
Indeed, assuming for example a dual-wavelength signal at λ0 and λ3 , and adjusting the peak power
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of the signal at λ0 to the switching power Pπ (λ0 ) = 3.77 W, the signals at λ0 and λ3 are transmitted
and reflected, respectively.
Except when ∆φ = π/2 or 0, the curves of Figs. 2(a) and (b) are different, which means that, as
wavelength is varied, the transmission evolves in a way that depends on input polarization. The case
of linear input polarization at 45◦ is particularly interesting: as observed in Fig. 2(b), a wavelength
shift only affects switching power, whose value is then given by Pπ = 6π/(γL| sin ∆φ|), whereas
minimal and maximal transmission values T (0) = 0 and T (Pπ ) = 1 are unaltered. Moreover,
through slight mechanical/thermal adjustments of the HiBiF, the ratio between switching powers at
two given wavelengths can be readily tuned. This configuration is applied to amplitude regeneration
of two signals at λ0 and λ2 having different power levels. If the average peak powers at each
wavelength are in the same ratio than the values of Pπ of the corresponding transmission curves,
and if total input power is adjusted to set the peak powers slightly above the values of Pπ (at
∼ 4.4 W and ∼ 8.8 W, respectively), then the intensity limiting effect of the NOLM significantly
reduces amplitude fluctuations (regeneration of the “1” level). Moreover, the low transmission
at low power for any wavelength also allows regeneration of the “0” level in both signals. Such a
regeneration is illustrated in Fig. 3 (channels were shifted temporally to avoid nonlinear interactions
between them in the loop). This figure was obtained resolving a system of coupled nonlinear
partial differential equations to take into account the small dispersion of the high-nonlinearity fiber
(0.3 ps/nm/km with 0.02 ps/nm2 /km dispersion slope) and the twist-induced group delay difference
(assuming a twist of 2 turns/m), however the results do not differ significantly from those of the
continuous-wave approach presented here.
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Figure 2: NOLM transmission at four different wavelengths λ0 = 1550 nm, λ1 = 1553.85 nm, λ2 = 1555.14 nm
and λ3 = 1557.71 nm, in the case of (a) circular input polarization and (b) linear input polarization making
a 45◦ angle with the HiBiF axes.
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Figure 3: Eye diagrams at the NOLM (a) input and (b) output of a 2-wavelength signal at λ0 = 1550 nm
and λ2 = 1555.14 nm with a power ratio of 1 : 2, assuming that each channel consists of 12-ps pulses with
10% Gaussian amplitude noise as the “1” level and 10% ghost pulses with 50% noise for the “0” level.
Transmission curves of Fig. 2(b) (linear input polarization at 45◦ ) were used.
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4. CONCLUSION

In this work we propose and study a novel wavelength-sensitive polarization-imbalanced NOLM. It
consists of a symmetric coupler, a loop of twisted non-PM fiber and a HiBiF inserted asymmetrically
in the loop. Switching is due to the polarization imbalance introduced by the HiBiF and wavelengthdependent operation is obtained as a consequence of the wavelength-dependent phase shift of the
HiBiF. The case of linear input polarization at 45◦ with the HiBiF axes is particularly attractive,
as the transmission curve is then a simple sinusoidal function of input power whose switching
power only varies with wavelength. The setup is considered for wavelength demultiplexing and for
amplitude regeneration of two wavelength channels with uneven power levels. This work contributes
to pave the way for the design of a range of novel wavelength-sensitive ultrafast processing devices
for WDM systems.
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Abstract— We address spherical waves complexified by a complex shift in a coordinate of the
point source. These waves have been studied since the early 1970s in both time-harmonic and
non-time-harmonic cases as exact localized solutions of the
p wave equation. We deal with the
(θ∗ )
fundamental mode described by u = f R
,
where
R
=
x2 + y 2 + (z − ia)2 , a > 0 is a free
∗
∗
positive constant, θ∗ = R∗ −ct is a complex phase and f (θ∗ ) is an arbitrary function describing the
waveform. Such a function satisfies the inhomogeneous wave equation uxx +uyy +uzz −c−2 utt = F
with a certain source function F = F (x, y, z, t), which is a generalized function supported by a
2D surface in the real 3D physical space. Here, c > 0 is the constant wave speed. The function
F is dependent on the waveform f as well as on the definition of the branch of the square root in
the “complex distance” R∗ . Unlike several earlier studies, in which sources in the complex space
were discussed, we focus on explicitely finding the source function F in the real physical space
for a rather arbitrary waveform f . For different definitions of the branch of the square root, we
present an example of the waveform describing a Gaussian-localized wave packet.
1. INTRODUCTION

The classical spherical wave is a solution to the wave equation having the form [1]
u=
where R =

f (θ)
,
R

θ = R − ct,

(1)

p
x2 + y 2 + z 2 and the waveform f is an arbitrary function of θ. Function (1) satisfies
∆u − c−2 utt = −4πδ(x)δ(y)δ(z)f (−ct),

∆u = uxx + uyy + uzz ,

where c > 0 is a constant wave speed.
The complexified spherical wave is obtainable by a complex shift z → z − ia, a > 0,
p
p
R → R∗ = ρ2 + (z − ia)2 , ρ = x2 + y 2 .

(2)

(3)

We come up with

f (θ∗ )
, θ∗ = R∗ − ct,
(4)
R∗
where f (θ∗ ) is an arbitrary function of a complex argument. The complexified distance R∗ is a
multivalued function and its rigorous definition requires introducing a branch cut. Therefore, u has
a jump and satisfies the inhomogeneous wave equation
u=

∆u − c−2 utt = F (x, y, z, t).

(5)

The source function F is a generalized function localized on a certain 2D surface S in the real
physical 3D space R3 . This surface depends on the choice of the cut for R∗ .
The above complexification procedure was first proposed for the time-harmonic case (i.e., for the
waveform f (θ) = eikθ = eikR−iωt where k = ω/c is the wave number, and ω > 0 is the frequency)
by Izmest’ev [2] and Deschamps [3]. They were interested in finding an exact solution showing
the Gaussian beam localization, such as described earlier by an approximate approach (see, e.g., a
review [4]). For the non-time-harmonic case, several waveforms describing beam-like and packetlike
propagation were considered in [5, 6]. These wavefields were not strongly localized with respect to
transverse variables x, y.
Here, we aim, first, to calculate F for a general waveform f and, second, to present an example
of a waveform exibiting a Gaussian packetlike behavior. We use the approaches of [7] and [8].
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2. SOURCE FUNCTION

For any choice of the branch cut, R∗ has a jump on a certain axisymmetric surface S ⊂ R3 with
the boundary C = {ρ = a, z = 0}. The surface S is a support [9] of a generalized function F in (5),
see [7] for more detail. We focus on two characteristic examples of the cut, which give dissimilar
types of wavefield behavior. The beam choice [6] of the branch is characterized by
S = {ρ ≥ a, z = 0},

R∗ > 0 for ρ > a, z = +0.

(6)

R∗ > 0 for ρ > a, z = 0.

(7)

The source choice [6] is characterized by
S = {ρ ≤ a, z = 0},

In the time-harmonic case, the source function F was presented in [7] for a general cut. Using
a similar approach, we find the function F for a general waveform and a general cut. In the case
of beam choice (6), the result is as follows
F = F1 δ 0 (z) + F2 δ(z),

(8)

where
µ

f (θ0+ ) + f (−θ0− )
H(ρ − a),
F1 =
r0

F2 = −ia

f 0 (θ0+ ) − f 0 (−θ0− ) f (θ0+ ) + f (−θ0− )
−
r02
r03

¶
H(ρ − a) (9)

p
ρ2 − a2 . Here,
½
1, ρ ≥ a,
H(ρ − a) =
0, ρ < a

and θ0± = r0 ∓ ct with r0 = R∗ |z=+0 =

is the Heaviside function. At ρ = a, F2 is non-integrable and, to consider it as a generalized
function [9], we need a regularization procedure similar to that in [7].
We omit the result for a general cut.
3. GAUSSIAN WAVE PACKET

Let

p
iθ∗
f (θ∗ ) = exp(2ka(1 − 2Q)), Q = 1 −
,
(10)
2a
√
√
where k is a free parameter and the branch of Q is specified by the condition Re Q ≥ 0. Under
the condition
ka À 1,
(11)
this waveform describes a highly localized Gaussian wave packet. The idea of using function (10)
was inspired by [8], where the Bateman-type solutions to the homogeneous wave equation were
considered.
We present the corresponding asymptotic expressions for u in the paraxial area,
ρ ¿ |z − ia|,
and in the far-field,
R=

p

kρ4 ¿ |z − ia|3 ,

(12)

R À ka2 ,

(13)

ρ2 + z 2 À a,

for choices of the branch cut, made in accordance with (6) and (7). For the beam choice (6), the
wavefield behavior is similar to that found in [8]. The most interesting is the source choice (7),
when the wavefield behavior crucially differs from that in [8].
3.1. The Beam Choice

In the paraxial area described by (12), the near-peak behavior of u is given by
µ µ
¶
¶
1
βρ2
kα2
kaρ2
u≈
exp ik α +
−
−
,
z − ia
4(z 2 + a2 )
4a
2(z 2 + a2 )

(14)
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where α = z − ct, β = z + ct. Under the far-field condition (13), we obtain
Ã
!
¶
µq
2
1
ikA
k
A
u ≈ exp p
1 + 2 sin2 (χ/2) − 1 −
− 2ka
, (15)
R
4a (1 + 2 sin2 (χ/2))3/2
1 + 2 sin2 (χ/2)
for z > 0 and
1
u ≈ − exp
R

Ã
p

−ikB
1 + 2 cos2 (χ/2)

− 2ka

³p

´
k
B2
1 + 2 cos2 (χ/2) − 1 −
4a (1 + 2 cos2 (χ/2))3/2

!
, (16)

for z < 0. Here, A = R − ct, B = R + ct and χ defined by cos χ = z/R is the inclination angle.
For z > 0 and ka À 1, u is Gaussian-localized at |χ| ¿ 1, where (15) reduces to
¶
µ
1
kA2 kaχ2
.
(17)
u ≈ exp ikA −
−
R
4a
2
For z < 0 and ka À 1, u is Gaussian-localized at |π − χ| ¿ 1, where (16) reduces to
µ
¶
1
kB 2 ka(π − χ)2
.
u ≈ − exp −ikB −
−
R
4a
2

(18)

The paraxial formulas (14), (17)–(18) are much alike to those presented in [8] for the Bateman-type
solution. The wavefields corresponding to cases (14) and (17) are shown in Figure 1.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Re u for ka = 200 and x = 0, at two instants of time (a) t = 0.5, (b) t = 10. The wavefields are
identical for the cases of beam choice and source choice.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Re u at x = 0 for the source choice of the cut at (a) ka = 200, t = 0, and (b) ka = 2, t = 0.5.
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3.2. The Source Choice

In the case of source choice (7), the wavefield behavior for z > 0 is the same as above. For z < 0,
the wavefield behavior crucially differs from (14). Instead of (14), we have
µ
¶
1
βρ2
kβ 2
u≈
exp −ik
− ka −
, z < 0,
(19)
z − ia
4(a2 + z 2 )
4a
which has a Gaussian localization only in the longitudinal direction but is exponentially small at
ka À 1.
In the far-field, the wavefield behavior is described by (15) for both positive and negative values
of z. Expression (16) demonstrates the decay of the wavefield with increasing χ. Wavefield (19) is
shown at Figure 2(b).
4. CONCLUSION

Unlike the sourceless Bateman-type solutions [4, 8], the complexified spherical waves are generated
by some field sources that can be associated with wavefield distributions of certain antennas. We
are planning to continue the discussion of the similarities and dissimilarities of wavefields (4) with
the same waveform, but different choices of the cut, with the Bateman-type solution. Also, we aim
to extend the above analysis to higher-order modes.
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Abstract— Propagation-invariant fields generated by achromatic refractive and diffractive axicons using isodiffracting Gaussian beams are considered. In the case of full spectral coherence,
the temporal shapes of the resulting approximately propagation-invariant pulses are examined
and compared to the incoming field. Additionally, corresponding spectrally incoherent (stationary) fields are investigated and the temporal coherence properties of the generated fields are
considered.
1. INTRODUCTION

Generation of propagation-invariant fields [1] can be achieved in various manners, such as optical
resonators [2], computer holography [3] or spatial light modulators (SLM) [4]. However, it often
relies on the usage of axicons [5, 6] which in the most traditional form are refractive elements with
rotationally symmetric conical surfaces. Modern fabrication techniques have allowed diffractive
elements, or diffractive axicons [7], to be used instead. Specifically, axicons transform incident
Gaussian beams into Bessel-like beams [8]. Specifically, (achromatic) refractive axicons typically
produce propagation-invariant Bessel-X waves or pulses [9] and diffractive axicons generate pulsed
Bessel beams [10]. They represent non-diffracting or propagation-invariant wave fields as a mathematical solution of the free-space scalar wave equation [11], though in reality the generated fields
are only approximately propagation-invariant [12].
While the initial research was concentrated on the generation of propagation-invariant beams
using (quasi)monochromatic sources, production of broad-band Bessel beams [8, 13] has attracted
much attention recently due to the availability of wideband sources such as super-luminescent diodes
or supercontinuum sources. Inclusion of partial optical coherence to propagation-invariance [14]
has led to further investigation in the topic of diffraction-free wideband light, such as spectrally
partially coherent polychromatic fields [15] and the acknowledgement that ideal polychromatic
propagation-invariant fields are spatially partially coherent in space–time domain [16].
In this work we analyze the properties of approximately propagation-invariant fields generated
by refractive and diffractive axicons in space-time domain when the axicons are illuminated with
collimated isodiffracting Gaussian beams with different spectral properties. In particular, we concentrate on examining the temporal properties of spectrally fully coherent pulses and coherence
properties of spectrally incoherent radiation.
2. THEORY

Let us consider an isodiffracting beam with a rotationally symmetric spectral field distribution in
the form
Ã
!
µ
¶
2 1/2 ³ ω ´1/2 p
ω ρ0 2
0
U (ρ ; ω) =
S(ω) exp −
,
(1)
πw2
ω̄
ω̄ w2
where
S(ω) =

³
ω´
S0 ³ ω ´2n
2n
exp −2n
Γ(2n)ω̄
ω̄
ω̄

(2)

is the spectral density of the field. Here, S0 is a constant, ρ0 is the transverse radial coordinate, n
is a real number, ω̄ is the peak angular frequency of S(ω), and w is the 1/e width of the field at
ω = ω̄. Additionally, Γ denotes the Gamma function. Next, we consider a rotationally symmetric
achromatic refractive axicon (at the plane z = 0) which can be described by a complex-amplitude
transmission function
p
£
¤
t(ρ0 ; ω) = η(ω) exp −i(ω/c) sin θ(ω)ρ0 ,
(3)
where c is the speed of light in vacuum and θ is the cone angle of the axicon. For achromatic
axicons diffraction efficieny η(ω) is unity and sin θ(ω) = sin θ, while for ideal diffractive axicons
η(ω) is a constant and sin θ = 2πc/dω, where d is the radial period of the circular grating.
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Now, we utilize the Fresnel diffraction formula along with Eqs. (1) and (3), and further apply
the method of stationary phase [17] for single integrals to find the space-frequency domain field
behind the axicon. At a distance z, the propagation-invariant field takes on the form
· µ
µ
¶ ³
¶¸
´
p
z
ρ2
ω z2
ω
2
sin θρ exp iω
+
U (ρ, z; ω) = Cω S(ω) exp −
sin θ J0
,
(4)
ω̄ w2
c
v 2cz
where C is a constant, v = c/(1 − sin2 θ/2) is the phase velocity, and J0 is the Bessel function of the
first kind. For a diffractive axicon, we can see that the Bessel beam is independent of frequency,
i.e., diffractive axicons will generate spatially coherent Bessel beams irrespective of the spectral
coherence properties of the incident field.
We proceed to examine the time-domain properties of the spectrally fully coherent fields before
and after the axicons. For this purpose, we utilize the Fourier-transform for Eqs. (1) and (4) to
obtain the temporal fields and further the intensity distributions. For the field before the axicon,
the intensity can be expressed as
n3
I(ρ0 ; t) = I0 h¡
in+3/2 ,
¢2
n + ρ0 2 /w2 + (ω̄t)2

(5)

where I0 = I(0; 0)/n3 . The intensity profile has half-width at half-maximum (HWHM) at t = T as
³
´
p
2
ω̄T = 21/(n+3/2) − 1 n + ρ0 /w2 .
(6)
The temporal field after the achromatic axicon is found to be
·
¸1/2 Z ∞
³ ω̄
´
(2n)2n S0 sin2 θz ω̄
U (ρ, z; t) = −i
xn+1 J0
ρ sin θx exp(−ax)dx,
πΓ(2n)zR c
c
0

(7)

where zR = ω̄w2 /2c, x = ω/ω̄, and
a=n+

³ z ´2
L

µ
−i

¶
ω̄ρ2
− ω̄tr ,
2zc

(8)

with tr = t − z/v as the retarded time and L = w/ sin θ as the effective propagation-invariant range
of the axicon field. An analytical solution of this integral is not possible for an arbitrary value of ρ,
but it can be solved numerically. However, here we restrain ourselves to on-axis (ρ = 0) intensity
distribution of the field after the achromatic axicon. This yields an analytical expression
£
¤2(n+2)
n + (z/L)2
I(0, z; tr ) = I0r
,
(9)
{[n + (z/L)2 ]2 + (ω̄tr )2 }n+2
where I0r = I(0, z; 0). This has the HWHM value at tr = Tr as
p
£
¤
ω̄Tr = 21/(n+2) − 1 n + (z/L)2 .

(10)

It can readily be seen from Eq. (10) that the pulse width after the axicon increases with axial
distance. This effect originates from the fact that the spectral amplitude gets narrower and the
axial spectral phase is linear as z increases [see Eq. (4)]. For small values of n (wide spectra) the
change of axial pulse width is significant, and further it does not depend on cone angle.
As opposed to the refractive axicon, the diffractive axicon allows an analytical solution for the
temporal field as
·
¶ µ ¶(n+1)/2
¸1/2 µ
p
4πi
S0 z
b
2πρ
U (ρ, z; tr ) = −
(2n)n
K−1−n (2 an b),
(11)
J0
d
π ω̄Γ(2n)zR
d
an
where K denotes the modified Bessel function of the second kind,
·
¸
π (ρ/d)2
an (ρ, z, tr ) = n + i ω̄tr −
,
w/d z/L

(12)
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and

³ z ´2

zw
+ iπ
.
(13)
L
Ld
From Eq. (11) we may obtain the intensity profile as I(ρ, z; tr ) = |U (ρ, z; tr )|2 , however it does not
allow an analytical expression for HWHM even if ρ = 0.
Finally, we proceed to consider spectrally incoherent (stationary) fields with the same spectrum
defined in Eq. (2) and focus on the temporal coherence properties before and after the two axicons.
Utilizing the Wiener-Khintchine theorem, we may evaluate the mutual coherence function from
the spectral density. For the incident field, this leads to the complex degree of temporal coherence
which can be expressed as
!2(n+1)
Ã
0 2 /w 2
n
+
ρ
,
(14)
γ(ρ0 , τ ) =
n + ρ0 2 /w2 + iω̄τ /2
b(z) =

where τ is the time difference. The HWHM then is
Ã
!
02
p
ρ
ω̄Θi = 2 21/(n+1) − 1 n + 2 .
w

(15)

On axis, we can express the complex degree of coherence of the field after the achromatic axicon as
¸2n+3
·
n + (z/L)2
,
(16)
γ(0, z; τ ) =
n + (z/L)2 + iω̄τ /2
with HWHM as

p
£
¤
ω̄Θr = 2 21/(2n+3) − 1 n + (z/L)2 .
(17)
Similarly, in the case of diffractive axicon the expression of the complex degree of coherence can be
written as
√
¶n+1/2
µ
K−1−2n (2 an b)
2n
√
γ(ρ, z; τ ) =
,
(18)
2n + iω̄τ
K−1−2n (2 2nb)
where an (τ ) = 2n + iω̄τ and
8π 2 c2 z 2
b(z) = 2 2 2 .
(19)
d w ω̄
As expected, HWHM cannot be obtained analytically.
3. RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS

Next we proceed to present numerical evaluations of the temporal behavior of the propagationinvariant fields. Using Eqs. (5) and (9), we have first calculated the on-axis temporal intensity
profile of the incident pulse and after the refractive axicon in Fig. 1 with n = 1 at positions
z = L/2 and z = L. For simplicity, we have plotted the intensity as a function of dimensionless
variables ω̄t for the incoming field and ω̄tr for the generated field. First, we immediately see that
the all fields are sharply peaked and symmetrical. A second obvious feature is the pulse broadening
along with z, corresponding to the broadening of the initial pulse along radial direction as Eq. (6)
suggests. In non-axial case, as Eq. (7) indicates, the Bessel field exhibits modulation of the intensity
profile.
The intensity distribution of the field after the diffractive axicon is plotted in a similar fashion
in Fig. 2, with dimensionless quantity w/d = 10, n = 1, d = 1.5 µm, and angular frequency ω̄
corresponding to the wavelength 550 nm. In the figure, intensities have been scaled for ease of
comparison. Once again, it is seen that the pulse broadens along axial distance z, but a distinctive
feature compared to the refractive axicon is the non-symmetry of the intensity profile with a visible
tailing effect and time delay. The time delay becomes more apparent as we increase the transverse
(off-axis) coordinates while the pulse shape remains more or less the same.
Finally, we consider the temporal coherence of stationary fields according to Eqs. (14), (16),
and (18). Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) show the degree of temporal coherence as a function of ω̄τ after
both axicons and for the incoming field at different axial distances z. It is seen that the temporal
coherence profile for the field after the refractive axicon broadens significantly along with z, while
the opposite is the case for diffractive axicon.
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Figure 2: Intensity profiles for the field after the
diffractive axicon on the optical axis at z = L/2
(dashed line), z = L (dotted line), and off axis at
point ρ/d = 2.5 (solid line).
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Figure 1: Intensity of the field on axis (ρ = 0) before the refractive axicon (solid line) and after it at
distances Z = L/2 (dotted line), and z = L (dashed
line).
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Figure 3: Temporal coherence profiles for the incident field and the fields after the axicons at (a) z = L/2
and at (b) z = L. In both figures solid line: incident field, dashed line: diffractive axicon, dotted line:
refractive axicon.
4. CONCLUSIONS

We have examined approximate propagation-invariant fields generated from an isodiffracting field
with achromatic refractive and diffractive axicon. Different spectral coherence properties were considered as a starting point, restricted to examining either fully coherent pulsed fields and incoherent
(stationary) fields. The temporal intensities of the pulsed fields after the axicons were calculated,
which showed the broadening of the pulses compared to the incoming field. However, differences
arose between the fields generated by different axicons. While the refractive axicon provided a field
with symmetric, sharply peaked intensity, the diffractive axicon yielded a broader, non-symmetric
and time-delayed profile with a clear tailing effect. Additionally, the temporal coherence profiles of
the axicon fields exhibited faster decrease in coherence with axial distance for the diffractive axicon
rather that the refractive one.
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Abstract— In this study, a new systematic approach for semi-automatic classification of polarimetric synthetic aperture radar (PolSAR) image is proposed. The feature extraction block
utilizes traditionally used SAR features including the complete coherency (or covariance) matrix
information, features derived from various target decomposition theorems, the backscattering
power and the selected texture features from gray-level cooccurrence matrix (GLCM). Classification of the information in multi-dimensional PolSAR data space by dynamic clustering is
addressed as an optimization problem and recently proposed multi-dimensional particle swarm
optimization (MD PSO) technique is applied to find optimal clusters in a given input data space,
distance metric and a proper validity index function. An experimental study is performed using
the fully polarimetric San Francisco Bay AIRSAR dataset to analyze and compare the results of
classification with the state of the art techniques.
1. INTRODUCTION

Image and data classification techniques play an important role in the automatic analysis and
interpretation of remote sensing data. Particularly polarimetric synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
data poses a challenging problem in this field due to complexity of measured information from its
multiple polarimetric channels. Recently, the number of applications which use data provided by
the SAR systems having fully polarimetric capability have been increasing. Over the past decade,
there has been extensive research in the area of the segmentation and classification of polarimetric
SAR data. In the literature, the classification algorithms for polarimetric SAR can be divided into
three main classes: 1) classification based on physical scattering mechanisms inherent in data [1, 2];
2) classification based on statistical characteristics of data [3, 4] and 3) classification based on image
processing techniques [5, 6]. Additionally, there has been several works using some combinations
of the above classification approaches [1, 3]. Although the supervised approaches to PolSAR classification problem have generally higher accuracy for smaller datasets, their performance depend
highly on the availability of limited labeled training samples and their generalization performance is
usually lower for larger datasets. On the other hand, the unsupervised clustering based approaches
have the advantage of efficient utilization of unlabeled test samples together with labeled training
samples for increasing generalization performance.
As one of the pioneer works, Lee et al. [3] proposed an unsupervised classification method based
on combination of polarimetric target decomposition (specifically the Cloude and Pottier decomposition [7]) and the maximum likelihood classifier using the complex Wishart distribution. The
unsupervised Wishart classifier has an iterative procedure based on the well-known K-means algorithm, and has become a preferred benchmark algorithm due to its computational efficiency and
generally good performance. However, this classifier still has some significant drawbacks since it
entirely relies on K-means for actual clustering, such as it may converge to local optima, the number of clusters should be fixed a priori, its performance is sensitive to the initialization and its
convergence depends on several parameters.
In this study, a new semi-automatic polarimetric SAR (PolSAR) image classification method
based on multi-dimensional particle swarm optimization (MD PSO) based dynamic clustering of
multi-dimensional information retrieved from fully polarimetric SAR data is proposed. The main
advantages of the proposed approach are 1) its ability to perform a global search to find optimum
(with respect to given validity index function and distance metric) clusters (classes) in multidimensional data space of a polarimetric SAR image, 2) it automatically determines appropriate
number of classes for a given input data space, and 3) its robustness against variations of the
parameters and initialization. The performance of the proposed classifier is evaluated using the
fully polarimetric San Francisco Bay dataset acquired by the NASA/Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Airborne SAR (AIRSAR) at L-band. The classification results are compared with state of the art
unsupervised H/A/α Wishart classifier.
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2. POLARIMETRIC SAR DATA PROCESSING

Polarimetric SAR (PolSAR) features can generally be divided into three categories: 1) the features
extracted directly from the polarimetric SAR data and its different transforms such as the scattering
matrix, and from which the Stokes matrix, the covariance matrix, and the coherency matrix can
be derived; 2) the features based on the polarimetric target decomposition theorems, which are
used for information extraction in PolSAR. The coherent decomposition theorems such as the
Pauli decomposition [7], the Krogager decomposition [8], the Cameron decomposition [9], and SDH
(Sphere, Diplane, Helix) decomposition [10] aim to express the measured scattering matrix by the
radar as the combination of scattering responses of coherent scatterers. In the other category, the
incoherent decompositions such as the Freeman decomposition [11], the Huynen decomposition [12],
and the Cloude-Pottier (eigenvector-eigenvalue or H/α/A) decomposition [7] employ the second
order polarimetric representations of PolSAR data (such as covariance matrix or coherency matrix)
to characterize distributed scatterers; 3) additionally, image processing features such as texture and
color are commonly used to improve the classification accuracy. Each feature has its own strength
and weaknesses for discriminating different SAR class types and employing multiple features and
different combinations can significantly improve the SAR image classification [13]. The following
briefly describes the set of features employed in the proposed classification framework.
PolSAR systems often measure the complex scattering matrix, [S], produced by a target under
study with the objective to infer its physical properties. Assuming linear horizontal and vertical
polarizations for transmitting and receiving, [S] can be expressed as,
¸
·
Shh Shv
[S] =
.
(1)
Svh Svv
Reciprocity theorem applies in a monostatic system configuration, Shv = Svh . For coherent scatterers only, the decompositions of the measured scattering matrix [S] can be employed to characterize
the scattering mechanisms of such targets. One way to analyze coherent targets is the Pauli decomposition [3], which expresses [S] in the so-called Pauli basis as,
·
¸
Shh Shv
S=
= α [S]a + β [S]b + γ [S]c where
Svh Svv
½
·
¸
·
¸
·
¸¾
(2)
1
1
1
1 0
1 0
0 1
√
√
√
[S]a =
, [S]b =
, [S]c =
2 0 1
2 0 −1
2 1 0
√
√
√
and where α = (Shh + Svv ) / 2, β = (Shh − Svv ) / 2, γ = 2Shv .
Hence by means of the Pauli decomposition, all polarimetric information in [S] could be represented by combining the intensities |α|2 , |β|2 and |γ|2 , which determine the power scattered
by different types of scatterers such as single- or odd-bounce scattering, double- or even-bounce
scattering, and orthogonal polarization by volume scattering.
Alternatively, the second order polarimetric descriptors of the average polarimetric covariance h[C]i and coherency h[T ]i matrices can be derived from [S] and employed to extract physical information from the observed scattering process. Due to presence of speckle noise and
random vector scattering from surface or volume, PolSAR data are often multi-look processed
by averaging n neighboring pixels.√ By using the Pauli based scattering matrix for a pixel i,
ki = [Shh + Svv , Shh − Svv , 2Shv ]T / 2, the multi-look coherency matrix h[T ]i can be written as
n

h[T ]i =

1X
ki ki∗T
n

(3)

i=1

Both coherency h[T ]i and covariance h[C]i are 3 × 3 Hermitian positive semi definite matrices, and
since they can be converted into one another by a linear transform, both are equivalent representations of the target polarimetric information.
The Cloude-Pottier decomposition [7] is based on eigenanalysis of the polarimetric coherency
matrix, h[T ]i:
∗T
∗T
h[T ]i = λ1 e1 e∗T
1 + λ2 e2 e2 + λ3 e3 e3

(4)
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where λ1 > λ2 > λ3 ≥ 0 are real eigenvalues and the corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors ei
(representing three scattering mechanisms) are
h
iT
ei = eiφi cos αi , sin αi cos βi eiδi , sin αi sin βi eiγi
(5)
Cloude and Pottier defined entropy H, average of set of four angles ᾱ, β̄, δ̄, and γ̄, and anisotropy
A for analysis of the physical information related to the scattering characteristics of a medium:
H = −

3
X

pi log3 pi

where pi =

i=1

λi
3
P
λi

(6)

i=1

ᾱ =
δ̄ =

3
X
i=1
3
X

p i αi ,
pi δ i ,

β̄ =
γ̄ =

i=1

3
X
i=1
3
X

pi βi ,

pi γi

i=1

(7)
A=

p2 − p3
.
p2 + p3

(8)

Due to basis invariance of the target decomposition, the above parameters are roll invariant hence
they do not depend on orientation of target about the radar line of sight. Also, information about
target’s total backscattered power can be determined by the Span as,
Span =

3
X

λi .

(9)

i=1

Additionally, three texture measures, contrast, entropy and dissimilarity, are extracted from normalized gray level co-occurrence matrices (GLCMs) which are calculated using interpixel distance
of 2 and averaging over four possible orientation settings (θ = 0◦ , 45◦ , 90◦ , 135◦ ).
3. DYNAMIC CLUSTERING BY MD PSO

Data clustering is the process of identifying natural groupings in a multidimensional data based on
some distance metric (e.g., Euclidean). K-means [14] is a well known and widely used clustering
method, which first assigns each data point to one of the K cluster centroids and then updates
them to the mean of their associated points. As a hard clustering method, K-means suffers from
the following drawbacks:
• The number of clusters K, needs to be set in advance.
• The performance of the method depends on the initial (random) centroid positions as the
method converges to the closest local optima.
• The method is also dependent on the data distribution.
A hard clustering technique based on the PSO has been shown to outperform K-means, FCM,
KHM and some other state-of-the-art clustering methods in any (evaluation) criteria [15]. PSObased clustering outperforms many well-known clustering methods, it still suffers from two major
drawbacks: the number of clusters, K, (being the solution space dimension as well) should still
be specified in advance and similar to other PSO applications, the method tends to trap in local
optima particularly when the complexity of the clustering scheme increases. This also involves the
dimension of the solution space, i.e., convergence to optimum number of true clusters can only be
guaranteed for low dimensions.
The multi-dimensional PSO (MD PSO) technique, along with the fractional global best scheme
(FGBF), was earlier proposed to determine the solution space dimension in a multidimensional
search space and avoid the premature convergence problem [16]. The clustering validity indices
(CVI) are used as the fitness functions for clustering and the same validity index used by Omran
et al. in their work [15], which is formed as a regularization function fusing both compactness and
separation criteria, is employed. Due to space limitations, further details and pseudo codes for MD
PSO and FGBF and their mutual application over multidimensional search spaces can be obtained
from [16].
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4. PROPOSED POLSAR IMAGE CLASSIFICATION FRAMEWORK

In this study, we propose a semi-supervised classification approach based on dynamic clustering
of multi-dimensional information retrieved from fully polarimetric SAR data. Data clustering is
addressed as an optimization problem and two techniques, MD PSO and FGBF, are employed
which extend particle swarm optimization (PSO) in a proper way to find optimal (number of)
clusters in a multi-dimensional space.
From the acquired polarimetric SAR data at input of the proposed classification system, the
feature extraction unit forms the multi-dimensional feature vector as explained in Section 2. Next
as a preprocessing step, normalization and K-means clustering is applied to effectively limit the
dimension of the solution space to a reasonable number (e.g., N ≤ 512). The aim of the preprocessing is to increase the efficiency and reduce the computational complexity of the proposed
dynamic clustering process without significantly impacting the clustering performance.
As discussed in Section 3, the clustering problem requires the determination of the solution
space dimension (i.e., number of clusters, K) and an effective mechanism to avoid local optima
traps, (i.e., both dimensionally and spatially) particularly in complex clustering schemes in high
dimensions (e.g., K > 10). These requirements justify the use of the dynamic clustering technique
based on MD PSO with FGBF.
Finally, the class labeling of each cluster prototype (cluster centroid) can be accomplished either
manually by the expert or automatically by using the available training data for each class. In the
latter case, the class of all points within a cluster is determined by the majority of labeled training
points in the cluster. Then, the overall classification of entire PolSAR image can be accomplished
by back propagating the labels of cluster prototypes in such a way that points closest to a particular
prototype (using the same distance metric in the feature space) are assigned its label. The overview
of the proposed system is shown in Fig. 1.

Ba ck
propagate

VV
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HV
HH

Expert
Labeling

Polarimetric SAR
data

Feature
extraction

K-means

MD PSO
Dynam ic
Clustering

Classification

Figure 1: Proposed MD PSO clustering based PolSAR image classification system.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The NASA/Jet Propulsion Laboratory Airborne SAR (AIRSAR) L-band data of the San Francisco
Bay is used for performance evaluation of the proposed classifier. The original four-look fully
polarimetric SAR data of the San Francisco Bay, having a dimension of 900 × 1024 pixels, provides
good coverage of both natural (sea, mountains, forests, etc.) and man-made targets (buildings,
streets, parks, golf course, etc.) with a more complex inner structure. In this study, the speckle
filter suggested by Lee et al. [17] is employed with 5 × 5 window to preserve the texture information
as recommended. For clustering algorithm, the typical internal PSO parameters (c1 , c2 and w)
are used as in [16], and the two critical PSO parameters, swarm size (S) and number of iterations,
(IterNo) are set as 200 and 2000, respectively.
The convergence plots for one run of MD PSO based clustering fitness score (CVI) and true
solution space dimension (number of clusters) are plotted in Fig. 2. For this run MD PSO achieved
fitness score of 83.2. To validate MD PSO clustering performance, we also run exhaustive number
of K-means clustering runs (i.e., 100 times) where K is set to the optimal cluster number found
out by that MD PSO (clustering) operation to make a fair comparison. For a San Francisco Bay
dataset, the average and the best (minimum) CVI scores achieved by K-means were 103.7 and 95.4.
Hence, MD PSO clustering CVI was about 13% lower than K-means.
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The classification results of the proposed PolSAR image classification system and state of the
art unsupervised Wishart H/A/α classifier [3] (obtained using PolSARPro 2.0 software [18]) for
complete San Francisco Bay image are shown in Fig. 3. Note that the competing algorithm requires
the number of data classes (clusters) to be set a priori from the user, which was set to 16 (N = 16).
From the figure, even though both algorithms were able to differentiate reasonably well the large
uniform regions corresponding to main classes of scattering such as the ocean, vegetation, and
building areas, the proposed system achieves more homogeneous classification results.
Additionally, to test pixel classification accuracy, we selected manually (mostly from homogeneous parts of the image) areas for three main classes, the sea (14268 pixels), urban areas (9455
pixels), and the vegetated zones (4593 pixels) as labeled data. After processing the complete (labeled and unlabeled) data by the proposed classifier, with the number of classes fixed to 3, overall
95% classification accuracy was achieved. The confusion matrix of the proposed method for the
labeled data is given in Table 1. From the results, the proposed classifier had most difficulty in
separation of vegetated zones from urban areas.

(a)

(b)
Figure 2: (a) Fitness score and (b) dimension plots vs. iteration number for an MD PSO based clustering
run.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: The classification results for San Francisco Bay dataset of the proposed system ((a) N = 10) and
state of the art H/α/A Wishart classifier ((b) N = 16).

Table 1: Confusion matrix for the labeled data.
Ground Truth
Sea
Urb
Veg

Classification Result
Sea
Urb
Veg
14256
2
10
0
8177
1278
0
118
4475
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6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a semi-automatic PolSAR image classifier system based on MD PSO dynamic clustering has been proposed. The promising results were obtained for the San Francisco Bay dataset
and compared to state of the art Wishart H/A/α classifier. Future work will focus on application
of the proposed dynamic clustering approach to semi-supervised classifiers (such as RBF or SVM).
Also, more experiments using larger real data sets will be done for further validation.
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Abstract— Coupled electromagnetic TE and TM wave propagation in a nonlinear plane layer
is considered. Nonlinearity is described by Kerr law. Physical problem is reduced to a nonlinear
two-parameter eigenvalue problem for Maxwell’s equations. Numerical results are given.
1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, nonlinear coupled surface electromagnetic TE-TM wave propagation in a layer with
Kerr nonlinearity is considered. It is known [1, 2] that in this case new propagation regime exists.
In this regime we have sum of two independent waves (TE and TM) that create new (nonlinear)
polarization (so called coupled TE-TM wave). TE and TM waves that form this nonlinear TE-TM
wave we call pseudopolarizations (pseudo-TE and pseudo-TM, respectively). It is proved in [2] that
each pseudopolarization propagates with its own propagation constant (γE and γM for pseudo-TE
and pseudo-TM waves, respectively) and at its own frequency (ωE and ωM , respectively). The case
when ωE = ωM was investigated in detail in [1], where short background of nonlinear guided waves
is also given. This regime is seemed to be interesting because this model can be applied to study
nonlinear interaction of two types of waves (pseudo-TE and pseudo-TM) at different frequencies.
2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Let us consider electromagnetic waves propagating through a nonlinear homogeneous isotropic
nonmagnetic dielectric layer. The permittivity inside the layer is described by Kerr law. The layer
is located between two half-spaces: x < 0 and x > h in Cartesian coordinate system Oxyz. The
half-spaces are filled with isotropic nonmagnetic media without any sources and characterized by
constant permittivities ε1 > ε0 and ε3 > ε0 , respectively, where ε0 is the permittivity of free space.
Everywhere below µ = µ0 is the permeability of free space. Maxwell’s equations have the form [3]
rotH̃ = ∂t D̃,

rotẼ = −∂t B̃,

(1)

where D̃ = εẼ, B̃ = µH̃; ∂t = ∂/∂t; (Ẽ, H̃) represents the total field. From system (1), we obtain
³
´
³ ´
rotẼ = −∂t µH̃ , rotH̃ = ∂t εẼ .
(2)
We assume that the fields Ẽ, H̃ exist at two frequencies ωE and ωM in space
−
+
−
Ẽ(x, y, z, t) = E+
E (x, y, z) cos ωE t+EE (x, y, z) sin ωE t+EM (x, y, z) cos ωM t + EM (x, y, z) sin ωM t;
−
+
−
H̃(x, y, z, t) = H+
E (x, y, z) cos ωE t+HE (x, y, z) sin ωE t+HM (x, y, z) cos ωM t+HM (x, y, z) sin ωM t,

where indices E or M correspond, respectively, to TE or TM waves.
Let us form complex amplitudes E, H
E = EE + EM ,

H = HE + HM ,

(3)

−
+
−
+
−
+
−
where EE = E+
E + iEE , HE = HE + iHE and EM = EM + iEM , HM = HM + iHM and
T
T
T
T
T
EE = (0, Ey , 0) , HE = (Hx , 0, Hz ) and EM = (Ex , 0, Ez ) , HM = (0, Hy , 0) ; ( · ) is the
transposition operation. Denote by

EωE ωM := EE e−iωE t + EM e−iωM t ,

HωE ωM := HE e−iωE t + HM e−iωM t .

(4)

As it is known (see, for example, [4, 5]), Kerr law has the form ε = ε2 + α|Ê|2 , where ε2
is a constant part of the permittivity, α is the coefficient of nonlinearity, and Ê is a complex
amplitude of a monochromatic wave Êe−iωt . The medium is supposed to be isotropic. In the case
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¯
¯
under consideration we obtain |EωE ωM | = ¯EE e−iωE t + EM e−iωM t ¯ = |EE + EM | = |E|, where E is
defined by formula (3). Thus, the Kerr law is fulfilled.
In the case under consideration we obtain that Maxwell’s equations depend on t in the same
way as if ε was constant. This allows us to write down Equation (2) for field (4)
¡
¢
rot EE e−iωE t + EM e−iωM t = iµωE HE e−iωE t + iµωM HM e−iωM t ,
(5)
¡
¢
rot HE e−iωE t + HM e−iωM t = −iεωE EE e−iωE t − iεωM EM e−iωM t .
Thus, we gave proof of possibility to investigate Equation (5) for the complex amplitudes E and
H instead of Equation (1) for the fields Ẽ and H̃.
The complex amplitudes E, H (see (3)) must satisfy Equation (5); the continuity condition for
tangential field components on the boundaries x = 0, x = h; the radiation condition at infinity,
where electromagnetic field exponentially decays as |x| → ∞ in the domains x < 0 and x > h.
The solutions to Equation (5) are sought for in the entire space.
It is well known (see, for example, [3]) that in the case of constant permittivity surface wave
can be represented as a superposition of TE and TM waves. This means that in this case general
solution to Maxwell’s Equation (2) is a linear combination of TE and TM waves. At this rate if
we substitute TE or TM fields in Equation (2) we shall be convinced that the components Hz , Hx
(for TE wave) and components Ez , Ex (for TM wave) do not depend on y. Further, it turns out
that (see, for example, [5]) for Kerr nonlinearity and for each polarization separately (TE and TM)
exists surface waves that do not depend on y. We shall assume that in the nonlinear case under
consideration the components Ez , Ex , Hz , Hx do not depend on y [5].
Waves propagating along the boundary z depend harmonically on z. In other words, dependence
on z for the components of the fields has the form eiγz , where γ is unknown spectral parameter
(propagation constant). It is clear that |Êeiγz | = |Ê| does not depend on z if Im γ = 0. That is to
say, system (5) depend linearly on eiγz . On the other hand, for each pseudopolarizations (TE and
TM) different spectral parameters can be chosen. We can chose γE for TE waves and γM for TM
waves [1] (see Fig. 1). Thus, the components Ex , Ey , Ez , Hx , Hy , Hz have the form
Ex ≡ Ex (x)eiγM z , Ey ≡ Ey (x)eiγE z , Ez ≡ Ez (x)eiγM z ,
Hx ≡ Hx (x)eiγE z , Hy ≡ Hy (x)eiγM z , Hz ≡ Hz (x)eiγE z ,
and the fields Ẽ, H̃ have the form
n¡
¢T o
Ẽ = Re Ex (x)ei(γM z−ωM t) , Ey (x)ei(γE z−ωE t) , Ez (x)ei(γM z−ωM t)
,
n¡
o
¢T
H̃ = Re Hx (x)ei(γE z−ωE t) , Hy (x)ei(γM z−ωM t) , Hz (x)ei(γE z−ωE t)
.
After simple transformations from (5) (normalizing accordingly with the formulae x̃ = kx,
d
2 ε µ , introducing
= k dx̃
, γ̃E = γkE , γ̃M = γkM , ε̃j = εε0j , (j = 1, 2, 3), α̃ = εα0 , where k 2 = ωM
0 0
−2
2
notation X := iEx , Y := Ey , Z; = Ez , τ := ωE ωM , and omitting the tilde symbol) we obtain

 2
0
x<0
ε1 ,
 γM X − γM Z = εX,
2
2
2
2
00
where
ε
=
(6)
ε + α(X + Y + Z ), 0 < x < h
γ Y − Y = τ εY,
 2
 E 0
00
ε3 ,
x > h.
γM X − Z = εZ,
d
dx

2 = γ 2 − τ ε , k2 = γ 2 − τ ε , k2
2
2
2
Introduce the notation kE1
1
3
E
E3
E
M 1 = γM − ε1 , kM 3 = γM − ε3 .

Figure 1: Geometry of the problem.
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System (6) is linear in the half-spaces x < −h
radiation condition) have the forms, respectively

(0) xkM 1

,

 X(x) = CM e
(0) xkE1
and
Y (x) = CE e
,



(0)
−1
Z(x) = γM
kM 1 CM exkM 1
(0)

(0)

(h)

and x > h. Its solutions (in accordance with the

(h) −(x−h)kM 3

,

 X(x) = CM e
(h) −(x−h)kE3
Y (x) = CE e
,



(h)
−1
Z(x) = −γM
kM 3 CM e−(x−h)kM 3 .

(7)

(h)

The constants CM and CE (CM and CE ) are supposed to be known (initial conditions).
Tangential components of electromagnetic field are known to be continuous at the interfaces.
In this case tangential components are Ey , Ez , Hy , Hz . It follows from the continuity of Hy that
Z 0 − γM X is continuous at the interfaces. It follows from above that the transmission conditions
for the functions X, Y , Y 0 , Z have the form
[Z 0 − γM X]|x=0
[Y ]|x=0
[Y 0 ]|x=0
[Z]|x=0
where [f ]|x=x0 =

lim f (x) −

x→x0 −0

=
=
=
=

[Z 0 − γM X]|x=h
[Y ]|x=h
[Y 0 ]|x=h
[Z]|x=h

= 0,
= 0,
= 0,
= 0,

(8)

lim f (x).

x→x0 +0

Definition 1. The pair (γE , γM ) is called coupled eigenvalues of the problem if for prescribed
(0)
(0)
values CE and CM there are nontrivial functions X, Y, Z such that they satisfy system (6) for
0 < x < h; for h < 0, x > h they defined by (7), respectively; and they satisfy transmission
conditions (8). The functions X, Y , Z are called eigenfunctions of the problem.
The main problem (problem P ) is to determine coupled eigenvalues.
3. DISPERSION EQUATIONS AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

It can be proved [1, 2] that the system of dispersion equations have the form
( (h)
(h,γE ,γM )
CE gE (h, γE ) = α QEsin
2kE h ,
(h)

(h,γE ,γM )
CM kM gM (h, γM ) = α QMsin
2kM h ,

(9)

where
¡ 2
¢
gE (h, γE ) = kE
− kE1 kE3 sin 2kE h − kE (kE1 + kE3 ) cos 2kE h,
¡
¢
2
gM (h, γM ) = ε1 ε3 kM
− ε22 kM 1 kM 3 sin 2kM h − ε2 kM (ε1 kM 3 + ε3 kM 1 ) cos 2kM h,
and QE (h, γE , γM ), QM (h, γE , γM ) are given in [2].
Coupled eigenvalues (propagation constants) can be determined from system (9).
If we put α = 0 in (9) we obtain the equations gE (γE ) = 0 and gE (γM ) = 0, which are dispersion
equations for a constant permittivity in the layer.
The following theorem is the main result of this paper (proof see in [1, 2]).
Theorem 1. Let ε2 > max(ε1 , ε3 ) > 0 and γ̃E , γ̃M be solutions to the equations gE (γE ) = 0,
gE (γM ) = 0. Then it is possible to choose α such that the pair (γ̂E , γ̂M ) exists in the vicinity of
(γ̃E , γ̃M ). The pair (γ̂E , γ̂M ) is a solution to problem P
Consider the layer of thickness h = 8 with ε1 = 1, ε2 = 4, ε3 = 1, and α = 0.001, ωE = ωM .
In the case of α = 0 for the linear cases we have, for TE waves and TM waves, respectively
lin = 1.132, γ lin = 1.478, γ lin = 1.720, γ lin = 1.879, γ lin = 1.970;
γE
E
E
E
E
lin
lin = 1.351, γ lin = 1.653, γ lin = 1.852, γ lin = 1.964.
γM = 1.036, γM
M
M
M

The gray vertical and horizontal segments in the left lower corner in Figs. 5, 7, 8 correspond to
lin and γ lin of the linear problems.
the propagation constants γE
M
In Figs. 2, 7, 8 the points of intersections of black and blue curves are nonlinear coupled propagation constants.
In Figs. 3–6 below solid curve (red) corresponds to eigenfunction X; dashdot curve (blue)
corresponds to Y ; dash curve (green) corresponds to Z.
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2.8
2.6
2.4
2.2

γM

2
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1
1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2

2.2

γE

(0)

2.4

2.6

2.8

(0)

Figure 2: Dispersion curves. Parameters: CE = 1 and CM = 1, α = 0.001.

(0)

(0)

lin
lin
Figure 3: Eigenfunctions. Parameters: CE = 1, CM = 1, α = 0, γE
= 1.132, γM
= 1.964.

(0)

(0)

Figure 4: Eigenfunctions. Parameters: CE = 1, CM = 1, α = 0.001, (γE , γM ) = (1.135, 1.967).

(0)

(0)

Figure 5: Eigenfunctions. Parameters: CE = 1, CM = 1, α = 0.001, (γE , γM ) = (1.373, 2.44).

(0)

(0)

Figure 6: Eigenfunctions. Parameters: CE = 1, CM = 1, α = 0.001, (γE , γM ) = (2.249, 1.767).

In Fig. 3 eigenfunctions of the linear problem are depicted.
In Figs. 4–6 eigenfunctions of the nonlinear problem are depicted.
Coupled eigenvalues chosen for depicted eigenfunctions can be easily found in Fig. 2.
As it is expected the eigenfunction X has a finite jump at the interfaces; the eigenfunction Y is
continuous and smooth at the interfaces; the eigenfunction Z is continuous at the interface.
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Figure 7: Dispersion curves. Parameters: CE = 1 and CM = 10, α = 0.001.
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2
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1.6

1.8

2

γE
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2.6

(0)

2.8

(0)

Figure 8: Dispersion curves. Parameters: CE = 10 and CM = 1, α = 0.001.
(0)

(0)

What happens in the nonlinear case if we change CE or CM ? To find out see Figs. 7, 8.
As it is expected propagation constants of the linear problems (vertical and horizontal segments
(0)
(0)
of gray color in Figs. 7, 8) do not depend on CE and CM .
4. CONCLUSION

Some peculiarities of the nonlinear problem should be marked: (a) new nonlinear waves exist in
the regions where linear waves do not exist 4; (b) Nonlinear coupled propagation constants depend
(0)
(0)
on the values CE and CM (see system (9) and Figs. 7, 8); (c) In coupled nonlinear wave it is
probably possible to control one wave by changing the parameters of the other.
Natural question is to check experimentally existence of coupled surface TE-TM waves.
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Abstract— This paper is devoted to the study of inverse problem of the permittivity and permeability tensor reconstruction of anisotropic materials in the form of diaphragms (sections) in
a single-mode waveguide of rectangular cross section from the transmission and reflection coefficients measured. Results of numerical modeling are presented for different types of anisotropic
materials. The developed solution techniques for the inverse problem under study can be applied
in optics, nanotechnology, and design of microwave devices.
1. INTRODUCTION

Determination of electromagnetic parameters of anisotropic dielectrics bodies of complicated structure is an urgent problem. However, as a rule, these parameters cannot be directly measured
(because of composite character of the material and small size of samples), so that numerical solution to the corresponding forward and inverse electromagnetic problems must be applied [1]. In
this paper we consider the inverse problem of the permittivity determination of a multi-sectional
diaphragm aimed at reconstructing permittivity and permeability tensors of anisotropic materials
in the form of diaphragms (sections) in a single-mode waveguide of rectangular cross section from
the transmission and reflection coefficients measured. Numerical results confirm the efficiency of
the method.
2. INVERSE PROBLEM

Assume that a waveguide P = {x: 0 < x1 < a, 0 < x2 < b, −∞ < x3 < ∞} with the perfectly
conducting boundary surface ∂P is given in the cartesian coordinate system. A three-dimensional
body Q (Q ⊂ P ) is placed in the waveguide; the body has the form of a diaphragm adjacent to the
waveguide walls (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Diaphragm in a waveguide.

Domain P \Q̄ is filled with an isotropic and homogeneous layered medium having constant
permeability (µ0 > 0) and constant permittivity (ε0 > 0), the sections of the diaphragm
Q0 = {x: 0 < x1 < a, 0 < x2 < b, −∞ < x3 < 0}
Q1 = {x: 0 < x1 < a, 0 < x2 < b, 0 < x3 < l1 } ,
Q2 = {x: 0 < x1 < a, 0 < x2 < b, l2 < x3 < +∞}
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each with an anisotropic medium having diagonal permittivity and permeability tensors:
Ã
ε̂ =

ε11 0
0
0 ε22 0
0
0 ε33

!

Ã
,

µ̂ =

µ11 0
0
0 µ22 0
0
0 µ33

!

Length l1 of diaphragm is known. The electromagnetic field inside and outside the object in the
waveguide is governed by Maxwell’s equations
rotH = −iω ε̂E
rotE = iω µ̂H,

(1)

where E and H are the vectors of the electric and magnetic field intensity and ω is the circular
frequency.
Assume that π/a < k0 < π/b, where k0 is the wavenumber, k02 = ω 2 ε0 µ0 . In this case, only one
wave H10 propagates in the waveguide without attenuation (we have a single-mode waveguide [2]).
The incident electrical field is
³ πx ´
1
e−iγ0 x3
(2)
E0 = e2 A sin
a
p
with a known A and γ0 = k02 − π 2 /a2 . Solving the forward problem for Maxwell’s equations with
the aid of (2), we obtain explicit expressions for the field inside every section of diaphragm Q and
outside the diaphragm:
³ πx ´ ¡
¢
1
Ae−iγ0 x3 + Beiγ0 x3 , x ∈ Q0 ,
a ´
³ πx
¢
1 ¡
= sin
C1 e−iγ1 x3 + D1 eiγ1 x3 ,
a ´
³ πx
1
= sin
F e−iγ2 x3 , γ2 = γ0
a

E (0) = sin
E (1)
E (2)

(3)

Substituting (3) into Maxwell’s equations we obtain an explicit formula for γ1
sµ
¶
π2
2
γ1 =
ω µ11 µ33 ε22 − 2 µ11 /µ33
a

(4)

From the conditions on the boundary surfaces L := {x3 = 0, x3 = l1 } of the diaphragm sections
[Eτ ]|L = 0,

[Hτ ]|L = 0,

(5)

where Eτ , Hτ are tangential components of E and H and square brackets [·] denote the function
jump over the boundary surfaces, applied to (3), (4) we obtain using conditions (5) a system of
equations for the unknown coefficients

A + B = C1 + D1



 γ0 (B − A) = γ1 (D1 − C1 )
µ0
µ11
C1 e−iγ1 l1 + D1 eiγ1 l1 = F e−iγ0 l1



¢
¡
¢
 γ1 ¡
iγ1 l1 − C e−iγ1 l1 = γ0 −F e−iγ0 l1 ,
1
µ11 D1 e
µ11

(6)

In system (6) coefficients A, B, C1 , D1 , F , ε̂, µ̂ are supposed to be complex.
Inverse problem P1(2): find (complex) permittivity ε̂ (permeability) (µ̂) of section from the
known transmission coefficient F.
Inverse problem Q1(2): find (complex) permittivity ε̂ (permeability) (µ̂) of section from the
known reflection coefficient B.
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2.1. Permittivity Tensor Reconstruction

Consider inverse problem P 1. Expressing C1 , D1 via F we obtain a recurrent formula that couples
amplitudes A and F :
Ã
Ã
!!
(1)
´
³
´ γ µ
³
Aeiγ0 l1
γ1 µ0
(1)
(1)
0 11
= cos γ1 l1 + i sin γ1 l1
+
,
(7)
(1)
F (1)
2γ µ0 2γ0 µ11
1

(1)

where γ1 := γ1 , γ1 is expressed by formula (4). As a result we obtain a nonlinear equation with
one unknown ε22 . Solving this system, we can find only the unknown ε22 . However, we cannot find
other components of permittivity tensors: ε11 and ε33 . To do this we have determined the tensor
transformation that changes the positions of its diagonal components (in our case, ε11 and ε22 are
interchanged as well as ε33 and ε22 ). First, to interchange components ε11 and ε22 we can carry
out these two transformations sequentially.
Ã
!
Ã
!
0 0 −1
1 0 0
A1 = 0 1 0 , A2 = 0 0 1
1 0 0
0 −1 0
Then

Ã
ˆ = A−1 A−1 ε̂A A ,
ε(2)
1 2
2
1

ˆ =
ε(2)

ε33 0
0
0 ε11 0
0
0 ε22

!

A1 and A2 are the diaphragm rotation to the angle ϕ = π2 w.r.t. Ox2 and Ox1 axes, respectively.
Both transformations A1 , A2 can be realized in practise. The permeability tensor µ̂ is transformed
ˆ , µˆ(2) , the inverse problem is reduced to numerical
in the sane manner. Then for new tensors ε(2)
solution of the following nonlinear equation:
s¡
Ã
Ã
!!
¢
2
(2)
³
´
³
´ γ µ
ω 2 µ33 µ22 ε11 − πa2 µ33
Aeiγ0 l1
γ
µ
(2)
(2)
(2)
0 33
0
1
= cos γ1 l1 + i sin γ1 l1
+
, γ1 =
(2)
µ22
F (2)
2γ1 µ0 2γ0 µ33
(8)
Solving this equation, we can find only unknown ε11 . Next we consider the last transformation
interchanging components ε33 and ε22 .
Ã
!
1 0 0
A3 = 0 0 1
0 −1 0
Then
ˆ
ε(3)

=

ˆ
(3)
A−1
3 ε̂A3 , ε

!
Ã
ε11 0
0
= 0 ε33 0
0
0 ε22

A3 is the diaphragm rotation to the angle ϕ = π2 w.r.t Ox1 . Transformation A3 can be also
realized in practise. Permeability tensor µ̂ is transformed in the same manner and the inverse
problem then for new tensors ε(3)
ˆ , µˆ(3) is reduced to numerical solution of the nonlinear equation:
s¡
!!
Ã
Ã
¢
2
(3)
³
´
³
´ γ µ
ω 2 µ11 µ22 ε33 − πa2 µ11
Aeiγ0 l1
γ
µ
(3)
(3)
(3)
0 33
0
1
, γ1 =
= cos γ1 l1 + i sin γ1 l1
+
(3)
µ22
F (3)
2γ1 µ0 2γ0 µ33
(9)
Solving this system, we can find only the unknown ε33 .
Combining systems (7), (8), (9) we obtain the resulting nonlinear system of equations. Solving
this system we can find all permittivity tensor components: ε11 , ε22 , ε33 .
3. PERMEABILITY TENSOR RECONSTRUCTION

Consider inverse problem P 2. Solving Equation (7) we can find only unknown µ11 . To determine
other diagonal tensor components we should find such tensor transformations that diagonal tensor
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components would change their positions on the main diagonal, (in our case, µ11 and µ22 are
interchanged as well as µ11 and µ33 ) and each transformations could be implemented in practice.
Such transformation was found.
Ã
!
0 0 −1
A2 = 0 1 0
1 0 0
Then
Ã
!
µ33 0
0
−1
ˆ
ˆ
0 µ22 0
µ(2) = A2 µ̂A2 , µ(2) =
0
0 µ11
π
A2 is the diaphragm rotation to the angle ϕ = 2 w.r.t Ox2 . Permittivity tensor ε̂ is transformed
in the same manner. Then we obtain
s¡
Ã
!!
Ã
¢
2
(2)
³
´
³
´
iγ
0 l1
ω 2 µ33 µ11 ε22 − πa2 µ33
γ1 µ0
Ae
γ0 µ33
(2)
(2)
(2)
+
= cos γ1 l1 + i sin γ1 l1
, γ1 =
(2)
µ11
F (2)
2γ1 µ0 2γ0 µ33
(10)
Solving this equation, we can find only µ33 . Next,
Ã
!
Ã
!
µ22 0
0
0 −1 0
0 µ11 0
µˆ(3) = A−1
µˆ(3) =
A3 = 1 0 0
3 µ̂A3 ,
0 0 1
0
0 µ33
A3 is the diaphragm rotation to the angle ϕ = π2 w.r.t Ox1 and this transformation can be also
realized in practise. Permittivity tensor ε̂ is changed in the same manner. Then we obtain
s¡
Ã
Ã
!!
¢
2
(3)
³
´
³
´
iγ
0 l1
ω 2 µ11 µ22 ε11 − πa2 µ11
γ0 µ11
γ1 µ0
Ae
(3)
(3)
(3)
+
= cos γ1 l1 + i sin γ1 l1
, γ1 =
(3)
µ22
F (3)
2γ1 µ0 2γ0 µ11
(11)
From this equation, we can find µ22 . Combining systems (7), (10), (11) we obtain the resulting
nonlinear system of equations; solving this system we can find all permeability tensor components:
µ11 , µ22 , µ33 .
Now we consider inverse problem Q1. Expressing C1 , D1 via F we obtain a formula that couples
amplitudes A and B:


³
´2
2 µ2 + γ (1)
(1)
γ
1
γ0 γ1 µ11
 0 11

(1)
A=B
(12)
³
³
´2 − 2i cot(γ1 l1 )
´2 
(1)
(1)
γ02 µ211 − γ1
γ02 µ211 − γ1
(1)

where γ1 := γ1 , γ1 is expressed by formula (4). Solution to inverse problem Q1(Q2) repeats
that of inverse problem P 1(P 2) except general formula (7) which is replaces by (12); the tensor
transformations are the same. Solving the corresponding nonlinear system of equations, we can
find all permittivity (permeability) tensor components: ε11 , ε22 , ε33 (µ11 , µ22 , µ33 ).
3.1. Numerical results

In Table 1 numerical results for inverse problem P 1 are presented. Parameters of the one-sectional
diaphragm are a = 2 cm, b = 1 cm, c = 2 cm, and l1 = 2 cm; the excitation frequency f = 11.93 GHz.
Ã
!
1.4 0
0
µ̂ = 0 1.7 0
0
0 1.5
The first, second, and third columns of the table show, respectively, the values of transmission
coefficient FA and the calculated and true values of the components of the permeability tensor.
In Table 2 numerical results for inverse problem P 2 are presented.
Parameters of the one-sectional diaphragm are a = 2 cm, b = 1 cm, c = 2 cm, and l1 = 2 cm; the
excitation frequency f = 11.93 GHz.
Ã
!
1.1 0
0
ε̂ = 0 1.1 0
0
0 1.3
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Table 1.
F (i)
A

−0.262 − i · 0.965
−0.241 − i · 0.97
−0.606 − i · 0.795
−0.000789 − i · 0.00128
−0.012 + i · 0.032
−0.606 − i · 0.795

Calculated ε̂


1.099908
0
0


0
1.200046
0


0
0
1.299904


1.103124i
0
0


0
−1.199928
0


0
0
1.299904

True ε̂

1.1 0
0


 0 1.2 0 
0
0 1.3


1.1i
0
0


−1.2 0 
 0
0
0
1.3


Table 2.
F (i)
A

0.315 − i · 0.945
−0.411 − i · 0.909
−0.066 − i · 0.998
−0.692 + i · 0.714
−0.0046 − i · 0.00442
−0.893 + i · 0.247

Calculated µ̂

1.2003
0
0


1.4126
0 
 0
0
0
1.79996


1.80003
0
0


3.26789
0
 0

0
0
−1.499961



1.2

0
0

1.8

0
0

True µ̂

0
0

1.4 0 
0 1.8

0
0

3
0 
0 −1.5

The first, second, and third columns of the table show, respectively, the values of transmission
coefficient FA and the calculated and true values of the components of the permeability tensor.
In Table 3 numerical results for inverse problem Q1 are presented. Parameters of the onesectional diaphragm are a = 2 cm, b = 1 cm, c = 2 cm, and l1 = 2 cm; the excitation frequency
f = 11.93 GHz.
Ã
!
1.4 0
0
µ̂ = 0 1.7 0
0
0 1.5
The first, second, and third columns of the table show, respectively, the values of reflection coefficient B and the calculated and true values of the components of the permeability tensor.
Table 3.
B (i)
−0.014 + i · 0.023
0.0067 − i · 0.01
−0.00334 + i · 0.019

Calculated ε̂


1.10067
0
0


1.2033 − i0.036
0 
 0
0
0
1.3011

True ε̂

1.1 0
0


 0 1.2 0 
0
0 1.3


4. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have developed a method of reconstructing the permeability and permittivity
tensors in a rectangular waveguide and a mathematical model of the wave propagation through
a one-layered dielectric in a waveguide. For the case of a one-sectional diaphragm, determination
of the layer tensor permittivity (permeability) is reduced to the solution of a nonlinear equation
system obtained by using a general formula that couples the transmission (reflection) coefficient
and the incident field amplitude. We have also determined the tensor transformations that can be
implemented in practise. Using the developed method we perform numerical solution to the inverse
problem of the permittivity and permeability tensors reconstruction in a broad range of parameter
variation. Numerical results confirm the efficiency of the method.
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Abstract— This work aims at computation and optimization of transmission coefficients of
waveguide filters formed by one- or multi-sectional diaphragms in a waveguide of rectangular
cross-section. An approach for designing band-stop and band-pass filters is proposed employing
analysis of closed-form solutions and numerical multi-parameter optimization.
1. INTRODUCTION

In this work, we consider parameter optimization of filters created on the basis of multi-layered
parallel-plane dielectric diaphragms in waveguides of rectangular cross section. This topic is interesting as far as alternative possibility of designing specific frequency selective filters is concerned.
These filters can for example suppress a desired band of frequencies.
The calculation of transmission coefficient is based on the fundamental mathematical background [1, 2] and an analytical approach developed in [2–5]. The parameter optimization method
and local optimization techniques are described in [6, 7] and applied in [11]. The filters under study
are frequency selective filters which are multi-layer structures in a waveguide [6, 9]. A specific behaviour of the transmission coefficient characteristic for these structures is governed by frequency,
parameters of layers, and geometry of a given filter [12].
The first experiments with optimization of filters using evolutionary approach (a genetic algorithm) were performed in [8], further experiments were performed in [14]; the considered filters
consisted of a frequency selective surface (FSS) placed on the transverse plane in a rectangular
waveguide causing its filtering behaviour. Due to the boundary conditions imposed on the metal
waveguide walls, the FSS results to be infinite in extent, allowing the use of fast and efficient
method of moment solvers to analyse its properties. A genetic algorithm has been adopted to optimize the filter performance. The techniques [6–8, 11, 14] that make use of complicated inclusions
in waveguides to design FSSs and filters employ approximate numerical schemes for calculating the
transmission characteristics that produce non-controllable errors in the filter design.
An approach presented in this article is virtually free from this drawback because it is based
on explicit formulas for the transmission coefficient obtained and applied in [7–10] and careful
investigation of its properties as a function of several complex variables (see [6]) and therefore
provides more robust determination of the filter characteristics and goals. The method allows
simultaneous analysis and design of not only narrow band-pass but also wider band-pass and bandstop filters — rectangular waveguides loaded with layered dielectric diaphragms.
2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Assume that a single-mode waveguide [13] of rectangular cross section with a perfectly conducting
boundary surface contains a body which has the form of a diaphragm, an insert separated into
several sections adjacent to the waveguide walls. The waveguide is filled with an isotropic and
homogeneous layered medium of constant permittivity. The sections of the diaphragm are filled each
with a medium of a constant permittivity (Fig. 1 illustrates an example where a and b corresponds
to the width and height of the waveguide respectively, li relates to the thickness of a layer).
Solving the forward problem for Maxwell’s equations we obtain explicit expressions for the field
inside every section of the diaphragm and outside the diaphragm. An explicit expression for the
transmission coefficient of a multi-sectional diaphragm
F =2

n
Y
j=0

γj

Aeiγ0 ln
γn pn+1 + γ0 qn+1

(1)

is obtained from a system of equations related to transmission conditions on the boundary surfaces
on the diaphragm sections [7–10]; here F is the transmission coefficient, A is the amplitude of the
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Figure 1: The propagation scheme of multilayered diaphragms in a waveguide [4].

incident wave, n is the number of sections in the diaphragm, and other quantities and symbols γ, p,
q, l are explained in [7, 8]. We see that the transmission coefficient is a function of several complex
variables; therefore its direct analysis meets substantial difficulties. Although given explicitly,
formula (1) can hardly allow one to apply analytical methods for parameter optimization when the
number of sections n exceeds two and becomes extremely complicated when n is several tens or
more. In view of this fact, numerical optimization procedures should be applied.
3. OPTIMIZATION

A frequency range, an initial geometry with design variables (e.g., width and height of the waveguide
cross section), and optimization goals must be set (e.g., for a specific band-stop filter) before
performing the optimization of a waveguide filter.
The transmission coefficient depends on frequency and other parameters forming the parameter
vector of the filter which specifies the geometry (defined by design variables) and sections positions.
A n optimization method searches for the set of parameters which satisfies the given objectives,
at least approximately, being thus in a certain sense optimal. In our analysis, we use an explicit
representation for the transmission coefficient of a multi-sectional diaphragm (1).
An optimization goal is defined by the frequency ranges where the transmission coefficient
must be lower or greater than a threshold value set by a user. In our work, optimization was
performed numerically using a local optimizer fmincon [15] in Matlab (a possible alternative is
fminsearchbnd [10]) applied to the result of analysis of the diaphragm transmission coefficient
given explicitly by (1).
4. EXPERIMENTS

For test purposes of this study, specific optimization goals were defined: to create a band-stop filter
(that suppresses a specific frequency band) applied in the frequency range from 10 to 30 GHz and
attenuating frequencies from 19 to 21 GHz while in the lower and higher bands (from 10 to 17 GHz
and from 23 to 30 GHz) the frequencies should be passed.
We have made several numerical experiments; the most suitable one which has demonstrated
the best results and met the prescribed band-stop filter conditions is presented below. A diaphragm
made of twenty sections is used; the materials of the sections are polyimide (relative permittivity
3.4) and air (relative permittivity 1.0006). These materials were repeated ten times to form ten
pairs (Fig. 1). Two parameters (design variables) were optimized in this experiment: the thicknesses
of each polyimide and air sections. The filter parameter values are as follows: the amplitude of
the incident wave is 1.0, the waveguide width and height are, respectively, 20 and 5 mm, and the
thicknesses of the sections varies from 0.5 to 50 mm. The optimized transmission coefficients are
presented in Fig. 2.
The optimization procedure results in an excellent filter which suppresses the desired band
of frequencies and passes the others. The optimized thicknesses are 0.602808 mm for polyimide
sections and 6.88111 mm for air sections.
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Figure 2: Result of optimization of a 20-sectional diaphragm with respect to two design variables: thicknesses
of two periodically changing materials having definite permittivities.
5. CONCLUSION

A method of optimizing multi-layered parallel-plane dielectric diaphragms in waveguides of rectangular cross section is proposed and tested.
Results of numerical experiments confirm the possibility of using rectangular guides loaded with
parallel-plane dielectric medium (sections) in the waveguide filter design and construction as a
band-stop filter to suppress a desired band of frequencies. Other types of filters, such as band-pass,
low-pass, or high-pass filters can be also created and optimized using the proposed technique.
Further work in this direction should prove these theoretical studies by the results of actual
measurements.
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Computing Ground-Wave Electric Field at MF Band via FDTD
Method
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Abstract— This paper presents a study about calculations of electric field at medium frequency
(MF: 300 kHz–3 MHz), based on 2D finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method. Variations of
electric field with land conductivity and with typified mountains are evaluated, and the results are
validated with Millington expressions and the finite element method-parabolic equation (FEMPE), agreeing well. The interest of introducing this technique for calculating electric field levels
is that it includes reflection, diffraction, surface wave, and takes into account backscattering.
Therefore, it provides a more robust solution in non-ideal environments with difficult terrain,
being this a first step to analyse how suitable its use is, in terms of time consuming and accuracy
of results for this frequency band.
1. INTRODUCTION

Ground wave propagation has been widely discussed since its inception, both from a theoretical
and practical [1, 2] point of view. However new developments around applicability of computational
techniques, highly costly in resources, are making that more robust and accurate methods can be
applied for calculating electric field levels in real environments with all its peculiarities, analysing
conductivity changes as well as terrain elevations. Concerning this issue, new techniques are being
applied to the calculation of ground wave [3]. Note the practical implementation of the methods of
finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) introduced by A. Taflove [4] and used by many authors [5–9]
to analyse radio propagation of signal, and to design antennas or to implement circuits in different
frequency bands. The disadvantage of FDTD is the high required processing level, but lately the
tendency is changing with the use of supercomputers and GPUs (Graphics Processing Units) [10].
The present study implements a 2D FDTD to be used for the calculation of electric field levels
along certain profiles, quantifying the variations of levels. The model will be validated on the one
hand, and for flat land, with a proprietary application that incorporates Millington expressions
using the UexWAVE software, based on GRWAVE from ITU [11], and on the other hand, for
typified Gaussian mountains, with the FEMIX software [12, 13] made by IEEE members.
It should be emphasized that among the virtues of the FDTD technique is to consider all propagation phenomena such as reflection, diffraction, surface wave, backscattering and forward propagation, thus providing a complete solution [14], although with high utilization of computational
resources.
2. MODEL AND FORMULATION

It has been implemented a computer program named ‘MF-FDTD’ (Medium Frequency-FDTD),
which is based on FDTD technique, considering the cases of mountainous terrain with different
sizes, and with specific radio-electric constants.
The application MF-FDTD is designed for the calculation of electric field levels in two dimensions, and it assumes that the structure 2D is extended infinitely in the direction or axis that is
not considered; in our case, all physical and electromagnetic parameters are only function of the x
and y coordinates [4]. Maxwell’s equations can be decomposed into two sets of equations, the TE
(transverse electric) and TM modes (transverse magnetic) [15]. Then, for our purpose, the electric
field is taken perpendicular to the z axis, with the working components Hz , Ex and Ey . Actually,
considering a 2D space is a simplification of a 3D real environment, where reflections occurring in
other objects, that are not in the plane of study, may affect to our plane, nevertheless it serves to
obtain a first approximation of the level fluctuations, with manageable calculations without using
excessive computational resources.
Calculation equations are shown in expressions (1), (2) and (3), where ε (F/m), µ (H/m), σ
(S/m) and σ ∗ (Ω/m) are the permittivity, permeability, conductivity and equivalent magnetic losses
(the latter considered 0 in this paper). Meanwhile the index i, j are the number of cell in the x
and y direction respectively and n refers to timing instants. The magnetic component is calculated
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at discrete timing steps ∆t, 2∆t, 3∆t, . . ., n∆t, and electrical components are calculated at t/2,
3∆t/2, . . ., (n + 1/2)∆t.
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In relation to the source, a Gaussian pulse is used, and for the termination of the simulation
space, PML (Perfectly Matched Layer) absorbing boundary condition is conformed. In terms of
selecting temporal-spatial resolution, Courant condition has been followed [4].
3. SIMULATION RESULTS

In simulations, the source and receptor are located one cell above the ground. Spatial resolution
is the same as x and y direction being 12, 10 and 6 m the resolution of the cell for the frequencies
of 0.5, 1 and 2 MHz, respectively. The power of the transmitter is fixed to 1 kW for simplicity
when comparing results with validation software. The atmosphere has been simulated with values
of standard refractivity index [16].
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Figure 1: (a) E field variation with distance, (b) considering changes of conductivity for 1 and 2 MHz.
Dashed line FDTD, and solid one Millington application.

Firstly, profiles with changes in conductivities and validation with UexWAVE software is presented. Mixed paths are exposed, with changes in terrain conductivity, having chosen two frequencies, 1 and 2 MHz. A transition of terrain values has been included {σ, εr }, from {2 mS/m, 20.5}
to {5 mS/m, 26.5} quantifying the variation in levels. Comparing the results with the curves from
UexWAVE application, we can observe in Figure 1 an almost perfect fit, although some differences
are detected in the transitions. These variations are in part justified by the numerical approximations of Millington method, as indicated in ITU 368 [11], which can produce errors up to 3 dB.
These differences are greater just in the transition, throwing the FDTD method more oscillating
values than Millington numerical approximation (differences up to 2 dB), and they are justified
globally because FDTD is a full propagation method.
Secondly, mountainous terrain and validation with FEMIX software is exposed. To calibrate and
validate these results, FEMIX program [12] was used; it is based on finite element method-parabolic
equation (FEM-PE) and although it only includes forward propagation and not backscattering, it
can serve to set the behavior of the signal and to use the output as a reference. The selected type of
mountain is the standard Gaussian shape, with 1500 m high, intended so to get noticeable effects.
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Concerning the frequencies to compute along the frequency band under study, 0.5, 1 and 2 MHz
have been chosen, being in this way the results easily contrastable. Regarding the time consuming,
the worst case was the associated with 2 MHz, with more than 7 hours in the simulation.
Overall, Figure 2 shows how in front of the mountain the level increases just when the altitude
of the mountain begins to climb (and this is consistent both in FDTD and FEM-PE curves) and
once the maximum height of the mountain is passed, a sharp decline in the levels is observed in
the area that can be named ‘shadow zone’, suffering a gradual recovery of signal as we move away
from the mountain, tending the FDTD line toward the GRWAVE curve which excludes elevated
terrains.
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Figure 2: (a) E field variation with distance at 0.5, 1 and 2 MHz, (b) considering a terrain with a Gaussian
mountain with 1500 m high, centered at 10 km from the transmitter. Solid line FDTD method, and dashed
line FEMIX software. Terrain constants {σ: 2 mS/m, εr : 10}.

Note that the longer the wavelength, the better the obstacles are dodged, that is to say, less
oscillation detected by including the mountain in the propagation path. At higher frequencies,
larger oscillations of levels and more affectation of the obstacle is noticed, as it was expected. It
should be stressed that because of FDTD includes backscattering and that the shown FDTD line
is the result of a smoothing process of the original signal (to avoid small fluctuations due to the
grid used) there are some notable differences in the front of the mountain, for example in front of
the case of 1 MHz.
Thirdly, a general case of influence of irregularities in the terrain is studied. In this case 1 MHz
is considered in a scenario that includes three mountains with different heights and widths as shown
in the bottom of Figure 3, being the first hill 250 m high; the second mountain, located far away
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Figure 3: (a) E field variation at 1 MHz with distance when (b) considering three mountains in the path
with terrain constants {σ: 2 mS/m, εr : 10}. Dashed line: FDTD; solid line GRWAVE. (c) Level distribution
(dB µV/m) in the environment.
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from the first, with 500 m high, and placed at 30 km from the transmitter, is very close to the
third one with 1000 m high and a shape denominated ‘Knife Edge’. Evaluating the results, a soft
oscillation with little relevance in levels is obtained at the first hill, a level increase in front of the
second one and a posterior decay behind it (where the effect of backscattering coming from the
third one must be added) is noticed, and a large decrease in level behind the third mountain is
detected, that gradually is being recovered to levels close to those that GRWAVE curve shows.
This example illustrates very well the signal behavior in a changing environment. On the right side
of the figure, there is an annexed graph of the simulated scenario which is very illustrative of the
level distribution.
4. CONCLUSION

It has been created an application based on 2D FDTD to calculate the electric field levels with the
distance at Medium Wave, taking into account the affectation of the inclusion of mountains along
the path and the changes in soil conductivity. On the one hand, different tests in a flat ground
have been performed, with changes of conductivities, comparing the results with those coming from
a program which is based on GRWAVE application from ITU, but incorporating the Millington
method. On the other hand, it has been tested in cases where there are mountains or elevations of
terrain, being the results contrasted with those coming from FEMIX software, which is based on
finite element method-parabolic equation, agreeing the results very well.
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Abstract— Longitudinal voltage values, induced by magnetic fields currents in parallel overhead transmission line are determined usually by derivative of Carson’ integral equations. These
equations application have broad “dead space” conditionally the spacing of transmission lines
and ground conductivity that lead to great calculative error. The method of longitudinal voltage
values induced by magnetic field in parallel overhead transmission lines calculation for any distance between lines is suggested with full coincidence with Carson’ equation calculation (in work
space) without “dead space” (with high calculation error).

Under parallel overhead transmission line (TL) repair work linemen safety requires to know
the voltage that equal voltage (electromotive force) induced in repaired TL by working parallel
TL currents magnetic field (MF), since linemen may fall this longitudinal voltage under conductor
disconnection possibility.
Two parallel single-wire TL treat: line 1 and line 2 disposed at “a12 ” distance apart (see Fig. 1).
Line 1 is live at operative mode, and current I˙1 flows in its wire, line 2 is disconnected, and its
section l length is grounded on ends. Accept equation µA = µE = µ0 for air and earth magnetic
conductivity. Reverse line, similar to line 2 wire, will arrange under line 2 wire at a depth hw . This
line 2 wire will metal connect with grounding conductor’ slopes closed circuit “wire 2 — grounding
conductor-reverse wire” forming. Magnetic field created by I˙1 direct current induces Ė2 voltage in
derived circuit that calculates excluding earth conductivity (earth is ideal dielectric) by equation:
Ė2 = −j

ωµ0 lI˙1 a212 + (h1 + hw )2
ωµ0 l I˙1 r1R.w.
ln 2
=
−j
ln
,
4π
2π
r12
a12 + (h1 − h2 )2

(1)

where: ω = 2πf — angular frequency, f — AC current I˙1 frequency, µ0 — permeability of vacuum.

Figure 1: Two parallel single-wire TL.
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In case of length l reverse wire section of line 2 is absent, and earth has finite resistivity ρE ,
voltage Ė2 may be determined by equation F12 = −2jJ(r, θ), where J(r, θ) = P + jQ — is Carson’
integral [1, 2], r and θ — integral characteristics:
/

r = r12

p
ωµ0 /ρE ,

θ = arctga12 /(h 1 + h2 ),

/

r12 = r1R.w.

at hw = h2 .

(2)

Ė2 voltage is determined by equation [1, 2]:
ωµ0 lI˙1
Ė2 = −j
2π

Ã

/

r
ln 12 + F12
r12

!

Z∞
,

F12 = 2
0

1
−ν(h1 +h2 )
q
cos νa12 dν,
¢e
¡ 2
2
2
ν + ν − kE − k0

(3)

2 −k 2 = −jωµ /ρ .
where kE — earth characteristic parameter, k0 — air characteristic parameter, kE
0 E
0
F12 is series expansion [1, 2], and for r ≤ 0.25 parameter is calculate by expansion:
µ
¶
r 2 cos ψ
2 sin ψ
F12 = −0.0772 − ln +
r cos θ − j ψ −
r cos θ ,
(4)
2
3
3

and for r ≥ 5 — by expansion:
µ
¶
2
cos 2θ −j2ψ cos 3θ −j3ψ 3 cos 5θ −j5ψ
−jψ
F12 =
cos θ e
−
e
+
e
−
e
.
r
r
r2
r4

(5)

√
/
pTaking into account that ψp= π/4, sin ψ = cos ψ = 2/2, from the first Equation (2) r12 =
r ρE /(ωµ0 ), intake [2] δE = 2ρE /(ωµ0 ) — as the earth penetration depth (the depth of elec√ h +h
/
2
1
2
√E , cos θ = h 1 +h
=
tromagnetic wave attenuation in e = 2.72 times), will result r12 = rδ
2 rδ
,
/
E
2
r12

from first Equation (2) consideration (3) will receive for r ≤ 0.25 parameter:
" √
#
˙
ωµ
l
I
2
δ
π
2
h
+
h
(6)
0 1
1
2
E
Ė2 = −j
ln
−j +
(1 + j) − 0.0772 .
2π
r12
4 3 δE

(6)

Similarly for r ≥ 5 parameter:
"
µ
¶#
/
ωµ0 lI˙1
r12 2
cos
2θ
cos
3θ
3
cos
5θ
(7)
Ė2 = −j
ln
+
cos θ e−jψ −
e−j2ψ +
e−j3ψ −
e−j5ψ
, (7)
2π
r12 r
r
r2
r4
q
where
=
+ (h 1 + h2 ) and r12 = a212 + (h 1 − h2 )2 .
There is break space or “dead space” on r parameter, from 0.25 to 5, in which Equations (6)
and (7) have very high error, and as result — miscount.
From the Equation (2) receive:
q
¯
¯p
¯
.¯p
¯
¯
¯
¯
/
r12 = a212 + (h 1 + h2 )2 = r ¯ jωµ0 /ρE ¯ = r · ¯ ρE /(jωµ0 )¯ .
/
r12

q

a212

2

If consider that a11/ À h1 + h1/ , then h1 + h1/ ≈ 0 may be accepted, in that case:
¯p
¯
.√
p
¯
¯
a12 = r ¯ ρE /(jωµ0 )¯ = r ρE /(ωµ0 ) = rδE
2.

(8)

“Dead space” borders for earth resistivity ρ3 different values are shown in Table 1: aδ12E max —
maximal distances between lines under which expression (6) use is possible, and minimal aδ12E min
distance, from which expression (7) use is admissible.
Consequently, voltages induced by parallel lines magnetic field calculation by equations derived
by Carson’s integral with δE electromagnetic wave earth penetration depth use, in the r parameter
disruption space gives incorrect result.
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Table 1: aδ12E max and aδ12E min values for ρE earth resistivity.
ρE
aδ12E max
aδ12E min

Oh · m
m
m

1
13
252

5
28
563

10
40
796

50
89
1800

100
126
2516

500
281
5627

1000
398
7958

For this defect elimination, we introduce into voltage induced by line 2 in “l length wire —
grounding conductor — earth” circuit calculation reverse current [2] in this circuit and earth equivalent depth:
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
2
2
eρE
e
ρE
2
2, 718
ρE
ρE
ρE
= /
hEQ = /
=
= 658, 898
≈ 660
,
−7
ωµ
2
π
µ
f
1,
781
2
π
4
π
·
10
f
f
f
γ
γ
0
0
where: e — natural logarithmic base, γ / = 1, 781 from Euler’ constant ln γ / = 0.5772, f — line
current frequency.
We assume that magnetic field created by I˙1 current, penetrate into the earth not more than
hEQ m and reverse wire of concerned line 2 circuit is placed at hEQ depth. In that case substitution
hEQ instead of hw into Equation (1), we derive the expression for calculation of voltage induced by
created I˙1 current in line 1 wire MF in line 2 grounded circuit:
Ė2w1 = −j

ωµ0 l I˙1 a212 + (h 1 + hEQ )2
ln 2
.
4π
a12 + (h 1 − h 2 )2

(9)

Current I˙1 magnetic field induces in the earth electric field (EF), its strength Ė1 is determined
by expression:
ωµ0 I˙1 y 2 + (h 1 + hEQ )2
Ė1 (x, y) = −j
ln
.
4π
y 2 + (h 1 + x)2
Considering the earth as isotropic medium we can determine current density η̇1 (x, y) in it created
by EF strength Ė1 (x, y) induced by I˙1 current MF by equation:
η̇1 (x, y) =

ωµ0 I˙1 y 2 + (h 1 + hEQ )2
Ė1 (x, y)
= −j
ln
.
ρE
4πρE
y 2 + (h 1 + x)2

The currents induced in the earth by magnetic field are vortex.
Generated by η̇1 (x, y) current density MF induction Ḃηy (X, Y ) component, is determined by
expression:
+
Zy 2h
Z EQ
µ0
η̇1 (x, y) (X − x)
Ḃηy (X, Y ) =
dxdy.
2π
(X − x)2 + (Y − y)2
y−

0

Ė2η voltage, generated in grounding part of line 2 wire circuit by magnetic flux of Ḃηy (X, Y )
induction, is determined as:
Ė2η =

ω 2 µ20 I˙1 l
−
8π 2 ρE

+
h
ZEQZy 2h
Z EQ

ln
−h2 y

−

0

y 2 + (h1 + hEQ )2
y2

2

+ (h1 + x)

(X − x)
dxdydX.
(X − x)2 + (a12 − y)2

(10)

Since line 1 is single-wire, the I˙1 current of Ė1 source (Fig. 2) passes through the wire 1 to ZL
load’ resistance the another end of its is grounded, and passing through the earth in the form of
reverse current I˙RC1 returns to the grounding end of Ė1 source.
Considering all earth volume from the surface to 2hEQ depth as isotropic medium, elementary
reverse current dI˙RC1 , passing through elementary channel with length
p
lRC + 2r = lRC + 2 x2 + y 2
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Figure 2: To the definition of η̇OT line 1 reverse current to the earth density

and cross-sectional area dSE , may be evaluated as:
dI˙RC1 =

³
ρE lRC

U̇E
´ dSE ,
p
+ 2 x2 + y 2

where U̇E — is voltage between source and load groundings.
In ABCD plane, transversely to line phase wires, disposed at ζ distance from Ė1 source, reverse
current density η̇RC is determined by equation:
η̇RC (x, y) = η̇RC =

³
ρE lRC

U̇E
´.
p
+ 2 x2 + y 2

Since reverse current is line 1 current I˙1 but passes in reverse direction, the voltage U̇E value is
determined by expression:
U̇E = −

I˙1
yR 2hREQ
+

0

y−

.

(11)

1√
dxdy
ρE (lRC +2 x2 +y 2 )

MF induction ḂηRC y (X, Y ) component OY -axis, created by reverse current I˙RC1 , is determined
by expression:
Zy 2h
Z EQ
.h
i
µ0
ḂηRC y (X, Y ) =
[η̇RC (x, y) (X − x)] (X − x)2 + (Y − y)2 dxdy.
2π
+

y−

0

Voltage Ė2RC , created in line 2 wire grounded part circuit by magnetic flux of ḂηRC y (X, Y )
induction, can be determined by equation:
Ė2RC

ωµ0 l
= −j
2π

+
h
ZEQ Zy 2h
Z EQ

³
−h1/ y −

0

ρE lRC

U̇E (X − x)
´h
i dx dy dX.
p
+ 2 x2 + y 2 (X − x)2 + (a12 − y)2

Voltage full value is calculated as:
(12)

Ė2

= Ė2w1 + Ė2η + Ė2RC .

(12)
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(6)

(7)

We can examine Ė2 value changes, calculated by expressions (6) Ė2 and (7) Ė2 that were
(12)
received by Carson’ integral, and by Equation (12) Ė2 under distance between lines a12 increase
from 10 to 50000 m, take the earth resistivity value ρE = 50 Ohm · m. Line 1 current I˙1 = 4000 A,
its frequency f = 50 Hz. Then reverse current equivalent depth hEQ = 660 m. Taking y + = −y − =
100000 m, by expression (11) we can calculate voltage value U̇E = −50.13 V.
(12)
(12)
There are shown in Fig. 3 the changes of voltage modules Ė2w1 , Ė 2η , Ė2RC , Ė2 and arg(Ė2 )
under a12 distance increase from 100 to 2000 m.

(12)

Figure 3: Voltage module Ė2w1 , Ė2η , Ė2RC , Ė2

(12)

and arg(Ė2

(6)

) values for 100 ≤ a12 ≤ 2000 m.
(7)

(12)

Figure 4 shows superposed curves of voltage modules Ė2 , Ė2 , Ė2w1 and arguments Ė2
under a12 distance increase from 100 m to 2000 m (in “dead space” by r parameter).

(6)

(7)

(12)

Figure 4: Voltage module and argument changes Ė2 , Ė2 , Ė2w1 and Ė2
from 100 m to 2000 m.
(6)

under a12 distance increase
(12)

There is good match of voltage module and argument curves Ė2 and Ė2 up to “dead space”.
(6)
(7)
Voltage curves Ė2 and Ė2 by r parameter in “dead space” (see Fig. 4) are in the area of large
(12)
errors while voltage module Ė2
curve changes smoothly without going into the zone of large
(7)
errors. After “dead space” by r parameter (a12 > 1800 m) voltage module Ė2 curve continuous
to approach and coincide with voltage module Ė2w1 curve practically, but remain in lower position
(12)
than voltage module Ė2 and Ė 2η curves.
Discussed mathematical model allows to define voltage induced in parallel lines its current
magnetic field more exactly, especially in Carson’ integral “dead space” by r parameter.
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Abstract— The paper proposes an efficient method for the modeling of high frequency electromagnetic field effects, such as skin or proximity effects, inside on-chip metallic conductors.
Compact sub-models are extracted by using an electromagnetic field discretization approach
based on the Finite Integration Technique with frequency dependent Hodge operators and model
order reduction based on fitting and adaptive frequency sampling.
1. INTRODUCTION

Designers of radio-frequency (RF) integrated circuits (ICs) require models for passive components
which describe all relevant electromagnetic (EM) field effects at high frequency (HF). These effects
are quantified by the Maxwell’s equations for the the full wave (FW) electromagnetic field, which
are, from mathematical point of view, partial differential equations to which uniqueness conditions
are added (e.g., boundary conditions in the case of frequency domain simulations).
From the design point of view, the quantities of interest are S-parameters defined at intentional
terminals placed on the domain’s boundary and that is why results in most papers dealing with
EM modeling of RF effects finally refer to computations and measurements of quantities defined
at terminals and not to details on the field distribution inside the computational domain [1].
Thus, not only the correct definition of the physical and mathematical model of the field problem
is important, but also the state/semi-state space system associated to the continuous model above.
This model has distributed parameters, an infinite dimension state space, and a finite number of
input and output signals, related to the device terminals. In order to obtain a model with a finite
number of degrees of freedom (DoFs), that can be implemented and solved, a numerical method
is needed to discretize the continuous model. If this numerical approach is a classical variant of
a mesh or cell based method such as the finite element method (FEM) or the finite integration
technique (FIT) then, in order to describe field effects at high frequency such as skin and proximity
effects, the element or cell dimensions have to be much less than the skin depth, leading to models
that require an extremely intensive computational effort to be solved or reduced, both with respect
to the computational time and the memory needed. That is why special approaches were proposed
to deal with these high frequency effects.
Usually, the conductor is excluded from the computational domain and an impedance type
boundary condition is imposed on the new boundary created due to this exclusion. Depending on
how these impedance boundary conditions are defined, various methods with different degrees of
accuracies are obtained, that can be implemented into numerical methods such as FDTD, FEM,
DG-FEM [2]. In [3] a surface impedance concept is used as well, that rely on a surface current
sheet model. This time, the thick conductors are not excluded from the domain, but are divided
into two equal sheet conductor layers for which the currents are not enforced, yielding improved
models for resistance and inductance. Another approach is to use asymptotic expressions for the
solution in the conducting subdomains [4].
In this paper, we propose an alternative technique to model the high frequency magneto-quasistatic (MQS) field effects inside metallic conductors with high conductivity (σ À ωε). The conductors are not excluded from the computational domain, but their material dependencies are defined
by means of frequency dependent Hodge (FredHO) operators so that HF effects are taken into
account. The approach was integrated into an in-house developed FIT code, and its validation was
carried out for a problem consisting of two coupled inductors, for which measurements are available.
This paper continues the research in [5, 6] and it is similar, but not identical with Transmission
Line Matrix (TLM) and Surface Impedance (SIBC) methods.
2. HODGE OPERATORS IN CLASSICAL FIT

In FIT, two Yee type staggered orthogonal grids are used as discretization mesh [7]. The centers of
the primary (electric) cells are the nodes of the secondary (magnetic) cells and the secondary grid
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is not extended outside the primary grid. The degrees of freedom are global variables, i.e., vectors
of electric and magnetic voltages ue , um and magnetic and electric fluxes ϕ, ψ assigned to the grid
elements (edges and faces), in a coherent manner. By applying the global form of electromagnetic
field equations on the mesh elements (elementary faces and their borders), a system of differential
algebraic equations (DAE), called Maxwell Grid Equations (MGE) is obtained. The MGE set of
equations are completed with the equations that describe the material behavior. For instance, these
constitutive relationships required in the MQS regime are:
J = σE,

B = µH.

(1)

Their correspondent in the FIT variables are given by relationships that relate the conduction
currents flowing through the edges of the primary grid to the voltages associated to the same edges
and the magnetic fluxes flowing through the edges of the secondary grid to the magnetic voltages
associated to the same edges:
ik = Gk uek ,

ϕk = Rm k umk ,

(2)

where Gk are electric conductances associated to the edges of the primary grid and Rm k are magnetic
reluctances associated to the edges of the secondary grid. By writing these constitutive relationships
for all the edges, the compact matrix form is obtained
i = Mσ ue ,

ϕ = Mµ um = M−1
ν um ,

(3)

where Mσ and Mµ are known as Hodge operators which are constant diagonal matrices in classical
FIT, built by independent averaging of material constants ν = 1/µ and σ over each cell. Typically,
when the primary grid is generated according to the material interfaces, every primary edge has
4 neighboring cells that may have different materials, end every secondary edge passes through
exactly two electric cells so that it may cross at most 2 different materials (Fig. 1). That is why,
typical expressions of the components of the Hodge operators are given by
Mσk =

4
X
j=1

Gk j =

4
1 X
σj Aj ,
lk
j=1

Mνk =

2
X

Rm kj =

j=1

2
1 X lj
,
Ak
µj

(4)

j=1

and represent a parallel connection of 4 d.c. conductances and a series connection of 2 magnetic
reluctances. Finally, MGE augmented with material relationships are completed with the discrete
representation of appropriate boundary conditions, such as the ones of electric circuit element type
(ECE), as used in [8].

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Notations useful for the definition of Hodge operators: an electric edge (a) of length lk has 4
neighboring electric cells of conductivities σ1 , . . . , σ4 ; the cells contribute with A1 , . . . , A4 , which are 1/4 of
the areas faces, in the formula of HO in classical FIT; a magnetic edge (b), of length l1 + l2 is included in
only two electric cells of permeabilities µ1 and µ2 , going through an electric face of area Ak .
3. FREQUENCY DEPENDENT HODGE OPERATORS

In order to describe field effects at high frequency such as
pskin and proximity effects, the cell
dimensions have to be much less than the skin depth δ = 2/(ωµσ), which is 6.7 µm for Cu at
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100 GHz and 15 µm at 20 GHz. In order to keep the number of cells at a reasonable level, nonuniform grids could be used, with peripheral cells smaller than internal ones. Even so, the number
of cells required by a reasonable accuracy can be relatively high.
This drawback can be avoided if the frequency independent (d.c.) Hodge operators described
in the previous section are replaced with appropriate ones, i.e., frequency dependent (computed in
a.c.), that describe high field effects in conductors. In order to derive this appropriate expression,
the complex Helmholtz equation for the electric field in a rectangular homogeneous cell (one cell
of Fig. 1(a)) having the conductivity σ and the permeability µ, of dimensions: a (along the Ox
axis), 2b and 2c (along Oy and Oz, respectively) is solved by the method of variable separation.
Its complex admittance of the cell along the Ox direction is
·
¸
∞
1
tanh (αm b) tanh (βm c)
8 X
Y = 2
+
,
(5)
π R0
(2m − 1)2
αm b
βm c
m=1

where R0 = a/(4σbc) is the d.c. resistance of the analyzed cell along the Ox direction, and the
complex numbers αm and βm are given by
s
s
·
¸2
·
¸
(2m
−
1)π
(2m − 1)π 2
2
2
αm = γ +
,
βm = γ +
,
(6)
2c
2b
where γ 2 = iωµσ is the complex diffusion constant in the conductor. Relation (5) does a smooth
connection between the d.c. value R0 and the value given by a strong skin depth formula a/(4(b +
c)δ).
The admittance Y in (5) is a complex quantity and, in the FredHO approach we propose, its
formula divided by 4 replaces the simple expression (4) of Gk j used in classical FIT, where Aj = bc
and lk = a.
The validation of the FredHO code was carried out on a simple test case (straight conductor
with rectangular cross-section, placed in air) having an analytical solution taken as reference. The
result obtained with classical FIT with a uniform grid and 770 DoFs was at an error of 31% far
away from the analytical solution, whereas a classical FIT with a non-uniform grid and 667 DoFs
was at an error of 3% far away from the analytical solution. When using FIT with FredHO, the
conductor does not need to be discretized at all and that is why a relative error of 0.0006% was
obtained with only 5 DoFs. The error was computed for the frequency dependence of both the a.c.
resistance and the inner inductivity as shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: Frequency characteristic (real and imaginary parts of impedance) — with or without FredHO.
4. MODEL ORDER REDUCTION

By applying the classical FIT with ECE boundary conditions, a linear time invariant system is
assembled:
dx(t)
C
+ Gx(t) = Bu(t),
y(t) = Lx(t),
(7)
dt
where x ∈ Rn is the state space vector of size n, u, y ∈ Rm are the vector of inputs and outputs
signals respectively, B ∈ Zn×m and L ∈ Zm×n are selection matrices and C, G ∈ Rn×n state
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matrices with very sparse structures. The number of degrees of freedom n is the state space size,
related to the number of grid cells. The quantity m is the number of terminals.
A very efficient model order reduction (MOR) algorithm for this class of problems is Vector
Fitting (VF) [9] that starts from the values of the transfer function
YFIT (ω) = L(G + jωC)−1 B,

(8)

in a set of given frequency samples and finds the best rational approximation of this frequency
characteristic. The VF order reduction procedure uses as input a set of values (ωk , H(ωk )), k = 1, F ,
where F is the number of frequency samples and it identifies the poles pi , the residual matrices Ki
and the constant terms K∞ , K0 of the rational approximation
HVF (ω) =

q
X
i=1

Ki
+ K∞ + jωK0 ,
jω − pi

(9)

for HFIT (ω). Here q is the order of the reduced system, which is automatically found. The accuracy
of the models extracted by VF depends on the number and distribution of frequency samples. For
the problems we consider, there is no prior knowledge of these frequency characteristic samples
and that is why a method to generate an optimal list of samples, by Adaptive Frequency Sampling
(AFS), aiming to minimize the approximation error was implemented. Thus, a robust and efficient
VF-MOR procedure was obtained [10]. It is very important to note that the last version of the VF
algorithm does a passivity check and enforce it, if necessary.
The contributions from the Hodge operators in MQS affect only the state space matrix G
and that is why in the FIT with FredHO implementation, the matrix G is recomputed for every
frequency sample, and the correct expression of the complex admittance is
YFIT+FredHO (ω) = L(G(ω) + jωC)−1 B.

(10)

For an efficient implementation of the matrix assembly, only the contribution of the conducting
cells have to be recomputed for each frequency to be solved for, by using (5) for each metallic cell.
5. RESULTS FOR A REAL BENCHMARK

Figure 3: Two coupled spiral inductors test.
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Figure 4: Frequency characteristic — with or without FredHO for two coupled spiral inductors.

The final validation was carried out for a more complex problem consisting of two coupled
inductors (Fig. 3), for which measurements are available. Simulations with and without the use of
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FredHO were done (Fig. 4). As expected, at low frequencies the simulations are almost identical,
whereas at high frequencies the use of FredHO improves the solution behavior, the global relative
error with respect to the measurements decreasing from 29% to 19%.
The computational effort required by FredHO is mainly spent into the preprocessing step (matrix
assembly), and depends on the volume occupied by high conducting parts, for which MQS with
FredHO is used. In the case of problems for which a low reduced order model is expected, only
a small number of frequency points have to be computed (e.g., we have used 20 points, marked
with stars in Fig. 4), computation followed by an automatic model order reduction based on vector
fitting. Thus, a final reduced model of order 7 is obtained, for which a compact netlist is synthesized
with a differential equation macromodel procedure of Palenius and Roos (see reference in [8]). The
final reduced compact netlist consists of lumped circuit elements with constant parameter values,
whose behavior is able to catch the frequency dependence of the original field problem.
6. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed the modeling of high frequency electromagnetic field effects in highly conductive materials by using frequency dependent Hodge operators. This alternative to methods
discussed in the literature and based on the surface impedance concepts avoids the removal of
metallic subdomains from the computational domain, thus simplifying the geometric modeling.
Validation of the FredHO operators integrated into a finite integration technique implementation,
combined with model order reduction based on vector fitting was carried out for a real benchmark.
The use of FredHO itself can be seen as an a-priori model order reduction technique, since it decreases drastically the number of degrees of freedom that are otherwise needed in models that do
not leave the high conductive parts outside the computational domain.
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Image Restoration of Two-dimensional Signal Sources with
Superresolution
B. A. Lagovsky and A. B. Samokhin
Moscow State Institute of Radio Engineering and Automation (Technical University), Russia

Abstract— The inverse two-dimensional problem of restoration the angular amplitude distribution of the signal source is investigated. A new method of digital processing allows reconstructing
the image of objects with superresolution substantiated. Algebraic methods for digital processing of received signals by special algorithms allow to obtain additional information about the
angular distribution of the intensity. It is equivalent to increasing the effective angular resolution
of the system. We propose a pre-symmetrization method for two-dimensional signals, which can
increase the achieved level of angular superresolution.
1. INTRODUCTION

One of the main ways to improve monitoring and goniometric systems in different ranges of electromagnetic waves — from radio to optical — is to increase the angular resolution. Generalization of
the known methods to obtain superresolution [1, 2] for two-dimensional image restoration problem
is essentially complicates the algorithms, greatly increases the processing time of signals.
Considered promising for two-dimensional problems of image restoration with superresolution
radiation sources are algebraic methods for solving one-dimensional problems. They were to present
the approximate solutions in the form of finite expansions given by a sequence of functions with
unknown coefficients. Presented in [3–5] algebraic methods for solving one-dimensional problems
are considered perspective for two-dimensional image reconstruction problems of signal sources.
They consist in the presenting approximate solutions in the form of finite expansions given by a
sequence of functions with unknown coefficients. A generalization of algebraic methods to twodimensional problem does not lead to a serious complication of algorithms. The numerical solution
time varies slightly.
2. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Let the scan sector of angle measuring system is the solid angle Ω0 . Use a narrow radiation pattern
f (x, y), x, y — the deflection angles from zero direction in the Cartesian coordinate system. The
object of observation with unknown angular size Ω is located within the scan sector.
Denote the required two-dimensional distribution of the amplitude of the reflected or emitted by
the source signal I(x, y). The received signal while scanning the sector U (x, y) is a two-dimensional
convolution:
Z
¡
¢ ¡
¢
U (x, y) = f x − x0 , y − y 0 I x0 , y 0 dx0 dy 0
(1)
Ω

The problem is to restore the angular distribution I(x, y) based on the analysis of the received
signal U (x, y) and the known pattern with maximum possible angular resolution exceeding the
Rayleigh criterion:
δθ ∼
(2)
= λ/d
where d — the size of the aperture, λ — wavelength.
Posed problem belongs to a class of inverse. It is ill-posed because not satisfy the second
and third requirement of well-posed problem (Hadamard). Attempts to increase the resolution in
comparison with the classical quantity (2) by solving the Equation (1) lead to the appearance of
instabilities in the solutions.
3. MAIN RESULTS

To find an approximate solution of the two-dimensional problem by algebraic methods in the
beginning, based on the type of U (x, y), the position and size of the solid angle Ω, in which is
located the source of the signals are evaluated. In the future, based on preliminary solutions
obtained during the iteration process, the size Ω and the location of source are refined.
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The required distribution I(x, y) will be found in the form of an expansion in a finite system
of orthogonal in Ω two-dimensional functions. Only separable systems of functions are used, i.e.,
in the form of Gn,m (x, y) = gn (x)gm (y). This restriction is justified because any two-dimensional
set with a finite number of non-zero readings can be decomposed into a finite sum of separable
sequences.
Introducing the I(x, y) as an expansion in a finite system of N 2 functions:
I(x, y) ∼
=

N X
N
X

bn,m gn (x)gm (y)

(3)

n=1 m=1

we obtain a received signal:
U (x, y) ∼
=

N
X

(4)

bj,k ϕj,k (x, y),

j,k=1

Z
ϕj,k (x, y) =

¡
¢ ¡ ¢ ¡ ¢
f x − x0 , y − y 0 gj x0 gk y 0 dx0 dy 0 .

(5)

Ω

The coefficients bj,k , which minimize the mean square deviation of the signal on the basis of (3),
are found by solving a system of linear equations:
Z
U (x, y)ϕj,k (x, y)dα =
Ω

N
X
n,m=1

Z
bm

ϕj,k (x, y)ϕn,m (x, y)dxdy

j, k = 1, 2, . . . , N

(6)

Ω

Thus, carried out parameterization of the inverse problem and the solution are reduced to solving
a system of Equation (6).
The principal feature of the resulting systems of the type (6) is their ill-conditioning, which is
a consequence of attempts to solve the inverse problem. With the increasing number of functions
used in the expansion (3) increases the angular resolution and, at the same time sharply increase
— according to the exponential law — the condition number of algorithms. So solutions become
less and less stable.
Algebraic methods allow gradually approach a limiting angular resolution for each problem to
be solved by successive increase the number of used features. The maximum achievable angular
resolution is limited by the level of random components in the signal and the accuracy of measurements.
4. SIMULATION RESULTS

Quantitative characteristics of increasing angular resolution and its boundaries were studied on a
mathematical model. Considered a narrow radiation pattern formed by a planar square array size
30×30d/λ. The investigated object was described as the angular distribution of the reflected signal
amplitude is identically equal to zero outside the solid angle Ω (−θ0.5 /2 ≤ x ≤ θ0.5 /2, −θ0.5 /2 ≤
y ≤ θ0.5 /2) and in the form of a complex function within that sector. Border Ω0 are the angles x
and y, in which the received signal is reduced by half compared with the maximum value.
On the next step of the simulation we solve the inverse problem — restoration using U (x, y)
the amplitude angular distribution of the signal source by means of solutions the system (6). The
problems were solving with increasing resolution, i.e., sequential increasing the number functions
used.
Figure 1 shows an example of a source image reconstruction with large gradients of the angular
distribution of the signal amplitude, and localization of small areas compared to the width of the
beam. Figure 1 shows the results of image reconstruction of the signal source, which consists of
four sources of varying intensity with small angular size. Sources are not resolved under the direct
supervision without signal processing (curve 1). Horizontal axes on Figure 1 — x and y-axis.
Prior information about the solution of the problem consisting of the fact that the source is a
set of several closely spaced small-sized sources was used.
Maximum number of functions used in the solution, was 16. Achieved effective resolution on
axes was found to be 1/4θ0.5 , i.e., 4 times higher than the Rayleigh criterion. It was also achieved
good localization signal sources, which amounted to one quarter 1/4θ0.5 for each of the coordinates.
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Figure 1: The reconstructed image of four point signal sources with different intensities. 1 — received signal
U (x, y); 2 — restored sources.

The correct number of objects and were found. Their locations were found almost exactly. In
contrast to many known methods any false source does not appear. The intensities were found
with a small error, which amounted to 2.5%.
5. SYMMETRIZATION OF THE INVERSE PROBLEM

Increasing the number of used functions in (3) can improve the angular resolution. This means
an increase in the dimension of the matrices (6) and, as a consequence, decrease the stability of
solutions. Thus, there is a maximum number of functions M , provide adequate solutions to obtain
the maximum achievable resolution. However, there is possibility to increase the angular resolution
without reducing the stability of solutions. It is proposed to carry out pre-symmetrization of the
inverse problem. For one-dimensional problems, this method is based on the fact that it is always
possible to provide the received signals U and I in the form of a solution even amount U0 , I0 and
odd Ue , Ie parts:
Io (α) = 1/2(I(α) + I(−α)), Ie (α) = 1/2(Io (α) − Ie (−α)),
Z
Z
Uo (α) =
f (α − φ)Io (φ)dφ Ue (α) = f (α − φ)Ie (φ)dφ
Ω

I(α) = 1/2(Io (α) + Ie (α)), (7)

Ω

Uo (α) = 1/2(U (α) + U (−α)) Ue (α) = 1/2(U (α) − U (−α))

(8)

As a result, due to the linearity, the initial problem of finding I(α) decomposes into two. First
— find even part of Io (α) for even part of the received signal based on the selected system even
functions. Second — find the odd part of Ie (α) on the odd part U e(α) on the basis of an odd
system of functions. The general solution of the problem — the superposition of the even and odd
solutions
I(α) = 1/2(Io (α) + Ie (α)).
(9)
If each of the problems can obtain a stable solution with N functions, the final sum solution
includes 2N functions. At the direct solution of the problem as a superposition of 2N functions
would be required to solve a system of 2N equations. In the present problem it is sharply — on
the order, reduce the stability of solutions which is estimated by condition number.
Thus, for the one-dimensional problems symmetrization doubles the resolution without reducing
stability of the solution. For two-dimensional problems, we introduce the concept of dual parity —
if the function is even in x and y, then we call it even-even if is even in x and odd in y, let’s call
it even-odd, etc.. We represent the received signal and the solution as the sum of four components
with different parity form Uo,o , Uo,e , Uo,e and Ue,e .
Uo,o (x, y) = 1/4(U (x, y) + U (−x, y) + U (x, −y) + U (−x, −y))
Ue,o (x, y) = 1/4(U (x, y) − U (−x, y) + U (x, −y) − U (−x, −y))
Uo,e (x, y) = 1/4(U (x, y) + U (−x, y) − U (x, −y) − U (−x, −y))
Ue,e (x, y) = 1/4(U (x, y) − U (−x, y) − U (x, −y) + U (−x, −y))

(10)

To represent the solutions of the system now requires 4 systems of functions with different parity.
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For example, based on 4 products of trigonometric functions:
µ
¶
µ
¶
µ
¶
µ
¶
2πmx
2πmy
2πmx
2πmy
cos
cos
; sin
cos
;
Tx
Ty
Tx
Ty
µ
¶
µ
¶
µ
¶
µ
¶
2πmx
2πmy
2πmx
2πmy
cos
sin
; sin
sin
,
Tx
Ty
Tx
Ty

(11)

where Tx and Ty — the dimensions of the decision region. Due to the linearity the original problem
is now divided into four problems of different parity. The complete solution is a superposition of
all four solutions:
I(x, y) = 1/4(Ie,o (x, y) + Io,e (x, y) + Io,o (x, y) + Ie,e (x, y)).

(12)

On a mathematical model the problem of reconstructing 4 small size sources with smoothly
inhomogeneous intensity distribution was investigated. In Figure 2, the received while scanning
region signal is shown without described above digital processing.

U(x,y)

Figure 2: The received signal while scanning. Its digital processing allowed to restore the image sources.

Figure 3 shows the source (Figure 3(a)) and the reconstructed image of source in solving the
inverse problem on the basis of symmetrization (Figure 3(b)).

I(x,y)

(a)

I(x,y)

(b)

Figure 3: Image sources. (a) The real source of the signal. (b) Reconstructed image.

Four functions (11) were used as the systems of orthogonal functions. The resulting solution (12)
enabled to allow all 4 sources. The location and character of the distribution of intensity were found
correctly. Amplitude values were reconstructed with minor errors — within 7%.
6. CONCLUSION

Algebraic methods of processing received signals allow reconstructing two-dimensional image signal
sources with relatively small errors. The use of the algebraic methods greatly increases the effective
angular resolution and provides an opportunity to achieve superresolution. Achieved resolution in
4 times higher than the Rayleigh criterion by using simple algorithms and 5–8 times or more by
using more complicated algorithms based on the symmetrization of the problem.
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Abstract— A spectral domain method is presented to calculate the potential of a vertical
dipole in a multilayered medium as a model of long-range radio propagation. The spectral domain
Green’s function (SDGF) for structures with up to hundreds of thousands of layers is calculated
using an efficient matrix formulation, thus enabling simulation of continuously stratified media.
The SDGF is sampled to perform pole/residue-extraction using contour quadratures and to
perform a novel asymptotic Filon-Clenshaw-Curtis (FCC) quadrature to calculate the far-field
Green’s functions. The near-fields are directly calculated using an adaptive Clenshaw-Curtis
quadrature without pole-extraction. Results of numerical simulations are presented in the case
of a graded-index waveguide and an atmospheric gradient-layer above a realistic lossy ground.
1. INTRODUCTION

Electromagnetic (EM) modeling of refractive and terrain effects over long links has been modeled by ray tracing [1, 17, 20] or by using the parabolic/paraxial wave equation [3, 4, 7]. These
methods are approximations to the wave propagation physics of Maxwell’s equations, which can
limit their applicability. Other approaches have included the moving-window finite-difference timedomain (MWFDTD) method [14, 16, 21, 22]. While capturing the relevant physics, MWFDTD
leaves something to be desired with respect to intuition about the fields; a list of field strength
values is not readily understood in terms of propagation mechanisms such as direct waves, reflected
waves, interface/ground waves, and guided propagation modes.
On the other hand, the theory of Sommerfeld integrals (SIs) and spectral domain Green’s functions (SDGFs) in multilayered media has been used in the simulation of printed circuit board (PCB)
structures such as transmission lines and antennas [8]. The SDGF/SI technique expresses the EM
fields as SIs, which must be evaluated numerically using a variety of methods [2, 13, 15, 18]. With
certain approaches, the solutions decompose into terms that directly correspond to the aforementioned propagation mechanisms. The key contribution of the present work is the application of
these rigorous full-wave techniques to long range radio frequency (RF) propagation. Quadrature
methods used for PCBs are not directly applicable because of the differences in length scales involved. We therefore use novel asymptotic quadrature to calculate far-fields, an approach that has
not, to the best of our knowledge, been attempted for RF propagation before.
2. ATMOSPHERIC AND EM MODEL

The problem geometry is a non-magnetic, multilayered dielectric material bounded by two halfspaces with interfaces parallel to the xy-plane that contains a z-directed, time harmonic (e−jωt
time dependence) dipole radiator at a height z 0 above the origin, as in Figure 1. Each layer is
√
homogeneous with index of refraction n` = ε0 εr` , where εr` is the relative permittivity of the `th
medium and ε0 ≈ 8.85418782×10−12 F/m is the permittivity of free space. The media wavenumbers
are k` = n` k0 , k0 = 2πf /c0 , f is the frequency of the wave, and c0 = 299, 792, 458 m/s is the speed
of light in vacuum. The EM fields in this geometry can be expressed in terms of only the z
component of the magnetic vector potential, Az (ρ, z, z 0 ), where ρ is the xy-distance away from the
dipole and z is the height above the origin. Az obeys a forced wave-equation in the source layer,
and an unforced one in the others. The equation reduces to the 3D Helmholtz equation under
harmonic time dependence, which is indicated in Figure 1.
The spatial domain potential can be shown to admit a spectral (Sommerfeld) integral representation given by
Z ∞
¡
¢
0
Az (ρ, z, z ) =
Ãz kρ , z, z 0 J0 (kρ ρ)kρ dkρ ,
(1)
0
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Figure 1: A dipole radiates inside layers of dielectric material. There are L layer interfaces, and L + 1 layers
including the top and bottom semi-infinite half-spaces.

where J0 is the Bessel function of the first kind and order zero and kρ is the radial wavenumber of
a spectral component. The SDGF Ãz is split in a piecewise manner into functions in each layer,
noted as Ãz` for ` = 1, 2, . . . , L + 1. These functions obey a 1D Helmholtz equation in each layer,

0
)
 −µ0 I˜z0 δ(z−z
2
, in source layer
2
∂ Ãz`
4π
2
(2)
+
k
Ã
=
z` z`

∂z 2
0,
in other layers,
where I˜z0 is the complex magnitude of the current flowing in the dipole, µ0 = 4π × 10−7 H/m is the
permeability
of free space, and in each layer the z wavenumber is given by the auxiliary relationship
q
2
kz` = k` − kρ2 . Equation (2) is to be solved in all layers simultaneously for a given kρ . Then
Equation (1) is calculated by numerical quadrature over various values of kρ .
3. SPECTRAL DOMAIN GREEN’S FUNCTION SOLVER

The general solution to Equation (2) is
 jkz` |z−z0 |
e
+ R`+ ejkz` (z−z`−1 ) + R`− e−jkz` (z−z` ) , in source layer
˜
kz`
µ0 Iz0 
Ãz` = j
×
 + jkz` (z−z`−1 )
8π 2
R` e
+ R`− e−jkz` (z−z` ) ,
in other layers,

(3)

where R`± are generalized reflection coefficients in each layer that have to be fixed by boundary
conditions. The boundary conditions are that the tangential EM fields have to be continuous at the
−
layer interfaces, and that there are no incoming waves (R1+ = RL+1
= 0, the Sommerfeld radiation
condition). Applying these to Equation (3) reduces the problem to a linear system of equations for
the R`± coefficients, the exact details of which are to follow in a future publication. The system of
equations is sparse: each equation involves only four of the 2L unknowns. The sparse system can
be assembled into a 2L × 2L pentadiagonal matrix with at most (10L − 6) nonzero entries out of the
full 4L2 . The memory requirements for large numbers of layers in the structure are not prohibitive.
Optimized algorithms exist for solving pentadiagonal systems; this leads to O(L) time-complexity
for solving for R`± . At the time of writing, a typical computer can solve systems of L ∼ 100, 000
layers in ∼ 1 second. Once the matrix equation is solved for the R`± , the SDGF can be evaluated
at arbitrary heights z using Equation (3). The matrix is formed and solved, and the SDGF is
evaluated at multiple heights each time the quadrature routines of the next section require samples
from the SDGF, which happens during both pole-extraction and asymptotic quadrature.
4. QUADRATURE OF THE SPECTRAL DOMAIN GREEN’S FUNCTIONS

SIs are considered to be difficult to numerically integrate due to their slow decay and oscillations [2, 12, 13, 15, 24]. The slow decay is from poles on or near the real kρ -axis in the SDGF, which
degrade the ability of numerical integration algorithms to converge. The oscillations are from the
the Bessel function J0 (kρ ρ), which oscillates more rapidly as ρ increases. Conventional quadratures
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have to calculate more points from the integrand/SDGF as the range increases to resolve the details
of the Bessel function. Far-field calculations are therefore time-consuming and intensive. In this
work, the slow decay and rapid oscillation problems are handled using two separate techniques, one
well established, and the other novel.
4.1. Handling Slow-decay with Pole Extraction

Poles and residues are extracted from the SDGF and analytically integrated using the residue
theorem. An effective search algorithm based on complex contour integrals, which automatically
finds the pole wavenumbers and residues, has been described in the literature [9, 13]. In the present
work, the poles are located by refining user-provided initial guesses with a direct search optimization
and then contour integrals are used to calculate residues. These are approximated by an adaptive
Gauss-Kronrod quadrature adapted from [19, 23]. The residues at all desired heights are calculated
in parallel by the chosen Gauss-Kronrod algorithm. The poles are known to come in opposing pairs,
R∞ 1
jπ (1)
±kp , so the residue theorem is applied to SIs of the form 0 k2 −k
2 J0 (kρ ρ)kρ dkρ =
2 H0 (kp ρ),
ρ

(1)

where the pole is at kρ = kp , and H0

p

is the Hankel function of the first kind and order zero.

4.2. Handling Oscillatory Integrands with Filon-like Asymptotic Quadratures

The standard approach to quadrature of oscillatory integrands is to sample them on enough points
to resolve the oscillations and then approximate the integral as a weighted sum of the sampled
values. For the present case this would mean that the number of SDGF samples would increase
in proportion to the range ρ. Calculation of far-fields would require more computational effort
than the near-fields. However, there are several families of asymptotic quadratures that increase
in accuracy as the oscillation increases [10, 11]. The method used presently is the Filon-ClenshawCurtis (FCC) rule [5, 6]. Although designed for complex exponential oscillation, far-field SIs can be
adapted for the FCC in the following way. Since we’re interested in asymptotic results, the Bessel
function is replaced by its asymptotic expansion in Equation (1), giving
r
Z ∞
´p
¡
¢³
π
π
1
0
Az (ρ, z, z ) ≈
kρ dkρ ,
(4)
Ãz kρ , z, z 0 ejkρ ρ−j 4 + e−jkρ ρ+j 4
2πρ 0
which can be broken up into two integrals, each of which has a form that is directly amenable
to FCC quadrature after the semi-infinite interval is truncated to a large finite value. Finite
truncation is justified physically because the pole-extracted SDGF decays exponentially beyond
the largest material wavenumber and the rapid spatial oscillations of large wavenumbers are known
to contribute only to the near-field singularity; the corresponding waves do not propagate into the
far-field.
5. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

The method presented is general, and could be applied to any multilayered problem. As a proofof-concept, consider a PCB-type example in which a copper substrate has a graded-index material
coated on it, with a linear gradation of 10% over ten wavelengths. A plot of the extracted guided
mode potentials as a function of height and range appears in the top panel of Figure 2. There are
seven poles corresponding to guided propagation in the structure. It is clear from the plots that
the structure acts as a waveguide, trapping the energy in the refractive gradient. In this example,
the source dipole is 3.1123 wavelengths above the substrate. The lower panel of Figure 2 is a plot
of ray paths that propagate in the same gradient over a reflective ground plane. The two plots
compare favorably in terms of the distance scale of the modal “skip zones.”
Another numerical example appears in Figure 3, with the top panel representing a dipole radiating above earth with εr = 15 and a conductivity of σ = 12 × 10−3 S/m in a strong gradient, with
n(z) = 1 + e−z /10 above ground. While this is an unusually strong gradient for atmospheric cases,
it is an exaggerated example to illustrate the effects of propagation through refractive gradients at
ranges that can be easily visualized. For more realistic gradients, the effects are apparent farther
away from the dipole. Because the FCC quadrature becomes more accurate farther away, and there
is no additional computational cost of increasing range, there is no inherent problem with calculating extremely far fields, only one of visualizing the long length scales in the kinds of plots presented.
Log-scaled line plots can be appropriate, but we find the visualization of the figures presented more
illustrative. The visualized potential is calculated by the sum of guided modes and the asymptotic
FCC quadrature result for ρ > 20λ0 and by a direct Clenshaw-Curtis quadrature for ρ ≤ 20λ0 . The
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Figure 2: A dipole radiates in a layered coating on a copper substrate at 5.8 GHz. The potential Az (ρ, z) is
visualized on a decibel scale.

Figure 3: A dipole radiates in two similar scenarios. The top panel is using the SDGF/SI method in an
actual scenario and the bottom panel is using image theory in an idealized scenario.

fact that there is no discernible discontinuity in the fields at ρ = 20λ0 is evidence of the accuracy
of the far-field approximation and FCC quadrature. The lower panel of Figure 3 is a comparison
with a simplified environmental model that can be solved using image-theory, a technique that is
widely used by communications engineers as the “two-ray” model. The differences between the two
are apparent at the surface level, where the two-ray model can be said to break-down.
6. CONCLUSION

A direct method for calculating EM fields in multilayered media based on SDGFs and quadrature
of SIs has been presented. Application of asymptotic quadratures to SI problems is novel to our
knowledge. Although the technique is conceived of as a method for simulating long range radio
propagation near ground level, it is applicable to general EM propagation in multilayered media.
Initial testing indicates agreement with the physics; indeed, the calculated fields do solve Maxwell’s
equations and boundary conditions. Future directions include careful validation against other
models and measurements, exploring enhancements to speed convergence, formulating the solution
for horizontal dipoles, and finally handling terrain through boundary-integral/scattering methods.
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A Variational Approach to Compute Singular Axisymmetric
Electromagnetic Fields
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Abstract— We propose a new variational approach to solve the axisymmetric Maxwell equations in singular domains, as for example in non convex polygonal domains. We focus on the
computation of the electric field E = (Er , Ez ). We show that the key point is to solve axisymmetric Laplace-like operators in the singular domain. This can not be performed by a standard
finite element method, which would give a solution identically equal to zero. To get the true nonvanishing solution, we decompose the computational domain into several subdomains, then we
derive an ad hoc variational formulation, in which the interface conditions are imposed through
a method deduced from a Nitsche approach. Numerical examples are shown.
1. INTRODUCTION

Many structures that are to be modeled present a surface with reentrant edges or corners, called
geometrical singularities, since they can generate very strong fields. Various approaches have been
suggested for solving Maxwell equations in a singular domain. Among others, theoretical works of
Birman and Solomyak [1], or characterizations of the singularity of the electromagnetic fields (see [2]
and references therein), called electromagnetic singularities. Let us also mention comparisons of
different existing approaches for solving the 2D Maxwell equations in [3].
In this paper, we are interested in the two-dimensional axisymmetric singular geometry case
(r, z). Since geometric singularities of the domain (like reentrant corners) have basically an influence
on the space part of the equations, we will restrict ourselves to the static problem for the electric
field. Then, it will be shown that the key point to compute the singular electric field is related
to solve a Laplace operator in a singular domain. The core of this paper will be devoted to
derive an ad hoc numerical method to solve this Laplace problem. This method will be based on
a domain decomposition method, so that it may be supported by the huge bibliography of the
well-known domain decomposition methods. It will require the introduction of extended Nitsche
method (see [4, 5]) with an “exchange” approach in order to handle the transmission conditions.
2.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

2.1. Maxwell Equations in Axisymmetric Geometry

Let Ω be a bounded axisymmetric domain, limited by the surface of revolution Γ. We denote by
ω and γb their intersections with a meridian half-plane (see Fig. 1). One has ∂ω := γ = γa ∪ γb ,
where either γa = ∅ when γb is a closed contour (i.e., Ω does not contain the axis), or γa is the
segment of the axis lying between the extremities of γb . We denote ν is outward normal, and by
τ the unit tangential vector such that (ττ , ν ) is direct. The natural coordinates for this domain are
the cylindrical coordinates (r, θ, z). A meridian half-plane is defined by the equation θ = constant,
z

r

Figure 1: The axisymmetric domain Ω and the corresponding meridian domain ω.
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and (r, z) are Cartesian coordinates in this half-plane. Assuming symmetry of revolution, namely
∂/∂θ = 0, means that the fields are entirely determined by their trace in ω, that is the datum of
their value in a meridian half-plane. With this geometry, it is possible to decouple the Maxwell
system into two systems of equations. In this paper, we consider only the electric field problem.
Let us denote by E = (Er , Ez ), J = (Jr , Jz ) the meridian component of the electric field and of
the current density. Also denote by Bθ the azimuthal component of the magnetic induction, the
axisymmetric Maxwell equations for the vector electric field can be written with a system in (E, Bθ )

∂E
1
2


 ∂t − c curl Bθ = − ε J,


0
∂Bθ
(1)
+ curl E = 0,

∂t


ρ

 div E =
.
ε0
where the perfect conductor boundary condition is expressed E · τ = 0 on γb , and the symmetry
conditions on the axis γa becomes E · ν = Er = 0, Bθ = 0 on γa . The operators div , curl and curl
above are obtained simply by applying ∂/∂θ = 0 in the classical formulae for the divergence, and
curl operators in cylindrical coordinates (see for instance [6]).
Let us now introduce some Sobolev functional spaces and their respective norms, which will be
useful for what follows. Note that, as we consider an axisymmetric domain ω, the weight r plays a
important role in these definitions. We define
½
¾
½
¾
Z
Z
2
2
1
2
2
Lr (ω) = f : ω → R;
f rdrdz < +∞ , Hr (ω) = f ∈ Lr (ω); |grad f | rdrdz < +∞ ,
ω
ω
¾
½
Z 2
f
1
drdz < +∞ .
Hm
(ω) = f ∈ Hr1 (ω);
ω r
This allows to define the usual vector Sobolev spaces
©
ª
1
L2r (ω) = L2r (ω) × L2r (ω), H1 (ω) = v = (vr , vz ) ∈ L2r (ω); vr ∈ Hm
(ω) and vz ∈ Hr1 (ω)
and the classical spaces for the Maxwell equations
©
ª
©
ª
H(curl, ω) = v ∈ L2r (ω); curl v ∈ L2r (ω) , H(div, ω) = v ∈ L2r (ω); div v ∈ L2r (ω) .
We also define the corresponding subspace with the vanishing tangential trace H0 (curl, ω) and
finally the space of solutions
X := H0 (curl, ω) ∩ H(div, ω).
Considering the azimuthal component Bθ , one can easily show that it is solution to a scalar wave
equation. Indeed, it is sufficient to take the time derivative of the second equation of (1), to apply
the curl operator to the first one, and to use the identity curl curl = −∆. In these conditions,
even in a singular domain, Bθ is always regular, and there is no difficulty to compute it.
For this reason, we focus on the computation of electric field E. Moreover, as we handle the
geometrical singularity of the domain, we are basically concerned with the space-dependent part
of the model (not the time-dependent one). Thus, we simplify the problem by considering the
∂
stationary problem associated with Equation (1), by performing ∂t
= 0. The obtained equation
appears as a particular case of the following problem, that we will examine next:
For given scalar functions f and g, find u = (ur , uz ) solution to

curl u = f in ω,


div u = g
in ω,
(2)
u
·
τ
=
0
on
γb ,


u·ν = 0
on γa .
2.2. A Decomposition in Regular and Singular Parts

As proved in [6], problem (2) is singular in the sense that for a non-convex domain ω — typically
ω containing a reentrant corner or a conical point with a sufficient large vertex angle — the space
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of solutions X is not a subspace of H1 (ω). Nevertheless, X can be decomposed into two subspaces,
where ⊕ denotes a direct sum
X = XR ⊕ grad ΨS ,
where XR = X ∩ H1 (ω) is a regular subspace of X. Above, ΨS denotes the space of the primal
singularities of the Laplacian, i.e., solutions of a Laplace problem that belong to Hr1 (ω) but lack
an H 2 -style regularity. More precisely, ψS ∈ ΨS is characterized by
− ∆ψS = PS
ψS = 0
∂ψS
= 0
∂νν

in ω,
on γb ,

(3)
(4)

on γa .

(5)

Here, the right-hand side PS is singular in the sense that it belongs to L2r (ω), but not to Hr1 (ω),
and satisfies the same equation as ψS but with a vanishing right-hand side, namely
∆PS = 0
PS = 0
∂PS
= 0
∂νν

in ω,
on γb ,

(6)
(7)

on γa .

(8)

In an another way, XR being a regular subspace, as a subspace of H1 (ω), one can compute a numerical approximation by a standard method, for instance a P1 -conforming finite element method. The
difficulty comes from the singular subspace grad ΨS , that has been proved to be a finite-dimensional
subspace (see [6]), the dimension being the number of reentrant corners of the domain ω plus the
number of conical points for a sufficient large vertex angle. The key point is so to compute PS ,
which can not be solved by a standard finite element method, which would give PS = 0. Our aim
is to propose a numerical method to compute PS from which ψS and E will be computed.
3. THE NUMERICAL DOMAIN DECOMPOSITION METHOD

For the sake of simplicity, we will consider a non convex domain ω with only one reentrant corner.
The principle of a domain decomposition method is to split the computational domain into several
subdomains. Here, we split the domain ω into two subdomains ω1 and ω2 . The subdomain ω1
is taken as the “external” domain and the subdomain ω2 is the vicinity of the reentrant corner,
with the interface γ = ω2 ∩ ω1 . For simplicity, we choose ω2 to be an open angular sector in the
neighborhood of the reentrant corner. This leads use to us local polar coordinates centered at the
reentrant corner. In these conditions, ω1 is the “regular” subdomain, since it does not contain the
singularity, whereas ω2 is the “singular” subdomain that contains the singularity.
Our aim is now to solve the problem in each subdomain separately, taking into account the
continuity of the solution and of its normal derivative at the interface γ
PS |ω1 = PS |ω2

and

∂PS
∂PS
|ω1 +
|ω = 0 across the interface γ,
∂ν1
∂ν2 2

where ν1 and ν2 are respectively the outgoing normals of ω1 and ω2 at the interface γ. To simplify,
let us denote by P1 (resp. P2 ) the “external” (resp: “internal”) solution, that is the restriction of
PS to ω1 (resp: ω2 ). In the regular subdomain ω1 , P1 is regular everywhere and can be solved by
standard finite element method. However, the problem set in ω2 remains singular, since ω2 still
contains the reentrant corner, and a standard numerical method would give P2 = 0. To overcome
this difficulty, one uses (cf. [6]) that P2 can be decomposed into
P2 = Q2 + P2S ,

(9)

where Q2 is a regular part everywhere in ω2 of P2 , that is Q2 belongs to Hr1 (ω2 ). P2S denotes the
singular part of P2 , that is the part that belongs to L2r (ω2 ) but not to Hr1 (ω2 ). We have an analytic
local expression of the singular part P2S (cf. [6]), given by
P2S = ρ−α sin(αφ),

(10)
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where (ρ, φ) denote the local polar coordinates centered at the reentrant corner. Consequently,
¢
∂P2
∂Q2
∂ ¡ −α
=
+
ρ sin(αφ) .
∂ν2
∂ν2
∂ν2
−α−1 sin((α + 1) φ), and using that
Moreover, we get after some algebra that ∆ (ρ−α sin(αφ)) = −α
r ρ
∂
∂
=
, the system (6)–(8) can be decomposed in the following two systems
∂ν2
∂ρ
1 (ω ) solution to
Find P1 ∈ Hm
1

∆P1 = 0
in ω1 ,



 P1 = 0
on
∂ω1 ∩ γb ,



 ∂P1
=0
on ∂ω1 ∩ γa ,
∂ν1


P1 = P2
on γ,



∂P
∂P

1
2


=−
on γ.
∂ν1
∂ν2

1 (ω ) solution to
Find Q2 ∈ Hm
2


−α −α−1

ρ
sin((α + 1) φ)
−∆Q2 =


r

 Q =0
2
−α
Q
sin(αφ)
2 = P1 − ρ



∂Q
∂P

1
2

=−
+ α ρ−α−1 sin(αφ)
∂ν2
∂ν1

in ω2 ,
on ∂ω2 ,
on γ,
on γ.

We have now to derive a variational formulation, that will be the basis of the finite element method.
The fist ingredient comes from a paper of J. Nitsche [5], where the author proposed a variational
approach to enforce weakly Dirichlet boundary condition. We apply it here to impose the continuity
of the solution PS , that is P1 = P2 on γ. Note that in this case, P2 is considered as a data when
solving P1 in ω1 , and reciprocally. We have also to impose the continuity of the normal derivatives
across γ. For that, we introduce an exchange method that consists in exchanging the term ∂P1 /∂ν1
with −∂P2 /∂ν2 in the variational formulation on ω1 , and reciprocally for a coupled variational
formulation on ω2 . We so obtain the variational formulation with (P1 , Q2 ) as unknowns, that reads
1 (ω ) such that
Find P1 ∈ Hm
1
ZZ
Z
Z
X 1 Z
∂Q2
∂ϕ1
∇P1 ∇ϕ1 rdω +
ϕ1 rdγ −
P1 rdγ +β
P1 ϕ1 rdE
P hE γ
ω1
γ ∂ν2
γ ∂ν1
E∈ h
Z
Z
Z
∂ϕ1 −α
∂ϕ1
Q2 rdγ −
ρ sin(αφ) rdγ
=
αρ−α−1 sin(αφ) ϕ1 rdγ −
∂ν
1
γ ∂ν1
γ
γ
X 1 Z
X 1 Z
1
+β
Q2 ϕ1 rdE + β
ρ−α sin(αφ)ϕ1 rdE, ∀ϕ1 ∈ Hm0
(ω1 )
P hE γ
P hE γ
E∈

h

E∈

h

1 (ω ) such that
Find Q2 ∈ Hm
2
ZZ
Z
Z
X 1 Z
∂P1
∂ϕ2
∇Q2 ∇ϕ2 rdω +
ϕ2 rdγ −
Q2 rdγ +β
Q2 ϕ2 rdE
P hE γ
ω2
γ ∂ν1
γ ∂ν2
E∈ h
Z
Z
Z
∂ϕ
∂ϕ
2 −α
2
P1 rdγ −
ρ sin(αφ) r dγ
=
αρ−α−1 sin(αφ) ϕ2 rdγ −
∂ν
∂ν
2
2
γ
γ
γ
X 1 Z
X 1 Z
+β
P1 ϕ2 rdE − β
ρ−α sin(αφ)ϕ2 rdE
P hE γ
P hE γ
E∈
E∈ h
ZZ h
α −α−1
1
ρ
sin((α + 1) φ) ϕ2 rdω, ∀ϕ2 ∈ Hm0
(ω2 )
−
ω2 r

Assuming that PS has been obtained, one can similarly compute ψS of ΨS . The last step consists
in computing a basis of the singular electric subspace grad ΨS which is simply obtained by taking
the gradient of the function ψS . A P1 -conforming finite element method has been developed, based
on the FreeFem++ package [7], to solve this problem. Numerical illustrations are given in the
following section.
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4. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We consider the 3-D top hat domain Ω with a reentrant circular edge, that corresponds to an
L-shaped 2-D domain ω with reentrant corner. Our aim is to compute the singular electric field
grad ψS basis of grad ΨS . We introduce an unstructured mesh of the L-shaped domain ω made up
of triangles, with no particular mesh refinement near the corner. We first compute the singular
function PS . The numerical result is depicted in Fig. 2(a). When representing functions or fields
with a singular behavior, we have chosen to truncate the results in the singular (infinite) node.
One can see that the method is able to compute PS , whereas a usual method would give PS = 0
as solution. Moreover, as expected, the continuity of the solution and of its normal derivative are
well handled.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Singular PS solution and (b) singular electric field (z-component).

Similarly, we compute Ψs , from which one gets the electric basis grad ψS of grad ΨS by taking
the grad of ψ. The longitudinal component obtained is also depicted in the Fig. 2(b). This still
shows that the method captures well the singular electric field near the edge (and far away from
it). A conforming P1 Finite Element Method can not yield such a result.
5. CONCLUSION

We have presented a new variational method to compute the singular electric field in an axisymmetric singular domain. It is based on a decomposition of the computational domain into two
subdomains: an internal one, close to the singularity, and an external one. This method uses the
local expression of the singularity, and an extended version of the Nitsche method coupled with an
“exchange” original approach. This allows us to handle continuity interface conditions, both of the
Dirichlet and the Neumann type. Numerical results have been shown and illustrate the efficiency
of the method.
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Abstract— This tenth paper in the series of EM Sources and Observers in Motion is complimentary to paper IX dealing with the Nature of Gravity. Motional Electromagnetic (EM)
and gravitational theories appear to have two inherent deficiencies that have prevented them
from becoming a unified theory. (α) Not recognising that the propagation medium (ether) is the
essential thread that runs through these developments. (β) Not realising that EM waves and
gravity are two forms of the same field — unsteady electric and steady difference electric fields.
A New Relativity theory (NR) re-establishes a preferred frame of reference, re-uniting classical
and modern physics. It appears that all observed actions at a distance are based on a propagation medium, and that EM, gravitational and inertial fields use the same electrical medium.
The only difference from classical theories, is that time and structure of EM systems shrink
with motion through the medium, gravity compresses the medium, and residual gravity within
the universe provides the inertial field. All predictions involving observations have to satisfy the
wave equation through its propagation medium. All causal observations, which currently support
Einstein’s Special Relativity (SR) [4] and General Relativity (GR) [7], are predicted using the
medium based theory. The ether-less aspects of SR and GR are non causal (not predictable). NR
predicts measured SR and GR properties in a straight forward physical manner with a medium,
without ambiguity or paradox.
1. INTRODUCTION

Measurements, based on Einstein’s SR and GR, such as [16] on binary pulsars, are causal, (predictable). They are not ether-less as Einstein claimed. Einstein used Lorentz’s [2] medium based
Transform (LT) and field equations based on a propagation medium. Einstein did not appear to
realise the equations he used were medium based, not believing in an ether. Einstein’s ether-less
concept of relativity is not supported by the medium. based LT, where interaction with the EM
medium is essential. Ether-less claims and predictions, such as simultaneity, time travel and no
absolute time and space, are non causal, they cannot be measured. Einstein not accepting the
medium’s presence, believed that the general wave equation could not distinguish between source
and observer motion, nor distinguish between stationary and moving medium reference frames. The
new theory accommodates these additional features, predicts the medium based measured aspects
of SR and GR and identifies the ether-less, non causal aspects of relativity.
[18–25] has shown that Einstein’s ether-less relativity, based on his inertial frame, is non causal, it
cannot predict measured observations. Without a medium relativity cannot explain how the simple
Doppler effect occurs, how a moving more dense medium than a vacuum can convect light, how
an impulsive wave is formed in [10] radiation, how two systems can move apart physically, greater
than the speed of light, but not relative to each other. Nor distinguish between light propagation
on Earth, around the Earth or through the Solar System and beyond. Einstein’s invariant etherless inertial frame cannot predict propagation time asymmetry or explain the inconsistency of
predicting ether-less and medium based motional properties, both at the same time. To account
for these measured observations, the medium’s presence has to be accepted, Einstein’s concept of
relative motion rejected, and the medium based LT extended for both source and observer motion.
None of the observations can be observed without a medium.
Those who believe there is nothing wrong with Einstein’s relativity ignore fundamental unanswered questions such as; how does light propagate, or how can one solve the wave equation for
propagating waves, without a propagation medium? Removing the medium is against basic wave
theory, creating a discontinuity between classical and modern physics. There is no evidence, or
causal model that can support Einstein’s ether-less universe. Further, after a century of SR and
GR, there have been no significant developments to explain what gravity is, how it is propagated
and how it is related to EM waves. This theory identifies and establishes the existence of a well
defined measured propagation medium and unifies it with gravity. There is now sufficient evidence
to re-think our basic EM model by reinstating the EM medium for the propagation of EM waves
and gravity, and recognising that gravity is the attraction between dissimilar charges. The following
aspects support the medium based New Relativity (NR) theory:
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1.1. Basic Physics

1 NR challenges SR as a more consistent and comprehensive theory. It is derived from Lorentz’s
medium based motional transform; it restores the continuity between classical and modern
physics.
2 All observed and measured motional effects, both classical and relativistic, are with respect to
the propagation medium. All predictable EM motional and gravitational theories are based
on the medium.
3 EM, gravitational and inertial fields propagate using the same medium, they are causal being
solutions of the wave equation. Whereas, Einstein’s ether-less predictions are non causal, they
cannot be measured.
4 Relativists who claim to have verified Einstein’s ether-less relativity have usually verified
Lorentz’s medium based transform with its time and structural contraction through motion
relative to the medium.
5 Lorentz’s rectangular transform axes predictions are causal; they predict motional properties.
Oblique transform axes, which simulate Einstein’s ether-less properties are non causal, they
cannot predict reality.
1.2. Moving Systems and Media

1 Einstein’s invariant inertial frame, predicting ether-less properties, is not a solution of the
wave equation. All causal theories are variant; they predict Propagation Time Asymmetry
(PTA) around moving systems.
2 At Earth speeds, gravitational strengths and small integration times, relativistic and gravitational effects cannot contribute significantly to the dominant instantaneous classical PTA.
3 Besides predicting the same measured observations as SR, NR also predicts additional measured observa-tions that SR cannot predict, and exposes ether-less aspects of SR that are non
causal.
4 NR shows that not only does the medium exist over all space, but it is not homogeneous. It
is attracted to and compressed, both time and space, around gravitational bodies. according
to Schwarzschild [8].
5 Einstein’s homogeneous ether-less universe is not supported by measurement. NR supports a
confirmed Gravitational Entrainment Model (GEM), describing various media motions around
the Earth and heavens.
1.3. Motional Properties

1 NR allows distinction to be made between moving medium frames, and distinction between
moving sources and observers with respect to the propagation medium, not possible without
a medium.
2 Observer motion contracts its time and structure, relatively expanding the medium’s time and
space, thus having the ability to relatively reduce gravity’s time and space compression of the
medium.
3 NR shows time travel is non causal, it is not a solution of the wave equation. It is possible to
travel to the past, causally, but not to interfere, it has happened. It is not possible to travel
to the future it has not occurred.
4 NR shows that it is possible to travel faster than the speed of light across hybrid frames,
making intergalactic exploration possible. Distance is measured in the medium and time in
the moving frame.
5 NR shows that LT is fundamental, SR is inconsistent, incomplete and its ether-less interpretation non causal. Attempts to explain observations without a medium lead to non causal
predicaments.
1.4. Gravitational Attraction

1 NR extends van der Waals (1873) near field electrostatic theory of attraction between molecules
to account for the far field attraction between matter, constituting gravity in General Relativity (GR) [7].
2 NR shows unsteady electrical fields are electromagnetic, steady dissimilar difference electrical
fields are gravitational and residual difference electrical fields within the universe, are inertial.
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3 Medium provides attractive ‘dark’ energy attracting gravitational mass and possibly repulsive
‘dark’ energy through expansion of medium overcoming the global gravitational attraction.
4 All EM wave theories can be accounted for using a propagation medium. Einstein’s predictions
that are measurable are medium based, those that cannot be measured are ether-less.
5 NR provides a medium link between LT, SR, GR, PTA, inertial and accelerating frames. It
also provides an optical description of the Equivalence Principle, and a link to the unification
theory of the universe.
2. EINSTEIN’S INERTIAL FRAME

Einstein’s ether-less universe provides no answer on how light and gravity are transmitted across
the cosmos and cannot identify any authority allowing the order between cause and effect to be
reversed. Attempting to remove the medium appears to be the root cause of confusion. Eliminating
the medium is irrational, it violates well established physical principles, preventing a causal solution
of the wave equation, and removing the means of propagating waves that produce the observed
effect (transmission of energy and information). There is no justification for removing the medium.
Lorentz’s motional theory extended by NR’s wave equation solution, is the legitimate description of
wave propagation with respect to the reference medium. It is shown through extensive measurements
to be the case, there is no other causal description.
If a system moves relative to the medium it does not affect the propagation speed in the medium
according to Lorentz’s basic wave theory. But it does result in PTA and variance in the moving
frame, which is against Einstein’s ether-less, inertial frame predictions. Einstein’s concept of an
inertial frame, where there is absolutely no difference between a stationary and constantly moving
frame i.e., the physics, propagation speed and propagation time are all considered invariant, cannot
provide a solution of the wave equation. The frame with no medium cannot predict observations, it
is non causal, it is purely an internal moving frame description, which cannot account for external
observed wave propagation.
3. MOTIONAL EFFECTS ARE CLASSICAL

Not only are the EM disturbances medium based, but relativistic arguments cannot explain them.
Lorentzian contraction and Schwarzschild’s gravitation compression effects, discussed in Section 5,
Paper IX, are small at Earth speeds and gravitational strengths. This requires a large summation
period for their effects to be appreciable. Whereas, the classical PTA is the fundamental instantaneous disturbance. It is shown that the basic EM motional effects: [1, 2, 9, 12, 14], cited to support
the relativistic effect at these low speeds, are in fact explained using only the PTA part of Lorentz’s
motional theory. If this variant PTA effect, for EM systems in motion, had been established in
1905, it could have prevented Einstein’s ether-less, invariant relativity from developing.
Einstein’s inexplicable concept of relative motion, offering no alternative mechanism to that
provided by the medium, and insisting that the observations were transmitted without a medium,
are not possible. Thus, Einstein’s belief that his Special Relativity (SR) [4] and General Relativity [7] had no medium (substance) to propagate EM waves and gravity is in error. They are based
on a medium, as Lorentz predicted, not on relative motion between systems as Einstein believed.
All EM motional observations can be predicted directly (without Einstein’s SR) by simply using the
medium based classical wave equation. Modified additionally, for high speed motion, by the medium
based Lorentz time and structural contraction.
4. EINSTEIN’S ERROR

It is true that the propagation speed and physics are invariant in a constantly moving frame,
constituting Einstein’s two postulates. But to observe these effects a third postulate is required: a
medium is needed to transmit the observations and accommodate PTA. According to causal wave
theory the medium can:
I. Either move with the system, where there will be no PTA ahead or behind the moving system.
II. Or systems move relative to the medium, where there will be PTA, there is no other possibility.
But propagation defined through the causal solution of the wave equation, must always be relative
to the medium, not relative to the moving frame as Einstein believed. This is Einstein’s basic error;
wave propagation must always be relative to the preferred reference frame — the propagation
medium. Its propagation speed remains invariant in the moving frame only because both time and
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structure contract by exactly the same ratio, through motion with respect to the medium. This
makes the propagation speed invariant, but not the PTA laid down in the stationary medium.
It is Lorentz’s radiation theory, extended by NR’s general wave equation, based on a medium,
which correctly predicts the variant motional properties for source and observer motion. Einstein’s
invariant inertial frame responsible for predicting the ether-less properties does not support reality.
Einstein’s supportive error was the null effect on light propagation on Earth as it moves through
space, according to the Michelson and Morley Experiment (MMX) [1]. Einstein believed that the
MMX supported his inertial frame, where there is no difference between a moving and stationary
frame. This again is not possible, from (I) above waves without PTA must mean that there is no
relative motion with respect to the medium, i.e., the MMX is explained quite naturally with the
medium moving with the Earth, as in the confirmed Gravitational Entrainment Model (GEM),
described in Section 6.
5. LORENTZ FUNDAMENTAL

It is not generally realised that [2], with help from [3], developed the fundamental EM motional wave
theory based on a medium. Through the Lorentz Transform (LT) the complete measured motional
properties are predicted. This is dominated by the motional distortion of the original disturbance,
shown in Figure 2, Paper IX. It is characterised by the classical wave PTA surrounding the system,
moving relative to the medium, evident in all wave theories. In EM theories, there is the additional
modifying Lorentzian time and structural contraction (LC) at high speed.
Time and space of the medium do not change, it’s the time and structure of physical objects
(atoms and molecules) that contract (not dilate) passing through the medium. Time slows and
structures shrink in the direction of motion by the same fraction making the propagation speed
of light invariant. Spacecraft shrink, both time and structure in the direction of motion, but not
the distances they travel. LC is not instantaneous, at low speeds it needs to be integrated over
a considerable time for its effect to be appreciable. Notionally, the LT can be expressed by the
incremental equation:
∆LT = ∆P T A + ∆LC
(1)
The above expression is determined though the causal solution of its wave equation, using a medium
with finite properties, the same as any other wave propagation theory. There is no other rational
outcome, Lorentz predicts no ether-less properties. He predicts measured events according to the
system’s instantaneous motional interaction with the medium. The theory is causal, the cause
(source event) must always occur before the effect (observed event), which is not the case for the
ether-less theory.
6. MEASURED DATA

The acceptance of a new theory is by measurement confirmation. The above theory is vindicated
through all known measured data. Michelson and Morley Experiment (MMX) [1], [5, 6] and Michelson and Gale (M&G) [9], sometimes thought to support the lack of a propagating medium, are all
explained through the medium based classical PTA, as illustrated in the medium based Gravitational Entrainment Model (GEM) in Figure 1. The MMX (no motional effect on light propagation
on Earth, relative to the stationary medium moving with the Earth through space), has no PTA
because the measuring equipment is stationary relative to the medium. Sagnac (mirror motion in
and against the light propagation, relative to the stationary medium on Earth), demonstrates PTA.
M&G (medium on Earth clinging to the Earth’s surface, increasing its speed towards the equator
relative to the surrounding medium) relies on PTA for its effect.
Similar arguments apply to more modern data, [12, 13] and Global Positioning Systems (GPS) [14].
Reasenberg (medium moving with the Solar System at high speed through the universe in MarsEarth communication), causes effectively no relative motion, negligible PTA. GPS (satellite and
Earth station rotating relative to stationary medium surrounding the Earth), creates PTA causing
a predicted measured surface positional displacement, where from Equation (9), paper IX, M is the
Earth’s surface Mach number (M = 440/300 · 106 ≈ 1.5 × 10−6 ) and d is now the satellite distance
above the Earth (d ≈ 20 · 106 m), giving ∆d ≈ vt = v/d/c = M d = 1.5 × 10−6 × 20 · 106 = 30 m,
which is what is measured. Saburi et al. (communications across the pacific via satellite and Earth
rotating relative to stationary medium surrounding the Earth), causes a predicted measured PTA
≈ 2∆t = 2M t = 300 ns (100 m).
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Figure 1: Gravitational Entrainment Model (GEM). Medium profiles around a rotating and orbiting planet,
according to [1, 5, 6, 9, 11], Hafele and Keating, [12–15].

All six of these basic experiments are accounted for through the PTA using a propagation medium.
Whereas, claims that relativistic effects account for these motional changes are not possible at
Earth speeds and short integration times. In the absence of gravitational matter, the medium in
the universe appears to be stationary, on average, providing a universal reference for motion. The
cosmic microwave background (CMB), detected by [11], is shown to be EM radiation, propagating
uniformly in all directions, throughout the universe, relative to the propagation medium basically
at rest in space. The stationary medium has also been confirmed through the Cosmic Background
Explorer COBE [15]. Here the CMB energy collection increases with system motion relative to
the stationary medium, similar to trawling fish nets catch more fish than stationary ones. This
model, with the ‘stationary’ medium surrounding the Earth is supported by the latest results from
NASA’s Gravity Probe B [17].
[16] on binary pulsar measurements is a modern data set cited as supporting Einstein’s SR and
GR. These predictions are founded on the medium based aspects of SR and GR, using Lorent’z
medium based transform, not on the ether-less aspects of SR and GR that Einstein believed. They
studied obser-vations of pulses from a distant double pulsar system. In this case, the pulsar’s
orbital time slowing and orientation change is attributed to the high speed of the pulsar relative
to the medium. And the propagation time delay caused through the intense gravity of the heavy
pulsars (neutron stars) compressing the medium and retarding the propagation in the vicinity of
the pulsars, in complete agreement with NR.
7. CONCLUSION

The propagation medium (ether) exists. Einstein’s ether-less beliefs are false. NR solves the wave
equation for both source and observer motion relative to the propagation medium. Light and
gravity are two aspects of the same electric field and are propagated by the same propagation
medium providing the basis for a unification theory of the universe.
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Abstract— In this paper, we evaluate the performance of a blind calibration procedure based
on blind source separation (BSS) for five-port direct conversion receiver, recovering the in-phase,
sI (t), and quadrature, sQ (t), components from observed output signals, taking advantage of
the fact that no prior knowledge about the signals sI (t) and sQ (t) is necessary. An experimental
prototype has been fabricated using microstrip components operating at 2.4 GHz frequency band.
Simulation and measurement results are presented to validate the proposed approach for the
algorithms JADE, FastICA as well as an iterative clustering approach called k-Means algorithm.
1. INTRODUCTION

The diversity of currently available wireless services (GSM, UMTS, WiMax, LTE and IEEE 802.15)
requires that multi-mode transceivers are able to support many wireless communication standards
that operate in several frequency bands with low cost, low power dissipation and high integration.
The conventional superheterodyne receiver makes it difficult to achieve these goals, mainly due to
the need for expensive external analog filters to eliminate image response. The direct conversion
receiver, also called zero-IF or homodyne receiver, is one of the candidates to meet these needs.
In order to solve these problems and satisfy the requirements for small size, low cost and wideband, designers have been directing their efforts to design other receivers architecture. A new direct
conversion receivers architecture based on the six-port reflectometer have been proposed as multimode and multiband or software receiver operating with digital signal processors (DSPs) [1–3].
Advantages such as phase and amplitude demodulations, compatibility with DSP and broadband
specification, have made of five-port architecture a great choice for software defined radio application. However, the use of the five-port as a communication receiver requires an I/Q calibration (or
regeneration) procedure in order to generate the in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) components of
the transmitted baseband signal.
2. FIVE-PORT RECEIVERS

The direct conversion receiver based on the five-port system is shown in Fig. 1. The receiver
consists of an RF linear circuit with two inputs, three outputs, three RF power detectors, three
analog-to-digital converters (A/C) and a digital signal processor (DSP). This system generates a
signal s(n) in the digital domain representing the baseband signal.
A block diagram of the internal structure of the RF five-port linear circuit is presented in Fig. 2,
with the φi phase-shifted by 120 degrees.
vr f 1

v1
A/D

sin (t)

sOL (t)

RF Five-Port
Linear Circuit

vr f 2

v2

s(n)
A/D

vr f 3

v3
A/D

Figure 1: Homodyne five-port receiver.

DSP
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Figure 2: Linear five-port circuit.

The linear circuit performs three vectorial additions between the two input signals sin (t) =
<[s(t)ej2πfc t ] and sOL (t) = <[AOL ej2πfc t ], where AOL is the local oscillator’s amplitude, fc is the
carrier frequency and s(t) = a(t)ejθ(t) is the complex envelope of the sin (t), a(t) and θ(t) are
respectively the time dependent envelope and phase of sin (t). The three out coming RF signals
(vrfi for i = 1, 2, 3) resulting from the three vectorial additions of the signals sin (t) and sOL (t) can
be expressed as [4]:
h
i
vrfi = < AOL e(j2πfc t+φi ) + s(t)ej2πfc t = AOL cos(2πfc t + φi ) + a(t) cos[2πfc t + θ(t)]
(1)
The output signal vi (t) in Fig. 1, after the diode detection and ideal low-pass filtering, can be
expressed as
vi (t) = [vrfi (t)]2 ∗ hlp (t)
(2)
Substituting Eq. (1) into Eq. (2), we obtain
vi (t) = Klpi

A2OL
a2 (t)
+ Klpi
+ Klpi AOL a(t) cos [θ(t) − φi ]
2
2

(3)

After some trigonometric manipulations and removing the dc-offset term Klpi A2OL /2, by subtracting the average of the signals vi (t), the Eq. (3) can be rewritten as:
vi (t) = Li sn (t) + Ni cos φi sI (t) + Ni sin φi sQ (t)

(4)

where sn (t) = a2 (t), sI (t) = a(t) cos θ(t) and sQ (t) = a(t) sin θ(t) are respectively, the in-phase and
quadrature components of the baseband signal s(t). Stacking Eq. (4) for i = 1, 2, 3, we obtain
"
# "
#"
#
v1 (t)
L1 N1 cos φ1 N1 sin φ1 sn (t)
v2 (t) = L2 N2 cos φ2 N2 sin φ2 sI (t)
(5)
v3 (t)
L3 N3 cos φ3 N3 sin φ3 sQ (t)
From (5), we can see that the three output signals vi (t) represent a linear combination of the three
time-variant terms sn (t), sI (t) and sQ (t).
Denoting v(t) = [v1 (t), v2 (t), v3 (t)]T and s(t) = [sn (t), sI (t), sQ (t)]T , where T denotes transpose,
and the matrix A as
"
#
L1 N1 cos φ1 N1 sin φ1
A = L2 N2 cos φ2 N2 sin φ2
(6)
L3 N3 cos φ3 N3 sin φ3
Mathematically, the relationship between the base-band signal components, sI (t) and sQ (t), and
the three output signals of the five-port down-conversion, v1 (t), v2 (t) and v3 (t), can be expressed
as:
v(t) = As(t)
(7)
Considering that the matrix A is nonsingular, we could solve the linear equation in Eq. (7) by
simply inverting the linear system
s(t) = A−1 v(t)
(8)
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where

Ã
A−1 =

γ1 γ2 γ3
α1 α2 α3
β1 β2 β3

!
(9)

Substituting Eq. (9) into Eq. (8), we obtain the expressions for the base-band sI (t) and sQ (t)
signals, as follows:
sI (t) = α1 v1 (t) + α2 v2 (t) + α3 v3 (t)
(10)
sQ (t) = β1 v1 (t) + β2 v2 (t) + β3 v3 (t)

(11)

However, we do not know anything about the matrix A. Recover the signals sI (t) and sQ (t) from
only the observation of the three output signals, v1 (t), v2 (t) and v3 (t), is a typical blind source
separation (BSS) problem.
A typical instantaneous linear mixtures problem that benefits from an Independent Component
Analysis (ICA) solution consists of N observations that are linear combinations of M mutually
independent source signals. The observed data v = As is a linear nonsingular mixture of source
signals s = (s1 , s2 , · · · , sM )T , independent of each other with no information about the sources or
the mixing matrix A [5]. The problem consists of estimating a separating matrix W, inverse of
A, such that Y = Wv, we can extract the independent components s from the output vector y,
such that the components yi are statistically as independent from each other as possible and are
approximately equal to si , i.e, Y = s. To estimate the coefficients in matrix W, from a finite
set of measurements, its necessary to define the optimization criterion based on some objective
function, also called the cost function or contrast function, whose global maxima corresponds to
a separation of all sources. Once we have defined the optimization criterion, the next step is to
define a numerical algorithm to maximize it. Many kinds of blind signal separation algorithms are
found in the literature [8]. In this paper, we evaluate the performance of JADE [6], FastICA [7]
and K-means [8] algorithms as a blind calibration procedure to five-port receiver.
3. RESULTS

In order to evaluate the performance of the FastICA as a blind source separation technique to
regenerate the I/Q signal, we have built a five-port receiver manufactured in microstrip technology
designed for 2.4 GHz ISM band, as showed in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Five-port receiver.

As expected, the measured S-parameters results, in Fig. 4, show that the circuit is matched to
2.4 GHz.
Using the five-port modeling described in [4], we compare, by simulation, the performance, each
algorithm, in terms of the probability of bit-error for a 16-QAM modulated RF signal in the AWGN
channel, ilustrate in Fig. 5.
We observe that the bit error performance of the JADE algorithm provided a performance
improvement over FastICA algorithm, result for k-means is very close to the JADE.
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4. CONCLUSION

A calibartio procedure for five-port receive based on blind source-saparation takes advantage of
the fact that no prior knowledge about the signal sources is necessary. The success of the BSS
algorithms as a blind calibration method for a five-port receiver has been demonstrated by the
numerical and experimental results illustrated in Fig. 5. A blind calibration method based on
independent component analysis together with a wide-band five-port receiver allow us to design a
low cost and low power direct conversion receiver for software defined radio applications.
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Abstract— This paper presents field measurement results collected from inside a partially
open drain at 2.4 GHz, a frequency band that is commonly deployed for wireless local area
networks. The motivation of this paper stems from the need to better understand the behaviour
of radio waves in partially open drain environments, in terms of signal coverage and attenuation
characteristics. Partially open drains are a common sight in several Asian countries. Their
design and shapes are similar to a certain degree to that of tunnels, except that they have one
less reflecting wall on top. This is one major difference compared to the drainage systems in the
US and Europe because the drainage systems in those regions are primarily below ground and
covered. Previous research in this area has shown that the existence of the partially open drains
makes up an additional channel in which the radio signal can travel. In this work, we are interested
to further scrutinize the partially open drain environment in two sections, namely the line-of-sight
(LOS) and non-line-of-sight (NLOS) sections using an empirical approach. Towards this end, one
Data Acquisition Unit (DAU) has been assembled and tested to be used for data collection. Field
measurements were taken at intervals of 30 cm using two dipole antennas that were oriented for
vertical-vertical polarization. In this paper, the repeatability of the measurement results that was
verified by consecutive measurements is reported. Besides, discussion and insights are offered to
analyze the measurement results collected from inside a partially open drain at LOS and NLOS
sections. The direct research output of this work is highly relevant to the wireless communications
systems design in many Asian cities, where partially open drains dominate.
1. INTRODUCTION

In South-East Asia, it is common to see partially open drains along most buildings and roads.
They are a major part of most South-East Asian cities. Wireless Communications is a rapidly
growing field, users demand faster data transmission rates and better coverage [1]. To keep up
with this growth, it is important to study all aspects of the environment [2]. The propagation
characteristics of drain environment is not fully known, it resembles the tunnel environment aside
from the absence of the top wall. It is expected theoretically that drains will have some waveguiding effect on the signals and resemble the tunnel propagation. Wireless system designers need
to have reliable information regarding the characteristics of all the structures in an environment
for accurate and efficient propagation prediction. In retrospect, ample knowledge of the partially
open drain propagation channel is needed for optimal wireless systems design.
Previous research on partially open drains [3] concluded that they provide an additional channel
for the signals to travel. This conclusion was drawn in [3] after a series of measurements were
performed in the line-of-sight (LOS) portion of the drain under study at various frequencies. In
this paper, we are interested to explore further the propagation environment of the non-line-of-sight
(NLOS) portion of the partially open drains. Towards this end, field measurements were conducted
at one selected location on the Sunway University Campus at 2.4 GHz.
Empirical analysis provides a fairly accurate estimation of the propagation characteristics of any
environment [4], although it is usually site-specific. Empirical Analysis aid designers by giving them
a general idea of the propagation channel characteristics without having to use complex theories
which take a lot of time to compute. It is relatively fast and can also aid the design of better
transmitters and well located mobile terminals with reliable and possibly reduced transmission
power, hence saving cost.
2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
2.1. Measurement Environment

The majority of drains in South East Asia are partially open, this means that they have one less
reflecting wall on top, unlike other parts of the world where the drains are usually covered. The
dimensions of the drains vary with respect to drainage requirements of the environment. The
drain at which the measurement was performed for this paper is approximately 61 m in length,
0.61 m in width and has a depth of 1.52 m. The environment is illustrated in Fig. 1. The drain is
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divided into two sections, namely, the LOS section which is 38.4 m in length and the NLOS section
which is 22.6 m long. The wall of the drain is slightly rough as it is not plastered or painted. The
measurements were conducted when the drain was in a relatively dry condition.

38.4m

1.52m

0.61m

22.6m

Figure 1: Layout of the measurement environment (not to scale). The inset shows one photo of the actual
partially open drain at which measurements were conducted.
2.2. Measurement Setup

One Data Acquisition Unit (DAU) was setup for this project at 2.4 GHz, operating inthe zero span
mode of the spectrum analyzer. The transmitter unit (Tx) was made up of an Agilent E4428C ESG
Analog Signal Generator that can generate signal up to 6 GHz, and an L-Com HGV-2409U dipole
antenna that functions at 2.4 GHz. The signal generator was set to transmit a continuous wave at
the maximum output of 25 dBm. On the other hand, the receiver unit (Rx) consists of an Agilent
E4404B Spectrum Analyzer that works between 9 kHz to 6.7 GHz, and an L-Com HGV-2409U
dipole antenna that functions at 2.4 GHz. The antennas were connected to the signal generator
and the spectrum analyzer using N-type connecting cables from Mini-Circuits. The antennas have a
gain of 8 dBi and were orientated for vertical-vertical polarization. They were placed on two tripods
on the transmitting and the receiving ends respectively and their heights were approximately 1.25 m
including the tripods. During the measurements, the antennas were placed inside the identified
partially open drain with initial Tx/Rx separation distance of 90 cm. Subsequent measurements
were taken at 30 cm intervals for a total of 200 data points. The transmitter was stationery, while
the receiver was moved step by step. For easy movement,the receiver was placed on a trolley. The
received data was sampledat 5 seconds, with 303 points, and then averaged to yield a single value at
each interval. The dynamic range of this measurement setup was 90 dB, with the reference level set
at 0 dBm and an attenuation of 10 dB. The Resolution and Video Bandwidths were both manually
set to 1 kHz. Fig. 2 presents a diagram of the measurement setup.
2.3. Measurement Procedure

The signal was measured and saved at 30 cm intervals. The spectrum analyzer was set to a single
sweep of 5 seconds for each measurement location, after which the data was stored. The data for
each measurement location was stored in .csv formats which contain the max hold, min hold, state
and average power value. The data can be acquired by two ways. One way is to use a GPIB cable
to remotely acquire the .csv files which are stored in the C:\ drive of the spectrum analyzer. This
can be done with VI programming codes. Another way is to store the files in a floppy disk drive.
We opted for the second option, which is the floppy disk drive option. For that, aMatlabscript was
written to import the files sequentially using the xlsread command, find the mean of the data in
each file, assign a distance value to each file, and plot a graph of the signal strength versus the
distance. The measurements were performed under nice weather conditions. The repeatability of
the measurement results was examined when the second measurement was taken a week after the
first measurement was performed.
2.4. Measurement Results

It is expected that the signal strength will decrease with increasing distance. The plot in Fig. 3
shows that the LOS section attenuates with increasing distance, and the range of the attenuation
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Figure 2: Measurement setup.

is about 50 dB. There is a noticeable signal attenuation of about 30 dB at the transition from the
LOS to NLOS sections. Since the measurable dynamic range is about 90 dB, we can observe that
the signal fluctuates close to the noise floor when the dominant LOS signal was lost, e.g., from
40 m to 60 m. The measurements were repeated after a week and the two measurements results
were compared and plotted together. The standard deviation between the two measurements is
4.9083 dB, which shows good agreement between the two sets of results.

Figure 3: The first and second sets of the measurement results are plotted with indications of the LOS and
NLOS sections.
3. CONCLUSION

This paper shows the empirical procedures and results of field measurements conducted inside a
partially open drain at 2.4 GHz. The repeatability of the measurement results was proven to be
satisfactory, with a standard deviation of 4.9083 dB. The measurement site was carefully selected
to contain both a LOS and NLOS sections of the partially open drain as the goal of this paper
is to scrutinize the propagation environment of the partially open drain in these two distinct
conditions. From the obtained measurement results, we can conclude that the signal propagation
is significantly stronger at the LOS section compared to that at the NLOS section. When the
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dominant propagation mechanism (LOS) is lost, signal in the NLOS section dropped drastically by
about 30 dB, after which it fluctuates up and down near the noise floor.
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Abstract— Radio networks have been proposed for multiple applications. Some of them are
focused on linking, tracking or surveying people or goods in emergency situations, when wired
or even standard wireless networks could collapse. The contents of this contribution are centered in the improvement the use of diversity polarization could provide in terms of availability,
which must push these techniques to be implemented in those applications with critical connection abilities. The use of measured co-polar components and synthesized cross-polar ones is
proposed, allowing the computation of possible improvements due to polarization diversity in
systems operating below 10 GHz, where an advantage of the existing multipath phenomena could
be obtained.
1. INTRODUCTION

Fading effects acquire vital importance in the process of designing and planning a radio link in
systems operating at frequencies below 10 GHz. Particularly, an due to multipath phenomenon,
fast fading appear as a key factor. This kind of fading could represent the propagation dominant
factor in the digital radio link systems that operate in the quoted spectral range. The analysis
of techniques to mitigate or eliminate fading events becomes a must when deploying radio links,
and principally when the final application of the link is focused on assuring communications during
rescue or emergency occasions.
This study addresses one of the solutions designed to minimize these adverse effects, which are
diversity techniques; and among them, the polarization diversity at reception, by assessing the
suitability of their use. Other advantages of diversity techniques, in addition to reducing the percentage of time a given fading influence, are the increased reliability (the existing redundancy), or,
depending on the combination of signal processing and subsequent reception, to achieve improvements in quality parameters as signal to noise relation or the error rate. Therefore, the mechanisms
of diversity constitute a fundamental contribution to combat the effects of multipath propagation.
Previous works report polarization diversity gain at indoor channels, which could be estimated
in up to 15 dB at UHF band [1], or lower at higher frequencies (10.5 dB at 2050 MHz [2]), and
also outdoors, reporting gains up to 11 dB at 1800 MHz [3]. A comparison of different diversity
techniques could be read in [2], where the authors conclude that polarization diversity could be as
good as spatial diversity, depending on the environments. However, less research has been done at
higher frequencies, over 5 GHz [4].
Thus, this contribution deals with the application of one of such techniques, the polarization
diversity, in order to assure an improvement in the disposability of a radio link for communications
during emergency events. As most of these situations are related to indoors actuations (fires at
houses, gas explosions at inhabited places, terrorism attacks in train stations or airports), various
indoors scenarios have been considered to host a large measurement campaign that looked for
obtain the radio channel behavior in rooms with different sizes and dimensions, and both furnished
and empty. The measurements are described at Section 2.
The outcomes of such campaigns have been analyzed, and they present several fading events.
These results, combined with the electromagnetic behavior of the materials at walls, floor and
ceiling, have been processed to compute depolarization indexes in order to obtain the depolarized
field generated by multipath phenomena within these various environments. The depolarization
due to multipath is the topic of Section 3. Once values from both orthogonally linear polarized
fields, one measured and the other synthesized, have been obtained, an analysis of polarization
diversity at reception can be developed. This analysis is developed at Section 4.
The improvements in propagation conditions obtained as a result of the use of polarization
diversity (i.e., reduction of percentage of fading event duration) are presented for indoor environments in a frequency range below 10 GHz, which has direct application in the planning process of
emergency radio links, as well as wireless local area network (WLAN).
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2. MEASUREMENTS

A large measurement campaign had been performed at frequencies below 10 GHz, involving five
different environments and situations. Those are: medium size room line of sight (LoS); large room
LoS and brick-wall obstructed LoS (OLoS); and furnished and empty office [5].
Maintaining the transmitter at a fixed location within each environment, the receiver was moving
along an automated positioner, following 2.5 meter paths, obtaining the frequency response of the
radio channel at each of the receiving points, which was separated eighth wavelengths. Thus, the
frequency swept method has been used for getting the initial data by means of a vector network
analyzer. After the measurement campaign, a set of 420 files were obtained at each environment,
with 801 frequency points each, in module and phase format.
Besides, reflection and transmission mechanisms at different wall obstacles (brick wall, plasterboard, plywood) have been also studied by means of another measurement campaign [6], which
included both co-polar and cross-polar contributions. So, information is available to study the
depolarization induced by different propagation mechanisms induced by different material walls.
3. DEPOLARIZATION DUE TO MULTIPATH

In the reception end, both co-polar and cross-polar waves arrive. The co-polar wave is mainly what
was intended to transmit from the transmission end. Although it is not forced, the cross-polar wave
could be useful for the proposal of this paper.
The received orthogonally depolarized wave is the result of several contributions. The initial
contribution is the residual emission of the transmitting antenna in the orthogonal polarization.
Several contributions are added to this wave, as the interaction of the incident wave at any obstacle
forces a change in the wave polarization: a fraction of the incident energy is reflected, transmitted or
scattered in the orthogonal polarization. After several interactions, the total amount of depolarized
wave could be also large than that organized in the “correct” polarization.
Following that analysis, the depolarized wave reaching the receiver could be synthesized from
data measured at only co-polar situation and depolarization indexes [7] obtained from transmission
and reflection experimental studies. Thus, it is possible to re-build the cross-polar contribution:
the depolarization indexes represent the percentage of electric field strength that changes its polarization. Then, once identified the different paths following by the signals received at each reception
point (which, combined, provided the total multipath contribution), it is possible to reconstruct the
propagation mechanisms involved at each path: the number of reflections on walls, and the type of
material on which the reflection has been occurred; the number of transmission across walls and the
obstacle type; and the distance covered in free space. Then, at each transmission or reflection could
be applied the depolarization indexes to compute the amount of electric field that has changed its
polarization. An example of these indexes is summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: Depolarization indexes in the considered rooms.
Environment
Empty office, LoS
Furnished office, oLoS
Medium room
Large room, LoS
Large room, NLoS

Direct path
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
9.4%

One reflection
8.2%
8.2%
0.75%
0.75%
15.8%

Two reflections
16.4%
16.4%
1.5%
1.5%
24%

Three reflections
24.6%
24.6%
24.6%
24.6%
32.2%

Besides, information on depolarization due to transmitting antenna has to be added. Finally, the
results are a pair of electric field strengths at each receiving location: one of them is the measured
co-polar component, and the other is the synthesized cross-polar component. Both must be used
to analyze the behavior of implementing a polarization diversity technique in reception.
4. ANALYSIS OF POLARIZATION DIVERSITY

The reception, at the same point, of two orthogonally polarized waves at the same frequency could
be analyzed as the availability of two different propagation paths. Although the “physical” path
(i.e., the “ray”) is the same, as both waves reach the receiver after travelling the same route and
beating the same obstacles, virtually there are two signals with low correlation.
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Up to three schemes have been tested to implement the polarization diversity technique at
reception: the sum, the mean, and the switching. Using a sum scheme, the diversity device provides
as an output the sum of both branches signals. If mean scheme is implemented, the result is the
average of both inputs. Finally, when switching scheme is applied, the device swaps between both
channels getting the maximum strength at each instant.
The estimation of the mean improvement in terms of received power at different points along
the measurement path within the various considered scenarios is indicated in Table 2.
Table 2: Mean improvement in terms of received power due to polarization diversity in reception.
Environment
Empty office, LoS
Furnished office, oLoS
Medium room
Large room, LoS
Large room, NLoS

Improvement (%)
18.5
21.2
10.2
17.9
23.3

Analyzing the values at Table 2, the application of polarization diversity seems to provide
advantages at all considered scenarios. Looking carefully, the improvement is observed to be large
at those situations in which the direct path is obstructed. This obstruction could be partial, as in
the furnished office, or complete, as when transmitting from a different room and the line of sight
is cut by a brick wall.
The size of the room has also influence, as the larger the room is, the stronger the improvement
induced by polarization diversity.
5. CONCLUSIONS

An estimation of the improvement obtained by the use of polarization diversity at reception devices
in a wireless network has been presented. Measured data at indoor environments below 10 GHz has
been the basis for synthesizing the cross-polar components that would be received within different
locations at five specific environments.
We considered frequencies below 10 GHz as it is known that multipath phenomena appear at such
bands. Relating to multipath, concretely to transmission and reflection mechanisms, depolarization
could be generated. The depolarization indexes related to transmission or reflection mechanisms
have been obtained to compute the depolarized waves. And these depolarized waves open the door
to the implementation of polarization diversity in reception.
Improvements up to 23% in terms of received power have been estimated, which represent an
important increment in the allowable power and permits a better quality of reception.
This study has been developed indoors as multipath phenomena results dramatically highlighted
in such environments; but also because many emergency situation could appear at scenarios as
considered, and this work contributes to improve the definition of radio communication systems to
provide support during emergency tasks.
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Abstract— In Brazil, most of the research works in radio propagation found in the literature
are based on unlicensed bands of 900 MHz, 2.4 GHz, 5.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz, because they offers a
wide range of applications of interest with the advantage of being free of charge to any user, as
far as they do not interfere with other licensed services and if their operation level do not exceed
1 Watt of power transmission. However, for those who use a licensed band (e.g., 2.5 GHz, 3.5 GHz,
7.5 GHz and 8.5 GHz), despite the priority of band use, the Brazilian law for frequency range and
service, controlled by the Agency of the Brazilian Telecommunications Services — ANATEL
(in accord with international organizations) provides a strong impositions of rules, precedents,
decrees and laws that cause, in some cases, projects that are carried out by transposition of
frequency or even a complete non-observance. Research centers develop their projects based on
theoretical logic but the Brazilian companies do it in complete dissonance with the academic
world. Under this scene, the regulatory agency uses successive and constant decrees, to regulate
these licensed bands because of the growing number of new applications and services. Due to the
huge number of legislative parameters, the radio link designer often neglects important standards
or lanes modification, because of lack of knowledge. Within this universe, this article relates how
a licensed frequency band specifies a project conducted in strict observance of these standards,
where only technical design constraints are considered. After a careful analysis of these projects,
a comparative analysis is made with the aim of investigating the impact of the legislation in the
design of radio link. Thus, the designer who is subject to these varying norms will be aware of
the principal aspects to be considered.
1. INTRODUCTION

The design of a radio link in different frequency bands such as, for example, VHF (Very High
Frequency — metric waves — 30 to 300 MHz), HF (High Frequency — decametric waves — 3 to
30 MHz) or UHF (Ultra High Frequency — decimetric waves — 300–3000 MHz) passes through the
understanding of the various factors that comprise it. In this work, it is understood that these
factors are primarily:
•
•
•
•

An engineering plan (challenge, solution and result);
A legislative plan (application of law);
A financial plan (feasibility and needs);
A business plan (to whom and under what conditions).

A designer needs, beyond the sight of these factors also whether the connection will be made via
radio, via VPN, via fiber optic interconnection only voice and so on, so that it can establish how
many and what are the stages of the project engineering, relevant standards, the financial plan and
the business plan will then be developed. It is understood by engineering plan to analyze the design
of a radio link from two points of view: A macroscopic and microscopic. From the macro point
of view it is understood that the following issues should necessarily be answered: what challenges
are addressed and their whys, what are the possible solutions to these challenges and what are the
expected results.
From the microscopic point of view, once defined the objectives to be achieved, the concern of
the designer should be then parameterize the whole set of factors that will carry out the purposes
for which the radio link was created and primarily ensure there is sufficient power available at the
receiver, so that communication is established with acceptable signal levels. One cannot expect
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an answer to the challenges brought by macro objectives of designing a radio link alone. The
optical design macro of a link implies a careful reading and understanding of the marketing plan,
financial plan and the legislative plan. But also and especially the radio link — project object —
be able to solve the challenges of connecting companies or education centers, interconnect offices,
deploy links lan to lan or clear channel, point to point connection, linking enterprise branch,
interconnect businesses or only enable the installation of point to point link. Consequently modes
of interconnection available in a radio project would:
• Interconnection via Radio: This type of link could possibly be designed for users in regions
close to neighborhoods or towns where the interconnection between them could be via digital
radio system. To solve this challenge, we can undertake the project by connecting with
direct visibility (point to point) or through points of repetition. This type of radio link to
interconnect on average and depending on the project can reach distances ranging from 50 to a
maximum of 100 km with rates ranging from 8.5 Mbps to 10 Mbps speed for any application [1–
3].
• Connection via VPN (Virtual Private Network): As a radio link using the service interconnection with radio technology achieves speed and traffic capacity, satisfactory interconnection
points with VPN technology, depends on the internet link ends exists in order to obtain speed
and traffic capacity suitable for each of the points of interconnection. For this type of connection is used, a hardware that communicates between secure and encrypted remote units
(offices) and also allows to create access for remote users via VPN Client solution. The VPN
Client feature allows any user in any location of the internet, a hotel, for example, in an
Internet cafe or a cybercafé work safely as if it were physically in place, accessing all your files
on the network, systems documents, among others [4, 5].
• Connection via Fiber Optics: The interconnection service via fiber optic is ideal for users
who require high data rates at Gigabit speeds, with units in nearby areas, especially large
industrial plant extension. This type of link known as corporate link requires additional
expertise, because it is broadband project that does not use the same procedures for a project
narrowband, and the use of media converters and fiber optic format air (through poles),
internally or even underground [6–9].
• Interconnection of Voice: Liaison with interconnection of voice is a type of link in which
communication between users is the only and exclusively for the use of a landline or a telephone
exchange (PABX) that communicates via internet with another unit where the communication
is established. Thus it becomes possible to reduce the cost of connection, while it uses a direct
communication channel between servers. The Voice Interconnection Service also allows the
use of the mobile phone as a branch company which provides mobility and convenience [10, 11].
In the sequence it will presented a specific radio link project at 3.5 GHz to illustrate the case study
made without the national and international legislation and a comparison between then in order
to verify the constraints and important differences between then.
2. CHALLENGES SOLUTIONS AN D RESULTS

Challenges: those that enable the project or not, only from the viewpoint of engineering. Several
would be the challenges to be faced when starting the design of a radio link. So summarized stands
out [11]:
-

Availability of spectrum;
Equipment to be used;
Propagation of the signal;
Amount of information;
Distribution of information;
Location of terminals.

It is noted that any item cannot be handled separately. All of them are iterative for all treatment
and if isolated from one or the other can result in binding or poor interference from the point of
view of signal or unfeasible from the point of view of infrastructure.
Solutions: whatever may be the solution, they must meet not only the items listed above in
the challenge, as they must also meet the objectives macros. The solutions do not usually derail
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the project of a radio link, but it cans substantially burdens due to inappropriate actions. It is
suggested that the following question could be applied early in the design of the loop in order to
provide solutions for some problems that may arise in the design stage:
-

What type of service and what your rate?
Who are the solution providers?
What is the spectrum available for such application?
What are the legislative restrictions?
What database is available and what is its quality?

Results: the best possible outcome for the designer is to have the link operating in the best and
most strict quality standards that in this case translates it to the need of solving the challenges,
application of the national and international current legislation and one specific financial plan. All
of that in a perfect working condition [14].
3. IMPORTANT LEGISLATION APLLIED

To start a radio link project, a number of national and international relevant legislation must be
applied in consonance with ANATEL — Agency of the Brazilian Telecommunications Services and
the ITU (International Telecommunication Union). For a frequency of 3.5 GHz (case of study)
which is relevant:
-

Transmission power cannot exceed the value of 44.47 dBm;
Emission level of spurious signals limited to −26 dBm;
Canalization of the frequency band and limitations of sub-band;
Analyze transmission rates;
Class service;
Analyze primary use of the service;
Analysis service in secondary use;

For a frequency of 3.5 GHz which are the applicable law:
- Anatel Resolution Nos. 164,166, 309, 295, 416, 537;
- Radio Regulations of the ITU — International Telecommunication Union — Section S1-20;
For the design of a radio link in the range of 3.5 GHz which the applicable law:
-

Attenuation in free space: ITU-R Recommendation ITU-R 525-2 and 341-5;
Propagation attenuation: ITU-R 341-5;
Attenuation due to sand and dust: CCIR Report 721-3;
Attenuation due to vegetation: Recommendation ITU-R 833-3;
Transmission losses: Recommendation ITU-R 341-5;
Diffraction losses: Recommendation ITU-R 526-5;
Attenuation by atmospheric gases: ITU-R Recommendation ITU-R 676-3 and 676-4;
Factor of earth curvature and refraction indices: Recommendation ITU-R 453-6 and 453-7
ITU-R and ITU-R 369-6;
Release Criteria signal: Recommendation ITU-R 530-8;
Power Levels: Anatel Resolution 537;
Levels of spurious signals: Anatel Resolution 537;
Polarization: Recommendation ITU-R 838;
EIRP: Anatel Resolution 164, Resolution 537, Resolution 88 and 323 Precedent;
Signal Noise Minimum Recommendation ITU-R 526-5;
Attenuation System: Recommendation ITU-R 341-5;
Global attenuation: ITU-R 341-5;
Use of antennas: Anatel Resolution 367 and Recommendation ITU-R 699-5;
Use of cables: Anatel Resolution 399 and Resolution 470;
Use of towers: Practice Telebras 240-410-600;
Use transmitting equipment: Anatel Resolution 303;
Use of receiver equipment: Anatel Resolution 303;
Plan of the City of Curitiba: Law 11.535, Decree 606, Anatel Resolution 533, 529 and 571.
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4. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

In order to compare and analyze the national and international effects of the actual legislation in
a conception procedure of a radio link it was choose the technical data for a real link operating at
3.5 GHz and the impositions to make a project are summarized in Table 1:
Table 1.
Latitude
Longitude
Altitude
Height of Antennas
Diameter Antennas
Free Space
Total loss
Transmit Power
Maximum Signal level
Type of Antenna
Antenna Efficiency
Transmission Line
Cable Loss
Connector Loss
Loss in Filter Duplex
VSWR at the output of filter
Máximum E.I.R.P
Reliability

Point A (Transmitter)
Point B (Receiver)
◦
25 26’52.34”
25◦ 25’30.60”
49◦ 16’33.24”
49◦ 17’39.66”
912 (m)
942 (m)
40 (m)
95.5 (m)
0.6 (m)
0.5 (m)
Friis formula
≤ 135 dB
33 W
−40
Directional
72%
Coaxial Cable RGC58
3.2 dB
0.8 dB
2.5 dB
≤ 1.5
−106.4 dB
92%

The procedure for the accomplishment of the simulations was based on real life data collected by
mine of one drive-test that has been supplied by a major local operator of cellular telephony, where
by through a simulation software and a signal prediction we have obtained, with the integration
of the data of drive-test, a level of signal considered for such tool. The Figure 1 choose the signal
path of the points of transmission and reception.
The CelPlanner of the CelPlan Global Wireless Technologies available in our laboratories in
version 7.4 was initially configured with the significant data of the relief, the morphology and the
topography, beyond images of the city of Curitiba where drive-test was become fulfilled [13]. A
Figure 2 below, it is possible to see the image of the route which the data was collected in the
downtown of Curitiba in the urban area and also in the dense urban area.
Below in Figure 3, the morphology of the region where it was made the drive-test can be

Figure 1.
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Figure 2.

observed.

Figure 3.

The antennas used in the simulations in its majority are of KATHREIN Mobilcom Brazil model
742212, the diagrams of irradiation for each TILT were supplied by the proper manufacturer. For
the visualization of the height, tilt, azimuth and geographic coordinates of the ERB one software
of maps was used. The coordinates of each used ERB was supply by the major operator local
company. In the Table 2, it are summarized the obtained results for simulation of the real life data
for the downtown city of Curitiba.
The used propagation model for simulation was a free adjustable model that can be configured
by the user. The canalization of the frequency range for this frequency is presented in Figure 4.
After this procedure it is presented in Table 3 below the obtained results for simulation when
the legislation is applied.
Table 2.
Latitude
Longitude
Operation Range
Receiver Azimuth (za)
Transmitter Azimuth (zb)
Elevation angle
Great Circle Distance
Transmitter Antenna Gain
Receiving Antenna Gain
Total Gain
propagation loss
Transmission loss
Wavelength
Power Received
Margim Signal at reception
E.I.R.P
Total Path Loss

TRASMITTER
RECEIVER
25.447
−25.425
−49.275
−49.294
3500 a 3600
143.732
323.72
1.71
3.13
19.5
18.7
38.2
113.2
75
0.0856
−29.82
10.01
60.69
117.2

UNITIES
Degree
Degree
MHz
Degree
Degree
Degree
km
dBi
dBi
dB
dB
dB
M
dBm
dB
dBm
dB
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Table 3.
Parameter
The system gain value;
Lever of thermal noise;
Reception threshold;
Fading margin for interference;
Carrier signal/noise;
Signal level at the reception;
Carrier signal/noise in the absence of fading;
Fading margin compound;
Dispersive fading margin;
Thermal fading margin;
Interference level co-channel
Carrier signal/interference
Degradation due to the interference
Netloss on route

Results
119.47 dB
−102.39 dBm
−75 dBm
56.5 dB
27.39 dB
−17.5 dBm
84.89 dB
99 dB
42.5 dB
57.5 dB
−106 dBm
88.5 dB
1 dB
61.97 dB

Figure 5.

The Figure 5 summarizes the obtained signals level obtained for the radio link in according with
le legislation.
5. DISCUSSION

This paper presented a radio link conception at 3.5 GHz based in the national Brazilian laws. The
analyses of the level of signal demonstrate that the radiate power, level of received power, the
system gain value in according with the rules are all of them in according with the permitted
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values.
6. CONCLUSION

In this article the steps considered important to make a conception of a radio link in consonance
with the Brazilian national laws and the international ITU regulations was presented and discussed.
The current laws were observed and analyzed for the frequency range of 3.5 GHz. It was observed
that there is a significant difference in values when the resolution is applied to the conception of
a radio link in spite the other one. The link performance evaluation depends on the factors listed
here for a greater or lesser extent concerning the same performance.
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Abstract— In this work we present an experimental investigation on the amount of fading as
a measure of fading severity in radio channels. The presented results are for indoor environments
and assume a multi-dimensional ray based model. The amount of fading of Rayleigh channel,
which is equal to one, is used as a reference to know if the channel is less or more severely
affected than Rayleigh radio channel. For the tested environment, it has been found that placing
the antenna of indoor cell at a height close to the pedestrian height leads to less fading than
placing it on the ceiling and at this preferred height. The amount of fading for line of sight
propagation conditions exhibits higher correlation with coherence time than that corresponding
to non-line of sight propagation.
1. INTRODUCTION

Wireless radio channels are known of their fading phenomena, where received signal fluctuates
randomly due to the multipath arrival of radio signal at the receiver point. Fading phenomena
can be fast fading and slow fading. Slow fading describes the signal variation slowly over tenths
of wavelength distance. It is usually modeled as lognormal distribution. The fast fading results
due to the phase difference of multipath components and user equipment (UE) speed defined by
locations of scatterers and their electrical parameters as well as the position and antenna height
of the transmitter and receiver and their antenna patterns. The geometry of the propagation
scenarios defines the angular and delay domain properties of the channel. These properties are
directly related to fast fading. The fast fading has been modeled in literature with many models
based on the existence or non-existence of the line of sight (LOS) component. The widely known
models are the Rayleigh model for non-line of sight (NLOS) component and Rician model when the
LOS component exists. There are already many models that describe the fading channel subject
to different fading patterns. A survey of various propagation models for mobile communications is
presented in [1]. A real channel could be a combination of scenarios and propagation conditions
described by different models. Instead of describing the channel with a particular model, we
simulate the channel with a physics based channel model that represents how the signal might
propagate in a multipath environment. The severity of fading is described in this work by a
measure called the amount of fading. This measure is used to characterize different models that
describe the fading conditions in radio channels. In this work we present some detailed insights on
characterizing the amount of fading as a measure of fading severity in radio channels.
2. AMOUNT OF FADING

Due to the fading nature of radio channels, which results in signal fluctuations, diversity methods
were introduced to improve performance of communications system. The focus of these methods
is to reduce the variability of the received signal power to overcome the unreliability of the communication system due to poor fading conditions. Average signal-to-noise power ratio (SNR) at
diversity combiner output ignores the variation of the received SNR, and presents the diversity
benefit without increasing the transmit power. In order to study the impact of SNR variance, a
measure that accounts its variability is needed This measure has to account for higher moments of
SNR at the diversity combiner output. The selected measure of severity of fading in this work is
the amount of fading (AF), which can be computed using the first and second central moments of
SNRs at diversity output. The AF is defined in [2] as
© ª
var α2
AF =
E {α2 }2
where α is the instantaneous fading amplitude of a complex fading channel, E{·} and var{·} are
the statistical mean and variance, respectively. To quantify the probability distribution of fading, it
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is mentioned in [2] that for Nakagami-m fading distribution of α, AF = 1/m, whose range is [0, 2].
When m = ∞, AF = 0, which corresponds to the situation of “no fading”. When m = 1, AF = 1,
which corresponds to Rayleigh fading, and when m = 0.5, AF = 2, which corresponds to the onesided Gaussian distribution and the severest fading assumed by the Nakagami-m fading channel.
The AF has been generalized in [3] to describe the performance of the diversity combing system
over correlated lognormal channels. The inverse of AF might be considered as diversity factor.
As noted in [4], the amount of fading relates directly with diversity order of the symbol error
probability for Nakagami-m fading distribution and is not linked directly to the average symbol
error probability of Nakagami-q (Hoyt), Nakagami-n (Rice) fading distributions. The AF is used to
quantify the level of fading experienced at the output of a multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
system in [5]. In [6], different formulations for AF for different fading distributions are given for
Nakagami-q (Hoyt), Nakagami-n (Rice), Nakagami-m, Weibull, and log-normal shadowing fading
distributions.
3. CHANNEL MODEL

The investigation of this work is simulation based using multi-ray an RF multi-dimensional propagation model. The RF model is for indoor cubical shaped environments that can be used to
represent a corridor, office, lecture hall, convention center, etc., as a function of the indoor environment geometry. The model formulation in its essence is very similar to that presented in [7]. The
input parameters of the model include operating frequency, system bandwidth, signal polarization,
number of wall, floor and ceiling reflections, and electrical properties of reflecting surfaces. The
ray parameters are derived from the environment geometry using electromagnetic image theory
and vector mathematical operations to extract the needed path length and angles for every ray in
terms of angle of arrivals and departures as well as surface reflection angles. Each ray is defined
by its parameters such as its path length, azimuthal and co-elevation angle of arrival, azimuthal
and co-elevation angle of departure. Its amplitude is computed with electromagnetic formulations
for free space loss and loss due to interaction with scatterers in the environment. The interaction
with scatterers takes place in different propagation mechanisms: reflection, transmission, diffraction and scattering. In this work only the reflection propagation mechanism is included. Different
coefficients can be used for interaction losses that depend on waveform, plane wave, cylindrical
wave or spherical wave. The most commonly used reflection coefficient is the Fresnel plane wave
reflection coefficient, which is valid for flat surfaces and is a function of the incidence angle and the
electrical properties of the reflecting surface. The received signal is obtained as a sum of multi-ray
components as vector superposition of N individual rays, and it can be represented as follows:
XN
h (t) =
An δ (t − τn ) e−jk(rn −V·Ψn t) ,
n=1

where k is the wave number expressed as k = 2π
λ , λ is the wavelength of operating frequency, V
denotes the velocity vector of the UE, which is assumed at the receiver in this notation, and defined
by V = vx ~x + vy ~y + vz ~z and Ψn stands forthearrival direction vector defined for ray n as
Ψn = cos (φn ) sin (θn ) ~x + sin (φn ) sin (θn ) ~y + cos(θn )~z
where φn represents the horizontal arrival angle relative to the x-axis of ray n, θn denotes the
elevation arrival angle relative to the z-axis of ray n, and rn is the path length of ray n defined as:
rn =

Pn
X

dn,p

p=1

Notation dn,p denotes the distance traversed by the specular wave between the (p − 1) and p-th
boundary intersections and the complex amplitude An is defined as
An =

Yn
λ p
Γp e−jkdn,p .
Gtx (ϕn , ϑn ) Grx (φn , θn )
p=1
4πrn

Parameter Γp denotes the surface reflection coefficient for the p-th wave-interface intersection, while
λ
the term 4πr
represents the free space path loss that accounts for the wave spreading loss, and
n
finally, Gtx (ϕn , ϑn ), Grx (φn , θn ) are the transmitter and receiver antenna gain, respectively.
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4. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The simulated results represent a lecture hall of a convention center indoor environment. The
simulation results show the impact of antenna height and operating frequency of indoor cell The
receiver antenna height was 1.7 m. The lecture hall room dimensions are as follows: width is equal
to 10 m, length is 15 m and height is 10 m. The receiver speed was 3 km/hr which is defined as
the pedestrian speed in 3GPP standard. The fast walking speed of 10 km/hr is tested for AF
comparison. Reflecting surfaces have permittivity of 5 and conductivity of 0.02. Rays with surface
reflection order of up to 6 are included in addition to the line of sight component. This reflection
order is per surface. This means that when the signal bounces between two walls, then rays of
up to 12 reflection order could result and so on for rays bouncing between three surfaces would
result in rays of up to 18 reflection order. In order to study the impact of operating frequency
on the amount of fading, two different frequency ranges have been tested 0.9 GHz and 1.8 GHz.
These bands represent cellular and personal communications (PCs) bands The simulated temporal
range is for 2 seconds for every spatial location. The temporal sampling rate is 26000 samples/sec
The simulated spatial range is 5 m with a spatial resolution of 2.5 cm. Antenna polarization is
vertical. The three dimensional antenna pattern is the well-known omnidirectional pattern, where
signals propagating in the xy-plane experience no antenna loss irrespective of azimuthal angles but
the attenuation takes place in the non-horizontal plane propagation, where the amount of antenna
loss depends on the elevation angles. The antenna loss increases as the elevation angle of the
arrived signal gets away from the 90-degrees plane (i.e., xy-plane). The minimum value of AF
is zero, which means no signal variation. For different channels of similar mean value, the AF is
a good indicator for comparing the severity of fading between them. In order to get the feeling
of the AF numbers, Figure 1 shows the cumulative distribution function of the fading patterns
for Rayleigh, double Rayleigh and triple Rayleigh with their corresponding AF values as 1, 1.73,
and 2.56, respectively. The double Rayleigh fading exhibits double severity of fading than the
single Rayleigh, which means the channel varies twice faster. The Rayleigh fading channel is just
one type of fading channels. Our model is a multi-ray model, whose ray parameters change with
the movement of mobile receiver environment dimensions and communication link setup such as
antenna heights, polarizations, etc Rate of changes of ray parameters depend on mobility velocity.
This work investigated the impact of indoor cell antenna height. Two antenna heights have been
tested: 2 m representing a similar height to receiver and 9.9 m (presented as a 10 m height in the
figures below), which represents an antenna mounted on the ceiling. Figure 2 depicts the empirical
cumulative distribution function of AF computed from channel traces for 900 MHz and 1800 MHz
frequency ranges generated with the channel model described earlier. The AF ranges from slightly
greater than zero till AF is slightly greater than 2. This indicates that the channel does not
follow one fading model and the severity of channel fading varies too. Figure 2 shows that for
this particular tested line of sight propagation scenario, placing antenna on ceiling causes more
severe fading than placing the antenna at a height close to the receiver antenna height. It can be
read from the figure that when the transmitter antenna height is 2 m for both frequencies, 95% of
channel traces are less severe than Rayleigh fading, while when the transmitter antenna height is

Figure 1: Different Rayleigh fading with their corresponding AF values.

Figure 2: CDF of AF for moving MS with different
transmitter antenna heights, f = 900 MHz.
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10 m, about 90% and 85% of channel traces are subject to less fading severity than Rayleigh fading
for 900 MHz and 1800 MHz frequency ranges, respectively. Furthermore, channel traces of both
antenna heights have very low percentage of fading severity greater than double-Rayleigh fading.
Samples of received signal strength due to different channel traces with different AF values for the
tested frequency ranges are depicted in Figure 3. The presented AF values are well correlated
with the fading patterns of the received signal fading profile. Figure 4 shows a comparison between
the AF of LOS and NLOS propagation scenarios. The channel environment and communications
link are the same. The only difference is the blocking LOS rays, which are not considered in the
computation of channel traces in the NLOS propagation conditions. It is pretty clear that the AF
for NLOS is higher than that of LOS as expected. The medians of AF for LOS at 900 MHz and
1800 MHz are 0.28 and 0.39 compared to the corresponding values of NLOS, which are 0.36 and
0.55, respectively. The AF of fading channel traces is well correlated with the coherence time of
the channel. The computed correlation value of coherence time is 0.5. Figure 5 shows a scatter
plot of coherence time of simulated channel traces with their AF for the LOS case with indoor
cell antenna height of 10 m and frequency range of 1800 MHz. Table 1 shows the corresponding
correlation values for LOS and NLOS propagation conditions for the two tested antenna heights
and frequency ranges. Figure 6 shows the impact of mobile speed on AF for two different speeds
3 km/hr and 10 km/hr for indoor cells at a frequency range of 900 MHz and two different indoor cell
antenna heights. The severe fading pattern is observed at higher speeds when the antenna of the
indoor cell is placed very close to the ceiling. The relative increase in the median of AF for a low
antenna height with the increase of mobile speed is higher than that of a higher antenna height.

Figure 3: Impact of frequency range on AF.

Figure 4: CDF of AF for moving MS with indoor
cell antenna height of 2 m for LOS and NLOS.

Figure 5: Coherence time versus amount of fading.

Figure 6: Samples of received signals for different
channel traces with two different values of AF.
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Table 1: Correlation values between AF and coherence time.
Frequency (MHz)
Antenna Height (m)
LOS
NLOS

900
2
−0.81
−0.82

10
−0.62
−0.65

1800
2
−0.82
−0.75

10
−0.65
−0.54

5. CONCLUSION

Amount of fading is a parameter that describes the severity of channel fading conditions. Physics
based modeling shows that the channel presents variable AF, which means that there is not a
single statistical model such as Rayleigh but the latter represents only one possible case of channel
realizations. According to the simulated environment, placing the antenna of the indoor cell on the
ceiling causes more fading than if it is on a height close to the pedestrian height. As expected the
higher operating frequency range and higher mobile speed lead to higher AF. The AF corresponding
to LOS propagation conditions presents higher correlation with the coherence time than that of
NLOS.
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Abstract— In this paper, the design of a long read range UHF RFID reader using a novel carrier
leakage suppression method is presented. We developed and demonstrated through experiment in
the laboratory environment in the carrier-to-tag data ratio by more than 36 dBc in the UHF RFID
band, which is consistent with our simulation results. When inserted between the reader antenna
and a Class-1 RFID reader, measurements show that the reader can successfully demodulate the
generated tag signal for a power level of −80 dBm, which corresponds to the backscattered power
at 20 m distance. The read range of the reader with the proposed carrier leakage suppression
front-end is verified again in a real environment. The measured read range is found to be greater
than 20 m for a commercial battery-assisted passive (BAP) tag.
1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, radio frequency identification (RFID) utilizing the 900 MHz frequency band has been
widely used for a variety of applications such as inventory and supply chain management [1, 2]. A
conventional passive RFID system, which is categorized as Class-1 [3], is composed of a reader and
passive tags. The reader interrogates passive-tag attached items by sending an approximately 1W
signal. The tag sends back the data stored in an internal memory to the reader using backscattering
modulation. Backscattering modulation is formed by reflecting a received signal from the reader
by altering the antenna load impedance in the passive tag according to the tag information, which
results in modulating the phase and magnitude of the received signal. The reader then accesses
the tag information from the backscattered signal. The read range is one of the key parameters
in RFID systems and is frequently evaluated for RFID system assessment. The read range of
about 20 m may be appropriate for the emerging application of long read range RFID systems,
such as vehicle toll systems and the management of airline cargo containers and shipbuilding yard
equipment [4]. Most Class-1 commercial readers show a receiving sensitivity of −60 to −70 dBm
and the read range of commercial readers is limited to about 10 m. Carrier leakage power of the
transmitter of a reader seriously degrades the reader sensitivity. The phase noise of this leakage
causes a difficulty in the demodulation of a weak backscattered signal. Filters are not efficient in
such leakage suppression because the spectrum of the leakage and that of the backscattered signal
is so close. The difference is estimated to be about 40 ∼ 640 kHz according to ISO/IEC 180006C. Many researches for leakage suppression have been carried out using the method the leakage
suppression is achieved by adding a 180◦ inverted signal, obtained using variable attenuator and
phase shifter. In this paper, we propose the novel leakage suppression front-end using received
signal alone. Transmitter signal is not used. Thus, the leakage suppression is expected to be less
dependent on time and environmental changes.
2. DESIGN OF THE RF FRONT-END

The leakage power at the receiver consists of the leakage from the circulator due to a finite isolation (leakage 1) and that from the antenna mismatch (leakage 2). Typical isolation of a circulator
is about 30 dB, and the leakage due to the isolation of the circulator may be treated as almost
constant. However, leakage 2, the leakage from the antenna mismatch, may be sensitive to environmental changes and is considered to be time varying. Most leakage suppression methods use
the direct coupling compensation architecture [5–7]. The amplitude and phase of the sampled
transmitter signal are tuned by variable attenuator and phase shifter to cancel the carrier leakage.
The amplitude and phase of the sampled signal are ultimately tuned to cancel the carrier leakage.
The block diagram of our RF front-end for carrier leakage suppression is shown in Fig. 1. Input
port in Fig. 1 is connected to the receiver input of the antenna. The output port is connected to
the receiver input of the reader. The combined signal of the leakage 1 and 2 appear at the input
of our carrier leakage suppression front-end which makes the input signal slowly time-varying. In
order to extract the carrier, the received signal is split and the carrier is obtained from the limiter
and filter. The filter is used for harmonic elimination. The amplifier before the limiter is used to
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Figure 1: Proposed carrier leakage suppression front-end.

provide sufficient power to the latter. Note that the output power of the limiter is almost fixed for
changes in the input power. Thus, the output power level of AGC is selected for the output power
of the phase shifter to yield exactly the same as the filtered output power of the limiter. This can
be realized using the AGC control input. Once set, the output powers of the two paths can be
made equal without regard to the input power change. Thus, amplitude tuning for matching is not
necessary, and leakage cancellation is achieved by phase tuning alone. The phase shifter is used
for the cancellation of carriers by providing a phase difference of 180◦ . The carrier component is
eliminated when the phase difference of the two paths becomes 180◦ .
The operation of the proposed carrier leakage suppression RF front-end was simulated using
Agilent ADS. First, the backscattered signal was generated using the tag emulator when it was
exposed to a 910 MHz CW signal of 30 dBm. The tag emulator generates the standard Class-1
FM0 40 kbps signal. The backscattered power was set to −80 dBm considering a 20 m distance.
The CW leakage carrier signal is then superimposed. The power level of the carrier leakage was
set to −10 dBm, assuming the transmitting power of the reader to be 30 dBm and the isolation
between transmitter and receiver to be 40 dB. Then, the carrier to data ratio is found to be about
70 dBc. The synthesized signal was then converted to data using VSA 89600, which can be used
as an envelope simulation source in ADS. From Fig. 2(a), the carrier to data ratio is found to be
about 34 dBc, and the improvement in carrier to data ratio is estimated to be about 36 dB. Thus
the improvement in reader sensitivity can be expected from the improvement in carrier to data
ratio. Fig. 2(b) shows the output power of the proposed carrier leakage suppression front-end for
changes in the return loss of antenna. The return loss of the antenna is varied from 5 to 45 dB and
the circulator isolation of 40 dB. The output power is observed to be almost constant.
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Figure 2: Simulation results at the output of the proposed carrier leakage suppression front-end: (a) simulated
spectrum and (b) carrier leakage power.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 3 shows the measurement setup for the proposed carrier leakage suppression front-end. The
Tx module was set to transmit a CW power level of 1W. The tag emulator can then generate the
backscattered signal compliant UHF RFID standard. The signal generated by the tag emulator is
attenuated to reflect the path loss.
Tx Module
Digital
Data

Circulator
30 dBm
Reader
Emulator
Rx Module

Spectrum
Analyzer

Tag Emulator

Divider

Variable
Attenuator

Carrier Leakage Combiner
Suppression Board

Variable
Attenuator

Figure 3: Measurement setup of the carrier leakage suppression front-end.

The power level from the tag emulator was set to −80 dBm which corresponds to 20 m distance.
The attenuated tag signal is combined with the TX signal, which represents the leakage power
of the transmitter. This signal is sent to the read emulator with the proposed carrier leakage
suppression front-end. The measured spectrum of the carrier leakage to the receiver input of the
reader emulator is shown in Fig. 4, with and without the proposed carrier leakage suppression
front-end. The carrier leakage power was set to −10 dBm and the tag power of the 40 kbps signal
was set to −80 dBm to reflect the path loss of 20 m distance using the variable attenuators in Fig. 3.
The carrier to data ratio, without the carrier leakage suppression front-end, is found to be about
73 dBc as shown in Fig. 4(a). With the carrier leakage suppression front-end, the carrier to data
ratio is observed to be about 37 dBc from Fig. 4(b), which is about a 36 dB improvement.
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Figure 4: Measured spectra at the receiver input of the reader: (a) without and (b) with the proposed carrier
leakage suppression front-end.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We proposed the novel carrier leakage suppression front-end based on received signal alone. The
leakage suppression is thus less dependent on time and environmental changes. We demonstrated
experimentally that the proposed carrier leakage suppression front-end shows a significant improvement in the carrier to data ratio by up to more than 36 dBc, which is consistent with our simulation
results. Also, we demonstrated through indoor experiment that the reader with the proposed carrier
leakage suppression front-end can detect a commercial Class-1 battery-assisted tag at a distance of
above 20 m.
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Simulation and Implementation of TDOA Monitoring System for
Broadcasting Interferences
Yao-Tang Chang
Department of Information Technology, Kao Yuan University, Kaohsiung 82151, Taiwan

Abstract— Since the rapid development of the wireless broadband communication technology
the location accuracy performance of the radio monitoring station configured by signal angle
of arrival (AOA) location technology has been seriously degraded in Taiwan. In this study, by
applying F(50, 50) transmission channel model of applied in Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) and following specifications and requirement of TDOA-based receiver, the required number
of TDOA-based in metropolitan area of Tainan is simulated and evaluated. The results show
that the number of 3 to 5 TDOA-based location stations are needed to install for 20 km ∼ 30 km
coverage area in metropolitan of Tainan. Furthermore, three TDOA-based radio monitoring
station called Luzhu, Tainan Gaote and Jinkang are first installed to locate the radio transmitter
such as interference sources in Taiwan. By monitoring the frequency modulation (FM), the
broadcasting station of 88.3, 91.5, 89.1 and 91.9 MHz are located on metropolitan, rural and
urban area, respectively. The TDOA-based locating technology is first implemented and be
successful. Here, the results show that the locating accuracy at circle error probability (CEP)
50% is less than 950 m distance under multi-path effect in metropolitan area.
1. INTRODUCTION

In order to execute telecommunication act in Taiwan, the radio frequency monitoring system is
applied to protect and maintain a great radio frequency environment for easy communication at
anywhere, anytime and any-devices. Since the rapid developing of economy in Taiwan in recently
years, a large numbers of constructions have made the changes on the terrain and environmental
surrounding of the radio monitoring stations rapidly. Hence, the accuracy performance of the
radio monitoring station configured by signal angle of arrival (AOA) location technology has been
seriously degraded.
Furthermore, more complex-communications technology and equipment has been invented. Hence, the monitoring station that configured originally and based on signal angle of arrival (angle of
arrival, AOA) location technology is unable to meet the changing of geography and radio-frequency
environment [1]. That is, the accuracy performance of the radio monitoring station has been
seriously degraded.
The special interference case increased rapidly in advanced communicational technologies such
as low transmitted power, burst and weak signal and metropolitan interference [2, 3]. As new
monitoring and direction finder technologies are invented to prevent the radio interference, the
TDOA-based location system is proposed to integrate the previous AOA-based location system [4].
Here the implementation and experiments in Taiwan are supported by the radio frequency interference. Hence the interference transmitter for low transmitted power, burst and weak signal and
metropolitan interference is easy identified, analyzed (located) and prevented.
2. THE DESIGN OF TDOA-BASED MONITORING SYSTEM

In order to implement TDOA monitoring system, the design configuration consists of hardware
selection, the cross-correlation algorithm and application user interface and estimation of accuracy
location. Time difference of arrival (TDOA) is the use of a plurality on receivers to measure the
arrival time from the location of pending signal to each receiver.
To obtain an accuracy solution, the TDOA technology hardware and software design of the
experiment have to be based on the performance of the receiver, time synchronization and network
connectivity. The installation of system architecture and the location requirements is shown in
Fig. 1. The important TDOA-based monitoring is that the implementation of signal synchronization. Here, the TDOA location systems typically use a GPS receiver to establish a common time
reference. In this study, the experimental monitoring station is configured as three layers to install
and analyze the location accuracy including hardware selection, software design (cross-correlation
algorithm) and estimation of location error.
Under the cost consideration, the proposed integrated AOA/TDOA receiver configuration is
proposed and shown in Fig. 2. The AOA-based technology needs a pair of modular of local oscillator,
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Figure 1: The installation of proposed system architecture and the location requirements.

down converter and digitizer. The only one modular is need for TDOA-based technology. Here,
the integrated AOA/TDOA is easy implemented while the AOA or TDOA software algorithm is
applied.

Figure 2: The proposed receiver configuration of integrated AOA/TDOA location system.
3. SIMULATION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF TDOA-BASED MONITORING SYSTEM

By applying F(50, 50) transmission channel model that applied in Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and followed with specifications and requirement of TDOA-based receiver, the required number of TDOA-based in metropolitan area of Tainan is simulated and evaluated. The
simulation parameter and result is summed in Table 1 and the required number of TDOA-based
in metropolitan area of Tainan is simulated and evaluated.
The results show that the number of 3 to 5 TDOA-based location stations are needed to install
for 20 km ∼ 30 km coverage area in metropolitan of Tainan. Hence, the proper position TDOAbased monitoring station is selected and shown in triangle of Fig. 3. Moreover, as shown the
broadcasting station of 88.3 MHz, 91.5 MHz, 89.1 MHz and 91.9 MHz are specified to verify the
location performance by moving from the center to outside of TDOA coverage area.
In this trial experiment, the three monitoring station including Jinkang station in Tainan (Tainan
metropolitan area) and Tainan Gaote is selected to create the proper triangular arrangement. The
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Table 1: The required number of TDOA-based foe applied simulation parameter.

central station is installed in Luzhu (Kaohsiung Science Park). At the three sites, a distance of
about 9.94 km is calculated between Jinkang Station and Luzhu (Kaohsiung Science Park).
As shown in Fig. 3, the proposed experiment configuration is easy to verify the TDOA limitation
of location performance in multi-path effect of metropolitan area.
In this study, a central station of AOA/TDOA #1 is installed in Luzhu (Kaohsiung Science
Park). The TDOA #2 and TDOA #3 (Tainan metropolitan area) is act as remote monitoring
station. This monitoring station is selected under considering the barrier impact of the aforementioned buildings, ground reflection and the reflected wave. Also, the up-load transmission rate of
3G mobile network design is needed. The related position (longitude and latitude) of TDOA monitoring and transmitted station is shown in Table 2. For an example of measured FM 88.3 MHz,
the location result is shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 3: The proposed experiment configuration for
investigating the TDOA limitation of location performance in multi-path effect of metropolitan area.

Figure 4: The location result of an example of FM
88.3 MHz in experiment.

The experiment results are summarized in Table 3. The various location error depend on the
various broadcasting station of 88.3, 91.5, 89.1 and 91.9 MHz. The result show the least locating
accuracy for 91.9 MHz at circle error probability (CEP) 50% is less than 950 m distance under multipath effect. Hence, the average and deviation error of distance is proved to apply in metropolitan
interference.
4. THE PROPOSED INTEGRATED AOA/TDOA-BASED MONITORING SYSTEM

By integrating advantage of the AOA and TDOA-based technologies, the AOA/TDOA monitoring
system is proposed to improve and the capacity of monitoring area and strengthen the ability of
anti-interference. As shown in Fig. 5, the fixed AOA/TDOA monitoring station is installed in
higher mountain surrounding the metropolitan area. However, mobile TDOA monitoring station
is assigned on vehicle to move randomly in metropolitan area. Here, the AOA-based system can
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Table 2: The proposed monitoring and transmitted
position of proposed experiment.

Table 3: The summarized result of experiment for
measured location.

calculate the straight line of bearing and achievement of TDOA-based hyperbola curve. Hence,
the proposed efficiency configuration of integrated AOA/TDAO monitoring system is achieved to
prevent broadcasting interferences occurred in metropolitan area.
Following the integrated AOA/TDOA configuration in Taiwan, the interference transmitter
for flight, low transmitted power, burst and weak signal and metropolitan interference is easy
identified, analyzed (located) and prevented. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 6, the major advantage of
integrated AOA/TDOA monitoring system is to extend the coverage area and improve the location
performance of previous AOA-based monitoring system installed in Taiwan. For location accuracy
of TDOA consideration, the surrounding of three monition stations are characterized with better
location-performance. On the contrary, AOA monitoring system is suitable for the inside as well as
outside of monitoring system. Hence, the possible architecture, equipment specification of proposed
TDOA location system is proposed to solve the special interference and improve the monitoring
network.

Figure 5: The proposed efficiency configuration of
integrated AOA/TDAO monitoring system is used
to prevent broadcasting interferences occurred in
metropolitan area.

Figure 6: Integrated AOA/TDOA monitoring system for extending the coverage area and improve
location accuracy.

5. CONCLUSION

By applying F(50, 50) transmission channel model of applied in Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and following specifications/requirement of TDOA-based receiver, the required number
of TDOA-based in metropolitan area of Taiwan is simulated and evaluated. Since the number of
3 to 5 TDOA-based location stations are needed to install for 20 km ∼ 30 km coverage area in
metropolitan of Tainan. The results show that the locating accuracy at circle error probability
(CEP) 50% is less than 950 m distance under multi-path effect in metropolitan area. Hence, the
solution of integrated the AOA/TDOA technologies can be applied and the interference transmitter
characterized with low transmitted power, burst and weak signal and metropolitan interference is
easy identified, analyzed (located) and prevented.
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Abstract— In this work, design guidelines of the first stage of a CMOS 0.35 µm front-end
receptor, to attend the Brazilian 4G mobile technology is shown. This paper deals with different
topologies of LNA — Low Noise Amplifier and guidelines of design, layout, and simulations.
Thereby, the development of the proposed device is shown since the hand calculations to the final
layout which is ready to be run by the Foundry. In this context, this paper aims the improvement
and development of new technologies to meet the growing demands on the communication and
mobile field.
1. INTRODUCTION

The current economic scenario, coupled with the lifestyle that people have in their homes, always
seeking comfort and connectivity, makes increase the need for faster electronic devices with high
efficiency and low cost. These devices have features to make life easier and give comfort to people.
Among these features, can be cited the use of the internet as a vehicle of communication by video
conference through mobiles, something unimaginable in the early twenty-first century.
In order for such expectations becomes fulfilled, it took many technological advances in the
electronic field, including the stage of RF (radio frequency) devices for communications, which is
considered the basis for many advances, due to the growing demand for data traffic, voice and
image, which increases the need of high speeds transfers that support these services, making it
essential that there be a monitoring of its technological development.
The progress related to the RF microelectronic happened in a faster way [1, 2], thus requiring
constant updating and training of researchers and technicians involved in this area. This search for
knowledge is due to the fact that the market always needs new devices.
The LNA is the first stage in the signal reception, as can be seen in Fig. 1, so it must be
well designed, because if the amplified signal provides high levels of noise all other information
will be compromised [3, 4]. Following the amplification stage the signal will pass through several
intermediate stages until it can be extracted the original information. On the other hand, the
mixer translates an incoming RF signal to a lower frequency, known as the intermediate frequency
— IF [5, 6], while the local oscillator is applied to generate signal on a desire frequency. Several
topologies are deal on the literature, like the Voltage Controlled Oscillator — VCO, Colpitts, ring
oscillator and others [7, 8]. The power amplifiers may be divided into several categories, depending
whether it is a broadband or narrowband. Relative to its linearity, it can be linear or constantenvelope operation, which generally produces an output whose amplitude is ideally independent of
the input, unlike the linear ones, known for produce an output identical to the original input [9].
Antenna
LNA

Mixer

FI
Amplifier

Filter
...

Local
Oscillator

Signal

~

Figure 1: A generic front-end receptor [10].

The 4G technology is still in its early stages of use in Brazil, since the required parameters for the
existence of a difference between 3G and 4G technologies have not been fully achieved. From these
parameters can be mentioned the download rate, which should be between 100 Mbps to 1 Gbps
but is still operating in the range of 5 Mbps. With these divergences, the technology specifications
were revised, so that one could use the 4G nomenclature even though this is not within the preset
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parameters. In the United States the 4G operational frequency is in the range of 700 MHz, while
in Brazil the 4G devices work at 2.5 GHz.
Therefore, in this work it will be shown design guidelines of a 0.35 µm CMOS first stage frontend, LNA for the Brazilian 4G technology. It will be shown since the hand calculation to the final
layout which will be manufactured by the AMS — Austria Micro System Foundry.
2. FRONT-END FIRST STAGE

The low noise amplifier is usually used as the first stage of signal reception. For being a device with
good gain and low noise, it plays a fundamental role in the circuit and has a high impact on the
continuity of the RF signal. The LNA can normally be configured in four different ways to realize
the impedance matching. However, each configuration present disadvantages on the system as a
whole.
The first architecture employs a resistive termination to match the impedance at 50 Ω. The
disadvantage of this technique is the use of a resistor for the impedance matching which has a very
large contribution in the signal to noise ratio, greatly increasing the level of noise in the received
signal.
The second topology uses a common gate amplifier for the LNA. For this configuration we can
mention two distinct problems: noise figure, which in theory has a minimum value of 2.2 dB for
the CMOS technology, besides the problem of signal linearity which for this setting is too low.
Therefore, a commitment between power and gain must be assumed.
In the third configuration is shown a gain stage with resistive feedback. It is insensitive to the
parasitic elements of the input match network. However, this topology requires a large transconductance and thus a large current, making this project with high power consumption.
The fourth architecture employs an inductive degeneration, to generate a real term on the input
impedance. Such topology uses an inductor connected to the source to provide the impedance match
at the input without a lumped resistor. In general, this type of configuration has the characteristic
of being narrow-band which does not compromise the application of this the configuration for this
work.
3. LNA DESIGN GUIDELINES

The cascode topology increases the LNA bandwidth due to the Miller effect which modifies the
effective capacitance of the circuit, so that this condition contributes to the linearity of the circuit.
The common gate amplifier has two important roles in the reverse isolation of the LNA which
decreases the leakage current produced by the oscillator and the mixer and minimizes the feedback
of the output to the input. One of the main problems in designing a cascode LNA is the calculation
of the channel width of the transistors.
The elimination of the noise in a complete way is still the major goal of any project within the
area of transmission and reception of signals. However, as the current technology does not provide
this capability, that there are means to reduce the noise by more efficient circuitries of transmitting
and receiving data. The fact that there is noise at all stages of amplification leads to the conception
that the gain stage at the input must find a relationship where noise must be mitigated as much
as possible without losing the minimum of amplification. This relationship is necessary so that the
signal can pass through all the stages of amplification without losing its quality with noise that
were not added yet.
To design an active microwave device, some information must be obtained with the Foundry.
Therefore, the hand calculations were done taking in account the typical configuration of the
parameters provided by the AMS Foundry. The first expression is concerning to the calculation of
the channel width — W of the CMOS transistor. Thus, the W can be found by:
W =

1
3ωLCox Rs

(1)

where L is the length of the transistor’s channel, Rs the input resistance, 50 Ω, and ω the angular
frequency
To attend the 4G Brazilian mobile specification [11], with central frequency around 2.6 GHz and
from the process parameters, the transistors channel width W ≈ 256 µm was found. As the value
of the NMOS RF type transistors is limited in terms of channel width, the use of 12.5 fingers was
needed, making a width around 125 µm. To achieve W ≈ 256 µm, it was placed another 125 µm
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transistor in parallel. The capacitance between the gate and source can be found by the following
expression:
2
Cgs = Cox W L + Cgso W
(2)
3
And the existing conductance inside the transistor is expressed by
Gm1 = Kpn

W
(Vgs − Vth )
L

(3)

As the inductors are pre-formed cells provide by the Foundry, with established values, the transistor
width should be design in function of these existing cells. Therefore, the impedance match can be
achieved by the following expressions:
µ
¶
Gm1
1
+
Ls
(4)
Zin (s) = s(Ls + Lg ) +
sCgs
Cgs
where Ls and Lg are inductances connected to the source and gate, respectively.
On the other hand, the drain current can be obtained by the following expressions:
Id =

KPN W
(Vgs − Vth )2
2 L

(5)

From the design equations showed above, with a VDD = 3.3 V and Vgs = 1 V, a drain current
around 15 mA is found.
In a second analysis, using the inductive values from (4), it is possible define (6):
ω0 (Lg + Ls ) −

1
=0
ω0 Cgs

(6)
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Replacing the obtained process parameters, and using the pre-existing cells, the relationship
between Lg and LS is: Lg = 12.08 nH and Ls = 1.04 nH. Note that the Lg inductor must assume
values around 1 nH. In Fig. 2(a) is shown the gain S21 and reverse isolation S12 of the designed
LNA. From the obtained results, it can be observed a gain around 15 dB, which validate the good
behavior of the device. Moreover, in Fig. 2(b) is shown the return loss S11 , where it can be observed
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Figure 2: (a) Gain and reverse isolation; (b) Return loss; (c) Noise figure; (d) The linearity response — IP3.
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the agreement of the resonance peak with the frequency of design. It is still notice in Fig. 2(c) the
noise figure around 2.4 dB at the interest frequency. This is a good value due to the limitation of
the used technology.
In addition to the gain, input match and noise figure, the linearity is an important consideration
because the LNA usually performs more than only amplify signals without adding noise, remaining
linear besides the signals that it receives. Therefore, in Fig. 2(d) is shown the IP3 analysis, which
represents the linearity performance of the designed device.
From the obtained results, it can be clearly observed that that designed LNA is working correctly,
with good gain, resonance and linearity. In Fig. 3(a) is shown the schematic of the designed device,
while in Fig. 3(b) is shown its layout. In this schematic the bias circuit, RF PADs, wirebonds, and
output matching network was intentionally neglected to facilitate the visualization of the proposed
circuit. The presence of four layers of metal is highlighted, and is important to observe that the
fourth metal layer is thick to guarantee a moderate Q of the integrated inductors. Countless tests
are required to check the layout before it can be submitted to Foundry.
Vdd
Ld
Vout
M n4
M n2
Vgs
M n3
Vin

M n1
Lg
Ls

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) Schematic; (b) Layout of the Front-end first stage: Low noise amplifier.
4. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, design guidelines of a LNA to attend the Brazilian 4G mobile technology were presented. It was shown the development of the proposed device since the design by hand calculations
to the final layout, which is ready to be run by the Foundry. From the obtained results, it can be
clearly observed that the designed LNA is working correctly, with good gain, tuning, noise figure
and linearity.
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Abstract— This paper presents the experimental investigation of on-body radio propagation
channel utilizing textile monopole antenna at 2.45 GHz. The measurement campaign was carried
out in the anechoic chamber, considering stationary movement of the human body. The position
of the transmitted antenna was fixed on the right of the upper arm of the human body and
the received antenna was varied on several different potential on-body locations for body-centric
wireless communication (BCWC) applications. The investigation was aimed to characterize the
reflection coefficient and path loss of on-body radio channel when the antenna was placed in
the vicinity of human body. A statistical analysis of path loss was also performed. The results
showed that the measured reflection coefficient of four on-body positions experienced an upward
frequency shift at a minimum of 0.2% compared to the simulated results due to the body coupling
effect. In the anechoic chamber, the highest path loss was found for right upper arm-left ankle
link while the lowest path loss was observed on the right upper arm-right chest link, proving
that the closer a received antenna to the transmitted antenna, the better signal reception will
be obtained. Based on the measurement results, it could be seen that the lognormal distribution
fits very well to the on-body radio channel for narrowband frequency.
1. INTRODUCTION

BCWC has received a lot of attention recently [1–4]. Since BCWC is intended to be implemented
on the user’s body, it is more practical to utilize a textile antenna with an omni-directional pattern
in BCWC applications as it can be integrated into clothing. On-body radio propagation channel
has been extensively published in the open literature [1–4]. However, very few work reported
the utilization of textile antenna for on-body radio channel [3]. Thus, this paper presents the
experimental investigation of reflection coefficient and path loss characteristics using planar textile
monopole antenna at 2.45 GHz. The stationary on-body propagation channel for different body
positions is derived and statistically analyzed.
2.

MEASUREMENT SETUP

The experiment was carried out in an anechoic chamber at Electromagnetic Hyper Sensitivity
(EHS) Laboratory to eliminate multipath reflections from surrounding environment. The antenna
utilizes a portable Agilent Field Fox model number N9923A 2-port Vector Network Analyzer (VNA)
to generate (transmit) and measure (receive) the signal. A total number of sampled points per
acquisition N = 1001 is set. Measurement was performed on a female subject of weight 51 kg
with a height of 1.49 m. Two planar textile monopole antennas were used in this measurement
campaign [5, 6]. The transmitter antenna (Tx) was placed fixed at the right side of the upper arm
(RU). The receiver (Rx) was placed on the 11 other positions: right chest (RC), left chest (LC),
right waist (RW), left waist (LW), right thigh (RT), left thigh (LT), right ankle (RA), left ankle
(LA), center of back (B), right back (RB), left back (LB) and left upper arm (LU). Fig. 1(a) shows
the location of the Tx and positions of Rx antennas. Two 5 m low loss semi-rigid coaxial cables were
used in the measurement campaign. The cables were wrapped with Eccosorb Flexible Broadband
Urethane Absorber model: FGM-U-20-SA microwave absorbing foams to minimize the spurious
radiation from, and coupling between, the coaxial cables. The measurement setup for on body
shows in Fig. 1(b). A 10 mm separation was set between the antenna and the body. Table 1 shows
the distance between the Tx-Rx for on-body measurement. Five sweep durations were performed
for each location. The simulation was performed using CST HUGO body model software where
the HUGO model was defined at 8 × 8 × 8 × 8 mm3 voxel resolution.
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Figure 1: On-body measurement setup. (a) Placements of transmitted and received antennas. (b) Measurement in anechoic chamber.
Table 1: Distance between Tx-Rx for on-body measurement.
Left
Right Left Right Left Right Left Right Left Center Right Left
Upper
Positions Chest Chest Waist Waist Thigh Thigh Ankle Ankle Back Back Back
Arm
(RC) (LC) (RW) (LW) (RT) (LT) (RA) (LA) (B)
(RB) (LB)
(LU)
Distance
19
35
22
38
27
40
101 107
52
27
40
52
(cm)

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The measured reflection coefficient for on-body static at all positions is illustrated in Fig. 2. It
is observed that the measured reflection coefficient of all on-body Rx placements shifted to the
right up to 7.2% due to the body coupling effect. This result also shows that the textile monopole
demonstrated reflection coefficient, S11 < −10 dB for all on-body locations. Voltage Standing Wave
Ratio (VSWR) is a function of the reflection coefficient, which describes the power reflected from
the antenna. Fig. 3 shows the VSWR for on-body static for free space and nine positions of textile
monopole. From the graph, it is seen that VSWR for all positions and free space is less than 2. In
general, if the VSWR is less than 2, the antenna matching is considered excellent. Fig. 4 shows the
comparison between simulated and measured reflection coefficient for four on-body positions, i.e.,
LU, LB, RC and RT of textile monopole antenna. The result clearly showed that the minimum
frequency detuning occurred when the antenna was placed on the left back by 0.2% as compared
to the simulated reflection coefficient result. It is evident that the left back is the least affected
0
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Figure 2: Measured reflection coefficient for several positions of Rx.
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Figure 4: Comparison between (a) left upper arm, (b) left back, (c) right chest, (d) right thigh for simulated
and measured reflection coefficient.

location by the body coupling when textile monopole was used as Tx. However, this on-body
location is impractical to be applied in BCWC as it will make the user feel uncomfortable if the
antenna is to be attached to the clothing. Hence, left upper arm is chosen as Tx position since the
frequency detuning is less than 2% compared to the simulation result.
The path loss is defined as the ratio of received to transmitted power computed from the measured data, averaging over the measured frequency transfers at each frequency point [7]. Fig. 5
shows the path loss for 5 locations of stationary on-body. The result shows that highest path loss
at 2.45 GHz was obtained for RU-LA link with a maximum value of −53 dB due to the longest
distance between Tx and Rx. Meanwhile the lowest path loss was observed on the RU-RC link
with a maximum value of −43 dB. Since the propagation distance is shorter between RU and RC
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Figure 6: Measured and modeled path loss for stationary on-body channel.

locations, the electromagnetic wave can propagate in a direct path from transmitter to the receiver. The on-body radio channel can be modelled as a linear function of the logarithmic distance
d between transmitter and receiver, expressed as [2]
µ ¶
d
P LdB (d) = P LdB (d0 ) + 10γ log
+ Xσ
(1)
d0
where PLdB (d0 ) is the average path loss at 0.1 m and γ is the path loss exponent. Xσ represents a
shadowing (large-scale) fading defined as variation of the local mean around the path loss, Gaussian
distributed random variable with standard deviation σ in dB. In order to obtain the average path
loss at d0 and the path loss exponent γ, a least square fit technique is applied. Fig. 6 shows the
measured and modeled path loss value for stationary on-body radio propagation channel, involving
nine on-body positions, i.e., RC, LC, RW, LW, RT, LT, RA, LA and B. The path loss exponent
for this case is γ = −1.7 and the mean path loss is −32.3 dB. A shadowing factor is determined
by computing the deviation between measured and the calculated average path losses. Fig. 7(a)
presents the measured CDF of path loss for stationary on- body radio channel in the chamber fitted
to normal distribution (σ = 2.6). This explains that human body shadowing plays insignificant
role to the stationary on-body path loss variation when utilizing an omni-directional antenna. A
statistical analysis is also performed to the measured path loss by fitting the data to an empirical
distribution, lognormal distribution. The measured CDF of stationary on-body path loss is shown
in Fig. 7(b). The result exhibits that the measured on-body path loss in the chamber is very well
fit to lognormal distribution (µ = 3.82, σ = 0.10). A smaller spread of data, indicating by σ = 0.10,
shows that there is a direct path of propagation occurred along the body surface.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Measured CDF of (a) deviation from average path loss fitted to normal distribution, (b) path loss
in the chamber.
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4.

CONCLUSIONS

The stationary on-body radio channel involving different body positions was carried out in an
anechoic chamber. The characteristics of the reflection coefficient and path loss of on-body radio
propagation channel were studied. The channel model derivation and statistical analysis of stationary on-body radio channel were also performed. The measured path loss was fitted to an empirical
distribution function. Results exhibit that the textile monopole obtained S11 < −10 dB for all
on-body positions and demonstrated an upward frequency shift of four selected on-body locations
at a minimum of 0.2% compared to the simulated results. The results also confirm the distance dependency between Tx-Rx of stationary on-body radio channel in non-reflecting environment. The
measured path loss was very well fitted to the lognormal distribution.
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Abstract— This paper investigated the path loss characteristics of body-to-body radio propagation channel in a controlled lab environment using a pair of simple structure textile patch
antennas operating at 2.45 GHz. A line-of-sight (LOS) case was considered in this measurement
campaign. The transmitted antenna was mounted parallel to a right upper arm of the first
human body, separated by 2 mm air gap and the received antenna was placed on a left upper
arm of second human body. The orientation between transmitted antenna on the first body and
received antenna on the second body was carried out for 0, 90 and 180 degrees. The distance
between transmitted antenna on the first body and received antenna on the second body was
varied from 40 to 180 cm for each angle orientation. Both of the subjects were in a static movement throughout the measurement campaign. This investigation was carried out to observe the
path loss variation in LOS scenario in terms of angle orientation and distance variation between
two human bodies. The results showed that the measured path loss varied up to 10 dB higher at
the orientation 180◦ compared to other angular orientations as the antenna separation between
the first body and the second body increased from 40 to 180 cm. The results also exhibited that
the measured path loss varied up to 6.07 dB when the angle between on-body transmitter and
on-body receiver was oriented from 90◦ to 180◦ . The mean path loss varied on the average of
1.82 dB for all angle orientations.
1. INTRODUCTION

Body-centric wireless communications (BCWC) appears to be different than typical radio communication as it involves the presence of human body which gives significant effects on the radio
propagation channel. Due to its promising future technology in numerous fields such as medical,
military, emergency services, entertainment and sports, many literatures have focused on investigating and analyzing its characteristics around the body [1–9].
Body-to-body channel falls under one of BCWC categories that involves communication link
between radio devices worn on two bodies. This type of communication happens when a radio device
mounted on one user’s body is transmitting/receiving with a transceiver located on other user’s
body [4]. To date, very few studies have been reported in the open literature that investigate the
channel characteristics of body-to-body radio channel [3–5]. The body-to-body radio propagation
channel confronts several issues that need to be addressed, such as on how the position orientations
and distances between on-body transmitter and on-body receiver affect the characterization of path
loss. Hence, this paper investigates and characterizes body-to-body radio channel propagation in
terms of angular orientations and distances variations at 2.45 GHz.
2. EXPERIMENTAL SETTING

This measurement campaign was performed in a controlled indoor environment at Embedded Computing Research Cluster, Universiti Malaysia Perlis, where no other people were presented when
the measurement was performed, except two male subjects and data collector. Two simple structure of textile patch antennas with excellent impedance matching were used in this investigation.
A portable Agilent Field Fox model number N9923A 2-port Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) was
utilized in the measurement setup to capture the frequency response, S21 . A total number of sampled points per acquisition N = 1001 was set. The average height and weight of two male subjects
is 170 cm and 65 kg. The placement of transmitter (Tx) was fixed at the right side of upper arm
on the Body 1 (B1) and the placement of receiver (Rx) was fixed at the left side of upper arm
on the Body 2 (B2). The antenna to body separation for both subjects was 2 mm air gap. Two
5 meter low loss semi-rigid coaxial cables were used in the measurement campaign, manufactured
by Huber-Suhner. The VNA was calibrated during the measurements to ensure the measured data
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consists of the reflected signal measured at the antenna ports and to exclude losses from the cables.
Accurate antenna placements were ensured during the measurement campaign for each on-body
location. Sampling time is 4.25 msec and observation time/sweep duration, Tobs is 4.25 sec. The
orientation between transmitted antenna on the first body and received antenna on the second
body was varied from 0◦ to 180◦ with an interval of 90◦ shown in Fig. 1. The distance between
transmitted antenna on the first body and received antenna on the second body was varied from 40
to 180 cm for each angle orientation. Both of the subjects were in a static movement throughout
the measurement campaign. Fig. 2 shows the measurement setup utilizing textile patch antennas
worn on two subjects’ bodies in the indoor environment.

Figure 1: Orientations of the antenna in the measurement campaign for body-to-body communication.

Figure 2: Measurement setup utilizing textile patch antennas worn on two subjects’ bodies in indoor environment.
3. BODY-TO-BODY PATH LOSS CHARACTERIZATION

In realistic BCWC operation scenarios, the human will be immersed in a realistic (scattering) propagation environment, and this can have significant influence on the signal propagation around the
user body. For the experimental investigation presented in this work, the chosen indoor environment was a lab room and two male subjects were located in the center of the lab room. In order
to identify the influence of the environment on the measured radio channel, variation in path loss
due to different angular orientations and distance has been investigated.
Figure 3 shows the measured path loss of body-to-body radio channel for three distinct orientations in LOS scenario. Path loss is averaged from five sweep durations for different angular
orientation, 0◦ –180◦ with interval of 90◦ with respect to distance, ranging from 40 cm to 180 cm.
The result clearly shows that when the orientation between Tx and Rx increased to 180◦ the path
loss varied up to 10 dB higher than other angular orientations as the distance increased from 40 to
180 cm. This result indicates that a larger path loss variation occurs when the on-body receiver was
oriented in maximum angular orientation from the on-body transmitter as the antenna separation
between Tx and Rx increased.
Table 1 summarizes the measured mean path loss that is averaged over distances (40–180 cm) in
LOS scenario for different angular orientations. The difference values shown in Table 1 represent
the difference between the present mean path loss and previous mean path loss. Results show that
the mean path loss varies by a maximum of 6.07 dB when the orientation changes from 90◦ to 180◦
and 1.82 dB on the average.
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Figure 3: Measured path loss for different angular orientations.
Table 1: Mean path loss for different orientations in LOS scenario.
Mean
Angle
0◦
90◦
180◦
µ

Path Loss (dB)
LOS Difference
51.63
49.20
−2.43
55.27
6.07
1.82

Table 2: The path loss exponent and average path loss of body-to-body radio channel.

Angle
0◦
90◦
180◦

Body-to-body
LOS
γ
PLdB (d0 )
0.22
51.62
0.16
49.19
2.16
55.36

Table 2 presents the path loss exponent, γ and the average path loss for each angular orientation.
The path loss (PL) of body-to-body radio channel is derived from a function of the logarithmic
distance between Tx and Rx, represented as
µ
P LdB (d) = P LdB (d0 ) + 10γ log

d
d0

¶
(1)

where PLdB (d0 ) is the average path loss at reference distance, d0 = 1 m. d is defined as a distance
between Tx and Rx. The PL is calculated for different angular orientations over a range of distance,
40–180 cm. It can be seen that the path loss exponent at the orientation of 180◦ suffers the least
multipath propagation in the scattering environment for body-to-body radio channel communication, i.e., lab environment, compared to other orientations since γ is closer to the path loss exponent
of free space (γ0 = 2). Results show that smaller values of path loss exponents were obtained at
the orientation of 0◦ and 90◦ due to the multipath contributions in the indoor environment. An
increase of PLdB (d0 ) was noticeable as the orientation changed from 0◦ to 180◦ , 3.74 dB higher
than 0◦ orientation. Results presented in Table 2 prove that the specific angular orientation plays
an important role in the characterization of radio channel involving the presence of two human
bodies.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

Body-to-body radio propagation channel experimental investigation has been conducted in an indoor environment with respect to different distances and angular orientation between two human
bodies for LOS case. The transmitter was placed on the B1, while the receiver was mounted on the
B2. The results showed that the measured path loss varied up to 10 dB higher at the orientation
180◦ compared to other angular orientations as the antenna separation between the first body and
the second body increased from 40 to 180 cm. The results indicate that the measured path loss
experienced a maximum variation up to 6.07 dB when the angle between on-body transmitter and
on-body receiver was oriented from 90◦ to 180◦ . It was also found that the mean path loss varied on
the average of 1.82 dB for all angle orientations. The measurement shows that the specific angular
orientation plays an important part in the body-to-body radio propagation channel characteristics.
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Abstract— This paper presents the characterization of on-body radio communication channel
considering the effect of textile dielectric properties at 2.45 GHz. The experiment was performed
in the anechoic chamber, involving six subjects that utilized a pair of omni-directional antenna,
textile monopole. Four types of textiles clothing with different dielectric properties were considered in this investigation; cotton, nylon, satin and polyester. The transmitted antenna was
positioned on a fixed location, right upper arm of the human body and the received antenna
position was varied on seven realistic on-body locations for both line-of-sight (LOS) and nonline-of-sight (NLOS) scenarios. This investigation was carried out to determine whether the
dielectric properties of textile clothing give significant effect on the characterization of on-body
radio communication channel. The path loss model was determined for on-body radio communication channel for LOS and NLOS scenarios. The comparison of path loss values between with
and without textile cases was also presented in this work. The result showed that the path loss
variation for NLOS was higher than LOS scenario, up to 13.9% for all materials. The results
also exhibits that path loss variation was more dependent on the dielectric properties as well as
thickness of textile in LOS case compared to NLOS.
1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, body-centric wireless communications (BCWC) has received great interest because
of its huge potential in the near-future for personalized and integrated wearable communications
systems [1–4]. As this application will be integrated in the vicinity of human body with clothing, it
is crucial to investigate whether textile clothing can give significant effects to the path loss variation
of on-body radio communication channel, operating at 2.45 GHz. Very few work has been published
in investigating the effect of textile clothing in higher frequency range of 60 GHz [5, 6]. However,
none of the literature studies the effect of textile clothing for lower frequency, such as 2.45 GHz.
Therefore, this paper is aimed to investigate and analyze the effect of textile properties, such as
thickness and dielectric constant, on the path loss characteristics of on-body radio communication
channel, considering LOS and NLOS scenarios.
2. MEASUREMENT SETTING

The investigation of the influence of textile in on-body radio communication channel has been
performed in an anechoic chamber, located at Electromagnetic Hypersensitivity (EHS) Laboratory,
Politeknik Tuanku Syed Sirajuddin, Perlis, Malaysia, by utilizing a portable vector network analyzer
(VNA) and a pair of omni-directional planar textile monopole antennas, as analyzed in [1, 2]. Two
low loss Huber Suhner coaxial cables of 5 meters were used to connect two antennas to VNA in
order to measure the frequency response, S21 parameter. A sweep time of 4.25 s with a sampling
time of 4.25 ms was configured. The transmitting antenna (Tx) was mounted on a fixed on-body
location at right upper arm (RU) of the subject body. The receiving antenna (Rx) was placed
at four different locations on the upper torso for LOS scenario, i.e., right chest (RC), left chest
(LC), right waist (RW) and left waist (LW). Three other locations were on the back of the body
for NLOS case, i.e., right back (RB), left back (LB) and left upper arm (LU), as shown in Fig. 1.
10 mm of separation between antenna and the body is set. The average height and weight of all
subjects are 161.1 cm and 62.7 kg, respectively. The measurement was repeated for five times to
obtain average value of S21 parameter. Table 1 listed the average distance of Tx-Rx separations of
on-body channel of 6 subjects. Only static movement was considered in this measurement campaign
where the subject was in a standing position throughout the campaign.
Random of shirt samples were chosen for this experimental investigation. The dielectric constant
values, εr , of four textile types such as satin, cotton, nylon and polyester, at 2.58 GHz, have been
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(a)
(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Measurement setup for on-body radio communication channel (a) location of transmitter and
receivers and (b) subject wearing nylon shirt with textile monopole antennas.
Table 1: Average distance of Tx-Rx separations of on-body channel of 6 subjects.
On-body
Positions
Distance
(cm)

Right
Chest

Left
Chest

Right
Waist

Left
Waist

Right
Back

Left
Back

Left
Upper Arm

23.3

37.2

29.3

43.8

28.3

42.7

58.3

measured using open-ended coaxial probe technique. The thickness and dielectric constant values
of textile materials are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2: Thickness and dielectric constant of four types of textiles.
Material
Satin
Cotton
Nylon
Polyester

Thickness, t (mm)
0.40
0.64
0.47
1.94

Dielectric constant, εr
1.83
1.76
1.88
1.61

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The comparison of measured path loss, averaging over 6 subjects, between without any layer of
textile and with single layer of four different textiles are illustrated in Fig. 2. It is seen that the
measured mean path loss of on-body radio communication channel was generally decreased for
all textile materials compared to without textile. The mean path loss decreased from −50 dB
at 2.45 GHz when the wave propagated along the body’s skin without any layer of textile to a
minimum of −48.2 dB when the body torso was covered with nylon. The highest path loss variation
-40

Mean Path loss (dB)

-45

-50

Without textile
Cotton
Nylon
Satin
Polyester

-55

-60
2.0

2.1
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Figure 2: Measured mean path loss of on-body radio channel without and with layer of textiles.
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of 10% was exhibited by polyester that has the lowest dielectric constant. This explains that more
electromagnetic (EM) wave was reflected in the presence of single layer textile than without textile.
This scenario clearly demonstrated that the air-body interface increased the reflection loss of EM
wave as the EM wave propagated along the body skin’s surface.
Moreover, the statistical analysis has been performed to further investigate the effect of textile
on the path loss variation of on-body radio communication channel for different body parts, both
for LOS and NLOS scenarios. The mean, µ and standard deviation, σ are determined by fitting
to well-known distribution function, log-normal for different on-body radio links. The results are
summarized in Table 3. The highest path loss was shown by cotton, occurring on the RU-upper
arm link in NLOS case. Meanwhile, nylon obtained the highest path loss for RU-waist link in LOS
case, in which has the highest value of dielectric properties. This indicates that for on-body LOS
communication, the higher dielectric properties value of textile resulted in the higher losses. The
results also show that the path loss variation for on-body NLOS communication was less affected
by the dielectric properties value of textile. It is noticed that the path loss values for NLOS case is
up to 13.9% higher than LOS case for all materials as there is no direct path of propagation Satin
yielded the highest standard deviation values, both in LOS and NLOS scenarios. Due to satin’s
smallest thickness, the interface between body and cloth become smaller, resulting an increased in
reflection losses.
Table 3: Mean and standard deviation of path loss using log-normal distribution for different textile materials
and body-link in LOS and NLOS scenarios.
Path Loss (dB)
Material
Cotton
Nylon
Satin
Polyester

LOS
Chest
Waist
µ
σ
µ
σ
43.80 3.31 44.29 3.49
45.95 1.0 47.18 3.03
46.01 6.75 45.87 8.21
43.23 2.52 42.63 0.76

NLOS
Back
Upper
µ
σ
µ
46.76 4.78 49.50
45.24 3.96 47.89
48.35 5.21 47.10
45.87 4.50 48.75

Arm
σ
2.25
0.55
0.09
0.76

Table 4 presents the path loss variation model of on-body radio communication channel for
different textile materials in LOS and NLOS scenarios. The mean PL is being calculated. The
results demonstrate that satin showed the highest path loss exponent value in LOS case, 93%
higher than in NLOS case. For NLOS case, cotton experienced the highest γ value of 16% more
than in LOS case. This result also confirmed that the path loss variation in NLOS is less susceptible
to the dielectric properties of textile. Larger variation in γ was observed in LOS case compared to
NLOS case for all materials.
Table 4: Path loss exponent and mean path loss of on-body radio channel for different textile materials both
in LOS and NLOS scenarios.

Material
Satin
Cotton
Nylon
Polyester

γ
2.04
1.23
1.19
0.13

On-Body
LOS
Mean PL (dB)
γ
35.50
0.14
37.75
1.46
40.47
1.38
42.28
1.39

NLOS
Mean PL (dB)
47.06
38.66
37.63
38.28

Figures 3 and 4 show the dependence of measured mean path loss on the thickness and dielectric
properties of textiles for LOS and NLOS scenarios, respectively. As the thickness increased, the
mean path loss decreased for both cases, LOS (Fig. 3(a)) and NLOS (Fig. 3(b)). However, the mean
path loss decreased, up to 7 dB for LOS, in comparison to NLOS case when the cloth thickness
increased to a value of 1.94 mm. The highest rate of change of path loss occurred on RU-LW link
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Mean path loss versus different thickness of textiles for different body positions in (a) LOS and
(b) NLOS scenarios.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Mean path loss versus different dielectric properties of textiles for different body positions in
(a) LOS and (b) NLOS scenarios.

for the case of LOS. The path loss improved significantly as the relative distance between Tx and
Rx is larger with an increase of cloth thickness. This is mainly due to the increased of reflected
signal in the direct path of propagation (LOS), resulting to the increased of received power. As for
NLOS scenario, the textile thickness gives less influence to the path loss variation for all on-body
radio links.
The results in Fig. 4 show that the mean path loss increased significantly by a maximum of 5 dB,
as the dielectric properties of textile increased, except for RU-LC link in LOS whereas the mean
path loss decreased at dielectric properties of 1.83 to 1.88 for the case of RU-RB and RU-LB links.
The path loss of LOS increased more than in NLOS scenario by 60% when the dielectric constant
of textile rises from 1.61 to 1.88. The results presented in Fig. 3(a) confirms the dependency of
path loss variation to dielectric properties of textiles in a main direct propagation path scenario.
4. CONCLUSIONS

Characterization of on-body radio communication channel considering the effect of textile dielectric
properties at 2.45 GHz is presented in this work. The experimental investigation was performed in
the anechoic chamber, involving six subjects. The aim of this investigation is to determine whether
the dielectric properties of textile clothing give significant effect on the characterization of on-body
radio communication channel for LOS and NLOS scenarios. The comparison of path loss values
between with and without textile cases was also presented in this work. The result showed that
the path loss variation for NLOS was higher than LOS scenario, up to 13.9% for all materials. The
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results also showed that path loss variation was more dependent on the dielectric properties as well
as thickness of textile in LOS case compared to NLOS.
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Abstract— The eigenvalue problems for generalized natural modes of an inhomogeneous dielectric waveguide without a sharp boundary and a step-index dielectric waveguide with a smooth
boundary of cross-section are formulated as problems for the set of time-harmonic Maxwell equations with partial radiation conditions at infinity in the cross-sectional plane. The original problems are reduced by the integral equation method to nonlinear spectral problems with Fredholm
integral operators. Properties of the spectrum are investigated. The Galerkin and collocation
methods for the calculations of generalized natural modes are proposed and convergence of the
methods is proved. Some results of numerical experiments are discussed.
1. INTRODUCTION

Many different numerical techniques are applied for computing eigenmodes of dielectric waveguides [1, 2]; namely, Finite-element, Finite-difference, beam propagation, and spline collocation
methods, as well as multidomain spectral approach. Often the authors concentrate on the algorithm’s features and physical interpretation of the numerical results rather than on fundamental
mathematical aspects including the existence, properties, and distribution of the spectra on the
complex plane of the spectral parameter. In this study, we propose a new approach to mathematical and numerical analysis of dielectric waveguides based on the methods of spectral theory of
operator-valued functions [3, 4] and integral equations (IEs) [4–6]. The eigenvalue problems for the
determination of natural modes (surface, leaky, and complex eigenmodes) of inhomogeneous optical
waveguides and step-index optical waveguides with the smooth cross-sectional boundary are formulated [3–5] for the time-harmonic Maxwell equations with partial radiation conditions at infinity
in the cross-sectional plane. The initial problems are reduced with the aid of the integral equation
(IE) method (using appropriate Green functions) to nonlinear spectral problems with Fredholm
integral operators. Theorems on the spectrum localization are proved. It is shown that the sets
of all eigenvalues of the initial problems may consist of isolated points on the Reimann surface of
the spectral parameter (longitudinal wavenumber) and each eigenvalue depends continuously on
the frequency and permittivity and can appear or disappear only at the boundary of the Reimann
surface. The initial problems for surface waves are reduced to linear eigenvalue problems for integral operators with real-valued symmetric weakly singular kernels. The existence, localization, and
dependence of the spectrum on parameters are investigated. The collocation and Galerkin methods
for the calculation of natural modes are proposed, the convergence of the methods is proved, and
some results of numerical experiments are discussed.
2. GENERALIZED NATURAL MODES OF A STEP-INDEX DIELECTRIC WAVEGUIDE

Let the three-dimensional space be occupied by an isotropic source-free medium, and let the permittivity be prescribed as a positive real-valued function ε = ε(x) independent of the longitudinal
coordinate and equal to a constant ε∞ > 0 outside a cylinder. In this section, we consider the
generalized natural modes of a step-index optical fiber and suppose that the permittivity is equal
to a constant ε+ > ε∞ inside the cylinder. The axis of the cylinder is parallel to the longitudinal
coordinate and its cross section is a bounded domain Ωi with a twice continuously differentiable
boundary γ (see Fig. 1). The domain Ωi is a subset of a circle with radius R0 . Denote by Ωe the
unbounded domain Ωe = R2 \ Ω̄i , by U the space of complex-valued continuous and continuously
differentiable in Ω̄i and Ω̄e , twice continuously differentiable
p in Ωi and Ωe functions, and by Λ the
Riemann surface of the function ln χ∞ (β), where χ∞ = k 2 ε∞ − β 2 . Here k 2 = ω 2 ε0 µ0 , ω is a
given radian frequency and ε0 , µ0 are the free-space dielectric and magnetic constants, respectively.
Denote by Λ0 the principal (“proper”) sheet of this Riemann surface specified by the condition
Imχ∞ (β) ≥ 0.
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Figure 1: A schematic waveguide’s cross-section.

A nonzero vector {E, H} ∈ U 6 is referred to as a generalized eigenvector (or eigenmode) of the
problem corresponding to an eigenvalue β ∈ Λ if the following relations are valid [7]:
rotβ E = iωµ0 H,
+

rotβ H = −iωε0 εE,

x ∈ R2 \ γ,

−

ν × E = ν × E , x ∈ γ,
ν × H+ = ν × H− , x ∈ γ,
·
¸
¸
∞ ·
X
E
Al
(1)
=
Hl (χ∞ r) exp (ilϕ) ,
H
Bl

(1)
(2)
(3)

r ≥ R0 .

(4)

l=−∞

Here differential operator rotβ is obtained from the standard operator by replacing the generating
(1)
waveguide line derivative with iβ multiplication and Hl (z) is the Hankel function of the first kind
and index l. The conditions (4) are the the partial radiation conditions.
Theorem
1 (see [7]). The imaginary
axis I and the real axis R of the sheet Λ0 except the
ª
©
2
2
2
set G = β ∈ R: k ε∞ < β < k ε+ are free of the eigenvalues of the problem (1)–(4). Surface
and complex eigenmodes correspond to real eigenvalues β ∈ G and complex eigenvalues β ∈ Λ0 ,
respectively. Leaky eigenmodes correspond to complex eigenvalues β belonging to an “improper”
sheet of Λ for which Imχ∞ (β) < 0.
Theorem 1 generalizes the well-known results on the spectrum localization of a step-index circular dielectric waveguide which were obtained by the separation of variables method (see, for
example [8]).
We use representation of the eigenvectors of problem (1)–(4) in the form of single-layer potentials
u and v:
¶
¶
µ
µ
i
∂u
−i
∂u
∂v
∂v
E1 = 2
+β
, E2 = 2
−β
, E3 = u, (5)
µ0 ω
µ0 ω
k ε − β2
∂x2
∂x1
k ε − β2
∂x1
∂x2
µ
¶
µ
¶
i
∂v
∂u
i
∂v
∂u
H1 = 2
β
− ε0 εω
, H2 = 2
β
+ ε0 εω
, H3 = v, (6)
2
2
k ε−β
∂x1
∂x2
k ε−β
∂x2
∂x1
"
#
·
¸
Z
³q
´ f
(y)
u(x)
i
(1)
+/∞
H0
=
k 2 ε+/∞ − β 2 |x − y|
dl(y), x ∈ Ωi/e ,
(7)
4
v(x)
g+/∞ (y)
γ

where unknown densities f+/∞ and g+/∞ belong to the space of Hölder continuous functions C 0,α .
The original problem (1)–(4) is reduced [7] by single-layer potential representation (5)–(7) to a
nonlinear eigenvalue problem for a set of singular integral equations on boundary γ. This problem
has the operator form
A(β)w ≡ (I + B(β))w = 0,
(8)
0,α
4
where I is the identical operator in the Banach space W = (C ) and B(β): W → W is a compact
operator consisting particularly of the following boundary singular integral operators:
1
Lp = −
2π

Z2π
0

¯
¯
¯
¯
t
−
τ
¯p(τ )dτ,
ln ¯¯sin
2 ¯

t ∈ [0, 2π],

L: C 0,α → C 1,α ,

(9)
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1
Sp =
2π

Z2π
0

τ −t
i
ctg
p(τ )dτ +
2
2π

Z2π
p(τ )dτ,

t ∈ [0, 2π],

S: C 0,α → C 0,α .

(10)

0

The original problem (1)–(4) is spectrally equivalent [7] to the problem (8). Namely, suppose
that w ∈ W is an eigenvector
S of the operator-valued function A(β) corresponding to an eigenvalue
β ∈ Λ0 \ D, D = {β ∈ I} {β ∈ R: β 2 < k 2 ε∞ }. Then using this vector we can construct the
densities of the single-layer potential representation (5)–(7) of an eigenmode {E, H} ∈ U 6 of the
problem (1)–(4) corresponding to the same eigenvalue β. On the other side, any eigenmode of
(1)–(4) corresponding to an eigenvalue β ∈ Λ0 \ D can be represented in the form of single-layer
potentials. The densities of these potentials constitute an eigenvector w ∈ W of the operator-valued
function A(β) corresponding to the same eigenvalue β.
Theorem 2 (see [7]). For each β ∈ {β ∈ R: β 2 ≥ k 2 ε+ } the operator A(β) has a bounded
inverse operator. The set of all eigenvalues β of the operator-valued function A(β) can be only a
set of isolated points on Λ. Each eigenvalue β depends continuously on ω√> 0, ε+ > 0, and ε∞ > 0
and can appear and disappear only at the boundary of Λ, i.e., at β = ±k ε∞ and at infinity.
Theorem 2 generalizes the known results on the dependence of the propagation constants β of a
step-index circular dielectric waveguide on wavenumber k and permittivity ε (see, for example [8]).
The statements similar to Theorems 1 and 2 for the scalar problem in weakly guiding approximation are proved in [9].
Describe a projection method for numerical solution of the problem (8). Denote by N the set
of integers. We represent the approximate eigenvector of the operator-valued function A(β) in the
form
n
³
´4
X
(j)
αk exp(ikt), n ∈ N, j = 1, 2, 3, 4,
wn = wn(j)
, wn(j) (t) =
j=1

k=−n

and look for unknown coefficients

(j)
αk

by the Galerkin method

Z2π
(Awn )(j) (t) exp (−ikt)dt = 0,

k = −n, . . . , n,

j = 1, 2, 3, 4.

0

exp(ikt) are orthogonal eigenfunctions of the singular integral operators L: C 0,α → C 1,α and S:
C 0,α → C 0,α corresponding to the following eigenvalues:
λ(L)
m = {ln 2
λ(S)
m

= {i

if m = 0,

if m = 0,

(2|m|)−1
i sign(m)

if m 6= 0},
if m 6= 0}

for the operators L and S respectively. Hence, the action of the main (singular) parts of the integral
operators in (8) on the basis functions is expressed explicitly.
Denote by WnT the set of all trigonometric polynomials of the orders up to n. Denote by
(j)
(j)
Wn ⊂ W the space of the elements wn = (wn )4j=1 where wn ∈ WnT . Using the Galerkin method
for numerical solution of the problem (8), we get a finite-dimensional nonlinear spectral problem
An (β)wn = 0,

An : Wn → Wn .

(11)

Theorem 3 (see [10]). If β0 belongs to the spectrum σ(A) of the operator-valued function A(β),
then there exists a sequence {βn }n∈N with βn ∈ σ(An ) such that βn → β0 , n ∈ N . If {βn }n∈N is a
sequence such that βn ∈ σ(An ) and βn → β0 ∈ Λ, then β0 ∈ σ(A). If βn ∈ σ(An ), An (βn )wn = 0,
and βn → β0 ∈ Λ, wn → w0 , n ∈ N , kwn k = 1, then β0 ∈ σ(A) and A(β0 )w0 = 0, kw0 k = 1.
Figure 2 shows (a) the dispersion curves for complex modes and (b) surface guided modes of
step-index waveguides of circular and square cross-sections. The numerical results obtained by the
Galerkin method are marked by circles and squares in Fig. 2(a). The dispersion curves for the
√
√
circular waveguide are plotted by a solid line, βe = β/(k ε∞ ) and V = kR ε+ − ε∞ . Fig. 2(b)
compares the experimental data [11] for surface waves of a square waveguide (marked by squares)
with our numerical results (solid lines). Here a is one half of the square’s side.
The statement similar to Theorem 3 for a scalar problem in weakly guiding approximation is
proved in [12].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: The dispersion curves for (a) the complex modes and (b) surface guided modes of the step-index
waveguides of circular and square cross-section.
3. GENERALIZED NATURAL MODES OF AN INHOMOGENEOUS WAVEGUIDE

In this section, we consider the generalized natural modes of an inhomogeneous optical fiber without a sharp boundary. Let the permittivity ε belong to the space C 2 (R2 ) of twice continuously
differentiable in R2 functions. Denote by ε+ the maximum of the function ε in the domain Ωi and
let ε+ > ε∞ > 0. A nonzero complex vector {E, H} ∈ (C 2 (R2 ))6 is referred to as a generalized
eigenvector (or eigenmode) of the problem corresponding to an eigenvalue β ∈ Λ if the following
relations are valid [5]:
rotβ E = iωµ0 H, rotβ H = − iωε0 εE, x ∈ R2 ,
¸
·
¸
∞ ·
X
Al
E
(1)
Hl (χ∞ r) exp (ilϕ) , r ≥ R0 .
=
Bl
H

(12)
(13)

l=−∞

Theorem
4 (see [5]). The imaginary
axis I and the real axis R of the sheet Λ0 except the
ª
©
set G = β ∈ R: k 2 ε∞ < β 2 < k 2 ε+ are free of eigenvalues of the problem (12), (13). Surface
and complex eigenmodes correspond to real eigenvalues β ∈ G and complex eigenvalues β ∈ Λ0 ,
respectively. Leaky eigenmodes correspond to complex eigenvalues β belonging to an “improper”
sheet of Λ for which Imχ∞ (β) < 0.
If vector {E, H} ∈ (C 2 (R2 ))6 is an eigenvector of problem (12), (13) corresponding to an eigenvalue β ∈ Λ, then (see [5])
Z
Z
¡
¢
E(x) = k 2 (ε(y)−ε∞ )Φ(β; x, y)E(y)dy+gradβ
E, ε−1 gradε (y)Φ(β; x, y)dy, x ∈ R2 , (14)
Ωi

Ωi

Z

H(x) = −iωε0 rotβ

(ε(y) − ε∞ )Φ(β; x, y)E(y)dy,

x ∈ R2 .

(15)

Ωi

Using the integral representation (14) for x ∈ Ωi we obtain a nonlinear eigenvalue problem for
an IE in Ωi which can be written in the operator form
A(β)F ≡ (I − B(β))F = 0,

(16)

where the operator B(β): (L2 (Ωi ))3 → (L2 (Ωi ))3 corresponds to the right side of the integral
representation (14) for x ∈ Ωi . For any β ∈ Λ the operator B(β) is compact [5].
It was proved in [5] that the original problem (12), (13) is spectrally equivalent to problem (16).
Namely, suppose that {E, H} ∈ (C 2 (R2 ))6 is the eigenmode of problem (12), (13) corresponding to
an eigenvalue β ∈ Λ. Then F = E ∈ [L2 (Ωi )]3 is an eigenvector of the operator-valued function
A(β) corresponding to the same eigenvalue β. Suppose that F ∈ [L2 (Ωi )]3 is an eigenvector of the
operator-valued function A(β) corresponding to an eigenvalue β ∈ Λ and that the same number β
is not an eigenvalue of the following problem:
£
¡
¢¤
¡ ¢
∆ + k 2 ε − β 2 u = 0, x ∈ R2 , u ∈ C 2 R2 ,
(17)
∞
X
(1)
u=
al Hl (χ∞ r) exp (ilϕ) , r ≥ R0 .
(18)
l=−∞
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Let E = B(β)F and H = (iωµ0 )−1 rotβ E for x ∈ R2 . Then {E, H} ∈ (C 2 (R2 ))6 and {E, H} is an
eigenvector of the original problem (12), (13) corresponding to the same eigenvalue β.
Theorem 5 (see [5]). For each β ∈ {β ∈ R: β 2 ≥ k 2 ε+ } the operator A(β) has a bounded
inverse. The set of all eigenvalues β of the operator-valued function A(β) can be only a set of
isolated points on Λ. Each eigenvalue β depends continuously on ω √
> 0, ε+ > 0, and ε∞ > 0 and
can appear and disappear only at the boundary of Λ, i.e., at β = ±k ε∞ and at infinity.
Similar results for integrated optical guides are obtained in [13].
The scalar problem (17), (18) is a problem on eigenmodes of a nonhomogeneous optical fiber in
weakly guiding approximation. The statements similar to Theorems 4 and 5 for scalar problem (17),
(18) are proved in [14].
The initial problem (17), (18) for surface waves is reduced to a linear eigenvalue problem for
an integral operator with a real-valued symmetric weakly singular kernel. The existence of the
spectrum of this operator are proved in [15].
The collocation method for numerical approximation of weakly singular domain integral operators associated with problem (17), (18) is proposed in [15]. The statement similar to Theorem 3
concerning convergence of the collocation method is proved in [15].
As a numerical example Fig. 3 shows the isolines for real and imaginary parts of the fourth
eigenfunction of a unite circular waveguide [15]. Here ε = 2, x ∈ Ωi , ε∞ = 1, χ∞ = 2.039 + i1.003,
k 2 = 5.025.
χ 2 = 2 .039− 1.003i

λ 2 = 5 .025
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Figure 3: The isolines for (a) real and (b) imaginary part of the fourth eigenfunction of circular waveguide.
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Coupled Electromagnetic Wave Propagation in Space and around
Surfaces and Interfaces
Michael J. Underhill
Underhill Research Ltd, Lingfield, UK

Abstract— The discovery of Electromagnetic (EM) Coupling [1–7] has an impact on the understanding of propagation of waves in free space, in homogeneous and inhomogeneous solids,
and at the interfaces between these. The maximum EM coupling factor is found to be κ0 = 1/2π
and this implies that there are different types of free-space, bulk, and surface EM waves with
perhaps a trio of different stable wave impedances depending on the initiating source type.
Waves impinging on the surface of a dielectric or magnetic material can be partially reflected
and transmitted and also scattered depending on the relative impedances of the wave and the
material. Partial EM coupling means that the wave impedances, scattering and reflections vary
progressively on either side of the surface out to a (coupling) distance that is found to be inversely
proportional to the square root of frequency.
EM coupling can also cause wave type and impedance to change progressively with distance in
free space or in a medium such as the ionosphere or a solid material.
1. INTRODUCTION

Electromagnetic coupling has been found to have a maximum asymptotic value of about 1/2π or
16% [2, 7]. The fact that this is substantially less than 100% previously assumed has a dramatic
effect on our understanding and representation of all electromagnetics and physics [1–8]. Here we
address the impact on the propagation of waves in and just outside boundaries of homogeneous,
composite or inhomogeneous materials.
2. WAVE IMPEDANCES IN THE COUPLED TRANSMISSION LINE MODEL OF ALL
ELECTROMAGNETICS

Figure 1 shows the EM coupling between the overlapping power-flow filaments assumed in the
Coupled Transmission Line (CTM) Model of EM [2]. There are four types of filament and a pair
of these is shown. The maximum coupling factor is found to be κ0 = 1/2π = 0.16 [2, 7]. Figure 2
shows the low-pass and high-pass equivalent circuits of the filaments [2]. Figure 3 below in Section 4
expands the series and shunt elements in this model in more detail.

Coupling factors κ in CTL model

ΦE
ΦH
IE
IH

ΦE
ΦH
IE
IH

(a)

Coupling factor, κ = M/√ (L1 L2) ≤ 1
We also have nL2 = mL1
I1 := κ (n/m) I2
V1 := κ (n/m) V2
I1 := κ (m/n) I2
I1 := κ (m/n) I2

(b)
Figure 1: The coupling factors in the (four) Coupled Transmission Line model of Electro-Magnetic (EM)
waves. (a) Shows equivalent power flow filaments two groups of the four main types of wave propagation
in a small volume of space, with coupling between all filaments. The filaments may be adjacent and nonoverlapping, if of the same type, or fully overlap, if of different types. (b) Shows the equivalent ‘transformer’
model of the coupling with relevant definitions and equations.
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(a) 'Real' transmission line

(c) High-Pass E-field line

(e) Low-Pass H-field line

(b) Low-Pass E-field line

(d) Simultaneous LP and HP transmission, (b) and (c)

(f) High-Pass H-field line

Figure 2: The four transmission line model of Electro-Magnetic (EM) waves in a local ether defined by
permittivity ε and permeability µ. (a) is the basis transmission line lumped equivalent circuit, with voltage
V and current I. L and C are values per unit length along the line. (b) is the free-space ‘electric’ transmission
line low pass (LP) equivalent to the plane wave solution of Maxwell’s equations, with L mapped to µ and
C mapped to ε. V is mapped to the electric vector potential ΦE and I is mapped to electric displacement
current IE . (c) is a novel discovery: it is the high-pass (HP) solution to Maxwell’s equations that is found to
dominate above about 47.75 MHz. (d) shows that both the HP and LP models are active around 47.75 MHz.
(e) and (f) are the LP and HP magnetic current and magnetic vector potential equivalents, respectively of
(b) and (c).

3. NEW WAVE TYPE DEFINITIONS AND IMPEDANCES

In free space or in uniform homogenous solids, we find that different types of plane wave travelling
in the same direction can co-exist. The stable wave types have different proportions of E, H, D
and B energy and these types can co-exist separately in a mixture even if travelling in the same
direction.
For the Coupled Transmission Line model in Figures 1 and 2 the fields are more conveniently
converted to electric and magnetic vector potentials, ΦE = E and ΦH = H, and currents, IE = jωD
and IH = jωB [2, 7].
Wave types can be defined by whatever component is strongest and dominant. For example E
or D can be dominant in TE waves and H and B can be dominant in TE waves. TEM waves can
then be considered to be a balanced mixture of TE and TM waves. impedances Zw = E/H. As
a consequence there are a number of valid definitions for wave impedance such as E/jωD, E/H,
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B/D, H/ωB and these encompass the TE, TEM, and TM waves that we see in waveguides and
elsewhere.
Based on the assumption that the asymptotic value of EM coupling for free space is κ0 = 1/2π
we find values for stable linearly polarised wave impedances that are not Z0 = 120π (377 ohms).
The stable values of wave impedance in the case of TEM waves where E and H energies are equal
are found to be E/H = Z0 /2π = 60 ohms, E/H = Z0 = 120π = 377 ohms, and E/H = 2π,
Z0 = 240π 2 = 2369 ohms. There are similar trios of stable values possible for TE and TM waves.
Because of the axiom of ‘energy conservation’ all waves oscillate between two types of energy
and there is no ‘double frequency energy pulsation’ as implied by the classical definition of the
Poynting Vector as P = E × H. The concept of quadrature components for potentials and currents
solves this misconceived problem [3].
We know that pairs of orthogonally linear or circularly polarised waves may exist in the same
volume. Even if these waves are very lightly coupled, there will be preferred asymptotically stable
wave impedances, reached at some distance from the source. This opens up the possibility that
there are many types of plain-wave free-space EM waves that have not yet been identified and
investigated. Any mathematical analysis has to include the EM coupling factor for the wave
components under consideration.
The Propagation through a non-uniform in-homogenous material such as in the ionosphere also
depends on the wave impedance of the impinging wave. An unsolved issue is whether all waves in
free space morph with distance eventually to only one value of wave impedance, or can maintain
the initial ‘stable’ wave impedance out to a large or infinite distance. More practical measurements
are needed.
4. DISTRIBUTED CIRCUIT THEORY AND WAVE PROPAGATION CONSTANTS

Figure 3 shows series elements Ys and shunt elements Zt of Figure 2 expanded in more detail to
give the ‘dissipative or lost power’ radiation, reflection and heat-loss components. For propagation
constant k = 2π/λ, the other parameters for the transmission line are:
√
√
Velocity v = ω/k = f λ = 1/ (LC) and Impedance Zw = (Zs /Yt )
(1)

Inductive coupling to adjacent filaments

Yt = Shunt Element – For this
use RSS Admittance Addition
Capacitative coupling to adjacent filaments

RF

Power
Splitter

RF

B1 = ωC

X1 = ωL

RF

R5(radiation)
RF
R6(reflection)

G2(radiation)
G3(reflection)
G4(heat loss)
heat

Power
Combiner

R4(heat loss)
heat

Zs =Series Element – For this use
RSS Impedance Addition

Figure 3: Distributed Circuit Theory block diagram of series and shunt lumped equivalent finite elements of
a Filamentary Coupled Transmission Line EM Model shown in Figure 2. The use of the RSS (Root-Sum-ofthe-Squares) Process Addition Rule is essential. Traditional Lumped Circuit Theory and rules are not valid
for this distributed circuit model. Energy conservation is strictly observed.

To ensure energy conservation for distributed circuits with no physical circuit nodes, the use of
the RSS rule for combining processes and their components, is essential. RSS means Root-Sumof-the-Squares. It is the central and essential rule of Distributed Circuit Theory. It is the key for
improved Electromagnetic Theory and improved EM Modelling in the future. It is an essential part
of ‘Analytic Region Modelling’ [9]. For the elements in Figure 2 the RSS Rule gives a number of
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possible algebraic definitions of which the best choice found so far is
¡ 2
¢
¡ 2
¢
G2 + G23 + G24 + jB12
R6 + R72 + R82 + jX52
Yt = q¡
¢ and ZS = q¡ 2
¢
2
2
2
2
G2 + G3 + G4 + B1
R6 + R72 + R82 + X52

(2)

In the operation of Equation (2) it is best to combine resistive components separately from
reactive components and then combine them as shown in the equation. This recognises the fact
that all the circuit components actually represent separate processes that are only partially coupled
because they are all distributed processes albeit overlapping in the same space.
5. WAVE PROPAGATION CONSTANTS IN AND ABOVE MATERIALS

Surface waves above a conducting material or either side of a dielectric material can be in layers.
One mode or type of propagation can dominate in each layer. The layers and modes are always
lightly coupled with a maximum coupling factor of κ0 = 1/2π. As a consequence each mode may
be considered separately in the first place but then successively modified by adding in the effects
of any significantly coupled adjacent modes.
In Figure 3 mode coupling is capacitative to B1 = ωC and inductive to X5 = ωL. As a
consequence of the maximum κ0 = 1/2π = 0.16, the maximum effect on C is an increase to 1.16C,
and the maximum effect on L is a decrease to 0.84L.
A consequence of the limited coupling is that a line carrying power excites a small amount of
power in an adjacent coupled line. A stable equilibrium over a short distance can be achieved
for two identical lines when a maximum of about 1/(2π)2 = 2.5% of the original power has been
transferred to the secondary line. But for longer distances the power can transfer progressively
until there are equal powers in the two lines.
The resistive and conductive components also couple through B1 and X5 . If they are unequal
in a pair of coupled lines, one line will be lossier than the other. Then a stable equilibrium will be
achieved at a distance when a maximum of 2.5% of the lossy line loss is coupled into the low loss
line.
6. PROGRESSIVE REFLECTION AT MATERIAL BOUNDARIES

One consequence of partial EM coupling is that the reflection of a wave from a partially transparent
material occurs progressively either side of the boundary. It is as if there is a smooth change of
permittivity, permeability, or refractive index from one side of the boundary to the other.
The changes appear as two sided exponential functions as for example represented by the hyperbolic tangent function tanh used in reference [5]. Figure 4 gives an example using a symmetric
tanh function. But because the wave velocity is usually lower in the material an asymmetric type
of tanh function should be used as shown in Figure 4 with material to the right. A suitable function
is under investigation.

Figure 4: Progressive reflection of a wave at a material boundary. Wave source is at left and material to the
right of centre.
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EM coupling means that the exponential terms in Figure 4 will vary progressively on either
side of the surface out to a (coupling) distance that is inversely proportional to the square root of
frequency.
7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The impact of (partial) EM coupling on the propagation and reflection of waves as been outlined
with some examples.
The RSS (Root-Sum-of-the-Squares) Process Combination Rule has been found to be essential
for combining the components that make up the series and shunt elements of the CTL (Coupled
Transmission Line) Universal Model of Electromagnetics [2].
Another conclusion is that there may be additional types of propagating (plane) wave that are
stable to useful distances. How these might propagate in an ionosphere needs further investigation.
Another possibility under investigation is whether it is possible to have a stable ‘tube’ of radiation
where one field component is radially directed and the complementary field is solenoidal [1, 2, 8].
Such a (self-focussed) wave could have much less spreading and expansion with distance. The
source antenna for such a wave would then effectively be a high gain small antenna. One possible
difficulty is that there is likely to be an additional self focussing or defocusing action that is wave
power dependent. Further experimental work should be able to demonstrate this.
A further conclusion is that partial EM coupling causes the wave impedances, scattering and
reflections vary progressively on either side of the surface out to a (coupling) distance that has been
found to be inversely proportional to the square root of frequency.
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The Stability of EM Particles and Predicted Mass Ratios
Michael J. Underhill
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Abstract— Feasible electromagnetic structures for all particles have been proposed [1–3]. These
support the proposition that there is an ‘Electromagnetic Model for the Electromagnetic Theory
of Everything’ [3]. The prime basis for the Electromagnetic Model for Everything is the discovery
of Electromagnetic (EM) Coupling [1–8]. One mechanism to be explained in electromagnetic
terms is the physical process that gives rise to the measured stable masses of all the sub-atomic
particles in the Standard Model [9] of particle physics. This paper is an examination of the
factors that may contribute to the stability of the EM models of particles. An empirical formula
for mass ratios within elementary particle classes is derived.
Any form of energy has a gravitational mass in accordance with E = mc2 . This includes the
energy in fields or low density particles such as photons and neutrinos [1, 2]. Also in [1] an EM
coupling mechanism was given for the inertial mass of particles having a dense central core. Then
inertial mass is defined to be equal to gravitational mass. Low density forms of energy such as
heat light and EM and gravitational fields are considered to be ‘dark matter’ having a low inertia
mass relative to gravitational mass.
The ‘core-atmosphere’ particle model in [1] is the basis for finding particle stability conditions.
The core consists of concentrated ‘substance’ that creates the surrounding atmosphere. All stable
particles can be considered to have line spectra with one main dominant line. Stability then
requires that the potential of the atmosphere is exactly in phase quadrature with the oscillating
core ‘substance’. Positive deviation in phase signifies that the particle has excess energy which
will be radiated. Negative deviation in phase signifies that the particle has a deficit of energy and
it will scavenge surrounding (dark matter or field) energy until it reaches the stable quadrature
phase condition. The energy-frequency relation E = hf is assumed to hold for particles, but not
for dark matter.
1. INTRODUCTION

The underlying thesis is that all particles and fields are electromagnetic and have defined shapes and
density profiles in the three spatial dimensions and in the two dimensions of time and frequency [1].
Stability defines the evolution of the particle in time, whether its energy grows, as in its formation,
or decays by radiation or fission. The concepts and mathematics of ‘Transfer Functions’, as used
by control engineers and circuit engineers, are therefore particularly applicable [5].
All matter and particles in [1–8] have so far been defined in terms of potentials and ‘substances’.
Substance has been defined to include, plain charge, polarisation (charge), electric and magnetic
currents, particle and sub-atomic substance cores, and any source material that generates, or is
generated by, a potential. It should be noted that recent Physics convention in general now appears
to call all these ‘currents’ but differentiated into a number of types. However it is not clear whether
all these types of currents have been defined in the past as capable of being generated, created or
induced by potentials, as required by the new concept of ‘Electromagnetic Coupling’. Therefore
the concept of substance as defined above will be continued here.
The symbol ψ has been adopted for substance to signify that it has a strong relationship to
what is defined in wave function equations. The main difference is that it is defined as a density
that in general is oscillatory with a line spectrum, but is otherwise a constant density that does not
fluctuate. Thus ψ is not a probability function. Substance exists all the time with a stable shape
and a stable radial distribution profile.
Electromagnetic string structures suitable for photons [2] and the main sub-atomic particles [3]
have previously been presented. A photon is an ‘electromagnetic string arrow’ with a single line
frequency spectrum as in Figures 1(a) and 1(b). It is envisaged to be ‘dark matter’ with low
inertia. A photon is a boson and has zero or unit spin. The unit spin can be taken to correspond
to left-hand or right-hand circular polarisation in the direction of energy flow. Protons, electrons
and neutrons are described by two or more interlaced toroidal string loops arguably having two
or more dominant line frequency components in the particle’s spectrum [3]. Defined along the
direction of energy flow electron core string structures are shown in Figures 1(c) to 1(g). The
interlacing can be regarded as a representation of circular polarisation and ‘intrinsic spin’. These
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(a) EM energy on Goubau single wire transmission line
as model for a photon

(X1,Y1,Z1)

(c) EM spinning
loop string
(L-string)

(X2,Y2,Z2)

(d) EM spinning
LH torus string
(T-string)

(X2,-Y2,Z2)

(e) EM spinning
RH torus string
(T-string)

(b) EM energy in photon ‘EM string arrow’ model

(X3,Y3,Z3)

(f) EM spinning
LH/LH toroidal
torus string.
(T 2 -string)

(X3,-Y3,Z3)

(g) EM spinning
RH/LH toroidal
torus string.
(T 2 -string)

Figure 1: EM String models for photons and sub-atomic particles: (a) EM energy on Goubau single wire
transmission line. (b) EM energy in photon ‘EM string arrow’ model, with similar energy distribution to (a).
(c) EM spinning loop string; an L-string. (d) EM spinning LH torus string; a T-string. (e) EM spinning LH
torus string; a T-string and a mirror image of (d). (f) EM spinning LH/LH toroidal torus string; a T2 -string.
(g) EM spinning RH/LH toroidal torus string; a mirror image of (f).

three particles have half unit spin and so are classified as ‘fermions’. All these particle models have
an electromagnetic frequency spectrum with discrete lines. The total energy of the spectral lines
is the mass m of a particle according to E = mc2 . The Physical EM model has been extended to
include mechanisms for particle inertia, particle beam diffraction, charged particles and a possible
EM neutrino structure [1].
Figures 1(d) and 1(e) are possible EM string models for electrons with opposite (intrinsic) spins.
The spin multiplicity is 2 and can be considered as two extra dimensions. Figures 1(f) and 1(g)
are possible models for quarks. They allow three dimensions or independent variables of spin that
in combination could define the six flavours of up, down, strange, charm, bottom and top [3].
2.

GENERAL MODEL OF PARTICLES

Particle stability conditions can be deduced from the General Model of Particles given in [1]. All
particles are defined as a compact high density ‘substance’ core surrounded by a low density potential (evanescent wave) ‘atmosphere’. Substance ψ is essentially all forms of electromagnetic currents
and charges and RSS summed in any volume according to their energies. (RSS means ‘Root-Sumof-the-Squares). The core substance creates a surrounding (spherical) potential distribution Φ that
decays as 1/r outside the core, where r is the radial distance from the core centre. Particle cores
and atmosphere potentials have the same (line) spectrum.
At any point potential Φ and substance ψ are partially coupled by the asymptotic local coupling
factor κ0 . For EM strings and current filaments κ0 = 1/2π [4, 5], and for compact quasi-point
sources κ0 = 1/4π. (The latter value can be derived from the formula that defines the directivity
D of an antenna of capture aperture area A as D = 4πA/λ2 ).
For convenience we can define both Φ and ψ in units of the square root of energy. Then we
find that just outside the surface of the core Φ2 = κ0 ψ1 and Φ1 ∝ 1/r. In turn the potential Φ2
induces or creates substance with density ψ2 . This means that the atmosphere has energy density
U = Φ2 ψ2 .
A more accurate representation of the combined core and atmosphere potential distribution for
the dominant line in the particle spectrum is given by Equation (1) of reference [2] as
³
´
√
Φn = 1 − e−κ1 /( f ×r)
(1)
This function of r is meromorphic and so advantageously has no central singularity. Away from
the centre a 1/r law holds.
Figure 2 shows that the origin of particle inertia is a time delay τ in the coupling between core
and atmosphere. When acceleration a occurs, the offset d is given by:
d = aτa

(2)
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The atmosphere is primarily a potential distribution created by the core substance. It is taken
to be ‘dark matter’ which has gravitational mass in accordance with E = mc2 . But because it
is diffuse with no dense point-like cores dark matter has a much lower inertial mass for the same
amount of energy or gravitational mass.
General model of static
or constant velocity
particle with concentric
EM 'dark matter'
potential 'atmosphere' Φ
and EM 'core' Ψ of
normal matter currents

Particle accelerated to right by
(gravitational) force mainly on
core. Atmosphere dragged by
core after a fixed delay τ and
hence with an offset d. There
an inertial dragging force
proportional to d.

Φ 2 ,Ψ 2
Ψ1

d

Figure 2: General model of a particle with an explanation for the inertia of normal matter.
3. FINITE ENERGY REGIONS AND PARTICLE DENSITY PROFILES

The stability conditions of particles are expected to be a function of the particle size, profile and
dominant line frequency fp as given in [1].
The atmosphere of a particle has energy density U = Φ2 ψ2 ∝ 1/r2 . It follows that the energy
added per unit radial distance is constant. The energy of the atmosphere has to be a finite value.
We therefore assume that the atmosphere has a finite energy that is less than the core energy by
a coupling factor κ2 and therefore terminates at a finite radial distance r2 = r1 /κ2 where r1 is the
radius of the core. At a further distance the energy density decays more rapidly than the inverse
square law to avoid the total field energy becoming greater than the core energy. This fundamental
process has to hold at all frequencies down to static fields as from a static charge. The energy
of the field atmosphere can never become infinite. For the ‘coherent’ coupling that occurs for a
particle with a line spectrum, the termination distance can be expected to be κ2 times the Goubau
distance [1, 2].
Figure 3 shows the particle energy density spherical ‘regions’ for two cases having different (EM)
coupling factors. Calibration of the coupling and sizes of these two types of particles is under further
investigation. More measurement data is needed. Existing theoretical assumptions may have to be
modified.
4. PHASE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SUBSTANCE AND POTENTIAL AS THE
PARTICLE STABILITY CONDITION

The ‘core-atmosphere’ particle model in [1] is the basis for finding particle stability conditions.
All particles are taken to be electromagnetic structures with a line frequency spectrum. For the

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3: Particle spherical energy density ‘regions’ consisting of central dense ‘substance’ dominated ‘core’
(red) surrounded by 1/r potential dominated ‘atmosphere’, which is size limited by a defined energy constraint, and abruptly descends to the free-space energy density level (violet): (a) Profile of highly self-coupled
particles with dominant line spectra with cores as in Figures 1(c) to 1(f). (b) Plot of log of energy density amplitude against log of radial distance for (a). (c) Profile of lightly self-coupled Higgs particle with
broadband energy spectrum. (d) Plot of log of energy density amplitude against log of radial distance for (c).
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sub-atomic particles such as the electron, proton and neutron, the major particle mass component
is assumed to the energy in the main dominant frequency spectrum line fp1 . First level stability
conditions can then be derived from examination of the phase difference between derived the particle
core substance ψ1 and the potential Φ in which the core is placed at the core main frequency.
Stability requires that the potential of the atmosphere, where the potential Φ dominates, is
exactly in phase quadrature with the oscillating core, where the ‘substance’ dominates. Positive
deviation in phase signifies that the particle has excess energy which will be radiated. Negative
deviation in phase signifies that the particle has a deficit of energy and it will scavenge surrounding
(dark matter or field) energy until it reaches the stable quadrature phase condition.
The core actually has various types of string structure. Those shown in Figure 1 are a subset
of stable particle configurations. And the structure affects the effective mean coupling between
the core and its own potential. In a class of particles the main loops are assumed to be one, two,
three, n1 or more wavelengths of the particle main frequency. Also there may be subsidiary loops
pinned either side or inside the main loop. Which possible structures apply to the various classes
of particles in the Standard Model [9] is yet to be determined.
The energy-frequency relation E = hf is assumed to hold for particles, but not for dark matter.
Another important factor is that EM coupling is found to be inversely proportional to the square
root of the main particle frequency fp1 . Thus the linear size of the particle atmosphere is also
inversely proportional to the square root of the frequency fp1 . A further factor is that there is a
time delay τca between the core and its atmosphere that accounts for particle inertia as shown in
Figure 2. In principle the delay can be calculated from the Gravitational Constant G but it also
requires that the EM coupling is known accurately, which at the moment is not the case. However
it is assumed to be a definite value, and this enables an empirical formula for the ratio of the masses
of elementary particles described below. This delay sets the phase difference θ between the particle
core and its atmosphere depending on the particle main spectrum line frequency fp1 . We thus have:
θ = 2πτca fp1

(3)

We also have the particle energy E to frequency fp1 relation in terms of the Planck Constant h
and combined with Einstein particle mass m to energy equivalence equation in terms of the velocity
of light c:
E = hfp1 = mc2
(4)
The radial size Ra of the particle (vector potential dominant) atmosphere is assumed to be
the same as the EM coupling distance [1, 2]. The calibration factor for this has so far only been
estimated approximately (∼ 10%) as fg = 14 MHz to give
Ra = (fg /fp1 )1/2 = (14 MHz/fp1 )1/2

(5)

Further subsidiary components of lesser energy may be necessary for total particle stability.
These can be assumed to play an important role in the stability of the more complex particles
such as the nuclei of atoms with respect to radioactive decay lifetimes. These components also give
deviations of mass from the main mass formula denoting mass relationships in a particular class.
5. MASS RELATIONSHIP IN AN ELEMENTARY PARTICLE CLASS

The Standard Model groups elementary particles into a four by five matrix of shared properties [9].
Tables 1 and 2 compare known and predicted masses for the electron and neutrino rows in the
matrix. A formula has been derived by trial-and-error for the ratios of the masses in these two
rows The formula has been derived from what is known about electromagnetic coupling and the
principle of particle stability given above.
The choice of the formula has been made on a trial and error basis as a compromise between
simplicity and best fit for the ratios of the masses. To reduce the number of possibilities string loops
were taken to have a circumference that is a whole number of wavelengths n. Some elementary
particles may have two, three or more loops, each with circumferences that are integer number
of wavelengths ni of the same frequency. The consequence is that the particle frequency fp1 in
Equations (3) and (4) is reduced by n = Σni to give:
E = mc2 = nhfp1 = Σni hfp1

(6)
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By trial and error the following formula has been derived for the mass ratios in Tables 1 and 2:
mi = mref × (xi )p

(7)

Table 1: Lepton and W boson mass ratio prediction.
Electron
Muon
Tau
W boson
2
2
2
Known Mass 0.511 MeV/c
105.7 MeV/c
1.777 GeV/c
80.4 GeV/c2
Mass
0.511
0.511×2.9055 = 106.63 0.511×5.15 /1000 = 1.798 0.511×10.955 /1000 = 80.44
Prediction

Table 2: Neutrino and Z boson mass ratio prediction.
Electron neutrino
Muon neutrino
Tau neutrino
Z boson
2
2
2
Known Mass
< 0.22 eV/c
< 0.17 MeV/c
15.5 MeV/c
91.2 GeV/c2
Mass
0.22
0.22×6.957 /106 = 0.173 0.22×13.27 /106 = 15.36 0.22×17.037 /106 = 91.4
Prediction

The values of xi are fine tuned to give agreement with the measured mass values. Note that
these are nearly integer values. The small deviations from exact values are thought to be akin to
end shortening effect of resonant dipole antennas and a similar lengthening effect observed in loop
antennas. The values of p as 5 and 7 respectively were chosen for best fit to integer values.
One possible particle shape class is a central loop with two smaller loops either side of it, each
loop having an integer number of wavelengths. For example the W boson in Table 1 may have
a 5 wavelength central loop with a pair of 3 wavelength loops either side of it, making a total of
11 as in Table 1. The atmosphere could then be an appropriate higher order spherical harmonic
mode [10].
6. CONCLUSION

Assuming that all particles have a line frequency spectrum usually with one dominant line component, the particle stability can be taken to be dependent on an exact quadrature phase difference
between the particle ‘core (mass)’ and the surrounding ‘(field potential)’ atmosphere. A positive
phase deviation from quadrature signifies radiation of energy and mass from the particle. Negative
deviation in phase signifies that the particle has a deficit of energy and it will scavenge surrounding
(dark matter or field) energy until it reaches the stable quadrature phase condition. It acts as a
temporary miniature ‘black-hole’.
Some mass ratios of fundamental particles have been arranged into a formula derived empirically
from the new principles of ‘electromagnetic coupling’. Direct computation of masses from a formula
requires the coupling factor variation inversely with the square root of frequency to be measured
very accurately. Further work is needed.
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A Novel Approach for the Construction of Dirac’s Delta Functions
A. R. Baghai-Wadji
University of Cape Town, South Africa

Abstract— In recent works a series of Dirac delta functions were constructed from Poisson’s
equations in isotropic or an-isotropic dielectrics subject to simple boundary conditions. The construction of delta functions was also briefly touched upon in connection with Maxwell’s equations
in unbounded free space. The present paper generalizes the previously introduced ideas and applies them to more general cases; provides physical interpretation of the results; and offers a recipe
on how to employ the constructed Dirac delta functions in regularizing singular surface integrals
arising in computational electromagnetics in isotropic, anisotropic, or bi-anisotropic media.
1. INTRODUCTION

To sketch the underlying ideas for constructing physics-based problem-tailored Dirac delta functions, consider the following generic problem. Let the system of partial differential equations
LΨ(x) = s(x) be given. Solve this system subject to given boundary conditions. Here, L is a
matrix differential operator; Ψ(x) is the solution to be determined; s(x) is a given source function
(direct problem); and x = (x1 , x2 , x3 ). In applications we are mostly faced with indirect problems.
This distinction is, however, not relevant in the present discussion. To solve this problem consider
LG(x) = uδ(x − x0 ), subject to the boundary conditions of the original problem, or simplified
boundary conditions, as it is the case in the majority of practical problems. Here, G(x) refers
to the dyadic Green’s functions (DGFs); u is a unit vector in space; and δ(x − x0 ) is the Dirac
delta function in symbolic form. The specification “symbolic” shall play a significant role in the
discussion. The construction of DGFs usually requires the transformation of the equations into
spectral domain. Utilizing the sifting property of the symbolic delta function, the simple exponentially harmonic Fourier transform of the delta function is immediate. Hereby, the major point is
that no integral representations for the delta function are required in order to construct the DGFs.
Assume next that the DGFs have been determined. As a rule, G(x) is obtained in terms of
Fourier-type integrals. Substitute the expression for G(x) into LG(x) = uδ(x − x0 ). Thus, the
LHS generates integral representations for the symbolic delta function δ(x − x0 ) appearing at the
RHS. It can be shown that not only integral representations for the Dirac delta functions, but also
for Cauchy Principle Values, associated with the problems at hand, can be constructed.
The present paper details the underlying ideas along with the implications for the regularization
of the associate singularities of the DGFs. The aforementioned discussion should justify the claim
that the proposed method is a problem-tailored regularization technique.
Remark. The discussion in the following sections critically depends on the employment of
inhomogeneous rather than homogeneous plane wave expansions for the fields. To this end,
LΨ(x) = s(x), introduced above, will be diagonalized [1]. Indeed diagonalization seems to be
the single most powerful mathematical tool required for the machinery developed in this paper and
for many other related ideas and concepts [2–4].
2. ELECTROSTATIC FIELDS IN ANISOTROPIC MEDIA

Statement of the problem. Consider an unbounded homogeneous anisotropic dielectric medium
characterized by the positive-definite 3 × 3 symmetric permittivity matrix ε. Assume there is
no variation in the y-direction, with the y-axis pointing into this plane. Let the x-axis to run
horizontally from left to the right! Let the z-axis run vertically from south to north! Assume a
line-charge source (modeled by a Dirac delta function) with the coordiantes (x0 , z 0 ) to run parallel to
the y-axis. Determine the induced electric potential distribution in entire space, the infinite-domain
Green’s function associated with this problem.
Formal Statement of the Problem. The Poisson’s equation ∇ · D = δ(x − x0 , z − z 0 ) establishes the relationship between divergence of the dielectric displacement D(x, z) and the ideallylocalized charge distribution δ(x − x0 , z − z 0 ). The relationship between the electric field vector
E(x, z) and the electric potential field ϕ(x, z) can be deduced from the fact that E(x, z) is curl-free
in static limit: E = −∇ϕ. The linear constitutive equation D = εE governs the relationship
between D(x, z) and E(x, z).
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2.1. On the Construction of the Infinite Domain Green’s

Field- and constitutive equations in component form. Assume the fictitious plane z = z 0 ,
passing through the point (x0 , z 0 ), partitions space into two semi-spaces z > z 0 (Domain I) and
z < z 0 (Domain II). The following component-wise field- and constitutive equations hold valid in
each of the Domains I and II:
∂x D1 + ∂z D3 = 0,

D1 = ε11 E1 + ε13 E3 ,

D3 = ε13 E1 + ε33 E3 ,

E1 = −∂x ϕ,

E3 = −∂z ϕ (1)

Interface conditions. ϕ(x, z) is continuous across the fictitious interface plane z = z 0 . D3 (x, z)
has a jump discontinuity equal to δ(x − x0 ).
Solution procedure. Expressing D1 and D3 in terms of ϕ in (1) results in the Laplace’s
equation. Solutions of the type ϕ(x, z|k) ∝ ejkx eγz suggest themselves leading to:
q
εP
ε1e
jk ±
|k|
with
εP = ε11 ε33 − ε213
γ± = −
(2)
ε33
ε33
Standard procedure: solution in domains I and II. The potential function in domain
−
+
I, ϕ+ (x, z|k), has the general form: ϕ+ (x, z|k) = A+ (k)ejkx eγ (k)z + B + (k)ejkx eγ (k)z . Since the
potential must vanish for z → ∞, B + (k) = 0. Similar considerations can be made for ϕ− (x, z|k):
ϕ+ (x, z|k) = A+ (k)ejkx eγ

−

z

;

ϕ− (x, z|k) = B − (k)ejkx eγ

+

z

(3)

The interface condition for ϕ(x, z). The continuity condition for the electric potential
function at the fictitious interface plane z = z 0 ; i.e., ϕ+ (x, z|k)|z=z+0 = ϕ− (x, z|k)|z=z−0 implies
A+ (k)eγ

−

(k)z 0

= B − (k)eγ

+

(k)z 0 def

= P (k),

(4)

Expressing A+ (k) and B − (k) in terms of P (k), results in ϕ± (x, z|k) and consequently D3± (x, z|k):
¡
¢ ∓
∓
0
0
0
ϕ± (x, z|k) = P (k)ejkx eγ (z−z ) = ϕ± x, z±
|k eγ (z−z )
(5a)
¡
¢ γ ∓ (z−z 0 )
±
±
jkx γ ∓ (z−z 0 )
0
D3 (x, z|k) = ±εP |k|P (k)e e
= D3 x, z± |k e
(5b)
where the values of the displacement normal components at the two banks of the interface plane;
0 |k) and D − (x, z 0 |k), are defined as:
i.e, D3+ (x, z+
−
3
¡
¢
0
D3± x, z±
|k = D3± (x, z|k)|z=z±0 = ±εP |k|P (k)ejkx
(6)
Before embarking on the interface condition for the normal component of the displacement vector;
i.e., D3 (x, z), the Fourier transform of the charge distribution on the interface z = z 0 is needed:
R∞
R∞ dk −jkx0 −jkx
0
ρ(k) =
dxδ(x − x0 )e−jkx = e−jkx . Consequently, δ(x − x0 ) =
e
.
2π e
−∞

−∞

0 ) − D + (x, z 0 ) = δ(x − x0 ).
The interface condition for D3 (x, z) in real space reads D3+ (x, z+
−
3
0
0
Or, in spectral domain εP |k|P ejkx + εP |k|P (k)ejkx = e−jkx ejkx , leading to P (k) = 2εP1|k| e−jkx .
Having determined P (k), the field problem has been solved in spectral domain:

1
0
−
0
ejk(x−x ) eγ (z−z ) ;
2εP |k|
1
0
−
0
D3+ (x, z|k) = ejk(x−x ) eγ (z−z ) ;
2
1 γ − jk(x−x0 ) γ − (z−z 0 )
+
D1 (x, z|k) = −
e
e
;
2 jk
ϕ+ (x, z|k) =

1
0
+
0
ejk(x−x ) eγ (z−z )
2εP |k|
1
0
+
0
D3− (x, z|k) = − ejk(x−x ) eγ (z−z )
2
1 γ + jk(x−x0 ) γ + (z−z 0 )
−
D1 (x, z|k) =
e
e
2 jk
ϕ− (x, z|k) =

(7a)
(7b)
(7c)

Consistency. It is gratifying to experience the intricate interplay between various terms, and
the cancellation of certain terms, in making sure that ∂x D1 + ∂z D3 vanishes in Domains I and II.
Remarks. Several comments are in place. i) lim γ ± /(jk) = constant. ii) In region I:
|k|→∞

z − z 0 = |z − z 0 |, while in region II: z − z 0 = −|z − z 0 |. These relationships will frequently be
used, to express the fields in entire space in a unified form. iii) The expression for ϕ(x, z|k) has
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a singularity at k = 0. Elsewhere has been shown that realistic systems satisfying the charge
neutrality condition compensate for this singularity. The main concern in the present discussion
is the slow, or the absence of any exponential decay whatsoever, at the limit z → z 0 ; the inverse
Fourier integrals representing the fields diverge in the near-field even if the system, as a whole, is
charge neutral. The concern in the present discussion is the behavior of integrands for |k| → ∞.
iv) D1 (x, z|k) and D3 (x, z|k) do not have any singularities at k = 0! The decaying behavior in the
±
0
exponential terms eγ (z−z ) seems to be reassuring! However, these expressions are plagued with
±
0
difficulties as well. For z → z 0 the terms eγ (z−z ) approach unity and thus the integrals do not
converge in conventional sense. The limiting integrals are distributions. Recall that D3 (x, z) had
to satisfy the interface condition which involved the Dirac’s delta function. This fact suggests that
0 must be proportional to a Dirac’s delta function! This will be shown
D3 (x, z) in the limits z → z±
affirmatively.
2.2. Green’s Function in Real Space

Substituting for γ ± into ϕ+ (x, z|k) and ϕ− (x, z|k), along with a symmetry argument allow combining the two integral representations for ϕ+ (x, z|k) and ϕ− (x, z|k) arriving at
1
ϕ(x, z) =
2πεP

Z∞
0

µ ·
¸¶ ε
1
ε13
− P k|z−z 0 |
0
0
dk cos k (x − x ) −
(z − z ) e ε33
,
k
ε33

(x, z) ∈ R × R

(8)

This integral can be calculated in closed-form. Adopting G(x − x0 , z − z 0 ) (Green’s function) for
ϕ(x, z) and ignoring the irrelevant constant term (−1/4πεP )ln (ε33 /εP ), result in:
¯
¯
¯ ε33
¯
1
ε13
ε11
0
0
0 2
0
0
0 2¯
¯
G(x − x , z − z ) = −
ln ¯
(x − x ) − 2
(x − x )(z − z ) +
(z − z ) ¯
(9)
4πεP
εP
εP
εP
Remark. Let r denote the vector with the components x − x0 and z − z 0 , along the x- and
z-axis, respectively. It is important to note that the argument of the logarithm in (9) is given by
rT ε−1 r, with rT being r transposed. For r 6= 0, rT ε−1 r > 0 in virtue of the positive-definiteness
of ε and thus ε−1 . In the near-field zone; i.e., in the neighborhood of r = 0, the Green’s function
in (9) has an (integrable) logarithmic singularity. The discussion in the next section presents a
novel method for the regularization of singularities in the vicinity of the source. The implication
of this property for numerical calculations is that the diagonal and near-diagonal elements of the
discretized system matrix are renormalized.
3. A METHOD FOR THE REGULARIZATION OF GREEN’S FUNCTION
SINGULARITIES IN THE NEAR-FIELD ZONE

The proposed method is based on the realization that G(x − x0 , z − z 0 ) is conventionally constructed
as the potential response to an idealized localized Dirac’s delta function. As demonstrated in the
0
preceding section the line charge distribution δ(x−x0 ), or, equivalently, its Fourier transform e−jkx ,
enters the calculation of G(x − x0 , z − z 0 ). Given a BVP several questions arise: (i) Is it possible
to construct a problem-specific representation for the Dirac’s delta function δη (x − x0 ) depending
on a “small control parameter” η? If such a representation exits, it would define a continuous
series of parametrized functions which would converge to δ(x − x0 ) at the limit η → 0. The delocalized function δη (x − x0 ) in spectral domain would then be integrable in ordinary, rather than
distributional sense. (ii) Is it possible to construct the electric potential response Gη (x − x0 , z − z 0 )
to δη (x − x0 )? If such a function exists, and provided it can be constructed, it can be expected to
be regular and free from singularities in the near-field zone. Then Gη (x − x0 , z − z 0 ) can be used to
carry out field analysis in accordance to the recipes available in the BEM. Let fη (x, z) denote any of
the components of the solution vector. It can be expected that fη (x, z) in the limit η → 0 converges
to the field solution corresponding to the Dirac’s delta function δ(x − x0 ), thereby, bypassing the
difficulties associated with the Green’s function singularities.
In what follows the above questions will all be answered affirmatively. It should also be pointed
out that the stream of the arguments will be valid for the electromagnetic waves and fields in
general bi-anisotropic media, and even more generally, for problems in mathematical physics. It is
instructive to point out that the underlying principle is the diagonalization of PDEs in mathematical
physics which already has been covered in several earlier occasions and will not be addressed here.
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3.1. The Limit of the Dielectric Displacements at the Fictitious Interface

Substituting for γ ± into the expressions for D3+ (x, z|k) and D3− (x, z|k) and rearranging gives:
1
D3± (x, z|k) = ± e
2

“ h
i”
ε
ε
jk (x−x0 )− ε13 (z−z 0 )
∓ ε P |k|(z−z 0 )

e

33

(10)

33

Integrating over k from −∞ to ∞, along with a symmetry argument, lead to:
D3± (x, z) = ±

1
h
2π
(x − x0 ) ∓

εP
ε33 |z

− z0|
i2 h
i2
ε13
εP
0|
0|
|z
−
z
+
|z
−
z
ε33
ε33

(11)

Integrating with respect to x from −∞ to ∞ and writing η for |z − z 0 |, yield:
Z∞
lim0

z→z±
−∞

dxD3± (x, z)

1
lim
=±
2π η→0

Z∞

−∞

εP
ε33 η

dx h
(x − x0 ) ∓

ε13
ε33 η

i2

³
+

εP
ε33 η

´2

(12)

Proceed as follows: i) Substitute u = x − x0 . ii) Substitute x = ηu. Observe that η 2 cancels out,
making limη→0+ irrelevant. iii) Substitute u = x ∓ εε13
as the case maybe. iv) Finally substitute
33
2
εP
u = ε33 x and cancel the term (εP /ε33 ) . The resulting integrals both give π, thus leading to:
Z∞
lim0

z→z+
−∞

dxD3+ (x, z)

Z∞

1
= ;
2

lim0

z→z−
−∞

dxD3− (x, z) = −

1
2

(13a)

Thus it is proved that the following relationships hold valid individually:
1
lim0 D3+ (x − x0 , z − z 0 ) = δ(x − x0 );
z→z+
2

1
lim0 D3− (x − x0 , z − z 0 ) = − δ(x − x0 )
z→z−
2

(14)

In view of this result and (10) it can be concluded that
Z∞
lim0

z→z±
−∞

1
dk ±
D (x, z|k) = ± lim0
2π 3
2 z→z±

Z∞

−∞

dk jk
e
2π

h

i
ε
(x−x0 )− ε13 (z−z 0 ) ∓ εεP |k|(z−z 0 )

e

33

33

1
= ± δ(x − x0 )
2

(15)

In terms of η = |z − z 0 | these equations read:
Z∞
lim0

z→z±
−∞

dk ±
1
D3 (x, z|k) = ± lim
2π
2 η→0

Z∞

−∞

dk jk
e
2π

i
h
ε
(x−x0 )∓ ε13 η − εεP |k|η
33

e

33

1
1
= ± lim δη± (x − x0 ) = ± δ(x − x0 )
2 η→0
2

(16a)
(16b)

Interpretation. From (16) it can be deduced that:
0
D3± (x, z±
|k)

1
jk
= ± lim e
2 η→0

h
i
ε
(x−x0 )∓ ε13 η − εεP |k|η

e

33

33

(17)

+
0 |k) and D − (x, z 0 |k) according to
Equation (17) suggest the introduction of D3,η
(x, z+
−
3,η
±
0
D3,η
(x, z±
|k)

1 jk
=± e
2

h

ε

(x−x0 )∓ ε13 η
33

i

ε

− ε P |k|η

e

33

(18)

with
1
0
±
0
0
D3± (x, z±
|k) = lim D3,η
(x, z±
|k) = ± ejk(x−x )
η→0
2

(19)
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Remark. Comparing (19) with (18), the following conclusions can made. The terms in Eq. (19)
are “conventionally” used in interface conditions involving (localized) Dirac’s delta functionals. In
contract, the proposed terms in Eq. (18) arise of “de-localized” Dirac’s delta functions. Further
above it was demonstrated that (19) leads to an ill-conditioned Green’s function with a singularity
in the near-field zone. It can be expected that (18) induces an η-dependent Green’s function which
is well-conditioned and devoid from any singularity in the near-field zone. Consider next the system
matrix which would arise in the BEM applications by employing the “regularized,” rather than the
singular Green’s function. It can be expected that the η-dependent diagonal- and near-diagonal
terms are well-behaved and amenable to numerical calculations. Consequently, extrapolating the
results in the limit η → 0, can be expected to lead to regularized self-action and near-field interaction
action terms. This is the essence of the proposed regularization (renormalization) method.
Remark. To further emphasize the aforementioned conclusions (anticipations) focus on (16).
0 . On the other hand these limits are equal to
The terms at LHS are the limits of D3± (x, z) at z±
1
± 2 δ(x − x0 ). Furthermore, (16) shows that limη→0 δη± (x − x0 ) is equal to ±δ(x − x0 ) with:
Z∞
−∞

dk jk
e
2π

h

ε

(x−x0 )∓ ε13 η
33

i

ε

− ε P |k|η

e

33

= δη± (x − x0 )

(20)

This equation suggests a parametrized (smeared out) representation for the Dirac’s delta function.
This result is for its own sake interesting since its functional form has inherited the properties of
the medium in which it was constructed. It is a problem-specific Dirac’s delta function.
The major insight which can be deduced from (20) is the fact that instead of exciting the medium
with δ(x − x0 )δ(z − z 0 ), the medium can be excited by the source functions δη± (x − x0 )δ(z − z 0 ). The
implications of this idea may prove to be far reaching. It proposes a constructive process for the
problem-specific regularization of singularities.
Remark. Note that the role played by δ(z − z 0 ) in the above formulation was the introduction of
the fictitious plane z = z 0 , which demarcates regions I and II.
Denoting the Fourier transforms of δη± (x − x0 ) by δη± (k), from (20), it can be concluded that:
δη± (k)

=e

”
“
ε
−jk x0 ± ε13 η − εεP |k|η
33

e

(21)

33

0

Denoting the Fourier transform of δ(x − x0 ) by δ(k), the relationship δ(k) = e−jkx is valid. A
comparison between δ(k) and δη± (k) shows that while the inverse Fourier transform of δ(k) exists
in distributional sense only, the inverse Fourier transforms of δη± (k) exist in ordinary sense for any
η 6= 0. Furthermore in the limit η → 0 they converge to δ(x − x0 ).
This insight is of great conceptual and practical value. In the previous section it was shown
that an idealized localized charge distribution with its Fourier transform being of the form δ(k) =
0
e−jkx , results in a Green’s function which is singular when the observation point coincides with
the source point. Whenever Green’s functions are available in closed-form this is not critical since
certain regularization (renormalization) techniques can be applied, even though they might not
be ideally suited to the problem. The above analysis suggests that replacing the localized line
charge distribution δ(x − x0 ) by de-localized charge distributions δη± (x − x0 ) might resolve problems
associated with divergence behavior of the problem’s Green’s function.
4. A PROBLEM-TAILORED REGULARIZATION TECHNIQUE
4.1. Distributed Dirac’s Delta Functions and Interface Condition for D3 (x, z)

The determination of the regularized Green’s function requires a problem-specific η-parametrized
Dirac’s delta function. Consequently, the fields and the involved coefficients are all η-dependent.
To appreciate the underlying details relevant equations have been collected as follows:
ϕ±
η (x, z|k) =

1

e

i
h
ε
jk (x−x0 )∓ ε13 η − εεP |k|η γ ∓ (z−z 0 )
33
33

e
e
2εP |k|
h
i
1 jk (x−x0 )∓ εε13 η − εεP |k|η γ ∓ (z−z 0 )
±
33
D3,η (x, z|k) = ± e
e 33 e
2

(22a)
(22b)
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Using the expressions for γ ∓ , and rearranging lead to:
h

i

ε
1
jk (x−x0 )∓ ε13 (η+|z−z 0 |) − εεP |k|(η+|z−z 0 |)
33
=
e
e 33
2εp |k|
h
i
1 jk (x−x0 )∓ εε13 (η+|z−z 0 |) − εεP |k|(η+|z−z 0 |)
±
33
D3,η (x, z|k) = ± e
e 33
2

ϕ±
η (x, z|k)

(23a)
(23b)

4.2. Regularized Green’s Function

Proceeding analogous to (8) and (9), ϕ±
η (x, z|k) can be transformed into real space. Thereby, it is
±
±
instructive to write Gη rather than ϕη to emphasize the Green’s function nature of the solution.
The regularized Green’s function is (the argument is positive even for vanishing x − x0 and z − z 0 ):
¯
¯
¯ ε33
¡
¢
£
¤ ε11 £
¤2 ¯
1
ε
13
±
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
Gη x − x , z − z = −
ln ¯
(x − x ) ∓ 2
(x − x ) η + |z − z | +
η + |z − z | ¯¯ (24)
4πεP ¯ εP
εP
εP
5. CONCLUSION

A general method for physics-based, problem-tailored regularization of singular Green’s functions
has been introduced. The method utilizes distributed sources rather than “sharply localized”
Dirac’s delta functions, as it is customarily the case. The distributed source, chosen for the analysis,
was derived from a delta function integral representation, associated with the underlying partial
differential equation. The Fourier-type integral representation involved “inhomogeneous” rather
than “homogeneous” plane-waves, and was optimally matched to the problem. It remains to be
investigated how Dirac delta functions would perform, which are not problem-specific. Author’s
current work concerns the performance analysis of the constructed regularized Green’s functions.
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Electromagnetic Sources and Observers in Motion IX — Nature of
Gravity
Selwyn E. Wright
Moor Lane Laboratory, ECASS Technologies Ltd, HD8 0QS, UK

Abstract— This is the ninth paper in the series of EM sources and observers in Motion. Two
given in Xi’an China, two in Cambridge USA, two in Marrakech Morocco and two in Moscow
Russia. This Paper IX is a companion paper to Paper X, the Unification of Electromagnetism
and Gravity also presented at this symposium. Gravity has similar properties to the electric field.
Both are attractive, their intensity is dependent on the inverse square law with distance, they
use the same medium and have a propagation (retarded) time delay. Generally, a distribution of
positive and negative charges will produce internally an attractive force and externally a residual
difference attractive electric field. This residual field will tend to zero as the distribution size
goes to zero. But for a finite distribution this field remains finite, capable of attracting similar
multipole charge distributions contained in matter. This appears to be the basis of gravity explaining how dissimilar charges from gravitational matter always attract. Thus unsteady electric
(electromagnetic), steady difference electric (gravitational), and residual gravity fields throughout the universe (inertial) are all electrical and use the same propagation medium. This allows
the Lorentz transform, gravity and accelerating frames to be compared directly. Einstein’s invariant inertial frame, which Einstein based his ether-less predictions, is shown to be non causal.
A medium based variant propagation frame supports a Propagation Time Asymmetric model
predicting all wave behaviour both classical and EM.
1. INTRODUCTION

Most of the matter in the universe is thought to be comprised of just negatively charged electrons
and two types of charged quarks, having fractional values of charge q, an up quark ‘u’ (q =
2/3) and a down quark ‘d’ (q = −1/3). The main field contributors are therefore the proton
q = u + u + d = 2/3 + 2/3 − 1/3 = 1 and the electron q = −1. Even possibly the neutron
q = d + d + u = −1/3 − 1/3 + 2/3 = 0, if its quarks, under high pressure, can be reconstructed
into positive and negative charges. Using a point atomic model an equal number of negative
electrons and positive protons, with their corresponding electric fields cancel, creating a neutral
atom. However, a finite distribution of dissimilar charges will always produce an attractive steady
residual difference field. This can be easily demonstrated with dissimilar magnetic or charged poles,
as illustrated in Figure 1. These basic fields appears to play an important part in the attraction of
atoms and molecules and therefore gravity.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: A finite distribution of dissimilar charges will always attract, forming the basis of gravity. (a)
Dipole. (b) Quadrupole. (c) Clouds of multipoles.
2. ATOMIC RESIDUAL DIFFERENCE FIELD (ARDF)

According to [1] induced dipoles from molecules with permanent bipolar fields and induced dipoles,
causes an attraction between individual atoms and molecules. These attractive dipole fields, in the
near field, determine their liquid and gaseous phases and the pulling together of mercury beads and
soap films. They are local, having a very rapidly reducing field strength with distance. Also [8],
predicted that electrons orbiting at large distances around atomic nuclei repel (displace) electron
orbits of neighbouring atoms and molecules. These unbalanced orbits then create a mass/spring
induced dipole field, oscillating at imaginary non propagating frequencies, resulting in a rapidly
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decaying reactive field with distance. However, low atomic number molecules can have high and
low energy levels. These result in strong and weak attractive near fields creating both solids and
gases with similar atomic numbers, i.e., their attraction is not proportional to the atomic number.
Although these van der Waals type attractive fields are electrostatic, they do not appear to be
gravitational, they are local fields holding the molecules together. For gravity we are looking for
attractive electrical dipole fields that propagate into the radiation far field, i.e., decaying according
to the inverse square law and whose strength (weight) tends to be proportional to the atomic
number. The model that best fits this description is the Atomic Residual Difference Field (ARDF)
whose attractive field is proportional to the atomic number (number of pairs of dissimilar charges
in the atom). From quantum mechanical grounds, the difference residual field should form in the
reactive near field, at the atomic level. The field summation from all atoms and molecules in
the vicinity would then be attractive and decay into the propagation far field according to the
inverse square law, the same as gravity. Equating the electric field E, given by E = kq ∗ r0 /r2 where
k = 8.99 × 109 Nm2 /C2 and q ∗ is an attractive dissimilar charge in Coulombs. And the gravity
field g, given by g = Gmr0 /r2 where G = 6.67 × 10−11 Nm2 /kg2 , and the attractive mass m is in
kg. Also r0 is the unit vector along the distance radius r. Therefore gravitational mass has an
equivalent charge of:
¡
¢
¡
¢
q ∗ = (G/k) m = 6.67 × 10−11 /8.99 × 109 m = 0.74 × 10−20 m
(1)
which creates a potentially very weak attractive field. Other equivalents are then:
g ≡ E, force F = mg ≡ q ∗ E, potential v = ∫ gdr ≡ ∫ Edr,
energy U = F dr = ∫ mgdr = mv ≡ ∫ q ∗ Edr = q ∗ v

(2)

3. UNIVERSAL GRAVITATIONAL REFERENCE FIELD (UGRF)

Whatever the actual details of the ARDF, it can be considered to be finite from the almost limitless
gravitational matter, seen and unseen throughout the universe. Although this field reduces with
the inverse square of the distance from its gravitational source, the contribution at any point in the
universe, from all known and inferred gravitational matter q ∗ , of equivalent volume charge density
ρ∗ lies on an expanding sphere whose surface area increases as the square of the distance (4πr2 ).
The modulus of the total field (inertial field) contributing to that point then becomes:
|E| = kΣ|q ∗ |/r2 where Σ|q ∗ | = ∫ (ρ∗ 4πr2 )dr, |E| = ∫ (kρ∗ 4π)dr = kρ∗ 4πr, where r = ∞

(3)

Only through symmetry does the ARDF tend to zero, E = 0. but the modulus of the inertial
field |E| is enormous. Thus from the total matter in the universe, the ARDF provides a non zero
Universal Gravitational Reference Field (UGRF) over all space. This scalar potential energy field
is available to resist motional change of mass (energy) in motion, creating mass inertia. The |E|
field is also a measure of the magnitude of the attractive field (attractive ‘dark’ energy) slowing
down the gravitational mass expansion in the universe, relative to the propagation medium. The
medium could then provide complimentary repulsive ‘dark’ energy. This could overcome the global
gravitational attraction, through the repulsive expansion of the medium, accelerating further the
gravitational matter of the universe. Unlike unsteady EM and gravity waves, the UGRF, from
steady charges throughout the universe behaves as a steady field. The ARDF, being a difference
E field, has no mass and spin 1. Whereas, the UGRF, being a resultant scalar potential field from
difference E fields from all directions across the universe, has zero intensity (force), no mass and
no spin, making it difficult to detect, but it has finite potential energy. This field resembles the
Higgs field [9].
4. INERTIAL AND GRAVITATIONAL MASS

As Einstein kept reminding us, all forms of energy (potential and kinetic) are equivalent to inertial
mass. It appears that inertial mass of subatomic particles, complete atoms and molecules, results
through the binding energy of the system, the energy required to create the structure. For example,
in the proton only 2% of its binding mass is from its individual components, the other 98% is
accountable through the strong binding force (energy) of the gluons holding the proton together.
Inertia is the resistance to accelerating binding mass. As in electrons in orbit around an atom and
J. J. Thompson’s e/m experiment [3], where gravity has no part, only inertial mass (no g or G
constants involved).
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It appears that it is not the inertial or binding mass mb that causes gravity. It is a quantity
of energy, having no substance or solidity in itself and no attractive capability. Attraction of
matter (gravity), appears to be the Atomic Residual Difference Fields (ARDF) between finite
distribution of dissimilar charges within gravitational matter (atoms and molecules) having a total
gravitational mass mg . Here mb = mg , but mb can exist without mg , as in the electron having
mass but no attraction. Although neutron stars are nominally neutral, it appears, under the
huge compacting pressures, their gravitational matter, including neutrons (which are comprised of
positive and negative fractional charges) must undergo some kind of charge reconstitution of their
atomic quarks into positive and negative free charges (currents), creating their intense magnetic
and gravitational fields.
5. RELATION BETWEEN LORENTZ, GRAVITY AND ACCELERATION

Now that gravity (steady difference electric) and light (unsteady electric) are both parts of the
same field, sharing the same propagation medium. It provides a common link between Lorentz’s
transform, gravity and accelerating frames, as the following examples show.
5.1. Constant Motion

According to [4], a system moving at constant velocity ‘vs ’ and interacting with the medium,
contracts its structural time τs and space xs , compared to the propagation medium values τp and
xp . Thus:
τs = αs τp , xs = αs xp , αs = (1 − Ms2 )1/2 , Ms = vs /c
(4)
Ms (or βs ) is the system (source) [2] number. For small speed changes Ms ¿ 1, fractional changes
are:
∆τs /∆τp = ∆αs = −Ms2 /2, ∆xs /∆xp = ∆αs = −Ms2 /2
(5)
For example, the amount of time slowing for a passenger travelling on a modern airliner for 24 hours
relative to the stationary medium surrounding the Earth, where vs = 300 m/s, (670 miles/hour),
c = 3 × 108 , Ms = 10−6 , time slowing (24 hours) ∆τs = −(10−12 /2)∆τp = −(10−12 /2) × 8.6 × 104 =
−43 ns/day. Time slowing at Earth’s rotational speed at equator (460 m/s) is −95 ns/day relative to
surrounding stationary medium. Flying supersonically (460 m/s, M = 1.5×10−6 ) in the direction of
the Earth’s rotation (920 m/s relative to surrounding stationary medium) is −4×95 = −380 ns/day
and relative to the Earths surface −3×95 = −285 ns/day. Flying against the Earth’s rotation (0 m/s
relative to the surrounding stationary medium) is 0 s/day, and +95 ns/day relative to the Earth’s
equator.
5.2. Gravitational Acceleration

According to Schwarzschild’s dominant term [6], the propagation medium and its contents in a
gravi-tational field ‘g’ is compressed both time τg and space xg , compared to their free-field values
τp and xp . Thus:
τg = δg τp ,

x g = δg x p ,

δg = (1 − Mg )1/2 ,

Mg = vg /c = 2Gm/c2 Rg = 2gRg /c2 as g = Gm/Rg2 and vg = 2gRg /c

(6)

For Mg ¿ 1, fractional changes are:
∆τg /∆τp = ∆δg = −Mg /2,

∆xg /∆xp = ∆δg = −Mg /2

(7)

For example, the amount of time slowing on the Earth’s surface due to the Earth’s gravity compared
with free space, where G = 6.67×10−11 Nm2 /kg2 is the gravitational constant, m = 6×1024 kg is the
gravitational mass of the Earth, c = 3×108 m/s, g = 9.8 m/s2 , G/c2 = 7.4×10−28 , Rg = 6.4×106 is
the radial distance from the Earth’s centre, gives Mg ≈ 1.3×10−9 for the Earth’s surface equivalent
gravitational Mach number.
For an accumulative time (24 hours) ∆τg = −(Mg /2)∆τp = −(1.3 × 10−9 /2)(8.6 · 104 ) =
−56 µs/day.
5.3. Observer Acceleration

For an accelerating observer ao moving relative to the propagation medium, over a time to , and
distance do and wave propagation distance dw we have:
∆τo /∆τp = ∆δo = Mo ,
where vo = ao tw ,

Mo = vo /c = ao tw /c = ao dw /c2 ,

tw = dw /c,

do = at2w /2

(8)
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For example, the special case of an observer falling under gravity. Mo is positive, observer’s surrounding time and space relatively expand, neutralizing gravity’s time loss. According to the Equivalence Principle Mo = Mg /2, for Mo = 1.3 × 10−9 /2, time quickens ∆τo = Mo ∆τp = (1.3 × 10−9 /2)
(8.6×104 ) = 56 µs/day neutralizing the Earth’s gravity time slowing. Also ao = 9.8 m/s2 , wave distance dw = Mo c2 /ao = 6×106 m, tw = dw /c = 2×10−2 s, observer velocity vo = ao tw = 2×10−1 m/s
and observer distance do = at2w /2 = 10 × 4 × 10−2 /2 = 0.2 m.
6. BASIC WAVE PROPAGATION

Before considering unification theories, considered in Paper X, it appears [5] believing there was no
propagation medium, misunderstood the basic wave propagation process. It is true that Einstein’s
inertial frame, where the physics and speed of light are invariant, is non preferred (not unique).
However, his ether-less frame cannot predict observed motion as Einstein believed. To observe
events from Einstein’s inertial frame requires the propagation medium to be restored to allow the
events to reach the observer. Thus the ether-less, non preferred, omni-directional, inertial frame,
plus the directional wave propagation, becomes the medium based, preferred, directional, reference
frame, which propagates the source events to the far field. In spite of Einstein’s uniqueness claim,
there is nothing special regarding EM waves, they require a propagation medium the same as all
causal wave theories.
7. PROPAGATION TIME ASYMMETRY

The effects of the preferred propagation frame is displayed in Figure 2. These are of course variant, not invariant as Einstein’s inertial frame describes. It shows the reality of wave propagation
that everyone is familiar with, illustrating Propagation Time Asymmetry (PTA) around a moving
source. These motional directional waveforms, based on a propagation medium, are representative
of all types of classical and EM wave propagation. It’s irrational to accept that EM sources are
somehow unique, they no longer require a propagation medium when set in motion. At low speeds
the waveforms are dominated by classical PTA wave generation. Einstein’s ether-less relativity,
without a medium, cannot predict PTA. The conventional Galilean concept of PTA was extended
by Lorentz, his Transform (LT) includes PTA as an integral part. It provides the foundation for
Einstein’s medium based causal SR.
For M ¿ 1, the classical asymmetrical propagation displacement ∆d, and time displacement
∆t through motion, is given by:
∆t = ±∆d/c = ±vt/c = ±(vd/c)/c = ±vd/c2 = ±M t,
M = v/c, t = d/c, ∆t/t = ∆d/d = M

(9)

where v is the system velocity, ± is for motion in and against the direction of the light propagation,
and d is the propagation path between two fixed points moving with the system relative to the
medium. Figure 2(a) is for a single frequency and system Mach number M = v/c = 0.66. The
PTA wave pattern is virtually identical for classical and EM sources, for the same M . Figure 2(b)
is a wave pattern generated by the PTA part of the Lorentz transform for an electron moving for

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: These Propagation Time Asymmetric (PTA) wave patterns, generated by all forms of source
motion, including classical and EM sources, are caused by motion with respect to the propagation medium.
These patterns, which are a result of a preferred frame of reference cannot exist without a propagation
medium. The same basic theory predicts both classical and EM waves. (a) Unsteady sources in motion.
(b) Steady sources exceeding wave speed.
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M > 1. Again, the classical medium based PTA predicts the main structure for an impulsive wave
front from an electron exceeding its wave speed in the medium, as in [7] radiation. Here a high
speed electron leaves a vacuum and enters an electrically more dense medium (air).
On Earth, motional effects, without involving particle accelerators or particles from outer space,
are predicted by the medium based classical wave theory, i.e., just the PTA part of the LT.
Relativistic and gravitational contributions have little effect on the instantaneous PTA disturbance. Assuming realistic Earth speeds of Ms ≈ 10−6 and Earth equivalent gravitational speed of
Mg ≈ 10−9 , from Equations (5), (7) and (9), we have for the time ratios, compared to the unaffected values, Lorentz ∆τs /∆τp = Ms2 /2 ≈ 10−12 /2, gravity ∆τg /∆τp = Mg /2 ≈ 10−9 /2 and PTA
∆tpta /tp = Ms ≈ 10−6 . It is the fundamental PTA wave disturbance that is the dominant feature.
The relativistic and gravitational effects cannot act alone; they are a small modifying effect of PTA.
At speeds and gravitational strengths on and around the Earth, and small measurement times, they
cannot explain basic wave propagation, as sometimes claimed.
8. CONCLUSION

Light is a varying E field, for example like charges (electrons) jumping orbit in atoms and molecules.
The Atomic Residual Difference Field (ARDF) is the steady difference E field from dissimilar charge
distri-butions, primarily from protons and electrons. Gravity is the ARDF from a large number of
atoms and molecules. The Universal Gravitational Reference field (UGRF) is the ARDF, summed
at a point from all over space, from the total gravitational matter in the universe. The UGRF
provides a net zero force but a non zero potential energy reference field in the medium at rest in
space, providing inertia for mass in motion.
All these effects have a common basis i.e., they are all electrical, they all depend on the electric
charge and a common propagation medium. Sources, according to Lorentz, moving through the
medium contract their time and structure. The medium, according to Schwarzschild, is compressed
both time and space, by gravity. An accelerating observer contracts its time and structure, relatively
expanding the surrounding medium with the ability of reducing gravity. Einstein’s invariant, omnidirectional, inertial frame, upon which he based his ether-less predictions, is shown to be non
causal. It is the Propagation Time Asymmetry (PTA), based on a propagation medium, which
characterises the directionality around all sources in motion, both classical and electromagnetic.
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The Uniqueness Theorems in the Electromagnetic Wave Theory and
Quasi-periodical Solutions of the Periodical Diffraction Problems
N. B. Pleshchinskii
Kazan Federal University, Russia

Abstract— The simple method to prove the uniqueness of the solution of the electromagnetic
wave diffraction problems is proposed in the case of loss-free media. The set of the diffraction
problems on the thin conducting screens in the wave-guided structures are considered. The overdetermined boundary value problem method is used. It is shown that the limited absorption
principle is correct for the considered problems.
The uniqueness conditions of the solution of the integral equations with difference kernel are
obtained as an auxiliary result. These conditions are used to prove the Floquet theorem: the
solution of the quasi-periodical wave diffraction on the periodical set of the heterogeneities can
be the quasi-periodical wave (Floquet wave) only.
The case of diffraction problem on the bi-periodical set of thin conducting screens in the opened
space is considered in detail as an example. The boundary value problem is equivalent to the
dual summatorial functional equation for the Floquet coefficients. It is proved that this problem
is equivalent to the regular infinite set of the linear algebraic equations for the coefficients of
decomposition of the electromagnetic field by Floquet harmonics. By this set of equations the
algorithms are constructed for numerical solving the diffraction problem.
1. INTRODUCTION

Solution uniqueness theorems for diffraction problems of electromagnetic waves on heterogeneities
of different types are used as for justification of correctness of their mathematical formulations, so
for proof of convergence of approximate methods of solving such problems. As it is generally known,
the diffraction problems can have only one solution only in the case when a radiation condition
presents in the formulation of the problem. In present work the supposition of orientability of
unknown solution is used as a radiation condition.
Let us call at electromagnetic wave positively-oriented in relation to the axis of waveguide
structure, if it attenuates in direction of this axis or transfers energy in this direction.
It is expedient to use the over-determined boundary value problem method [1] (see also [2]) for
reducing the diffraction problem of electromagnetic waves on the systems of thin conducting screens.
This method is a variant of general partial domain method. As auxiliary boundary value problems
such problems are considered in separate parts of waveguide structure, when more conditions than
it is necessary for determination of the unique solution of the Maxwell set of equations (or of
Helmholtz equation in two-dimensional case) are given on the boundary of domain. It is convenient
to use the necessary and sufficient conditions of solvability of the over-determined problems for
reducing conjugation problems to the one-sided boundary value problems or directly to integral
equations.
It is proved that these solvability conditions can be used to prove the uniqueness of solution of
the diffraction problems.
In the case, when screens form the periodic systems of heterogeneities, an important statement
follows from the uniqueness theorem: if the quasi-periodical wave (in particular case — plane wave)
falls down periodic system of screens, then by its diffraction the quasi-periodical field appears
also. This statement is formulation of Floquet theorem that is often used for research of the
electromagnetic fields in periodic structures. But proof of this obvious from the physical point of
view fact is usually absent.
2. DIFFRACTION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE ON CONDUCTING THIN STRIPS

Two-dimensional diffraction problem of TE-polarized electromagnetic wave on plane system of
metallic strips is being reduced to the conjugation problem for Helmholtz equation
∂2u ∂2u
+ 2 + k 2 u(x, z) = 0,
∂x2
∂z
k is a real-valued number.

(1)
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±
Let us denote by u±
0 (x) and u1 (x) the limiting values (traces) of functions u(x, z) and its
derivative (∂u/∂z)(x, z) on the axis z = 0 from above and from lower semi-planes accordingly. We
will search the positively-determined solution of Equation (1) in the above semi-plane z > 0 by
+
given traces u+
0 (x) and u1 (x) on the line z = 0. This problem is over-determined.
Suppose that dependence of the field components on time has the form eiωt . Denote
p
γ(ξ) = k 2 − ξ 2 ,
Re γ(ξ) ≤ 0 or Imγ(ξ) ≥ 0.
+
It is proved [3] that u+
0 (x) and u1 (x) are traces on the line z = 0 of positively-oriented solution
of Helmholtz equation in a semi-plane z > 0 if and only if, when
+
u+
1 (ξ) − iγ(ξ) u0 (ξ) = 0.

(2)

In case of the negatively-oriented solutions the solvability condition of the over-determined
boundary value problem for Helmholtz equation in a lower-half-plane z < 0 has the form
−
u−
1 (ξ) + iγ(ξ) u0 (ξ) = 0.

(3)

Let the system of segments M of axis x correspond to the metallic strips in the section y = 0
of opened space and N is a supplement N to whole axis. Let u0 (x, z) be potential function of the
external field.
The next conjugation problem corresponds to the diffraction problem. It is necessary to find the
positively-oriented solution u+ (x, z) of Helmholtz equation for z > 0 and the negatively-oriented
solution u− (x, z) of Helmholtz equation for z < 0 satisfying for z = 0 conditions:
0
u+
0 (x) = −u0 (x),

0
u−
0 (x) = −u0 (x),

x ∈ M,

(4)

u+
0 (x)

u+
1 (x)

x ∈ N.

(5)

=

u−
0 (x),

=

u−
1 (x),

It is easy to get by Equalities (2) and (3) that the diffraction problem is equivalent to the next
one-sided boundary value problem: it is necessary to find the positively-oriented solution u+ (x, z)
of Helmholtz equation for z > 0 satisfying the conditions
0
u+
0 (x) = −u0 (x),

x ∈ M,

u+
1 (x) = 0,

x ∈ N.

(6)

Two-dimensional diffraction problem of TE-polarized electromagnetic wave on thin conducting
strips can have only one solution.
Proof. The difference of two solutions of problem should satisfy boundary conditions
u+
0 (x) = 0,

x ∈ M,

u+
1 (x) = 0,

x ∈ N.

Then
∗

+
u+
0 (x) u1 (x) = 0,

x ∈ (−∞, +∞).

We will integrate this pair equality by the whole axis and then we get
Z
∗
+
u+
0 (x) u1 (x) dx = 0.
It follows by Parseval equality that
Z

∗

+
u+
0 (ξ) u1 (ξ) dξ = 0.

But by condition (2)
Z
2
γ(ξ) |u+
0 (ξ)| dξ = 0.

Function γ(ξ) has negative real part on one part of the axis ξ, and it has positive imaginary part
on the other part of the axis. Therefore u+
0 (ξ) ≡ 0.
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3. INTEGRAL EQUATION WITH A DIFFERENCE KERNEL

By boundary conditions (6) we have that the diffraction problem is equivalent to integral equation
with a difference kernel
Z
Z
−i
1 iξ(t−x)
+
0
e
dξ (7)
u1 (t) K−1 (t − x) dt = −u0 (x), x ∈ M,
where K−1 (t − x) =
2π
γ(ξ)
M

(integral can be easily expressed by Hankel function).
Really, let u+
1 (x) on M be the unknown function and, consequently,
Z
1
+
itξ
u1 (ξ) = √
u+
dt.
1 (t) e
2π
M

Then
1
u+
0 (x) = √
2π

Z

1
−iξx
u+
dξ = √
0 (ξ) e
2π

Z

−i +
u (ξ) e−iξx dξ =
γ(ξ) 1

Z
u+
1 (t)

³ −i Z
2π

1 iξ(t−x) ´
e
dξ dt.
γ(ξ)

M

Let us consider more general integral equation of form
Z
Z
1
A(ξ) eiξ(t−x) dξ
u(t) K(t − x) dt = f (x), x ∈ M,
where
K(t − x) =
2π

(8)

M

(function K(x) is Fourier prototype of function A(ξ) within the constant multiplier precision).
If real part of function A(ξ) saves a sign on some part of axes ξ and on other part of axis
imaginary part of this function saves a sign, then integral equation with a difference kernel can
have one solution only.
Proof. Let u1 (x) be a solution of integral equation redefined by zero to the whole axis, and
Z
u0 (x) = u1 (t) K(t − x) dt.
Let us transform the right-hand side of this equality:
Z
Z
³ 1 Z
´
1
iξ(t−x)
u0 (x) = u1 (t)
A(ξ) u1 (ξ) e−iξx dξ.
A(ξ) e
dξ dt = √
2π
2π
By this u0 (ξ) = A(ξ) u1 (ξ).
For the difference u(x) of two solutions of equation we have u0 (x) = 0 on M and u∗1 (x) = 0 on
N . Then
Z
A(ξ) |u1 (ξ)|2 dξ = 0.
4. QUASI-PERIODICAL SOLUTIONS OF INTEGRAL EQUATIONS AND BOUNDARY
VALUE PROBLEMS

Let M be l-periodical system of segments of real axis. Let g(x) be l-periodical function. If integral
equation with a difference kernel
Z
v(t) L(t − x) dt = g(x), x ∈ M,
M

has only one solution then this solution is a l-periodical function.
For proof let us substitute the left part of equation v(t + l) instead of v(t):
Z
Z
Z
v(t+l) L(t−x)dt = v(t+l) L(t+l−x−l)dt = v(t1 ) L(t1 −x−l)dt1 = g(x+l) = g(x),
M

M

M

x ∈ M.
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As solution can be only one, then v(t + l) = v(t).
Let us consider more general case. The function u(x) is called (l, α)-quasi-periodical, if u(x) =
eiαx v(x), where v(x) is l-periodical function.
Let f (x) be (l, α)-quasi-periodical function. If integral equation with a difference kernel
Z
(9)
u(t) K(t − x) dt = f (x), x ∈ M,
M

has only one solution, then this solution is (l, α)-quasi-periodical function.
Proof. Let f (x) = eiαx g(x) and u(x) = eiαx v(x). By supposition equation
Z
eiαt v(t) K(t − x) dt = eiαx g(x), x ∈ M,
M

has only one solution. Consequently, equation
Z
v(t) L(t − x) dt = g(x),

x ∈ M,

M

where L(t) = eiαt K(t), has only one solution also. Then v(t) is a periodical function.
Consequently, solution of diffraction problem of quasi-periodical wave on the periodic system of
strips can be a quasi-periodical wave only.
5. THREE-DIMENSIONAL DIFFRACTION PROBLEMS ON THE SYSTEM OF
SCREENS

Traces of difference of two solutions of diffraction problem in half-space in three-dimensional case
should satisfy boundary conditions
ex (x, y) = 0, ey (x, y) = 0,

(x, y) ∈ M,

hx (x, y) = 0, hy (x, y) = 0,

(x, y) ∈ N .

(10)

Connections between their Fourier transforms were obtained in [4]:
ωµ0 µ γ(ξ, η) hx (ξ, η) = −ξη ex (ξ, η) + (ξ 2 − k 2 ) ey (ξ, η),
ωµ0 µ γ(ξ, η) hy (ξ, η) = (k 2 − η 2 ) ex (ξ, η) + ξη ey (ξ, η).

(11)

Expression −ξη ex (ξ, η) + (ξ 2 − k 2 ) ey (ξ, η) is a Fourier transform of differential expression
³ ∂2
´
∂ 2 ex
2
−
+
k
ey .
∂x∂y
∂x2
If ex (x, y) = 0, ey (x, y) = 0 on M, then
³ ∂2
´
∂ 2 ex
2
−
+
k
ey = 0
∂x∂y
∂x2

and

h ∂2e

x

∂x∂y

−

³ ∂2
´ i
2
+
k
ey · h∗x (x, y) = 0
∂x2

both on M and on N .
Let us integrate by whole plane and pass to the Fourier transforms. Then we get
Z Z
[−ξη ex (ξ, η) + (ξ 2 − k 2 ) ey (ξ, η)] · h∗x (ξ, η) dξ dη = 0
or

Z Z
γ(ξ, η) |hx (ξ, η)|2 dξ dη = 0.

By this hx (ξ, η) ≡ 0. By analogy we can obtain that hy (ξ, η) ≡ 0.
Let the system of thin conducting screens be periodic on coordinate x with the period p and
periodic on coordinate y with period q. Let us denote by M the screens placed in a rectangle of
the periods and by N another part of this rectangle.
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Quasi-periodic functions with two periods have form
A(x, y, z) =

XX
m

Am,n (z) eipm x+iqn y ,

pm =

n

2π
m + α,
p

qn =

2π
n + β,
q

α, β are Floquet parameters.
By the uniqueness theorem of solution of the diffraction problem we have that if the quasiperiodic wave falls down on system of screens, then field appearing at its diffraction is quasi-periodic
also.
It is convenient to choose as potential functions of an electromagnetic field components of Ex
and Ey of the electric vector. Wave diffraction problem on bi-periodic system of screens is reduced
to the following problem: it is necessary to look for Floquet coefficients of these functions an,m and
bn,m by boundary conditions
Ex+ = −Ex0 ,

Ey+ = −Ey0 ,

Ex− = −Ex0 ,

Ey− = −Ey0

M

(12)

and by conjugation conditions on a plane z = 0
Ex+ = Ex− ,

Ey+ = Ey− ,

Hx+ = Hx− ,

Hy+ = Hy−

N.

(13)

−
−
It is easy to see that a+
b+
m,n = am,n = am,n ,
m,n = bm,n = bm,n . It is convenient to pass to
unknown vectors-lines cm,n = (am,n , bm,n ). Then the diffraction problem is reduced to the pair
vector summatorial equation
XX
XX
2π
2π
2π
2π
c0m,n ei p mx+i q ny on M,
cm,n ei p mx+i q ny = −
m

XX
m

m

n
i 2π
mx+i 2π
ny
p
q

cm,n Γm,n e

= 0

n

µ
Γm,n =

n

on N ,
pm qn
k 2 − qn2
2
2
k − pm pm qn

¶
.

(14)

Here c0m,n are vector coefficients of the external field.
It is possible to pass to regular infinite set of the linear algebraic coefficients with respect to
unknown Floquet coefficients by method of integral-summatorial identities (see, for example, [2])
The algorithm of the numerical solving of the wave diffraction problem on doubly-periodic
system of screens is constructed based on a reduction method of the infinite linear set of equations.
Numerical experiment is made on GPU with CUDA technology use.
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The Over-determined Boundary Value Problems for the Maxwell
Equations Set in the Orthogonal Coordinates and Some
Applications for the Electromagnetic Wave Diffraction Problems
N. B. Pleshchinskii
Kazan State University, Russia

Abstract— The necessary and sufficient conditions of solvability of the over-determined problems for the Maxwell equations set are obtained in the cases of Cartesian, cylindrical and spherical
coordinates. These conditions are used by reduction of the electromagnetic wave diffraction problems on the thin conducting screen placed on the coordinate surfaces to integral or summatorial
equations. Moreover, these conditions can be used for regularization of the integral equations of
the first kind obtained by solving the diffraction problems.
In the case on three-dimensional problems of electrodynamics the over-determined problems
appear when both the tangential components of the electric vector and of the magnetic vector
are given on the boundary of the partial domains.
It is shown that the conditions of solvability of the over-determined problems can be obtained
in the different form. The common form is the dependence of the Fourier transforms or Fourier
coefficients of the boundary functions. But the mixed form is possible when both expressions
participate.
The set of the three-dimensional diffraction problems on the thin conducting screens in the waveguided structures is considered as examples.
1. INTRODUCTION

The electromagnetic wave diffraction problem on ideally conducting infinitely thin screen in threedimensional space is formulated as a conjugation problem for the Maxwell set of equations. Let
screen M be a part of surface S, dividing space into two parts, and N be a supplement of M to
S. Traces of the field components on M and on N should satisfy the different conditions: sums of
tangent components of vectors E of the external field and of the unknown field should be equal to
zero from every side M, and tangent components of vectors E and H should be continuous on N .
In order to reduce the diffraction problem to the integral equation on M or to some its analogues
by the partial domain method it is necessary preliminary to build the solution of the Maxwell set
of equations in each of two half-spaces with a common border S. It is expedient to use the overdetermined boundary value problems for the Maxwell set of equations as auxiliary boundary value
problems, when tangent components of vector E and of vector H are given simultaneously on S.
The solution of the over-determined problem exists if and only if, when boundary functions are
connected with each other by some condition. This condition is substantially used for reducing
the diffraction problem on the boundary of partial areas. Some aspects of method of the overdetermined boundary value problem in the theory of propagation and diffraction of electromagnetic
waves were discussed earlier in [1]. Review of publications, devoted to the method of the overdetermined boundary value problem in the theory of boundary value problems for partial differential
equations, is given in the article [2].
As at least one of partial areas is unbounded, it is necessary to take into account the radiation
condition to formulate the conjugation problem. In this work a supposition that the unknown
solution is oriented is used as a radiation condition. We will say that solution of the Maxwell set
of equations is positively oriented (in relation to a normal to the surface S), if corresponding to
it wave transfers energy or (and) attenuates slowly in this direction. Three-dimensional space is
a waveguide structure, because non-trivial solutions of the homogeneous Maxwell set of equations
exist in it.
In orthogonal coordinates the coordinate surface S can be considered as cross-section of waveguide structure, and normal to S can be considered as an axis of structure.
2. CARTESIAN COORDINATES

Let us consider the Maxwell set of equations for complex amplitudes of components of the harmonic
field
rot H = iωε0 εE,

rot E = −iωµ0 µH,

(1)
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dependence on time is chosen in a form exp(iωt). In the Cartesian system of coordinates (x, y, z)
we will consider the plane z = 0 as a cross-section of three-dimensional space.
We apply the Fourier transformation by tangent variables x → ξ, y → η and then exclude the
unknown Ez , Hz from new equations. Then we get the set of two vector equations
µ ¶
µ ¶
µ ¶
µ ¶
∂ Ex
∂ Hx
Ex
Hx
= P (ξ, η)
, iωε0 ε
= P (ξ, η)
,
iωµ0 µ
Ey
Hy
∂z Hy
∂z Ey
µ
¶
−ξη
ξ 2 − k2
P (ξ, η) =
.
k2 − η2
ξη
The fundamental set of solutions
of these equations consists of functions exp[−iγ(ξ, η) z] and
p
2
exp[iγ(ξ, η) z], where γ(ξ, η) = k − ξ 2 − η 2 . We will calculate a radical so that the first summand
determine the waves of positive orientation, and second summand determine the waves of negative
orientation. If
Hx (ξ, η, z) = hx (ξ, η) e−iγ(ξ,η) z ,

Hy (ξ, η, z) = hy (ξ, η) e−iγ(ξ,η) z ,

Ex (ξ, η, z) = ex (ξ, η) e−iγ(ξ,η) z ,

Ey (ξ, η, z) = ey (ξ, η) e−iγ(ξ,η) z ,

then by vector equations it follows that vector-functions e = (ex , ey ) h = (hx , hy ) satisfy equations
ωµ0 µ γ(ξ, η) h(ξ, η) = P (ξ, η) e(ξ, η) or ωε0 ε γ(ξ, η) e(ξ, η) = P (ξ, η) h(ξ, η).

(2)

These equalities establish a connection between Fourier transforms of traces of tangents components
of vectors E and H of the positively oriented field on a cross-section z = 0. Equalities (2) are
necessary and sufficient condition of solvability of the over-determined problem.
Consequently, functions (distributions) ex (x, y), ey (x, y), hx (x, y), hy (x, y) are traces of the
positively oriented solution of the Maxwell set of equations in upper half-space (or in lower halfspace) if and only if, when their Fourier images satisfy the conditions (2). In case of solutions
of negative orientation it is necessary to put other sign before a function γ(ξ, η). In paper [3] an
analogical result was obtained by the Fourier integral transformation method by all three variables.
Conditions (2) are equipotent to vector integral equalities
ZZ
1
K(x1 , y1 ; x, y) h(x1 , y1 ) dx1 dy1 ,
e(x, y) = −
ωε0 ε
ZZ
(3)
1
h(x, y) =
K(x1 , y1 ; x, y) e(x1 , y1 ) dx1 dy1 ,
ωµ0 µ
where
K(x1 , y1 ; x, y) =

1
4π 2

ZZ

1
P (ξ, η) ei(x1 −x)ξ+i(y1 −y)η dξ dη.
γ(ξ, η)

Let e0 (x, y) be a trace on the plane z = 0 of tangent of component of vector E of electromagnetic
wave falling down on a screen M. The diffraction problem consists of the following. It is necessary
to find positively oriented solution of the set of Equation (1) in upper half-space (sign +) and the
negatively oriented decision in lower half-space (sign −), satisfying the boundary conditions
e± (x, y) + e0 (x, y) = 0,

(x, y) ∈ M,

e+ (x, y) − e− (x, y) = 0,

h+ (x, y) − h− (x, y) = 0,

(x, y) ∈ N .

(4)

We will rewrite equalities of the form (4) for traces of tangent components of vectors E ± , H ± . It
follows by boundary conditions that e+ = e− = −e0 on M and e+ = e− on N . Denote e = e+ = e− .
Then h+ + h− = 0 everywhere on a plane z = 0, from here h+ = h− = 0 on N . Therefore
ZZ
1
e(x, y) = ∓
K(x1 , y1 ; x, y) h± (x1 , y1 )dx1 dy1 .
ωε0 ε
M

It is easy to see that diffraction problem on the plane screen M is equivalent to vector integral
equation
ZZ
1
∓
K(x1 , y1 ; x, y)h± (x1 , y1 )dx1 dy1 = −e0 (x, y), (x, y) ∈ M.
(5)
ωε0 ε
M
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In [3] (see also [2]) it is shown, how integral equation of 1st kind (5) can be transformed into integral
equation of 2nd kind by means of conditions of solvability of the over-determined problems.
3. CYLINDRICAL COORDINATES

Let us consider cylindrical surface r = R as a section of waveguide structure in the cylindrical
system of coordinates (r, α, z). Every component of vectors E and H we will decompose into
the Fourier series by a variable α. Then the Fourier coefficients with number n of the unknown
functions should satisfy the set of equations
∂Hα,n
∂Eα,n
in
in
Hz,n −
= iωε0 εEr,n ,
Ez,n −
= −iωµ0 µHr,n ,
r
∂z
r
∂z
∂Hr,n ∂Hz,n
∂Er,n ∂Ez,n
(6)
−
= iωε0 εEα,n ,
−
= −iωµ0 µHα,n ,
∂z
∂r
∂z
∂r
1 ∂
in
1 ∂
in
(rHα,n ) −
Hr,n = iωε0 εEz,n ,
(rEα,n ) −
Er,n = −iωµ0 µHz,n .
r ∂r
r
r ∂r
r
In particular case, when the field components do not depend on the coordinate z, set of Equation (6) splits on independent subsystems. Any solution of the Maxwell set of equations is a sum
of two solutions being the waves of parallel and perpendicular polarization.
Solutions of parallel polarization have the form En = (0, 0, Ez,n ), Hn = (Hr,n , Hα,n , 0). The
potential function un (r) = En z, n should satisfy the Bessel equation for every n
³
n2 ´
1
u00n + u0n + k 2 − 2 un = 0.
r
r
Therefore
+∞
X
£

Ez (r, α) =

¤
an Hn(1) (kr) + bn Hn(2) (kr) einα ,

(7)

n=−∞

an , bn are arbitrary constants.
Terms with the coefficients an determine the waves of negative orientation relatively the external
normal to the section, and terms with the coefficients bn determine the waves of positive orientation.
General representation of form (7) gives the non-oriented wave.
The Maxwell set of equations loses sense in the cylindrical system of coordinates by r = 0.
Therefore the additional conditions should be given to compensate this loss (they determine the
behavior of the unknown field by r → 0). These conditions have the same nature that the radiation
conditions. If there are no sources on the axis z = 0, then all energy leaving from any surface
surrounding the axis z = 0 returns on this surface. Therefore it should be an = bn for all n in
representation (7). Then the sums of Hankel functions are equal to the Bessel functions.
The field in a waveguide structure can be determined by traces of tangent components of vectors
E and H on its cross-section, i.e., by conditions
Ez (R, α, z) = ez (α, z),

Hα (R, α, z) = hα (α, z),

(8)

Hα (R, α) = hα (α).

(9)

or in particular case by conditions
Ez (R, α) = ez (α),

It is easy to see that the oriented wave is determined in a unique fashion by one trace, and by two
traces the non-oriented wave is determined.
For the positively oriented wave conditions (9) are reduced to equalities
r
+∞
+∞
X
ε0 ε X
bn Hn(2) 0 (kR) einα = hα (α).
bn Hn(2) (kR) einα = ez (α), −i
µ
µ
0 n=−∞
n=−∞
It follows from this that functions ez (α) and hα (α) are traces on the cross-section r = R of
waveguide structure of the positively oriented wave of parallel polarization if and only if, when
either (in language of Fourier coefficients)
k
H (2) 0 (kR) ez,n = Hn(2) (kR) hα,n ,
iωµ0 µ n

n = 0, ±1, . . .

(10)
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or (in language of functions)
iωµ0 µ 1
ez (α) =
k 2π

Z
0

+∞
X

2π

hα (α1 )

(2)

Hn (kR)
(2)

0
m=−∞ Hn (kR)

eim(α−α1 ) dα1 ,

0 < α < 2π.

(11)

If the field components depend on the coordinate z, then we will suppose that this dependence
has a slow growth at infinity for any fixed r and α.
Let us apply the Fourier transformation on the variable z → ζ to Equation (6). All unknown
functions depend on the variable r and on a parameter ζ.
Potential functions Ez = u and Hz = v should satisfy equations of the form
∂ 2 u 1 ∂u h 2
n2 i
2
+
u = 0.
+
k
−
ζ
−
∂r2
r ∂r
r2
p
Particular solutions of this equation are cylindrical functions Zn ( k 2 − ζ 2 r). Here it is also possible
to use the Hankel functions. But if a multiplier at r is imaginary, then it is expedient to pass to
the MacDonald functions. In general case solution contains two terms of such form, and if solution
is oriented then it contains only one element.
Thus, for the oriented decisions we have
1
Ez,n (r, z) = √
2π

+∞
Z
p
cn (ζ) Zn ( k 2 − ζ 2 r) e−iζz dζ,
−∞

where cn (ζ) are some distributions.
As well as in particular case, the non-oriented solution of the Maxwell set of equations is determined in a unique fashion by conditions (8) in space without the line r = 0. For the oriented
equation it is sufficiently to set only one trace of the field on a cylindrical surface, for example,
ez (α, z).
If both traces of the field are given on a cylindrical surface, then oriented solution exists if
and only if, when distributions ez (α, z) and hα (α, z) satisfy the solvability conditions of the overdetermined problem.
It is easy to obtain integral equations to which the electromagnetic wave diffraction problem on
the screen located on a cylindrical surface r = R can be reduced. In particular case, when the field
does not depend on the coordinate z, integral equation of the diffraction problem can be written
down as a summatorial equation for Fourier coefficients bn . In general case two-dimensional integral
equation can be transformed into summatorial-integral equation for functions cn (ζ).
4. SPHERICAL COORDINATES

It is natural to consider the sphere r = R as a cross-section in the spherical coordinates system
(r, α, θ). Maxwell equations set in the spherical coordinates is a set of six partial differential
equations with respect to six functions Er , Eθ , Eα , Hr , Hθ , Hα by three variables. Each of the
unknown functions can be expanded into Fourier series by variable α. The Fourier coefficients with
number m (this number is not shown) satisfy the set of equations
∂(sin θ Hα )
∂(sin θ Eα )
− im Hθ = iωε0 ε r sin θ · Er ,
− im Eθ = −iωµ0 µ r sin θ · Hr ,
∂θ
∂θ
∂(r Hα )
∂(r Eα )
im Hr − sin θ
= iωε0 ε r sin θ · Eθ , im Er − sin θ
= −iωµ0 µ r sin θ · Hθ ,
∂r
∂r
∂(r Hθ ) ∂Hr
∂(r Eθ ) ∂Er
−
= iωε0 ε r Eα ,
−
= −iωµ0 µ r Hα .
∂r
∂θ
∂r
∂θ
Any solution of this set of equations can be represented as a sum of two particular solutions: of
magnetic type for Er = 0 and of electric type for Hr = 0.
In the axis-symmetrical case (m = 0) the potential function u of the electric field and the
potential function v of the magnetic field should satisfy equation
∂ ³ 1 ∂(sin θ · u) ´
∂ 2 (ru)
+
+ k 2 r2 u = 0.
r
(12)
∂r2
∂θ sin θ
∂θ
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It is known that the particular solutions of this equation have the form
1
un (r, θ) = √ Zn+1/2 (kr) Θn (θ),
kr

Θn (θ) = const Pn(1) (cos θ),

n = 1, 2, . . .

(1)

here Zn+1/2 (·) are cylindrical functions and Pn (·) are joint Legendre functions. The functions
Θn (θ) are orthogonal-normalized with weight sin θ on segment [0, π].
Non-oriented solution of the set of Equation (1) in spherical coordinates can be written down
by the potential functions in the following way
u(r, θ) =

+∞ h
i
X
1
(2)
→
−
− √1 H (1) (kr) Θ (θ).
u n √ Hn+1/2 (kr) + ←
u
n
n
kr
kr n+1/2
n=1

(13)

First summands in the sums determine the positively oriented waves and the second summand
determine the negatively oriented ones.
It is easy to obtain the solvability conditions of the over-determined problems in the case of
spherical coordinates system. It is necessary to decompose by the functions Θn (θ) the traces on the
sphere r = R of the components Eθ , Eα , Hθ , Hα of the oriented solution. The constants un and vn
are determined in two ways by these coefficients of the decomposition. Compare the corresponding
expressions and obtain the dependence between the traces of tangential components of the vectors
E and H on the sphere in the terms of their Fourier coefficients.
The dual summatorial equation of the electromagnetic wave diffraction on the spherical screen
was constructed in the paper [4].
In the case when m 6= 0 the electric and magnetic potential functions are represented by the
cylindrical functions and joint Legendre functions also. The unknown coefficients of the field decomposition have two indexes: m and n.
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Abstract— Metal nanostructures supporting localized surface-plasmon resonance (LSPR) have
attracted growing research interest in the last decades due to their ability to confine light and
produce high enhancement of the local electromagnetic field in their vicinity. These effects gave
rise to novel scientific methods, such as surface-enhanced spectroscopies.
In this contribution, we report on a simple, relatively low-cost, and high-throughput technique to
produce meso-scale structures with certain features as small as a few nanometres. This property
enables to control comfortably the optical response of the metal nanostructures, and create large
periodic arrays of rationally designed plasmonic substrates. By adjusting the plasma etching
conditions and character (i.e., reactive ion etching or pulsed linear-antenna microwave plasma),
self-assembled monodisperse beads either decrease their size to form non-close packed spheres,
create long necks toward adjacent spheres, or transform to corrugated anisotropic structures
known as nanocorals.
Selected types of nanoantenna arrays were successfully tested as substrates for surface-enhanced
Raman scattering (SERS) by measuring SERS spectra of ρ-aminothiophenol, a prototypical SERS
probe, at submicromolar concentrations.
1. INTRODUCTION

Plasmonic nanoantennas can be defined as nanostructures converting free-propagating optical radiation to localized energy, and vice versa, via the localized surface-plasmon resonance (LSPR) [1, 2].
This phenomenon occurs when the incident light excites resonant oscillations of electron gas contained in noble metal nanostructures and causes deep-subwavelength confinement and thus also
significant local enhancement of the electromagnetic field in the particle vicinity. These properties
can be utilized in a broad field of applications, such as surface-enhanced spectroscopies, sensing
nanoscale imaging, or photovoltaics.
The spectroscopy based on surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) particularly benefits
from the field enhancement, since the inherently weak signal from molecules is the major disadvantage of Raman spectroscopy. The detection limit of SERS is several orders of magnitude lower, and
in specific cases, single-molecule SERS spectra can be collected [3]. However, some fundamental
aspects of SERS remain to be understood, e.g., the role of the so-called chemical enhancement.
Moreover, there are technical challenges regarding SERS substrates to be overcome, namely SERS
signal reproducibility and homogeneity over larger areas which only rarely coincide with prominent
field enhancements.
The optical response of a metal nanostructure, and hence the LSPR frequency, is determined
by the material, shape and size of the metal nanostructure, and also by the coupling with adjacent
plasmonic objects. Theoretical calculations show that a small change in the geometry can lead to
dramatic LSPR shifts. Therefore, the rational design [4] of metallic nanostructures requires the
control of geometrical parameters on the nanoscale. Top-down lithographic techniques (EBL and
FIB) are used to obtain nanoantennas of arbitrary shape and size down to the order of 10 nm,
but their low throughput and high cost present serious drawbacks. Alternatively, self-assembly
of metallic particles or utilizing dielectric colloidal particles as templates and/or masks for metal
deposition can be employed to produce large areas of both 2D and 3D periodic nanoantenna arrays.
Although the spectrum of structure shapes obtained by this technique is limited, it can be significantly broadened by using template-assisted self-assembly, angled deposition, or etching [5]. Dry
etching is a particularly popular technique because it does not contaminate the etched samples.
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In this paper, we present three diverse periodic nanoantenna array types produced by combining
self-assembly of polystyrene (PS) microspheres, gold sputter coating, and plasma treatment. The
prepared structures illustrate the versatility of the presented technique and its capability to control
the nanoantenna dimensions with the precision comparable to (or even better than) the costly
top-down approaches.
2. EXPERIMENTAL

The preparation procedures and their final products are schematically depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Schematics of the nanoantenna arrays preparation.

PS microspheres of diameters (253 ± 8) nm and (471 ± 13) nm in aqueous dispersion (microParticles GmbH Germany) were diluted with ethanol (1 : 1 v/v) and deposited onto water surface using
a glass pipette as described in [6]. There they formed monolayers with hexagonal close-packed
ordering, which were then transferred onto cleaned silicon or glass substrates (cca 1 × 1 cm2 ) and
left to dry.
Corrugated non-close-packed anisotropic structures called nanocorals [7] were produced by etching the monolayers of PS spheres 471 nm and 253 nm in diameter in a capacitively coupled reactive
ion etching (CCP-RIE) plasma system (Phantom III/Phantom LT RIE System, Trion Technology)
with total gas pressure 90 m Torr, RF power of 100 W, O2 flow rate of 50 sccm, for 30 s and 20 s,
respectively. To improve the adhesion to the substrate, the arrays of bigger (originally 471 nm)
nanocorals were thermally treated at 150◦ C for 30 s.
‘Ball and stick’ (b-and-s) structures were formed by etching monolayers of PS spheres in pulsed
linear-antenna microwave plasma (PLAMWP) [8] system (AK 400, Roth and Rau, AG), in which
two linear MW antennas (two quartz tubes) parallel to one another were arranged above the
substrate holder. The process was performed with a MW and RF glow discharges simultaneously,
total gas pressure 1 mbar, RF power of 600 W, pulsed microwave power of 2 × 1700 W, O2 flow rate
of 198 sccm, and process duration 1 min.
20 nm of gold was deposited onto both close- and non-close-packed PS templates by magnetron
sputtering in a high-resolution sputter coater (Cressington 208HR).
Gold semishells on a PDMS substrate were prepared as follows: PDMS (Sylgard Elastomer
Kit 184 Dow Corning) was mixed with curing agent at a ratio 10 : 1, stirred and degassed by
centrifugation, and cured in an oven at 75◦ C for 24 h. The gold-coated close-packed PS microspheres
were attached to PDMS and peeled off. PS was removed from the gold semishells by CCP-RIE at
gas pressure 90 m Torr, RF power of 100 W, O2 flow rate of 50 sccm, and process duration 150 s.
All samples were characterized using field emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM)
JEOL JSM-7500F.
Gold nanocorals were immersed in a water solution of p-ATP (Sigma Aldrich) of concentration
10−7 M for 11 hours. Then they were thoroughly rinsed in cold water and dried in nitrogen. SERS
spectra were taken by the confocal Raman microspectrometer LabRam HR800 (Horiba Jobin-Yvon)
with a nitrogen cooled CCD detector, using a 785 nm excitation line, objective 100×, accumulation
time 30 × 1 s laser power 40 µW, and approx 2 µm spot size of the laser beam.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

High-quality monolayers of PS microspheres on Si and glass substrates were obtained. The defectfree close-packed arrays of the spheres 471 nm and 253 nm in diameter were almost 50 × 50 µm2
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and 10 × 10 µm2 , respectively. Subjecting them to plasma treatment affected only their size and
shape, and did not disrupt their hexagonal ordering. Moreover, the etching process was performed
homogeneously over the whole sample area.
During the PLAMWP etching of microspheres, thin necks appeared between them, creating a
b-and-s geometry (Figure 2). Similar structures have been achieved by different techniques, such
as hyperthermal neutral beam etching [9] or RIE of PS spheres [10, 11], and the neck formation
has been ascribed to PS melting prior to or during the etching process. The b-and-s structure
has been used as a mask to obtain hexagonal array of gold bow-tie nanoantennas with controllable
gap sizes [11], but to our knowledge, never in this size range. The width of the formed necks
between the 471 nm and 253 nm spheres was estimated from SEM micrographs as approx. 60 nm
and 20 nm, respectively, while their length as 30 nm for both of the sphere sizes. Using b-and-s
with very long necks (Figure 2(b)) as a mask results in planar (2D) truncated triangle nanoantenna
arrays. It should be noted that the truncation size can be finely tuned by the neck length More
experiments to tailor metallic nanoantenna shapes using b-and-s structures as masks are currently
being developed.
The RIE process resulted in anisotropic shrinking of PS microspheres and formation of prominent
corrugations at their upper part Figure 3(a) shows the side view of the ellipsoidal corrugated
structure obtained from a PS sphere 471 nm in diameter. Its height and width was estimated from
as 270 nm and 320 nm, respectively. The prepared gold-nanocorals are shown in Figures 3(b), (c).
SERS spectra of p-ATP measured on this substrate displayed a high signal-to noise ratio and an
excellent homogeneity over the whole well-ordered domains Figure 4 shows raw SERS spectra of
p-ATP collected from 22 × 22 points separated by 2 µm (a square grid) at the nanocoral array. The
signal enhancement displayed by gold nanocorals can be attributed to plasmon resonances at the
corrugations and their coupling, to the effect of corrugation-contributed roughness and coupling
between neighbouring particles [12].

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: SEM micrographs of b-and-s structures produced by PLAMWP etching of PS spheres (a) 471 nm
and (b) 253 nm in diameter.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: SEM micrographs: (a) side view of a PS nanocoral, gold nanocorals produced by RIE of PS spheres
(b) 471 nm and(c) 253 nm in diameter.

Next, we optimized the process of removing PS templates from 20 nm thick gold semishells.
Metallic semishells are well-known for the high degree of LSPR tunability (via adjusting their size,
thickness, and fractional height) and significant field enhancement around the sharp rims of their
apertures [13]. Hollow gold semishell array, prepared by selectively etching out the PS in oxygen
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plasma, is shown in Figure 5(a). The gold grains visible at the bottom of the individual semishell
(see Figure 4(b)) imply that plasma etching is able to remove the PS almost perfectly. This is
a great advantage over wet chemical methods (dissolution), which leave a thin layer of PS at the
inner surface of the semishell [14].

Figure 4: Raw SERS spectra of p-ATP measured at 22 × 22 points separated by 2 µm at the nanocoral array
(C1–C484 denote 22 × 22 spots where the individual spectra were taken).

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: SEM micrographs of (a) a hollow gold semishell array and (b) an individual semishell.

4. CONCLUSION

In this contribution, it was demonstrated that colloidal self-assembly combined with plasma treatment and metal sputter coating is a versatile technique for the preparation of both 2D and 3D
plasmonic nanoantenna arrays. Plasma treatment did not disturb the hexagonal ordering of the
primary template and enabled a very fine control over the size and shape of the etched microspheres. Using PLAMWP etching, b-and-s structures with 30 nm wide and 20 nm long necks were
prepared. These structures can be utilized as masks for the preparation of metallic truncated triangle nanoantennas with tunable truncation sizes. Using RIE, distinct surface corrugations occurred
on the microspheres, which contribute to the enhancement displayed by the ‘nanocorals’. SERS
spectra of p-ATP measured on nanocoral arrays at submicromolar concentrations revealed not only
a high signal-to-noise ratio, but also an excellent homogeneity of the enhancement over the whole
ordered domains. Plasma etching of PS spheres from thin gold semishells resulted in an almost
perfect removal of the PS. This presents a great advantage over dissolution, particularly for the
possible application in SERS.
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Abstract— In this paper, dispersive properties of three-dimensional (3D) photonic crystals
(PCs) with diamond lattices composed of the isotropic positive-index materials and epsilonnegative materials are theoretically investigated based on a modified plane wave expansion (PWE)
method. The eigenvalue equations of such structure (spheres with epsilon-negative materials
inserted in the dielectric background) are deduced. It can be obviously seen that a photonic
band gap (PBG), a flatbands region, and two stop band gaps (SBGs) in the Γ-X and Γ-L
directions appear, respectively. The results show that the upper edges of flatbands region can
not be tuned by any parameters except for the electronic plasma frequency. The first PBG and
the first SBGs above the flatbands region in the Γ-X and Γ-L directions for the 3D PCs can
be modulated by the filling factor, relative dielectric constant and electronic plasma frequency,
respectively. However, the damping factor has no effect on the locations of the first PBG and
the first SBGs above the flatbands region in the Γ-X and Γ-L directions.
1. INTRODUCTION

Since the initial works of Yablonovitch [1] and John [2], the photonic crystals (PCs) have been
attracted increasing attentions of researches for their rich physics and potential applications. In
recent years, the metamaterials or left-handed materials have been introduced to PCs to form the
tunable PBGs since firstly proposed by Veselago in 1967 [3], so the PCs containing the metamaterials become a new active research area. Similar to the conventional PCs, the PCs containing
the metamaterials display strong spatial dispersion, resulting in the appearance of electromagnetic
band gap structure [4]. The metamaterials always can be divided into two categories [5]. One
configuration, in which the permeability is negative but the permeability is positive, gives rise to
so-called epsilon-negative (ENG) materials. The other is that the permeability is positive but the
permeability is negative. In this case, the mu-negative (MNG) materials can be obtained. Moreover, the double-negative metamaterials hardly can be found in nature materials but the ENG
materials always can be obtained, such as metal [6], plasma [7] and superconductor [8], etc.. Due
to the unusual properties of the ENG materials, the electromagnetic waves (EM waves) propagating in the PCs composed of the ENG materials and right-hand materials have different dispersive
properties. Up to now, the PCs composed of the ENG materials have been studied in detail [9–11].
To our knowledge, there are few reports about the dispersive properties of 3D PCs containing the
isotropic dielectric and ENG material which can be regarded as a frequency-dependence medium.
Thus, such kind of 3D PCs becomes a new research focus. Diamond lattices can be found in the
most nature real-space structure for the optical medium. Sometimes, the researchers are more
interesting in the SBG in some special applications, which is the gap in the spectrum for a fixed
direction of the incident light [12]. In this paper, we intend to study the dispersive properties of
3D PCs containing the isotropic dielectric and ENG materials (spheres with the ENG materials are
arranged in the dielectric background) with diamond lattices by PWE method. We use a Drude-like
model to describe the effective dielectric function of the ENG material, and the damping factor also
is considered. The influences of relative dielectric constant, electronic plasma frequency, damping
factor and filling factor on the flatbands, first (1st) PBG and 1st SBGs above the flatbands region
in the Γ-X and Γ-L directions are discussed, respectively.
2. THEORETICAL MODEL AND NUMERICAL METHOD

We assume the relative dielectric function for the dielectric and ENG materials are εa and εp ,
respectively. The radius of the spheres and lattice constant are R and a, respectively. The εp is
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given by [13]
εp (ω) = εb −

ωp2
ω(ω+jγ)

(1)

where εb , ωp and γ are the dielectric constant of ENG material, the electronic plasma frequency
and the damping factor that contribute to the absorption and losses, respectively. The PWE
method [14] is used to computing the band structures of such 3D PCs.
3. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As we know, a symmetric set of primitive vectors for the diamond lattice is a1 = (0.5a, 0.5a, 0),
a2 = (0, 0.5a, 0.5a), a3 = (0.5a, 0, 0.5a). The reciprocal lattice vector basis can be defined as
b1 = (2π/a, 2π/a, −2π/a), b2 = (−2π/a, 2π/a, 2π/a), b3 = (2π/a, −2π/a, 2π/a). The high
symmetry points have the coordinate as γ = (0, 0, 0), X = (2π/a, 0, 0), W = (2π/a, π/a, 0),
K = (1.5π/a, 1.5π/a, 0), L = (π/a, π/a, π/a), and U = (2π/a, 0.5π/a, 0.5π/a). The convergence
accuracy is better than 1% for the lower energy bands, when a total number of 729 plane waves
can be used [14]. Without loss of generality, we plot ωa/2πc with the normalization convention
ωp0 a/2πc = 1. Thus, we can define the electronic plasma frequency as ωp = 0.3ωp0 to make the
problem scale-invariant, and we also choose the damping factor as γ = γo = 0.02ωp , εa = 13.9,
µa = 1, εb = 1 and µp = 1, respectively. Here, we only focus on the 1st SBGs above the flatbands
region in the Γ-X and Γ-L directions and 1st PBG for such 3D PCs.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: The band structure with εa = 13.9 and f = 0.35 but with different ωp and γ. (a) ωp = 0, γ = 0,
and (b) ωp = 0.3ωp0 , γ = 0.02ωp . The red shaded region indicates the PBG, and the blue shaded regions
indicate the SBGs.

The dispersion curves with ωp , γ, εa = 13.9 and f = 0.35, respectively, are plotted in Fig. 1.
The red and blue shaded regions indicate the PBG and SBGs, respectively. As shown in Fig. 1(a),
there are two SBGs in the Γ-X and Γ-L directions can be observed as ωp and γ are null, which
are indicated by A and B. They present themselves at 0.2669–0.3313 (2πc/a), and 0.3135–0.3591
(2πc/a), respectively. The 1st PBG also can be obtained, which covers 0.3276–0.3305 (2πc/a). As
the ENG material is introduced in the PCs, the edges of such two SBGs and PBG shift to higher
frequencies, and a new flatbands region appears. The region of flatbands runs 0–0.3 (2πc/a).
There exist the flatbands because of the existence of surface plasmon modes [14]. In the flatbands,
the group velocity is slow. The positions of two SBGs are located at 0.3092–0.3761 (2πc/a) and
0.3371–0.398 (2πc/a), respectively. The 1st PBG runs from 0.3450 to 0.3759 (2πc/a). Obviously,
the bandwidths of two SBGs and PBG can be enlarged by inclusion of the ENG materials in the
3D PCs.
In Fig. 2, we plot the effects of different parameters on 1st PBG and SBGs for such 3D PCs.
The shaded regions indicate the PBGs. As shown in Figs. 2(a) and (d), the edges of 1st PBG and
SBGs are downward to lower frequencies, and the bandwidths increase first and then decrease with
increasing εa . The 1st PBG and SBGs will be closed at εa = 40. The maximum relative bandwidths
of 1st PBG is 0.099, which can be found at εa = 18. However, The maximum relative bandwidth of
1st SBGs in the Γ-X and Γ-L directions for such 3D PCs are 0.168 and 0.212, which can be found
at εa = 15 and 10, respectively. Figs. 2(b) and (e) reveal that the edges of 1st PBG and SBGs are
upward to higher frequencies, and the bandwidths increase first and then decrease with increasing
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Figure 2: The effects of different parameters on the PBGs and SBGs. (a) εa on PBG, (b) ωp on PBG, (c) f
on PBG, (d) εa on SBGs, (e) ωp on SBGs, and (f) f on SBGs, respectively. The red shaded regions indicate
PBGs.

ωp /ωp0 . If ωp /ωp0 > 0.45, 1st PBG and SBGs will disappear. The maximum relative bandwidth
is 0.094, which can be found at ωp /ωp0 = 0.35. Similarly, the maximum relative bandwidths of
1st SBGs in the Γ-L and Γ-X directions for such PCs are 0.220 and 0.168, which can be found at
ωp /ωp0 = 0.2 and 0.3, respectively. It can be seen from Figs. 2(d) and (f) that the edges of 1st
PBG and SBGs are upward to higher frequencies, and the general trends for 1st PBG and SBGs
are the bandwidths almost linearly increase with increasing the filling factor of the ENG materials.
If the f is larger than 0.25, the PBG appears obviously. The 1st SBGs will never appear until f
is larger than 0.1. The maximum relative bandwidths of 1st PBG and SBGs in the Γ-X and Γ-L
directions are 0.138, 0.237 and 0.229, which can be found at the cases of f = 0.45, respectively. As
mentioned above, the 1st PBG and SBGs can be tuned by the εa , ωp and f , respectively. This can
be explained in physics that changing εa , ωp and f mean that the refractive contrast and refractive
contrast for such 3D PCs also are changed. It is notice that the 1st SBG in Γ-Xdirection has the
largest relative bandwidth compared to those for 1st SBG in the Γ-L direction and PBG. It also
notice that if filling factor is small enough and close to null, the 3D PCs can be looked as a dielectric
block. The flatbands region will disappear. It is worth mentioning that the damping factor has no
effects on the dispersive properties of such 3D PCs since the damping factor only contribute to the
absorption and losses [15].
Finally, we investigate the influences of the parameters for such 3D PCs on the upper edge of
flatbands region. The upper edge of flatbands region is around the ωp because of the existence
of surface plasmon modes. Obviously, changing the εa , f and γ have no effects on the cutoff
frequencies of the ENG materials, respectively. Thus, the cutoff frequencies of the ENG materials
can not be changed, and the coupling between the ENG material spheres are also unchanged. The
upper edge of flatbands region will linearly increase with increasing ωp . This is because the higher
surface plasmon modes can be widely extended through the interface between the ENG material
spheres with increasing ωp .
4. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the dispersive properties of 3D PCs with diamond lattices containing the ENG materials for EM waves have been theoretically studied by the PWE method. The results show that the
edge frequencies of 1st PBG and SBGs above the flatbands region in the Γ-L and Γ-X directions
for such PCs shift downward to lower frequencies with increasing the relative dielectric constant,
and the bandwidths are enlarged first then narrowed. The maximum relative bandwidths for the
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1st PBG and SBGs always appear at low-εa regions. It is also can seen that the edges of such PBG
and SBGs shift upward to higher frequencies with increasing the electronic plasma frequency, and
bandwidths are enlarged first then narrowed. The larger filling factor means the larger bandwidths
of 1st PBG and SBGs in the Γ-L and Γ-X directions, and their relative bandwidths almost linearly
increase with increasing the filling factor. However, changing damping factor has no effects on the
dispersive properties of proposed 3D PCs. The upper edge of flatbands region can not be tuned
except for the electronic plasma frequency, and will increase linearly with increasing the electronic
plasma frequency.
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Abstract— We propose a new triple-band absorber in microwave frequencies in which the
design, analysis, fabrication and measurement of the absorber is presented. The absorber is
constructed of a periodic array of tetra-lashing triangle resonators printed on a dielectric material
backed by metal ground. By adjusting the geometry parameters of the structure, we can realize a
triple-band polarization-insensitive wide-angle absorber in three different resonance frequencies.
Experiment results demonstrate excellent absorption rates in the designed frequency bands over
wide angles of incident waves for both transverse electric and magnetic polarizations and have
good correspondence with the required results.
1. INTRODUCTION

There has been considerable interest in using artificial electromagnetic metamaterial in the design
of an absorber with nearly perfect absorption since Landy et al. [1] proposed a perfect absorber
composed of electric resonators and cut wires. To date, large efforts and works have been devoted to
this area, aiming to design metamaterial absorbers (MMAs) exhibiting excellent performance within
single-band [1–4], dual-band [5, 6], multi-band [7–9], as well as broadband [10–12] operations. In
addition, the progress of the design has been demonstrated in almost every spectral range, extending
from the microwave region to the visible frequencies. Concurrently, MMAs have a host of potential
applications including the radar imaging [13, 14], thermal emission [15], detection or sensing [16, 17],
and solar cells [18].
In this paper, a new triple-band wide-angle polarization-insensitive microwave metamaterial
absorber with tetra-lashing triangle resonators (TLTR) structure has been designed and fabricated.
The absorber shows three distinctive absorption peaks at frequencies of 3.07 GHz, 5.65 GHz and
8.11 GHz with absorption rates 99.87%, 99.98% and 99.99%, respectively. The experimental results
show excellent absorption rates and the characteristic of polarization-insensitive for a wide range
of incidence angles in the designed frequencies, which are in good correspondence with the required
results.
2. STRUCTURES DESIGN AND SIMULATIONS

The proposed MMA based on tetra-lashing triangle resonators (TLTR) is presented in Figure 1(a).
The top layer consists of tetra-triangle resonators with shorted triangles set in a periodic pattern and
the bottom layer is a solid metal. Two metallic layers are separated by a dielectric substrate FR4
with only 1.5 mm thickness, whose relative permittivity is 4.3 and tangent loss is 0.025. All metals in
the absorber are made of copper, which has a frequency independent conductivity σ = 5.8×107 S/m.
The complete MA is the periodic extension of the unit cell in both x and y directions, as given in
Figure 1(b).
Through optimizing the TLTR geometry and the thickness of the dielectric substrate, we can
adjust the effective capacitance and inductance of the structure to realize strong resonance. In
order to maximize the absorptive efficiency characterized as A(ω) = 1 − T (ω) − R(ω), both the
transmission, T (ω) = |S21 |2 , and reflection, R(ω) = |S11 |2 , should be minimized. Due to the
background of structure, the transmission is equal to zero.
A numerical simulation is performed for the MMA in Figure 1(a) with a commercial program,
CST MICROWAVE STUDIO 2010. Periodic boundary conditions are used in the x and y directions,
and a plane wave is incident downward on the MMA with the electric field polarized along the ydirection (TE) as the excitation source. The simulation result of the absorption curve is depicted in
Figure 2(a). It can be seen that there are three nearly unity absorption peaks at f1 = 3.07 GHz, f2 =
5.65 GHz, and f3 = 8.11 GHz, with absorption rates of 99.87%, 99.98%, and 99.99%, respectively.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Perspective view of the proposed MMA structure unit cell and geometric dimension parameters:
a = 13, b = 18, c = 2, d = 0.7, g = 0.14, t = 1.5, w = 0.6. (b) Photograph of fabricated MMA sample. All
numbers denote size in millimeters.
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Figure 2: (a) Simulated absorptivity of the TLTR absorber with triple-band configuration. (b) The absorptivity as function of frequency at various angles of incidence for TE incident radiation. (c) TM incident
radiation.

The simulated absorption curves of the proposed triple-band MA against frequency for different
oblique incidence angles (θ, defined as the angle between the wave vector and the normal) for both
TE and TM polarizations are showed in Figure 2(b) and Figure 2(c), respectively.
Following the Figures 2(b) and 2(c), it is obvious that the lowest peak absorption maintains
at more than 99% and undergoes a negligible variation when θ varies from 0◦ to 60◦ both TE
and TM polarization cases. Nevertheless, the condition is slightly different at f2 and f3 because
the absorption curves vary continuously and a series of ripples are exhibited around f2 and f3 .
This is induced mainly because of the parasitic resonances of structure which enhance sharply as θ
increases, and is partially due to the calculation errors of the simulation engine in the analysis of
such a refined structure. To be specific, for the TE case shown in Figure 2(b), at normal incidence
the three peak absorption values of 99.87%, 99.98%, and 99.99% are obtained. With increasing
angles of oblique incidence, the absorptions of three bands remain quite large at 97.91%, 97.35%,
and 92.71% at 40◦ . Beyond this there is a decrease in the triple-band absorptions at 60◦ as the
incident magnetic field can no longer efficiently drive circulating currents between the two metallic
layers. For the case of TM polarization shown in Figure 2(c), the three peak absorption values at
normal incidence are close to 1 and remain great than 99% for all angles of oblique incidence. In
this case, the magnetic field can efficiently drive the circulating currents at all angles of incidence
which is important to maintain impedance matching. In addition, there is also a slight frequency
blue-shift of 110 MHz from 0◦ to 60◦ . As these simulations reveal, this triple-band MA absorber
operates quite well for both TE and TM polarizations over a large range of angles of incidence.
3. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

To experimentally investigate the absorptive properties of the proposed triple-band MA absorber,
we have fabricated a MA sample, as shown in Figure 1(a) and Figure 3(a). The unit cells are
fabricated using the print circuit board technique on the FR4 substrate, with total footprint of
216 × 216 mm2 and thickness of 1.5 mm as that used in numerical simulations. Figure 3 illustrates
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) Photographs of the fabricated MA sample. (b) The experimental setup in which the MA
sample is placed in the center of flatbase.

the fabricated sample and the experimental simulation setup in which two pairs of horn antennas
connecting to the vector network analyzer (Agilent N5230A), We place the MA sample in the
center, and moving the transmitting and receiving antennas along the parallel line to measure the
reflectance at different angles of incidence.
We first measure the reflection response of a copper sheet to set as a standard reflection response,
and then replace the copper sheet with the MMA samples. The disparity of the reflection responses
between the copper sheet and the MA sample can be seen as the absorptivity. Figure 4 depicts the
measured absorptive spectrum as a function of frequency for TE and TM radiation, respectively.
In both TE and TM cases, the EM wave is obliquely incident with different angles ranging from 0◦
to 60◦ in steps of 30◦ .
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Figure 4: (a) Measured absorption as a function of frequency for (a) TE and (b) TM radiation, respectively,
at different angles of incidence.

Through the comparison, we can observe that the experimental results are in excellent agreement
with simulations. The absorption peaks gradually decrease as the incident angle increases, yet are
still greater than 90%. The slight frequency shift upwards in the measurement case is attributed
to the tolerances that are inherent in the fabrication process.
4. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we proposed a new metamaterial absorber that can operate three different absorptive
peak values in microwave region. By manipulating the periodic patterned structures, we can realize
a triple-band wide-angle polarization-insensitive absorber at three specific resonance frequencies.
The experiments also demonstrated that MMA perform perfectly under different oblique TE and
TM incidences. The new MMA can be used to reduce RCS in the aircraft stealth technology. EM
spatial filter or bolometer are also promising applications of MMA.
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Abstract— We use an interacting dipole approximation in order to reveal an interplay between
resonances localized in individual particles and lattice resonances originating in the array. In
this contribution, our first analysis is performed on perfectly conducting array of thin discs.
Asymmetrical shapes of extraordinary reflections are achieved, and given into the context with
Fano resonances fitted with Fano formula.
1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, by utilizing our experience with the analysis of interactions at the nanoscale of the periodical subwavelength hole array structures and fishnet metamaterials [1], our interest has been turned
into characterization of resonances for the case of ‘inversed’ structures, being thus e.g., periodical
arrays of metallic nanoparticles. Such subwavelength-scaled plasmonic nanostructures have newly
gained much interest for their applications in surface plasmon resonance (SPR) biosensing as well
as surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) spectroscopy.
Indeed, it has been observed that metallic nanoparticles can sustain localized plasmon excitations
which travel across neighbors. Also in the context of plasmonic resonances, Fano interferences are a
powerful tool to exhibit very sharp and strong features due to what is known as lattice resonances,
where the interaction between a discrete state and a continuum gives rise to resonant suppression
and enhancement of scattering, resulting in a typical asymmetric resonance shape, as was also
observed in case of extraordinary optical transmission [2–7].
With our aim being the understanding and revelation of an interplay between resonances localized in individual particles and lattice resonances originating in the array, a simple model that
characterizes an isolated building blocks in terms of equivalent induced dipoles of both magnetic
and electric character, and a lattice resonances originating in coupling of such dipoles is being
developed based on the previous work of Garcia de Abajo [8, 9].
2. MODEL OF COUPLED DIPOLE APPROXIMATION

After an external electric field impinges on a particle at position Rn , an electric dipole moment is
induced:
~ n) ,
p~n = αE(R
(1)
~ n ) the total electric field acting on it.
where α is the electric polarizability of the particle and E(R
The dipole produces an electric field at point r that can be written using the Green function

as follows

¡
¢ eikr
G(~r) = k 2 + ∇∇
,
r

(2)

·
¸
¢
¡ 2 2
¢ (~r · p~n )~r
eikr ¡ 2 2
k r + ikr − 1 p~n − k r + 3ikr − 3
,
G(~r)~
pn = 3
r
r2

(3)

where k is the light momentum in free space. Assuming an priodic array of particles, the dipole
moment of each particle is influenced by the electric field of other particles. The total electric field
is thus [10]:


X
~ inc (R
~ n) +
~n − R
~ n0 )~
p~n = α E
G(R
pn0  .
(4)
n0 6=n

Since a plane wave is impinging on the periodic array of particles, the solution can be assumed
~ ~
in the form of p~n = p~eikk ·Rn where kk is the light momentum parallel to the array of particles.
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Consequently, the self-consistent dipole moment reads [11–13]:
p~ =

1
α

−

P

1
~

~0 − R
~ n )eikk ·R~ n
G(R

.

(5)

n6=0

From Bohren & Huffman [14], analytical expressions for the electric polarizability of several particle
shapes can, in fact, be obtained and adopted into our model. Finally, for normal incidence, the
zero order reflection coefficient in the far field region can be obtained as:
r=

2πik/Λ2
1
sum .
α −G

(6)

A limitation of this simple model is that the particles must be small compared to the wavelength
and their spacing. The model becomes exact in the limit of narrow holes or small particles in perfectconductor films. The main advantage of the model lies in its capability of distinguishing between
particle and lattice properties.
3. EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION OF THE MODEL

The purpose of application of the coupled dipole model described above is, mainly, to understand
rich physics of nanoplasmonic resonances, to help designing and controling of rigorous calculations,
and to achieve optimized efficient platform for sensing [15]. As an example, for the purpose of this
contribution, one of the representative structures is formed by identical thin disc nanoparticles of
radius ρ which form a periodical array with a lattice constant Λ, as depicted in Fig. 1. Specifically, the lattice constant was chosen to be Λ = 800 nm, with two radius values for comparison:
ρ = 100 nm and 160 nm. The fully numerical calculations were performed by using our in-house
developed software tool based on the Fourier modal method (rigorous coupled wave analysis [16]).

Figure 1: A proposed resonant structure based on surface plasmon resonance, consisting of a periodical array
of perfectly conducting thin discs placed in air.

The reflection spectra of the representative structure demonstrate a dramatic change, see Figs.
2(a), 3(a): an extraordinary reflection occurs at the wavelength slightly above the lattice constant;
however, the reflectance completely vanishes at the wavelength equals the lattice constant. The
latter mentioned behaviour — the presence of narrow bright and dark bands in the spectrum of an
reflection grating — was originally observed by Wood and theoretically described by Rayleigh, who
assigned the loci of such spectral behaviour to the wavelength where a diffraction order becomes
grazing. Here we are, however, focusing on the Babinet complementary problem. The origin of
the former is usually interpreted in terms of coupling of the incident light to a surface resonance.
In our case of a periodic array of small particles, the coupling of the scattered dipolar field with
diffraction modes induces a geometric resonance slightly above the Rayleigh wavelength.
In the spectrum, an asymmetric shape of the resonance curve can be distinguished, signifying a
Fano resonance. For a Fano resonance to occurr, spectral overlap of broad state or continuum and
a narrow discrete state (resonance) is necessary where destructive and constructive interferences
take place in a very narrow frequency range. A distinctly asymmetric shape of a Fano resonance
then exhibits the following functional form:
IR ∝

(F γ + ω − ω0 )2
,
(ω − ω0 )2 + γ 2

(7)
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where ω0 and γ denote the position and width of the resonance in the frequency scale, respectively,
and F is the so-called Fano parameter, describing the degree of asymmetry.
The collective response of dipoles — as discussed above — can be therefore regarded as a
lattice surface resonance that is strongly coupled to the propagating light for external plane-wave
illumination, being the narrow resonance in the language of Fano; the transmitted light actually
represents the continuum. Coupling of these two states results in the resonance with an asymmetric
line shape described by the Fano formula (see Eq. (7)). The Fano fits of the reflection spectra,
calculated rigorously, are shown in Fig. 4, where the Fano parameters were chosen as F = 0.10 and
F = 0.19, respectively.
The slight difference in resonance lines between the rigorously calculated data and the model
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Figure 2: (a) Spectral reflection and (b) transmission characteristic of a proposed nanoarray introduced in
Fig. 1. The structure parameters are: perfect conducting thin discs of diameter ρ = 100 nm and the lattice
constant Λ = 800 nm.
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Figure 3: (a) Spectral reflection and (b) transmission characteristic of a proposed nanoarray introduced in
Fig. 1. The structure parameters are: perfect conducting thin discs of diameter ρ = 160 nm and the lattice
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predictions in Figs. 2 and 3 is due to the definition of the metal material in our numerical tool where
an approach has to be chosen in order to simulate a perfect conducting material. The difference
therefore lies, strictly speaking, in comparing the non-dispersive and dispersive case, at which the
imperfect conductivity of the metal affects the resonance.
4. CONCLUSION

An approximation of coupled dipoles with a clear physical insight was presented in order to reveal
fundamental dependences of structure resonances as a starting point for subsequent rigorous calculations. It was demonstrated that the coupled dipole approximation is capable of a good prediction
of the resonance positions. The future work will be focused on extending the dipole model to structures with real metals, and on capturing the influence of realistic structure thickness’s. In addition,
the relationship of the Fano fitting parameters to the actual optical/geometrical properties will be
the subject of our studies, too.
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Abstract— In this paper we study the feasibility of representing the optical properties of
ultrathin gold films by effective medium theories. Gold films with mass thicknesses in the range
of 1.4 to 9.2 nm were deposited by DC magnetron sputtering onto non-heated glass substrates.
Optical measurements in the range 0.25 to 2 µm were carried out by spectroscopic ellipsometry,
and the effective complex dielectric function of each film was determined. The gold films were
modelled as a mixture of gold and air, and a general effective medium description using the
spectral density function (SDF) was used to describe their optical properties. Numerical inversion
of the experimental dielectric function gave a broad and rather featureless SDF, with a few
superimposed peaks, both for island structures and percolating films. The broad background is
qualitatively similar to predictions of the Bruggeman model [14].
1. INTRODUCTION

Gold-based nanoparticles and thin films are of large interest for applications in green nanotechnology [1]. Their optical properties have been described either by the island film theory involving
surface susceptibilities [2] or by treating them as a mixture of gold and air using effective medium
theories [3]. Recent studies of island and network films have shown that such films can be represented by an effective dielectric function together with an effective thickness of the same order of
magnitude as the nominal thickness [4, 5]. The island film theory seems to have some advantages
regarding the comparison between theory and experiments for films consisting of nanoparticles [5],
while effective medium theories (EMTs) are commonly used to model the optical properties of
nanocomposites. However, EMTs are very sensitive to the actual nanostructure of the film. The
structure of the films can be rigorously represented by a spectral density function (SDF) [6, 7],
which can be obtained by numerical inversion of experimental data [8–10]. In the present paper
we determine the dielectric function of gold nanoparticle films and network gold films with mass
thickness dmass ranging from 1.4 nm to 9.2 nm. We obtain the SDF from the experimental data and
discuss the physical implications of the shape of the SDF.
2. THEORY — SPECTRAL DENSITY ANALYSIS

Non-homogenous gold films can be considered as nanocomposites consisting of gold and air [3, 11].
If the dimensions of the structures are much smaller than the wavelength of the incident radiation,
one can describe the optical properties of these nanocomposites by an effective dielectric function
εeff which depends on the dielectric functions of the constituents as well as on the details of the
structure [3, 12]. Nanocomposites can exhibit a number of different structures that affect the optical
properties of the composites, and SDF analysis is an excellent analytic method for studies of these
structural impacts in two-phase composites [6, 7, 10]. For a mixture with inclusions, the effective
dielectric function can be written in terms of the spectral density function g(x) as [8–10]


Z 1
g(x)
´ dx ,
³
εeff = εh 1 +
(1)
0 1 + εp − 1 x
εh
where εh and εp are the dielectric functions of the host material and the “particles”, respectively.
In the SDF analysis, the resonance with spectral parameter x = 0 depends on the DC conductivity
and is called the percolation strength ξperc . In our case we obtained εeff from ellipsometric measurements and used Eq. (1), together with known or independently measured dielectric functions
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of the constituents, to derive g(x). The inversion of the experimental εeff , in order to obtain g(x),
is difficult and needs advanced computational techniques. As in earlier papers [8, 10], we employ a
Monte-Carlo technique based on Bayesian numerical statistics, where the values of x are varied in
each set.
The volume fraction of the “particle” component, f , can be obtained by the sum rule
Z 1
f = ξperc + ξnonperc = ξperc +
g(x)dx.
(2)
0+

In order to discuss the shape of the SDF, we note that the commonly used Maxwell-Garnett
(MG) [13] and Bruggeman (Br) [14] effective medium theories can be represented by g(x) as given
by [8]
gMG (x) = f δ(x − L(1 − f )),
(3)
and [15]

£
¤1/2
gBr = −9x2 + 6(1 + f )x − (3f − 1)2
/4πx,

(4)

respectively. It is realized that MG theory exhibits a resonant peak in the SDF, while the Br theory
has a very broad and featureless peak [16].
3. SAMPLES
3.1. Thin Film Deposition

Nine gold films were produced by DC magnetron sputtering onto non-heated glass substrates in a
versatile deposition system [17]. Results from three of them — with island structure, a meandering
network, and a homogenous configuration — will be discussed in detail. Rutherford backscattering
spectroscopy was performed on four of the gold films, and the mass thickness was determined from
the results. The remaining five values of dmass were obtained by linear scaling with deposition time.
3.2. Structural and Electrical Characterization

The structure and porosity of the gold films were studied by scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
employing a LEO 1550 FEG instrument with in-lens detection. The experimental area fraction
covered by gold, fSEM , of the films was estimated from a MATLAB-based analysis of SEM images,
and the relation dgeom = dmass /fSEM gave the geometric thickness dgeom for all films. Sheet
resistance R was recorded between sputtered gold contacts, and the electrical conductivity σ DC of
the films was computed. This allows us to obtain experimental values of ξ perc from the relation
ξperc =

σDC
σbulk,DC

.

(5)

The value of σ bulk,DC was approximated by the conductivity of the gold film with dmass ≈ 6.6 nm,
which was the most conducting film. This procedure was necessary in order to take into account the

Figure 1: Scanning electron micrographs of thin gold films. The values of dmass , dgeom and fSEM were 1.4 nm,
4.0 nm and 0.363 for the upper image; 3.8 nm, 6.7 nm and 0.563 for the middle image, and 9.2 nm, 9.2 nm
and 0.999 for the lower image, respectively.
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increased grain boundary scattering in thin films, which leads to “bulk” conductivities considerably
lower than values tabulated for polycrystalline gold.
SEM images of three gold films are illustrated in Figure 1, showing an island structure for
dmass ≈ 1.4 nm, a meandering film for dmass ≈ 3.8 nm, and a homogenous film for dmass ≈ 9.2 nm.
Image analysis of the SEM pictures gave values of fSEM for the films, from which dgeom was
calculated and presented in Figure 1.
4. OPTICAL CHARACTERIZATION
4.1. Ellipsometry Data

Ellipsometric parameters Ψ and ∆ in the 0.25 to 2.0 µm range were measured in reflection mode at
several angles of incidence between 50◦ and 75◦ using a variable-angle rotating analyzer ellipsometer
(VASE from J. A. Woollam Co., Inc.) [4, 5, 18]. In addition, spectral transmittance was measured
at normal incidence. The dielectric functions of the non-homogenous gold films were represented by
a few (two or three) Lorentz oscillators as well as by a Drude oscillator for network and continuous
films [4, 5, 18, 19]. The thicknesses of the films were fixed and equal to dgeom . The effective dielectric
function of the films was obtained from the best fitting parameters.
Figure 2 shows dispersions of the dielectric functions for nanoparticle-type, meandering and homogenous films, as obtained by spectroscopic ellipsometry. The underlying values of the parameters
of Lorentz and Drude oscillators, as well as confidence limits, will be presented elsewhere.
4.2. Spectral Density Function Analysis

Figure 2 shows that the experimental data could be accurately fitted by the SDF equation for the
effective dielectric function in Eq. (1) for all films, with only minor discrepancies for nanoparticle
films. Figure 3 shows g(x) for films with dmass of 1.4, 3.8 and 9.2 nm. The figure displays similar
features for all three g(x), which is surprising in view of the large differences in the nanostructure
of the films.
The most notable feature in Figure 3 is the broad structure extending from −2.5 to −0.5 on
a logarithmic x-scale. Such a broad response is a characteristic feature of the Bruggeman theory,
Eq. (4), and we conclude, in agreement with previous work [3], that the Bruggeman theory provides
a good approximation of the optical properties of nanostructured gold films. Secondly, there are one
or two peaks superimposed on the broad background. These peaks can be interpreted as broadened
localized plasmon resonances, such as those occurring in the MG theory, and they become less pronounced for the thicker films that are more continuous. Thirdly, there is an increase of g(x) at large
values of x, being close to unity. However, the main features of resonances at x > 0.5 fall outside
of our experimental wavelength range. A similar feature is observed in evaluating distributions of
relaxation times for dielectric spectroscopy, where the data outside the experimental window result

Figure 2: Real (ε1 ) and imaginary (ε2 ) parts of the dielectric function for a nanoparticle film with dmass ≈
1.4 nm, a meandering film with dmass ≈ 3.8 nm, and a homogenous film with dmass ≈ 9.2 nm. Symbols
denote experimental data and curves are fits to the SDF-based EMT in Eq. (1).
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Figure 3: Spectral density functions g(x) for gold
films with (a) dmass ≈ 1.4 nm, (b) dmass ≈ 3.8 nm
and (c) dmass ≈ 9.2 nm.

Figure 4: Parameters ξperc and ξnonperc from experimental results and SDF analysis, as a function of
mass thickness.

in spurious high dielectric relaxation strengths because of lack of data at those frequencies. In
our case, spectral frequency values over 0.5 could not model the data within the measured experimental window and yielded high spectral density values which should be disregarded (the spectral
frequency is defined as (εp − εh )/εh ).
Figure 4 compares the experimental percolation and non-percolation strengths, Eqs. (5) and (6),
of gold in the films with those inferred from the SDF analysis, Eq. (2). The experimental values of
ξnonperc were obtained from
ξnonperc = fSEM − ξperc .
(6)
Figure 4 shows that the percolation contribution to f is zero for the nanoparticle films, then
increases steeply around the percolation threshold, and becomes high for the continuous films. The
non-percolating component decreases with film thickness and is close to zero for the continuous
films. These trends are as expected, and the SDF estimates are reasonably close to the experimental
values derived from Eqs. (5) and (6).
5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We studied three gold films — with island, network and homogenous film structure — and derived
their effective dielectric functions from ellipsometry. We performed a spectral density function
analysis, which showed similar features in g(x) despite the various nanostructures of the films. A
common broad feature indicates that the Bruggeman effective medium model is suitable as a first
approximation to the optical properties of nanostructured gold films. In order to employ SDF
analysis as a standard characterization tool, a number of theoretical problems have to be solved,
and most importantly the features in the g(x) function must be interpreted in terms of specific
structural features in the samples.
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Variable Forbidden Regions in Metamaterial Planar Waveguide with
Nonlinear Cladding
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Abstract— In this paper, we used the modal theory to analyze TE waves in the three-layer
planar waveguide with the metamaterial guiding film and the nonlinear cladding layer, and derive
a formula for the guiding power density. The power density is very helpful to analyze the forbidden
regions of the proposed waveguide structure. In recent years, the metamaterial in the planar
waveguide has been widely studied in many researches. The feature of the metamaterial includes
the permittivity ε and the permeability µ less than zero. The forbidden regions always exist in the
three-layer planar waveguide with the metamaterial guiding film and the nonlinear cladding layer.
In this study, the guiding power density can help to provide a clear picture of forbidden regions
in the metamaterial film with different permeability values. The numerical results show that the
forbidden regions are different in metamaterial film with the same width but the permeability
values are different. The greater permeability value is, the narrower the forbidden region is.
The study shows that the value of guiding power density is less than zero at metamaterial and
is greater than zero at right-handed medium. Therefore, the guiding power density is at the
opposite direction because the values of permeability are positive and negative. It agrees with
the phenomenon of negative refraction in metamaterial. The simulation result is helpful to find
out the propagation situation of the TE polarized waves
1. INTRODUCTON

In 1968, the left-handed material (LHM) had been presented by Veselago and frabricated in experiment by Shelby et al. [1, 2]. The LHM possesses simultaneously negative dielectric permittivity
and permeability [3, 4] and has a negative refractive index. Some analyses of the three-layer planar
waveguide with LHM film have been proposed [5]. In the symmetric slab waveguide structure with
a core of LHM was investigated [6] and the forbidden region of the three-layer and multilayer planar
waveguide with LHM film had been analyzed [7, 8].
Here we investigate the forbidden region of the three-layer planar waveguide with the LHM film
and the nonlinear cladding by using the modal theory [9–11]. The model theory is used to find out
the forbidden region in the planar waveguide with LHM and the nonlinear cladding. By solving
Maxwell’s equation, matching the boundary, and poynting vector, the field of the transverse electric
polarized wave and guiding power density will be obtained. We used the power density curves to
obtain the forbidden regions of the three-layer planar waveguide with LHM film and the nonlinear
cladding. The forbidden regions are usually used with respect to discuss the relation of propagation
constant and power density
2. ANALYSIS

Figure 1: The structure of metamaterial planar waveguide with the nonlinear cladding.

In this section, we use the model theory to drive the TE-polarized field for the three-layer planar
waveguide with metamaterial guiding film and the nonlinear cladding layer. The structure is shown
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in Fig. 1. We consider the transverse electric polarized waves propagating along z direction. The
wave equation can be reduced to as follows.
∇2 Eyj =

nj ∂ 2 Eyj
,
c2 ∂t2

j = f, c, s

(1)

The solution of the Eq. (1) can be expressed as:
Eyj (x, z, t) = Ej (x) exp[j(ωt − βko z)],

j = f, c, s

(2)

The subscripts f , c and s in Eqs. (1)–(2) are used to denote the guiding film with LHM, nonlinear
cladding, and linear substrate, respectively. In Eq. (2), β is the effective refractive index, ω is
the angular frequency, and k0 is the wave number in the free space. For the Kerr-type nonlinear
medium, the square of the refractive index n2c can be expressed as:
n2c = n2co + α |E(x)|2

(3)

where nco in the linear refractive index of the nonlinear medium and α is the nonlinear coefficient.
By substituting Eq. (2) into the wave equation Eq. (1), the transverse electric fields in each layer
has the general form.
r
2
Ec (x) =
Ac qc / cosh[ko qc (x − xc )] x ≥ d/2, in the nonlinear cladding
(4)
α
Ef (x) = Af cos[k0 qf (x − xf )] −d/2 ≤ x ≤ d/2,
Ef (x) = Af cosh[k0 Qf (x − xf )]

β < nf , in the guiding film

− d/2 ≤ x ≤ d/2,

β > nf , in the guiding film

Es (x) = As exp(k0 qs x) x ≤ −d/2, in the substrate

(5a)
(5b)
(6)

The qc , qf , Qf and qs can be expressed as
q

β 2 − n2j

qj =
q
qf =

j = i, c, s

n2f − β 2

q

β 2 − n2f

Qf =

The Ac , Af , As , qc , qf , Qf , qs , xf , and xc are all constants, these constants can be obtained by
matching the boundary conditions. The constant Ac is arbitrary. The amplitude parameters Af
and As are proportional to Ac , it’s simplicity to assume Ac = 1 for numerical method. By matching
the boundary conditions, we obtained the following equations:
³ ´
³ ´
h
³
´i
qf qs µµfs + qf qc µµfc tanh k0 qc d2f − xc
³
´
h
³
´i
(7)
tan(k0 qf df ) =
qf2 − qc qs µµfs µµfc tanh k0 qc d2f − xc
³

tanh(k0 Qf df ) =

³ ´
h
³
´i
− Qf qc µµfc tanh k0 qc d2f − xc
³ ´2
h
³
´i
µf
df
2
Qf − qc qs µs tanh k0 qc 2 − xc

Qf qs

µf
µs

´

(8)

The transcendental Eqs. (7) and (8) can be solved by numerical method on a computer. When the
constant β is determined, the constants qc , qf , Qf , qs are also determined.
The energy density of the guiding film can be calculated by S = 1/2Re[Ef (x) × Hf (x)∗ ] and
the energy flux is along the z direction. Substitute Eq. (5) into pointing vector averaged, we can
obtained guiding power density Pav as follows.
Z ∞
cε0 Ef2 (x)
β
(9)
Pav =
µf −∞
2
From the Eq. (9) we find out the guiding power density depends on β and µf parameter.
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3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we used the guiding power density formula derived in Eq. (9) to find the distribution
of the forbidden regions. The numerical results are shown in Figs. 2–4. In the Fig. 2, the guiding
power density cure versus β is plotted with the wavelength in free space λ = 1.3 µm, nco = ns =
1.55, nf = 1.57, d = 2 µm, uf = −1, uf = −5, α = 6.3786 ∗ 10−12 m2 /V2 . In the Fig. 3, the
guiding power density cure versus β is plotted with the wavelength in free space λ = 1.3 µm,
nco = ns = 1.55, nf = 1.57, d = 4 µm, uf = −1, uf = −5, α = 6.3786 ∗ 10−12 m2 /V2 . In the Fig. 4,
the guiding power density cure versus β is plotted with the wavelength in free space λ = 1.3 µm,
nco = ns = 1.55, nf = 1.57, d = 5 µm, uf = −1, uf = −5, α = 6.3786 ∗ 10−12 m2 /V2 . In Fig. 2,
the curve of the guiding power density is less zero at RHM medium, is greater than zero at LHM
medium, and is opposite direction. In Figs. 3–4, the curve of the guiding power density is plotted,
the greater permeability value is, the narrower the forbidden region is, and the forbidden regions
are variable from permeability uf = −1 to uf = −5.

Figure 2: The power density is opposite direction at LHM medium and RHM medium.

Figure 3: Variable forbidden region from uf = −1
to uf = −5 at d = 4 µm.

Figure 4: Variable forbidden region from uf = −1
to uf = −5 at d = 5 µm.
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4. CONCLUSION

We have analyzed the transverse electric field of each layer in three-layer metamaterial planar
waveguide with nonlinear cladding. We also derived the formula of the guiding power density to
analyze the forbidden region. The numerical results show that the forbidden regions always exit
in the three-layer planar waveguide with the LHM guiding film and the nonlinear cladding. The
greater permeability value is, the narrower the forbidden region is. The numerical results show that
the forbidden regions are different in metamaterial film with the same width but the permeability
values are different. The greater permeability value is, the narrower the forbidden region is. The
study shows that the value of guiding power density is less than zero at metamaterial and is greater
than zero at right-handed medium. Therefore, the guiding power density is at the opposite direction
because the values of permeability are positive and negative. It agrees with the phenomenon of
negative refraction in metamaterial. The simulation result is helpful to find out the propagation
situation of the TE polarized waves.
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Abstract— In this paper, we proposed a new all-optical switch based on the local nonlinear
metal-insulator-metal (MIM) plasmonic Mach-Zehnder (MZ) interferometer waveguides. The
proposed structure is composed of the local Kerr–type nonlinear MIM plasmonic MZ interferometer waveguide and the straight MIM plasmonic control waveguide. In recent year, the surface
plasmon has attracted much attention due to the potential of application. Surface plasmon polariton (SPP) is an electromagnetic excitation at the interface of dielectrics and metals, which
can be used to control light in subwavelength. The local Kerr–type nonlinear MIM plasmonic
MZ interferometer waveguide is used in this switching structure for its large third-order nonlinear susceptibility and ultrafast response properties. Some important optical properties of the
switching structure have been studied numerically by the finite-difference time-domain method
(FDTD), including the transmission characteristics and the switching effect. The proposed new
all-optical switching structure shows great advantages of the ultracompact device size and the
ultrafast switching effect. By properly fixing the input signal power and changing the control
power, the output signal beam will show the switching effect. In this structure we can found that
the proposed all-optical switch exhibits an excellent switching effect. It would be a potential key
component in the application of the ultra-high-speed data processing system.
1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the development of optical components is growing prosperity. Accordingly, alloptical signal processing and control also becomes important. All-optical signal processing in
integrated photonic circuits and its applications in optical computing and communications require
the ability to control light with light [1]. Therefore, all-optical switching devices and waveguide with
nonlinear Kerr effect logic gate has begun to attract attention. Several all-optical switching and
logic devices using optical nonlinearity have ever been proposed and implemented [2, 3]. Most of the
conventional all-optical devices are based on uniformly nonlinear structure. In optical waveguide
structure of uniform nonlinearity, several interesting optical properties have shown, however, there
are still more attractive propagation characteristics in waveguide structures combined a nonlinear
material with a linear one. Mach-Zehnder waveguide interferometer device has been developed for
use of modulating, switching, and logic gates, etc.. Most of them are operated by the principles of
electric-optic effect where the change of refractive index in the arms of mach-zehnder interferometer
is produced by applying the external electric field.
In this paper, we propose and numerically investigate a novel nanoscale all-optical switching
based on the local nonlinear metal-insulator-metal (MIM) plasmonic Mach-Zehnder (MZ) interferometer waveguides with the straight pumping waveguide. The Kerr nonlinear medium in the
structure is changed by varying the pump light and the signal transmission can thus be controlled.
2. ANALYSES AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the structure of the proposed all-optical switch, which consists the metal claddings,
the local nonlinear metal-insulator-metal plasmonic Mach-Zehnder interferometer waveguides, and
the straight pumping waveguide. The metal is assumed as silver, whose relative permittivity can be
described by the well-known Drude model with (ε∞ , ωp , γ) = (3.7, 1.38×1016 Hz, 2.73×1013 Hz) [4],
where ε∞ is the dielectric constant at the infinite frequency, γ and ω p represent the electron
collision frequency and bulk plasma frequency, respectively. The increased loss of silver in the
nanostructure [5] is neglected and not involved in our simulations. The Kerr nonlinear material in
one arm of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer whose dielectric constant εf depends on the intensity
of electric field |E 2 |: εf = ε0 + χ(3) |E|2 . The value of linear dielectric constant ε0 is set as 2.0. The
Kerr nonlinear material is assumed to be Ag-BaO, and its third-order nonlinear susceptibility at
wavelength of 820 nm is χ(3) = 4.8 × 10−10 esu [6]. When TM-polarized lights are injected to the
MIM structure, the incident light will be coupled into the waveguide and the SPP waves are formed
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the proposed all-optical switch based on the local nonlinear plasmonic MZ
interferometer waveguides.

on metal interfaces. Meanwhile, the incident light is coupled into the mach-zehnder interferometer
through the coupling aisle. The FDTD method is utilized to calculate the linear and nonlinear
responses of our structure [7, 8].
As shown in Fig. 1, the width of the straight pumping waveguide w2 = 50 nm, the length of
L3 = 400 nm, and the gap between the straight pumping waveguide and the MZ interferometer
g = 20 nm. The geometric parameters of Mach-Zehnder interferometer is assumed as w1 = 50 nm,
L1 = 400 nm, and L2 = 200 nm. Fig. 2(a) shows the transmission spectra of MIM waveguide with
the Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The transmitted dip corresponding to wavelengths of 795 nm is
observed. Therefore, the signal light wavelength is set to be 795 nm. As can shown in Fig. 2(b),
the transmission efficiency can be effectively dips at a specific frequency point by add nonlinear
material in one arm of the MZ interferometer. Fig. 3 shows the transmission responses with pump
light off and on. It’s shows a significant switching effect. To illustrate more clearly the performance
of signal light under conditions of switching off and on, the magnetic field distributions of signal
light with the pumping light off and on are plotted in Fig. 4. When the state of the pumping

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Transmission spectra. (b) Transmission spectra without nonlinear medium (only Mach-Zehnder
interferometer) and with nonlinear medium (whole waveguide).

Figure 3: Signal transmission with pump light off and on. The signal intensity is 1.9 × 104 V2 /m2 , pump
intensity is 1.9 × 106 V2 /m2 .
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light is OFF, the state of the output port is ON and when the state of the pumping light is ON,
the state of the output port is OFF. The numerical results show good agreement with the signal
transmission response with switching ON and OFF.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Magnetic field distributions of signal light with switching (a) off and (b) on.
3. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a new all-optical switch based on the local nonlinear metal-insulatormetal plasmonic Mach-Zehnder interferometer waveguides. The transmission characteristics and
switching effect in this structure have been investigated numerically by the FDTD simulations. By
properly fixing the input signal power and changing the control power, the output signal beam
will show the switching effect. In this structure we can found that the proposed all-optical switch
exhibits an excellent switching effect. It would be a potential key component in the application of
the ultra-high-speed data processing system.
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Magnetoelectric Microwave Module for Phased Array
R. V. Petrov, M. I. Bichurin, and A. S. Tatarenko
Novgorod State University, Russia

Abstract— Design of receiving and transmitting microwave modules based on magnetoelectric
devices is considered. The microwave devices for use in the module are discussed. The main
characteristics of devices are given. The calculated characteristics of the module are: a gain of
25 dB, noise figure of 0.9 dB at 10 GHz frequency range. The main advantages of the proposed
module is the possibility of precise electronic adjustment in a given frequency range, fine tuning
and low phase noise.
1. INTRODUCTION

The article is devoted to research of design the receiving and transmitting microwave modules
using devices based on magnetoelectric (ME) composites. Progress which has been made recently
in the field of ME materials and microwave devices [1–4], allows us to offer a microwave module,
which would have certain advantages over traditional modules based on semiconductor and ferrite
devices. Advantages of the proposed module are the electronic tuning of any of ME microwave
devices, which allow to create the necessary amplitude-frequency response at any time, as well as
low level of intrinsic noise, high radiation resistance and low power consumption at the control
circuit.
Proposed module can be used for design of receiving and transmitting devices, including phased
arrays system [5, 6]. The advantages of our module are: small size and weight, the electronic control
method, high radiation resistance, good thermal performance, the possibility of miniaturization
and integration on a single substrate, the possibility of creating micro antenna system. All this
performances allows the use of the proposed modules to create radar, including the cosmos system,
as well as use the device to local computer networks and other communication systems.
2. MICROWAVE MAGNETOELECTRIC DEVICES

ME device such as an antenna, isolator, filter, attenuator, phase shifter, gyrator, amplifier, modulator, detector devices have been created by ME technology over the past twenty years, and the
specifications are not inferior to similar competitive models [7–15]. Consider the basic technical
and technological possibilities of the proposed devices by the example of ME attenuator.
The main characteristics of studied microwave attenuators [7–9] are: continuously tuned by
electric field of attenuation is up to 35 dB at a frequency of 4.478 GHz, VSWR is 1.1, adjusting
potential is 400 V. Characteristics of amplitude versus frequency is shown in Fig. 1.
Attenuator control characteristic is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 1: Amplitude vs. frequency of ME microwave attenuator.
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Figure 2: The control characteristic of ME attenuator.

The shift of the FMR line in Fig. 1 may be determined by the following formula
δf =

γAU
2πd

(1)

where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, A is magnetoelectric coefficient, in our case A = 3.5 · 10−6 m/V,
U is the control voltage, d is the thickness of the piezoelectric material.
A topology of ME microwave attenuator is shown in Fig. 3. The base of the attenuator is a
microstrip transmission line with two stubs on dielectric substrate; ME resonator and two electrodes
for applying control voltage. ME resonator can be made from single-phase or layered materials.
The layered materials, which are mainly is ferrite YIG film in conjunction with the piezoelectric
PZT are the optimal use today. YIG film thickness of 60 microns; GGG substrate thickness of
400 microns and a diameter of 4 mm. The thickness of PZT of 0.5 mm and a diameter of 5 mm.
The formula (1) shows that than is thinner the piezoelectric layer, than the bigger the shift of
FMR line and therefore we have the more efficient control of device. On the other side, from this
formula, it follows that a decrease of the piezoelectric thickness can reduce the control voltage
proportionately.

Figure 3: The topology of ME microwave attenuator.

Characteristic of attenuator calculated by the formula for the transmission coefficient by the
matrix method as
¯
¯
¯
¯
−L+iφ ¯ 0 1 ¯
(2)
S=e
¯ 1 0 ¯
where L = Pin /Pout is the ratio of the input and output power, φ is the phase shift.
Pout can be defined by the formula
2

Pout = Pin · e−0.5( dσ ) ,
AU

(3)
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where σ is half-width of the FMR line.
Similarly, can be calculate S-parameters for all devices which used in the module. Then, by the
matrix method can be defined a general formula for the transmission coefficient of the module as
a whole.
3. MICROWAVE MAGNETOELECTRIC MODULE

Ferrite-piezoelectric structures are ideal for the design of ME modules. ME interaction in these
structures allows to implement most of the functions which are necessary for work of receiving and
transmitting modules. Hybrid technology allows to combine separately manufactured devices into
a single module.
The basic ME elements of the modules for microwave phased arrays (Fig. 4) are devices: antenna,
isolator, filter, attenuator, phase shifter, gyrator, modulator, amplifier, detector, a circulator [5, 10–
16]. ME effect can be implemented in these devices for a precise setting, or adjustment, etc..

Figure 4: ME receiving module of phased array antenna.

For example, a module developed by Company “Micran” (Russia) based on semiconductor
devices has the following features: dynamic range gain is 23 dB, phase adjustment range is 360
degrees with steps of 5.6 degrees and a noise figure of the receiver is not more than 5 dB. We
propose the module with comparable characteristics and the following parameters in the range of
10 GHz: a dynamic gain range is 25 dB, phase adjustment range is 360 degrees (continuous), and a
noise figure of the receiver is not more than 0.9 dB, which exceeds the characteristics of “Micran”
module in several times. The proposed solution is based on the ME devices, which improves
sensitivity of the system, and provides advantages for the module as a whole.
The general formula, in which the characteristics of the module is calculated at the center
frequency by the matrix method as
¯
¯
¯
¯
−L+K+iΦ ¯ 0 1 ¯
(4)
S=e
¯ 1 0 ¯
where L is adjustable attenuation, K is adjustable amplification coefficient, Φ is adjustable phase
shift.
4. CONCLUSIONS

Advances in technology allow to develop and produce ME devices with competitive performance
compared to devices based on other physical principles. ME microwave modules have advantages
such as small size and light weight, electronic tuning, continuous phase adjustment, low noise of
receiver, high radiation resistance and miniaturization.
Application of ME film structures will significantly reduce the control voltage. Piezoelectric
and ferrite materials with better properties than used now, will further significantly improve the
parameters of devices, and application of microwave materials, such as, for example, hexaferrites
will significantly expand the frequency range of modules up to 100 GHz.
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High Tunable and Low Loss Capacitor Using a BZN/BST/BZN
Multi-layer Thin Film Dielectric for Reconfigurable RF Circuit
Applications
Young Chul Lee
Department of Electronics Engineering, Mokpo National Maritime University (MMU), Korea

Abstract— In this paper, a high-tunability and low-loss capacitor using a multi-layer dielectric
of BZN/BST/BZN is designed and fabricated for reconfigurable RF applications. By alternatively
depositing a high tunable BST ferroelectric and low-loss BZN paraelectric thin film dielectric, the
multi-layer dielectric thin film of BZN/BST/BZN obtained a tunability of 47%, tanδ of 0.005,
and relative dielectric constant of 225 at 10 MHz. The fabricated tunable capacitor on a quartz
wafer using this multi-layer dielectric achieved a Q factor of 10 and a tunability of 63% at 1 GHz
and 20 V.
1. INTRODUCTION

In the recent wireless communication market, lately, several networks such as cellular networks
(3G and 4G), personal area network (PAN), wireless local area network (WLAN), etc. coexist.
These various wireless communication systems are integrated into the single mobile terminal by
using switches and some reconfigurable components [1]. In order to intelligently and automatically
support multi-band, multi-standard, multi-function, and multi-service communication system, reconfigurable RF components and circuits are key technologies to be developed. Therefore, various
tunable components have been developed constantly for several years using tunable dielectrics [2, 3]
as well as microelectromechanical systems (MEMS). Ferro- or para-electrics technologies based on
barium-strontium titanate (BST), bismuth zinc niobate (BZN) or lead zinc niobate (PZN) has
pursued for low loss, low voltage and high operation frequency. In order to increase the tunability and reduce the DC bias voltage, an inter-digital capacitor (IDC) [4] embedding its electrodes
into the tunable dielectrics. Ferro-electric thin-films based on BST have shown high-tunability
characteristics in spite of relatively lossy feature, compared to the low-loss para-electric ones. In
order to compensate or optimize opposite features between ferr- and para-electric dielectrics, a
para/ferro/para-electric thin-film multilayer (BZN/BST/BZN) has been proposed for low-loss and
high-tunability applications [5].
In this paper, in order to make up for the weak points of the high-loss BST thin film, low-loss
and high-tunability MIM capactor using a multi-layer dielectric thin film inserting a BST thin film
between low-loss and -tunability BZN thin films have been fabricated and characterized.
2. FABRICATION OF THE MIM TUNABLE CAPACITORS

A vertical structure of the MIM tunable capacitor using a multi-layer thin-film dielectric is shown in
Fig. 1(a). The multi-layer (BZN/BST/BZN) dielectric is utilized for low-loss and high-tunability
purpose. The tunable capacitors were fabricated on a quartz substrate in coplanar waveguide
(CPW) configuration. The first metal of Ti/Pt (= 100/1,000Å) was deposited and patterned as a
bottom electrode of the MIM tunable capacitor by using lift-off process. For the multi-layer thin-film
dielectric, the first BZN pyrochlore thin-film of 700Å was deposited by RF-magnetron sputtering
and a stoichiometric Bi2 (Zn1/3 Nb2/3 )2 O7 ceramic target was used in an high purity O2 /Ar mixture
atmosphere. The detailed process conditions were described in detail at the previous work [3]. By
using the Inductive Coupled Plasma (ICP) dry etcher, the BZN film was defined and then the
second thin-film (BST) of 1,500Å was deposited by using a B6 S4 T target and then etched. The
final thin-film BZN dielectric of 700Å was deposited and patterned. The photolithography and
etching process were carried out by using the same photo mask and dry etcher, respectively, for
the multi-layer dielectric. After patterning of each layer, post-annealing processes were carried out
at 600◦ C for 60 minutes in air to crystallize the film. The lift-off pattern as the second metal
(Cr/Au= 100Å/1,000Å) was defined on the top of the multi-layer dielectric as the top electrode.
Fig. 1(b) shows the fabricated tunable capacitor and its whole size is 327 × 642 µm2 . The MIM
capacitor is located in the size of 10 × 20 µm2 .
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Vertical structure of a MIM tunable capacitor using a multi-layer (BZN/BST/BZN:
700Å/1,500Å/700Å) dielectric. The thickness of a bottom (Ti/Pt) and top (Cr/Au) electrode is 100/1,000Å
thick and (b) the fabricated MIM tunable capacitor.

Table 1 presents characteristics of each thin-film and multi-layer dielectric used for fabrication of
the MIM tunable capacitors for this work. Their characteristics were measured at 10 MHz and 20V
by using a metal-insulator-metal (MIM) (Pt/dielectric/Ag) dot (250 µm diameter) capacitor on a
Si/SiO2 (3,000Å)/TiO2 (200Å)/Pt wafer. The multi-layer (BZN/BST/BZN) [5] thin-film dielectric
shows a low-loss and high-tunability feature, compared with the lossy BST and low tunable BZN
thin-film, respectively.
Table 1: Characteristics of the thin-film dielectric analyzed by using dot capacitors.
Dielectric Thin Films
BST (4,000 Å)
BZN (4,000 Å)
BZN/BST/BZN (1,000Å/2,000 Å/1,000Å)

εr
250
165
225

tanδ
0.028
0.003
0.005

Tunability
48%
18%
47%

3. MEASURED RESULTS

By using a vector network analyzer (HP 8510C) and probing method, the fabricated tunable capacitor was characterized on a probe station. The effective capacitance (Ceff ) and percentage tunability
(T ) of the fabricated capacitors were analyzed by measuring complex reflection coefficients (S11 ).
Using the measured S11 data, the Ceff , and tunability are analyzed by using following equations.
1
[F]
2π · f req. · Im(Z11 )
Cmax − Cmin
[%]
T =
Cmax

Ceff = −

Z11 is the total impedance of the device under test calculated from the measured S11 . Cmin and
Cmax are the measured minimum and maximum capacitance, respectively, within the applied bias
voltage range.
Figure 2(a) shows measured S11 data on the Smith Chart of the fabricated MIM tunable capacitors. The test frequency and DC bias voltage are from 100 MHz to 3 GHz and 0 V, respectively.
The self-resonant frequency (SRF) is over 3 GHz. Fig. 2(b) shows Ceff as a function of applied DC
bias voltage from DC to 3.0 GHz. As the DC bias voltage increases, Ceff reduced. Especially, as
the frequency increases, the reduction rate is decreased. That means the tunability is low at high
frequency.
Figure 3(a) shows the tunability (T ) characteristics with different DC bias voltages of the fabricated tunable capacitor. At 1 GHz, tunability of 45, 58, and 63% is achieved at the applied voltage
of 10, 15, and 20 V, respectively. Its Q-factor characteristics with different DC bias voltages are
shown in Fig. 3(b). At low frequency around 0.5 GHz, high Q-factor over 20 is obtained. However, over 1 GHz its characteristic is rapidly reduced. That results from a ohmic loss of the thin
conductor of 1,000Å.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Measured S11 data and (b) analyzed Ceff characteristics with different DC bias conditions.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) Tunability (T ) and (b) Q-factor characteristics with different DC bias voltages of the fabricated
tunable capacitor.
4. CONCLUSION

In this work, a high tunable capacitor using a multi-layer dielectric of BZN/BST/BZN is designed
and characterized for reconfigurable RF applications. The fabricated tunable capacitor on a quartz
wafer using this multi-layer dielectric achieved a Q-factor of 10 and tunability of 60% at 800 MHz
and 15 V. Its size is 327 × 642 µm2 .
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Abstract— The authors have carried out large-signal modeling and simulation of anisotype heterojunction Double-Drift Region (DDR) 3C-SiC/Si Impact Avalanche Transit Time (IMPATT)
devices designed to operate at 0.3 and 0.5 THz. A full scale large-signal simulation software
based on non-sinusoidal voltage excitation model is used for the present study. Two different
heterojunction structures such as N -3C-SiC/p-Si and n-Si/P -3C-SiC are considered and their
large-signal properties are compared with Si homojunction DDR IMPATTs. The results show
that n-Si/P -3C-SiC heterojunction DDR structure of IMPATTs not only excels its complementary counterpart but also its homojunction counterpart with respect to large-signal conversion
efficiency and power output at 0.3 and 0.5 THz frequencies.
1. INTRODUCTION

The terahertz (THz) frequency band popularly called ‘terahertz-gap’ which lies between the millimeter-wave and infrared regions of the electromagnetic spectrum, is defined as the frequency
range of 0.1–10 THz, i.e., between the wavelengths 3.0 and 0.03 mm. This particular frequency
band is in great demand for various applications such as THz imaging [1], spectroscopy [2], biosensing [3], quality inspection in various industrial branches [4–6], medical and pharmaceutical
applications [7, 8], THz astronomy [9], etc. The wide bandwidth of THz spectrum can be useful
for broadband wireless communication providing data rate of tens of Gbps (gigabytes per second).
Notwithstanding the tremendous application potential of THz frequency band, this field has not yet
been fully exploited since it is difficult to develop reliable solid-state sources capable of generating,
detecting and processing the terahertz signal with sufficient power required for system application.
SiC is an excellent material as compared to conventional Si and GaAs for high power and high frequency applications owing to its favorable material parameters like wide bandgap, high breakdown
voltage, high carrier saturation velocity and higher thermal conductivity. SiC exists in different
polytype forms such as 4H-, 6H-, and 3C-SiC. Among these polytypes, 4H-SiC has already been
reported as a base material for IMPATT diodes. The RF power output from 4H-SiC IMPATTs is
reported to be very low in contrast to that obtained from simulation studies [10–12]. This is due to
the problem of high series resistance associated with undepleted epitaxy and contact layers. It may
be noted that 3C-SiC has the lowest bandgap among other poly-type forms. Replacement of 4H-SiC
by 3C-SiC as base material for DDR IMPATTs may reduce the parasitic series resistance of the
device since both the electron and hole mobility of 3C-SiC are higher than those of 4H-SiC. Thus
3C-SiC IMPATTs are expected to be more suitable for fabrication of high power THz IMPATT
devices.
Further, heterojunction IMPATTs have some advantages over their homojunction counterparts
as regards lower noise figure and reduced tunnel component of current [13]. The heterojunction
between Si and 3C-SiC is technologically more viable and attractive than the heterojunction between Si and other poly-types of SiC due to moderate conduction band discontinuity. This has
prompted the authors to study the large-signal properties of anisotype heterojunction DDR Si/3CSiC IMPATTs designed to operate at 0.3 and 0.5 THz by using a full scale large-signal simulation
software based on non-sinusoidal voltage excitation model [14]. Two types of DDR heterojunction
structures, i.e., N -3C-SiC/p-Si and n-Si/P -3C-SiC are considered for the present study. The results
show that the THz performance of n-Si/P -3C-SiC heterojunction DDR structure not only excels
its complementary counterpart but also that based on bulk Si.
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2. LARGE-SIGNAL SIMULATION TECHNIQUE

One-dimensional model of reverse biased n+ -n-p-p+ structure of DDR IMPATT device, shown in
Figure 1(a) is used for large-signal simulation since the physical phenomena take place in the semiconductor bulk along the symmetry axis of the mesa structure of the device. The fundamental time
and space dependent device equations, i.e., Poisson’s equation, continuity equations, current density
equations involving mobile space charge are simultaneously solved subject to appropriate boundary
conditions [14] under large-signal condition to obtain the snap-shots of electric field (ξ(x, t)) and
normalized current density (P (x, t) = (Jp (x, t) − Jn (x, t))/Jt (t); where, Jt (t) = Jp (x, t) + Jn (x, t))
for different bias current densities (J0 ) at several instants of time of one complete cycle of steadystate oscillation. The large-signal simulation is carried out by considering 500 space steps and 150
time steps. In the present simulation method, the IMPATT device is considered as a non-sinusoidal
voltage driven source as shown in Figure 1(b). The input AC voltage is taken as
VRF (t) = VB

n
X

mpx sin (pωt) .

(1)

p=1

The bias voltage is applied across the device through a coupling capacitor (C) to study the performance of the device at a given fundamental frequency (f = ω/2π) with its n harmonics.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) One-dimensional model of DDR IMPATT device, (b) voltage driven IMPATT oscillator and
associated circuit.

The large-signal program is run till the limit of one complete cycle (i.e., 0 ≤ ωt ≤ 2π) is reached.
The bias current density, RF voltage amplitude and frequency are J0 , VRF and f respectively.
The terminal current (Jt (t)) and voltage (VRF (t)) waveforms for a complete cycle of oscillation
are Fourier analyzed to study the RF performance of the device at different phase angles of one
complete cycle of oscillation, i.e., ωt = 0, π/2, π, 3π/2, 2π.
3. DESIGN OF STRUCTURAL DOPING AND OTHER PARAMETERS

The active layer widths (Wn , Wp ) and background doping concentrations (ND , NA ) of DDR IMPATTs are initially chosen by using the transit time formula of Sze and Ryder [15]. The structural
and doping parameters of homojunction DDR Si IMPATTs (Si HMDDR) and heterojunction DDR
N -3C-SiC/p-Si and n-Si/P -3C-SiC IMPATTs (N -3C-SiC/p-Si HTDDR and n-Si/P -3C-SiC HTDDR) are first designed for optimum performance at 0.3 and 0.5 THz design frequencies (fd ) by
using the method reported in an earlier paper [14]. In the present simulation, the doping concentrations of n+ - and p+ -layers (Nn+ and Np+ ) are taken to be ∼ 1025 m−3 . These parameters are given
Table 1: Structural and doping parameters.
DEVICE

fd
Wn
(THz) (µm)

Wp
ND
NA
Nn+
Np+
Dj
(µm) (×1023 m−3 ) (×1023 m−3 ) (×1025 m−3 ) (×1025 m−3 ) (µm)

Si HMDDR

0.300
0.500

0.118
0.068

0.110
0.066

6.500
15.500

7.300
16.700

5.000
5.000

2.700
2.700

13.5
10.0

N -3C-SiC/p-Si
HTDDR

0.300
0.500

0.220
0.140

0.210
0.130

3.100
5.200

4.600
7.400

5.000
5.000

2.700
2.700

13.5
10.0

n-Si/P -3C-SiC
HTDDR

0.300
0.500

0.114
0.063

0.125
0.065

5.000
5.400

4.920
5.300

5.000
5.000

2.700
2.700

13.5
10.0
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in Table 1. A rigorous thermal analysis of the device is carried out in continuous-wave (CW) mode
by considering proper heat sink arrangement to avoid thermal runway phenomenon and burn out
problem of the device [16]. The effective junction areas (Aj ) and corresponding junction diameters
(Dj ) of the devices are obtained from the said thermal analysis (Table 1). Material parameters
such as field dependence of ionization rates (αn,p vs. ξ) and drift velocities (vn,p vs. ξ) of charge
carriers, bandgap (Eg ), intrinsic carrier concentration (ni ), effective density of states of conduction
and valance bands (Nc , Nv ), effective masses (m∗n , m∗p ), diffusion coefficients (Dn , Dp ), mobilities
(µn , µp ) and diffusion lengths (Ln , Lp ) of charge carriers in Si and 3C-SiC are taken from published
experimental reports [17–21].
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The large-signal simulation program [14] has been used to study the high frequency properties
of n-Si/p-Si (homojunction), N -3C-SiC/p-Si and n-Si/P -3C-SiC (heterojunction) DDR IMPATTs
designed to operate at 0.3 and 0.5 THz. The static or DC analysis of the devices are then carried
out as a limiting case of large-signal analysis where the voltage modulation factor, mx = 0. The
various important DC parameters such as peak electric field (ξp ), breakdown voltage (VB ), avalanche
voltage (VA ), ratio of drift layer voltage to breakdown voltage (VD /VB ; where VD = VB − VA ),
avalanche layer width (xA ; where xA = |xA1 | + xA2 ), ratio of avalanche layer width to total drift
layer width (xA /W ; where W = Wn + Wp ) of the devices under consideration are obtained by
taking the time averages of respective time varying parameters. The DC parameters of the devices
under consideration are given in Table 2. It is observed from Table 2 that the peak electric field
(ξ p ) and breakdown voltage (VB ) of heterojunction devices are higher as compared to those of Si
homojunction device at both 0.3 and 0.5 THz. The ratio of VD /VB is found to be largest (63.51
and 58.97% at 0.3 and 0.5 THz respectively) in n-Si/P -3C-SiC heterojunction IMPATTs. Also the
avalanche region is narrowest in n-Si/P -3C-SiC heterojunction IMPATTs at both 0.3 and 0.5 THz
frequencies. Largest VD /VB (%) and smallest xA /W (%) in n-Si/P -3C-SiC heterojunction IMPATT
indicates that the DC to RF conversion efficiency of the above mentioned heterojunction device is
higher than its complementary heterojunction counterpart as well as its homojunction counterpart
at both the design frequencies.
Table 2: Static parameters.
DEVICE

fd
J0
ξp
(THz) (×108 Am−2 ) (×107 Vm−1 )

VB
(V)

VA
(V)

VD /VB xA
xA /W
(%)
(µm)
(%)

Si HMDDR

0.300
0.500

26.500
59.000

9.3341
11.2603

11.52
8.78

9.29
7.75

19.34
11.68

0.138
0.090

60.52
66.18

N -3C-SiC/p-Si HTDDR

0.300
0.500

25.590
50.180

9.7311
12.1445

20.99
16.76

7.78
6.94

62.92
58.61

0.116
0.092

26.98
34.07

n-Si/P -3C-SiC HTDDR

0.300
0.500

35.300
64.500

9.8871
12.7040

15.84
11.31

5.78
4.64

63.51
58.97

0.061
0.039

25.31
30.08

The large-signal admittance characteristics of DDR Si homojunction, N -3C-SiC/p-Si and nSi/P -3C-SiC heterojunction IMPATTs are shown in Figures 2 and 3 for operation at 0.3 and
0.5 THz. The voltage modulation is taken to be 60% in all cases under consideration. This is due
to the fact that the optimum performance is obtained at the said voltage modulation for all the
devices as shown in Figures 4 and 5. It is observed from Figures 2 and 3 that the magnitude of
peak negative conductance (|Gp |) of DDR n-Si/P -3C-SiC heterojunction IMPATTs is much higher
than that of Si homojunction DDR IMPATTs as well as that of N -3C-SiC/p-Si heterojunction
IMPATTs operating at 0.3 and 0.5 THz. The largest magnitude of peak negative conductance of
DDR n-Si/P -3C-SiC heterojunction IMPATTs suggests that the device is capable of delivering
2 × |G | × A ) with highest DC to RF conversion
highest RF power output (PRF = (1/2) × VRF
p
j
efficiency (η L = PRF /PDC ; where PDC = VB × J0 × Aj ) at both the design frequencies.
Figures 4 and 5 show respectively the variations of RF power output (PRF ) and large-signal
DC to RF conversion efficiency (η L ) with RF voltage for DDR Si homojunction, N -3C-SiC/p-Si
and n-Si/P -3C-SiC heterojunction IMPATTs at both 0.3 and 0.5 THz. It is observed that the
RF power output increases initially with the increase of voltage modulation (mx ), attains a peak
value at 60% voltage modulation and then decreases. This holds good for the all homojunction
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Figure 2: Admittance characteristics of 0.3 THz
DDR Si homojunction, N -3C-SiC/p-Si and n-Si/P 3C-SiC heterojunction IMPATTs.

Figure 3: Admittance characteristics of 0.5 THz
DDR Si homojunction, N -3C-SiC/p-Si and n-Si/P 3C-SiC heterojunction IMPATTs.

Figure 4: Variations of large-signal RF power output of 0.3, 0.5 THz DDR Si homojunction, N 3C-SiC/p-Si and n-Si/P -3C-SiC heterojunction IMPATTs with RF voltage.

Figure 5: Variations of DC to RF conversion efficiency of 0.3, 0.5 THz DDR Si homojunction, N 3C-SiC/p-Si and n-Si/P -3C-SiC heterojunction IMPATTs with RF voltage.

and heterojunction devices under consideration at both 0.3 and 0.5 THz design frequencies. The
nature of variation of large-signal efficiency (η L ) with RF voltage is similar to that of PRF for all
devices. The results clearly indicate that the optimum performance from the device is obtained
when the voltage modulation is around 60%. It may therefore be concluded that the large-signal
performance of DDR n-Si/P -3C-SiC heterojunction IMPATT is the best among all other devices
operating at 0.3 and 0.5 THz frequencies.
The important large-signal parameters such as optimum frequency (fp ), avalanche resonance
frequency (fa ), peak negative conductance (Gp ), corresponding susceptance (Bp ), quality factor
(Qp ), negative resistance (ZR ), RF power output (PRF ) and conversion efficiency (η L ) of DDR nSi/p-Si (homojunction), N -3C-SiC/p-Si and n-Si/P -3C-SiC (heterojunction) IMPATTs operating
at 0.3 and 0.5 THz frequencies are obtained from the simulation for a fixed voltage modulation
of 60%. The results are given in Table 3. Avalanche resonance frequency (fa ) of the IMPATT
device is the frequency at which the conductance of the device changes its sign from positive to
negative. It is observed from Table 3 that fa of heterojunction DDR IMPATTs (N -3C-SiC/p-Si
and n-Si/P -3C-SiC HTDDR) is higher than that of their Si homojunction counterpart. Thus the
heterojunction devices start to oscillate at higher frequencies as compared to their homojunction
counterpart. The Q-factor (Qp = −Bp /Gp ) of the device is a measure of the growth rate and
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Table 3: Large-signal parameters (mx = 60%).
DEVICE

fd
fa
fp
Gp
Bp
Qp =
ZR /Aj
PRF
ηL
7
−2
7
−2
−9
−2
(THz) (THz) (THz) (×10 Sm ) (×10 Sm ) −(Bp /Gp ) (×10 Ωm ) (mW) (%)
0.300
0.500

0.137
0.193

0.302
0.501

−5.0867
−9.3138

43.5257
126.3743

8.56
13.57

−0.2649
−0.0580

173.9
101.7

3.97
2.49

N -3C-SiC/p-Si 0.300
HTDDR
0.500

0.206
0.284

0.302
0.502

−5.0963
−9.6537

15.4966
46.5228

3.04
4.82

−1.9151
−0.4276

578.7
383.4

7.83
5.80

n-Si/P -3C-SiC 0.300
HTDDR
0.500

0.179
0.246

0.300
0.500

−10.5181
−22.8757

32.9046
125.2786

3.13
5.48

−0.8814
−0.1413

680.0
413.7

8.49
7.22

Si HMDDR

stability of IMPATT oscillation. Lower the Q-factor closer to one (i.e., Qp ≈ 1) higher is the growth
rate of oscillation and better is its oscillation stability. It is observed from Table 3 that the Q-factors
of heterojunction DDR IMPATTs are smaller (and closer to 1) than those of homojunction DDR
n-Si/p-Si IMPATTs operating at the same frequencies. This fact suggests that the high frequency
performance of heterojunction DDR IMPATTs is better than their homojunction counterparts.
Table 3 shows that the magnitudes of negative resistance (ZR ) of both types of heterojunction
DDR IMPATTs are significantly higher than that of homojunction DDR Si IMPATTs at both 0.3
and 0.5 THz. All the above results clearly indicate that the DDR n-Si/P -3C-SiC IMPATT device
excels all other DDR structures under consideration as regards power output and efficiency for both
0.3 and 0.5 THz frequencies.
5. CONCLUSION

Large-signal properties of anisotype heterojunction DDR 3C-SiC/Si IMPATT devices designed to
operate at 0.3 and 0.5 THz are obtained by using a full scale large-signal simulation software based
on non-sinusoidal voltage excitation model. Two different heterojunction structures such as N -3CSiC/p-Si and n-Si/P -3C-SiC are considered for comparison with Si homojunction DDR IMPATTs.
The results show that n-Si/P -3C-SiC heterojunction DDR structure of IMPATTs excels all other
structures with respect to DC to RF conversion efficiency and RF power output at both 0.3 and
0.5 THz frequencies. The design parameters and corresponding large-signal properties presented in
this paper will be useful for experimental realization of high power and high efficiency from DDR
n-Si/P -3C-SiC heterojunction IMPATTs at both 0.3 and 0.5 THz design frequencies.
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Abstract— In this paper, a high efficiency broadband supply modulator is proposed. This
modulator is built based on class-E amplifiers and class-E inverters. The envelope reconstruction is realized by ∆Σ modulations. The feasibility of high efficiency operations is verified by
numerical simulations and experiments. The simulation of theoretical WCDMA signals’ envelope amplification shows over 70% average efficiency. The simulations of the modulator built
by TSMC 130 nm CMOS devices shows 43.3% average efficiency for 40 MHz baseband signals’
envelopes. The experimental board for 3.84 MHz WCDMA signals’ envelope modulator built by
discrete transistors shows 45.6% average efficiency.
1. INTRODUCTION

Because polar transmitters can be reconfigured for different modulation schemes by only alternating
the baseband settings [1]. They are very suitable for integrated multi-mode transmitters. However,
the design of high efficiency and high linear supply modulators are critical and demanding to the
overall performance of polar transmitters.
Pulse modulation based supply modulators, such as ∆Σ [15], are generally utilized in the envelope path of polar transmitters to utilize high efficiency switch-mode modulators. However, high
efficiency and linearity of switch-mode supply modulators cannot be constantly kept for wideband
signal amplifications caused by pulsewidth and frequency variations [3]. Degraded efficiency of supply modulators becomes the most important factor which should be valued in the design of overall
system efficiency of polar transmitters.
Although general switch-mode power supply modulators (SMP) can offer high efficiency performance at a fixed frequency, the average efficiency degraded sharply as the input pulsewidth varies
with random baseband modulations. For the sake of wideband high efficiency supply modulators, a
variety of hybrid configurations combining linear amplifier and SMP was proposed and studied [4–
6]. In the hybrid supply modulator, the SMP provides low frequency heavy current and the linear
amplifier complete the rest high frequency current to the load [7, 8]. Through measurements, this
configuration was verified to be of efficiency higher than 40% when amplifying envelopes wider than
20 MHz bandwidth [4].
In this paper, a switch-mode only supply modulator based on a conventional class-E amplifier
and a zero-voltages-witching (ZVS) rectifier is introduced to expand the operating bandwidth of
high efficiency. By adopting thinned out methods [9–11] and a diode, output envelope can be
restored with moderated efficiency degradation for the resonate class-E inverter operation at a
fixed frequency.
This paper is organized as follows, the configurations and theoretical performance of the proposed supply modulator is introduced in Section 2. In Section 3, its wideband performance is
verified by simulations in TSMC 130 nm CMOS process. In Section 4, an experiment is given for
discrete transistors realized in printed circuit boards. Section 5 draws the conclusions.
2. BASIC CONFIGURATIONS AND THEORETICAL PERFORMANCE

The basic configuration of the proposed switch-mode supply modulator is shown in Figure 1. In this
figure, the shaded block tagged ‘class-E amplifier’ is consisted of a general class-E amplifier whose
component values can be determined according to [12]. The shaded block tagged ‘ZVS Rectifier’
is consisted of a class-E inverter which can be referenced to [13]. The whole supply modulator can
be directly driven by 1-bit digital signals for the switch-mode only configurations. This modulator
is suitable for integrated circuits.
The class-E amplifier is operating at a fixed frequency, and the output envelope modulation is
realized by the on-off states of transistor T2 controlled by the ∆Σ modulator’s outputs from the
baseband digital circuits. When T2 is turned off, the circuit operates as a general high efficiency
class-E inverter. When T2 is turned on, the diode Da can prevent the class-E amplifier from sharp
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Figure 1: The basic configurations of the proposed supply modulator.

efficiency degradation as analyzed in [14]. So the proposed supply modulator can maintain low
power loss for T2’s on and off settings in steady states. However, the high efficiency performance
of this modulator can be affected by the transient responses during T2’s state transitions. This
analysis will be included in a further extended publication, which will not be discussed here for
simplicity.
The modulated envelope is realized by ∆Σ modulations [15]. This modulations from baseband
circuit boards are restored in T2’s drain node as shown in Figure 2. If the sampled pulses are filtered
with a properly designed low-pass filter, the envelopes can be restored including negligible frequency
aliasing due to infinite envelope bandwidth, which can be verified by simulations. However, the
amplitude of practical sampled pulses will also be distorted by transient responses during T2’s state
transitions. This effect must be taken into considerations in linearized amplification. In this paper,
only the efficiency performance is discussed considering the distortions can be linearized by digital
predistortion methods.

Figure 2: The envelope modulation schemes of the
proposed supply modulator.

Figure 3: The simulated restored output 3.84 Mbps
WCDMA envelopes of the modulator operating at
122.88 MHz.

A numerical simulation example is given as follows. The class-E amplifier of the supply modulator is designed operating at 122.88 MHz. The envelopes of 3.84 Mbps WCDMA baseband signals
are used to generate the ∆Σ modulator’s outputs. The supply modulator is designed according to
the equations of the general class-E amplifiers and rectifiers. The low-pass filter’s cut-off frequency
is set to be 3.84 MHz which can allow 7.68 MHz envelope signals to pass. The simulated restored
output WCDMA envelopes of the modulator is shown in Figure 3. The simulation shows that
the proposed supply modulator can recover the input envelopes through digital ∆Σ modulations,
except compressions for higher amplitudes. The compressions are caused by the distortions during
state transitions. The average efficiency of this modulator is 76% for Ldc = 0.5 µH. The normalized mean square error (NMSE) between the source signals and the recovered envelopes is about
−15.8 dB. Two carrier WCDMA signals’ envelopes can also be amplified by the same modulator,
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except that the cutoff frequency of the low-pass filter is changed to 6 MHz. The average efficiency
is about 74.5%. The NMSE in this case is about −12 dB.
3. SIMULATIONS FOR 40 MHz BASEBAND BANDWIDTH SUPPLY MODULATOR IN
TSMC 130 NM CMOS PROCESS

As mentioned above, the proposed modulator is configured for switch-mode operations only. It is
suitable for integrated circuits. In order to verify the feasibility of the proposed modulator in integrated circuits, a simulation of the practical circuits built based on TSMC, Taiwan Semiconductor
Manufacturing Co., 130 nm CMOS device models are given in this section.
The modulator is designed at 1.28 GHz, and the baseband signal’s bandwidth is 40 MHz. The
bandwidth of the envelopes is higher than 80 MHz due to bandwidth expansion. The dc supply
voltage is 3.3 V. The maximal output power is 0.5 W, and the load resistance is 21.78 Ω. The
schematic of this modulator is shown in Figure 4. The transistors are selected to be of 3.3 V NMOS
with DNW, 0.35 µm channel length and 10 µm channel width. The parallel transistors are adopted
to increase the drain current. The diodes are of 3.3 V native N+/PW. The cascaded diodes are
utilized to increase the breakdown voltage. The cutoff frequency of the low-pass filter is 40 MHz.
The inductor and the low-pass filter is realized by discrete lumped elements.

Figure 4: The schematic of the 40 MHz base bandwidth signals’ envelope supply modulator operating at
1.28 GHz for TSMC 130 nm CMOS devices.

The highest efficiency of this modulator, when T2 is constantly off, is 56%. The output envelopes
of this modulator in comparison with the source envelopes, which are normalized to their mean
values, are shown in Figure 5. The AM-AM relation between sources and outputs are shown in
Figure 6. The 4th degree fitted curve is the fitted AM-AM relation of the expansion one. Because
of lower inductance used in this CMOS modulator compared to the one operating at 122.88 MHz,
less distortions are observed due to lower transients responses during state transitions. The results
show that this proposed configuration is more suitable for high rate envelops amplification. The
average efficiency is measured to be 43.3% for amplifications of 40 MHz baseband signals’ envelopes.
4. EXPERIMENTS FOR 3.84 MHz BASEBAND BANDWIDTH SUPPLY MODULATOR
IN PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS

An experiment for envelope amplifications of WCDMA signal based on ∆Σ modulation is given
in this section. The digital board is built based on Cyclone III FPGA device EP3C16Q240C8
obtained from Altera co.. To improve the drive capability for lower speed operations, a gate drive
LM5112, obtained from National semiconductor, is inserted between the digital I/O port and the
gate of T2.
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Figure 5: The output envelopes of this modulator in
comparison with the source envelopes.

Figure 6: The AM-AM relation between source envelopes and output envelopes.

The schematic of the supply modulator in this experiment is shown in Figure 1. The supply
modulator is designed for Vdd = 10 V and Po = 2 W at 122.88 MHz. LDMOS transistors MRF21010,
from Freescale Co., are used to build the supply modulator. Diodes BAT54, obtained from STMicroelectronics Co., are adopted for Da and Dr in Figure 1. The low-pass filter is tuned for about
3.84 MHz 3 dB cut-off frequency by measurements using practical components. The photo of the
FPGA board and the supply modulator is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: The picture of the experimental supply
modulator operating at 122.88 MHz.

Figure 8: The measured output envelopes in comparison with source envelopes.

The measured efficiency of the supply modulator, when connected transistor T2 is turned off,
is 57.8%. The average efficiency is measured to be 45.6% for WCDMA signal’s envelope of 5.8 dB
PAPR. The NMSE is about −9.5 dB. The measured output envelopes in comparison with source
envelopes are shown in Figure 8. Efficiency degradation is mainly caused by power loss in diodes
and inductors. Distortions caused by transients are serious due to high dc feed inductance.
5. CONCLUSIONS

The proposed high efficiency broadband supply modulator is verified by simulations and experiments in this paper. The simulations of theoretical supply modulator shows over 70% average
efficiency for WCDMA signals’ envelopes. The simulation of the modulator built by TSMC 130 nm
CMOS devices shows 43.3% average efficiency for 40 MHz baseband signals’ envelopes. The experiment for 3.84 MHz WCDMA signals’ envelope modulator shows 45.6% average efficiency. Although
distortions can be found especially for low frequency operations, this modulator can be linearized
by predistortion methods like general transmitters.
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Abstract— FRESH filters are adaptive filters and their operation depends on the cyclostationarity of digital signals. By knowing the required set of cycle frequencies of the signal of interest,
these filters can remove an interfering signal. In this paper, the optimum adaptive FRESH filter is implemented in the wavelet domain to compress the filter’s input signal. The purpose of
reducing the sequence length is to reduce the processing time taken to separate spectrally overlapped signals. The idea is illustrated by applying multilevel wavelet decomposition to the input
signal. These results were compared with the case of implementing the FRESH filter without
compressing the input sequence. The results showed an improvement on the processing time but
on the expense of increased average error and degradation in the error convergence rate.
1. INTRODUCTION

The co-channel interference problem is a commonly encountered problem in multiuser communication systems. This problem is caused by spectrally overlapped signals one of which is desired
signal and the other one is the interference, Conventional filters cannot solve this problem [1],
however, by using the cyclostaionary properties of modulated signals, the adaptive Frequency Shift
filtering techniques (FRESH) filters, proposed by W. A. Gardner, can solve this problem. It only
requires cyclostationary information of signals, the cycle frequencies, to extract the desired signal [1, 2]. This requires statistical knowledge of SOI training signal to design the Cyclic Wiener
Filter. However, these requirements are difficult to be available. Alternatively, Blind Adaptive
FRESH filtering is another technique that does not need such training signal. Some researcher
had investigated FRESH filters in many applications [5–7, 9]. This paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 introduces the concept of adaptive FRESH filter and illustrates the main equations that
govern the technique as well as Blind Adaptive FRESH filtering (BA-FRESH). In Section 3, the
proposed technique is introduced to study the effect of applying FRESH filtering to wavelet transformed signal. Simulation results are illustrated in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are drawn in
Section 5.
2. THEORITICAL BACKGROUND
2.1. Optimum Adaptive FRESH Filtering

The Adaptive FRESH filtering is a technique that takes advantage of the spectral correlation
of cyclostationary signals for interference rejection as well as reducing the effect of noise. The
basic idea of FRESH filters depends on some properties of cyclostationary signals such that for
a cyclic signal, frequency shifted versions of it are correlated at various frequencies. When two
spectral components are correlated, we say that there exists spectrum redundancy between the two
components. If these components are linearly dependent, then we can use one of them to cancel
or recover the other. FRESH filters can exploit the cycle frequencies of the interferer signal, the
desired or signal of interest (SOI) or both [3]. Good performance is possible if both signals have
different baud rates, different carrier frequencies and different modulation schemes.
Assume that the input x(t) of the FRESH filter consists of SOI s(t), the interfering signal i(t),
and white noise v(t):
x (t) = s (t) + i (t) + v (t)
(1)
The output of a FRESH filter is given by:
Z

∞

y (t) =

h (t, τ ) x (τ ) dτ
−∞

(2)
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where h (t, τ ) is the impulse response of the time variant filter which is also called Linear Periodic
Time Variant filters (LPTV). These filters are the optimum filters for cyclostationry signals whereas
Linear-Time-Invariant filters are the optimum filters for stationary signals. Thus, h (t, τ ) is assumed
to be a periodic function. By taking the Fourier Transform (FT) of Equation (2) we get:
Y (f ) =

M
X

Hm (f ) X (f − αm )

(3)

m=1

where Hm (f ) is the FT of the impulse response of the mth FIR filter of the FRESH filter. Equation (3) the input is first frequency shifted then followed by (convolution) that is why it is called
frequency-shift filter (FRESH). The design equation for the optimum FRESH filters is given by:
αk
αk
Sxx
(f ) · H (f ) = Ssx
(f )

(4)

αk (f ) is the auto-spectral density function of x(t) and S αk is the cross-correlation spectral density
Sxx
sx
of s(t) and x(t). LMS and RLS algorithms can be used to design the optimum adaptive FRESH
filter [8].

2.2. Blind Adaptive FRESH Filtering

In order to blindly adapt the FRESH filter [4], we need a prior knowledge of only its modulation
type, carrier frequency, and its baud rate. We will work with input sampled signal such that:
x (n) = s (n) + i (n) + v (n)

(5)

A suitable reference is created by shifting the input by a certain cycle frequency α0 which is chosen
carefully such that α0 6= αm . This forms a second branch to the optimum FRESH filter. The output
of the first branch is fed into a correlator with the output of the second branch. The correlator
output gives an indication to the percentage of suppression of the interference or, in other words,
how close the output of the filter to the desired signal is. We need to maximize the following cost
function:
IRyr I2
max J = max
(6)
IRyr IRrr I
where Ryr is the cross-correlation between the output of the optimum adaptive FRESH filter and
the output of the second branch which is given by:
0

r (n) = x (n) ej2πα n

(7)

3. COMPRESSED-FEATURES FRESH FILTER

The optimum Adaptive FRESH filter shown in Figure 1 is implemented. The SOI is chosen to be
a passband raised-cosine BPSK signal, whereas the interference signal is a passband square-root
raised-cosine BPSK signal. The carrier frequency of SOI is fc = 50 Hz, and the interferer carrier
frequency fi = f c + ∆f where ∆f is the frequency offset and it is set to 16 Hz. The signal-to-noise
ratio is set to 3 dB. These two signals are spectrally overlapped and it is required to separate the
SOI from the interferer using adaptive FRESH filtering as well as reducing the effect of noise on
the extracted desired signal. The job of the adaptive algorithm is to change the filter weights in
order to enhance the SOI component and weaken the noise and the interferer components. The
step size is set to 0.0001. This is accomplished by using the Least Mean Square algorithm (LMS)
algorithm. The error triggers the adaptive algorithm to continue its adaptation process. Once
the error reaches a minimum value (in this case almost zero), the adaptation process stops. The
output is the summation of the individual outputs from each FIR filter. The output must be a
close approximation of the SOI to measure the effectiveness of the filter in the interference removal.
Figure 2 shows the power spectral density (PSD) of SOI as well as that of the interferer signal
spectrally overlapped.
In the proposed technique, we suggest compressing the input signal using multilevel wavelet
transform. This is shown in Figure 3 where ∝wm is the cycle frequency parameter of the wavelet
level w of the filter branch m. It is required to find relation between the carrier frequency and the
periodicities appear in the cyclic spectrum of the wavelet transformed signal. The cyclic spectrum
of the wavelet transformed signal is indeed related to that of the time domain signal. However, the
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Figure 1: Structure of the optimum adaptive
FRESH filter [3].

Figure 2: The power spectral density of the spectrally overlapped signals.

Figure 3: The structure of the Compressed-Features FRESH filter.

Figure 4: The spectrum of first-level wavelettransformed signal.

Figure 5: The spectrum of second-level wavelettransformed signal.

wavelet transform is a multirate transform, so that the signal periodicities change at each level of
the wavelet decomposition. Because the signal is decimated by two at each level, its periodicities
are multiplied by two. Thus, the periodicities of the coefficients at level 1 are those of the signal but
multiplied by two; the periodicities at level two are the signal ones multiplied by four; and so on.
Figure 4 and Figure 5 illustrate this idea. In these figures a sinusoidal signal is wavelet-transformed
(first level decomposition) and the approximation coefficients are used only. Its spectrum, only
one-sided spectrum is shown, is determined. The signal frequency is 50 Hz.
This scaling affects, firstly, the spectrum of the wavelet transformed signal, and therefore the
scaling of the cyclic spectrum is a necessary consequence. As a result, a scaled frequency shifting
is required at each wavelet level. Figure 6 shows the cyclic spectrum of BPSK signal with a carrier
frequency of 50 Hz. The cyclic features occur at double the carrier frequency.
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Figure 6: The cyclic spectrum of BPSK signal.

Figure 7: The cyclic spectrum of the first-level
wavelet-transformed BPSK.

Figure 7 shows the cyclic spectrum of the approximation coefficients of the first-level wavelettransformed BPSK signal. The cyclic features occur at half the carrier frequency. This result can
be used in the FRESH filter structure by using the frequency shifting parameter αw = fc /2.
4. SIMULATION RESULTS

The sequence length is chosen to be 50025 samples. The signal duration is 10 sec. The sampling
frequency is 1 kHz. The carrier frequency of SOI is fc = 50 Hz, and the interferer carrier frequency
fi = f c + ∆f where ∆f is the frequency offset and it is set to 16 Hz. The signal-to-noise ratio is
set to 3 dB. By applying the first-level wavelet decomposition, the simulation results showed that
the two overlapped signals can be successfully separated. However, the more the input signal is
wavelet-decomposed, the worse the estimated signal-of-interest (SOI). This is because we chose
to consider only the approximation coefficients, some information, despite of its insignificance, is
discarded. This is because only the approximation coefficients contain the significant information
of the input signal. Figure 8 shows the error convergence without applying wavelet transform to the
input signal. The average value of error in this case is 0.0968 and the processing time is 10.9474 sec.
Figure 9 illustrates the spectrum of the approximation coefficients of first-level wavelet-transformed
SOI. As well as the spectrum estimated approximation coefficients of first-level wavelet-transformed
SOI. Figure 10 shows the error convergence rate in this case. We notice that the error convergence
rate becomes worse or, in other words, the average value of error becomes higher. However, the
processing time taken to remove the interfering signal equals in case of applying first-level wavelet
decomposition equals 4.17 sec. This is a reduction percentage of the processing time by 62%. Table 1
illustrates the relation between the processing time and the sequence length as well as the average
error value at each wavelet-decomposed level. It is obvious that as the sequence length decreases,
the processing time decreases and the average value of the adaptation error increases.

Figure 8: Error convergence rate without applying wavelet transform.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9: The spectrum of the approximation coefficients of the first-level wavelet transformed signal: (a) Desired, (b) estimated.

Figure 10: Error convergence rate when applying first-level wavelet transform.
Table 1: Relation between sequence length, processing time, and average vaule of error.
Wavelet-Decomposition level
First level
Second level
Third level

Sequence Length
25013
12507
6254

Processing Time (Sec)
4.170
2.003
1.983

Average Error
0.1886
0.3226
0.4702

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the optimum adaptive FRESH filter is implemented after compressing the input signal
to the filter for the SOI being a raised-cosine bandpass BPSK signal and the interference signal
being a square-root raised-cosine bandpass BPSK signal. Their carrier frequencies are defined to
be overlapped. It is shown that this filter is able to separate spectrally overlapped signals after first
level wavelet decomposition of the input signal. Further, the processing time taken to separate the
signals after first-level wavelet decomposition equals 4.17 sec which is shorter than that in case of
implementing the FRESH filter without compressing the input signal which equals 10.9474 sec. A
reduction percentage of the processing time of 62% after applying first-level wavelet decomposition
is achieved. Accordingly, the average value of error increases from 9.8% to 18.8%. Also the more
we compress the input signal, the worse the average error.
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Abstract— In this paper, neural networks are used to classify the content of depth images of
3D videos into three kinds of content classes with distinct characteristics in order to reduce coded
data-rate. One type of neural network is first employed to identify the boundary information
across the foreground and background objects based on the information from the video texture
frame and the associated depth image. Another type of hybrid neural network is trained to
fit the surface of depth values over the foreground objects. The similarity between successive
depth-image frames is captured by using one other type of neural network to reduce the amount
of data required to deliver them. With experimental results, the transmission bit-rate and frame
reconstruction quality are evaluated by comparisons to that of using H.264/AVC codec on the
same depth image sequence.
1. INTRODUCTION

With the advances of multimedia technology, a variety of 3D video applications have been growingly
penetrated in our daily live. From the human visual perception, 3D videos are represented in a way
such that audiences are able to receive at least two pictures that are snapshot from different angles
at the same time in order for generating the visual perception of depth dimension information
from the scene [1]. Owning to its high transmission bit-rate, delivering the 3D video sequences
across wired or wireless networks is a challenging task for 3D video communications Depth image
based rendering technique [2] was developed to construct the stereoscopic images at the receiver
side based on one representative image (or called texture image) and the associated depth image
which represents the depth or distance to the objects of scene from the camera device. While 2Dto-3D conversion techniques [3] were studied to automatically generate the depth image from the
2D frames in a video, the true depth information on the generated depth image is not guaranteed.
Therefore, to reduce the data-rate of transmitting 3D videos, the texture and the associated depth
information are encoded separately, in which H.264/AVC standard [4] is used for encoding the
texture part of 3D video, and a special designed coder is applied to the encoding for depth-image
Neural networks (NNs) are studied to take the advantage of higher correlation between the
texture and depth information for increasing the compression ratio. Neural network is a kind of
artificial intelligence which uses machines or software to learn the relationship between the input
and output of a dynamic system. With their good ability in dealing with the incomplete data or
non-linear cases, neural networks have been popularly used in image processing and compression
tasks [5–9].
In this paper, we propose a compression scheme based on feedforward multi-layer neural network
with backwardpropagation learning method on the depth-image sequence in a 3D video. In order
to release the difficulties of modeling the whole depth image by a single neural network, we try
to divide the depth-image content into different parts and encode them in a sequence of steps
by distinct types of neural networks Figure 1 shows the whole 3D video coding and transmission
scheme. The incoming 3D video, which includes one video-texture sequence and the associated
depth-image sequence, is separated into a series of group-of-picture (GOP), each consisting of one
I-frame and several P-frames. Based on the structure, NNs are employed to identify the foreground
objects in the depth image associated to the I-frame of each GOP, and to model the depth values
over the foreground object, respectively. Beside the bitstream of H.264/AVC for the video texture
information, all of the weight values of NNs for depth information of each GOP are transmitted to
the receiver for rending stereoscopic-views of 3D video.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Description of how the neural networks are
applied to the coding of depth-image is presented in Section 2. Section 3 demonstrates the results
of using the proposed scheme on several test 3D videos. Finally, the paper concludes with some
remarks and future work in Section 4.
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Figure 1: 3D video coding and transmission system.
2. NEURAL NETWORKS FOR DEPTH-IMAGE CODING

3D videos that are considered in the paper are viewed as a set of including one 2D color texture
sequence and the associated depth-image sequence. In most cases, the data distribution of pixel
values in each depth image is found being irregular. Therefore, to learn the nonlinear and somewhat
complex relationship existed among the data in a 3D video, neural networks are employed here to
deal with depth-image coding task. Figure 2 depicts an example of the feed-forward multi-layer
neural network model with P -dimensional input vector X and one output variable y. Assume the
pixel value at position (m, n) in a depth image that is to be encoded be denoted by d(m, n). With
an appropriately chosen input vector X for d(m, n), the output y of the network is set to be the
estimation of d(m, n), which is calculated by
¯
d(m,
n) = y =

Q
X
j=1

vj

P
X

xi wji

(1)

i=1

¯
where d(m,
n) represents the estimation of d(m, n), and Q is the number of neurons in the hidden
layer of the network. For ease of presentation, the nonlinear sigmoid function involved in calculating
the output of the network is omitted in (1). The estimation error caused by (1) is evaluated as
follows,
H X
W
X
¡
¢2
¯
d(m.n) − d(m,
n)
E=
(2)
m=1 n=1

where H and W are used to stand for the image height and width, respectively. To minimize the
estimation error, the back-propagation training algorithm is employed to update the weight values
of (1) with a set of training vectors X and the associated depth value d(m, n) as the target value
for supervising the training process.
1
x1

1

x2

2

X

2
wj1
wj2
wjP
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v1
y
vQ

P

Q

Figure 2: Three-layer feed-forward neural networks.

In order to simplify the sophistication of using a single network to accurately model the whole
depth image, the encoding process is separated into four steps, as that shown in Figure 3, each of
which is designed to encode the different part of the depth-image sequence.
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Figure 3: Four-step encoding process for depth-image sequence.

For each I-frame in the depth image sequence, three steps are performed to accomplish its
encoding process. In Step 1, the I-frame first goes through a thresholding stage to distinguish the
background (far depth) and foreground (near depth) parts. The processed result is denoted as
½
1 d(m, n) > t
b(m, n) =
, t ≥ 0.
(3)
0 otherwise
As b(m, n) is needed to be known by the receiver, a neural network (Type-I network) with a binary
output is trained to represent b(m, n) using a training set containing the pairs (X, b(m, n)), and
sends the weights of the trained network to the receiver. The elements in the input vector for each
target output b(m, n) is designated as follows,
p
X = (m, n, g(m, n)), where g(m, n) = (l(m, n) − l(m − 1, n))2 + (l(m, n) − l(m, n − 1))2 (4)
In (4), l(m, n) stands for the luminance component of the corresponding video texture part in the
incoming 3D video. In Step 2, those depth values d(m, n) that are classified as the foreground
part (b(m, n) = 1) are used to train another neural network (Type-II network) and the converged
network weights are sent to represent these foreground depth values. The training set is as follows,
{(X, d(m, n))|b(m, n) == 1 and X = (m, n, IR (m, n), IG (m, n), IB (m, n))}

(5)

IR (m, n), IG (m, n), and IB (m, n) are the three primary color components of the texture pixels in
the video. In Step 3, T successively cascaded neural networks (Type-III network) are trained to
refine the accuracy of the output depth value from Step 2. The weights of these T networks are also
needed by the receiver. The i-th network of these T neural networks is used to generate the i-th
refinement d(i) (m, n) of code depth value by employing the approximate error from the preceding
networks e(i) (m, n), which is computed by
½
¯
d(m,
n)
i=1
(i)
e =
(6)
(i−1)
d(m, n) − d
(m, n) i > 1
Thus, the input vector X to the i-th Type-III network consists of the following elements,
³
´
X = m, n, e(i) (m, n)

(7)

And the target value associated to the input vector X is the original depth value d(m, n).
As for the coding of the k-th P-frame in a GOP of depth-image sequences, the frame difference
fd (m, n) between the current P-frame and the starting I-frame of the GOP is used as the target
output value for training the Type-IV network with the input vectors X, each of which consists of
the following elements,
X = (m, n, k, g(m, n), M V (m, n))
(8)
where MV (mn) is the motion vector of the texture macroblock that covers the position (m, n) of
pixel at the corresponding depth image.
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3. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed coding scheme, experiments have conducted on a set of 3D
videos and comparisons with H.264/AVC codec are made in terms of rate-distortion performance.
The 3D video sequences which are considered in the experiments include “Interview”, “Cg”, “Orbi”,
“Puppy”, and “Soccer”, each of which contains 125 color texture frames in YUV 4 : 2 : 0 format
and 125 frames of depth information. Frames size for the first three videos is of 720 × 576 pixels
and 720 × 480 pixels for the rest.
As an example, Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the fifteenth color texture and depth image of “interview” video, which are designated as the I-frames in the experiment, respectively Figure 4(c)
demonstrates the reconstructed depth image of Figure 4(b) by the proposed scheme. When considering the loss of NN weights during transmission, the corresponding NN weights of previous frame
are used to replace the lost weights, and Figure 4(d) demonstrates the reconstructed image with
loss weight correction method.

(a) color texture

(b) depth image

(c) error-free weights

(d) lossy weights

Figure 4: Results of “interview” 3D video sequence.

Figure 5 shows the comparisons of rate-distortion performance between our proposed method
and H.264/AVC for each of the five test 3D videos. In the figure, those red lines indicate the
results of our proposed method and the blue lines stand for that of H.264/AVC. As compared to
the H.264/AVC, the proposed algorithm performs better compression ratios in terms of the amount
of coded bits at the same PSNR (peak-signal-to-noise ratio) value.

Figure 5: Rate-distortion performance comparison with H.264/AVC.
4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a novel compression method based on multi-layer feed-forward
neural networks for the depth-image sequence in 3D videos. The proposed compression scheme
is able to exploit the correlation between texture frame and the associated depth image to gain
the compression ratio. In order to have accurate reconstructed quality, the foreground part of the
depth image is segmented to be represented by a neural network and a cascaded network networks
are utilized to refine approximation accuracy. In the experiment, the effect of weight loss when
transmitting the coded bits was also simulated and can be concealed or corrected by a replication
of weight values from the previous frame. In the future, other feasible neural networks, such as
generalized regression neural network (GRNN) and support vector machine approach (SVM) are
considered for gaining higher rate-distortion performance.
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Abstract— Josephson junctions can be arranged in a metamaterial configuration, forming an
artificial one-dimensional medium for microwave propagation, which enables fast tuning of the
speed of light by an external magnetic field. This metamaterial has been used for parametric
amplification and as a demonstrator of the dynamical Casimir effect. An important property of
metamaterial-based devices is damping, which is fundamentally limited by mechanisms related
to the Josephson junctions themselves. In this paper we derive theoretical models for two such
mechanisms, the quasiparticle tunneling and the dielectric loss within the material of the tunnel
barrier. We discuss whether the junction-based effects are likely to be the limiting factors in the
experimentally observed quality factors of metamaterial-based resonators.
1. INTRODUCTION

The speed of light in a Josephson metamaterial is tuned by the magnetic flux going through
the loops of superconducting interference devices (SQUIDs). The SQUIDs are distributed circuit
elements with dimensions much smaller than the wavelength. Most typically, metamaterial-based
circuits are used as parametric amplifiers at microwave frequencies, with the ability to approach
the standard quantum limit when operated as phase-preserving amplifiers or to squeeze below the
vacuum level when operated as phase-sensitive amplifiers [1]. In the recent demonstration of the
dynamical Casimir effect in a Josephson metamaterial, vacuum fluctuation became observable by
rapidly modifying the index of refraction, or, equivalently, the speed of light [2]. An alternative
realization of this effect uses a single SQUID to emulate a time-varying boundary condition [3].
In general, the potential sources of dissipation in Josephson devices include quasiparticle losses
in the superconducting leads and dielectric losses in the capacitive circuit elements [4, 5]. The
mechanisms related to the Josephson junctions themselves are the dielectric loss of the tunnel barrier
material and the loss induced by the quasiparticle tunneling through the tunnel barrier [6]. In this
paper we aim to quantify the contribution of these two dissipation mechanisms in metamaterial
circuits.
2. THEORY

The dissipative current component in superconducting tunnel junctions, the quasiparticle current,
is effectively in parallel with the Josephson current. It is expressed as a function of the voltage
accross the junction as
Z ∞
¢
¡ ¢¤
¡
¢ ¡ ¢£ ¡
1
(1)
I=
ns E 0 − eV ns E 0 f E 0 − eV − f E 0 dE 0 ,
eRn −∞
where Rn is the normal-state resitance of the junction, e is the electron charge, and ns (E) and
f (E) are the superconducting density of states (scaled to normal metal density of states), and the
Fermi function, respectively. The Fermi function is expressed as f (E) = [exp (E/kB T ) + 1]−1 with
E referred to the Fermi level. For ideal superconductors the density of states is expressed as
E
,
ns (E) = √
2
E − ∆2

(2)

for |E| > ∆ and zero otherwise. The superconducting gap is ∆, and the density of states diverges at
the edge of the superconducting gap when |E| = ∆. However, in real superconductors the density
of states can be considered finite within the gap, as captured by the Dynes model [7]
¯ 
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
E + iγ∆
¯,
¯


(3)
ns (E) = ¯Re q
¯
2
2
¯
(E + iγ∆) − ∆ ¯
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where γ is a phenomenological coefficient introduced to quantify the smearing. As the Josephson
metamaterial is typically operated with zero DC voltage, the relevant quantity is the zero-bias
resistance
¯
µ
¶−1
∂I ¯¯
Rq0 =
.
(4)
∂V ¯V =0
The other mechanism related to the tunnel junction element itself is the dielectric loss of the
junction barrier. From the point of view of microwave damping, it plays the same role as the
quasiparticle dissipation. Therefore it is natural to present it as equivalent resistance, comparable
to Rq0 parallel to the Josephson junction as
Rd0 =

1
,
ωCJ tan δ

(5)

where ω is the frequency, CJ is the Josephson junction capacitance and tan δ is the loss tangent of
the junction barrier material. The total loss can be represented by the parallel connection of Rd0
and Rq0 as
Rd0 Rq0
R0 =
(6)
Rd0 + Rq0
In Fig. 1(a) we present an equivalent circuit model of a unit cell of Josephson metamaterial
consisting of a SQUID loop embedded in a microwave transmission line. Fig. 1(b) presents a
microscope photograph of a few unit cells of the metamaterial realised in coplanar waveguide
geometry. Assuming a small loop inductance Ls ¿ LJ , the absence of DC current allows us
to linearize the supercurrent effects as described by the Josephson inductance LJ = Φ0 /(2πIc )
in parallel with the junction capacitance CJ and the dissipation given by R0 . The Josephson
inductance (or Ic ) can be tuned by a flux induced by current indicated as Iφ in Fig. 1.
The relevant properties for our analysis are contained in the propagation constant of the transmission line η = α + jβ, and the transmission line impedance Zt . In a regular microwave transmis√
sion line represented by a circuit equivalent
of
Fig.
1(c)
the
quantities
are
expressed
as
β
=
ω
L t Ct ,
p
α = (1/2)(R/Zt + Zt /Gt ), and Zt = Lt /Ct , where Lt , Ct , Rt and Gt are transmission line inductance, capacitance, series resistance describing conductor loss, and parallel conductance describing
dielectric loss per unit length. This is valid in the low-loss limit α ¿ β. Here we have discretized
the system to the physical length of the unit cell `, assumed much shorter than the wavelength
λ = 2π/β. To obtain η and Zt for the metamaterial we set the impedance of the center conductor
of the coplanar line Rc + jXc (impedance between points A and B within the dotted rectangle
in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) equal to the corresponding impedance of the transmission line equivalent
R0
CJ
Iφ
A

lR'

Ls

lLg

IIφφ

B

B

A

lCt

lGt

LJ

Ls

(a)
A

lR t

LJ , CJ

lLt
lCt

l

B

lGt

(b)
(c)
Figure 1: (a) The circuit schematic of a unit cell. (b) A microscopic photograph of a few unit cells of the
metamaterial fabricated with Nb trilayer process. The symbols are defined in the main text. (c) The circuit
equivalent of the reduced transmission line model.
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`Rt + jω`Lt . The effective Lt = Xc /ω and Rt = Rc are found through straightforward circuit
analysis. Substituting them back to the definitions of η and Zt yields
v

u
sµ
u
¶
1
u
−
C
2
1
LJ
J

ω LJ
β = ωu
L
+
C
≈
ω
L
+
Ct ,
(7)
³
´2  t
g
t g `
`
1
1
R2 + ωCJ − ωLJ
0
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1
2`Zt

³

R0

1 + R02 ωCJ −

and
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v
u
uL +
u g
t

1
`

1
ωLJ

´2 ≈

1 ω 2 L2J
,
2`Zt R0

1
−CJ
ω2 L
”2
“ J
1
+ ωCJ − ωL1
R2
J

0

Ct

s
≈

Lg + L`J
.
Ct

(8)

(9)

Here we have neglected the loss mechanisms not contained in R0 (i.e., we assumed R0 ≈ 0, Gt ≈ 0).
It has been also assumed that the frequency of the propagating
wave is much below the plasma
√
frequency ωp of the Josephson junction, i.e., ω ¿ ωp = 1/ LJ CJ , and the low-loss limit R0 ¿ ωLJ .
The phase velocity of light in the metamaterial is expressed as vp = ω/β. If the metamaterial
is to be used as a distributed resonator the intrinsic quality factor of the resonance is readily
expressed through above transmission parameters. The quality factor of the non-terminated λ/2
or short-terminated λ/4 resonance is expressed as
QI =

β
.
2α

(10)

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Quasiparticle IV curves were computed from Eq. (1) with the aid of Eq. (3), see, e.g., [8] for a
review. For Niobium a superconducting energy gap ∆ = 1.4 meV was assumed. One example is
shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). The former shows the IV curve and the latter its derivative. The
feature of interest in our case is the zero-bias conductance dip with height 1/Rq0 . The zero-bias
resistance Rq0 is plotted at different temperatures as function of junction quality parameter in
Fig. 2(c). It is evident that decreasing the temperature has a huge effect as the resistance increases
by 4 to 5 orders of magnitude when the temperature decreases from 4.2 K to 1.0 K. The junction
quality in the range of interest has an effect up to about one order of magnitude in the range
of the simulation of γ = 10−6 . . . 10−2 . The zero-bias dip is characteristic to superconductorinsulator-superconductor junctions even in case of ideal or near-ideal junctions as experimentally
demonstrated with our junction technology in [9]. This is in contrast to normal metal-insulatorsuperconductor junctions, where γ quantifies the zero-temperature limit of the leakage resistance
in a straightforward fashion [10].
To relate the results to an experimental case we consider the parameters of the device described
in [11], i.e., a metamaterial parametrtic reflection amplifier consisting of 583 junctions connected
as open-ended λ/2 resonator. With the device parameters of Lg ≈ 0.3 µH/m, Ct ≈ 0.2 nF/m,
LJ = 16 pH, and ` ≈ 16 µm we obtain β ≈ 300 1/m at the operating frequency of ω/2π ≈
3.1 GHz, and the transmission line impedance of Zt ≈ 81 Ω from Eqs. (7) and (9), respectively. The
constant of attenuation from Eq. (8) yields αR0 ≈ 38 Ω/m. At the base temperature of 100 mK
the maximum experimental intrinsic Q-value was 6000. From Eq. (10) it then follows α ≈ 0.025
1/m. This maps to R0 ≈ 1500 kΩ assuming that the attenuation is limited by the tunnel junction
specific mechanisms. At the temperature of 4.2 K the experimental Q-value was about 50. A similar
analysis in this case leads to R0 ≈ 13 Ω.
The computational normal state resistance Rq0 assumes values of 104 Rn . . . 105 Rn at T = 1.0 K.
The normal state resistance of the SQUID junctions in parallel is about 40 Ω leading to the theoretical value of Rq0 & 4 × 105 Ω with the data of Fig. 2(c). As at T = 100 mK one expects even higher
Rq0 it appears highly unlikely that quasiparticle loss limits the dissipation at sub-K temperatures
since Rq0 significantly exceeds R0 estimated from the experiment. At T = 4.2 K it follows from the
data of Fig. 2 that Rq0 & 40 Ω. This is still a factor of about 3 higher than the experimental value
of R0 .
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Figure 2: Numerical results to obtain quasiparticle dissipation of the superconducting tunnel junctions. (a)
and (b): example current-voltage curve and its derivative, respectively, with example parameters (T = 4.2 K,
γ = 0.01). (c): Zero-bias resistance Rq0 obtained from the zero-voltage resistance dip as function of junction
quality parameter γ at different temperatures.

If we instead consider Rd0 through Eq. (5) we get the loss tangent of tan δ = 2.7×10−2 assuming
R0 ≈ Rd0 ≈ 1500 Ω as it was estimated for T = 0.1 K, and using nominal junction capacitance of
CJ ≈ 1.3 pF. Similarily, at T = 4.2 K similar estimation yields tan δ in the order of unity.
4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In summary we studied the dissipation in niobium based Josephson metamaterial devices. We excluded the possibility of quasiparticle tunneling to act as the limiting mechanism in the experiments
involving niobium-based Josephson metamaterial at sub-K temperatures. The damping induced by
the dielectric dissipation of the junction barrier material appears to be a plausible explanation at
sub-K temperatures. However, at the liquid-He temperature the quasiparticle dissipation becomes
comparable within a factor of about 3 to the dielectric dissipation within our model.
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Abstract— This paper presents a tiny RFID tag which can be directly mounted on a PCB in
electronic products as a solution to tracking PCBs within the electronics industry. The designed
RFID tag consists of the tag chip, two capacitors and the 3-turn rectangular loop antenna. The
RFID tag with the loop antenna utilizes a ground plane of a PCB as an ancillary radiator by
an inductive coupling. Because the tag does not necessarily require direct connection to a PCB
ground plane it can easily be mounted on a PCB using normal adhesive or sticky tape. The tag
is 1.8 × 10 × 1 mm in size and the fractional bandwidth for a return loss of more than 3 dB is
about 4.2% at 920 MHz. The reading distance of the tag ranges from 0.3 to 0.7 m depending on
a size of a PCB ground plane. Two capacitors of 3.6 and 3.9 pF are used in series for matching
between the 3-turn loop antenna and tag chip.
1. INTRODUCTION

Radio frequency identification (RFID) is a rapidly developing technology that uses RF signals for
the automatic identification of objects. This technology can be used not only for identification but
also for tracking individual items in a supply chain. An antenna is one of the key factors in an
RFID system [1] The detection range and accuracy of an RFID system are directly dependent on
the performance of a reader and tag antenna. Recently, various small RFID tag antenna have been
widely studied for UHF RFID system in order to identify item-level small products for instance
a medical vial [2] and metallic goods [3]. Also adoption of RFID technology has been profoundly
considered for tracking printed circuit boards (PCBs) populated with electric components such as
resistors, capacitors or active devices A tiny RFID tag to be mounted on PCBs can be used to
manage the tracking information and perceive bottlenecks within the manufacturing process. Some
companies have lately developed the RFID tag module to track PCBs in electronic products around
the manufacturing process [4, 5]. Important challenges associated with design of the RFID tag in
electronics are to reduce the size of the tag, to realize the matching circuits, and to minimize the
adverse effect on other electronic components in the PCB. In this paper, a very simple and tiny
UHF RFID tag is proposed for applications to track PCBs in electronics. Since the designed tag
recognizes a ground plane of a PCB as an additional radiator, the reading distance of the tag is
dependent on the size of a PCB. The antenna of the tiny tag is comprised of the 3-turn rectangular
loop in the dielectric body, FR-4.
2. DESIGN OF THE RFID TAG

The designed tiny RFID tag is made up of two-layered dielectric substrate, FR-4. The lower
dielectric substrate is 0.2 mm in thickness and the upper one 0.8 mm. On the top side of the
dielectric body for the RFID tag module is a part of the 3-turn rectangular loop patterned and
the ground plane is formed on the bottom side of. Figure 1(a) shows the structure of the designed
tiny RFID tag. The RFID tag chip and the capacitors for matching are assembled on the metallic
antenna pattern which is etched on the top side of the dielectric body. The structure of the 3-turn
loop antenna is completely realized by the metallic strips etched on the top side of the dielectric
body, the strips inside the body, the ground plane formed on the bottom side of the body and
the six via-holes. As shown in Figure 1(a), the dielectric body for the RFID tag consists of two
dielectric layers. The ground plane is formed on the dielectric of layer 1 and the metallic strips for
the rectangular loop antenna are etched on the dielectric of layer 2. Also four of the six via-holes
just go through layer 2 and the others concurrently through layer 1 and 2. The designed RFID tag
is 1.8(W ) × 10(L) × 1(H) mm in size.
The tag chip employed in this paper is the commercial product, Higgs 3, of Alien Technologies
and the chip data sheet represents that the chip is made up of the resistor of resistance 1.5 kΩ in
parallel with the capacitor of capacitance 0.85 pF in the equivalent circuit diagram [6]. However we
designed the tag antenna regarding the tag chip which equivalently consists of the resistor of 1.5 kΩ
and the capacitor of 1.2 pF in parallel considering a parasitic capacitance caused by bonding the tag
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chip directly to the antenna. So the measured input impedance of the tag chip is about (14−j143) Ω
at 920 MHz. The impedance of the tag antenna is designed to be conjugately matched with that
of the tag chip to supply the maximum power to the tag chip. The required input impedance of
the antenna for the tag chip can be easily achieved by the metallic 3-trun loop and two capacitors.
In order to match between the 3-turn loop antenna and tag chip two capacitors of 3.6 and 3.9 pF
are serially assembled on the loop antenna and the designed tag is mounted near the edge of a
PCB in an electronic product as shown in Figure 1. The designed tag is inductively coupled with
a PCB ground plane through magnetic fields generated by the 3-turn loop so a PCB ground plays
an important role as an ancillary radiator of the tag. Figure 2 shows the variations of the return
loss of the tag antenna depending on the PCB ground size and the magnitude distribution of the
surface current induced on the ground plane at 920 MHz when the size of the PCB ground plane is
40 mm in width (W ) and 80 mm in length (L). The fractional bandwidth for a return loss of more
than 3 dB is approximately 4.2% at 920 MHz, ranging from 900 to 938.5 MHz. In Figures 2(a) and
(b), we can examine that the variations of the return loss is just a little as a function of the PCB
ground size and the surface current induced by the tag flows on the ground plane. This induced
current causes the PCB ground to work as an ancillary radiator Therefore the size of the PCB
ground strongly influences the read range of the tag.
W
z
x
Dielectric body

y
L/2
L/

Vias

Capacitors
RFID tag chip

L
Layer 2
Layer 1

Tag

1 mm

H
L

Metallic loop

PCB

W
Ground plane

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: The designed tiny RFID tag. (a) Structure of the tag and (b) configuration for the tag to be
assembled on a PCB.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Return loss and surface current distribution. (a) Return loss depending on PCB ground plane.
(b) Magnitude distribution of surface current.

Figure 3 shows the normalized radiation pattern of the electric field radiated by the tag in
xy- and xz-plane, respectively. The radiation pattern of the tag inductively coupled with the PCB
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ground plane is similar to that of dipole-type antenna which is parallel to the z-axis. The maximum
radiation occurs at θ = 90◦ and ϕ = −60◦ and then the gain is about −16.8 dBi. We used the
commercial simulator HFSS, finite-element method (FEM), to compute the return loss, surface
current distribution, and radiation pattern of the tag.
ϕ= 0

(a)

θ=0
E θ [dB]
E ϕ [dB]

E θ [dB]
E ϕ [dB]

(b)

Figure 3: Radiation pattern (Eθ and Eϕ ). (a) xy-plane, (b) xz-plane.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The reading distance of the tag is measured in a long corridor. We realized the measurement
environment which can minimize the effect of lots of reflection waves on the reading distance in a
corridor. Figure 4 shows the measurement setup for reading distance and the fabricated tag which is
assembled on the PCB of an electronic product. The PCB is 50×50 mm in size. In order to test the
reading performance of the tag we used the commercial RFID reader, XCODE-IU9003, delivered
by LSIS CO. in Korea [7]. The reading distance of the tag is roughly 0.45 m when the output power
of the reader is 30 dBm and the reader antenna has 6 dBic of gain and linear polarization.

Figure 4: Measurement setup for reading distance.
4. CONCLUSIONS

The tiny RFID tag is proposed as a solution to identify PCBs in electronic products. The designed
RFID tag consists of the tag chip, two capacitors and the 3-turn rectangular loop antenna. The
RFID tag with the loop antenna utilizes a ground plane of a PCB as an ancillary radiator by an
inductive coupling. So the reading distance is dependent on the size of the PCB ground plane.
The reading distance of the tag ranges from 0.3 to 0.7 m depending on a size of a PCB ground
plane. The fractional bandwidth for a return loss of more than 3 dB is approximately 4.2% at
920 MHz, ranging from 900 to 938.5 MHz. The designed tag can be directly assembled on the PCB
in electronic products early in the manufacturing process The tag can be used to not only prevent
a replica of a product from being distributed but also trace a product in real time.
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Abstract— We developed high sensitive anisotropic magneto resistive sensor and used it for
eddy current testing (ECT). Due to the high magnetic field sensitivity of AMR sensor at low
frequency, the ECT system can be used to detect deep defect. The excitation coil was 50 turns
with the diameter of about 30 mm. The amplitude of the excitation current was about 20 mA.
The AMR sensor was put at the center of the excitation coil, and the sensing direction of the AMR
sensor was parallel with the plane of the excitation coil. By this arrangement, the background
field produced the excitation coil can be compensated. Using this ECT system, we successfully
detect the deep crack defect in an aluminum plate with the depth of 15 mm, and the signal-tonoise ratio was best for the excitation frequency of 32 Hz.
1. INTRODUCTION

Eddy current testing (ECT) is an efficient surface and near surface inspection method. Inductive
coil, hall sensor, flux gate, giant magneto resistive (GMR) sensor, anisotropic magneto resistive
(AMR) sensor, and Superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) have been used to
construct ECT systems [1–6]. To detect deep defect in conductive materials, like aluminum, copper
and steel, high sensitive magnetic field sensors at low frequency are needed. SQUID had the
best magnetic field sensitivity at low frequency and was used to detect deep defect in conductive
material [7], but the need of low temperature cooling made the SQUID-based ECT system complex
and limited its practical applications for ECT. We developed high sensitive AMR sensor and used it
for ECT [8–10]. Compared with other sensors, AMR sensor had the advantages of good sensitivity at
low frequency, easy operation, big dynamic range, and flat frequency response in a big bandwidth.
In this paper, we will describe the experiments of deep defect detection using ECT with AMR
sensor.
2. AMR-BASED ECT SYSTEM FOR DEEP DEFECT DETECTION

Figure 1 shows the schematic block diagram of ECT system with AMR sensor. AC magnetic field
was produced by the excitation coil as AC current flew in it; and eddy current was induced in the
specimen. The AMR sensor was used to measure the magnetic field produced by the eddy current.
AMR sensor of HMC1001 was used. The lock-in amplifier was used to measure the amplitude and
phase signal of the signal. In our experiment, only amplitude signal was used.

Figure 1: Schematic block diagram of ECT system with AMR sensor.

The excitation coil was a 50-turn circular coil with the diameter of about 30 mm. The AMR
sensor was put in the center of the excitation coil, and the sensing direction was not perpendicular to,
but parallel with the plane of the excitation. This configuration could compensate the background
field produced by the excitation coil.
Figure 2 shows the magnetic field noise spectrum measured
in our laboratory using the AMR
√
sensor. The magnetic field resolution was about 40 pT/ Hz at 32 Hz. The maximum magnetic
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Figure 2: Magnetic field noise spectrum measured in our laboratory using AMR sensor.

field detected by AMR was about 2 Gauss, so the dynamic range of the AMR sensor was over
120 dB at 32 Hz.
3. ECT EXPERIMENTS

The sample was an aluminum plate with the thickness of 16 mm and artificial defect was made
on it. The depth of the defect was 15 mm. The AMR sensor was fixed with an X-Y stage and
the scanning was done by moving the AMR sensor. The scanning
√ speed was about 5 mm/s. The
penetration depth of eddy current can be expressed by δ = 1/ πf µσ, where, f is the excitation
frequency, µ is the permeability of the material and σ is the conductivity of the material. For
aluminum, µ = µ0 ; σ = 3.5 × 107 S/m. If δ is 15 mm, the calculated excitation frequency is about
32 Hz. Figure 3 shows scanning results for the excitation frequency of 16 Hz, 32 Hz, 64 Hz, and
128 Hz. The amplitude of the excitation current was about 20 mA. The signal-to-noise ratio was
best at the frequency of 32 Hz.

(a) 16 Hz

(b) 32 Hz

(c) 64 Hz

(d) 128 Hz

Figure 3: ECT signal of defect with the depth of 15 mm. (a) Excitation frequency was 16 Hz. (b) Excitation
frequency was 32 Hz. (c) Excitation frequency was 64 Hz. (d) Excitation frequency was 128 Hz.
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4. SUMMARY

Using ECT with AMR sensor, the defect with the depth of 15 mm was detected and the signal-tonoise ratio was best for the excitation frequency of 32 Hz.
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Abstract— In this work, the graphene is employed to form artificial magnetic conductor
(AMC). It is demonstrated that both the resonance frequency and bandwidth of graphene-based
AMC can be tuned by varying the external electric field. Additionally, the graphene-based AMC
with different geometries are examined and compared.
1. INTRODUCTION

Over the past several years, artificial magnetic conductor (AMC) has attracted much attention due
to its ability in suppressing the surface wave and realizing the low-profile antennas. The AMC
ground plane has a perfect magnetic conductor characteristic over a certain frequency range, i.e.,
the so-called AMC operation bandwidth, which is defined in the frequency range corresponding to
the reflection phases between +90◦ and −90◦ . The main drawback of AMC ground plane is its
relatively narrow bandwidth compared to the ultra-wide bandwidth (UWB) antenna. Typically,
there are two ways to broaden the bandwidth of the AMC: 1) Modify the AMC structure such as
using via holes or adopting multilayer FSS over a grounded substrate; and 2) insert varactor diodes
between the AMC units [1, 2]. However, these methods become tough at very high frequencies (for
example THz) due to the complex manufacturing process.
Recently, tunable THz devices based on graphene are successfully developed by using the variable
surface conductivity of graphene under different applied voltages. In this work, the tunablity
of graphene-based AMC is proposed and demonstrated. By varying the chemical potential, the
equivalent capacitance of the graphene-based AMC can be dramatically tuned, and the resonance
frequency shifts subsequently.
2. GRAPHENE-BASED AMC

Figure 1(a) shows the graphene-based AMC unit, and the surface impedance can be characterized
as a capacitor. The equivalent circuit model is shown in Fig. 1(b).
2.1. Analytical Modeling

The reflection phase R for graphene-based AMC with square patches is obtained by [3]
R=

Zs − η0
Zs + η0

(1)

where η 0 (= 377 Ω) is the intrinsic impedance of free-space, and Zs is the total surface impedance,
which can be calculated by (see Fig. 1(b))
µ
Zs =

1
1
+
Zd Zg

¶−1
(2)

where Zd and Zg are the impedances of grounded substrate and patch array, respectively [3, 4]
η0
Zd = j √ tan (kd t) = jωLd (ω)
εr
µ
¶
D
ωτ
1
1
ωτ À1
Zg
= j
−
=
D − g σ0 (µc ) ωCeff
jωCg (ω)
·
³
´¸
2
e kB T τ µc
−µc /kB T
σ0 (µc ) =
+ 2 ln 1 + e
π~2
kB T

(3a)
(3b)
(3c)
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where D is the patch width, g is the patch gap, εr is the relative permittivity of the substrate, t
is the substrate thickness, kB is the Boltzmann’s constant, h is the reduced Planck’s constant, T
is the temperature, τ and µc are the relaxation time and chemical potential of the graphene sheet,
respectively. The comparison between the analytical and simulated results is plotted in Fig. 2,
and good agreement can be observed. Here, D = 8 µm, g = 1 µm, t = 8 µm, and the substrate is
selected as SiO2 . By changing µc from 0.4 eV to 1 eV (see Fig. 3), the resonance frequency can be
tuned from 1.88 THz to 2.67 THz, and a wide bandwidth of 50% can be achieved. It is also found
that the graphene-based AMC will be more reflective as µc increases.
The performance of AMC ground plane will be affected in the case of oblique incidence, as shown
in Fig. 4(a). With the increase of incident wave angle θ, the resonance frequency increases, while
the bandwidth decreases, as shown in Fig. 4(b). Also, the impact of θ becomes more significant as
it increases.
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Figure 1: (a) Schematic of the AMC unit, and (b)
its equivalent circuit model.

Figure 2: Comparison between analytical and simulated results for graphene-based AMC with square
patches.
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2.2. Parametric Study

The impacts of D, g, t, and εr are investigated for graphene-based AMC ground plane, as shown
in Figs. 5(a)–(d). Both the bandwidth and resonance frequency of the graphene-based AMC can
be decreased by increasing either D or εr , while g has an opposite effect. By employing thicker
substrate, the resonance frequency decreases but the bandwidth increases greatly. Nevertheless, it
is impossible to thicken the substrate unlimitedly since the grounded substrate will not exhibit an
inductor when t becomes larger than λ/4.
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Figure 5: Parametric study of graphene-based AMC with (a) D, (b) g, (c) t, and (d) εr , respectively.
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Figure 6: Schematic of different geometric shapes for graphene-based AMC.

3. DIFFERENT GEOMETRIC SHAPES

Various kinds of geometric shapes are studied in this section (see Fig. 6), and their reflection
phases under different chemical potentials are plotted in Figs. 7(a)–(c). It is shown that the AMC
2 exhibits larger bandwidth while the AMC 1 shows a better tunability, as shown in Fig. 7(d).
This phenomenon is because that the tunability of AMC ground plane is mainly determined by the
equivalent capacitance contributed by the structure. From (3b), it is found that a larger Ceff means
that the reactance contributed by graphene dominates thus a better tunability can be attained.
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Figure 7: (a)–(c) The reflection phases of graphene-based AMC with different geometric shapes, and (d)
comparison of frequency range ∆f .
4. CONCLUSION

In this work, a tunable graphene-based AMC is proposed and demonstrated. It is shown that both
the resonance frequency and bandwidth increases with the increase of applied voltage. Parametric
study is also conducted to find the influence of the geometries on the AMC performance. Finally,
the bandwidth and tunability of different AMC shapes are examined and compared.
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